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Abstract
Within the Project Electric Motor Systems Annex EMSA of the International Energy Agency’s
Implementing Agreement 4E (Efficient Electrical End-Use Equipment) a reference guide of successful
programs and policies for implementing motor systems efficiency all over the world is developed. The
first part consisted of reviewing existing policy instruments with focus on motor systems efficiency in
the area of industrial applications. Instruments described are mandatory minimum energy
performance standards – MEPS, legal or voluntary labels, energy management schemes and audit
programs, rebate programs, training and education programs, financial incentives (taxes, funding
schemes, credits…), public awareness raising programs and information platforms. The regions for
the policy analysis included: USA, China, Australia, European Union (some European Union member
countries and Switzerland). As it was not possible to consider all countries with relevant motor policies
or general/industrial demand side programs, the focus were on programs of participating countries
and on two major countries (US, China). The Austrian Energy Agency summarized the most relevant
elements of these policy instruments in a standardized form. Aspects assessed were: program goal,
calculation methods, success evaluation (e.g. energy savings), enforcement, compliance and financial
considerations. In the end, recommendations for successful program design were formulated and a
mix of policy measures was proposed: mandatory minimum energy performance standards,
information and education and financial incentives. This paper summarizes the results of the policy
overview and gives some outlooks and ideas on future motor policies.

Introduction
Electric Motor Systems account for between 43% and 46% of all global electricity consumption. [2,
p.9]. There is a potential to cost-effectively improve energy efficiency of motor systems by roughly 20
to 30%, reducing global electricity demand by about 10% [2, p.11]. Those potentials are not being
realised, even if economically cost-effective. [2]
A lot of barriers exist for optimizing motor systems or for investment in efficient motor systems in
industrial plants (develop, produce, sell, buy and use efficient motor systems). Already well known
barriers are:
•

Lack of awareness of the savings potential of motor systems (among politicians, Original
Equipment Manufacturers - OEMs, production managers, etc.);

•

Investments based on first-costs and not on life-cycle costs assessments;

•

Lack of know-how for efficient use and calculating quickly saving potential of existing motor
systems;

•

Other barriers. (see for example:[2], p. 82, [4])

To overcome these barriers a combination of different policy approaches is needed. But which policy
options already exist around the world and what is the experience so far?
An analysis of successful programs and policies for implementing motor systems efficiency all over
the world was compiled within Task D “Instruments for coherent motor policy”, part of the Electric
Motor Systems Annex EMSA of the International Energy Agency’s Implementing Agreement 4E
(Efficient Electrical End-Use Equipment). The aims of this task are to:
1.

Share information on what is needed to make each type of program successful, including
pitfalls to be avoided.
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2.

Understand what mix of policies and programs are needed to achieve particular goals.

Policy Instruments with focus on motor systems efficiency included are for example:
1.

Minimum Energy Performance Standards - MEPS (legal or voluntary),

2.

Labels,

3.

Energy management schemes and audit programs,

4.

Rebate programs,

5.

Training and education programs,

6.

Financial incentives (taxes, funding schemes, credits…),

7.

Public awareness raising programs,

8.

Projects of energy service companies,

9.

Information platforms.

As it was not possible to consider all countries with relevant motor policies or general/industrial
demand side programs, the focus laid on programs of participating countries (Australia, Austria,
Netherlands, UK and Switzerland) but also included USA, China and Sweden.
In the end, a total of 11 case studies were prepared and described in the review.
Input for the policy guide was provided on one hand by the EMSA participating countries (Australia,
Austria, Netherlands, UK and Switzerland) on selected motor policy measures in their countries. On
the other hand, the Austrian Energy Agency collected information on relevant policy measures in
those and other countries and regions. Sources were: web, articles, conference proceedings,
interviews, public statistics and personal contacts.

Overview of motor policy programs
Table 1 gives an overview on the different policy approaches in different countries analysed in the
Motor Policy Guide. Policy measures are divided into three main categories: mandatory actions (such
as Minimum Energy Performance Standards), information & education actions and financial
incentives.
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China

klima:aktiv
energy
efficient
companies
program

Chinese Government

Financing:
Regional
public
administration
(for energy audits)

Managenemt: Austrian
Energy Agency

Financing: Ministry of
Environment

Zealand

New
government

Austria

territory

State
and
governments

Equipment
Efficiency
Program

Energy
(E3)

Australian Government

Financing,
Management

Australia

Program

Country

- MEPS

- Sanctions for noncompliance:
deregistration

Compliance
testing in accredited
laboratories

- MEPS, voluntary
High
Efficiency
Performance
Standards (HEPS)

Mandatory actions

Program Elements

- Information exchange

- Conferences

- Workshops

- Award ceremonies

- Template for audit report

- Audit guidelines for motor
systems
(compressed
air
systems, fans, pumps)

- Training of energy auditors

Awareness
raising:
www.energyrating.gov.au

Information & education

- Financial subsidy
(for highly efficient

Financial subsidies
for purchase of IE3
motors

Additionally
on
national level (not
within
specified
program):

Subsidies for energy
audits from regional
programs

Financial incentives

- 30% of registered
motors are IE2 level
(corresponding
to

- Savings of 60 GWh p.a.
(not only motor systems,
for specified program
only!)

- 6000 motors registered
for MEPS 2, 20% of
these meet HEPS

Results

Table 1 Overview of motor policies for motors in the industrial and service sectors (more details on the programs are published in [3])

Systems

Financing: Government

Management: Swedish
Energy Agency

Programme
of
improving
energy
efficiency in energyintensive companies

Management:
Dutch
Energy Agency (former
SenterNovem)

Sweden

Long
Term
Agreements (LTA)

Netherlands

Motor
Challenge

list

with

motor

Reporting
management

on

energy

- Purchasing recommendation
(Life Cycle Costing)

- List of measures

- Energy audit

- User groups

- Motor system quick scans

- Measure
relevance

- Voluntary target for energy
efficiency improvement

- Lab accreditation
program

China Energy Savings
Program

China Motor System
Market
Transformation
Program

- Awareness raising

- Labeling

China Energy Label

Program Elements

Information & education

Financing: Ministry of
Economic Affairs

Financing,
Management
Mandatory actions

Program

Country

tax

- Voluntary energy
efficiency
improvement
in
return for electricity
tax exemptions

Investment
allowance

Income
concessions

motors)

Financial incentives

- Targeted savings: 1,4
TWh p.a. (75% within
surrounding
systems,
25%
in
production
processes)

- 2,2% p.a. energy
efficiency gains (over all
technologies)

CEMEP eff1 level)

Results

Financing: Government

Management:
Swiss
Agency for Efficient
Energy
Use
(nongovernmental
organization)

Financing: Government

Management: Climate
Change
Levy
Programme,
Carbon
Trust

Financing: Government

Management: National

Switzerland

Topmotors

UK

Enhanced
Capital
Allowance scheme

USA

Epact92, EISA

Easy

National
Points

Motor
Challenge
Programme

Contact

Joint Research Centre

Financing,
Management

European Union

Program

Country

- Labeling

- MEPS

Government
procurement

Mandatory actions

Program Elements

raising:

Information,
(Carbon Trust)

guidelines

- Software tools for audits

- Training for energy advisers

Awareness
www.topmotors.ch

- Awards

- Use of program logo

- voluntary motor measure list
(Action Plan)

Information & education

-Fiscal incentives for
VSD
and
high
efficient motors (from

Energy-efficiency
loans

- 100% first-year
capital allowance on
energy-saving
equipment

- Incentives for audits
and
efficiency
measures

Financial incentives

newsletter

In
2006
NEMA
Premium sales share

- Market share of IE2
motors 15% (2009) from
5% (2001)

- 8.000 downloads

- 350 conference &
workshop participants

1000
recipients

- 17 pilot objects

- 185 GWh/a savings

- 93 Endorsers

- 95 Partners

By 2009:

Results

Save Energy
LEADER

Now,

Challenge

Industrial
Technologies
Program

Motor
Program

Green Motor Initiative

Compressed
Challenge

Department
of
Energy´s Office of
Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy

Decisions

Motor
Matter

Air

Consortium of Energy
Efficiency (Non-profit)

Systems

Motor
Initiative

Utility Rebates

Electrical
Manufacturers
Association (NEMA)

Financing,
Management

NEMA Premium

Program

Country

Mandatory actions

Program Elements

- Guidance Documents

- Assessments

- Government procurement
recommendations

- Free software tools

- Best practices

- Conferences

- Training

- Information

- Best practices

- Trainings

- Awareness Raising

- Forum for members

Information & education

- Financial incentives
for rewound motors

utilities)

Financial incentives

Motor
Challenge
Program:
520
GWh
savings (in 6 years)

- 104 TWh electrical
savings, in US and
Canada (not only motors)

27%

Results

Program elements
Most of the programs described consist of one or more of the following elements.
Legally enforced minimum standards for motor system components
Legally binding standards for efficiency of electric motors are becoming more popular and have been
implemented in USA, European Union, China, Australia, Korea, Brazil and others 1 . Additionally,
standards are set for other motor system components, such as pumps, fans and compressors in
China and European Union, and are under investigation in several other economies. These minimum
standards aim to remove the least efficient products from the market.
Setting legally binding national minimum efficiency standards is a significant stepping stone for
progressing motor efficiency, and as an early pioneer in the adoption of standards for motors, the US
has served as a role model for other countries. As other countries have followed, the focus has turned
to the harmonisation of these standards with each other, and considerable progress has been
achieved in the acceptance of international test methods and aligned performance levels.
Measures to improve compliance with MEPS remain an important and on-going issue at a national
and international level, particularly market surveillance and the use of certified testing centres or
laboratories. Significant initiatives in these areas have been adopted in Australia and China.
Building regulation
The UK encourages the use of frequency converters within the building regulation. There are probably
other options to support the use of efficient motor systems with similar instruments.
Labelling, voluntary high performance (NEMA Premium)
Labelling is often used to increase the uptake of highly efficient motors (beyond minimum standards).
Examples include NEMA Premium in the US, High Efficiency Performance Standards in Australia, IE3
in Europe, and Grade 1 Motors in China.
The labelling of high efficiency products is often coupled with financial incentives to encourage even
greater uptake.
Purchasing recommendations (alternative LCC Analysis) for efficient motors
Programs for Government Procurement (UK, US, others) or the recommendation for purchasing high
efficient motors within programs for energy management systems (Sweden) can help to get high
efficient motors in the market. This also applies to efficient design and installation services.
Financial incentives for higher efficient motors and the purchase of other equipment
Financial incentives are used in China, UK and Austria, although several different approaches are
employed. The key types are:

1

•

Capital allowances (e.g. 100% first-year capital allowance on investments in energysaving equipment in the UK);

•

Loans (interest-free energy efficiency loans for the purchase of energy-saving equipment
in the UK);

•

Tax incentives (e.g. reduction of electricity-tax upon participation in energy-efficiency
program in Sweden);

•

Rebates (e.g. utility incentives for highly efficient motors in the US)

A list of MEPS worldwide will be soon available on www.motorsystems.org.
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•

Subsidies

Energy audits
Free or subsidised energy audit services are provided by many countries, often supported by audit
guidelines, training, tools and audit report templates to ensure the quality of the service.
Audits tend to address the whole motor system (e.g. from compressor to the machine or tool)
providing a range of recommended energy efficiency actions. To reduce the range of options to a
manageable level, and in some cases also the cost, some programs focus on particular technologies,
as is the case in the US, Europe’s Motor Challenge Programme and Austria.
Training, education
In the US and China, programs to train experts (e.g. ESCOs) in the field of energy efficiency has been
used. Tertiary education (e.g. university level) was not explicitly mentioned within the program
descriptions, although this would be an essential element for improving awareness and skills in motor
system efficiency reaching a relatively large number of people at low additional costs.
Industrial energy efficiency programs with targets
Participants of voluntary agreements with (then) binding efficiency targets are very often big industrial
companies (Australia, Sweden, and others not mentioned in this report). Tax advantages are
sometimes the incentive for participating in the program. For motor systems electricity targets are
relevant. Within these programs other elements are integrated e.g. energy audits, energy saving
targets and program monitoring, incl. measure list, and/or purchase-criteria for high-efficient motors
(Sweden).
Energy management
Energy Management is one of the most interesting approaches. As motor system efficiency is also a
management topic, on the long run it will be improved when companies use an energy management
system approach. Elements supporting the installation and use of energy efficient motor systems are:
electricity saving targets and programs, purchase criteria, maintenance and repair strategy, trainings,
suggestion schemes.
Once again standardization (EN 16001, ISO 50001) will improve motor system efficiency via widespread use of energy management. At the moment this approach is used e.g. in Netherlands and
Sweden where purchasing criteria (e.g. CEMEP EFF 1) and/or specific measures are recommended
to be used within the implementation for energy management systems. Austria published purchasing
recommendations in the framework of recommendations for the implementation of energy
management.
Awareness raising
Raising awareness of the opportunity to improve the efficiency of motor systems is important but can
be expensive and its impact difficult to measure.
Widely used instruments are: webpages, newsletters, conferences, workshops, press-releases,
award-ceremonies, flyers, brochures, direct-contacts. Most programs with the main focus on
awareness co-operate with motor system producers or electricity utilities to increase market
awareness.
Best practice case studies are used in Austria, US, UK and Europe to transport the main message of
saving electricity in motor-driven systems and convince other organisations to follow these examples.
For best-practice recognition, pilot projects award ceremonies are helpful.
Tools for end-users
In the US, the UK and Switzerland, self-evaluation tools, system assessment guides and tip-sheets
are made freely available, often online. Other useful tools, such as databases with software and/or
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user interfaces for the selection of energy-efficient motors, are found in the US and European Union.
In Switzerland, specific benchmarking tools for compressed air systems are published.

Recommendations for a successful program
The experience of programs surveyed provides insight into some of the key elements to the
organisation and management of successful energy efficiency programs. These general observations
are highlighted below.
1. Program planning
Sound project planning is the vital first step towards delivering an effective market transformation
program. Amongst the key issues to be addressed by a program plan are:
•

What are the aims of the program and the intended duration;

•

What can be learnt from other programs with similar objectives;

•

How the program will be managed;

•

Who is the main target group or groups;

•

How the success of the program will be evaluated;

•

How the achievements of the program will be measured;

•

What financial and human resources will be required to deliver the program;

•

Are there any capacity constraints that will limit the effectiveness of the program, e.g. skilled
staff, laboratory expertise, etc;

•

What other resources will be needed, e.g. information, promotion, materials, guidelines, etc;

•

Which external organisations need to be involved in planning or delivering the program and
what role will they have;

•

How will a communications strategy be developed and implemented.

2. Program Duration
Several years of implementation are necessary to maximise impact. This is due to slow turnover of
motor systems technologies and the time taken to develop relationships and reach all relevant
stakeholders and gain recognition.
3. Program Management and Recognition
Program management should be neutral and independently financed to be recognized as an
unbiased source of information.
Information provided by the program needs to be considered credible and authoritative to maximise
the probability that it will be acted upon.
Brand recognition is an important part of raising awareness and promotional activities, but this takes
time to establish, as has been the case for the Carbon Trust (UK), the Motor Challenge (European
Union, USA) and klima:aktiv (Austria).
4. Partnerships
It is of great importance to integrate market actors to achieve the greatest possible program impact
and encourage further developments. Establishing relationships with and between Government
agencies, producers of motor systems and sales companies, experts, installers, service companies
and energy consultants is central to most successful programs. Trade associations, chambers of
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commerce and industry organisations can also be useful partners and for direct contact to motorsystem users it is often helpful to work with regional contacts or local energy utilities.
5. Monitoring and Evaluation
The identification of clear and measurable target outcomes from the outset, and supporting these with
an evaluation strategy is a vital part of program design and management. Regular monitoring
provides feedback on progress with implementation and enables the early detection of any problems
or issues that require addressing.
Program evaluation, particularly when undertaken by an independent authority, is usually required to
secure funding streams, or to support a case for the program to expand or be extended. Publicly
reporting program results is also important to increase program recognition.
Most monitoring systems will require close contact with program participants and partner
organisations, and a structure for reporting the key outcomes, such as achieved savings. Where
possibly, efforts should be made to minimise transaction costs, for example through online reporting
mechanisms.
6. Compliance and Enforcement
MEPS and labelling programs require the implementation of systems to ensure compliance and
achieve the expected economic and environmental outcomes. Efforts to maximise compliance also
safeguards the investment made by end-users in more efficient equipment and protects the
investment made by suppliers in order to bring this equipment to the market. Without adequate
compliance and enforcement processes, manufacturers of compliant equipment will face unfair
competition.
Comprehensive compliance regimes include measures to educate stakeholders of their
responsibilities, market surveillance activities, verification testing and a range of enforcement actions
scaled in proportion to the severity of the offence. To be effective, there is a need to establish
appropriate powers of authority, and ensure that there is a sound technical basis underpinning the
program requirements. This requires the use of robust methods of test (where possible, internationally
recognised) and measures to assure the availability and quality testing facilities.
7. International exchange
All countries in this survey have different forms of motor policies in place. But several elements are
quite similar. Therefore international exchange on experiences, strategies, monitoring, tools and so on
would be very helpful. On an expert-level this is done for example by EEMODS Conferences, other
possibilities are the IEA Implementing Agreements (4EM, IETS).

Conclusions
It is important to increase not only motor efficiency but the motor system efficiency (including the
driven pump, fan, compressor, the auxiliary components variable speed drive, gear, transmission belt,
brakes, etc). How exactly motor system aspects can be integrated in national financial and/or MEPS
initiatives is not obvious.
The European Commission is publishing MEPS for core motor systems like fans and pumps. These
measures increase the energy efficiency of the single components but not yet of the total system or
the machine in which these and all other components are integrated.
Some countries (e.g. UK, US and others) give fiscal incentives for the purchase and/or installation of
frequency converters. This measure is focusing on one single, but in some cases the most relevant
aspect of adjusting the motor power demand to the actual demand of the system.
However, several other aspects are also relevant, e.g. switching off on weekends or correct
dimensioning of machine and motors. For this approach past and current examples are co-financed
audits, guides and trainings for motor experts. The Motor Challenge Program has also shown the
benefit of gaining the commitment of a company’s management team in energy improvements, and
such lessons should be applied to programs for motor systems.
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The European Commission also published the Reference Document on Best Available Techniques
(BAT Document) “Energy Efficiency”, which contains a lot of information on saving measures on a
system level. Those guidelines should be applied if a new IPPC - plant (according to the Integrated
Pollution Prevention and Control-Directive of the European Commission) is built or extended, but the
knowledge about the content of this document is not widespread among personnel responsible for the
plant approval.
Further policy options
C. Brunner and P. Waide suggest in [2] some interesting policy options in addition to those already
mentioned in this paper depending on the barrier and technology addressed:
1. Addressing efficiency of components and systems
MEPS, Labelling, testing standards are suggested for motor system components like motors,
fans, pumps, compressors, VSD but also belts and other transmission components.
Very interesting could be the approach of system-level performance requirements, for example
water-pumping energy performance standards or for conveyors, elevators [2, p. 11].
This approach could also address other systems: compressor systems (e.g. kWh/Nm³), or for
fans, like the Specific Fan Power requirement. Those measures could be measured regularly
(e.g. annually) in addition to specific issues (e.g. maximum allowed leakage rate, or max. part
load allowed). Here work is required to define the possibility of such requirements.
2. Addressing missing Life-Cycle Cost approach
Information campaign of manufacturers and OEM trade associations should make
recommendations to member companies to include life-cycle cost information in their offer, to
include life-cycle costing in equipment performance specification [2, p. 89], and/or to include
efficiency labels for machines (e.g. only premium motors inside), [2, p. 87]
Within energy management systems purchasing recommendations should include the life-cycle
cost approach (e.g. [5])
3. Addressing use and optimization (replacement and enlargement) of existing systems:
Existing processes should be monitored and equipment measured to define critical
dimensioning parameters. Factory automation can be used to monitor and benchmark
efficiency in production processes. Here incentives should be developed to encourage and
support the correct sizing of equipment, the systematic monitoring of system performance and
use. [2, p 121]
For making efficient use of motor systems mandatory or giving at least incentives for efficient
use a link with macro-policy initiatives should be provided. Examples could be mandatory
implementation of energy management systems (incl. motor system approaches at different
levels), mandatory energy audits (incl. mandatory motor system audits), energy saving targets
(incl. motor systems) within voluntary or mandatory agreements between authorities and
industrial firms, refunding of electricity tax by reaching motor system saving targets or fulfilling
motor system system-level performance requirements.
Policy Recommendations
A good electric motor systems policy scheme includes a combination of three major instruments:
1.

National mandatory Minimum Energy Performance Standards for motors and motor systems
(pumps, fans, compressors). MEPS should be introduced based on international methods of
test with a specified timeline and the minimum requirements progressively tightened. Regular
reviews of MEPS levels are necessary to keep pace with technological development.
Compliance with MEPS needs to be monitored, verified and – in the case of non-compliance sanctioned.
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2.

3.

Information, training and capacity building:
•

Implement energy management (top-down) and energy audit (bottom-up) schemes
with focus on motor systems, efficiency-oriented planning process for new and
existing installations, yearly monitoring of electricity consumption per production unit
and value, efficiency target setting based on benchmarking of efficient technologies
(pumps, fans, compressors). The implementation of such schemes can be enhanced
by national policies making them either mandatory or voluntary (in exchange for
certain benefits).

•

Training of experts. Produce guides and tools (e.g. EMSA’s Motor Systems Tool,
decision making tools) for on-site analysis and testing, life cycle cost assessment,
investment planning and realization for improved motor systems aimed at installers,
planners and maintenance engineers.

Financial incentives. Investments in improving old, inefficient, oversized industrial installations
are hindered because of reluctance to intervene in the production process, fear of new,
unproven technology and the considerable efforts (both in terms of costs and time) for
assessing savings potentials of complex motor systems. Financial incentives can help to
overcome these barriers and also to direct the attention of industrial plant managers to often
untapped efficiency potentials in motor systems.

All instruments need to be embedded coherently into national and international energy policy
frameworks.

Outlook
Successful policy instruments on a national level are important, but not sufficient. With motor
manufacturers delivering their products across the globe, the needs and risks of a global market have
to be faced:
•

Where not defined yet, MEPS need to be introduced. Esp. first in countries with high global share
of energy consumption (e.g. Russia, India) and then stepwise in all countries.

•

The level of MEPS needs to be globally harmonized to avoid parallel markets taking up efficient or
inefficient products.

•

Testing standards need to be globally harmonized and accepted. This process is already ongoing
with more and more countries accepting the upgraded IEC standards.

•

Furthermore motor audit schemes and specific performance standards for whole systems must be
developed and integrated/combined with industrial energy efficiency programs. These programs
must be either compulsory or give a strong financial incentive to join.

Global challenges call for a global effort. The goal of the 4E Electric Motor Systems Annex is to face
these challenges and push forward market transformation on a global scale.
The Motor Policy Guide Part 1 shows examples of motor policy instruments and their assessment.
Based on these, recommendations for a successful program and for a good electric motor systems
policy scheme were formulated. After having closed this assessment, the next step is to identify
detailed policy instruments on national and international level and thus map the road to a global
market transformation towards more efficient motor systems. EMSA will work on delivering this
analysis as Part 2 of the Motor Policy Guide.
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Motor Systems Efficiency Supply Curves: Assessing the Energy
Efficiency Potential of Industrial Motor Systems
Aimee McKane and Ali Hasanbeigi, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Abstract
Motor-driven equipment accounts for approximately 60% of manufacturing final electricity use worldwide.
In this paper, using a combination of expert opinion and available data from the United States, Canada,
the European Union, Thailand, Vietnam, and Brazil, bottom-up electricity efficiency supply curve models
were constructed to estimate the cost-effective electricity efficiency potentials and CO2 emission reduction
for three types of motor systems (compressed air, pumping, and fan) in industry for the selected
countries/region. Based on these analyses, the share of cost-effective electricity saving potential of these
systems as compared to the total motor system electricity use in the base year varies between 27% and
49% for pumping, 21% and 47% for compressed air, and 14% and 46% for fan systems. Overall, Thailand,
Vietnam and Brazil have a higher percentage for cost-effective potential as compared to total motor
systems electricity use. This results from the lower efficiency base case and lower labor costs for the three
developing countries than for the EU, the US, and Canada. The total technical saving potential varies
between 43% and 57% for pumping, 29% and 56% for compressed air, and 27% and 46% for fan systems.

1. Introduction
The purpose of this research is to provide guidance for national policy makers and is not a substitute for a
detailed technical assessment of the motor system energy efficiency opportunities of a specific site.
Further, while it is important to acknowledge that the methodology employed blurs real variations that may
exist in system performance from one industrial sector to another within a country, it is consistent with the
level of precision possible with the available data.
This paper was informed by several previous studies. One of the most comprehensive assessments of
industrial motor systems to date was conducted by the U.S. Department of Energy (US DOE) and has
been used extensively as a foundation for further analysis [1]. Also useful was the US DOE publication of
energy footprints describing the electricity use of different industrial sub-sectors[2]. In the European Union,
de Almeida et al.[3] conducted an extensive assessment of electricity efficiency potential in industrial
motor systems in EU. International Energy Agency (IEA) also roughly presented the potential for energy
efficiency in industrial motor systems in[4]. The potential for electricity saving in the industrial motor
systems have also been presented as a part of broader energy efficiency opportunity studies such as the
studied by McKinsey & Company [5] and Fraunhofer ISI[6].
The approach used in this study to develop the energy conservation supply curves (in this paper called
“motor system energy efficiency supply curves) is different from the one often used in prior studies.
Because of data limitations for industrial motor systems at the country-level, detailed bottom-up data
typically used for developing a Conservation Supply Curve (CSC) was not available. To overcome this
problem, an innovative approach was developed that combines available data with expert opinion to
develop energy efficiency supply curves for the motor systems.

2. Methodology
For these Phase 1 analyses, six countries/region were selected that represent varying sizes and levels of
industrial development, and for which industrial electricity use by sector and some information about motor
system efficiency practices were available. These initial six are the United States, Canada, the European
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Union, Thailand, Vietnam, and Brazil. These countries/region were chosen based on several
considerations including the availability of data for electricity use by industry sub-sector, the information
related to industrial motor systems, and the contact persons in these countries that provided the required
information and data. Other countries such as China, India, Japan, etc. are planned to be included in
Phase 2 of this study.
The first step was a literature review to develop a baseline of information. Next, a data collection
framework was developed to obtain expert input to supplement the existing data. Input was sought from a
total of seventeen motor system experts known to the authors through prior research and responses were
received from thirteen of them. At least four experts responded for each of the three systems analyzed
(compressed air, fans, and pumping), with one expert providing input on two systems. A Delphi-type
approach was used in which several iterations of expert opinion were used to refine the final inputs to the
analyses.
Country-specific data was collected in parallel with the motor system expert consultation. After receiving
expert input and completing collection of the country-specific data, the Motor System Energy Efficiency
Supply Curves were constructed based on the methodology explained below. For a more detailed
explanation of the methodology and data (country-specific and system-specific data) used in the study,
refer to the main report of this study published by UNIDO [7].
2.1. Experts Input
Defining Three Base Case System Efficiency Scenarios (LOW-MEDIUM-HIGH): The approach used
was to establish three base case energy efficiency scenarios (LOW-MEDIUM-HIGH) for each of three
system types- pumping, compressed air, and fan systems- based on previous research and the experts’
opinion. The first step in establishing a base case was to create and test a unique list of electrical system
efficiency practices representative of each of three efficiency base case scenarios for each system type.
Each list was tested with the experts, who were asked whether they were representative of the scenarios.
Table 1 provides the list of practices defined for each base-case efficiency level for the pumping system.
Similar tables for the compressed air and fan systems were developed and published in [7].
The experts were then asked to provide a low to high estimated range of the electrical system efficiency
(expressed as a %) they would expect to see when assessing a system in an industrial market with the
characteristics given for each efficiency scenario. A range of efficiency was requested, rather than a single
value, to better align with the variations that are likely to be found in industrial settings.
2.2. Data Preparation and Assumptions
The experts were asked to assign electrical system efficiency, expressed as a range, for LOW-MED-HIGH
efficiency base cases. Table 2 below is the consolidated results of these expert inputs, including the base
case values used in calculating the cost curves. There was a high degree of agreement among experts
for each system type regarding the range of electrical system efficiency that would be expected to result
from the list of characteristics assigned to the three base cases. As can be seen, for compressed air and
fan systems, we used the average values (average of low and high values) for the LOW-MED-HIGH
efficiency base case. However, for the pump system, we used the low end of the values because
application of the energy efficiency measures to the low end values provided an outcome more consistent
with experts’ opinions. This helped to compensate for lack of interactivity between measures in the
analysis, which seemed to be a particular issue for the pumping system measures.
After defining the base case efficiencies for each motor system, we assigned a “base case” to each
country of study for the purpose of providing a reference point for the current (pumping, compressed air,
or fan) system performance in that country based on the information available for that country. Expert
judgment was used for this purpose. Table 3 shows the base case efficiencies assigned to each country
for each motor system type.
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Table 1. Characteristics of
Systems
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

LOW-MEDIUM-HIGH Efficiency Base Case Scenarios for Pumping

LOW Efficiency Base Case Scenario
Few pumping systems have ever been assessed for electrical system energy efficiency
Maintenance is limited to what is required to support operations
Flow is typically controlled by throttling or bypass
Flow in excess of actual system needs is common
Variable speed drives are not commonly used
Motors of all sizes are routinely rewound multiple times instead of replaced
5% or less of the installed motors are high efficiency--either EPAct or EFF1 equivalent
MEDIUM Efficiency Base Case Scenario
~15% of pumping systems have been assessed for electrical system energy efficiency
Maintenance is a routine part of operations and includes some preventative actions
System operators take steps to avoid controlling flow via throttling or bypass
Efforts are taken to efficiently match supply with demand
Variable speed drives are proposed as a solution for flow control
Motors • 37 kW are typically rewound multiple times, while smaller motors may be replaced
~25% of the installed motors are high efficiency--either EPAct or EFF1 equivalent
HIGH Efficiency Base Case Scenario
~30% pumping systems have been assessed for electrical system energy efficiency
Both routine and predictive maintenance are commonly practiced
Flow is not controlled by throttling or bypass except in emergencies
Fluid is only pumped where and when needed to meet demand
Variable speed drives are one of several flow control strategies commonly applied to increase
system efficiency
Most facilities have a written rewind/replace policy that prohibits rewinding smaller motors (type
50% or more of the installed motors are high efficiency--either EPAct or EFF1 equivalent

Table 2. Consolidated system efficiency for LOW-MED-HIGH efficiency base case
System efficiency
Motor System type
low end (%)
high end (%)
Average (%)
Pumping systems
Low level of efficiency
Medium level of efficiency
High level of efficiency
Compressed Air systems
Low level of efficiency
Medium level of efficiency
High level of efficiency
Fan systems
Low level of efficiency
Medium level of efficiency
High level of efficiency

Used in our
analysis

20.0%
40.0%
60.0%

40.0%
60.0%
75.0%

30.0%
50.0%
67.5%

20.0%
40.0%
60.0%

2.0%
4.8%
8.0%

5.0%
8.0%
13.0%

3.5%
6.4%
10.5%

3.5%
6.4%
10.5%

15.0%
30.0%
50.0%

30.0%
50.0%
65.0%

22.5%
40.0%
57.5%

22.5%
40.0%
57.5%

Determining the impact of energy efficiency measures: A list of potential measures to improve
electrical system efficiency was developed for each system type and sent to the experts for review. Ten
energy-efficiency technologies and measures for pumping systems [8], ten measures for the fan systems
[9], and sixteen measures for compressed air systems [10] were analyzed. For each group of measures,
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we asked experts to provide their opinion on electricity savings likely to result from implementation of each
measure, taken as an independent action, expressed as a % improvement over each of the LOW-MEDHIGH base cases.
Table 3. Base case efficiencies assigned to each country for each motor system type
US
Canada
EU
Brazil
Thailand
Vietnam

Pumping

Fan

Compressed air

MED
MED
MED
MED
MED
LOW

MED
MED
MED
LOW
LOW
LOW

MED
MED
MED
LOW
LOW
LOW

The experts were also asked to provide cost information for each measure, disaggregated by motor size
range. The size ranges were selected based on categories developed for the most detailed motor system
study available [1]. For the purpose of this study, the term “motor system size” refers to the aggregate
motor HP or KW for that system. In addition to the energy efficiency improvement cost, the experts were
also asked to provide the useful lifetime of the measures, disaggregated into two categories of operating
hours (between 1000 hrs and 4500 hrs per year and more than 4500 hrs per year). While the installed
cost of any given measure is highly dependent on site conditions, the “typical” cost data given by experts
was reasonably well correlated for most measures and system sizes, with the exception of very large
systems (large than 1000 hp or 745 kW). For these systems, costs estimates varied widely- possibly due
to the customized requirements of larger systems. Because these wide variations imposed additional
uncertainty on the final results, we decided to exclude systems larger than 1000 hp (745kW) from the final
analysis. This reduced the total electricity savings potential estimated in some instances, most notably for
compressed air systems in the U.S. where these large systems constitute 44% of the total. A more
extensive dialogue with experts on the cost drivers of larger systems might result in sufficient
disaggregation to permit their inclusion in future analyses.

Because the goal of the analysis is to assess the total potential for energy efficiency in industrial motor
systems in the base year , the estimated full cost of the measures analyzed was used rather than the
incremental cost for energy efficient measures. Therefore, the electricity savings is based on the
assumption that all the measures are installed in the base year.

Experts input for motor system characteristics described above were reduced to a single value for each
characteristic based on an analysis of average and median values. These consolidated values were
further validated through one more round of expert review before being included in the analyses. Table 4
depicts the final values for typical % improvement in efficiency over each base case efficiency (LOWMED-HIGH) as well as an estimated typical capital cost of the measure, differentiated by system size for
the pumping system. The similar tables for compressed air and fan systems can be found at [7]. The base
year for all countries/region except the EU was 2008. For the EU, year 2007 was used as the base year
based on industrial electricity use data availability. Country-specific data was collected from various
sources.
Data from three sources: [1 – 3] were used to construct a preliminary table of motor system use by
industrial sector. The experts were then asked to estimate a) the system electricity use as % of overall
electricity use in the sector, OR b) System electricity use as % of motor system electricity use in the
sector. The results from the experts were compared with the three studies and final estimates were
developed for 1) the motor systems electricity use as a % of total electricity use in each industrial sector
and 2) for each system (pump, compressed air, and fan), the electricity use as % of overall motor system
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electricity use in the sector. These values were then applied to the electricity use data for each countries.
In some instances, the initial list of measures included several measures that would be unlikely to be
implemented together. For example, it is likely that matching pumping system supply to demand would
include one of the measures below, rather than all three.
1.4.1 Trim or change impeller to match output to requirements
1.4.2 Install pony pump
1.4.3 Install new properly sized pump
For this reason, in situations for which there appear to be groupings of several proposed solutions
to address a specific problem, the experts were asked:
• Are these measures “either, or” rather than “and” solutions?
• If the measures are “either, or” (in other words they are alternative measures and cannot be
implemented at the same time), which one is the most typical or common?
•
For compressed air systems, heat recovery can be extremely beneficial to improving the energy efficiency
of the system because this measure has the potential to address the electricity lost through heat of
compression (typically 80% of input electrical energy); however, its applicability is dependent on a suitable
use for the resulting low grade heat. Compressed air system heat recovery was not included in the final
analyses because it would need to be added to the base case rather than applied as a % improvement
and consensus could not be reached concerning its potential across countries and climates.
2.3. Construction of Motor System Efficiency Supply Curves
The Conservation Supply Curve (CSC) used in this study is an analytical tool that captures both the
engineering and the economic perspectives of energy conservation. The curve shows the energy
conservation potential as a function of the marginal Cost of Conserved Energy [11]. The Cost of
Conserved Electricity (CCE) can be calculated from Equation 1.

(1)
The annualized capital cost can be calculated from Equation 2. The change in operation and maintenance
(O&M) costs is the amount of change in the annual O&M costs after the implementation of the efficiency
measure.

Annualized capital cost =
d: discount rate, n: lifetime of the energy efficiency measure.

(2)

In this study, a real discount rate of 10% was assumed for the analysis. After calculating the Cost of
Conserved Electricity for all energy efficiency measures, the measures are ranked in ascending order of
Cost of Conserved Energy. In CSCs an electricity price line is determined. All measures that fall below the
energy price line are identified as “Cost-Effective”. That is, saving a unit of energy for the cost-effective
measures is cheaper than buying a unit of energy. On the curves, the width of each measure (plotted on
the x-axis) represents the annual energy saved by that measure. The height (plotted on the y-axis) shows
the measure cost of conserved energy.
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Calculation of the annual energy savings and the Cost of Conserved Electricity: The calculation and
data analysis methodology used was the same for all three motor system types included in these analyses
(i.e. pumping, fan, and compressed air systems). The detail of the calculation of electricity saving and cost
are not presented in this paper because of lack of space and can be found at [7]
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Fix Leaks, damaged seals, and packing

Remove scale from components such as
heat exchangers and strainers
Remove sediment/scale buildup from piping

Eliminate unnecessary uses

Use pressure switches to shut down
unnecessary pumps
Isolate flow paths to nonessential or nonoperating equipment
Matching Pump System Supply to
Demand
Trim or change impeller to match output to
requirements

Meet variable flow rate requirement w/o
throttling or bypass **

Install variable speed drive

Replace pump with more energy efficient
type
Replace motor with more energy efficient
type
Initiate predictive maintenance program

1.1.1

1.1.3

1.2

1.2.1

1.4

1.4.1

1.5

1.7

1.6

base case

base case

12.0%

5.0%

25.0%

25.0%

20.0%

20.0%

10.0%

12.0%

10.0%

9.0%

3.0%

15.0%

15.0%

15.0%

10.0%

5.0%

7.0%

5.0%

2.5%

over MED eff.

over LOW eff.

3.5%

%
Improvement

%
Improvement

efficiency practice

3.0%

1.0%

5.0%

10.0%

10.0%

5.0%

2.0%

3.0%

2.0%

1.0%

base case

over HIGH eff.

%
Improvement

efficiency over current Pump system

5

15

20

10

8

15

10

4

4

5

Expected
Useful
Life of
Measure
(Years)

8000

$2,200

$15,000

$4,000

$5,000

$0

$3,000

$3,500

$6,000

$1,000

•37 kW

•50 hp

$8,000

$4,500

$30,000

$9,000

$10,000

$0

$3,000

$3,500

$6,000

$1,500

>37kW
•75kW

$10,000

$8,000

$40,000

$18,000

$15,000

$0

$3,000

$7,000

$9,000

$2,000

>75kW
•150kW

>100 hp •200
hp

$10,000

$21,000

$65,000

$30,000

$20,000

$0

$3,000

$10,500

$12,000

$2,500

>150kW
•375kW

>200 hp •500
hp

Typical Capital Cost (US$)

>50 hp •100
hp

** For pumping systems dominated by static head, multiple pumps may be a more appropriate way to efficiently vary flow

* This measure is not typical for large pumps, but it is a good practice for all pumps in parallel applications.

1.3.1

1.3

1.2.2

1.1.3

Upgrade System Maintenance

Energy Efficiency Measure

1.1

No.

Typical % improvement in energy

Table 4. Expert Input: Energy efficiency measures, % efficiency improvement and cost for Pumping systems

$12,000

$37,500

$115,500

$65,000

$25,000

$0

*

$14,000

$15,000

$3,000

>375kW
•745kW

>500 hp•1000
hp

Labor Adjustment Factor for the cost of measures: Typical capital costs (materials and labor) of
installing the selected measures were provided by several experts for each motor system type. Since
most of these experts are in the U.S., Canada, and European countries, these cost estimates were more
representative of those locations. A significant proportion of the installed cost of many system
improvement measures is the labor. To address the disparity in labor costs among the six
countries/regions studied, a Labor Adjustment Factor (LAF) was created for the three developing
countries/emerging economies, i.e. Thailand, Vietnam, and Brazil. This LAF was calculated for each
energy efficiency measure and applied to the calculated CCE (both preliminary and final). This resulted in
lower CCEs for the measures in the three developing countries compared to that of developed countries
(see [7] for further details).

3. Results and Discussion
As previously mentioned, the electricity saving potentials represent the total existing potentials for the
energy efficiency improvement in the studied motor systems in the base year. The authors are aware that
a complete penetration of efficiency measures is not likely reachable and, in any event, values
approaching a high penetration rate would only be possible over a period of time. While conducting the
scenario analysis by assuming different penetration rates for the energy efficiency measures was beyond
the scope of this study, it is worthy of further study.
3.1. Pumping System Efficiency Supply Curves
Figure 1 presents the Pumping System Efficiency Supply Curves for the U.S. Similar figures and tables for
the industrial pumping systems in other countries studied can be found in [7]. The name of the measures
related to each number on the supply curve is given in the tables below the figure along with the
cumulative annual electricity saving potential, final CCE of each measure, cumulative annual primary
energy saving potential, and cumulative CO2 emission reduction potential (Tables 5-6). In Table 6, the
energy efficiency measures that are above the bold line are cost-effective (i.e. their CCE is less than the
unit price of electricity) and the efficiency measures that are below the bold line in the tables and are
shaded in gray are not cost-effective. The results of pumping system efficiency supply curves show that in
the developed countries (U.S., Canada, and EU) out of 10 energy efficiency measures only 3 to 5
measures are cost effective, i.e. their cost of conserved electricity is less than the average unit price of
electricity in those countries. On the other hand, in the developing countries, more energy efficiency
measures fall below the electricity price line (7 to 9 measures). This is mainly because of the application of
labor adjustment factor to the cost of the measures for the developing countries which will reduce the CCE
significantly.
Furthermore, Table 7 shows that in all countries studied except Vietnam, the total technical energy saving
potential, which is the total amount of electricity saving can be achieved by the implementation of all
measures under the described methodology, is around 45% of the total pumping system electricity use in
the base year for the industries analyzed. The reason for this similarity is that all countries except Vietnam
fall into the MEDIUM base case efficiency (see Table 3). Because Vietnam falls into LOW base case
efficiency, the share of total technical energy efficiency potential compared to the total pumping system
electricity use is higher than that of the other five countries/region, at approximately 57%.
For cost-effective potential, however, the story is different. The three developed countries have the costeffective potential of 27% - 29% of the total pumping system electricity use in the base year for the
industries analyzed. Although Thailand and Brazil have a MEDIUM base case efficiency (similar to the
developed countries), their cost-effective potential is higher – equal to 36% and 43%, respectively – due to
the application of a labor adjustment factor in the calculation of CCE. As a result, the CCE is lower,
allowing more measures to fall below the electricity price line. For Vietnam, the cost-effective potential is
much higher than other countries (49%) due to the combination of a LOW efficiency base case and the
application of labor adjustment factor.
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Figure 1. US Pumping System Efficiency Supply Curve

Cost of Conserved Electricity (US$/MWh
- saved)

Pump System Efficiency Supply Curve for U.S. Industry
400
Technical electricity
saving potentia l:
54,023 GWh/yr

350

10

300
Cost effective energy saving
potential

250
200

9

Cost effective electricity
saving potentia l:
36,148 GWh/yr

150
100

8

7

6

Average Unit Price of
Electricity for U.S Industry
in 2008: 70.1 US$/MWh *

5
4

3
2

50
1

0
0

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

30,000

35,000

40,000

45,000

50,000

55,000

Annual Electricity Saving Potential (GWh/yr)

NOTE: this supply curve is intended to provide an indicator of the relative cost-effectiveness of system
energy efficiency measures at the national level. The cost-effectiveness of individual measures will vary
based on site-specific conditions.
Table 5. Total annual cost-effective and technical energy saving and CO2 emission reduction
potential for US industrial pumping systems

Annual electricity saving potential for pumping system in US industry (GWh/yr)

Cost effective
Potential
36,148

Technical
Potential
54,023

Share of saving from the total pumping system electricity use in studied industries in US in 2008

29%

43%

Share of saving from total electricity use in studied industries in US in 2008

4%

6%

Annual primary electricity saving potential for pumping system in US industry (TJ/yr)

396,905

593,171

Annual CO2 emission reduction potential from US industry (kton CO2 /yr)

21,786

32,559

*In calculation of electricity savings, equipment 1000 hp or greater are excluded
Table 6. Cumulative annual electricity saving and CO2 emission reduction for Pumping System
efficiency measures in US ranked by their Final CCE
Final CCE
(US$/MWhsaved)

Cumulative
Annual Primary
Energy Saving
Potential in
Industry (TJ/yr)

Cumulative Annual CO2
emission reduction
Potential from Industry
(kton CO2 /yr)

No.

Energy Efficiency Measure

Cumulative Annual
Electricity Saving
Potential in
Industry (GWh/yr)

1

Isolate flow paths to nonessential or nonoperating equipment

10,589

0.0

116,265

6,382

Install variable speed drive for flow control
Trim or change impeller to match output to
requirements
Use pressure switches to shut down
unnecessary pumps

23,295

44.5

255,784

14,040

33,279

57.0

365,405

20,057

36,148

65.7

396,905

21,786

37,510
39,084

84.1
116.9

411,855
429,138

22,607
23,555

42,523

126.3

466,906

25,628

48,954

132.2

537,516

29,504

52,302

189.0

574,280

31,522

54,023

330.9

593,171

32,559

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Fix Leaks, damaged seals, and packing
Replace motor with more energy efficient
type
Remove sediment/scale buildup from piping
Replace pump with more energy efficient
type
Initiate predictive maintenance program
Remove scale from components such as
heat exchangers and strainers

* In calculation of electricity savings, equipment 1000 hp or greater are excluded
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Table 7. Total annual cost-effective and technical energy saving potential in pumping systems in
studied countries
Country

Annual Electricity Saving Potential
Industrial Pumping System (GWh/yr)
Cost effective

Technical

in

Share of saving from total Pumping
system energy use in studied
industries in 2008
Cost effective
Technical*

36,148
54,023
29%
Canada
9,929
16,118
27%
EU
26,921
38,773
30%
Thailand
2,782
3,459
36%
Vietnam
1,693
1,984
49%
Brazil
4,439
4,585
43%
* In calculation of energy savings, equipment 1000 hp or greater are excluded
U.S

43%
45%
44%
45%
57%
45%

3.2. Compressed Air System Efficiency Supply Curves
For compressed air systems, figures and tables similar to those shown above for the pumping system
were developed for all countries studied (see [7] for details). Based on these analyses, “Fix Leaks, adjust
compressor controls, establish ongoing plan” and “Initiate predictive maintenance program” are the top
two most cost-effective measures for the compressed air system across studied countries, except for the
EU for which “Install sequencer” displaces “Initiate predictive maintenance program” in the top two. On the
other hand, “Size replacement compressor to meet demand” is ranked last with the highest CCE across
all countries studied.
Table 8 shows the cost effective as well as technical potential for electricity saving in compressed air
system. For Thailand, Vietnam, and Brazil with LOW base case efficiency (see Table 3), the share of total
technical energy efficiency potential for industrial compressed air systems relative to total compressed air
electricity use is higher than that of developed countries. However, the share is relatively lower for Brazil
than for Thailand and Vietnam, and the share in the US is relatively lower than for Canada and the EU.
Further analysis was conducted which demonstrated that this is likely due to the relatively higher
proportion of large compressed air systems (omitted from this study) in the US and Brazil due to the mix of
industries.
The three developed countries have the cost-effective potential of 21% - 28% of the total compressed air
system electricity use in the base year for the industries analyzed compared to the three developing
countries with a cost-effective potential of 42% - 47%. As with pumping systems, this difference is due to
the LOW efficiency base case and the application of a labor adjustment factor, allowing more measures to
be cost effective (below the electricity price line).
Table 8. Total annual cost-effective and technical energy saving potential in compressed air
systems in studied countries
Country

Annual Electricity Saving Potential in Industrial
Compressed air System (GWh/yr)

Share of saving from the total
Compressed air system energy use in
studied industries in 2008
Cost effective
Technical*

Cost effective
Technical
U.S
20,334
28,403
21%
29%
Canada
4,707
7,498
26%
41%
EU
18,519
24,857
28%
38%
Thailand
3,741
4,381
47%
55%
Vietnam
1,609
1,970
46%
56%
Brazil
6,069
6,762
42%
47%
*Excludes equipment 1000 hp or greater from calculations, resulting in understatement of-US and Brazil potentials
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3.3. Fan System Efficiency Supply Curves
For fan systems, figures and tables similar to those shown above for the pumping system were developed
for all countries studied (see [7] for details). Based on these analyses, “Correct damper problems”, “Fix
Leaks and damaged seals” and “Isolate flow paths to nonessential or non-operating equipment” are the
three most cost-effective measures for fan systems across the studied countries. “Replace motor with
more energy efficient type” and “Replace oversized fans with more efficient type” are the least costeffective.
Tables 9 shows that U.S., Canada and EU with MEDIUM base case efficiency have a total technical
electricity saving potential of 27% - 30% as compared with total fan system electricity use in the base year
for the industries analyzed. Thailand, Vietnam, and Brazil, with LOW base case efficiency (see Table 3),
have a higher percentage of total electricity saving technical potential (40% - 46%) as compared with total
fan system electricity use in the base year for the industries analyzed. This is because these three
developing countries have the LOW efficiency base case,. The resulting percentage improvement over the
base case efficiency for each measure is higher, resulting in higher technical saving potential.
The three developed countries also have a lower cost-effective potential of 14% - 28% of total fan system
electricity use in the base year for the industries analyzed, as compared to the cost-effective potential of
40% - 46% for the developing countries. As with the other systems, the LOW efficiency base case and the
application of a labor adjustment factor contribute to more measures falling below the electricity price line.
Table 9. Total annual cost-effective and technical electricity saving potential in fan systems in
studied countries
Share of saving from the total Fan
Annual Electricity Saving Potential in
system electricity use in studied
Industrial Fan System (GWh/yr)
Country
industries in 2008
Cost effective
Technical
Cost effective
Technical*
U.S
15,432
18,451
25%
30%
Canada
1,825
3,386
14%
27%
EU
12,590
13,015
28%
29%
Thailand
1,819
1,819
46%
46%
Vietnam
750
832
41%
45%
Brazil
3,327
3,327
40%
40%
* In calculation of electricity savings, equipment 1000 hp or greater are excluded.

4. Conclusion
Energy Efficiency Supply Curves were constructed for this paper for pumping, fan, and compressed air
systems in the U.S., Canada, EU, Thailand, Vietnam, and Brazil. Using the bottom-up energy efficiency
supply curve model, the cost-effective electricity efficiency potentials for these motor systems were
estimated for the six countries in the analyses. Total technical electricity-saving potentials were also
estimated for the base year. Table 10 provides a summary of these results. Many cost-effective
opportunities for energy efficiency improvement in the motor systems in the six countries have been
identified but frequently not adopted, leading to what is called an “efficiency gap”[12]. This is explained by
the existence of various obstacles especially non-monetary barriers to energy-efficiency improvement.
In some cases, the ranking and cost-effectiveness of the efficiency measures on the CSCs do not align
withreal-world practices, see [7]. For instance, the replacement of motors with more efficient type which is
commonly advised and implemented in industry and supported by various policies in different countries
may not always be as cost-effective as some other low-cost measures. This can be helpful information for
policy makers in developing program strategies to promote energy efficiency..
The authors and sponsors of this research seek to initiate an international dialogue with others having an
interest in the energy efficiency potential of motor systems. Through this dialogue, it is hoped that the
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initial framework for quantifying motor system energy efficiency potential created for this report with a
combination of expert opinion and limited data will be refined and the availability of data increased.
Table 10 Total Annual Electricity Saving and CO2 Emission Reduction Potential in Industrial Pump,
Compressed Air, and Fan Systems
Total Annual Electricity
Share of saving from
Total Annual CO2
Saving Potential in
electricity use in pump,
Emission Reduction
Industrial Pump,
compressed air, and fan
Potential in Industrial
Compressed air, and Fan
systems in studied
Pump, Compressed air,
System (GWh/yr)
and Fan System (kton
industries in 2008
CO2/yr)
Cost
Technical
Cost
Technical Cost
Technical
effective
effective
effective
U.S
71,914
100,877
25%
35%
43,342
60,798
Canada

16,461

27,002

25%

40%

8,185

13,426

EU

58,030

76,644

29%

39%

25,301

33,417

Thailand

8,343

9,659

43%

49%

4,330

5,013

Vietnam

4,026

4,787

46%

54%

1,973

2,346

Brazil

13,836

14,675

42%

44%

2,017

2,140

Total (sum of
172,609
233,644
28%
38%
85,147
6 countries)
* In calculation of electricity savings, equipment 1000 hp or greater are excluded

117,139
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Abstract
Japan started energy management by law in 1979. The law named “Energy management based on
the Act on the Rational Use of Energy” (hereafter called ECL: Energy Conservation Law) has applied
in four sectors: factories, transportation, buildings, machinery and equipment. Energy conservation
activities on motor drives are mainly made for factories and buildings sectors.
(1) ECL classifies industrial factories and buildings by the amount of energy usage. Also ECL has
enforced to reduce the ratio of energy use per production annually. ECL defines to use high
efficiency motors (HEM) or variable speed drive (VSD) in the designated factories and buildings.
The owners of these factories and buildings should report their energy use and production to
government every year and reduce their energy intensity (energy use per production) annually.
Only for total energy usage is required to describe in this report, but ECL did not obliged that they
use HEM or VSD. That could be the reason why HEM is rarely used in Japan. On the other hand,
ECL is effective to reduce the ratio of energy use per production, and it leads Japanese energy
supply per GDP units value well.
(2) To make energy reduction program, they are required to know actual energy use value of the
equipment in their factories. To show the example of energy conservation activities in Japanese
factory, they have built local network to collect energy use of every equipment in their factory. On
this data, they make energy reduction program and reduce over 1% of the ratio of energy use per
production annually.
(3) Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) made a decision to make industrial motors as a
target product of Top Runner Program. Updated information is shown in this report.

1. Introduction
Since the oil crisis in 1973, Japan has improved energy consumption efficiency mainly in the industrial
sector under the energy management based on ECL. Figure-1 shows the changes of final energy
consumption in 3 sectors; Transport, Commercial and Industry. Especially in the industrial sector,
energy consumption decreased 0.9 times even though GDP growth increased 2.4 times between
1973 and 2008. This paper describes the transition of energy consumption in industrial sector under
ECL, especially focuses on motor and motor drive.
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Note: As the statistical method of Comprehensive Energy Statistics was revised, it should be noted that the
statistical method of the values in and after FY1990 is different from that of the values before FY1990.

Figure-1: Changes in Final Energy Consumption

2. Energy management based on the Act on ECL
After the oil crises in the 1970s, ECL was introduced in 1979. Table-1 shows chronicles of ECL. After
legislation, ECL has been amended many times and expanded its coverage, and improved measures.
For example in 1993, the law adopted a mandatory periodic report to be submitted by the designated
energy management factories. It also adopted measures including penalties so as to guarantee
effective efforts for energy conservation regarding factories, buildings, and machinery and equipment.
In 1998, it was obliged for Type 2 (refer to Table-1) designated energy management factories to
appoint an energy management officer, to attend periodical training courses, and to record the status
of energy use. And “Top Runner” Program was introduced for the machinery and equipment. In 2002,
the category of Type 1 (refer to Table-1) designated energy management factory that had targeted
five manufacturing industries was expanded to all industries. The regulatory divisions of heat and
electricity for factories and offices were abolished and integrated into a single amount of energy to
expand the designated energy management factories in 2005. Latest amendment was made in 2008;
regulatory structure was changed from regulating each factory or workplace to regulating the whole
company management. The amendment obliges a company that uses a certain amount of energy as
the whole company to regulate all of its factories and workplaces (the regulation is also introduced to
a franchise chain such as convenience stores and restaurants, considering it to be a single company).
Besides, it stipulated that the activities be totally evaluated considering the benchmark for each
sector, and energy conservation activities be jointed, etc. Moreover, it is obliged that specified
business operators and specified chain business operators shall appoint one energy management
control officer, who may be selected from board members having authorization in the business
operation, and one energy management planning promoter, who will assist the energy management
control officer practically, in order to promote the whole company energy management system.
(Figure-2)
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Table-1 Chronicles of Energy Conservation Laws
Year
1973
1979

Item
First Oil Crisis
Legislation

Summary

Motor & Drive

Main contents of the low
1. Measures for factories.
2. Measures for buildings.
3. Measures for machinery and
equipment.

1979‚80 Second Oil Crisis
1993
Amendment 1
1998
Amendment 2

Mandatory periodic report, etc.
1. Creation of a new category as to
Type 2 designated energy
management factory.
ƒfuel consumption 1,500kl /
electricity consumption 6GkWh„
2. Addition of an obligation for Type 1
designated energy management
factories to submit a medium-to
long-term plan.
High Efficiency motor or
3. Measures for Type 2 designated
control are
energy management factories.
recommended.
4. Introduction, etc. of the "Top
ƒTax Rebate program for
Runner" program.
inverter drive 19872003.„
2002
Amendment 3
1. Abolition of the restriction of the
category subject to Type 1
designated energy management
factory.
2. The creation of exceptional provision
with regard to the obligation to
appoint energy managers.
3. Periodic reporting of Type 2
designated energy management
factory.
2005
Kyoto protocol put into effect.
Amendment 4
1. Integrated regulation of heat and
electricity for designated energy
management factories and offices.
2. Strengthening energy conservation
measures for residential buildings
and construction sector.
High Efficiency motor
3. New obligations imposed on
(JIS C 4212:IE2 level) or
consigners and carriers (cargoes
Control recommended.
and passengers) for the
transportation sector.
2008
Amendment 5
1. Regulatory Expansion in the
Industrial Sector.
(enforced in April 2010)
2. Strengthening energy conservation
measures for residential sector.
(enforced in April 2009.)
Source ˆChronicles of Energy Conservation Measures. The Energy Conservation Center, Japan,
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Source ˆEnergy in Jpan 2010.
1st class energy management designated plant = Type 1 designated energy management factories.
2nd class energy management designated plant = Type 2 designated energy management factories.

Figure-2 Reduction target values for each business operator and franchise chain

After these amendments, the government has, under the ECL, obligated the factories and business
offices to conduct energy management. Each factory and business office has to appoint an energy
manager, preparing the medium-to long-term plan to reduce 1% of energy intensity on average per
year, and submit a periodical report on the state of annual energy use every year. Business sectors
and obligations for the factory and business office are shown in Figure-3.
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The document which an
authorized entrepreneur or a
preparation entrepreneur of the
specific chain should submit

Obligation such as factories that specific entrepreneur or
specific chain making entrepreneur sets up

Obligation to enterprise

Annual energy consumption

Š1,500kl / year
‹1,500kl / year
Specific entrepreneur or specific chain
Classification
•
making entrepreneur
Appointment of an Energy management supervisor ŒEnergy
•
energy manager
management project propeller
Obligation
Observance of criteria
Obligation
(Setting of managerial standards, Enforcement of energy
conservation measures)
The energy consumption unit requirement for 1% or more a
Target
year on the average is decreased seeing a mid/long term.
Guidance, advice, and report collection
and spot inspection, Making instruction of
•
rationalization plan
Government Check
(Making public and instruction when not
obeying instructions)
1,500‚3,000kl ‹1,500kl
Annual energy
Š3,000kl / year
/ year
/ year
consumption
Type 2
Designated
Type 1 Designated Energy
Doesn't
Specified division
Energy
Management Factory
specify
Management
Factory
Type 1 Specific entrepreneur
Type 2 Specific
Classification
•
Type 1 Designated entrepreneur
entrepreneur
Following
Industries
All industries
Manufacturing
Œ
other than those
ŒMining
listed at left,
All
All industries
Industries
ŒElectricity Supply
(e.g. hotel,
industries
Gas Supply
Œ
hospital, and
ŒHeat Supply
school, etc.)
ŽThe office is
excluded.
Appointme
Energy
Energy
nt of an
Obligation
Energy manager
management
management
•
energy
officer
officer
manager
Submission report

Submitting time

At the submitting destination

Presiding ministry of business that lies
all factories etc. that economic
industrial bureau and entrepreneur
who has jurisdiction over the main
Preparation and
address of entrepreneur of office
The end of July every year
submission of mid(The end of November in 2010) (headquarters) concerned are setting
& long- term plans
up
Economic industrial bureau that has
Election report of
After the day with the election,
jurisdiction over the main address of
energy manager etc.
The end of next July
entrepreneur of office (headquarters)
Regular report

The end of July every year
(The end of November in 2010)

Figure-3 Business sectors and obligations
On the other hand, HEM: (after 2005; JIS C 4212:IE2revel) and VSD is just recommended to use in
the ECL on a voluntary basis. In Japan, the share of HEM in the stock is only 1%. Most Japanese
users are estimated to use VSD or time management for motor drive, because the ECL obligates only
total energy reduction. And tax rebate program had been operated for inverter drive from 1987 to
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2003, is another basis to presumption. But this presumption was not correct, as it is shown in Chapter
4.

3. Example of energy conservation activities in Japanese factory
Under ECL, Japanese Factory has been making big effort to catch up with the ECL scheme. The
factory shown in this example is one of a Type 1 designated energy management factory. This factory
produces motors, pumps, and control equipments. The energy demand in this factory was
5,439kl/year (Crude oil equivalent in 2008). Figure-4 shows the energy data acquisition system in this
factory. They have built up network system (Factory Energy Management System:FEMS) to collect
actual energy consumption of each equipment in the factory. They had started building up FEMS from
1990s and now almost all equipments are controlled Integrated in network. After amendment of ECL
in 2008, FEMS covers all factories, head office, and sales offices, etc. in the company.

Figure-4 The energy data acquisition system
Figure-5 is an example of activity in the paint shop. The paint shop uses a ventilation fan and a pump
for collection of the paint. This example shows two features for improving energy efficiency. One is
adjusting suitable speed for fan and pump using an inverter. The other one is changing speed
according to the operation. The inverter system including the mat switch controls the speed of the fan
and pump. High speed operation is conducted during painting, while low speed operation is
conducted during the halt of painting. Conservation of energy was achieved 12MWh/Year on this
shop. Figure-6 shows continuous aluminum melting furnace. It has a ventilating fan and 2 burners in
dissolution room and maintenance room. Controlling the fan speed according to temperature of
melted aluminum by inverter drive, 22MWh/year energy was saved. Figure-7 shows the typical
example using FEMS to energy saving. FEMS can visualize real time energy use. Figure-7 is a time
chart spending energy on aluminum die-casting machine. We can easily know how much idling
energy is used in daily operation. In this case, just switching off in idling time, we save up
90kWh/year. PDCA-cycle is needed to continue energy conservation, and FEMS data is helpful to
make energy saving plan, action, and check the effect. As a result, this factory saved 324MWh/year
(180t-CO2/year) in 2010, and has caught up with their medium and long-term; reducing 20% of
energy intensity from 1990 until 2010. (1% per year)(Figure-8)
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Figure-5 Paint shop

Figure-6 Continuous aluminum melting furnace
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Figure-7 FEMS•Aluminum die casting machine•

Result

Plan

Figure-8 The changes of the energy intensity
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4. Top Runner Program for motors in Japan
ECL obligates manufacturers, etc. to achieve standard energy conservation target values set for any
appliance, based on the top runner system, in order to promote the dissemination of the appliances
with high energy conservation performance. The concept of this top runner system is to make the
energy conservation standards for each appliance such as the fuel efficiency standard for
automobiles and energy conservation standard for electric appliances better than that of the most
excellent product (top runner) among those commercialized at present. Due to the efforts of
enterprises based on such a system, the energy conservation appliances of Japan have achieved
high energy conservation efficiency, and 23 articles are checked with this system at present, such as
air conditioners, televisions, electric refrigerators and so on.
For a long time, Japan make a big effort to energy conservation, energy intensity value, such as use
of energy per real GDP, became world prominent level. However, Japan ranked third in the world in
electricity production. METI continued to study further energy conservation measures. Motors are one
of candidates for measures in the area of machinery and equipment. The supposed schedule is as
follows.
First step: FY2009: “Advisory committee concerning motor energy conservation measures”
Investigation of actual conditions report such as energy consumption equipment reported by the
Institute of Applied Energy as a consignment business from METI.
Second step: FY2011: Installation of Evaluation Standard Subcommittee of ECL.
Third step: FY2011•12: WTO• TBT Notification
: ECL and Evaluation Standard notification for motors.
Target year: FY2015
The institute of applied energy had reported in March 2010 the first step result. It introduces a part
of contents of the report here.
The purpose of the investigation is to grasp how much energy saving effect could be achieved by
the introduction of the HEM. Item of the report is shown below.
(1) The total number of the motor operating in Japan.
(2) Use survey and operation conditions of the motors.
(3) The cost and the problem in HEM.
(4) Effect of energy conservation.
(5) Spread strategy of HEM.
(6) Energy conservation information in foreign countries.
The questionnaire survey about the operating condition of the motor was sent to 3701 offices at the
Type 1 designated energy management factories, answers were obtained from about 700 offices, and
answers were analyzed. The questionnaire survey was divided it into 10 equipment classifications. It
also investigated 7 items; the number of the motor use according to capacity, the mean driving time,
the average load factor, the voltage and the frequency, the life time of motor, the ratio of the inverter
drives and the explosion-proof type ratio. Table-2 shows the result of the survey. As one of the most
interesting points in the survey, pump, compressor, and blower use a lot of motor units, they have
about 4000 hours at the mean driving time and the average load factors (around) 60%. The inverter
drive rate (14 to 20%) is not too much high. This result of the survey shows that the good energysaving effect in the HEM introduction can be expected.
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Table-2 Use survey and operating conditions of motors
Mean
The
driving
average
time per
load factor
year
4,263
64
hours
%

Ž1operaing
Inverter
Explosion
Voltage /
Life time
motor drive proof type
Frequency
(Unit)
proportion proportion Ž1operating
(Unit)
Voltage / Frequency
66,922
A 18,720 A
5,340
14
15
Aˆ200V / 50Hz
Unit
B 17,145 B
23,162
%
%
Bˆ200V / 60Hz
C
4,657 C
15,673
Cˆ220V / 60Hz
Pump
D
8,809 D
8,764
Dˆ400V / 50Hz
E
1,640 E
1,800
Eˆ400V / 60Hz
F
9,495 avg.
17 y.
Fˆ440V / 60Hz
14,956
3,855
58
A
7,447 A
1,495
14
5
B
4,589 B
3,486
C
860 C
4,543
Life time
Compressor
D
668 D
935
AˆAround 5 years
E
208 E
120
BˆAround 10 years
F
680 avg.
16 y.
CˆAround 20 years
57,029
4,324
66
A 16,477 A
6,332
2
3
DˆAround 30 years
B 15,208 B
21,758
EˆAround 40 years
C
4,606 C
15,171
Blower
D
9,478 D
4,869
E
1,670 E
1,489
F
5,142 avg.
15 y.
7,304
4,072
57
A
2,492 A
863
14
1
B
2,462 B
2,921
Refrigerating
C
763 C
2,262
D
752 D
145
machine
E
47 E
54
F
186 avg.
14 y.
8,056
3,418
67
A
4,432 A
1,553
36
0
Refrigerating
B
2,473 B
3,270
machine
C
702 C
1,992
D
86 D
372
application
E
28 E
0
products
F
40 avg.
13 y.
64,652
3,962
61
A 22,298 A
5,623
29
4
B 13,484 B
21,593
Power
C
8,040 C
16,974
transmission
D
6,253 D
5,574
device
E
4,254 E
2,145
F
5,791 avg.
16 y.
15,913
3,111
54
A
8,365 A
3,124
17
4
B
5,525 B
3,292
Metalworking
C
1,398 C
6,366
D
87 D
1,227
machine
E
19 E
283
F
56 avg.
16 y.
12,797
4,659
66
A
2,087 A
75
46
0
B
3,192 B
970
Textile
C
4,148 C
5,725
D
871 D
3,391
machinery
E
0 E
1,635
F
2,164 avg.
25 y.
156
100
A
0 A
0
0
•
•
B
0 B
156
Equipment for
C
0 C
0
D
0 D
0
agriculture
E
0 E
0
F
156 avg.
10 y.
31,727
3,820
56
A
9,887 A
3,153
37
2
B
5,375 B
8,896
Transporting
C
8,294 C
8,983
machine and
D
2,638 D
3,288
industrial robot
E
205 E
1,894
F
1,993 avg.
18 y.
Source ˆEnergy conservation equipment introduction promotion guidance business in 2009 fiscal year.
Investigation business report like the energy consumption equipment realities etc.
Institute of Applied Energy (JP), 2009
Equipment
classification

Number

The reported energy-saving effect was calculated the amount of power consumption from the
capacity, driving time and load factor according to the number of the questionnaire survey, corrected
by motor production statistics and total electric power consumption in Japan. Annual consumption
electric energy •P: (kWh) is calculated as follo ws.
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Output (kW) × Mean driving time per year (h) × The average load factor
•P =

(kWh)

Motor Efficiency

Table-3 shows the energy-saving effect when all motors in Japan replace into HEM. The explosionproof type motor, the refrigerating machine, the refrigerating machine application product, have
excluded the effect from the decision of ECL specific equipment standard to this effect calculation.
Because of they are used in Top Runner products. In Table 3, one hundred million kWh equals 0.1
TWh. Therefore, there is potential of energy conservation 8.7TWh in the case of JIS C 4212(IE2) and
15.5TWh in the case of IE3.
Table-3 Energy-saving effect
Annual consumption electric energy

Energy saving effect
JIS C4212

Standard

JIS C4212

IE3

Hundred
million kWh

Hundred
million kWh

Hundred
million kWh

Pump

Hundred
million kWh

CO2 effect-saving
IE3

Effect
proportion

Hundred
million kWh

JIS C4212
Effect
proportion

IE3

Ten thousand-t.CO2

2,805

2,755

2,713

49.8

1.8%

92.0

3.3%

169

313

Compressor

778

778

778

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0%

0

0

Blower

885

865

851

19.7

2.2%

33.7

3.8%

67

115

Transporting machine

185

180

176

4.9

2.7%

8.9

4.8%

17

30

Power transmission
device

108

103

101

4.8

4.5%

7.3

6.7%

16

25

Metalworking machine

332

326

321

6.4

1.9%

11.6

3.5%

22

39

Textile machinery

26

25

24

1.0

4.0%

1.5

5.8%

3

5

Refrigerating machine

151

151

151

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0%

0

0

Refrigerating machine
application products

160

160

160

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.0%

0

0

5,429

5,343

5,275

86.7

1.6%

155.0

2.9%

295

527

Total

Œ
The CO2 exhaust unit requirement is calculat ed as t arget unit requirement 0.34kg- CO2/ kWh for The Federation of Elect ric Power Companies from fiscal year 2008 t o 2012.

Source ˆEnergy conservation equipment introduction promotion guidance business in 2009 fiscal year. Investigation business report like the energy
Œ
••••• •consumption equipment realities etc. Institute of Applied Energy (JP), 2009

5. Conclusions
A wide variety of conservation of energy measures have been executed from ECL enactment since
1979 in Japan, and they works to some extent. However, there is still potential of energy conservation
15.5TWh in the point of use of HEM. In METI, the motor specifications for equipment stipulated by
ECL were formally decided to be examined and the examination is in progress. It requires making an
effort aiming at the achievement of a worldwide further energy conservation society.
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Does the new EU regulation for energy efficient motors change the
way to design a system?
Philippe Juhel
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Abstract
Does the new EU regulation for energy efficient motors change the way to
design a system?
Ecodesign is by principle product oriented, but energy efficiency improvement is necessarily a
combination of an energy related product approach (ErP) and a system approach. This new
regulation also introduces the option of using a Variable Speed Drive (VSD) in some circumstances.
Whilst, there may be some applications in which variable speed drives (VSD) are the better
alternative, it is also clear that motor starters offer the most energy efficient solution for fixed speed or
fixed load applications, independently from the efficiency class of the motor (IE2/IE3).
CAPIEL provides clear recommendations for the design of new machines.

Electric motor system efficiency - What about the design of a system?
Ecodesign is by principle product oriented, but energy efficiency improvement is necessarily a
combination of an energy related product approach (ErP) and a system approach. This new
regulation also introduces the option of using a Variable Speed Drive (VSD) in some circumstances:
"motors with a rated output of 7,5-375 kW shall not be less efficient than the IE3 efficiency level, as
defined in Annex I, point 1, or meet the IE2 efficiency level, as defined in Annex I, point 1, and be
equipped with a variable speed drive".
The text of the Regulation is ambiguous on the interests and usage of variable speed-drives. It might
let the reader think that an IE2 motor equipped with a VSD is always equivalent to an IE3 motor
without a drive in terms of energy efficiency. In practice this is not the case. For some applications,
using a VSD may actually degrade the efficiency, and cause the application to consume more energy
than it would if it were using an IE3 motor, or even a low-efficiency motor, without a drive. Therefore,
the choice of a motor control strategy must be driven by a system-level analysis of the energy
efficiency of the whole application. The purpose of this paper is to provide an example of such
applications and compare the energy consumption with and without a drive
Whilst, there may be some applications in which variable speed drives (VSD) are the better
alternative, it is also clear that motor starters offer the most energy efficient solution for fixed speed or
fixed load applications, independently from the efficiency class of the motor (IE2/IE3).
Therefore, an IE2 motor equipped with variable speed drive is not equivalent to an IE3 motor. Instead,
it is always necessary to consider the speed and load requirements of the application in order to
choose the best solution.

Does it change the way to select a motor starter?
The Regulation introduces the option of an IE2 motor equipped with a variable speed drive as an
alternative to an IE3 motor. However, these two options are not directly comparable - the VSD
solution may be a suitable energy efficiency solution for some application but may be totally
unsuitable for others.
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Furthermore, from a system standpoint, the overall energy efficiency is determined by the application
and the chosen system solution, not the individual system components alone.
Each motor control project has specific requirements and constraints that help determine the most
appropriate control solution.

Project Specifications
Load characteristics
Physical dimensions

Functional Constraints
Power supply
Network load
Investment cost

In addition to the variable speed drive
solution, the following options can also
be used for starting and controlling three
phase AC induction motors.

Operational Constraints
Plant productivity
Process quality
Operational cost

Selecting starter
mode
Direct On Line
Star Delta
Softstarter

- Direct on line starters / reversers
provide an economical and reliable
solution to control motors.
- Star Delta starters or softstarters offer
reduced starting current and therefore
reduce the demand on the electrical
supply (transformers or generators)

Selecting starter and
control functions

Motor starter selection
CAPIEL

Direct on line

Star Delta

This is the simplest and most
economical starting mode

A simple and economical
way to reduce the starting
current if the load allows a
starting torque of 1/3 nominal
torque,

Softstarter

A performance starting mode enabling
gentle starting and stopping.

Starting mode selection
CAPIEL
In conclusion, because the selection of the starting mode is the result of a system approach and not a
product approach, the new regulation des not change the way to select a motor starter.
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Does it change the way to design a system?
Comparison of the energy consumption of a system controlled by direct on line (DOL) versus
variable speed drive (VSD)
This comparision is based on the use case of handling equipment: Airport Belt conveyors
Characteristics of the airport belt conveyors
•

horizontal conveyor section

•

4.5 m length

•

max. conveyed load 105 kg

•

gear ratio 3.84 (1420 → 370 min-1)

•

geared motor with mechanical holding brake 2.2 kW 4 poles Y 400 V, IE1

Airport belt conveyors
CAPIEL
This example, based on actual measurements, shows that using a VSD can alone cause an increase
of the energy consumption of the application, depending on its operational characteristics. The
difference would be even more significant if we would compare an IE2 motor with a drive to an IE3
Direct-On-Line motor for this conveyor application. Measurements are currently being made to
quantity the increase of energy caused by the usage of a drive-based control strategy in these
configurations, for this example application and others.
Load profile
•

50% ON (conveying) and 50% OFF (dead time)

•

Starting: 0.5 sec run-up period with VSD or self-regulating (load dependent) with DOL

•

Conveying from 0.5 up to 99 s

•

Deceleration: 0.5 sec braking rate with VSD or by mechanical brake with DOL

•

Dead time: from 2 up to 100 s depending on the number of start-stops/hour, mechanical
holding brake, VSD not active during this period.
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Required torque
Speed

0.5
Starting

1 ... 99
Conveying

0.5

2 ... 100 t [s]
Dead time

Braking

Load profile of the airport belt conveyor
CAPIEL
Comparison of the energy consumption between Direct on Line (DOL) control and variable
speed drive (VSD) control for different start-stop cycle durations per hour.
DOL is better for up to 300 start-stop-cycles per hour
•

lower energy consumption at constant speed, higher energy consumption during starting

The VSD has a highly dynamic process capability
Rated Load (m = 105 kg)

Energy Consumption per hour [kWh]

1,4

1,2

1

0,8

DOL total

0,6

VSD total

0,4

0,2
10

100

1000

Start-Stop Cycles per hour

Comparison of energy consumptions VSD - DOL
CAPIEL
In conclusion, the new regulation does not change the way to design a system. The design of a
system should address energy efficiency together with functionality, availability, maintainability and life
cycle cost.
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Conclusion
Comprehensive legislation is being implemented in the European Union with the objective of reducing
energy consumption and therefore CO2 emissions. The efficiency of induction motors in the industrial
environment is regulated by EU Commission Regulation (EC) No.640/2009.
The standard EN 60034-30: 2009 defines efficiency classes for 50 and 60 Hz motors and stipulates
which types of motor are covered and which exceptions apply. The technical requirements of the EU
Regulation are based on this standard.
EU ecodesign legislation targets the efficiency of individual products, but for overall energy efficiency
improvement it is necessary to take into account both the product efficiency and the system efficiency.

CAPIEL recommendations:
•

Consider IE3 motors for high duty applications today even before they become mandatory.
This will ensure future compliance of your design.

•

Focus on energy consumption and use motor starters where they provide the most efficient
solution. For example, use motor starters in fixed speed, constant load or low duty
applications.

•

Apply variable speed drives in applications where they bring an added value or a significant
energy saving.

•

Be aware of the future CENELEC technical specification “Energy efficiency and Eco-design
requirements for Power electronics, Switchgear, Controlgear, and Power drive systems and
their industrial applications” being developed by CENELEC TC22X WG6.

All applications should undergo a detailed energy performance analysis in order to maximize the
energy efficiency. All system components and auxiliary equipment should be considered as part of
this analysis.
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Walking the Torque –
The proposed International Energy Agency work plan for realising
the energy efficiency policy opportunities offered by electric motor
driven systems
Hugh Falkner
Atkins (UK), for Department of Climate Change and Energy
Efficiency, Australia
Park Jungwook International Energy Agency, Paris
Shane Holt
Australia

Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency,

Abstract
There has never been as much interest in improving electric motor system efficiency as now. At the
Clean Energy Ministerial in Washington in July 2010, Energy Ministers from 24 countries launched a
number of new initiatives to accelerate the global transition to clean energy. Within the super efficient
equipment and appliance deployment (SEAD) initiative, electric motors systems were identified as a
priority. A year earlier, the International Energy Agency commissioned electric motor experts to
examine this issue and this body recently released discussion and working papers on this topic.
These IEA plans offer a way for SEAD to realise its goal.
The paper summarises the suggested work programme developed for and endorsed by the IEA that
could achieve global energy savings in motor systems of 1400 to 2000TWh pa, equivalent to 10-15%
of the current energy consumption. This claim is not the full extent of technical potential offered by
electric motor systems, rather a realistic assessment of what might be achieved if all the major trading
blocks were to adopt existing better (not best) practice throughout the world. The paper promotes
solutions that affect the entire motor system (the motor and driven device), rather than continuing to
promote interventions looking at just the individual drive components.
The need to align regulatory settings within a globally applicable scheme using an international body
like the IEA is the overarching recommendation of this paper. The authors assert it is only through
this global cooperation leading to aligned national policy settings that all countries can unlock the
long-promised economies of scale for all. Indeed, continued unilateral action by individual nations will
be undermined because the various national standards will create trade and compliance problems
through inefficient products still being made and sold in parts of the world.

1 Introduction
This paper builds upon earlier estimates of potential opportunities for motor system savings contained
in an earlier working report for the IEA produced by Navigent1 and also uses material from the
discussion paper produced for the IEA by the authors in 2010. . This paper only glimpses possible
solutions for optimising policy settings in this field. It concludes with a set of policy recommendations
that are intended to promote debate about how to accelerate market transformation, based on the
findings of the opportunity and barrier analyses as well as with past experience in other technologies.
This information is really a prelude to more detailed analysis that should be undertaken in this field,
1Energy

Efficiency Policy Opportunities for Electric motors Driven Systems, IEA, 2011.
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mapping the detail of each of the projects within the work programme, to the satisfaction of funding
bodies.
The original IEA working and discussion papers sought support from IEA member countries and other
interested stakeholders to the ambitious programme of work delivering more energy efficient electric
motor systems. This global proposal becomes possible because of recent successful regional
initiatives which other countries could align, not only improving their own national schemes but also
because a global scheme will save them time, limit duplication and leverage available resources.
The work programme and proposed priorities is presented in figure1 below.

Priority
Highest priority

Project
Variable Speed Drives
Fans
Pumps
Induction motors

Second-tier
priority

Gears

Third-tier priority

Issues
future

for

Not of priority

the

Hermetic compressors
Air compressors
Elevators
Submersible pumps
Other specialist pumps
Appliance motors
Maintenance
Motor Repair
Large motors
Specialist motors
Sundry

z
z
z
z

Key:
- = proposed that the IEA convene a technical working group to cover this/these
issue(s)
z = proposed that the IEA undertake preparatory study
Figure 1: Proposed programme of work

2 Context
Electric motor systems are by far the most important end-use equipment type that consumes
electricity. Typically electric motors are a component in a motor system, being responsible for the
conversion of electrical power into mechanical power. This mechanical power in turns drives
equipment such as fans, pumps or compressors. These drive the motor systems in industry,
commerce, and the home on which so much of modern life depends.
Electric motor systems consume at least 7000 TWh/yr, which is roughly equivalent to 45% of all enduse electricity consumption. This is the largest end-user of electricity by any form of equipment and so
is a legitimate target for coordinated government policy on a global scale.
The Navigant paper suggests the potential to improve the energy efficiency of industrial motor
systems is in the order of 20% to 30%. This estimate reflects the wasted energy in current systems
which could be saved if current technology and expertise were optimised. Expressed differently, if the
world’s electric motor systems all used available the most efficient energy-efficient technologies, the
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world could save 10% of all global electricity. This represents the possible prize that policy
intervention is targeting.

THROTTLE
(Efficiency=66%)
STANDARD MOTOR
(Efficiency=90%)

PUMP
(Efficiency=77%)

PIPE
(Efficiency=69%)

STD
ENERGY INPUT 100

COUPLING
(Efficiency=98%)

VARIABLESPEED DRIVE
(Efficiency=96%)

ENERGY-EFFICIENT
MOTOR
(Efficiency=95%)

MOST EFFICIENT
PUMP
(Efficiency=88%)

ENERGY OUTPUT 31

LOW-FRICTION PIPE
(Efficiency=90%)

VSD
EEM
ENERGY INPUT 43

COUPLING
(Efficiency=99%)

ENERGY OUTPUT 31

Figure 2: Components of the motor system showing the relevance of system optimization.
Source – De Almeida, A. et Al, “VSDs for Electric Motor Systems”, Final Report, SAVE
Programme, European Commission, Brussels, 2001.

Figure 3: The potential for energy savings in motor systems
The absolute potential has been developed using North American and European experience drawn
from the field of supporting best practice motor system design installation and use. This estimate is
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similar to past expert claims as to the size of the absolute efficiency potential2. Calls for these
interventions have long been the mantra of electric motor system experts but the need for site-specific
support and concerns about the public sector funding private benefits has previously dampened
government support for such intervention. Recent work done by individual countries now offers a
platform to improve international cooperation that was not possible before. The types of projects
suggested by the IEA (regulatory and informative) are also at the more cost-effective end of past
electric motor system programmes.
The IEA is seeking to build on these developments by suggesting member countries plan for longterm and consistent policy intervention in the field, at least until 2020. North American best practice
experience shows the need for consistent, stable programs of support to facilitate upgrades when
electric motor and driven device lifetimes and available funding permit. Such policies, which are
shown to be cost effective for almost every user, could save a quarter of current total global electric
motor energy consumption. Savings of this magnitude cannot be delivered with government funding
support available only in a few countries and lasting only a few years. Global cooperation is therefore
needed irrespective of the quantum of funding available in particular regions at any one time. The IEA
considers the state of international trade in electric motor system components justifies aligned
government action to intervene in what has become a global market, requiring a global policy
response.
The IEA has advocated in its 25 energy efficiency recommendations that member governments
consider the use of minimum energy efficiency standards for internationally traded goods where
market forces have not delivered optimum outcomes, and where it is cost effective to do so. In
particular, the IEA made a recommendation specifically relating to electric motors.
Individual governments could take a range of actions to support their implementation of this energy
efficiency recommendation.

3 Optimising Electric Motor Systems
The optimization of the complete electric motor system for efficiency purposes rather perversely
should start at the final output of the system, working back through the driven devices to the motor.
The seemingly bizarre twist is because optimising the motor first may be a wasted effort if the system
that it is driving is not first optimised.
Over time, demands on the system may change, and so the overall system efficiency will also change
possibly resulting in once-efficient systems degrading over time as the load profile changes. A
periodic review of the motor system performance can minimise this risk.
The following is the sorts of questions that experts should ask when commissioning and later
examining energy savings within motor systems:
•
•
•
•
•

What is the system trying to do – is it the best way of doing the job?
What are the settings – is the (e.g. pressure, flow, temperature) optimised for the
demand?
Does it have controls to optimise the output and energy input under all conditions?
And are they set correctly?
For fluid movement systems (fans, pumps and compressors), is the pipe work
designed for minimum energy loss?
Is the driven machinery (e.g. fans, pumps, compressors) sized and selected for best
efficiency for the demand?

2

Ref EUP Preparatory study on motors, Anibal de Almeida et al for European Commission, February
2008. http://www.ecomotors.org/files/Lot11_Motors_1-8_280408_final.pdf
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•
•
•
•
•

Is the transmission (e.g. belt or gearbox) sized and selected for minimum energy
loss?
Is the motor selected and sized for best efficiency?
Is the equipment switched off when it is not being used?
Is the maintenance of the entire motor system adequate to ensure ongoing best
efficiency? (This might include actions such as cleaning filters, fixing leaks, reconditioning worn drive equipment and correct lubrication.)
What are the future expansion plans and how can these be incorporated into the
current and future design?

A mix of government policies is needed to encourage the implementation of energy efficiency options
as responses to these questions. These policies are addressed in turn below.

Best selection of components
Government programmes have understandably focussed on those items that the regulator can
directly control, in particular the electric motor through Minimum Energy Performance Standards. This
is an easier part of the system to address, but only a small part of the problem, and so forms only part
of the solution. The medium-size induction motor accounts for the bulk of energy use, and being
homogenous and internationally traded, has been the target of government performance regulation
for over 20 years in some leading countries. While this has been demonstrably successful and costeffective, the IEA considers that it is long overdue to shift the focus to the other parts of the motor
system that are technically more complex but possible to regulate.
Fortunately, the European Commission has now passed Energy-Using-Product directive regulations
on fans (June 2010), and is expected to soon pass performance regulations on pumps (late 2010).
With regulatory levels and accompanying technical standards now in place for these products in one
region, it would be a logical next step for other countries interested in global collaboration to consider
aligning with the European arrangements. Similarly, other driven devices like compressors,
gearboxes, elevators and VSDs could usefully be regulated using the approach of other countries
copying what innovative jurisdictions have implemented. These potentially globally-consistent
regulations should use the experience in leading countries or regions as the potential base from which
to leverage alignment. This approach has low risk for later adopting countries as the question is not
“if” the intervention is justified, but rather “when” it can be cost-effectively implemented to match the
country-of-origin.
The elements for a meaningful global debate on aligned standards for driven motor devices are
simple. It requires a single test method to measure performance for each motor device type, together
with an agreed set of performance levels distinguishing efficiencies in the marketplace. The IEA has
been the catalyst for aligning standards for other globally traded products and it could do so for
electric motor systems. The IEA already has working arrangements with global standards bodies like
the International Electrotechnical Commission and International Standards Organisation. With the
support of governments identifying electric motor components as a priority, the IEA and these bodies
can deliver globally acceptable standards in a matter of a few years, not the decades of divisive
debate associated with regulating some past products.
For many motor systems, correct sizing of system machinery with load will be as important as
selecting a product with a high-headline efficiency, and regulations need to be carefully designed to
take proper account of part load performance, which is where the average system operates. While
this is a component issue, the regulator cannot mandate the correct sizing of equipment and so
advisory information is also necessary if the regulatory action is to maximise its effectiveness.

Wider adoption and correct setting of controls, especially Variable
Speed Drives
Motor systems are not optimised just through using more efficient components demanded by
regulation. Poor matching of the system demand to the power absorbed by the system is another
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major cause of energy loss (refer again to figure 2 which demonstrates how relatively efficient
components can be combined to create an inefficient system). Better matching of load with system
can be achieved by, for example, having two or more machines switched on/off in sequence to match
the load and result in large savings. By altering the speed of the motor to finely adjust the output of
the system to track instantaneous demands, the variable speed drive (VSD) probably offers the
largest single energy saving potential of any single measure in the majority of motor systems with
variable loads. Though technically a mature product market, recent advances in power electronics
mean prices for sophisticated controls keep decreasing in price and developments like
microprocessor control offer new ways to improve systems. The last 30 years has seen these
features move from a low volume extra that was costly, to something that is now widely accepted and
available from many reputable, multinational suppliers albeit at a marginally higher cost. It is time for
governments to look (or look again) at regulatory interventions to mandate VSD technologies.
Motor systems are not just optimised by the use of high efficiency motors (HEMs) and VSDs, but
through a step-by-step systems-optimisation approach within the factory or building setting. The use
of HEM and VSDs does, however, represent a necessary (but not sufficient step) toward optimal
motor systems. These two technologies alone represent a policy intervention which will yield
substantial system savings opportunities, more quickly than other intrusions. This is important
because analysis of losses in other parts of the system can be more time-consuming and difficult
(involving specific sites considerations), and so a quick solution that semi-optimises a system is a
more pragmatic target for not only governments contemplating interventions but also motor system
users themselves.
Therefore, the first stage of any global plan should include global alignment driving toward HEM and
coordination of globally acceptable standards for VSDs. Installing a VSD is such a cost-effective
decision for systems with variable load applications that governments can contemplate mandatory
regulation to secure in the knowledge that regulatory proposals will be approved because so few
circumstances will be established where, in the long term, users will not save money. The user still
needs to be shown how to correctly commission the VSD to achieve optimum savings. While it may
not be possible to directly legislate for their use in every country, ongoing educational campaigns
should inform users of the behaviour changes needed to optimise energy saving and match the
claims of equipment suppliers. In addition, governments could consider indirect regulation that can
help support the uptake of VSDs:
•

Efficiency Standards for products that include motors: Products such as circulators can have
MEPS set such that target levels are cost effectively only possible with the use of VSDs (e.g.
the EUP regulations on circulators for heating systems).

•

System energy requirements: Regulations for building energy performance might call up the
use of VSDs as a simple way to reduce consumption (possibly as a “deemed-to-comply”
option making compliance easy).

This might form a useful project where the IEA could map the various methods different governments
have chosen to encourage VSDs and benchmark their effectiveness.

Education in the design, control and maintenance of systems
Optimal design of the entire system and controls relies on educating all actors, from the system
designer to the person authorising expenditure. This means that key people in the decision making
chain need to understand the technical issues and financial implications of their choices, or
alternatively have a simple way of meeting this challenge. Ongoing promotion of best practice
outcomes is needed so that this is well understood. This type of work needs to be tailored to the
factory or building in which the system operates. Obviously, this is best done locally to take account
of local circumstances. The global work programme can still support these national measures though
developing some common elements within the IEA global work proposals for subsequent
implementation by individual countries.
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Structured approaches to system optimisation, such as the ISO50001 Management System for
Energy provide an excellent foundation. The IEA could work with member countries to encourage
adoption of these standards around the world for electric motor systems.
All motor systems deteriorate over time, and if not regularly maintained will become progressively less
efficient. For example, greater leakage, increased pressure drops, mechanical misalignment, wear of
fluid machinery or drift of settings. Unplanned shutdown of plant itself can have huge energy
implications in addition to commercial difficulties, for example; energy lost in the effected product
during failure and start up, energy lost in overhead energy consumption while there is no useful plant
output, additional plant hours needed to make up the output. Specification and promotion of
maintenance best practice is a rarely looked at but represents a significant area for energy savings;
while energy efficiency is optional – repairing failed plant is mandatory and companies can see the
value in investing in this task. Rather than persuading organisations to set up separate plant wide
energy saving schemes, building it within existing plant maintenance plans could be highly cost
effective and make it much more likely to occur.
The IEA could undertake a review of the specialised electric motor information programmes as well as
the more ubiquitous structured approaches to offer models for governments contemplating initiatives
in this field.

4 Driven Device Best Practice
Policies must look beyond just selecting the best motor to give an overview of the energy saving
opportunities and design best practice in these different uses of motor energy use. Electric motor
systems will only ever deliver savings toward their potential if such an approach is undertaken.
An important practical consideration in any market transformation is the desire by crucial stakeholders
to work towards that goal. A proactive approach and support from the major trade associations is an
important factor in prioritising projects involving devices driven by electric motors.

5 Possible drivers for Electric Motor System Policy
The Navigant paper postulates sweeping changes to electric motor system policy settings and
advocated further work to map those interventions. The authors too encourage the coordination of
planning and common goal setting if governments are to maximise the prospects that future policy
interventions deliver the complete scope of potential benefits.
The IEA proposes that the following seven factors should be considered by countries when creating
electric motor system policies:
Lower costs should be a driver - If markets for electrical motors and other motor
components were no longer segmented by individual national standards but aligned global
standards, there is significant potential to reduce costs to all stakeholders including
governments. For example, industry would decrease cost if regulation forced the choice of
more efficient solutions. This could drive the change needed to make investments in
premium efficiency solutions profitable where in some countries it is not yet possible today
(e.g. also in lower annual operating hours).
Multiple polices are more likely to work - Unless a portfolio of measures are introduced
and consistently maintained in the marketplace, there is a high risk that the impact of any
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single measure (such as efficiency standards), will not deliver all or even most of the possible
efficiency potential.
Regulatory compliance testing is important - Recent work by the IEA into compliance with
regulatory standards shows very uneven results. As little enforcement effort has to date been
targeted at electric motors, it seems reasonable to expect non-compliance toward the higher
end of estimations for regulated equipment types. The IEA suggests scope exists to
coordinate compliance verification across national markets because this product is so highly
traded between countries. This should mean lower enforcement costs for individual
governments and protect the investment in more efficient technology made by complying
suppliers.
Stakeholder engagement is a necessity - Trade associations of manufacturers,
wholesalers and investors as well as the local chambers of industry and commerce have to
play an important active role to remove barriers, improve knowledge and change daily
routines. While Governments may need to fund information programmes, these projects are
best done by experts well-versed in working with diverse motor systems and their operators
while actively engaging industry groups in support and promotion activities. This is an
appropriate role for energy agencies and for government funding in order to overcome inertia,
impediments and imperfect market knowledge. It is too simplistic an economic argument to
assert customers or suppliers alone should fund these information programs because the
entire community benefits from the energy savings.
Policies should be a mix between public and private actions - Purchasing decisions have
to be based not only on the profitability considerations of the private investors in the short
term, but also – given the ancillary benefits of reduced electricity demand by more efficient
motors and motor systems – on the total cost to society. The acceptance of this premise gives
a rational economic argument for the public sector on subsidizing information campaigns,
professional training or other policies to promote the diffusion of highly efficient electrical
motors and motor systems as well as intervening with regulatory policies. Direct and indirect
subsidies to electricity prices need to be removed or reduced if the goal is to make users pay
the full price for their consumption. This change will make investments more attractive.
Certainty over future programme changes.
Manufacturers, retailers and service
companies will become frustrated and incur unreasonable expense if government-funded
programmes are suddenly dropped or regulatory standards increased with insufficient
warning to facilitate orderly market development or adaption. A global plan for the next
decade (not the next year) would deliver a more certain future for industry allowing them to
make investment decisions in a more stable, predictable global market.
Promotion of indirect benefits. The promotion of non-obligatory measures should be
accompanied by the non-energy benefits, many of which will be attractive to the audience.
For example, more efficient systems lead to greater productivity, quality or reliability for
owners of those energy-efficient motor systems which all have financial benefits.
The IEA encourages promotion of energy-efficient motors and motor systems within an overarching
macro-policy objective of improving the global competitiveness of the industrial sector. This
consideration would facilitate the development of a “green technology” industry with export value in
producing nations as well as national green-house gas emissions for all. Programmes that regulate,
promote, educate and encourage the use of more energy-efficient motors and motor systems should
be aligned with these broad policy objectives.
These factors should be considered by decision-makers when assessing their own policies and in
considering the proposals within this paper. All governments will find that global cooperation will
assist them to implement their policies more quickly, more effectively and using fewer resources than
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undertaking tasks in isolation. The trade-off may be that some governments may implement policies
and programmes later than they might have done if acting unilaterally. This delay might be offset, to
an extent, because waiting on global action means there is less risk that the programme may unravel
as may be the case for early adopting nations should their action be out-of-step with the later global
programme.
These factors could be used in the future by the IEA secretariat as a means of assessing the
effectiveness of member country actions in giving effect to the set of IEA motor system
recommendations.

6 Rationale for a proposed global work plan
The foundation element of any electric motor policy scheme should be adopting a globally-applicable
regulatory system. The case for market intervention is very strong in all economies examined. The
IEA could assist individual countries to identify the size of electric motor use and hence the size of
savings from regulation, if that was of interest to individual nations. Similarly, the IEA could assist in
articulating the case for regulatory intervention within those countries on a case-by-case basis, upon
request.
For countries just beginning to develop policies in this field and for those countries that lag world best
practice in mandating performance standards for motors, it makes sense to focus on creating or
improving the regulatory scheme for 3-phase induction motors, which is the major energy user. It
makes even more sense to make that national scheme compatible with the existing global scheme,
reflected in the relevant IEC standards.
For other countries which are already committed to regulatory programmes for motors that reflect best
regulatory practice, the IEA considers that it is time to move the focus onto other component products
and onto system design. Product regulation is both time consuming and costly, so the IEA proposes
that the order of global attention be graded according to these transparent criteria:
- Energy consumption of the product
- Volume and similarity of the product
- Costs & benefits of the measure
- Technical energy saving potential
- Economic energy saving potential
- Existence of technical standards upon which to assess product performance
- Existence of test protocols for defining and measuring product efficiency
- Likely support and engagement of stakeholders, especially manufacturers and their
associations.
Figure 4 gives a qualitative view by the IEA secretariat of the weighting to prioritise different projects
within global electric motor systems.
The IEA observes that while there may be some short-term time savings to individual governments if
they use a simple national approach to regulate motors and driven devices, in the long run those
governments will be forced to reassess and repeat the analysis when they subsequently seek to
participate in the globally-inclusive scheme. The global scheme must ensure regulation takes account
of all products sold in the global market (not just those sold in early adopting national markets), to
facilitate any governments joining the global scheme when they choose. If that goal is not
incorporated by the early adopting nations, they risk the proliferation of unique national schemes
adding to everyone’s costs as well as generating negative trade consequences.
The IEA wants to encourage countries to map a complete work programme to cover this field because
of the significant opportunities presented by this tremendously large end-use of electrical energy. A
complete work program explains to suppliers and users the reasons why priority decisions are taken
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and gives certainty to corporate boards making research & development investment decisions. For
this reason, a proposed package of projects divided into priority categories for the purposes of staging
and scheduling work is required.
The IEA Secretariat is well placed to manage the overall package of work. This coordination role
could work with funding body views included through an overarching management committee
structure. This management committee structure is necessary to ensure the various technical and
policy groups are well coordinated, avoiding overlap and duplication as well as ensuring project,
financial, and reporting responsibilities are well managed. The number of projects, the links between
them and the capacity for differing projects to develop beyond their original tasks makes coordination
of the projects a crucial task in itself.
The proposed work plan, however, cannot be delivered by a single group of experts (no matter how
well qualified they may be) sitting in one management committee. The breadth of the work, the need
for country champions to be developed to communicate outcomes, and the duration of many of these
multi-year projects makes this proposed work programme a very significant undertaking.

Pumps

Fans

Gears

Hermetic Compressors

Variable Speed Drives

Air Compressors

Elevators

Submersible Pump Motors

Other pumps

Motors embedded in household
appliances
Very large motors

Special motors

Other fans

Motor repairs

The motor systems work programme is broken down into five priority stages, each stage comprising a
number of linked projects. While individual countries may wish to pick and choose those projects
where they will provide in-kind or financial support, the proposed work programme covers the field
and must be undertaken to maximise the benefits. The work programme is analogous to the motor
system it is trying to improve. If too much effort is focus on only a few of the elements in the work
programme, the systemic benefits will not be optimised. If too many funders only focus on a few
projects the projected efficiencies of the entire work programme will fail to reach a critical mass that
achieves the projected efficiencies.

Total Device
energy
consumption

3

3

1

3

1

3

1

2

3

3

3

3

2

2

Units sold &
homegenuity

2

2

1

3

3

2

2

3

2

2

1

1

2

2

Cost: benefit
of measures

2

2

?

?

2

2

2

2

2

1

?

?

?

2
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Technical
energy saving
potential
(stock)

3

3

2

?

2

2

1

2

3

3

1

1

2

3

Existence of
technical
standards

3

3

3

?

1

2

2

2

2

1

3

2

2

3

Prior
engagement of
stakeholders

3

2

?

?

2

1

1

2

3

1

3

1

2

3

Key: Priority is ranked in a 1 to 3 scale with 3 for the highest, 2 for the middle ranking, 1 for the lowest
priority with some categories marked with a “?” which IEA Secretariat staff suggest could be
determined after dialogue with participating countries.
Figure 4: Factors influencing the priority of different projects

7 The proposed work programme
This complete work programme is recorded in five groupings to assist in scheduling work, with
matching available resources and priorities. The first four are stages showing the division of priority
between tasks. The last grouping records projects that the IEA secretariat does not consider need to
be considered further until at least after the first review of the entire programme; some two to three
years after the programme commences when more information may be available to review these
initial classifications.

Phase 1: Highest priority to commence immediately
Variable Speed Drives:
The IEA could convene a technical working group to look at the wider adoption of a globally aligned
VSD regulation. The working group would consider an expert team mapping possible implementation
pathways building on the regional efforts to date
Fans:
The IEA could convene a technical working group to look at the wider adoption of a globally aligned
fan regulation based on the newly introduced ISO12759 standard and European Union MEPS. The
working group would consider an expert team paper mapping possible implementation pathways
building on the regional efforts to date
Pumps:
The IEA could convene a technical working group to look at the wider adoption of a globally aligned
pump regulation based on European Union MEPS. The working group would consider an expert
team paper mapping possible implementation pathways building on the regional efforts to date
Induction Motors:
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The IEA could convene a technical and regulatory group that would build on the existing EMSA and
IEC working groups to pursue the introduction of MEPS globally at the highest feasible levels.

Phase 2: Second-tier priority to commence soon
This next stage includes two projects that are very important but do not have the same level of
established industry commitment nor as well-established regulation upon which to build regulatory
consensus. It makes sense to slightly delay commencing these projects while concentrating on the
highest priorities which already have industry support (or are easier to generate global stakeholder
interest).
Gears:
The IEA could convene a technical working group to look at the wider adoption of a globally aligned
gear regulation. The working group would consider an expert team paper mapping possible
implementation pathways building on the regional efforts to date
Hermetic compressors for domestic and light commercial equipment:
The IEA could convene a technical working group to look at the wider adoption of a globally aligned
compressor regulation in 2012. The working group would consider an expert team paper mapping
possible implementation pathways building on the regional efforts to date

Phase 3: Third-tier priority to commence as resources are made available
The third stage includes projects are more in the vein of preparatory work. The projects propose
commissioning experts to scope the work involved for later development by interested nations and
experts from stakeholder groups.
Preparatory studies are undertaken to devise the technical basis for possible regulation for air
compressors, elevators, submersible and other non-regulated pumps. These reports could be
tendered in 2011 for further consideration in by country delegates in 2012. With proposals suggesting
the projects can move forward, working groups would be established in 2012 or 2013 as priorities and
resources permit.

Phase 4: Issues for the future to commence only when specific resources are made
available
This final stage includes other preparatory projects which are of lower priority when assessed using
the IEA-proposed criteria. They represent projects which could be commissioned as resourcing
permits.
Preparatory studies should be undertaken to devise programs for household appliance motors,
system maintenance and repair. These reports could be tendered in 2011 or 2012. The reports may
generate ideas for consideration by national governments.

Phase 5: Low priority to commence only when the other phases are complete or well
underway
This would include other product categories where regulation may be difficult or of little perceived
benefit, such as large or specialist motors.
In general terms, electric motor systems consume more than 40% of global electricity but 25% of this
consumption could be saved by using efficient motor systems optimised to load. The ambitious work
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programme proposed by the IEA is projected to deliver at least a third of this potential saving by 2030
if commenced immediately and sustained over the coming decade.
By taking actions to improve the energy efficiency of motor systems, countries will be able to say they
are ‘walking the torque’ not just talking the talk about improving motor system efficiency sometime in
the future.
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Estimating the US Motor market baseline – Preliminary results
Sanaée Iyama, Helcio Blum.
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Abstract
Electric motors account for a large share of total industry electricity use and represent a substantial
part of the commercial sector electricity use. The first step in determining energy saving opportunities
is to provide a reference against which savings can be estimated. The objective of this paper is to
present preliminary results of a work in progress aiming to characterize and estimate the magnitude of
the current annual electricity use of integral three-phase AC induction motor-driven systems in the
United States. The evaluation relies on publically available information and transparent scenarios
where sufficient solid data was not available. A shipments and stock model was developed to provide
estimates of shipments and stock of motors in three sectors: industry, commercial, and agriculture. A
bottom-up approach was used to evaluate the associated electricity use. Field usage, motor
performance, and market data was mainly based on literature review and manufacturers catalogs.

Introduction
In the United States, electric motor-driven systems use approximately 70 percent of the electricity in
the industrial sector and represent a substantial part of the electricity used in the commercial sector
[1]. The majority of this amount is converted to mechanical energy and transferred to the driven load.
The rest represents energy consumed as motor losses.
The first step to estimate potential energy savings from motor-driven systems is to provide a reference
energy use scenario against which savings can be estimated. The objective of this paper is to present
an estimate of such baseline for integral three-phase AC induction motors up to 500 horsepower in
the United States. As this paper reports on a work in progress, results are preliminary and should be
interpreted carefully.

Approach
Due to limited publically available data on shipments and stock of motors, a model was developed to
estimate shipments of the targeted motors, as well as the resulting stock in three sectors: industry,
commercial, and agriculture. A bottom-up approach was then used to estimate the associated
electricity use. Shipments are estimated for 2000-2050. Stock and electricity consumption data are
estimated for 2015-2050.
For the purpose of the analysis, the market was divided into six horsepower segments: 1 – 5 hp, 6- 20
1
hp, 21 – 50 hp, 51 – 100 hp, 101 – 200 hp, and 201 – 500 hp. [2, 3] For each of these segments, a
representative motor serves as the unit for the analysis.
Field usage, motor performance, and market data rely on literature review, and were complemented
by data from six manufacturer catalogs [4]. Low-, Reference-, and High Energy Use Scenarios
account for uncertainties from input data. The Low- and High Energy Use Scenarios represent the
lower and higher range estimates of electricity consumption of the total estimated stock of motors,
respectively. The Reference Energy Use Scenario is estimated to best characterize the baseline.

1

The scope covers products referring to the following product codes in the U.S. Census: 3353123143,
3353123146, 3353123149, 3353123152, 3353123155, and 3353123158 [2, 3].
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Market characterization
The objective of this section is to describe the method used to estimate shipments and stock, and to
characterize the representative motors in terms of horsepower and energy efficiency performance.
Shipments refer to the apparent consumption of motors (i.e. U.S. production + imports – imports).
Motor shipments
The U.S. census provides shipments data for the years 2001, 2002, and 2003. [2, 3] A shipments
model was developed to estimate shipments from 2000 to 2050 using: (a) shipments data, where
available; and (b) capital expenditures in equipment and structures for selected sectors of the
economy (Table 1).
Table 1 Sectors for which capital expenditures are assumed to include investment in motors
Industry and Agriculture

Services

(equipment and/or structures)

(structures only)

Forestry, fishing, and agricultural services (all)

Wholesale trade

Mining (equipment)

Retail trade

Utilities (structures)

Information

Construction (equipment)

Finance and insurance

Manufacturing (all)

Real estate and rental and leasing

Transportation and warehousing (all)

Professional, scientific, and technical services
Management of companies and enterprises
Administrative and support and waste management
Educational services
Health care and social assistance
Arts, entertainment, and recreation
Accommodation and food services
Other services (except public administration)

Source: [5].
The next paragraphs provide a step by step explanation of how shipments were estimated.
1.

Shipments vs. Capital Expenditures relationship

The shipment forecast assumes that motor sales are driven by the macroeconomic activity of the
sectors in which they are used (see Figure 1).
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Shipments Index

Capital Expenditures Index

Figure 1 Shipments Index and Capital Expenditures index
Using historical data on the value of US shipments from publically available industry sources [6, 7] for
1999-2010, and capital expenditures in selected sectors for 1999-2008 from the US Census [5], a
relation between shipments and capital expenditures (for selected sectors) was established2. The
relation, derived from a linear regression (R2=0.81), is expressed by the following equation:
[Equation
1]
Where:

is the shipments index in year y (indexed to 2001).

is the capital expenditure index in year y (indexed to 2001).

2.

Capital Expenditure and Shipments Forecast

Capital expenditures were forecast for 2000 through 2044 by first estimating the growth rate for 2015
through 2035, based on data from the 2011 Annual Energy Outlook (AEO 2011), and then
extrapolating it for 2035 to 2044. The steps for the calculation are the following:
STEP 1: Available U.S. census data [5] and a 10-year moving average were used to project capital
expenditures for the selected sectors as a share of total capital expenditures of all sectors for the
2010-2044 period.
STEP 2: For 2010 to 2035, total capital expenditures data from AEO 2011 [8] was used to calculate
capital expenditures for the selected sectors.
STEP 3: For 2035 to 2044, AEO 2011 data (2010-2035) was used to estimate a trend for total capital
expenditures of all sectors as a share of gross domestic product (GDP) using linear regression
(R2>0.99). The GDP was then projected for 2035 to 2050 using a quadratic regression (R2>0.99)
based on AEO 2011 data, and the GDP projection was used to forecast total capital expenditures for
all sectors and estimate capital expenditures for the selected sectors.
STEP 4: The forecasted capital expenditures and Equation 1 provided shipments index estimates
over the analysis period (2010-2050) where no other data was available. Shipments were then
calculated as the product of the shipments index and shipments in 2001 (in units). This approach
assumes that the ratio between the value of shipments and the number of shipments is constant. In
the absence of more solid data, this simplifying assumption was considered to still provide reasonable
shipment estimates.

3.

Shipment projections

Table 2 shows the estimated shipments for selected years from 2010 to 2050.

2

The two series present a correlation coefficient of 0.90.
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Table 2 Estimated Shipments of 3-phase AC induction motors
Horsepower
Range

Estimated Shipments (1000 units)
2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

1–5

1,656

2,609

2,956

3,439

3,942

4,566

5,187

5,898

6,680

6 – 20

850

1,339

1,517

1,766

2,024

2,344

2,663

3,028

3,430

21 – 50

249

392

444

517

593

686

780

887

1,004

51 – 100

84

132

149

174

199

231

262

298

337

101 – 200

41

65

73

85

98

113

128

146

165

201 – 500

26

41

47

54

62

72

82

93

106

Total

2,905

4,577

5,186

6,035

6,918

8,012

9,102

10,350

11,722

4.

Stock projections (2015-2050)

A time-series of motors stock by horsepower range was developed based on the estimated shipments
and on additional historical shipments from [9] (Figure 2). Stock was calculated as a fixed-number-ofyears moving sum of shipments. The number of years for which shipments are summed varies
according to the estimated average lifetime of motors in each horsepower range. The lifetime
corresponds to the entire period when the motor is in service, including repairs, and is assumed to be
in the range of 9 to 18 years and to increase with horsepower size (Table 3). In 2015, the stock of
motors is estimated to 37,784 thousand units.
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0
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2045

2050

200-500hp

Figure 2: Estimated Stock of 3-phase AC induction motors
The range of lifetimes used was calculated based on expert’s estimates that motors in the industry
have a typical lifetime of five to 15 years (Table 3), and using the annual operating hours presented in
the usage characterization section.
Table 3 Motor Lifetime – all sectors (years)
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Horsepower Range

Lifetime [1]

Lifetime [10]

Lifetime

1–5

17.1

10.9

8.8

6 – 20

19.4

11.8

8.7

21 – 50

21.8

11.2

18.6

51 – 100

28.5

9.9

16.5

101 – 200

28.0

9.6

17.4

201 – 500

29.0

8.2

18.1

Source: [1], [10]
Motor characterization (average hp and energy efficiency for each hp range)
Weighted average nominal energy efficiency and horsepower values were estimated for each of the
six horsepower segments.
1.

Nominal Efficiency

The most recent and solid data found in the literature in relation to the average nominal efficiencies of
installed motors is from 1998 [11] and is based on an extensive survey of manufacturing facilities in
the U.S., and on default efficiency data listed in the MotorMaster+ database. [12]

Since 1998, the penetration of energy efficient motor has increased. The 1998 data was used to
establish the High Energy Use Scenario. The actual efficiency of motors in use in 2011 is expected to
be higher than the one in 1998 data but lower than the efficiency of motors purchased in 2010. The
efficiency of motors purchased in 2010 was estimated based on model counts of motors found in six
manufacturer catalogs [4] and used for the Low Energy Use Scenario. This approach assumes that
the efficiency distribution of models available in the catalogs is representative of the efficiency
distribution of shipments. The Low Energy Use scenario represents an unrealistic situation where all
motors in stock would have efficiencies at a similar level than motors sold in 2010. In real life, motors
in stock are more likely to have lower efficiencies. Table 4 presents the assumption used to estimate
average stock nominal efficiencies at full load in each scenario.

Table 4 Estimated Average Stock Nominal Efficiency Values at Full Load (2011)
Horsepower Range

Low Energy
Scenario [4]

Use

Reference
Energy
Use Scenario

High Energy
Scenario [11]

Efficiency (%)

Efficiency (%)

Efficiency (%)

1–5

86.6

82.7

80.7

6 – 20

91.0

88.2

86.8

21 – 50

93.1

90.8

89.6

51 – 100

94.6

92.7

91.8

101 – 200

95.4

93.6

92.7

201 – 500

95.7

93.9

93.0
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Use

Note: The Reference scenario was calculated as the intermediate value between the Low and High
scenario values, corresponding to the point lying at 1/3 of the distance between the two values closer
to the High energy use scenario.
The average nominal efficiency of motors in stock is expected to increase as more efficient motors
penetrate the market. However, the current stage of the analysis did not account for such natural
improvement of the stock energy efficiency and assumed constant average efficiency estimates for
2011 to 2050.
2.

Horsepower

Data from the literature [13] provides weighted average horsepower size for motors sold in 1977 for
each of the six segments. Similar data was derived from the manufacturers’ catalog data [4] based on
the assumption that model counts provide a representative picture of the market. Results show that
the two sources do not always agree, specifically in the higher horsepower ranges. (Table 5)
In the absence of more solid estimates, the minimum and maximum horsepower values from both
sources were used in the Low Energy Use Scenario and the High Energy Use scenario, respectively.
For the reference Energy Use Scenario the midpoint was used.
Table 5 Estimated Average Horsepower in Each Horsepower Segment
Horsepower
Range

Average (hp)
[13]

Average (hp)
[4]

High Energy
Use Scenario
(hp)

Reference
Energy Use
Scenario (hp)

Low Energy
Use Scenario
(hp)

1–5

2.07

2.88

2.88

2.48

2.07

6 – 20

11.90

12.95

12.95

12.43

11.90

21 – 50

32.50

35.53

35.53

34.02

32.50

51 – 100

70.00

77.53

77.53

73.77

70.00

101 – 200

140.00

158.31

158.31

149.16

140.00

201 – 500

350.00

300.81

350.00

325.41

300.81

Source: [13], [4]; Note: The Reference scenario refers to the average of the Low and High scenario
values.

Usage characterization
A number of publications were identified which provide information on motor field usage in the U.S.
For the industrial sector, [14] provides an overview of the main sources of data published before
1995. More recent data available from [11] was used for establishing the distribution across
applications (Table 6), annual hours of operation (Table 7) and load (Table 8) in the industrial sector.
The analysis assumes that these field usage parameters remain constant throughout the analysis
period.
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Table 6 Estimated Shares of Motors in Stock by Application and Horsepower Range
Horsepower Range

Fans

Pumps

Air Compressors

Other

1–5

9.7%

16.1%

2.8%

71.5%

6 – 20

14.8%

24.4%

6.3%

54.5%

21 – 50

11.0%

24.9%

12.3%

51.8%

51 – 100

9.7%

31.6%

10.0%

48.7%

101 – 200

14.5%

22.6%

12.4%

50.5%

201 – 500

6.0%

24.5%

18.7%

50.8%

Source: [11]
Table 7 Estimated Average Annual Operating Hours by Horsepower Range – Industry
Horsepower
Range

Fans

Pumps

Air Compressors

Other

1–5

4,550

3,380

1,257

2,435

6 – 20

4,316

4,121

2,131

2,939

21 – 50

5,101

4,889

3,528

3,488

51 – 100

6,151

5,667

4,520

5,079

101 – 200

5,964

5,126

4,685

5,137

201 – 500

7,044

5,968

6,148

6,102

Source: [11]
Table 8 Estimated Average Annual Motor Load by Horsepower Range – Industry
Part
Load
(Percentage
of Full Load)

Air
Compressor

Fan

Other

Pump

All

< 40%

15%

30%

55%

39%

44%

40 to 120%

84%

69%

43%

56%

53%

> 120%

1%

1%

2%

4%

2%

Average Load

72%

63%

48%

58%

54%

Source: [11]; Note: Average load calculated assuming maximum load is 150%
Fewer studies exist which assess the use of motors in agriculture and in the commercial sector. [15]
and [13] provide average annual operating hours per horsepower range (Table 9). The data relates to
motors in use in 1977 and 1980, respectively. Both sources show less significant variations in hours
of operation across horsepower ranges in the agriculture, and a general trend to increase as
horsepower increases in the commercial sector.
Table 9 Estimated Average Annual Operating Hours by Horsepower Range – Agriculture and
Commercial Sectors
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Horsepower Range

Agriculture sector

Commercial sector

[13]

[15]

[13]

[15]

1–5

1,000

750

800

850

6 – 20

1,000

880

1,000

880

21 – 50

1,000

910

1,500

1,365

51 – 125

750

698

3,000

2,325

> 126

750

705

4,000

1,175

Source: [13], [15]
Several sources of data were reviewed in order to collect more recent estimates for annual operating
hours in agriculture and in the commercial sector but very few data were found. [16, 17] provide
estimates for fans and pumps applications in agriculture. Operating hours for air compressors and
other applications were assumed to be equal to the minimum operating hours between fan and pump
applications (conservative approach) (Table 10).
Table 10 Estimated Average Annual Operating Hours by Horsepower Segment – Agriculture
Horsepower Range

Fans

Pumps [17]

Air Compressors (**)

Other (**)

1–5

4,800 (*)

1,800

1,800

1,800

6 – 20

4,800 (*)

1,800

1,800

1,800

21 – 50

4,800 (*)

1,800

1,800

1,800

51 – 100

4,800 [16]

1,800

1,800

1,800

101 – 200

4,800 (*)

2,000

2,000

2,000

201 – 500

4,800 (*)

2,000

2,000

2,000

Note: (*) assumed no variation across horsepower ranges; (**) assumed as the minimum between
operating hour values for fans and pumps (conservative approach).
The most comprehensive and recent source of data found to characterize the usage of motors in the
commercial sector is [18] and was compiled in Table 11. Further, for fans and pumps, based on Table
9 it was assumed that there is an increase in operating hours as horsepower increases. Operating
hours for other applications were assumed to be equal to the minimum operating hours between fan,
pump, and air compressor applications (conservative approach) (Table 11).
Table 11 Estimated Average Annual Operating Hours by Horsepower Segment – Commercial
Horsepower Range

Fans

Pumps

Air Compressors [18]

Other (**)

1–5

3,000 [18]

1,500 [18]

1,000

1,000

6 – 20

3,300 (*)

1,650 (*)

1,200

1,200

21 – 50

3,600 (*)

1,800 (*)

1,500

1,500

51 – 100

3,900 (*)

1,950 (*)

1,500

1,500

101 – 200

4,200 (*)

2,100 (*)

1,500

1,500

201 – 500

4,500 (*)

2,250 (*)

1,500

1,500
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Note: (*) when increasing the horsepower range, it was assumed that the annual hours of operation
increase of 10% compared to the value in the 1-5 hp range. (**) assumed equal to the minimum
operating hour value between fans, pumps, and air compressors.
In the absence of specific data, the distribution across the various applications and load data from the
industry sector were used as an approximation for the agriculture and commercial sector.

Energy Use
This section describes the bottom-up approach that was used to estimate the electricity consumption
of motors in stock in the industry, agriculture, and commercial sector; and presents their preliminary
results. The majority of energy used is converted to mechanical energy and transferred to the driven
load. The rest represents energy consumed as motor losses.
The annual electricity consumption of an average motor was calculated based on the data from the
section on usage characterization (Tables 6, 7, 8, 10 and 11) for each of the six horsepower
segments. Tables 12 and 13 provide an overview of the annual electricity consumption and losses by
sector, for all motor applications in the Reference scenario. Motor efficiency typically remains fairly flat
between 100 percent and 50 percent of rated load and falls off below 50 percent load. The part-load
efficiencies were calculated based on the full load nominal efficiencies (Table 4) and assuming that
the efficiency is reduced in 10 percent when motors operate at the average loads presented in Table
12.
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34.0

73.8

149.2

325.4

1–5

6 – 20

21 – 50

51 – 100

101 – 200

201 – 500

93.0

92.7

91.8

89.6

86.8

80.7

Average
full load
Efficiency
(%)

83.7

83.4

82.6

80.6

78.1

72.6

Average
part-load
Efficiency
(%)

56

55

55

55

54

52

Average
Load
(%)

6,134

5,199

5,313

4,019

3,381

2,759

2,168

2,407

2,091

2,130

2,244

2,090

1,864

2,028

1,875

1,806

1,621

1,274

Commercial

4,820

4,449

4,056

2,381

2,078

1,660

All
sectors

983,670

380,324

192,696

68,724

21,374

3,539

Average
Horsepower
(hp)

2.5

12.4

34.0

Horsepower
Range (hp)

1–5

6 – 20

21 – 50

89.6

86.8

80.7

Average
full load
Efficiency
(%)

80.6

78.1

72.6

Average
part-load
Efficiency
(%)

55

54

52

Average
Load
(%)

4,019

3,381

2,759
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2,130

2,244

2,090

1,806

1,621

1,274

2,381

2,078

1,660

All
sectors

12,563

4,407

905

6,657

2,926

685

Agriculture

5,644

2,113

418

Commercial

Industry

Commercial

Industry

Agriculture

Annual Unit Energy Losses (kWh/year)

298,877

148,373

68,003

30,873

10,248

1,634

Commercial

Average Annual Operating Hours

347,681

176,097

75,844

36,416

14,190

2,680

Agriculture

7,443

2,710

544

All
sectors

772,849

325,487

147,109

40,714

13,140

2,129

All
sectors

Industry

Agriculture

Industry

Table 13 Preliminary Estimates of the Annual Motor Losses per Unit in Stock (Reference Energy Use Scenario)

Average
Horsepower
(hp)

Horsepower
Range (hp)

Annual Unit Energy Consumption (kWh/year)

Average Annual Operating Hours

Table 12 Preliminary Estimates of the Annual Electricity Consumption per Unit in Stock (Reference Energy Use Scenario)

73.8

149.2

325.4

51 – 100

101 – 200

201 – 500

93.0

92.7

91.8

83.7

83.4

82.6

56

55

55

6,134

5,199

5,313

67

2,168

2,407

2,091

1,864

2,028

1,875

4,820

4,449

4,056

152,371

59,939

31,930

53,856

27,753

12,567

46,296

23,384

11,268

119,714

51,297

24,376

The annual energy consumption per unit in each scenario was then used to estimate the total
electricity consumption of motors in stock over the period to which stock data was estimated (20152050) (Table 14). Table 15 shows similar results by sector.
Table 14 Preliminary Estimates of Stock Electricity Consumption in selected years (TWh)
Horsepower
Range

Scenario

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

All hp

Reference

1,224

1,364

1,585

1,857

2,149

2,475

2,835

3,232

Low

1,122

1,250

1,453

1,702

1,969

2,269

2,598

2,962

High

1,315

1,467

1,704

1,997

2,310

2,661

3,047

3,474

Reference

37

42

50

58

66

76

87

99

Low

29

34

40

46

53

61

70

79

High

44

51

60

69

79

91

104

118

Reference

117

135

160

184

212

243

278

316

Low

109

126

148

171

196

226

258

293

High

124

143

169

195

224

258

294

334

Reference

220

221

260

305

358

411

471

537

Low

205

206

242

284

333

383

439

501

High

233

234

275

323

379

435

498

569

Reference

203

223

255

296

343

396

453

516

Low

189

208

237

276

319

368

421

480

High

216

237

271

314

364

420

481

547

Reference

257

294

341

402

464

535

613

699

Low

237

271

314

370

427

492

564

644

High

275

315

366

431

497

573

657

749

Reference

390

448

519

613

706

815

933

1,065

Low

354

407

471

556

641

739

847

966

High

423

487

564

665

767

885

1,014

1,156

1–5

6 – 20

21 – 50

51 – 100

101 – 200

201 – 500
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Table 15 Estimated Annual Stock Electricity Consumption by Sector (TWh)
Sector

Scenario

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

Industry

Reference

747

881

1,044

1,221

1,405

1,617

1,851

2,108

Low

684

807

957

1,119

1,287

1,481

1,695

1,931

High

804

948

1,124

1,314

1,512

1,740

1,991

2,269

Reference

33

33

34

40

47

54

62

71

Low

30

30

31

37

43

50

57

66

High

35

35

36

43

50

58

67

76

Reference

444

451

507

596

697

804

922

1,052

Low

408

413

465

546

639

737

845

965

High

476

484

544

640

748

863

989

1,129

Agriculture

Commercial

In order to obtain the total energy consumption of motor-driven systems, the shares of motors by
sectors in Table 16 were used.
Table 16 Estimated Ownership by sector
Horsepower
Range

Industry

Agriculture

Commercial

1–5

26.1%

0.1%

73.8%

6 – 20

26.1%

0.1%

73.8%

21 – 50

26.1%

0.1%

73.8%

51 – 100

63.3%

7.0%

29.7%

101 – 200

76.0%

3.4%

20.6%

201 – 500

69.1%

3.0%

27.9%

Source: [19]

Conclusions and Next steps
In 2015, integral three phase AC induction motors up to 500 horsepower are estimated to consume
1,224 TWh (reference scenario), which, according to [8], represents about 30% of the total projected
U.S. electricity use For the same year, our results by sector show that these motors are projected to
represent 72%, 2%, and 31% of the total electricity consumption of the industry, agriculture, and
commercial sector, respectively. The electricity consumption refers to the total energy used by motordriven systems and corresponds, according to our estimates, to a total of 208 TWh of losses.

The results presented in this paper are preliminary estimates and further research is needed to
improve some of the inputs and assumptions used in the calculations.

Among the most significant inputs/aspects that require further research:
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1.

Lifetime estimates – Currently the work used a range of lifetimes based on expert estimates.
This approach was chosen because no consistent data was found in the literature.

2.

Conversion from shipments in value into shipments in units – Currently a constant value/unit
ratio based on 2001 data was used across the entire analysis period.

3.

Energy efficiency of motors in stock – Currently the model assumes constant average stock
energy efficiency. However, more efficient products are expected to integrate the market.

4.

Motor and usage characterization – Further research is needed to compile more recent and
solid data to characterize the market and usage of motors.
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Integral HP Industrial Motors & Drives: A Global Market Update
Alex Chausovsky
Research Director - Electric Motors Group - IMS Research

Abstract
The global markets for industrial motors and drives, valued at an estimated $26 billion in 2010
according to the latest data from IMS Research (www.imsresearch.com), had mixed performances
during the year but are all poised for growth in 2011. The difference in the performance of individual
product markets can be attributed to the fact that sales of low voltage motors and drives are heavily
dependent on demand for machinery, while sales of medium voltage motors and drives rely mainly on
the performance of large process industries and the amount of capital investment occurring in these
sectors. Because worldwide machinery production grew more than 15% during 2010, the markets for
low voltage motors and drives witnessed robust double-digit growth compared to 2009 levels. In
contrast, 2010 was a down year for the medium voltage motor and drive markets. Many large projects
continued to face significant financial difficulties, and the recovery of process industries occurred more
slowly than that of the discrete sectors.

Low Voltage Integral Horsepower AC Motors Market Update
After several years of healthy growth, the low voltage AC motors market declined by 21.1% in 2009 to
just over $9 billion. Although the market decline was globalized, the overall Americas, Asia Pacific and
EMEA regional motor markets experienced different rates of contraction, while the Chinese and
Indian motor markets continued to grow during the recession. Motor manufacturers in North America
began to report signs of recovery beginning in 4Q09, while many European motor suppliers did not
report improvement until well into 2010. IMS Research believes that the world market for low voltage
AC motors was worth approximately $10.2 billion in 2010, with more than 34.7 million units shipped
during the year. This means that revenue growth was 12.8% and the markets recovered about half of
the losses incurred during the recession. Driven by various motor efficiency legislations being enacted
around the world, the low voltage AC motors market is forecast to surpass pre-recession levels in
2011. Furthermore, the medium-term forecast projects that by 2014, revenues for the total low voltage
AC motors market will more than double 2009 levels, with average revenue growth of 16.6% per year.
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2010 Low Voltage AC Motors Market
Market Size ($M) and Growth
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In 2010, IE1 (Standard Efficiency) motors accounted for more than 55% of the market’s revenues.
These products were sold mainly in the EMEA, Asia Pacific and South American markets. IE2 (High
Efficiency) motors represented nearly 39% of market revenues during the year, and the majority of
these motors were sold in North America. IE3 (Premium Efficiency) motors accounted for about 3% of
global revenues, while squirrel-cage PM motors represented approximately 1% of global low voltage
AC motor revenues. The efficiency breakdown of the low voltage AC motors market is forecast to be
very different by 2014, with IE1 motors composing less than 18% of total revenues while the IE2 and
IE3 motors make up the majority of the market with respective shares of 57% and 21%. Although
sales of squirrel-cage PM motors are expected to grow faster than the overall market, rare-earth
magnet price and supply concerns are expected to persist; these motors are expected to continue to
account for less than 2% of the market by 2014.
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Low Voltage AC Motors Market
Product Type Composition 2010 vs. 2014
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From a geographic perspective, the EMEA region was estimated to be the largest low voltage AC
motor market in 2009, with revenues of $3.1 billion. The Asia Pacific market was the second largest at
$3.0 billion, while the Americas market was valued at just over $2.8 billion for the year. The Asia
Pacific regional market was the least affected by the recession, posting a revenue contraction of
10.6% in 2009, while the EMEA and the Americas regional markets contracted by 29.1% and 21.2%,
respectively. In terms of future performance, the EMEA and Americas regional markets are predicted
to grow by an average annual rate of 12.2% and 14.2%, respectively, from 2009 to 2014. The Asia
Pacific market is expected to overtake the EMEA region in revenues by the end of 2010. By 2014, the
market in Asia Pacific is projected to be worth more than $8.3 billion, nearly three times what it was in
2009, and will account for more than 42% of global low voltage AC motor market revenues.
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Low Voltage AC Motors Market
Regional Composition 2010 vs. 2014
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Pump, fan and compressor applications accounted for more than 70% of all low voltage AC motor
sales in 2009. These applications typically have higher motor replacement rates as the motors are
usually running continuous duty cycles, causing them to wear out more quickly. The prevalence of
these applications is only expected to increase over the forecast period, as they are projected to
outperform the total market from 2009 to 2014. Other notable application sectors poised for growth
during the forecast period include conveyors, elevators and lifts, and extruders. In contrast, sales of
low voltage AC motors into crusher, propulsion, winch and winder applications are projected to
underperform the market during this time.
Siemens was the leading supplier of low voltage AC motors in 2009, with an estimated global market
share of 11.0%. ABB and WEG, which were both estimated to have market shares of 8.5% in 2009,
rounded out the top three suppliers. While Siemens and ABB have been the dominant market leaders
in previous years, WEG has steadily grown its market share in recent years by expanding its
participation in the North American, EMEA, and Asia Pacific motor markets. Baldor and TECO were
the fourth and fifth largest shareholders in 2009, with 4.5% and 4.0% of the market respectively.
These suppliers are the market leaders in their respective domestic markets of US and Taiwan.

Medium Voltage Motors Market Update
In contrast to the low voltage motors market, sales of medium voltage motors grew in 2009 but were
down significantly in 2010, with revenues contracting by 21.6% to about $4 billion and unit shipments
falling to about 38,700. This market is a mature and stable one, and its performance is driven by
several key factors, including prices of commodities (such as oil, natural gas, metals, and other
minerals), the availability of financing for large projects, and the amount of CapEx investment by the
industries that use these motors. The main reason the downturn affected this market in 2010 rather
than 2009 is attributed to long production times and full order books that most suppliers had in place
before the recession started. Once the order backlog had been cleared, and with a significantly lower
number of new orders coming in, the market felt the full brunt of the downturn in 2010. However, rapid
increases in commodity prices over the past year, coupled with a lending environment that is more
positive than it was in 2009 and early 2010, further raises expectations for a rebound in this market in
2011. Assuming the economic recovery remains on track and commodity prices remain around
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current levels, the outlook for the medium voltage motors market remains bright, with some
companies expecting a return to double-digit growth as early as 2012.

2010 Medium Voltage Motors Market
Market Size ($M) and Growth
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The regional segmentation of the medium voltage motors market yields several interesting
observations. Western Europe, China and the US were the three largest regions in terms of medium
voltage motor sales in 2010, together accounting for about 55% of total market revenues. Western
Europe alone comprised more than 21% of the global medium voltage motors market with a value of
about $850 million, and the US and China each accounted for more than 16% with respective
revenues exceeding $600 million during the year. Other notable regional markets include Brazil,
Canada, Japan, India, Middle East and Russia. All regions witnessed healthy growth in the years
leading up to the start of the global recession, with the rapidly expanding Chinese market far
outpacing the rate of growth seen in mature European and American markets.

The World Market for Medium Voltage Motors
By Geographic Region - Market Breakdown in 2010
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The industry sector analysis of the medium voltage motors market illustrates that metals, oil & natural
gas, power generation, and water & wastewater were the four largest segments in 2010. Sales of
large motors into these industries accounted for about $2.5 billion of market revenues, representing
more than 64% of the total. The oil & gas segment was valued at $925 million during the year, while
metals, power generation and water all exceeded $450 million. The chemicals, marine and mining
industries were also of significant size. Most of the industry sectors evaluated in this report
experienced healthy growth prior to the downturn, with the marine and oil & gas segments witnessing
rapid growth that far outpaced the market average. However, since the onset of the recession, two
distinct groups of industry sectors have emerged. The first group includes industries like metals,
mining and oil & gas, which all have links to commodity prices. These sectors are poised for revenue
growth in excess of 8.5% per year until 2015, as commodities are all trading at high levels. Population
growth and increased urbanization fuels demand in the power generation and water & wastewater
industries. As a result of these factors, these industry sectors are believed to have been less affected
by the recession and typically outperform the market during down cycles. Power generation and water
& wastewater are both expected to grow by a CAGR of more than 5.0% in terms of units until 2013.

The World Market for Medium Voltage Motors
By Industry Sector - Select Revenue Growth Profile - 2010 to 2015
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In 2010, Siemens and ABB were the leading market suppliers, with respective estimated shares of
14.5%, and 13.0%. Both companies sold their products to most regional markets and to a diverse
array of industry sectors. Other notable suppliers include Teco, WEG, Shanghai Electric and TMEIC,
who are the prominent players in their regional markets. Teco is estimated to have an 8% share of the
total worldwide market in 2010, while WEG’s share is estimated as 6.5%, and Shanghai Electric is
close behind with a 6.0% share. TMEIC had a 4.5% share in 2010. Together these six suppliers
accounted for 52.5% of total market revenues in 2010, illustrating the concentrated nature of the
market. Other notable suppliers include Converteam, GE and Hyundai, whose respective 2010 global
market shares are estimated as 4.5%, 4.0%, and 4.0%.

Low Voltage Drives Market Update
Similar to low voltage AC motors, the world market for low voltage AC & DC motor drives also
contracted in 2009 but performed very well in 2010, mainly due to notable growth in machinery
production during the year. Total 2010 revenues were estimated to be $9.9 billion, which represents a
13.0% growth from 2009 levels, while total unit shipments were estimated to be 16.4 million. In 2009,
there was a product mix shift from standard and premium drives to compact drives. The shift occurred
as a result of customers’ increased price sensitivity due to the downturn coupled with increased
functionality of compact drives, which allows them to be used in more applications. This higher
functionality coupled with lower selling prices encouraged many customers to substitute compact
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drives for standard and premium ones when possible. In 2010 this trend persisted, but there was a
definite recovery in sales of standard and premium drives, particularly in the second half of the year.

2010 Low Voltage AC & DC Motor Drives Market
Market Size ($M) and Growth
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From a future growth perspective, the two most important industry sectors in the low voltage motor
drives market are renewable energy and commercial HVAC. Renewable energy is one of the few
sectors that did not decline in 2009, and it is predicted to grow by an average annual growth rate of
14.6% in terms of revenues through 2014. Commercial HVAC machinery is also predicted to perform
well during the forecast period due to the tremendous energy savings that can be achieved by
implementing drives in this equipment. The sector’s revenues are predicted to grow by an average
annual rate of 18.0% over the forecast period. Sales of drives into food, beverage & tobacco
machinery are also forecast to perform well as ongoing urbanization and population growth continues
to drive the world’s demand for processed foods and beverages; this market sector is forecast to grow
by 14.4% in terms of revenues from 2009 to 2014.
The Asia Pacific drives market is forecast to overtake EMEA in 2010 to become the largest regional
market for motor drives. The European market declined heavily in 2009 as a result of the economic
recession, while growth in the Asia Pacific region declined only slightly. Furthermore, the region is still
experiencing substantial difficulties as a result of the fiscal crises in Greece, Ireland, Portugal, and
Spain, as well as a persistent weakness of the Euro. As a result, growth in 2010 for the EMEA region
is predicted to be minimal, at about 3.2% in terms of revenues. European market growth is predicted
to recover in 2011 to double-digit rates and gradually accelerate towards the end of the forecast
period, when the drives market is expected to benefit from motor efficiency requirements demanded
by the ErP directive. Beginning in 2015, customers will be required to use either an IE3 efficiency
motor or an IE2 efficiency motor coupled with a motor drive. The CAGR for the EMEA low voltage
drives market from 2009 through 2014 is forecast to be 11.1% in terms of revenues and 12.2% in
terms of units.
The Americas motor drives market was estimated to be worth $1.9 billion in 2009, which represents
21.9% of global market revenues. Growth in 2010 is forecast to be high due to strong performances of
the renewable energy, oil & gas, commercial HVAC, and semiconductor sectors. The regional market
is forecast to grow by a CAGR of 13.0% in terms of revenues and 13.3% in terms of units from 2009
to 2014.
The Asia Pacific drives market is growing rapidly due to infrastructure expansion in China and other
developing countries. China’s push to become more energy efficient and the heavy regional
concentration of several industry sectors that use motor drives has strengthened the Asia Pacific
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drives market as a whole. The region is forecast to grow by 23.0% in 2010 to become the largest
regional market for motor drives with a projected value of $3.56 billion, making Asia Pacific account
for approximately 36.0% of the total market revenues during the year. Growth is expected to slow in
2011 and 2012 to be more in line with growth levels expected for the entire worldwide market. The
CAGR for the Asia Pacific drives market is estimated to be 15.3% in terms of revenues and 17.1% in
terms of units from 2009 to 2014.
The Japanese motor drives market was estimated to be worth $554.1 million in 2009, representing
approximately 6.3% of total market revenues. The recovery in Japan is predicted to be more gradual
than in the Americas and EMEA regions, with a projection for revenue growth of 6.4% in 2010. Over
the entire forecast period, the CAGR for the region is predicted to be 8.5% in terms of revenues and
9.1% in terms of units.

The World Market for Low Voltage AC & DC Motor Drives
by Region - M arket Breakdown and Growth - 2009
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The market shares of the leading suppliers to the motor drives market did not change significantly in
2009. ABB gained 1.0% share on its 2008 position to have a 19.5% share of the global market.
Siemens was second in terms of market share with 14.0% of market revenues in 2009. These two
suppliers focus more heavily on the higher-end, premium drives segment of the market. Schneider
Electric, Rockwell Automation, and Danfoss hold the next three market positions with respective
market shares of 9.0%, 6.5%, and 6.5%. The top five suppliers comprised 55.5% of the total market
for motor drives in terms of revenues.

Medium Voltage Drives Market Update
The market for medium voltage drives follows a similar pattern to the medium voltage motors market.
IMS Research believes that this market’s revenues grew by less than 1% in 2009, and the full effects
of the downturn were felt in 2010, when revenues are believed to have contracted by more than 16%
to just over $1.8 billion. Once again, the delay is attributed to significant lag between bookings and
billings, which resulted from full order books prior to the recession and long production times for these
complex and technically advanced drives. The market contraction was caused in large part by severe
order declines in the metals, mining, marine, and cement industries. Together these four sectors
account for more than half of all medium voltage drive revenues. Sales to the power generation and
water & wastewater sectors are the only ones that grew in 2010, driven by population growth,
increased urbanization, and infrastructure expansion in developing regions.
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2010 Medium Voltage Motor Drives Market
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China is by far the largest regional market for medium voltage drives, accounting for an estimated
45% of revenues in 2010. Growth of the Chinese market has been remarkable over the past few
years, and while it is expected to slow substantially in the future, it is still projected to outperform the
global market through 2014. The average selling prices of medium voltage drives in China are much
lower than the global average because of intense price competition and the prevalence of lower
power medium voltage drive products. The US and Western European medium voltage motor drive
markets are also substantial, with the US accounting for more than 14% of total market revenues and
Western Europe comprising another 9%.

The World Market for Medium Voltage Drives
by Geographic Region - M arket Breakdown and Growth - 2008
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The leading suppliers to the worldwide medium voltage motor drives market were largely unchanged
in 2009. Siemens remained the market leader with 26.5% of total revenues, while ABB maintained its
second position with a market share of 20.0% and Converteam once again held third place with a
13.5% share. No other supplier had more than 6.5% of the total market in 2009. Chinese vendors LD
Harvest and Hiconics are estimated to have respective global market shares of 6.5% and 3.5% in
2009, reflecting the recent rise of Chinese suppliers of medium voltage drives.

Impact of Recent Merger & Acquisition Activity on the Motors & Drives Markets
The most significant mergers and acquisitions witnessed by the industrial motor market in recent
years have all occurred in a flurry during the last twelve months. In one of the largest acquisitions in
the history of the motors market, ABB purchased Baldor Electric Company in December of 2010 for
$4.2 billion in an all-cash transaction. This move will substantially improve ABB's access to the North
American motor market while simultaneously providing Baldor with extensive sales channels in the
EMEA and Asia Pacific markets. The acquisition is expected to make ABB the worldwide market
leader in 2011, with a combined market share of more than 12%.
Another major acquisition in 2010 was conducted by Japanese supplier Nidec when the company
announced its purchase of the motor and appliance-controls business of US-based Emerson Motor
Company (EMC). The companies did not disclose the details of the acquisition, but financial industry
analysts have estimated the purchase price of EMC’s motor division to be around $800 million. The
move will expand Nidec's product range to include low voltage and medium voltage industrial motors,
as well as smaller appliance motors. Nidec has openly stated that it seeks to become the largest
motor supplier in the world by 2015, so further acquisitions by the company are likely. The company’s
president has been pursuing several other motor suppliers for years.
Regal Beloit Corporation (RBC) has made several notable acquisitions in 2010 that will leave a lasting
effect on the worldwide motor market. In April of 2010, RBC acquired Australia’s CMG Engineering
Group, which manufactures and distributes small motors, blower systems and industrial metal
products. In September of the same year, it purchased Dutch motor supplier Rotor BV, which
produces standard and specialized motors and generated revenues of about $25 million in 2009. In
November of 2010, RBC announced that it had acquired a 55% stake in Elco Group BV, which
manufactures motors, fans and blowers and has production facilities in Italy, China and Brazil.
The company made its most significant acquisition in December of 2010, when it announced it had
entered into an agreement to acquire 100% of the stock and assets of the Electrical Products
Company (EPC) from A.O. Smith Corporation, a notable US motor supplier. EPC manufactures and
sells a full line of motors for hermetic, pump, distribution, HVAC and general industrial applications.
Even before 2010, RBC was very active in acquiring motor companies. Its purchase of Chinese motor
maker Hwada in 2008 was followed by the acquisition of Netherlands-based Dutchi Motors.
Previously, RBC had bought the fractional horsepower motor manufacturer Morrill Motors, as well as
Alstom’s Indian motors and fans business and Fasco’s motors division.
GE purchased Converteam, which makes power conversion equipment used by various industrial
sectors, in early 2011. GE will pay $3.2 billion for the company that helps customers replace
mechanical equipment with more efficient electrical options. The products, which include drives and
other power electronics, advanced rotating machines, generators and controls, have applications in
various energy industries, including offshore and onshore oil and gas, power generation, and wind
and solar renewables. This acquisition is expected to significantly strengthen GE’s position in these
sectors, where it was already well established.

Minimum Motor Efficiency Legislation
Traditionally, motor efficiency improvements have been suggested and incentivized, rather than
mandated. However, over the past 15 to 20 years, this paradigm has slowly changed to governmentmandated efficiency standards that the industry must abide by. Therefore, when analyzing and
forecasting how the global low voltage AC motors market will evolve, one must consider the heavy
influence of government legislation. This is particularly important because of the many regional
differences that exist in government-promoted motor efficiency requirements. Improving overall motor
efficiency is a common objective shared by motor manufacturers and end users alike.
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Worldwide Motor Efficiency Legislation
The global low voltage AC motors market is witnessing a fundamental shift to higher efficiency motors
that began in earnest around the turn of the millennium and will continue well into the future. The
following sections discuss the many region-specific motor efficiency legislations that are the impetus
for this transition and explain how these legislative measures affect regional motor manufacturers,
machine builders, end-users and distributors.
In October 2008, the International Electrotechnical Commission published the IEC 60034-30
International Efficiency Class standard in an effort to harmonize different requirements for induction
motor efficiency levels around the world. This standard specifies efficiency classes for single-speed
three-phase 50Hz and 60Hz squirrel-cage low voltage AC induction motors and effectively replaces
the previous European Norm IEC/EN 60034-2-1 agreed upon in September 2007 by the European
Committee of Electric and Power Electronic Machine Builders (CEMEP).
Harmonization of local standards with international standards provides the global low voltage AC
motors market many benefits, including improved comparability of efficiency and energy consumption
for the same types of motors in various regions and economic environments. A financial benefit is
gained by minimizing testing costs for all motor manufacturers, especially ones that provide motor
products for global markets. Finally, there is a notable improvement in knowledge transfer, which
enables faster implementation of standards into new legislation.

Timeline for Motor Efficiency Class Transitions Around the World

IE1: China (Grades 1,2,3)
IE2: S. Korea,Phase 1

IE2: Canada & US

IE2: Brazil
IE3: EU,Phase 2

IE2: S. Korea,Phase 2

IE2: Mexico

IE3: US
IE2: Australia

IE3: EU,Phase 3

IE3: Canada
IE2: EU,Phase 1

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010
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2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

ErP Directive (revised)
signed in EU
EISA signed in US
IE2+: China?

EuP Directive signed in EU

Motor Efficiency Legislation in the EU
Motor systems in the EU were previously targeted by the Eco-Design Directive of 2005, which set
minimum requirements for energy-using products. The more familiar name for this was the EuP
Directive. However, in November 2009, the EuP Directive was modified and renamed the ErP
(Energy-related Products) Directive. Valid licensure for the EFF trademark for efficiency class
designation expired on February 10, 2010. However, the European Committee of Manufacturers of
Electrical Machines and Power Electronics (CEMEP) is allowing previous licenses to be revalidated
until June 15, 2011. The EU’s official transition to higher efficiency motors will begin on June 16, 2011
and will occur in three phases. After this date, motors manufactured inside the EU must meet IE2
efficiency level requirements and foreign motor manufacturers can only sell IE2-equivalent motors in
the region.
Phase 1, which went into effect on June 16, 2011, marks the transition from IE1 motors to IE2 motors.
Motors manufactured or sold in the EU that have 2, 4 or 6 poles with power ratings from 0.75kW to
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375kW (1HP–502HP) and voltage ratings of up to 1,000V, that run on continuous duty (S1) or
intermittent duty (S2) cycles with a rated cyclic duration factor of 80% or higher and have direct online
operation capability are affected by this transition. Motors excluded from the move include those
made for converter operation, motors that are integrated into a machine (e.g. pump, fan, and
compressor) that cannot be tested separately from the machine, and motors that comply with
hazardous duty regulations.
Phase 2, scheduled to start on January 1, 2015, marks the beginning of the transition from IE2 motors
to IE3 motors. This phase covers products with the same pole and voltage characteristics and
exclusions as Phase 1 but will apply only to motors with power ratings of 7.5kW to 375kW (10HP to
504HP). At this time, all new motors will be required to meet IE3 energy efficiency levels. Machine
builders and end-users can achieve this efficiency requirement by either replacing an IE1 or IE2
installed motor with an IE3 motor or by fitting an existing IE2 motor with a variable frequency drive
(VFD), which will result in the motor’s efficiency being equivalent to that of an IE3 motor.
Phase 3 will complete the transition from IE2 to IE3 motor efficiency levels. It is scheduled to begin
January 1, 2017, and covers motors with the same pole and voltage characteristics and exclusions as
Phases 1 and 2 but will apply to motors having power ratings in the range of 0.75kW to 375kW (1HP
to 502HP). Fitting an IE2 motor with a variable frequency drive (VFD) in order to produce efficiency
ratings equivalent to IE3 is also permitted during this phase.
Motors excluded from all three phases of the transition include motors running on intermittent (S2)
and periodic (S3) duty cycles; all brake motors, including new S1 (continuous duty) brake motors;
ATEX motors; motors operating at ambient temperatures <-15° C or >40° C; motors in operation at
heights of more than 1,000 meters; and motors used in fire gas applications with temperatures
>400°C.
Motor Efficiency Legislation in the Americas
By the beginning of 2011, the US and Canada will require all NEMA and IEC motors intended for
general purpose applications to achieve NEMA Premium/IE3 Premium Efficiency ratings. All domestic
and foreign-produced motors sold into these two countries are required to meet these conditions.
Currently, the US and Canada are the only countries mandated by law to transition to IE3 efficiency
class motors. As mentioned previously, the EU will transition to IE3 beginning in 2015. Brazil has
been transitioning to the IE2 motor class since December of 2009, and it is unlikely that the country
will follow the US and Canada to the IE3 efficiency level in the near future.
The move to higher efficiency motors started in the US with the passing of the Energy Policy Act
(EPAct) of 1992, which granted the US Department of Energy the authority to set minimum efficiency
standards for certain types of electric motors. EPAct rules for motors became effective on October 24,
1997. All motors sold in the US after that date were required to have efficiency ratings equal to or
better than those listed in the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) MG-1 standard.
In 2001, NEMA also created a “better than EPAct” designation called NEMA Premium, which is
equivalent to the new IE3 rating. The US and Canada fully started to transition to IE2 motors in 2002.
The next major milestone came on December 19, 2007, with the passage of the Energy
Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA); NEMA actively participated in creating the provisions
for the legislation with the objective of increasing motor efficiency levels beyond those achieved by
EPAct motors. The US and Canada’s transition to higher efficiency NEMA Premium (IE3) motors
officially begin on December 19, 2010, and January 1, 2011, respectively. The NEMA Premium
requirement applies to motors that are run at continuous (S1) nominal full load duty cycles, and
covers NEMA Designs A, B, C with round bodies and both horizontal or vertical shafts. The legislation
applies to both NEMA and IEC 2, 4, 6 and 8-pole open and closed frame single-phase and threephase motors with power ratings of 0.75kW to 375kW (1HP• 500HP) and with voltage ratings of 600V
or less. Motors that are not considered to be used in general purpose applications are exempt from
the EISA regulation. The legislation also excludes motors that have special shaft extensions, motors
with 10 or more poles, 50Hz and other special voltage and frequency rated inverter motors, motors
that run on non-continuous duty cycles and motors with NEMA frame sizes 48 and 56 and above 440,
where NEMA technically stops.
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Motor Efficiency Legislation in Asia Pacific
Asia Pacific accounts for the largest share of IE1 motors in the world. Even as China plans to
transition to IE2 motors over the next few years, it is expected that this region will continue to
generate the highest revenue potential for IE1 motors for the foreseeable future. Since 2006,
Australia, New Zealand and South Korea are the only countries in the region to have legislated a shift
to IE2 class motors. Some countries have even announced plans to transition to IE3 motors in the
future, but no legislation currently exists to facilitate this shift.
South Korea began its two-phase legislated transition to IE2 on January 1, 2008. Phase 1 covered 2,
4 and 6-pole motors with power ratings of 45kW to 200kW (62HP–268HP). Phase 2 began on
January 1, 2010, and covered motors with power ratings of 0.75kW to 37kW (1HP–50HP). Unlike the
EU and North American legislation, geared motors and motors used for inverter duty must all meet the
IE2 efficiency levels in South Korea. Exceptions to South Korea’s motor legislation include motors
running on intermittent (S2) duty cycles, motors having explosion-proof or non-ventilated enclosures
and single phase motors.
In terms of units and revenues, China is easily the largest market for LV IHP AC motors in the Asia
Pacific region. There are currently three series of motors in widespread use in the China. The Y and
Y2 series, which is equivalent to European EFF2 and is below EPAct efficiency levels in the US, was
designed in the 1980s. The YX and YX2 series, which is equivalent to EFF1 but still below US EPAct
efficiency levels, was developed in the 1990s. Finally, while the Y3 series motors are better optimized
to reduce material consumption, their efficiencies still do not meet IE2 levels.
China’s legislated transition to Y2 motors, which are equivalent to IE1 efficiency levels, began on July
1, 2007, and includes 2, 4 and 6-pole motors with power ratings from 0.55kW to 315kW (0.74HP–
422HP). The next draft of the motor efficiency legislation is expected to be ratified into Chinese law
over the next twelve months, when China is scheduled to transition to multiple grades of motors that
are equivalent to IE2, IE3 and even IE4 efficiency levels.

Increased Penetration of Variable Frequency Drives (VFDs)
Variable frequency drives (VFDs) have been around since the 1970s and have been gaining
widespread acceptance due to the energy efficiency benefits that they provide. In 2009, low voltage
motor drives represented an estimated 12.0% of the total industrial automation equipment market in
terms of revenues. The drives market is predicted to be one of the fastest to recover from the
downturn and is expected to continue to be one of the fastest growing industrial automation
equipment markets in the coming years. Applications where motors are typically running at full speed
on continuous duty cycles, but could benefit from variable speed operation, represent opportunities
where return on investment (ROI) is most quickly realized and are high growth markets for drives.
These applications include blowers, compressors, fans and pumps. In addition, motor drives are
increasingly being designed with a focus on connectivity to different types of motor technology,
including traditional LV AC induction motors, squirrel-cage PM motors and servo motors.
In 2015, the European Union is mandated to begin the first phase of transition from IE2 to IE3 motor
efficiency. The legislation driving this shift allows for the use of an IE2 motor plus a VFD in order to
achieve the required efficiency of an IE3 motor. IMS Research believes the VFD component of the
legislation will positively affect sales of both IE2 motors and variable frequency drives in 2015 and
beyond. This means that manufacturers will be allowed to continue manufacturing and selling IE2
motors beyond the cutoff date, with the allowance that a VFD must be used in conjunction with the
motor. Interestingly, a provision focusing on increasing the use of VFDs does not exist in the EISA
legislation for the US motors market.

Conclusion
In conclusion, while 2010 featured mixed performances by the low voltage and medium voltage
motors and drives markets, 2011 is poised to be a year of growth for all product types. Machinery
production is expected to remain at healthy levels while large projects in many process industries,
particularly in the oil & gas sector, are also expected to do very well. This will present many
opportunities for suppliers of both low voltage and medium voltage motors and drives and supports
the expectations that these markets will surpass their pre-recession levels this year.
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Abstract
The current environment in which regulatory and non-regulatory activity encourages the introduction
of more energy efficient motors into the electric motor fleet has tended, until now, to focus on
increasing the efficiency of motors as a stand-alone component. If this trend continues with even
higher-efficiency requirements for electric motors, the risk of encountering unintended consequences
at a system level increases. This paper highlights various types of unintended consequence that may
result from continued focus on increasing electric motor efficiency to ever-higher levels. The impact on
motor performance, on motor installation requirements, on power systems as a whole, and on overall
process efficiencies are discussed.

Introduction
The current energy policy environment in which regulatory and non-regulatory activity encourages the
introduction of more energy efficient motors into the electric motor fleet has tended, until now, to focus
on increasing the efficiency of motors as stand-alone components. When one considers the increase
in motor efficiencies being mandated by minimum efficiency standards around the world, one must
start to question whether this change to a single component in a more complex system, one that
combines electrical and mechanical subsystems, will have unforeseen system-wide impacts.
This paper discusses some potential unintended consequences that may accompany the introduction
of a higher-efficiency motor fleet. The intent is not to discourage the adoption of this technology, but
rather to ensure that a wider system level approach is taken when adopting the new technology.
For the purpose of this paper, only fixed-speed motor applications are considered. The use of motors
with variable-speed drives is not considered.

Why have induction motors been targeted for efficiency improvements?
The International Energy Agency (IEA) reported that 20,181 TWh of electrical energy was generated
in 2008.[1] Approximately 45% of that energy was used by electric motors and the systems they drive
(based on 2006’s usage patterns), accounting for 9,080 TWh per year.[2] Among the world’s fleet of
electric motors, the IEA estimates that 68% of their energy use comes from general purpose motors
rated from 1 to 375 kW, the vast majority of which are squirrel cage induction motors.[2]
Knowing that fully 30% of the world’s electric energy passes through general purpose squirrel cage
induction motors, it is no wonder that governments and other energy efficiency advocates have
identified these motors for their efficiency improvement efforts.
Many nations have by now implemented legislation and regulations that enforce minimum efficiency
standards for general purpose squirrel cage induction motors. Examples are the United States, the
European Union, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Korea (South), and Mexico. Many more
countries are considering the implementation of such regulations. Until now, this regulatory activity
has focused on squirrel cage induction motors operating in fixed-speed applications. Motors have
been treated as stand-alone components, with the exception of household appliances such as
washing machines and dishwashers, which are treated as a system.
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The equivalent circuit of the squirrel cage induction motor
The standard equivalent electric circuit model of the squirrel cage induction motor, as described by
Alger [3], is well known and is shown in Figure 1. This model forms the basis of the discussion of the
impact on motor performance when redesigning a fleet of induction motors for improved efficiency.

Figure 1: Equivalent electric circuit model of the squirrel cage induction motor.

In particular, this equation derived by Alger pertains to this topic:

where TLR is the locked rotor torque, or “starting torque” of the motor measured in N·m, K is a
numerical constant typically near 0.9, q is the number of phases, I is the phase current, Ns is the
synchronous speed of the motor, and Rt is the apparent secondary resistance at locked rotor
condition. This equation shows that locked rotor torque is directly proportional to the secondary
resistance of the motor and to the square of the locked rotor current.

Trade-offs that occur when designing to increase motor efficiency
A number of performance trade-offs come into play when redesigning induction motors to operate at a
higher-efficiency level, while simultaneously maintaining their starting performance (the “design” letter
of the motor). These trade-offs have been well documented in the industry literature.[4][5] General
purpose induction motors are typically designed to have either NEMA Design B starting
characteristics or IEC Design N starting characteristics.[6][7] These designations group together
motors that have similar general purpose kVA-per-horsepower (or per-kW) rating under full voltage,
locked rotor conditions and that have similar general purpose speed-torque characteristics. The most
important of these performance trade-offs involve minimum locked rotor torque, starting current, and
operating speed.

Minimum locked rotor torque and locked rotor current definitions
NEMA Standards Publication MG 1 provides the following definitions for locked rotor torque and
locked rotor current:
•

Locked rotor torque: the minimum torque which it will develop at rest for all angular positions
of the rotor, with rated voltage applied at rated frequency.
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•

Locked rotor current: the steady-state current taken from the line, with the rotor locked and
with rated voltage (and rated frequency in the case of alternating-current motors) applied to
the motor.

Locked rotor current is different from the NEMA concept of “instantaneous peak value of inrush
current,” which is described as “a one-half cycle instantaneous peak value which may range from 1.8
to 2.8 times the [locked rotor current]”.
IEC 60034-1 provides very similar definitions for locked rotor torque and locked rotor current:
•
•

Locked rotor torque: the smallest measured torque the motor develops at its shaft and with
the rotor locked, overall its angular positions at rated voltage and frequency.
Locked rotor current: the greatest steady-state r.m.s. current taken from the line with the
motor held at rest, over all angular positions of its rotor, at rated voltage and frequency.

In addition, the authors define the term “starting current” for use in this paper:
•

Starting current: the steady-state current taken from the line as the motor accelerates to its
intended operating speed.

Locked rotor torque and starting current trade-offs
Perhaps Fuchsloch et al best convey the design art involved in motor design when they state,
“Optimized stator and rotor geometries are the playground for electrical engineers who like special
designs and configurations that optimize selected materials and dimensions.”[4] There are many
design choices that can lead to a similar performance result. However, Alger notes that in general,
“Any increase in the allowable starting current allows a lower secondary resistance to be used, giving
a higher operating efficiency for a given starting ability.”[3] Knowing that the marketplace prefers to
replace a NEMA Design B or IEC Design N motor with a motor of the same design code, Alger’s
statement can be reworded to say that an increase in operating efficiency for a given starting current
can be achieved by a lower secondary resistance, which results in lower locked rotor torque
production.
At the time of its publication, Bonnett [5] concluded that the premium efficiency motors being
marketed by North American suppliers had substantially the same torque characteristics as the
standard efficiency motors already in the motor fleet. Since that time, regulatory changes and market
forces have caused motor suppliers to continue to increase the efficiency of their induction motor
offerings. The time when motor designers could avoid affecting motor torque characteristics in their
pursuit of higher-efficiency across product lines is fast coming to an end, if it has not already ended.
The practical impact of this trade-off is that redesigning a family of induction motors for higherefficiency, while simultaneously maintaining those motors’ NEMA Design B or IEC Design N
designation, gives motor designers little choice but to reduce motor torque characteristics closer to the
limits imposed by the standards. This means that a user replacing an old motor with “low” efficiency
with a new motor with higher-efficiency might be increasingly likely to see increased acceleration time
for the driven load. Less net torque acting on a constant inertia will result in less angular acceleration.

Operating speed (slip)
The operating speeds of induction motors tend to increase as motor efficiency increases. (In the
language of motor designers, this is the same as saying the slip of the motor decreases.) A rule of
thumb is that the slip of a higher-efficiency motor is about 25% lower than a lower-efficiency motor. So
an old four-pole, 60Hz motor that operated at slip = 0.030 (1746 rpm) is likely to be replaced with a
new motor that operates at slip = 0.023 (1760 rpm).
Table 1 below shows differences in slip between relatively low efficiency motors and higher efficiency
motors of the same ratings. Substantial changes in slip can occur.
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Table 1 - Changes in slip when increasing a motor's efficiency
Power

Length
(inch)

(hp)

Efficiency

Speed

(%)

(rpm)

Slip

5

3.50

86.5

1753

0.026

5

4.75

90.2

1757

0.024

30

5.75

91.0

1766

0.019

30

8.00

93.6

1777

0.013

100

7.00

95.4

1786

0.008

100

11.00

96.5

1790

0.006

200

10.50

95.0

1783

0.009

200

16.00

96.5

1792

0.004

Slip change
(%)

-8

-32

-29

-53

Source: GE Energy Services

Some unintended consequences of introducing a fleet of premium efficiency
motors
Reduced net accelerating torque in higher-efficiency motors
We have stated that design and standards constraints may increasingly lead to reduced accelerating
torques in the fleet of higher-efficiency motors. Three effects of this are perhaps not immediately
apparent.
From the perspective of a power utility, the fleet of motors installed at its customers’ sites will
increasingly take longer to accelerate to operating speed. While this will be of minimal concern to
individual motor users, the effect on a utility that has to deal with many thousands of motors on its grid
will likely become noticeable. The overall energy consumption by these motors will decrease because
of their higher-efficiency, but the increased instantaneous energy demand caused by longer
acceleration times will require higher than anticipated generating capacity. If utilities respond by
reducing the peak demand interval used to calculate peak demand billing for its customers, then
users will need to start to consider the impact of new motors’ acceleration time on their utility bills
when planning an upgrade from old motors to new higher-efficiency motors.
A user who is replacing an old motor with a new higher-efficiency motor needs to consider the
potential impact of longer acceleration time on the thermal performance of the power cables that
connect to the motor. It is well known that the temperature rise of a current-carrying component is
2
related directly to the time it experiences current and to the square of the current – i t. In the case of a
new motor that takes longer to accelerate than the old one in the installation, the power cables will
see increased heating. At its most benign, the impact of a new higher-efficiency motor’s starting
sequence will result in a theoretical, yet undetectable, increase in cable temperature. At its most
severe, the impact of the new motor could result in a dangerous situation with overheating cables,
particularly in the case where a motor’s duty cycle involves repeated starting and stopping.
ANSI/NFPA 70 National Electrical Code, article 430, part II, is an example of a document that
provides guidance on the selection of conductor sizes based on motor ampacity.[8] Such a document
should be consulted when replacing an old motor with a new higher-efficiency motor.
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Instantaneous peak value of inrush current
Various standards exist globally governing the proper setting of overcurrent protection of motors – for
example, the National Electric Code, article 430, part III. These standards have made assumptions
regarding the expected inrush currents experienced during motor starting for standard types of motors
(e.g. NEMA Design B, IEC Design N). By introducing more premium efficiency motors into the fleet,
the instantaneous peak values of inrush currents have been increasing. This has caused a welldocumented increase in nuisance trips of instantaneous overcurrent protection equipment.[9] Users
who neglect to consider the potential impact of these higher-efficiency motors on their over current
protection will see increasing number of nuisance trips during motor starting. An excellent description
of this issue has been published by Danfoss.[10]

Operating Speed (Slip)
It was mentioned that the operating speed of a new higher-efficiency induction motor will likely be
higher than the operating speed of an older induction motor of the same nominal rating. This means
that the operating speed of the motor’s driven load will also be higher.
In the example of a centrifugal pump, it is known that the pump has a “best efficiency point” (BEP),
which is the volumetric flow rate at which the pump is most efficient.[11] For a given impeller size,
increasing or decreasing the pump speed (i.e. changing the volumetric flow of the pump) from its best
efficiency point will decrease the pump efficiency. This means that the introduction in a motor-pump
system operating at BEP of a motor with a higher rated speed will result in lower pump efficiency.
Whether or not the net result is an overall improvement in system efficiency will depend on the
combination of the improved motor efficiency and the reduced pump efficiency. A user embarking on
the replacement of an old motor with a new higher-efficiency motor should consider this aspect of the
overall system design.

Nameplate efficiencies have a tolerance around them
The energy efficiency of general purpose electric motors in the United States is regulated by
regulation 10 CFR 431.[12] Paragraph 31 Labeling Requirements of this regulation requires that
motors bear a nameplate that includes the motor model’s nominal efficiency. This nominal efficiency is
the average (i.e. mean) efficiency that motors of that model must be able to achieve. This is the
efficiency value published in tables in chapter 12 of NEMA Standards Publication MG 1. The
regulation’s test methodology defined in paragraph 9 Determination of efficiency, however, indicates
that when testing a sample of motors to determine their mean full-load efficiency, the sample’s mean
must comply with the condition:

where
is the mean full-load efficiency of the sample of motors and RE is the nominal full-load
efficiency on the motor nameplate (the “represented efficiency”).
In addition, the lowest full-load efficiency permitted within the sample of motors must comply with the
condition:

where

is the lowest full-load efficiency found within the sample of motors.
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As a practical example of what this testing methodology actually means for a motor user, consider the
following situation. A user currently has in use a “standard” efficiency, totally-enclosed, two-pole
general purpose induction motor. Its nameplate efficiency is given as 92.4% -- the minimum required
in Table 12-11 of NEMA Standards Publication MG 1. The user plans to replace that motor with a new
“premium” efficiency, totally-enclosed, two-pole general purpose induction motor. The nameplate
efficiency on the new motor is given as 93.0% -- the minimum required in Table 12-13 of NEMA
Standards Publication MG 1. The user expects to see a reduction in electric energy consumption now
that the new motor is installed. This may not be the result.
It is entirely conceivable that the user’s old motor, with a nameplate efficiency of 92.4% actually has a
full-load efficiency that exceeds the nameplate value. Perhaps it is 92.6% efficient. Remember that
the nameplate efficiency value is, at most, the average efficiency of all the motors of that model – half
of the motors of that model will have efficiencies higher than the nameplate efficiency.
Similarly, it is entirely conceivable that the individual new motor purchased by the user, despite having
a nameplate efficiency of 93.0%, actually has a full-load efficiency of 92.0% -- the minimum allowed
by regulation.
The user in this case will have replaced a “standard” efficiency motor with a “premium” efficiency
motor that is, in fact, less efficient than the old motor.
A similar situation can develop for users of motors designed for IEC standards. The IEC standards on
efficiency also allow for a tolerance around the nameplate represented efficiency of +0/-15% of (1-RE)
for motors rated up to and including 150 kW and +0/-10% of (1-RE) for motors rated above 150 kW,
where RE is the represented efficiency on the motor nameplate.[13] In this case of this example, an
individual new IE3 efficiency motor could have an actual full-load efficiency that is lower than an
individual old IE2 efficiency motor.
Of course, the effect of these tolerances around motor efficiencies disappears when the motor fleet as
a whole is considered. But individual purchasers of a small quantity of motors must understand that
they may find themselves at the wrong end of the normal distribution of motor efficiency. They may
wish to make some commercial arrangement with the motor supplier to ensure their motors meet or
exceed the nameplate efficiency. One such arrangement is to stipulate that the motors be shown to
meet or exceed the nameplate efficiency through purchased factory or laboratory testing.

Avoiding these unintended consequences
All of these potential unintended consequences can be avoided. In the first place, people who are
personally responsible for projects to replace old motors with new higher-efficiency motors must keep
in mind that an electric motor is only one part of a larger electromechanical system. A motor is always
connected to a power system and to a driven load and they all interact.
Secondly, suppliers of electric motors must ensure that customers understand what nameplates and
catalogs are telling them when it comes to efficiency. Purchasing decisions have to be made
differently based on whether large or small quantities of motors are to be purchased.
Thirdly, regulators and advocates working at the policy level must take a more system-wide approach
to the subject of energy efficiency involving electric motors. The time has come to stop focusing on
the squirrel cage induction motor as a standalone item whose efficiency must continue to be
increased. We must consider the overall efficiency of the entire motor-drive system and the problem
of how to increase the system’s overall efficiency. We must encourage the introduction of variable
speed drives into motor-driven processes and understand how to measure, improve, and regulate (if
necessary) overall process efficiency.
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Abstract
This paper looks at some of the issues of interest to motor stakeholders in the European Commission’s
Ecodesign Preparatory Study on Machine Tools. A number of challenges exist in this study, of which
this paper discusses two of particular interest to motor stakeholders. The first issue focuses on the
different technical methodologies for setting the minimum energy performance requirements. The
second issue concerns the implications for the wider motor market of any MEPS for motors used in
machine tools.
Two analytical approaches are currently being pursued; Specific Energy Consumption (SEC) and SubAssembly (component based) performance. The SEC approach has many attractions, but is it practical
given the huge variety of machine tool types and applications? Considering just the performance of
common sub-assemblies would seem simpler, but what whole system aspects of energy use will it
exclude? This paper looks at the pros and cons of each approach for the purpose of setting minimum
energy performance requirements (MEPS).
Motors dominate machine tool energy use, indicatively 100 TWh pa across the EU, only some of which
are included within existing Ecodesign motor efficiency regulations. What would the wider implications
be if these other types of motors are regulated as part of the machine tool regulation?
An Ecodesign Preparatory Study is one step in the legislative process of setting ecodesign
requirements, including MEPS, for energy-related products in the European Union. The Ecodesign Lot 5
Preparatory Study on Machine Tools commenced autumn 2009 and is scheduled for completion
summer 2012. The study is being led by Fraunhofer IZM & IZP, Berlin, who are currently collecting data
and finalising the selection of methodology. Two stakeholder meetings have been held so far, with one
more meeting scheduled to take place prior to the final report being published. These meetings are
open to all interested stakeholders, and attendance is encouraged to ensure that all views are tabled
and discussed as part of the process of developing the analytical basis for the subsequent draft
regulation or implementing measure(s).

1. Introduction
In this paper, we focus on the European Commission’s Ecodesign Preparatory Study on Machine Tools.
A number of challenges exist in this preparatory study, of which this paper discusses two of particular
interest to motor stakeholders: the choice of the technical approach for setting the minimum energy
performance requirements (MEPS), and the implications for the wider motor market of any MEPS for
motors used in machine tools.
•

The Preparatory Study follows what is referred to in this paper as the Specific Energy
Consumption (SEC) approach and focuses on the energy consumption of the entire machine.
The energy used to make a specific workpiece is considered as the basis for comparison. In
addition, because most of the improvement options being considered relate to the subassemblies of machine tools, regulations could also be based on sub-assembly improvements
only. This approach is referred to in this paper as the sub-assembly approach.
The SEC approach has many attractions, but is it practical given the huge variety of machine
tool types and applications? Considering just the performance of common sub-assemblies
would seem simpler, but what whole system aspects of energy use will it exclude? This paper
looks at the pros and cons of each approach for the purpose of setting MEPS.
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•

Motors dominate machine tool energy use, only some of which are covered within existing
Ecodesign motor efficiency regulations. What would the wider implications be if these other
types of motors are regulated as part of the machine tool Ecodesign regulation(s)?

An Ecodesign Preparatory Study is one step in the legislative process of setting ecodesign
requirements, including minimum energy performance requirements (MEPS or standards). EU
Directive 2009/125/EC (European Commission, 2009)1, commonly referred to as the Ecodesign
Directive, provides the framework for setting ecodesign requirements for Energy-related Products.
(According to Article 2.1 of DIR 2009/125/EC, “energy-related products means any good that has an
impact on energy consumption during use which is placed on the market and/or put into service, and
includes parts intended to be incorporated into energy-related products covered by this Directive.”)
The ecodesign requirements themselves are set out in implementing measures adopted as Commission
Regulations or by an industry self-regulation measure. A common methodology, the Methodology for
Ecodesign of Energy-using Products (MEEuP) (Kemna et al, 2005)2, is used for all preparatory studies.
This is a closely defined eco-analysis methodology that takes account of the environmental impacts of a
product at all stages of its lifecycle, from production to disposal. The methodology enables the definition
of product scope and coverage and provides the framework and tools for the market, consumer and
technical analyses, the identification of base cases and improvement potential and the technical
analysis of best available technologies; as well as a discussion of possible policy options and their
potential impact.

2. The universe of machine tools
There are many formal definitions of machine tools, but in its simplest term it is understood to be any
machinery that shapes metal, or other engineering materials such as wood. In the study, the definition
currently includes joining technologies such as welding, but this paper will exclude consideration of
these, as they rarely have motor driven parts.
Both for the preparatory study itself and for any subsequent ecodesign regulations, correctly defining
categories into groups is critical to ensure there is a level playing field for products within a group, and
that the number of product groups is not overwhelmingly large. There are several different
internationally recognized categorization schemes for machine tools, some of which focus on the
process, others on the type of machine. For example, DIN 69651 has “Metal working” as a subcategory within “Manufacturing Systems”. This sub-category is further split down into;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Primary shaping;
Forming;
Separating;
Joining;
Coating; and
Enhancing material properties.

Within this classification scheme, further large categories are shown, for example; milling, drilling,
turning, pressing, grinding, cutting, sawing, and bending. Some of these in turn have several subcategories, for example cutting might include punching, pressing, sawing, laser cutting, plasma cutting
or oxy-acetylene cutting. The full listing of types is far too large to be presented in this paper, but is
discussed at length in the draft Preparatory Study report (Fraunhofer, 2011)3. While this categorisation
scheme ultimately leads to a family of specific machine types, a key point in the eco-analysis of the
products is that more than one type of machine may be able to fulfil the same function.
By way of making sense of this complexity, the authors of the Preparatory Study discuss the
categorisation of machinery by level of automation rather than function. Such categorisation on the
basis of a factor other than type of machine tool may be at odds with the way they are commonly
purchased, but from a MEPS perspective such a scheme is insightful in the way that the focus is more
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on components and their usage patterns rather than the basic function of the machine. While this is a
useful aid to understanding, it is not suggested that it should be the basis for actual regulation.

Figure 1: Categorisation of machine tools according to level of automation, (Fraunhofer, 2011)3
DIN 69651 also further suggests a list of characteristics of different machines which looks into all the
considerations that a purchaser might have.

Figure 2: Classification of machine tools according to DIN 69651, (Fraunhofer, 2011)3
A further option suggested by the authors of this paper is to be process and machine blind, instead
focussing on the energy use characteristics of machines, grouping together all those with similar types
of energy consuming parts. This approach is very much in the spirit of the Ecodesign methodology
under-pinning the Ecodesign preparatory studies, and works providing that an initial quick analysis can
demonstrate that a) it is the energy consumption that dominates the lifetime environmental impact of the
product and that b) the energy saving measures that apply are the same or similar for each. So for
example, a simple drill, lathe and milling machine might be all grouped together on the basis that they
all just have a power drive, lubricant pump and little else that consumes energy. In terms of the detailed
eco-analysis, the key attributes of size and duty would become parameters that could be varied through
sensitivity analysis of the results.
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To expand on the example of the simple power drive plus pump, the first run of the MEEuP
methodology’s EcoReport would suggest setting the MEPS for the power drive and pump components
at a particular level. The impact of the regulation on the different applications would then be calculated
by inputting the operating profiles for each application into the EcoReport tool. This approach would
identify any applications likely to be impacted by any regulation, but critically without the effort of having
to create basecase models for each application, so saving considerable analytical effort.
Consideration of classification schemes in the Ecodesign Preparatory Study is far from academic, as
the Ecodesign environmental analysis relies on a representative (“basecase”) product from each
category being used as the basis for determining the technically and economically justified
improvements that can be made for each entire class. In all Ecodesign studies there is understandably
a tension between manufacturers wanting a basecase that precisely matches their product, and the
need for regulation to be fair, but as simple as is reasonable to provide for its effective implementation
and enforcement.

4

Figure 3: Constant and variable energy use of a machine tool, (Kordonowy)

A general rule is that the non-cutting or ancillary support functions on a machine tool use a considerable
proportion of the total energy consumption, (Figure 3). These also offer the largest opportunities for
energy saving. In addition, as intensity of machine use falls, the proportion of energy used for cutting
falls, and so that used by ancillaries will become larger as a proportion of the whole, reducing the
overall apparent machine tool efficiency.

3. Approaches for assessing the energy performance of machine tools
There is an assumption that any regulation should be based on the performance of the entire machine,
although in this particular case this may not actually be the most practical route. In fact, so far, two
different analytical approaches to assessing the energy performance of machine tools are currently
being considered by the Ecodesign study group and other stakeholders: the Specific Energy
Consumption (SEC) of the whole machine tool product approach, and the performance of the individual
Sub-Assembly approach (Sub-assembly approach).
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The SEC approach has the main advantage of considering the energy consumption of the entire
machine, but it struggles to take account of the huge variety of machine tool types and applications.
Through regulating just key sub-assemblies, the sub-assembly approach avoids these problems, but in
turn is unable to take account of the actual way that the sub-assemblies are used or wider system
factors impacting energy consumption.
Neither approach is perfect, so whichever approach is selected will inevitably lead to debates about
loopholes and inconsistencies that could ultimately disadvantage some suppliers and users, and in
some cases lead to incorrect energy efficiency decisions in the design of equipments. The key is to
identify and understand what these pitfalls are and do as much as possible to remove them, but for
such a diverse range of products it is unlikely that any “first attempt” regulation will be watertight. This
shouldn’t be seen in any sense as a failure, but rather as a very brave “first step” in regulating this
important class of energy using machinery.

4. Specific Energy Consumption as a way of assessing performance of
products
SEC is a useful tool for simpler items of equipment or industrial processes, but the same diversity of
processes and breadth of products available that gives big benefits to the machine tool user will also
make meaningful comparison on the basis of energy consumption alone very difficult. This section
picks up on some of the problems that are anticipated with this approach.
The SEC approach is used by researchers in the many academic papers on machine tool energy
saving referenced in the Machine Tools Preparatory Study. These reports typically show how an
existing item of machinery, when using a standard workpiece, can demonstrate savings in energy
consumption when particular design changes are made. When considering these specific machines,
and test pieces optimized for that machine, then the SEC approach would seem to be an ideal
approach. But when considering whole classes of machinery and their varying application, there are so
many parameter changes that the reliability of SEC as an indicator of relative machine energy
performance is weakened.
SEC is though a powerful bench-marking tool for both identifying best in class energy practice, and
those processes that are particularly inefficient. A good example might be two apparently identical
bottle making lines in the same factory, where one line is consistently better than the other. Here, close
study of each line may reveal the cause of the difference, which may be due for example to
maintenance, settings, or operator behaviour. But even in the simple case of the bottle making lines,
small differences in output mean that comparisons can be hard:
•
•
•
•

Bigger bottles require more energy, and so should the measure of throughput be units or
weight?
How should the different bottle thickness be taken account of?
How can lines making similar but different products be compared?
How should changes in quantities of bottles produced alter the energy use per product?

While this example relates to the energy required to make different types of bottles, the principle is also
applicable to other products made by machine tools. This simple example demonstrates that it will not
be easy to define metrics that would be fair to all suppliers and users.

5. The Sub-assembly approach for assessing performance of products
The Sub-assembly approach simply considers machine tools as an array of standard parts, each of
which can be regulated on their own basis. The main advantage of this approach is that there is no
longer a need to classify different types of machine tools, instead the focus is on the key energy using
sub-assemblies, most of which are common to all types of machine tools. These parts will include:
•

Drive motors;
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•
•
•
•

Servo positioning motors;
Lubricant pumps;
Controls; and
Hydraulic power packs.

For each of these components, the analysis will still require consideration of the different variants of
these devices and applications, but given the much tighter definition of products it should be much more
achievable. It will also avoid the detailed considerations of performance that make SEC too crude a
comparator of performance between machines within a same class.
However, a drawback of this approach is that it would also be unable to take account of the advantage
of innovations in parts that do not have a direct energy consumption themselves (known as Energy
Related Products), in particular the low-weighting of moving parts. Here, the reduction in energy
needed to accelerate reduced weight moving parts is only seen in the drive motors, which are regulated
separately, and so this energy saving will be lost unless regulations are based on the entire machine
tool.
More generally, sub-assemblies are not independent and being fitted into different machine can affect
their performances in various ways. For machine tools the key issue is not the actual cutting energy,
but instead the energy used by the auxiliaries, especially when not actually cutting. Here the big
savings will come from controls and sensors that will enable the interlinking of auxiliaries to match the
actual demand. Checking that these controls and sensors are present is something that regulations
could stipulate, but unless they are actually used and commissioned properly, the benefits may not be
as large as hoped.

6. Equipment sizing and overhead energy consumption
Overhead energy can vary with the detail of the machine specification, which means that one machine
may have the advantage for high production volumes, but score poorly for lower production volumes.
This means that the SEC of the same machine, when making the same part, would vary according to
the loading of the machine, itself a function of the speed at which it works. The sub-assembly approach
ignores such considerations, which while avoiding these problems, will not directly address the
overhead energy consumption. This can be a significant issue, and so is a weakness of the subassembly approach.
When comparing equipment on the basis of equipment energy efficiency, sizing and load factors are
common issues that the user needs to be aware of:
Equipment sizing. Per unit energy consumption is used in assessing the energy performance of white
goods such as fridges, with larger units having reduced energy consumption per unit volume. But the
primary determinant of energy consumption is the selection of the most appropriate sized fridge, which
is something that neither SEC nor sub-assembly based regulation can help with. Instead, it is down to
the user to select the most appropriately sized machine for their application.
Equipment load factor. Air compressors are commonly assessed in terms of Joules per litre (of air).
But this figure is based on full load consumption, with many compressors spending much of their life at
far less efficient part loads. For some components, such as chillers or circulators, typical load profiles
exist that take account of performance over a range of operating conditions. This could in principle be
extended to some machine tool sub-assemblies. However, there would be confusion if the typical
duties for sub-assemblies used in machine tools were different from the same sub-assemblies used in
other applications, as the same sub-assembly might then have several different efficiency values
attached to it depending on its application. The SEC approach would work well, as it would avoid direct
discussion of these uncertainties through only considering the energy use of the entire machine tool.
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7. The impact of secondary performance parameters on the SEC approach
A key factor in the MEEuP methodology is the identification of secondary performance parameters. For
example, while a lathe is thought of as something that removes metal from a workpiece, there are many
other detailed factors that will help to determine the final machine selection. The following factors are
all important when selecting a machine, and illustrates where the SEC approach would be problematic
through not being able to take account of these factors. By contrast, through simply avoiding the
question of actual whole machine energy consumption, the sub-assembly approach is not complicated
by any such considerations.
Finish. Higher quality finishes (smoothness and absence of burrs) require more energy to achieve than
rougher finishes. Wherever the SEC standard was set, it is inevitable that one machine would have the
advantage. If the standard was set too high, then some machines would not be able to be assessed at
all; if too low, then some higher performance machines would be uneconomic. In reality, a second
machine may be used to achieve a particular finish, but this would itself present additional challenges.
Tolerance. All workpieces will be subject to dimensional tolerances, which will vary with the process
and dimensional rigidity of the machine. In addition to the machine rigidity, a warm-up time is needed
for thermal stability to be achieved.
High temperature processing. Cutting using high temperature processes gives rise to various
additional issues:
•
•
•

The material may locally become more brittle, requiring further treatment;
The material may become warped; and
The type of metal to be cut impacts the rate of conduction away from the cutting area, with high
conductivity materials requiring more energy.

Material efficiency. The closer together parts can be made from the feedstock, the less the material
wastage. This separation (i.e. kerf width) is of interest, especially when making smaller parts where
there is likely to be a larger proportion of scrap.
Multipurpose machines. Multipurpose machines are particularly useful where there is only limited
resource or space. While generally not thought to be so efficient, they are a practical option for many
smaller users. There would also be problems with deciding which test(s) to apply to multipurpose
machines.
Flexibility. There is a trade off between flexibility and speed – for example laser cutting versus a press
tool. High volumes of standard parts will favour press tools, but these are uneconomic for low volume
production.
Total Costs of Ownership (TCO). It is important to note that the value of the throughput of machine
tools in terms of the profit they generate for the operator can be huge compared to the TCO. Speed of
operation is key for throughput and hence SEC, which means a higher material removal rate and hence
higher machine power. This increases machine cost and risks over-sizing. Information requirements
could play a major role on this point and should be made in a way to allow the purchaser to choose the
best suited machine for his specific needs.

8. Definition of standard workpieces
In practice it would be difficult to design workpieces that were equally fair to all the different types of
machine tools that could possibly make them. Standard workpieces have been specified in some
research papers, but these tend to be for optimizing individual machines rather than for comparing
across different types of machines. The SEC approach works well for making discrete changes to an
existing machine, but would be a problem when different sized machines are being compared.
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This SEC approach would inevitably lead to a large number of standard workpieces needing to be
defined. In addition, the condition and type of the cutting tool will need defining. Neither of these issues
presents a major problem, but they will require considerable effort on the part of a standards committee.

9. Motors and drives found in machine tools
The motors used for the main power drive are largely standard induction motors, which will already be
subject to the ecodesign Motor regulations. But there are other types of specialist motors also found in
machine tools that are not subject to any ecodesign regulation. These include in particular high speed
servo motors and their controls
No other ecodesign regulation has to date specified MEPS for motors that are sub-assemblies within
the product being regulated. Instead, where sub-assemblies are being used that are not subject to
regulations themselves, it is up to the product designer to decide which sub-assemblies to use so that
the entire product complies with regulations applicable to that product.
Should the Machine Tool regulation specify MEPS for servo motors or VSDs for induction motors, then
great care will be needed to ensure these are compatible with ongoing developments in regulation of
these other products. The situation must also be avoided whereby for example a motor might pass a
MEPS when applied to a machine tool, but not when used in other products. Indeed, there are many
motor products that find far greater use outside the machine tool sector than within it, and so it is
suggested that there is a principle introduced whereby any sub-assembly based regulation considers
the impact on their uses in products other than that within the products being considered.

10. Other user information
In contrast to equipment aimed at the less informed purchaser, such as domestic and much commercial
equipment, the specifier of machine tools will be very technical and so better at making use of detailed
information relating to energy performance. If the provision of such information is made a requirement
of any regulation, then this would have the big benefit of being able to elaborate on the energy
performance of equipment in a way that the inevitably simplistic ecodesign regulation cannot
communicate. High quality technical information is currently being developed by groups such as
C02PE (K.U.Leuven, 2011)5, and the parallel ISO working group, and so making it available in an easily
understandable form would be of huge benefit to specifiers and suppliers alike.
The ecodesign regulations are aimed at removing the worst performing products from the market. This
will have a major impact on suppliers of non-conforming product, and so regulations have to be clear
and precise, taking care to close any loop-holes. By contrast, labelling the best performing products
only need apply to particular categories of products. Such labelling, while still compromised by the
varying performance of machines in different applications, would give the user a good guide as to which
are the very best machines for clearly defined applications. Given these compromises and the various
issues discussed above that the purchaser of a machine tool has to take into consideration and that
make comparison difficult, a categorical label may prove too complex. However, a simpler and possibly
more effective approach to helping customers make better purchasing decisions may be to develop a
“best in class” endorsement energy label for commonly used products where there is a much more
closely defined duty.

11. Conclusions
The Ecodesign Regulations on motor-driven components (Falkner et al, 2006)6 of circulating pumps and
fans (Falkner et al, 2006)7 took considerable effort to develop into their final relatively simple form. The
family of machine tool products represents another significant group of motor driven components, but
here the complexity is much greater. Deciding on a route that is both technically sound, achieves the
objective of saving energy, and is useful to the user, are vital decisions that will undoubtedly determine
the impact and effectiveness of the final regulation. Attempting to regulate entire machine tools through
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the Specific Energy Consumption (SEC) approach would be the ideal, but the sheer variety of machine
tools and processes could make this impractical. Capturing just a proportion of the energy saving
potential by defining MEPS for the major subassemblies (Sub-assembly approach) from which machine
tools are built may be a more pragmatic approach. If regulations are adopted that apply to motors used
in machine tools, care must also be taken to ensure that these do not adversely impact the same
motors used in other applications.
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4
Graph taken from Kordonowy, D.N.: A Power Assessment of Machining Tools, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, B.S. T
thesis, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Cambridge, MA, USA.
5
CO2PE (Cooperative effort on process emissions in manufacturing), website and project managed by KU Leuven.
http://www.mech.kuleuven.be/co2pe!/index.php
6
Commission Regulation (EC) No 641/2009 of 22 July 2009 implementing Directive 2005/32/EC of the European Parliament
and of the Council with regard to ecodesign requirements for glandless standalone circulators and glandless circulators integrated
in products; concerning the Requirements for electric pumps, the Regulatory Committee was expected in Autumn 2010 but is now
postponed.
7
Commission Regulation (EU) No 327/2011 of 30 March 2011 implementing Directive 2009/125/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council with regard to ecodesign requirements for fans driven by motors with an electric input power
between 125 W and 500 kW
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Abstract
Up to 2009, according to expert estimates: there are more than 6 million kilowatts of motors being
used in the Beijing factories. Almost all of them are old motors and have a low efficiency. In order
to achieve the goals of the 11th five year plan, the Beijing government initiated a project to
replace the old motors with motors that are more efficient. The first step was to focus on the 166
enterprises which represent the largest factories in Beijing. The total investment is about 230
million yuan, of which 90 million yuan is in the form of a government subsidy. The Beijing Energy
Conservation and Environmental Protection Center is implementing this Project. The preliminary
plan was to discard 2,896 units with the capacity of 125,000 kW and RMB 12.97 million of
government subsidy. The actual of 633 units of motors were subsidized to change with the
capacity of 21.9% (27,375 kW) and government subsidy of RMB 2.84 million (50% of equipment
fund).

The benefits from this project will be:
l

Achieve an annual electricity savings of 25.07 million kWh

l

Reduce the coal consumption by 1 million tce

l

Reduce by 25,000 tons, CO2 emissions•

This paper will introduce the intensive policy from the Beijing government on HEM promotion and
will also share the Beijing Yanshan Petrochemical Company case study for HEMs as an example.

1• Background
Energy conservation is a long-term strategic policy for China’s economic and social development.
It is also one of China’s basic state policies. In the Guidelines of the 11th Five-Year Plan, China
sets the goal of energy conservation and emission reduction and plans to reduce per unit GDP
energy consumption by 20 percent on average by 2010, compared with that of the 10th Five-Year
Plan period. Beijing, as the capital city of China, is China’s political and cultural center as well as
the center for national and international exchanges. In the 11th Five-Year Plan period, Beijing sets
the goal of energy conservation and emission reduction achieved by reducing per unit GDP
energy consumption by 20 percent. Beijing is under great pressure to reach that goal.
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At the end of 2006, Beijing Municipal Development and Reform Commission pointed out in
Beijing’s Energy Development and Energy Conservation Plan in the 11th Five-Year Plan Period
that energy situation in Beijing is currently characterized by five aspects. Firstly, consumption
level is relatively high. Beijing became the second largest energy-consuming city in China. Total
energy consumption equaled of fifty-five million two hundred and twenty thousand tons of
standard coal in 2005, and per capita energy consumption equaled 3.6 tons of standard coal, 2.1
times of the national average, which was 1.7 tons of standard coal. Secondly, energy structure
needs to be improved. In 2005, consumption of high-quality energy accounted for about 57
percent of the total, up about 10 percentage points from that in 2000. But coal still accounted for
43 percent of the total, while renewable energy for only 1 percent, below the national average.
Thirdly, there is big potential for energy conservation. During the 10th Five-Year Plan period,
energy consumption per ten thousand Yuan GDP decreased by 39 percent to 0.8 tons of
standard coal in 2005. Beijing was among the leading cities with its energy consumption
achievements. Energy consumption of five big energy-consuming sectors, that is, steel, power
generation, building material, oil processing, chemical industry, amounted to 38.5 percent of the
total in the while city. Therefore, there is still big potential for energy conservation and
consumption reduction. Fourthly, energy relies heavily on the outside supply, and potential
dangers exist in the supply system. In response to the five characteristics, Beijing Municipal
Commission of Development and Reform made it clear, in Beijing’s Technology Promotion Plan
for Energy Conservation Water Saving and Emission Reduction in 2008 and Action Plan for
Promoting the Development of Recycling Economy and Building Energy-Saving and
Environment-Friendly City in 2008, that updating and transformation of energy-consuming
facilities like motor will be promoted. In the years from 2008 to 2010, Beijing Municipal
Development and Reform Commission put forth the “Beijing’s Demonstration Project of
Promoting the Use of High Efficiency Motor and Energy-Saving Transformer” to target 166 key
energy-consuming units with total annual energy consumption above five thousand tons of
standard coal, and encouraged enterprises to replace old-fashioned motors and transformers with
high efficiency motors and energy-saving transformers.
The concrete plan of promoting the use of high efficiency motors in Beijing is detailed as follows.
1.1 Basic Information about in-use Motors in Beijing
The 2007 Beijing Statistical Yearbook shows that power consumption totaled 61.9 billion kWh in
Beijing in 2006. Electricity-powered transformers and motors are widely used, as they are the
power sources of various types of mechanical equipment. Some sector specialists estimate that
total capacity of motors, widely used in the second sector, in our city amounts to about 6 million
KW. Power consumption of the motors accounts for about 70 percent of the total industrial power
consumption in the city. Currently, most big energy-consuming enterprises in our city are still
using old overworked equipment, which has low efficiency in transforming electric power into
mechanical power due to big energy losses. It is calculated that capacity of motors that are
eliminated by official order accounts for about 9 percent of the total capacity of motors in the city.
Use of high efficiency and energy-saving products can reduce total energy consumption by about
20 percent to 30 percent on average and increase energy efficiency by 2 percent to 7 percent.
In March 2008, Beijing Municipal Development and Reform Commission launched a special
inspection to find out how many facilities that should be eliminated by official order were still used
in key energy-consuming units(Beijing Development and Reform[2008] No. 428). This inspection
involved 431 key energy-consuming units whose total annual energy consumption reached over 5
thousand tons of standard coal. Inspection result showed that 166 of 431 key energy-consuming
units were using 2896 motors that should be eliminated by official order, with a capacity of 125
thousand kW.

2. Implementation Plan for the Demonstration Project of Promoting the Use
of High Efficiency Motors in Beijing
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2.1 Principles of the Project
l

Compulsory elimination of J series motors and encouraging the use of high efficiency motors

l

Replacements made first in key energy-consuming units and promoting the use of high
efficiency and energy-saving facilities

l

Government subsidies combined with self-raised funds of enterprises

2.2 Objectives of the Project
From 2008 to 2010, in 168 key energy-consuming units with total energy consumption of more
than five thousand standard coal motors(2561 in total with total capacity of 118,913 kW) that
should be eliminated by official order were still in operation have been replaced with high
efficiency motors whose energy efficiency grade reaches grade two or above that of YX series,
according to the National Compulsory Standards GB18613 for the Minimum Allowable Values of
Energy Efficiency and the Energy Efficiency Grades for Small and Medium Three-Phase
Asynchronous Motors. 341 motors, with a capacity of 16,180.08 kW, 13.6 percent of the total
capacity, were replaced in 2008. 795 motors, with a capacity of 31,882.3 kW, 26.8 percent of the
total, were replaced in 2009. 1,425 motors, with a capacity of 70,879.2 KW, 59.6 percent of the
total, were replaced in 2010. Details are shown in Table 1: Table of the Number and Capacity of
Motors Eliminated by Official Order but Still Used in Key Energy-Consuming Units in Districts and
Counties of Beijing.
Table 1 Table of the Number and Capacity of Motors Eliminated by Official Order but Still
Used in Key Energy-Consuming Units in Districts and Counties of Beijing.

No.

District/
County

Number

Motor (kW)(Capacity•7.5kW)
2008

2009

2010

Total

of Units

Num
ber

Capac
ity

Num
ber

Capa
city

Num
ber

Capa
city

Num
ber

Capacity

341

16180.
08

795

3188
2.3

1425

7087
9.2

2561

118913

5

115

25

1026

30

1142

1

Total in
the city

168

2

Xicheng
District

12

3

Xuanwu
District

5

10

151

8

134.5

2

26

20

311.5

4

Chaoya
ng
District

27

13

276

9

350

14

219

36

845

103

5

Fengtai
District

20

56

1365.5

46

1163.
5

171

4338.
8

273

6867.8

6

Shijingsh
an
District

11

25

1086

50

1404

560

3505
9

635

37549

7

Haidian
District

23

7

115

19

257

31

904

57

1276

8

Mentoug
ou
District

6

87

6375

119

8476.
5

42

9965

248

24816.5

9

Fangsha
n District

14

100

5509.0
8

457

1787
9.5

414

1294
3.7

971

36332.28

10

Tongzhou
District

8

10

478

28

455.5

2

42

40

946

11

Shunyi
District

12

6

297

14

1606

20

1903

12

Changpin
g District

11

30

983

113

2489.
5

163

3887

13

Huairou
District

3

9

213

3

195

12

408

14

Pinggu
District

3

2

512

2

521

15

Miyun
County

6

10

32

1554

51

1998

16

Yanqing
County

3

120

3

120

20

414.5

290

9

154

Note: This table is based on the statistics made on May 28, 2008 and is subject to change later.
The final data provided by Beijing Municipal Energy Conservation Inspection Team shall be the
standard data.
2.3 Basis for Policy and Standard
2.3.1 Catalogue of State-Released Eliminated Electromechanical Products
The former Ministry of Machine-Building Industry and other relevant ministries and commissions
jointly issued Handbook of State-Released Eliminated Electromechanical Products, which clearly
specifies that use of motors of series J must be stopped before 1985 and that date of elimination
is December 31, 1998.
2.3.2 Issuing of National Compulsory Standards
In early 2002, China issued National Compulsory Standards for motor energy efficiency titled
GB18613-2002 the Minimum Allowable Values of Energy Efficiency and Energy Conservation
Assessment Values for Small and Medium Three-Phase Asynchronous Motors. The standards
were revised in 2006 and renamed as GB18613-2006 the Minimum Allowable Values of Energy
Efficiency and the Energy Efficiency Grades for Small and Medium Three-Phase Asynchronous
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Motors, which specifies three grades of energy efficiency indicators for motors: grade one refers
to super-high efficiency motor; grade two refers to energy-saving motor; grade three refers to
ordinary motor.
2.4 Implementation Plan for the Project
2.4.1 Project Management Units
a) Project Administration Unit: Beijing Municipal Commission of Development and Reform
Beijing Municipal Development and Reform Commission, as a component of Beijing Municipal
Government, is responsible for coordination and overall organization of national economy and
social development in Beijing, and is in charge of overall coordination of the reform of economic
system. Its Industry Division and Environmental Resources Division are in charge of the
management of the project (distribution and management of funds, and coordination with other
relevant municipal commissions, offices and bureaus)
b) Project Supervision Unit: Beijing Municipal Energy Conservation Supervision Team
Beijing Municipal Energy Conservation Supervision Team performs the duty of energy
conservation supervision stipulated by relevant laws, rules and regulations to be undertaken by
provincial executive departments. It is responsible for supervising energy conservation in key
energy-consuming units in our city, detecting big cases, major cases, and cross-region cases and
imposing punishment, and directing and coordinating energy conservation supervision in districts
and counties. This team is also in charge of punishing those enterprises which use products
eliminated by official order but do not apply for replacements and monitoring the treatment of
eliminated products.
c) Project Implementation Unit: Beijing Energy Conservation and Environmental Protection
Center
Beijing Energy Conservation and Environmental Protection Center is purely government-financed
institution equal to bureau level with the status of an independent legal entity. It was established
by Chinese government, French government, and United Nations Development Program (UNDP)
in 1982 in Beijing to promote regional energy conservation and environmental protection.
Affiliated with the Beijing Municipal Development and Reform Commission, Beijing Energy
Conservation and Environmental Protection Center is the only professional institution, which does
comprehensive work concerning energy conservation and environmental protection and performs
government-entrusted roles. It assists relevant departments of Beijing Municipal Development
and Reform Commission with the implementation plan of the demonstration project, identifies bidwinning enterprises by organizing experts to hold bid, and assists Beijing Municipal Energy
Conservation Supervision Team in reviewing and approving application report and distribution of
special government subsidies.
2.4.2 Project Implementation Procedures
a) Online Application and Confirmation
In order to complete the replacements of eliminated facilities in 168 energy-consuming units
within three years, enterprises submit the plan of replacing eliminated facilities and Beijing
Municipal Energy Conservation Supervision Team and Beijing Energy Conservation and
Environmental Protection Center have a preliminary review. The principle of the review is as
follows: the year 2008 is the test stage, with 20 percent of the total facilities eliminated. 2009 sees
large-scale development, with 50 percent of the total facilities eliminated. The replacements end
in 2010, with 30 percent of the total facilities eliminated.
If the submitted plan meets the requirements, it can be directly confirmed on the platform of
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municipal law enforcement team. When the submitted plan is not up to the requirements, the
units concerned will be told to remake their plan, which will be confirmed when the new submitted
plan meets the requirements.
b) Preparations for the Project
l

Categorizing eliminated facilities reported according to size and type, plus data analysis

l

Spot check of those units with relatively more facilities eliminated in that year. To make
field study and confirm the situation of eliminated facilities in use

l

To make investigation and research of those motor and transformer-producing
enterprises which have obtained the national certification for energy-saving products

l

To put forward ways of government funds and subsidies

l

To compile suggestion sheets for the transformation project

l

To apply for special fund of government subsidies

c) Deciding on Bidding-Winning Enterprises through Open Bid (Those enterprises boast
technologies for energy-saving products)
Suppliers of energy-saving products and their agreement price are decided by uniform bid in
Beijing City. According to the bidding result, public notification is made of bid-winning enterprises,
bid-winning products, and their agreement price.
Prerequisites for bidding enterprises: products of bid-winning enterprises must meet the
evaluation values for energy conservation of national energy efficiency standard. The size and
type of their products must obtain the national certification for energy-saving products.
d) Implementation of the Transformation Project
l

To hold launch meeting for the transformation project participated by bid-winning
enterprises and enterprises undergoing transformation, and the latter selects certain
bid-winning enterprises according to confirmed transformation plan and two parties sign
agreements on transformation.

l

Bid-winning enterprises are responsible for replacement and debugging and follow-up
services.

l

Eliminated facilities are to be handled in places designated by Beijing Municipal Energy
Conservation Supervision Team and procedures for eliminated facilities are to be
obtained.

l

When certain enterprises undergoing transformation want to consult transformation
technologies, Beijing Energy Conservation and Environmental Protection Center will
organize expert team composed of experienced technical staff to provide technical
support for them.

e) Funds of Government Subsidies
l

Financial fund management department shall allocate, by year, special
government subsidies to project implementation units;

l

According to the confirmation notice of eliminated facilities issued by Beijing Municipal
Energy Conservation Supervision Team, project implementation units obtain subsidies,
according to “Approach to Subsidies on the Demonstration Project of Promoting the Use
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funds of

of High Efficiency Motors and Energy-Saving Transformers.”
2.4.3 Work Progress of the Project
a) First Stage of the Project (2008)
l

Before June15, 2008, Beijing Municipal Development and Reform Commission held
working meeting to discuss report on overall plan of the demonstration project and
decide on fund of government subsidies.

l

Before June 16, 2008 to July 31, 2008, report submitted and open bid and deciding on
bid-winning enterprises, products, and prices

l

From August 1, 2008 to November 2008, transformation project was implemented.

l

Before the end of December, treatment of eliminated facilities and fund of government
subsidies.

b) Second Stage of the Project (2009)
l

Before the end of January 2009, experience of demonstration transformation in 2008
was learned and work summary was written.

l

From February 2009 to November 2009, transformation projects were implemented,
according to the plan of elimination of 2009.

l

Before the end of December 2009: treatment of eliminated facilities and fund of
government subsidies.

c) Third Stage of the Project (2010)
l

Before the end of January 2009, experience of demonstration transformation in 2009
was learned and work summary was written.

l

From February 2009 to November 2009, transformation projects were implemented,
according to the plan of elimination of 2010.

l

Before the end of December 2009: treatment of eliminated facilities and fund of
government subsidies. Work Summary of the three-year demonstration project was
written.

2.5 Project Investment Budget
It is calculated that three-year total investment is 542 million Yuan, of which government subsidy
is 179 million Yuan (33.0% of the total) and self-raised fund by enterprises is 363 million Yuan.
The investment is composed of motor investment budget and transformers investment budget.
Fund mainly comes from government subsidies and money raised by enterprises themselves.
2.5.1 Basis for Budget Calculation

a)

Budget fees are calculated according to recent project costs in Beijing. Investment is
calculated by similar project index with reference to Handbook of Other Expenses of Project
Construction.

b)

Total investment budget includes motor project fees and organization and management fees.

c)

Motor transformation project fees include facilities costs and expenses of design,
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construction, and debugging. Calculation of facilities costs is based on the market price of
195 Yuan per unit for high efficiency motors sold on the market. Motors of the same power,
different sizes and types, number of poles, and power (per KW) are replaced with high
efficiency ones.
d)

According to the implementation plan of the three-year transformation, organization and
management fees are made up of construction of information system for application and
report, early stage investigation and research, expert diagnosis in pilot units, bid agency
fees, check and acceptance, and others.

e)

In the fund sources, government subsidy includes 30 percent of motor project fees and
organization and management fees. The rest is the fund raised by enterprises themselves.

f)

Calculation result retains 2 digits after the decimal point.

2.5.2 Investment Budget
Total capacity of motors undergoing transformation in three years is 118,912.58 KW, and total
investment is 542 million Yuan, of which self-raised fund by enterprises is 363 million Yuan and
government subsidy is 179 million Yuan (33.0% of the total), as is shown in Table 2.
Table 2 General Budget Table of Transformation Project for Motors and Transformers
Unit: Ten Thousand Yuan
Time

Project
Costs

Raised
by
enterprises
themselves

Government Subsidies

Project
Costs70%

Project
Costs 30%

Organization
and
Management
Fees

subtotal

total

First
Stage•2008•

9151.71

6406.2

2745.51

533.19

3278.70

9684.9

Second
Stage•2009•

10236.18

7165.33

3070.85

454.05

3524.90

10690.23

Third
Stage•2010•

32517.73

22762.14

9755.32

1345.31

11100.63

33863.04

Total

51905.62

36333.94

15571.68

2332.55

17904.23

54238.17

2.6 Analysis of Economic Benefits
Motors are widely used in many fields like industry, business, and agriculture. They power various
types of facilities like wind turbines, pumps, compressors, and machine tools. Power consumption
volume of motor system holds a high proportion of total national power consumption. Recent
special survey found that power consumption volume of motor system in our city accounts for 70
percent of the total industrial power consumption. Therefore, it is of great significance to raise the
energy efficiency level of motor system for energy conservation and environmental protection.
Inspection of 168 key energy-consuming units with total annual energy consumption of five
thousand standard coal found that 2561 motors with capacity of 119 thousand KW that should be
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eliminated by official order were still in use. If they are replaced with high efficiency motors whose
energy efficiency grade reaches grade two or above that of YX series, according to the National
Compulsory Standards GB18613 for the Minimum Allowable Values of Energy Efficiency and the
Energy Efficiency Grades for Small and Medium Three-Phase Asynchronous Motors, total
benefits in three years are calculated and measured as follows:
Power reduction 71, 250,000 KWH; Electricity fee reduction 57, 000,000 Yuan
Emission reduction SO 2,572.16 tons; NOX 491.64 tons; smoke and dust 238.67 tons; CO2
19,285.95 tons
Total benefits calculated according to fifteen-year life cycle after transformation in 2010:
Power reduction 1,068,750,000 KWH; Electricity fee reduction 855, 000,000 Yuan;
Emission reduction SO 28,582.4 tons; NOX 7,374.6 tons; smoke and dust 2,637.75 tons; CO2
2,289,287.75 tons
2.6.1 Economic Benefits
Use of high efficiency motors is in line with national energy policy and brings considerable
economic benefits to users. For example, an 11 KW four-pole motor with a cycle of 15 years. If its
yearly operating time is six thousand hours, electricity fee is about 0.8 Yuan per KWH. Efficiency
of ordinary motor is 0.86 while that of high efficiency motor is 0.910, as is shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Comparative Table of Total Expenses and Benefits Unit: Yuan
Motor Type

Market
Price

Electricity Fees for
Annual Operation

Total Costs
Operation

Ordinary Motor of Y Series

2000.00

61395.00

920930.00

GX High Efficiency Motor

2600.00

58022.00

870330.00

3373.00

50600.00

Price gap between use of
the two types of motors

600.00

•Yearly

electricity

fee reduction•

of

15-Year

•electricity fee reduction in
15 years•

Note: As technical conditions of high efficiency motor sector has not been made currently in
China, high efficiency motors of GX series produced by Beijing B.J. Electric Motor Co, LTD in line
with grade two of national energy efficiency standard. The price of high efficiency motor is about
30 percent higher than that of ordinary motor. Data in this table shows that though initial
investment is added by 600.00 Yuan annual electricity fee is saved by 3373.00 Yuan. Price gap
between high efficiency motor and ordinary motor is recovered in less than a year (It is calculated
as 306.64 Yuan per KWH per year).
2.6.2 Social Benefits
Use of high efficiency motors directly result in energy conservation and reduction of energy
consumption. If operation efficiency of motor system increases by five percentage points, and
price of industry-use electricity is 0.80 Yuan per KWH, and annual operation time is six thousand
hours, social benefits of annual elimination or replacement (2561 motors with capacity of 118913
KW are replaced) in three years in Beijing and total benefits in three years and product life cycle
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(15 years) are shown in Table 4.
Table 4 Social Benefits of Eliminating or Replacing Motors
Power
Reduction
(100
million
KWh)

Electricity
Fee
Reduction
(100
million
Yuan)

Emissio
n
Reductio
n
of
SO2(ton)

Emission
Reduction
of
NOX
(ton)

Emission
Reduction
of Smoke
and Dust
(ton)

Emission
Reduction of
CO2 (ton)

2010
compared
with 2007

0.7125

0.57

572.16

491.64

175.85

19285.85

15 Years

10.6875

8.55

8582.4

7374.6

2637.75

289287.75

Year

Calculation based on emission factor (g/kW·h) of air pollutants in fossil power generation
SO2•8.03•g/kW·h•; NOX: 6.90 (g/kW·h); Smoke and Dust: 3.35 (g/kW·h) (Data comes from
China Statistical Yearbook);
1kW·h=0.404kgce; CO2:0.67(t/tce) (Data comes from Energy Research Institute of National
Development and Reform Commission)

3. One Example from Yanshan Petrochemical Corporation
In 2010, Oil Refining Department of Sinopec Group launched a motor energy conservation
upgrading project covering a total of 386 motors, spending 9.54 million RMB. Chemical
Department ungraded 166 units of motors with an investment of 3.25 million RMB. Apart from
upgrading motors, Beijing Energy-efficiency and Environmental Protection Center also
encouraged enterprises to promote high efficiency motors and granted 50% subsidy for qualified
motor equipment procurement. Experts of the center confirm that 214 motors should be discarded
according to national standards with a total capacity of 10,864kW and procurement cost of
2,314,384 RMB and government direct subsidy of 1,157,192 RMB.
It can be seen that the 214 units of motors discarded by national standards have a total capacity
of 10,864kW, daily energy conservation of 13,362.72 kWh which is equivalent to 8,512 RMB
calculated by electricity price of 0.637 RMB/kWh of Beijing Electricity Company. Since the 214
motors are operating in a group of 2 units with each as a backup, it can at least save 1,447,040
RMB annually if calculated by 170 days of operation every year.

4. Conclusions
Beijing municipal government leads the country in implementing the project of promoting the use
of high efficiency motors, and will set a good example of effectively promoting ten key national
energy-saving projects, eliminating outdated products, and prompting technical improvement. The
project plays an important role in reaching the goal of energy conservation and emission
reduction in the 11th Five Year Plan period in Beijing, promoting the development of recyclable
economy, and constructing energy-saving, environment-friendly city.
By summarizing experience from the demonstration project, plan has been made of eliminating
outdated motors and replacing them with high efficiency ones in key energy-consuming units with
total annual energy consumption below 5000 tons of standard coal in the 12th Five-Year Plan
Period. Law enforcement concerning energy conservation is strengthened. Users are encouraged
to use energy-saving products, and increase the utilization rate of energy should be improved
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greatly in industry sectors.
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Abstract
Electric motor systems use 45% of electricity worldwide [1]. Savings potentials from motor systems
are known, however, are largely not realized. The goal of the internationally coordinated program
Electric Motor Systems Annex (EMSA) under the International Energy Agency’s Implementing
Agreement 4E (Efficient Electrical End-Use Equipment) is to spur a global market transformation
towards efficient electric motor systems. The purpose of this paper is to show EMSA’s efforts and
results to date.
Facing the challenge of exploiting savings potentials in motor systems worldwide, EMSA identified
four levels of action: 1) personal, 2) company, 3) national and 4) global level.
On the personal level, EMSA aims to raise awareness of industrial plant engineers, government and
academia with its regular newsletter (2-3 issues per year). By means of a Motor Systems Tool
calculating system efficiency, training materials with information and guidelines on motor systems
efficiency, motor testing and Minimum Energy Performance Standards (MEPS) EMSA intends to
stimulate action.
On the company level, EMSA will produce guidelines for the implementation of the international
standard ISO 50001 for energy management, with a special focus on motor systems efficiency. A
MEPS overview shall help motor manufacturers and users identify what minimum standards motors
offered for sale on the market must comply with.
On the national level, EMSA aims to inform governments on savings potentials in motor systems and
enhance information exchange. The EMSA Motor Policy Guide shows existing motor policies and
gives recommendations on optimal policy design and implementation.
On the global level, EMSA advocates harmonized MEPS, motor testing and classification standards.
EMSA encourages a dialogue between testing centres worldwide. It launched a software round robin
to compare calculation algorithms and prepared a guide to test standard IEC 60034-2-1. EMSA also
fosters a dialogue between stakeholders to create appropriate standards for new motor technologies
(switched reluctance, permanent magnet).
Any country wishing to join forces with EMSA is welcome to do so.

Introduction
Electric motor systems are responsible for 45% (7 100 TWh per year) of global electricity
consumption. 64% (4 500 TWh per year) of this is consumed by motor systems used in industry [1].
Savings potentials in motor systems exist, but are largely not realized. In order to facilitate the
realisation of savings potentials, the international program Electric Motor Systems Annex (EMSA) was
launched for a period of three years (2009 – 2011). EMSA was launched as part of the International
Energy Agency’s (IEA) Efficient Electrical End-Use Equipment (4E) Implementing Agreement,
established in 2008. Five countries; Australia, Austria, Denmark, Netherlands and Switzerland are
currently active in EMSA.
EMSA’s goal is to push forward a global market transformation towards the use of more efficient
electric motor systems by supporting governments in implementing relevant motor policies.
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EMSA aims to motivate and support engineers, policy makers and their organisations and institutions
to act on motor systems efficiency by targeted information (research, tools, training and events) and
liaison between relevant stakeholders. This paper presents EMSA’s efforts on this path.
The EMSA collaboration
The EMSA participants divide their work into Tasks, with one country taking the lead:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Task A: Implementation support & outreach (Switzerland)
Task B: Technical guide for motor systems (Denmark)
Task C: Testing centres (Australia)
Task D: Instruments for coherent motor policy (Austria)
Task E: Training & capacity building (Denmark)
Task F: Energy management in industry (Netherlands)
Task G: New motor technologies (vacant)

Several countries are working together within one Task, sharing information and exchanging
experience among each other. Country representatives meet twice a year to discuss progress and
collaborate on issues of common interest. Meetings are often held back to back with international
conferences (EEMODS, Motor Summit).

Savings potential
An estimate of the potential of global electricity savings in electric motor systems from 2010 to 2030
has been calculated and published in a Working Paper of the International Energy Agency [1].
According to the reference scenario, the electricity consumption of motor systems will almost double
by 2030 due to growth especially in developing countries. The policy scenario shows a reduction
potential of 20% which can go to 30% according to the least cost strategy.
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Figure 1 Scenarios for future development of global motor system electricity consumption
Source: [1], LLCC: Least Life Cycle Costing
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The three key regions with the highest motor systems energy consumption are the USA, the EU-27
and China respectively. These three regions together consume about 56% of motor systems energy
demand worldwide.1

Barriers
There are several barriers impeding the diffusion of efficient motor systems.
According to market theory, companies should choose to invest in efficient motor systems if the
investment is profitable due to the savings from reduced energy costs. However, reality shows that
despite the investments being profitable, this is often not the case. This may be explained by market
deficiencies, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

imperfect information: lack of information;
adverse selection: if purchasers know less about (the energy performance) of products than
suppliers, they may select on visible aspects (price);
split incentives: priorities of company departments may conflict (e.g. product purchase
requirements with short pay-back may impede efficiency investments with longer pay-back);
hidden costs: e.g. for information collection and analysis, or a disruption in production;
limited access to capital;
risk aversion;
etc.

Barriers to international trade include:
•
•
•

different voltages and frequencies in different regions;
differences in metric systems: SI (International System of Units) versus imperial;
differences in standardisation (MEPS, efficiency classification and testing).

Motor manufacturers sell standard general purpose motors from catalogues and keep the most
frequently used sizes in stock for rapid delivery. To keep production costs low (sustaining economies
of scale) and being able to immediately remedy a failure and replace a damaged motor, motor
manufacturers keep the number of motor types and models sold at a minimum. These generally do
not include the most efficient motors.
Motor systems users fear production interruption, as it jeopardises core business: the manufacturing
process. This leads to the practice of oversized motors, for presumably safe and continuous
operation2. Motor users do not ask for life cycle costing but give more weight to the purchase price of
the motor when they choose which model to buy. This is not a rational behaviour, as over 90% of the
life cycle costs (purchase, operation, maintenance) of an average industrial motor are due to its
electric energy consumption [3].

1

For more details on this global analysis and its results, see also the paper by Conrad U. Brunner “Harmonised Standards for
th
Motors and Systems” written for the 7 International Conference on Energy Efficiency in Motor Driven Systems, Alexandria VA,
2011 - EEMODS’11.
2
Motors are most often oversized to make them „strong enough” for the starting torque of the machine and – allegedly – ensure
that machines are starting and running smoothly. However, once the machine is running, it requires less power which makes
the motor operate at partial load and hence a lower efficiency.
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IE3 11 kW motor
4000 hours per year
15 years

Electric energy cost
96,7%

Product purchase
prize
2,3%

Repair &
maintenance cost
1,0%

Figure 2 Life cycle cost of an 11 kW motor
Source: [3]
The fact that motor systems are very complex constitutes another barrier. In order to gain substantial
savings, it is not enough to replace one system component, but the whole system needs to be
assessed. In most cases, sufficient knowledge on energy efficient motor systems design and
operation is lacking. Nevertheless, if there is an engineer willing to search for new technical solutions,
this will require considerable time and effort, taking also into account convincing others (senior
management) for an investment into energy efficiency.

How to exploit savings potentials?
In order to benefit from the available savings potential on a global scale, a systematic approach needs
to be used.
Firstly, relevant actors need to be identified. Secondly, possible actions to motivate actors and steer
the market towards energy efficient motor systems need to be designed.
64% of the energy consumption of motor systems is due to their use in industry. How does the
industrial sector operate?
Qualified people are working in industrial plants worldwide to create value and satisfy their customers
with their products. These plants are owned by companies which operate in countries where the
applicable national laws and regulations are setting the context for the companies’ rules of operation.
The companies may deliver their products to other countries, where again the applicable national laws
define what can be sold. All these national markets divided – or united (e.g. the European Union) – by
laws and regulations add up to a global market. This structure led EMSA to the identification of four
relevant groups of actors (see Figure 3), hence four levels of action:
1. Personal level: engineers responsible for the design, operation and maintenance of motor
systems in industrial plants;
2. Company level: companies owning and operating these industrial plants;
3. National level: policy makers influencing the market by legally enforced Minimum Energy
Performance Standards and other policy instruments;
4. Global level: all countries where motors are sold and motor systems used.
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Figure 3 Relevant actors and levels of action
Source: A+B International, 2011
This approach needs to be complemented with attempting to understand the way of thinking of the
relevant groups of actors:
1.
2.
3.
4.

How to motivate plant engineers for action?
How to motivate companies for action?
How to motivate and support policy makers in creating effective motor policy instruments?
How to motivate and support policy makers in harmonizing their efforts worldwide?

The EMSA project group faced these questions when defining its work plan. The following section
gives an overview of how EMSA aims to answer these questions and what results the collaboration of
EMSA members has delivered.

1. Personal level
How to motivate plant engineers for action? According to EMSA, on the one hand by stimulating their
sensitivity towards motor system efficiency issues. On the other hand with specific trainings, informing
on system approach and life cycle costing.
Global Motor Systems Network
EMSA distributes its regular newsletter with information on latest technology, standards and policy
developments across the globe as well as upcoming events concerning efficient motor systems. The
newsletter has 2-3 issues per year and reaches over 2000 people in industry, government and
academia. Editions are available in English, Chinese and German and are also available for download
on www.motorsystems.org.
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Figure 4 Snapshot of the EMSA Newsletter 4/2011: English version
Capacity building
It is not enough to raise awareness of engineers about motor systems efficiency but qualified
professionals also need to be motivated and trained to act on it. For this, EMSA is preparing training
materials which will be made available for download at www.motorsystems.org.
The training materials will address issues such as motor system design and optimization, motor
system retrofits, life cycle costing, Minimum Energy Performance Standards (MEPS) for motors and
core motor systems (e.g. fans), application of international IEC testing and classification standards,
and so on.
Motor Systems Tool
Motor systems are complex interactions of different components and often oversized (see Barriers)
[1]. Whether improving the efficiency of an old system or installing a new system, the optimization is
not always self-evident. To help engineers in system optimization, EMSA prepared a Motor Systems
Tool.
The Motor Systems Tool calculates the efficiency of complete motor systems. It provides technical
support for choosing the optimal motor system.
The Motor Systems Tool takes into account all four main elements of a motor system: primary load,
transmission, motor and control system. It calculates the load on each element and the efficiency of
the complete system. The Motor Systems Tool dynamically calculates how changing system speed,
load point or a system element influences total system efficiency.
The tool contains standard models for pumps, fans and compressors as well as transmissions with
3
belts, gears, electric motors, variable frequency drives and combinations of these.

3

For more details on the Motor Systems Tool the paper of the developer Sandie B. Nielsen “The Motor Systems Tool - An
outcome of Task B of the 4E EMSA project”, written for EEMODS’11 may be consulted.
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Figure 5 Motor Systems Tool screenshot
All these supporting materials and tools can be used to inform and train not only engineers working in
industrial plants but also government officials responsible for creating policy instruments.

2. Company level
How to motivate companies for action? The question of how profit-oriented organizations make their
investment decisions and which factors influence them has been researched in many disciplines [2].
EMSA tries to motivate twofold: by using a bottom-up and a top-down approach.
The bottom-up approach aims to motivate and train relevant people in the company to engage with
motor system optimization, bringing in life cycle costing considerations to management as well (see
Personal level), instead of the widely dispersed pay-back time criteria.
The top-down approach aims to integrate motor system efficiency as part of the energy management
scheme.
Application of energy management standards
EMSA worked on including proper motor system management in the European standard for energy
management EN 16001 and continued this effort for the international energy management standard
ISO 50001 (published in June 2011).
The EMSA member Netherlands plans a pilot project with selected companies where the
implementation of the international standard ISO 50001 is compared to the energy management
system of the companies already in place. Audit results of the current systems show that the biggest
drawback in implementation is low management responsibility. Certified international standards, like
the upcoming ISO 50001 make a change possible.
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EMSA will use results of the pilot project and results of the annual audits to produce fact sheets with
guidelines aiding companies in the practical implementation of ISO 50001. Furthermore, EMSA will
collect and demonstrate existing best practices highlighting energy management of motor systems.
Minimum Energy Performance Standards (MEPS)
National governments have the power to decide by setting Minimum Energy Performance Standards
which products (motors, fans) can be offered for sale and purchased in their area of jurisdiction, that
is, in their country. For motor manufacturers this means that they can only sell products which comply
with MEPS in that country. For industrial users this means they can only purchase products which
comply with MEPS. This is one very powerful tool for policy makers to regulate the market.
A detailed overview of MEPS in place worldwide will be available on www.motorsystems.org.

3. National level
How to motivate and guide policy makers for creating effective motor policy instruments? EMSA
answered this question as follow. Firstly, by informing policy makers about existing potentials,
secondly, by enhancing experience exchange, thirdly, by marking the path.
Potential
Experience from industrial efficiency programs shows an energy savings potential of 20% - 30% for
motor systems [3] (see also Savings potential). Improved motor systems contain more efficient and
correctly sized motors, variable frequency drives for variable loads, transmissions with synchronous
belts and efficient gears or direct drives instead of V-belts and throttles. In order to renew and improve
existing electric systems, policy instruments are needed not only for new installations but also to shift
focus on and speed up the improvement of old industrial systems.
Motor Policy Guide
How to exploit best available potentials? EMSA tried to answer this question by collecting and
analyzing policy instruments for motor system efficiency in place in different countries in a Motor
Policy Guide. Part 1 of the guide presents a collection of policy instruments in Australia, China, the
European Union, the USA and some European countries (Austria, Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland,
United Kingdom). Instruments assessed include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimum Energy Performance Standards (legally binding and voluntary for higher efficiency)
Labels
Energy management schemes and audit programs
Training and education programs
Awareness raising programs
Information platforms
Financial incentives: rebate programs, tax allowances, co-funding schemes

Based on the assessment, the “recipe” of a successful policy instrument for motor systems efficiency
was identified as:
1. Minimum Energy Performance Standards. MEPS are essential for pushing the market,
removing the least efficient technologies.
2. Information and education. Awareness raising, audit guidelines, assessment tools and
trainings are important accompanying measures to make engineers aware of existing savings
potentials and help in exploiting these potentials with education and guidance.
3. Financial incentive programs. Incentives can give the first push to stimulate action and
convince users to invest time and money into efficiency.
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Figure 6 Elements of a successful policy instrument for market transformation
Source: A+B International, 2011
Recommendations for national motor efficiency program design and management are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Set clear and quantifiable program goal;
Secure independent financing;
Ensure neutral program management – to be in place for the whole program duration;
Integrate all relevant stakeholders (manufacturers, OEMs, trade associations, motor systems
users, service companies, energy utilities, energy consultants, local and national government
authorities and officials);
Define criteria upon which to measure success of program participants and of the whole
program;
Define a standardized reporting structure to monitor results;
Set up any instruments or institutions to ensure compliance;
Publish program results.4

EMSA will continue to investigate how national policies can be harmonized on a global level and aims
to define in Part 2 of the Motor Policy Guide a detailed roadmap for global market transformation.

4. Global level
How to motivate and support policy makers in harmonizing their efforts worldwide? If policy makers
are made aware of motor systems savings potential, they are more likely to start introducing policy
instruments to exploit these potentials. This is a good start. However, such activities cannot stop at
the border of a country but need to be harmonized on a global level to reduce trade barriers.
MEPS
Once policy makers are determined to implement measures for transforming the market, introducing
MEPS will be the first step. However, if different countries have different minimum standards – or
worse: none – this leads to a split global market, where motor manufacturers may sell and motor

4

For more details on the Motor Policy Guide, see the paper EMSA-Analysis of Motor Policies around the World by Konstantin
Kulterer written for EEMODS’11.
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users may buy highly efficient products in one country and cheap material with low efficiency in
another. If MEPS are harmonized, no such parallel markets exist.
The biggest motor electricity consuming regions, USA, EU-27 and China, have implemented or are
currently implementing MEPS for motors. However, there are also countries with high motor electricity
consumption and no MEPS, e.g. Russia and India who together represent 8% of global motor
electricity consumption [1]. Based on already decided legislation, countries with MEPS for motors will
cover 70% of global motor electricity demand by 2015 (see Figure 7). It is essential to convince more
countries to introduce MEPS, starting with the biggest consumers not applying MEPS yet.
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Globally harmonized MEPS can only be achieved if there are clear global standards on how to test
motors and determine their efficiency.
Input to testing standard IEC 60034-2-1
The international IEC 60034 standard Rotating Electrical Machines – Part 2-1: Standard methods for
determining losses and efficiency from tests (excluding machines for traction vehicles) was published
in 2007. It is currently being revised by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) to
improve efficiency testing accuracy and repeatability.
In order to facilitate this work, an international Round Robin was launched in 2007. A series of tests
were made in the same laboratory on a single motor, in the same laboratory on motors of the same
design with the same test method and by different laboratories on the same motor [4].5
This effort shows that test procedures can be interpreted in different ways. This fact was also
recognised by EMSA. To contribute to the correct interpretation of the test standard, EMSA produced
6
an explanatory guide to the standard (available at www.motorsystems.org).

5

More details on the results of the Round Robin can be found in the respective paper of Axel Möhle, written for EEMODS’11.
More details on the explanatory guide can be found in the paper of Sarah Hatch, Hugh Falkner, Melanie Slade and Lelde
Vitols: “Testing Centres Network: Explanatory guide for motor testing – Task C under IEA 4E Electric Motor Systems Annex”
written for EEMODS’11.

6
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Global network of testing centres
In addition, EMSA established an International Testing Centers Network to improve the exchange on
motor testing between testing laboratories worldwide, in particular on the use of the IEC 60034-2-1
procedures. Network members are industry, government, university and independent laboratories
located in Europe, the Asia-Pacific, North- and South America and Africa. Two workshops were held
at EEMODS’09 in Nantes France and at the Motor Summit 2010 in Zurich Switzerland, with increasing
interest. An online web forum (http://www.leonardo-energy.org/international-motor-efficiency-forumtesting-centres-network) with articles regularly published is available for network members.
One network member, CalTest (Australia), developed a set of sample test data to check accuracy and
consistency of laboratory algorithms and circulated this to ten members at the second workshop at the
Motor Summit 2010. The results of this software round robin will be presented at EEMODS '11 by
Andrew Baghurst.7
Standards for new motor technologies
Developing appropriate standards for testing and classification of motors is essential. In addition,
standards for other system components (e.g. variable speed drives on which work in IEC is ongoing)
are also necessary.
In order to keep up with technological developments, standards need to be created for new motor
technologies (e.g. switched reluctance motor, permanent magnet motors) as well. EMSA aims to
contribute to this by facilitating dialogue between standards developers, motor manufacturers and
users and policy makers. A first workshop on this matter was held at the Motor Summit 2010 in Zurich
Switzerland.
Roadmap for policy action
Harmonized Minimum Energy Performance Standards, harmonized standards, global stakeholder cooperation – this is the vision of EMSA. How to achieve this? EMSA plans to draw a roadmap for global
action on pushing the market (motor manufacturers and users) towards more efficient motor systems.
To investigate this issue, EMSA will draw from the International Energy Agency’s information papers
“Energy-Efficiency Policy Opportunities for Electric Motor-Driven Systems” by Paul Waide and Conrad
U. Brunner et al. and “Walking the Torque – Proposed work plan for energy-efficiency policy
opportunities for electric motor-driven systems” by Shane Holt and Hugh Falkner.

EMSA outlook
EMSA was launched in 2009 with a three-year project plan. Being in the third project year,
discussions are ongoing on the continuation of the project for three more years, which is formally not
yet decided. EMSA members expect to face the following developments in the upcoming project
years:
1. Complex "motor systems" including a wider scope of efficiency technologies and instruments
will require adequate tools for optimization.
2. More advanced standards including variable frequency drives and new motor technologies
(permanent magnet, switched reluctance, etc.) will require both research for the design and
push for rapid diffusion.
3. The growing number of countries with mandatory Minimum Energy Performance Standards
will lead to setting higher MEPS-levels, thus a shift from IE2 to IE3 and the inclusion of
integrated systems such as pumps, fans and compressors.
EMSA is determined to stimulate and promote these processes with adequate tools, bringing together
necessary information and liaising between relevant stakeholders. Any country wishing to participate
in the work of EMSA is welcome to bring its national resources and competencies into the project.

7

See also the paper “Developing a standard algorithm for the calculation of induction motor efficiency based on International
Standard IEC 60034-2-1” by Andrew Baghurst, Pierre Angers and Martin Doppelbauer, written for EEMODS’11.
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Conclusions
Electric motor systems are responsible for 45% of global electricity demand, 64% of this in industry.
There are considerable savings potentials of 20 – 30% which could be used to reduce energy
demand. In order to realize this potential, EMSA uses a systematic approach to motivate and support
relevant people and institutions.
The four levels of action are:
1. Personal level: engineers working in industrial plants shall be made aware of potential
savings and ways to exploit them. EMSA informs with a regular newsletter on motor efficiency
issues and offers a technical guide for motor systems, the Motor Systems Tool and training
materials for use.
2. Company level: Motor manufacturers need to know which requirements their product need to
comply with on which market. Motor systems users may apply an energy management
scheme and rely on their well-trained professionals.
3. National level: policy makers need to be informed on savings potential and on how to design
effective policy instruments. EMSA encourages the introduction of MEPS and offers a Motor
Policy Guide to show the way.
4. Global level: EMSA advocates the harmonization of MEPS, testing and efficiency standards
for motors, core motor systems and motor system components.
EMSA plans to continue its work until 2014 and welcomes any new countries to actively participate as
members.
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Energy Efficient Motors in India
Sandeep Garg, Milind Raje

Abstract
The penetration of Eff1 (IE2) motors remains low in India and at the same time, below Eff2 (IE1)
motors have a substantial market share. Harmonization of the current Indian Standards with IEC
600034-30, 2007 shall enable the promulgation of labeling up to IE3 / IE4 and the phase-out of below
IE2 motors. The paper presents a roadmap for the introduction of the new standards & regulations in
India.

Introduction
The efficiency is of dominant importance nowadays due to increasing electrical energy demand,
increasing awareness of Global warming & increase in prices of fossil fuels. Electrical motors are the
most important type of electrical load in our industry, & Moreover electrical motor driven systems
consume approximately 70% of energy consumed by the industry.
There exists a large potential of energy saving with adoption of High Efficiency Motors. A brief
potential that exists in different sectors is given below in Table 1.

Table 1: Different Potential sectors for Energy saving (estimates)

Sector

Conservation
potential

Energy Handled
by motors

Industrial Sector

Up to 25%

about 70%

Agriculture sector

Up to 30%

20-25%

Domestic Sector

Up to 20%

2-3%

Commercial Sector

Up to 45

4-5%

The concept of High Efficiency Motors (HEMs) is well known in India, however, its practice & adoption
is another matter altogether. There have been focused market transformation approaches being
undertaken firstly the Policies and regulations; Government of India introduced Energy Conservation
(EC) Act in 2001 in order to address the issues of power crisis and climate change. The focus on
energy conservation was the objective. Bureau of Energy efficiency was established in 2002 under
the Energy Conservation Act to improve energy efficiency through various regulatory and promotional
instruments. Some of its work areas identified were:

•

Plan, manage and implement provisions of the EC Act

•

Appliance standards and labeling

•

Industrial energy benchmarks

•

Energy Conservation Building Codes
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•

Monitor energy use in high energy-consumption units

•

Certify and accredit energy auditors and energy managers

•

Provide a policy framework and direction to national energy conservation activities

•

Disseminate information and knowledge, and facilitate pilot and demonstration projects

•

Establish EE delivery systems through Public-Private Partnerships (PPP).

With the global focus on climate change mitigations, Government of India has published its National
Mission for Enhanced Energy Efficiency (NMEEE) which is one of the eight missions planned under
the Prime Ministers’ National Action Plan for Climate Change. In this mission the energy efficiency
improvements in the industrial sectors is one of the major components.
Around late nineties, major motor manufacturers’ identified energy efficiency as a differentiator from
the rest and introduced motors with higher efficiencies. They proactively standardized on improved
efficiency motors (eff2) as the standard product and eliminated eff3 from their product range. This
forced the other motor manufacturers to improve their products thus encouraging the major ones to
further upgrade the benchmark to eff1.
However, the penetration of eff1 motors did not pick up to the levels as expected. The penetration
levels of IE2 (eff1) efficiency class estimated from the production statistics of Indian Electric and
Electronic Manufacturers’ Association (IEEMA) is approximately 4%.
Theoretically one may assume that 100% of the motor market can be transformed in to high efficiency
motors. However, a qualitative analysis identifies few market barriers to the penetration of high
efficiency motors that can be summarized as under:
1. Technological barriers:
There are certain site conditions and application constraints that would not make it feasible to use
high efficiency motors. The hazardous area motors or flame proof motors, special motors are certain
examples of these cases. Generally these applications could cover approximately 20-30% of the
market leaving behind at least 70-80% potential for HEM s.
2. Economic viability:
Even though technically HEM s can be adopted, there are certain applications where the adoption of
HEM s could be economically unviable. In case of motors used for intermittent duties or low running
hours, the paybacks for the extra cost of the HEM s are high and return on the investment for higher
cost of HEM s will not be beneficial. This may bring the potential down to 40-50% for HEM s
3. Personal barriers:
In spite of 40-50% potential, the penetration levels are as low as 4%. The biggest barrier being the
personal barriers and these can be addressed. The personal barriers include:
•

Low awareness levels with the users: The users are more interested in running of the
process and are less aware about the energy performance parameter of a motor.

•

Supply Constraints: Users prefer lower delivery times for the motor purchases. However,
due to low penetration levels of IE2 (eff1) motors, manufacturers do not maintain stocks
and the delivery periods are higher and users tend to purchase standard motors.
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•

Voluntary Standards: The voluntary standards have enforcement issues. Even though the
voluntary standards help in reducing penetration of low efficiency motors, it does not
necessarily push the high efficiency motors since the users tend to just adhere to
standard requirement.

•

Business owners’ & purchaser’s focus on the (higher) initial purchase price of HEM s
rather than the (lower) life cycle cost. Moreover, their purchase decisions are based on
criteria like low price, reliability, brand of the motor and operations. Increasing focus on
life cycle cost concept, energy performance of motors will help in increasing the
penetration of the HEM s.

•

A lack of tested business models for financing HEM s adoption.

•

Lack of expertise on HEM s with Energy managers and Energy Auditors

There have been efforts from the energy efficiency advocates like International Copper Association in
India along with other stake holders to promote High Efficiency Motors through awareness campaign
and capacity building of end users in adopting HEMs. The Bureau of Indian Standards and the Bureau
of Energy Efficiency with support from energy efficiency advocates like the International Copper
Association, manufacturers’ associations like the Indian Electric and Electronic Manufacturers’
Association and All India Electric Motor Manufacturers’ Association, test laboratories etc. have been
addressing these barriers to improve the penetration of HEMs.
An attempt has been made here to outline the measures taken to address the issue of standards
harmonization and the steps taken in India to implement the new standards and improve the
penetration of high and premium efficiency motors.

Standards Scenario for Energy Efficient Motors
The standards making body in India, Bureau of Indian Standards, first introduced an exclusive
standard for energy efficiency motors in 1989 (IS 12615) which covered 4 pole motors up to 37kW.
Later, the same standard was revised in 2004 with a proactive approach from the motor
manufacturers. This revision covered the scope for all standard continuous duty motors up to 160kW
(2 pole and 4 pole), 132 kW (6 pole) and up to 110kW (8 pole). Based on CEMEP, efficiency levels
eff2 (improved efficiency) and eff1 (high efficiency) had been defined. Apart from the efficiency class
this standard also specifies other performance parameters like breakaway torque, breakaway current,
minimum speed, maximum full load current etc. for each of the rating. In other words, this outlines
performance specifications for energy efficient motors.
The Bureau of Energy Efficiency launched its voluntary labeling plan in 2007 based on this standard –
IS 12615:2004. The labeling plan had limited success since it awarded voluntary endorsement labels
of eff2 and eff1 to the eligible applicants. The major motor manufacturers had recognized efficiency as
a differentiator from the other motor manufacturers and introduced motors with higher efficiency
values than the eff1 levels. Hence the endorsement label failed to encourage such manufacturers to
adopt the labels. Upon the introduction of the new IEC standard 60034-30 for the efficiency
classification of induction motors and subsequent regulations based on the same adopted by different
countries, the Indian manufacturers, Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS), Bureau of Energy Efficiency
(BEE) and other stake holders realized the threat of trade barriers for exports from India and potential
influx of inefficient motors into the Indian market. The global harmonization of efficiency classes and
testing methods and access to global markets triggered the Indian motor industry to harmonize its
standards with the latest IEC standards. During the annual sectional committee meeting of BIS for
rotating machines, the BIS and BEE urged the motor industry to harmonize its standards with IEC with
the immediate focus on revising the existing Indian Standard, IS 12615:2004 to make it in line with
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IEC 60034-30. On the basis of IEC 60034-30 and the performance parameters specified in the
existing version of IS 12615: 2004, the draft of the revised standard IS 12615:2011 has been finalized
and is expected to be released shortly.
The main features of the revised standard are:
•

The ranges covered are from 0.37kW to 375 kW for 2, 4 and 6 poles

•

Intermediate ratings are considered based on the Indian markets.

•

The efficiency classes are in line with IEC 60034-30 termed as IE1, IE2 and IE3

•

The testing method specified is as per IEC 60034-2-1. Checking and building capacity is
the major task in implementation.

•

The other performance parameters like starting torque and starting current are considered
and specified for all three levels (IE1, IE2 and IE3)

•

It also recommends the phase out plan for IE1 and IE2 motors going forward.

3 Phase Squirrel Cage Induction Motors Market In India
More than 90% of the applications run by motors are catered by 3 phase squirrel cage induction
motors of which almost 85% of the market in numbers is below 37 kW. The eight to ten major big
motor manufacturers have a market share of approx. 60% of the total 2.5 million 3 phase, squirrel
cage induction motors manufactured in India. Of the balance 40% market share the small and
medium scale motor manufacturers have regional or local presence across the country. Most of these
manufacturers do have good products conforming to the existing standards but lack large production
facilities and wide market access. There is also a large unorganized cluster of manufacturers who
have small workshops and manufacture small motors. All these manufacturers need support in
upgrading their products, manufacturing and testing facilities and improve their access to the market.

Way Forward
The standard making body, BIS and the regulatory body BEE have been working towards bringing the
supply chain, the end users and other stake holders together to harmonize Indian standards with IEC
taking also into account the Indian market needs and conditions. The effort of harmonization of motor
standards globally and the regulations introduced in different countries have been a trigger to move in
a positive direction. On publishing the new motor standard, BIS and BEE are planning to draw a
realistic but firm time line to introduce minimum Efficiency Performance Standards of IE3.
The following barriers need to be addressed for smooth implementation of these policies.
•

Capacity Building of small and medium scale motor manufacturers to manufacture high
and premium efficiency motors

•

Adequate test facility establishment as per prescribed testing standards.

•

Awareness creation among end users regarding life cycle cost

•

Establishment of incentive mechanisms for adopting high and premium efficiency motors
and penalties in case of deviations

•

Premium efficiency design have an effect on other performance parameters like stating
current, starting torque, slip etc. and the barriers from the markets to accept these
parameters is important

•

Integrate motor driven systems into the process so that the Original Equipment
Manufacturers also appreciate benefits of premium efficiencies. In India, the comparative
star labeling of pump sets is the best example in this direction.
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In order to address these barriers the major measures identified that would be required to be taken
are:
1. Regulatory Measures:
•

Work towards introduction of effective labeling plan for motors and ensure that the
Original Equipment Manufacturers adopt labeled motors with their end products. All the
new stand alone purchases of motors will also adhere to the labeling norms. (As all the
Original Equipment Manufacturers of Refrigerators & Air Conditioners have implemented
Labeling plan).

•

Influence purchase guidelines of motors to specify motors conforming to labeling plan

•

Introduce penalties and incentives for energy performance of energy intensive end users.
(BEE has already introduced its Perform Achieve and Trade scheme popularly known as
PAT scheme. Under this scheme the designated consumers identified as the energy
intensive units have to achieve the (reduced) benchmark consumption levels in their
sector. Over achieving (lower consumption) will incentivise them and under achieving
(higher consumption) will impose penalties.)

•

Capacity building of small and medium scale manufacturers by way of support in motor
designs, market promotion and manufacturing and test facilities.

2. Supply End Measures:
•

Adoption of new standards

•

Upgrading products to conform to new revised standards through improved design, new
innovative technologies and methods so as to make products economical

•

Hand holding of the SME (small and medium sized enterprises) sector by the major motor
manufacturers.

•

End user education and marketing of high and premium efficiency motors

3. End User Pull:
•

Create awareness among the end users regarding new standards

•

Educate decision makers of motor purchases on the aspects of the life cycle cost basis
against the low first cost basis

•

Capacity building of the end use engineers in making a right selection of high and
improved efficiency motors through training workshops, facilitating tools and technical
support.

Conclusion
The penetration of high efficiency motors and premium efficiency motors is low in India. Efforts are
being made to address existing barriers. These efforts include regulatory measures, standards
making and harmonization of Indian Standards with global trends. The global harmonization of motor
efficiency standards has triggered similar activities in India resulting in the revision of its current
standard for energy efficient motors IS 12615 in order to harmonize with the IEC standards.
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The supply chain is making its efforts to meet the challenges posed by the mandatory regulations in
different countries by upgrading their products to meet the international norms.
In spite of the regulatory measures and the supply side involvement, it is required to address the end
users so as to create a pull for high efficiency motors.

BIS and BEE have been working with all the stake holders to implement this standard (IS
12615:2011) by addressing the barriers and planning a way forward to move towards premium
efficiencies in the next 3 to 5 years and compete in the global market. This combined effort of all the
stake holders will ensure that the goal is achieved.
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China Energy Efficiency Standards Update for Motor Systems
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Abstract
The Chinese Government implemented the China Motor System Energy Conservation
Program in “The 11th Five-Year Plan”. Meanwhile, China with support from several
international organizations further increased its efforts in the development and revision of
energy conservation standards for motor systems. In the past two years, China has developed
standards for the minimum allowable values of energy efficiency and values of efficiency grade
for small-power motors, the economic operation of air compressors, a guide for electrical
motor system design and the revision of the standards of the minimum allowable values of
energy efficiency and the energy efficiency grades for small and medium three-phase
asynchronous motors. These standards will further improve motor system energy efficiency
standards in China. They will also play a major role for energy conservation in the future of
China. This paper will introduce the roles and contents of these standards in China.

1. China’s energy conservation policies for motor systems
China increases its motor capacity by 150 million kW every year and currently has a total
capacity over 700 million kW. With an annual electricity consumption footprint of over 200
million kWh, the market accounts for 60% of the country’s total electricity consumption. In
order to deal with climate change, reduce the emission of carbon dioxide and improve the
energy utilization rate of motor systems, the Chinese Government implemented the China
Motor System Energy Conservation Program and established the energy conservation policy
system for motor systems in “The 11th Five-Year Plan” (2006-2010). The current energy
conservation policies for motor systems include: “Tax on Special Equipment for Energy and
Water Conservation”, “Energy Product Certification”, “Energy-Saving Products on the List of
Government Procurement”, “Management of Energy Efficiency Label” and “Rewards for
Energy Conservation”, etc.
In order to promote the use of energy conserving motors and best practices from home and
abroad, the Chinese National Development and Reform Commission together with the Ministry
of Finance included high efficiency motors (HEMs) in the large national financial subsidy
program called the “China Energy Savings Program”. In addition, they promulgated the “Rules
for the Implementation of HEMs - China Energy Savings Program”. The program will provide
financial subsidies to cover the price difference between high and low efficiency products. In
2010, China issued the first batch of high efficiency motor promotion catalogs entitled “China
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Energy Savings program” which included 52 motor manufacturers and 9,497 motor types. In
2011, after further identifying the scope of the motor promotion campaign and production
capacity of the relevant enterprises, China issued the second batch of HEMs promotional
catalogs. These included high efficiency motors with a total rated power of more than 30
million kW which are to be promoted throughout the year. In the second batch of catalogs,
high voltage motors and permanent magnet motors were added into the catalog which had
already included small and medium three-phase asynchronous motors.

China Energy Savings
Program
HEMs

Manufacturer Name

Figure 1: Label of China Energy Savings Program for HEMs
According to China’s energy efficiency standards which are the basis of the implementation of
energy conservation policy, only those motors that have an efficiency level of grade 1 or grade
2 can be listed in the “China Energy Savings Program” catalog and the “Energy Products
Certification” and “Energy-Saving Products on the List of Government Procurement” catalogs.
Motors that cannot meet the grade 3 are prohibited from being produced and sold. In order to
expand and adjust the implementation scope of energy policies for motors, China has
developed

energy efficiency standards for small power motors (Fractional Horse Power

motors) and revised the energy efficiency standards for small and medium three-phase
asynchronous motors.

2. The development of energy efficiency standards for small power
motors
Small power motors are a category of motors encompassing many different motor types
(capacitor run asynchronous motors and two-value capacitor induction motors) and special
motors (fan motors for air conditioners), which have applications in fields such as: industrial,
agricultural as well as home appliances. Currently China's small motors have design and cost
issues which lead to inefficiency compared to motors from other countries.
A new standard to implement all energy conservation policies for small power motors and
improve the energy efficiency of small power motors was released on 1 January 2011, and will
be taking effect from July 1, 2011. The standard called 'GB 25958-2010 Minimum allowable
values of energy efficiency and values of efficiency grade for small-power motors' is the
newest standard in the energy saving and standardization system of motors. Based on the
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production and application of small power motors in China, the standards classify grades on
the following:
l

targeted energy efficiency value

l

energy saving evaluation value

l

energy efficiency of motors,

The standard applies to small –power motors with voltage below 690V and with 50Hz AC
power supply, including small and medium three-phase asynchronous motors (10W-2200W•
2-pole\4-pole\6-pole),

capacitor

starting

asynchronous motors

(120W-3700W

•

2-pole\4-pole\6-pole), asynchronous motors with double-value capacitors (250W-3000W •
2-pole\4-pole) and capacitor starting and run motor for air conditioner fans (6W-550W•
4-pole\6-pole\8-pole).
The energy standards for small power motors stipulate that the allowable motor performance
value is within the rated output efficiency level, the motor efficiency should not be lower than
grade 3 in energy efficiency. The targeted energy efficiency value should not be lower than
grade 2andthe value is effective for after 4 four years from the time the standard came into
effect. When the energy saving evaluation value of the motors performs the rated output
efficiency, the efficiency of motors should not be lower than the grade 2.
The following figures 2-6 are the efficiency curves of 4-pole small power three-phase
asynchronous motors.
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Figure 2: Efficiency curve of 4-Pole small-power three-phase asynchronous motors
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Figure 3: Efficiency curve of 4-Pole capacitor run asynchronous motors
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Figure 4: Efficiency curve of 4-Pole capacitor stat asynchronous motors
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Figure 5: Efficiency curve of 4-Pole two-value capacitor asynchronous motors
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Figure 6: Efficiency curve of 4-Pole room air conditioner fan motors

3 • Revision of energy efficiency standards for small and medium
three-phase asynchronous motors
‘GB18613-2006 Minimum allowable values of energy efficiency and values of efficiency grade
for Small and Medium Three-Phase Asynchronous Motors’ released and promulgated by
China have boosted the mapping of China’s motor energy label and the China Energy Savings
Program. The targeted minimum allowable values per the regulation should be implemented
starting from July 1 2011, after which all the energy efficiency items including grades for small
and medium three-phase asynchronous motors should be revised.
Thus achieving the desired goal of the Also that was the reason that China began to revise
GB186131 The Minimum Allowable Values of Energy Efficiency and the Energy Efficiency
Grades for Small and Medium Three-Phase Asynchronous Motors’ in 2009.
In the revised version of GB 18613, guidance was taken from the following international
standard: IEC 60034-30 Efficiency classes of single-speed, three-phase, cage-induction
motors (IE-code). In the revised issue of GB 18613, the range of the rated power and grades
are consistent with that of IEC 60034-30 and efficiency value of grade 3 stipulated in GB
18613 is consistent with IE2 of IEC 60034-30, the efficiency value of grade 2 regulated in the
new GB 18613 is consistent with IE 3 of IEC 60034-30 and the efficiency value of energy
efficiency grade 1 in the new GB 18613 is consistent with IE4 of the appendix A in IEC
60034-31.

1 ‘The Minimum Allowable Values of Energy Efficiency and the Energy Efficiency Grades for Small and Medium Three-Phase Asynchronous
Motors’ in 2009.
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The current revised GB 18613, which has been submitted to the Standardization
Administration of China, sets the energy efficiency grade, allowable values, targeted energy
efficiency allowable values, energy savings evaluation values and testing methods of small
and medium three-phase asynchronous motors. The new standard applies to: general
application motors or general explosion proof motors featuring: rated voltage up to 1000 V;
50Hz, rated output between 0.75kW and 375kW, 2, 4 or 6 poles; single-speed; enclosed
fan-cooled and N design.
The new GB 18613 stipulates: that the energy efficiency of motor performance minimum
allowable value in rated output power should be no lower than grade 3(IE2); the energy
efficiency of targeted minimum allowable value in rated output power should be no lower than
grade 2(IE3) and the allowable value of 7.5Kw-375kW will come into effect 4 years after the
standards enters into force; the allowable value below 7.5kW will come into effect 5 years after
the standards come into force and replace the regulation of grade 3 energy efficiency; the
energy efficiency of motor energy saving evaluation in rated output power should be no lower
than grade 2. Table 1 shows the energy efficiency grades of motors.
Table 1 Energy efficiency grades of motors
Energy Efficiency •%•
Rated
Power
kW

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

2

4

6

2

4

6

2

4

6

poles

poles

poles

poles

poles

poles

poles

poles

poles

0.75

84.9

85.6

83.1

80.7

82.5

78.9

77.4

79.6

75.9

1.1

86.7

87.4

84.1

82.7

84.1

81.0

79.6

81.4

78.1

1.5

87.5

88.1

86.2

84.2

85.3

82.5

81.3

82.8

79.8

2.2

89.1

89.7

87.1

85.9

86.7

84.3

83.2

84.3

81.8

3

89.7

90.3

88.7

87.1

87.7

85.6

84.6

85.5

83.3

4

90.3

90.9

89.7

88.1

88.6

86.8

85.8

86.6

84.6

5.5

91.5

92.1

89.5

89.2

89.6

88.0

87.0

87.7

86.0

7.5

92.1

92.6

90.2

90.1

90.4

89.1

88.1

88.7

87.2

11

93.0

93.6

91.5

91.2

91.4

90.3

89.4

89.8

88.7

15

93.4

94.0

92.5

91.9

92.1

91.2

90.3

90.6

89.7

18.5

93.8

94.3

93.1

92.4

92.6

91.7

90.9

91.2

90.4
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Energy Efficiency •%•
Rated
Power
kW

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

2

4

6

2

4

6

2

4

6

poles

poles

poles

poles

poles

poles

poles

poles

poles

22

94.4

94.7

93.9

92.7

93.0

92.2

91.3

91.6

90.9

30

94.5

95.0

94.3

93.3

93.6

92.9

92.0

92.3

91.7

37

94.8

95.3

94.6

93.7

93.9

93.3

92.5

92.7

92.2

45

95.1

95.6

94.9

94.0

94.2

93.7

92.9

93.1

92.7

55

95.4

95.8

95.2

94.3

94.6

94.1

93.2

93.5

93.1

75

95.6

96.0

95.4

94.7

95.0

94.6

93.8

94.0

93.7

90

95.8

96.2

95.6

95.0

95.2

94.9

94.1

94.2

94.0

110

96.0

96.4

95.6

95.2

95.4

95.1

94.3

94.5

94.3

132

96.0

96.5

95.8

95.4

95.6

95.4

94.6

94.7

94.6

160

96.2

96.5

96.0

95.6

95.8

95.6

94.8

94.9

94.8

200

96.3

96.6

96.1

95.8

96.0

95.8

95.0

95.1

95.0

250

96.4

96.7

96.1

95.8

96.0

95.8

95.0

95.1

95.0

315

96.5

96.8

96.1

95.8

96.0

95.8

95.0

95.1

95.0

96.6

96.8

96.1

95.8

96.0

95.8

95.0

95.1

95.0

355-37
5

The test for allowable value of energy efficiency and energy saving evaluation values in
GB18613-2006 are identified by the indirect loss analysis in GB/T1032, an stray loss is
calculated at 0.5% of rated input power. Since the original testing method was somewhat
inaccurate in measuring power efficiency, with the improvement in efficiency, there should be
a more precise requirement for the precision in power efficiency testing. Therefore, in this
revision, the testing method of calculating stray loss at 0.5% of rated input power has been
replaced with the input-output power loss analysis used in the new revised GB/T 1032.
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4. The development of other motor system energy saving standards
4.1 Economical operation standards for positive-displacement compressors
Economical operation standards for equipment are the specific energy saving requirements
which utilize economic feasibility as a precondition. The goals of the standards are to save
energy and improve economic benefits using scientific management and technical
improvements while meeting process demand, ensuring safe production, environmental
protection and reliable operation. China issued the GB/T 13470 Economical operation of the
Fan System and GB/T 13469 Economical Operation for the Centrifugal Mixed Flow Axial Flow
and Vortex Pump Systems standard in 1992.

Since the air pressure system is more

complicated than the fan and pump system and its energy efficiency is difficult to evaluate,
China began to develop economical operation standards for air compressors in 2009.
The air compressor systems involved in the standards are the AC motor drives in applications
and also volume-type air compressor systems with air exhaust pressure with a rating of less
than or equal to 1.4MPa of gauge pressure. The alteration, expansion and design of new types
of air compressor systems can also use this as reference. The standards regulate the basic
requirements, evaluation and testing methods for the economical operation of general positive
displacement air compressor systems driven by AC motors. The standards have been
developed and submitted to the Standardization Administration of China for approval.
4.2 Motor system (fan, pump and air compressor) optimization design guide
The general low efficiency of China’s motor systems is the result of poor engineering design.
Ignorance in the adaptation of high efficiency energy equipment in the design stage and a low
level of consideration given to efficiency matching between key and auxiliary equipment have
greatly reduced the overall efficiency of motor systems in China. In order to resolve these
problems and improve the efficiency of China’s motor systems as well as improve the energy
saving design ability, China has completed the development of 'Motor System (Fan, Pump and
Air Compressor) Optimization Design Guide'.
The standards regulate the basic requirements for motor system design, type selection, speed
adjustment method and selection of variable speed devices and the optimization design and
evaluation of motor systems, pump systems and air compressor systems. In addition, the
standards also introduce in the appendix the major type and features of motors, economic
comparison methods of motor system design, type and features of fans, major type and
features of pump and features of air compressors and relevant equipment so as to help
designers select the appropriate type of equipment. Currently, the standards have been
developed and submitted to the Standardization Administration of China for approval.
With the incredible growth of China has also come an increase in energy consumption and at
times waste. As China's motor market accounts for roughly 60% of the total energy
consumption, increases in efficiency will lead to overall decreases in China's energy footprint.
With the implementation of the standards mentioned, China hopes to encourage the
manufacture of more efficient motors which will lead to the realization of an overall savings of
60G kWh and reducing CO2 emissions of 50 million tons per year. These standards and
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efficiency grades for small and medium asynchronous motors will further improve motor
system energy efficiency in China.
In addition, the standards proposed are in line with international a standard, which means that
China is taking internationally accepted measures to increase her energy efficiency and
conserve energy.
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Investigations on a combined star-polygon poly-phase winding for
an induction machine to reduce parasitic harmonic effects
T. Knopik, A. Binder
Institute of Electrical Energy Conversion, Darmstadt University of Technology,
Germany

Abstract
A special series connection of star and delta connected 3-phase windings based on [1], focusing on
the reduction of parasitic harmonic effects as additional losses Padd, harmonic torques Mν, acoustic
noise emission and stator I2R-losses PCu,s is investigated. This winding configuration approximates a
six phase winding system by six 30°el. shifted branch currents. The terminal currents are three-phase
currents, shifted by 120°el. The winding arrangement leads to smaller magneto-motive force (MMF) in
comparison to a three phase winding. It comprises a connection of outer star and inner delta
connected windings with a certain ratio of number of turns NcY vs. Nc∆. The accomplished reduction of
MMF harmonics is shown with an analytical calculation and is checked with the finite element method.
A comparison between measurement results of a totally enclosed fan cooled (TEFC) standard
induction motor M180 (PN = 15kW; UN = 400VY, 2p = 4-poles, fN = 50Hz, rotor slots skewed by one
rotor slot pitch τQr) with a conventional three phase winding and of a similar motor PT180 with this
special six-phase winding arrangement is presented.

1 Introduction
For induction machines with increased efficiency also the stray load losses Padd, caused by the flux
pulsations and the harmonic rotor currents, must be reduced. Hence, the harmonic content of the air
gap MMF Vδ(x,t) has to be minimized. Additionally the harmonic torques during startup of the machine
and the vibrations (see [2]) can be reduced. For reaching this aim, a special series connection of an
outer star and an inner delta connected winding (Fig. 1a) in standard TEFC-induction motors, based
on the ideas presented in [1], is investigated. With this special winding arrangement the air gap MMF
distribution Vδ(x,t)of a 6-phase winding is approximated. The advantage of this arrangement is, that no
6-phase voltage system is needed to generate the six by 30°el. phase shifted currents. With the
series connection of an outer star connected winding and inner delta connected winding (see Fig. 1a)
a current system of six by 30°el. phase shifted currents is reached by applying a conventional 3phase voltage supply with phase shift angles of 120°el. (see Fig. 1b and c). As the phase currents in
the star connected winding part iY(t) are by the factor 3 bigger then those in the delta connected
winding part i∆(t), the number of turns of both parts has to be different (see List of Symbols) [1]. The
magnetizing ampere-turns in both winding parts must be identical (1).
kw1Y⋅NcY⋅qY =

1
3

⋅kw1∆⋅Nc∆⋅q∆

kw1: Winding factor of the fundamental field wave

(1)

The condition (1) is fulfilled e.g. in case that the number of slots per pole and phase of star and delta
winding are different by qY/q∆ = 1/ 3 (e.g. qY/q∆ = 4/7), leading to equal number of turns per coil
NcY = Nc∆ of the star- and delta connected winding parts (see [3]). As this measure would lead to high
numbers of stator slots Qs and different slot pitches τQs, (1) is reached here by dividing the number of
slots per pole and phase q = 4 into qY = q∆ = 2 (see Tab. 3). For this 4-pole prototype motor PT180
(frame size 180mm) the number of turns per phase are chosen as NsY/Ns∆ = 1/ 3 . For the
fundamental air gap MMF and the harmonics, which have ordinal numbers ν = 1+ 2m⋅g with g = 0, ±2,
±4… the air gap MMF harmonics generated by the star and delta winding VδY,ν (x,t) respective
Vδ∆,ν (x,t) are in phase (see chapter 2). For the other harmonic air gap MMF field waves with odd g =
±1, ±3…the air gap MMF, generated by the star and delta winding VδY,ν (x,t) respective Vδ∆,ν (x,t) are
phase shifted by 180°el. and extinguish each other in theory. This is only the case, if the precondition
(1) is exactly satisfied, and the currents i∆(t) and iY(t) have ideal phase shift angle of 30°el. between
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each other and an amplitude ratio of Î∆/ÎY = 1/ 3 . So harmonic field waves Bδν (x,t) with ν = -5, 7, -17,
19,…should not occur anymore. If the other field waves with ordinal numbers • = -11, 13, -23,
25…should also be reduced, it is possible to use a coil pitching W/τp = 11/12 (see [1] and Fig. 2b).
Due to cost restrictions this is not used here with the prototype motor PT180. The reduction of the
harmonics leads to reduced additional losses Padd, smaller harmonic torques Mν and less vibrations
during operation. As the fundamental winding factor kw1 of a 6-phase system with q = 2 is by 3,4%
bigger than for a 3 phase system with q = 4 the number of turns per phase Ns can be reduced by
3,4% to reach the same amplitude for the main flux Φh. Thus the wire diameter can be chosen bigger
by 3,4% to have the same slot fill factor kf as before, leading to an additional reduction of the stator
I2R losses PCu,s for motors with that special winding in comparison to conventional machines. As the
slot-harmonic field waves with ordinal numbers •Q = 1+ Qs/p⋅g = -23, 25, -47, 49…(g = 0 , ±1, ±2,…)
have the same winding factor as the fundamental field wave, they are still dominant. In Chapter 2 a
theoretical analysis of the resulting air gap MMF Vδ(x,t) is done analytically and with the help of FEM
simulations, using the program FLUX2D. Chapter 3 compares the performance of the standard TEFCinduction motor M180 with the prototype motor PT180 in terms of losses, torque curve and vibration.
Measurement results of the efficiency η acc. to [4], the starting curve including the harmonic torques,
the vibrations Y(x,t) of the stator housing during reversal of the direction of rotation and the short
circuit curve Ik(Uk) are presented.

Figure 1:
a) Winding arrangement for a combined star-polygon poly-phase winding acc. to [1] b) Resulting
phase relations for the branch currents a), c) Resulting current system for the winding arrangement in
a)

2 Analysis of resulting MMF in the air gap
The resulting air gap MMF Vδ(x,t) can be derived as sum of all harmonic MMF field waves in the air
gap [3, 5-8]:

V • ( x, t ) =

∞

∑

ν =1, −5, 7 ,...

ν ⋅ x ⋅ π

k d ,ν ⋅ k p,ν
2 m
⋅ ⋅ Ns ⋅
⋅ I ⋅ cos
− ωt 

 τp
π p
ν



(2)

As here no pitching of the coils is used, the corresponding pitching factor kp,ν is 1. Hence the
distribution factor kd,ν is equal to the winding factor kw,ν = kd,ν. For qY = q∆ = 2 the slot angle αQ as
phase shift angle between the voltages of two coils in one coil group αQ = 2π / 2⋅m⋅q = π / 12 = 15°el
in case of the motor with combined star-polygon poly-phase winding is. The winding factor kw,ν = kd,ν is
equal for the star and delta-connected winding parts:
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kdY ,ν = kd• ,ν = kd,ν


sin  q ⋅ν
= 

q ⋅ sin ν


αQ 

2 
. For fundamental field wave ν = 1 kd,1 = 0,9914.
αQ 

2 

(3)

As the branch currents i∆(t) and iY(t) of two adjacent coil groups are shifted by the branch shift angle
ϕb = π/6 = 30°el. in the case of an ideal winding, they can be described as:

π

i• (t ) = 2 ⋅ I ⋅ cos (ωt ), iY (t ) = 2 ⋅ 3 ⋅ I ⋅ cos ωt − 
6


(4)

Combining (4) with (2) yields:

 ν ⋅ x ⋅ π πν 
k ν
π 
2 m
⋅ ⋅ NsY ⋅ dY , ⋅ I ⋅ 3 ⋅ cos
−
−  ωt −   for the Y-winding,
 τp
π p
ν
6 
6  


V•Y,ν (x, t ) =


ν ⋅ x ⋅π
k d• ,ν
2 m
⋅ ⋅ N s• ⋅
⋅ I ⋅ cos
− ωt 

 τp
π p
ν



V••,ν ( x, t ) =

(5)

for the ∆-winding.

With ν = 1+ 2m⋅g and the theorem cos(α ± β) = cos α cos β ± sin α sin β we get:

V•Y,ν (x, t ) =

V••,ν ( x, t ) =

ν ⋅ x ⋅ π

k dY ,ν
2 m
⋅ ⋅ N sY ⋅
⋅ I ⋅ 3 ⋅ (− 1)g ⋅ cos
− ωt 
 τp

π p
ν



for the Y-winding,


ν ⋅ x ⋅π
k d• ,ν
2 m
⋅ ⋅ N s• ⋅
⋅ I ⋅ cos
− ωt 

 τp
π p
ν



for the ∆-winding.

(6)

The superposition of VδY,ν(x,t) and Vδ∆,ν(x,t) leads to the expected extinction of harmonic air gap MMF
waves Vδ,ν(x,t) in case of odd values of g:

V•,ν ( x, t ) = V•Y,ν (x, t ) + V••,ν ( x, t )
V•,ν ( x, t ) =


ν ⋅ x ⋅ π
2 m k d,ν

N 
⋅ ⋅
⋅ I ⋅ 3 ⋅  N sY + s•  ⋅ cos
− ωt  for g even or 0,
 τp

π p ν
3 




V•,ν (x, t ) = 0

(7)

for g odd.

For the standard machine M180 with m = 3, q = 4 and Ns = 2⋅NsY the air gap MMF is given acc. to [8]
by (8):

V•,*ν



k d*,ν
2 m
( x, t ) = ⋅ ⋅ Ns ⋅ ⋅ I ⋅ 3 ⋅ cos ν ⋅ x ⋅ π − ωt 
π p
ν
 τp


(8)

The ratio of the amplitudes of (7) and (8) is:


N 
kd ,ν ⋅  (− 1)g ⋅ NsY + s• 
Vˆ•,ν
3 

=
*
*
ˆ
V
N ⋅k
•,ν

s

(9)

d ,ν

Tab. 1 shows the values of (9) for the standard machine M180 and the prototype PT180 for a) the
ideal case with NcY/Nc∆ = 1/ 3 and b) the realistic case with NcY/Nc∆ = 22/38, but with branch currents
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shifted by 30° acc. to (4). Only in the ideal case the harmonics of ordinal number ν = -5, 7, -17, 19,….
vanish completely. Due to non-ideal ratio NcY/Nc∆ ≠ 1/ 3 and branch shift angles ϕb ≠ 30°el. between
the branch currents in the star and delta winding for motor PT180 with NcY/Nc∆ = 22/38, the air gap
MMF harmonics VδY,ν(x,t) and Vδ∆,ν(x,t) in the star- and delta connected windings have slightly different
amplitudes and therefore the 5th, 7th , 17th,…harmonic do not vanish completly. FEM results in Tab. 1
show that the cancellation for these harmonic field components Bδν with ordinal numbers ν = -5, 7, 17, 19,…is incomplete, but still the amplitudes are only 0,5% in comparison to the conventional 3phase winding (Fig. 2).
The harmonic leakage coefficient σos gives the harmonic content of the stator air gap field [8]:

σ os

2

 k w,ν 

 ⇒ σos =0,0073 for standard motor M180
=
ν ⋅ k 
w,1 
ν >1

∑

(10)

σos =0,0046 for PT180 with NcY/Nc∆ = 1/ 3
In the ideal case of NcY/Nc∆ = 1/ 3 for motor PT180 the harmonic leakage coefficient σos is by 42%
smaller than for the standard motor M180.
Table 1:
Theoretical ratio of harmonic MMF Vδ,ν(x,t)/Vδ,ν*(x,t) for the prototype PT180 in comparison with motor
M180: a) for the ideal case NcY/Nc∆ = 1/ 3 , b) for a realistic choice of number of turns per coil NcY/Nc∆
= 22/38. c) FEM results of air gap flux density Bδν for prototype motor PT180 are compared with
results for the standard motor M180 Bδν* for no-load and nominal load operation.
Bδν/Bδν*

NcY/Nc∆
ν
1
-5
7
-11
13
-17
19
-23
25

a)

b)

c)

1/ 3

22/38

1,035
0
0
-1,035
-1,035
0
0
1,035
1,035

1,033
-0,0053
0,0053
-1,033
-1,033
0,0053
-0,0053
1,033
1,033

22/38
No load
0,973
0,444
0,291
1,405
1,529
0,863
0,570
0,955
0,951

22/38
load
1,009
0,413
0,0022
1,146
1,103
0,531
0,823
0,965
1,051

No load

0,8

0,6

M180_standard motor
PT180_star-delta: NcY=22;NcD=38

0,5
0,4
0,3
0,2

c)

1/ 3

22/38

0
0
-1,035
-1,035
0
0
1,035
1,035

-0,0053
0,0053
-1,033
-1,033
0,0053
-0,0053
1,033
1,033

22/38
No load
0,339
0,714
0,773
0,652
0,822
0,782
0,976
0,986

22/38
load
1,342
1,352
0,767
1,035
1,171
0,812
1,005
1,005

Nominal operation

0,6
0,5
0,4

M180_standard motor
PT180_star-delta: NcY=22;NcD=38
PT180_star-delta: NcY=22;NcD=38_11/12-pitching

0,3
0,2
0,1

0,1
0,0

0,0

1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27
29
31
33
35
37
39
41
43
45
47
49

a)

b)

0,7

0,8

flux density B δ ν (T)

flux density B δ ν (T)

0,9

0,7

NcY/Nc∆
ν
-29
31
-35
37
-41
43
-47
49

a)

ν

b)
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1
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5
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17
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31
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35
37
39
41
43
45
47
49

1,0

Bδν/Bδν*

ν

Figure 2:
Spectrum of the air gap flux density Bδ(x) (FLUX2D calculation) for t = 0, calculated for standard
motor M180 and prototype motor PT180 with NcY/Nc∆ = 22/38 at a) no-load and b) nominal load
operation with PN = 15kW and UN = 400V.
The reduction of the 5th, 7th , 17th ,…harmonics in the FEM calculation is smaller than described in the
theory in (2)-(9), because:
•

In the theoretical analysis of the resulting air gap MMF Vδ(x,t) the influence of the rotor cage
reaction was neglected, so all kinds of rotor field harmonics were disregarded, which is not
the case in the FEM calculation and in reality.

•

As Tab. 2 shows, the currents in the star and delta windings are not ideally phase shifted by
an angle ϕb of 30°el. in the FEM calculations (measurements see Tab. 5). So the assumption
of ideally distributed currents in (4) is not valid here. Additionally the ratio between the branch
currents in the star and the corresponding delta winding IsY/Is∆ is not 3 . The reasons for this
are the non-ideal ratio NcY/Nc∆ = 22/38 leading to some asymmetries between the voltage
drops in the star and delta winding part, and an additional 150Hz circulating current in the
inner delta windings of motor PT180, which does not flow in the outer star winding part (see
Fig. 6b).

Investigations with prototype motor PT180 were done to proof that still advantages in the motor
performance are gained by using the combined star-polygon poly-phase winding. These results are
presented in the following sections.
Table 2:
FEM results of the phase angles ϕb and r.m.s-values of branch currents in the star and delta winding
part iY(t) and i∆(t) for prototype motor PT180 with NcY/Nc∆ = 22/38 at nominal operation; PeN = 17 kW;
UN = 400 VY (values for the no-load operation are given in brackets).
angle ∆Is∆ (A)
wind.

Phase angle Angleϕb = (I / 3 )/I
sY
s∆
ϕ∆ (°)
|ϕY-ϕ∆| (°)

YIsY (A)
wind.

Phase
ϕY (°)

IU

13,8 (4,6)

2,1(-59,5)

IU’

8,5(2,8)

32,5(-25,1)

30,4(34,4)

0,93(0,95)

IV

13,7 (4,6)

121,9(60,2)

IV’

7,7(2,7)

148,1(86,7)

26,1(26,5)

1,02(0,98)

IW

13,8 (4,6)

-118,2(-179,4)

IW’

7,6(2,4)

-85,2(-150,2)

33,1(29,2)

1,01(1,11)

3 Measurement results
To compare the performance of the motor M180 and a prototype machine PT180, which is equipped
with a combined star-polygon poly-phase winding (Fig. 3a), a prototype was built, using the same
geometric structure and having comparable operation data as M180. Tab. 3 summarizes the main
machine data for the standard motor M180 and for the prototype motor PT180 together with
measurement results of the main machine parameters for motor M180, operated with nominal supply
voltage UN = 400VY. Motor PT180 was operated with two different supply voltages UN = 454V and
UN = 467V to search for a minimum magnetizing current. The nominal voltages UN = 454V resp.
UN = 467V for motor PT180 are chosen, so that the power factor cosϕN at nominal load is nearly equal
to the value of the standard motor M180 and that the losses of PT180 at nominal load are small (see
Tab. 3 and Fig. 9a). For a voltage of UN = 467V the MMF per coil Θ = Nc⋅Ic⋅kw,1 of motor PT180 is
equal to the standard motor M180 (Tab 7). Both motors are equipped with the same rotor during the
measurements for a fair comparison. The following measurements were done:
•

Measurement of the loss balance with the in [4] described test Method 1 and measurement of
the voltages and currents in the star and delta connected winding parts of prototype motor
PT180 (Fig. 3).
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•

Measurement of the torque-slip curve M(s) and of the axial vibration Y(s) at the end shield of
the NDE-side (Fig. 7) in the slip range s = 0…2.

•

Thermal test run acc. to [4].

•

Measurement of the short circuit curve Ik (Uk).

3.1 Measurement of loss balance acc. to [4]:
The loss balance of both motors was measured acc. to test Method 1 in [4] (see Tab. 4). Fig. 4a
shows the measurement results of the stray load losses Padd,load from the input-output test for standard
motor M180 in comparison to the input-output test results for the prototype motor PT180 with two
different line-to-line supply voltages UN = 454V and 467V. The measured stray load losses Padd,load,
and for UN = 467 V also the iron losses PFe, which include the additional no load losses Padd,s=0 [9], are
smaller for the motor PT180, due to the reduction of the harmonics of ordinal numbers ν = -5, 7, -17,
19,…as explained in the previous section 2. Therefore the efficiency η of motor PT180 with 467V
voltage supply is by 1% higher, compared to motor M180 at nominal load PN = 15kW (see Tab. 4 and
Fig 4b). For the judgment of the measurement results of the two different motors one has to consider
the different manufacturing processes, which lead to bigger winding overhangs of PT180 and a better
winding impregnation. This is discussed in the following:
Table 3:
Machine data for standard motor M180 and prototype motor PT180 with two supply voltages.
Efficiency ηdirect is measured directly after thermal test without recalculation acc. to [4], Method 1.
Geometric quantities
Pole count 2p
Iron length lFe (mm)
Stator-/Rotor slots Qs/ Qr
Turns per coil Nc
Parallel branches a
Slots per pole and phase
Rotor skewing bsk (mm)

M180
4
170
48/40
22
2
q=4
12,9

PT180
4
170
48/40
Y:25; ∆:43
2
qY = q∆= 2
12,9

Measured quantities
Nominal voltage UN (V)
Power factor cosϕN
Nominal current IsN (A)
Nominal speed nN (rpm)
Nominal torque MN (Nm)
Nominal power PN (kW)
Efficiency ηdirect (%)

M180
400Y
0,809
29,7
1465,5
98,06
15,05
90,15

PT180
454 (467)
0,823 (0,806)
25,5 (25,2)
1465 (1466)
98,1 (97,9)
15,04 (15,07)
91,05 (91,33)

Figure 3:
a) Prototype motor PT180 with terminal box for ∆- and Y- connection of the combined star-polygon
plural phase winding, b) Test bench for measurement of the branch currents and voltages in the ∆and Y-winding during operation of motor PT180.
Fig. 1a) shows that the line-to-line resistance RLL for combined star-polygon poly- phase winding can
be calculated as the resistance sum of the star-connected coil and delta-connected coils:
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2R 2  1
RLL, PT180 =  2 ⋅ RY + •  ⋅ = 0,527Ω, phase resistance Rs,PT180 = 0,263Ω (ϑ = 20°C)

3R•  a

average measured resistance of star coils RY = 0,269Ω (ϑ = 20°C),

(11)

average measured resistance of delta coils R∆ = 0,773Ω (ϑ = 20°C).

RLL,M180 = 2 ⋅ Rs = 0,39Ω, average measured phase resistance Rs,M180 = 0,194Ω (ϑ = 20°C).
Related to the nominal resistance ZN = UN/IN in case of a comparable power factor cosϕN (Tab. 3), the

0,194• ⋅ 29,7A ⋅ 3
= 0,0249 and for Motor
400V
0,263• ⋅ 25, 24A ⋅ 3
=
= 0,0246 , hence both are equal. Actually
467V

per unit phase resistance for Motor M180 is rs, M180 =
PT180 with UN = 467V it is rs, PT180

due to the 3,5% bigger fundamental winding factor kW1,P180/kW1,M180 = 0,9914/0,9577 = 1,035 (3) the
per-unit phase resistance rs,PT180 for Motor PT180 could be 3,5% smaller, if the same fill factor kf for
both motors is used. Due to the manual manufacturing process of the poly-phase stator winding and
due to the increased amount of coil connections for motor PT180 on the connection side (DB-side in
Fig. 3a), the axial length of the winding overhang is by 78 mm/70 mm = 11% bigger than for motor
M180. The corresponding increase of the phase resistance Rs compensates the possibility to reduce
the value of rs,PT180. Basically no difference between the winding overhangs should occur, so in
addition the measured stator RI2-losses in Tab. 4 can be reduced by 3,5% in case of equal overhangs
(see values in brackets in Tab. 4). The reduction of total losses Pd by ca. 176 W for motor PT180 with
UN = 467V, together with reduced stator RI2-losses, would lead to lower temperature rise ∆ϑ = ϑ ϑambient of the average winding temperature. The average winding temperature is evaluated by
multiplication of the measured temperature in the winding overhangs with a correction factor, that is
determined via the resistance measurement during the cooling process of the motor after the thermal
test, as described in [4]. The main reason for the lower winding temperature of motor PT180 is the
reduced total losses Pd. Furthermore due to the different impregnation processes for motors M180
and PT180, the following difference in the heat transfer can be derived (here for motor PT180 with UN
= 467V):

α PT180 Pd, PT180 ∆ϑwinding, end, M180 1397 W 64,7 K
=
⋅
=
⋅
= 1,052
α M180 Pd, M180 ∆ϑwinding, end, PT180 1573W 54,6K

(12)

Table 4:
Measured [4] loss balance at nominal operation for standard motor M180 and prototype PT180 for
two input voltages. All RI2 losses are referenced to an ambient temperature ϑamb = 25°C. A correction
of stator RI2-losses in case of equal winding overhangs of both motors is given in brackets. All motors
are rotating in the same clock-wise direction.

Nominal Voltage UN (V)
Input power Pe (W)
2
Stator RI -losses (W)
Iron losses PFe + add. no load losses Padd,s=0 (W)
Rotor RI2-losses (W)
Stray load losses Padd,load (W)
Friction and windage losses Pfr+w (W)
Total losses Pd (W)
Output power Pm (kW)

M180
400
16602,90
648,04
223,29
358,24
254,13
89,43
1573,13
15029,75
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PT180
454
16521,80
626,43 (604,50)
233,49
364,45
199,06
89,65
1513,1 (1491,2)
15,008 (15,030)

PT180
467
16470,7
604,01 (582,86)
198,62
348,72
159,35
86,68
1397,4 (1376,2)
15,073 (15,094)

Efficiency η (%)
600

90,52

Efficiency η

92,00
91,50

Efficiency η (%)

P add,load(W)

91,51 (91,64)

92,50

Additional losses P add,load

500
400
300
200

M180_U=400V
PT180_U=454V
PT180_U=467V

100

0,0

0,5

1,0

1,5

2

(M /M N) ~ (I t/I tN)

2

2,0

91,00
90,50
90,00
89,50
89,00
88,50

M180_U=400V
PT180_U=454V
PT180_U=467V

88,00

0

a)

90,84 (90,97)

2,5

b)

87,50
3000

8000

13000

18000

Output power P m (W)

23000

Figure 4:
Comparison of motors M180 and PT180 a) Stray load losses Padd,load from the input-output test acc.
to [4] Test Method 1, b) Efficiency η for different values of the output power Pm, measured acc. to Test
Method 1 in [4]. For the comparison, the values are recalculated to a reference ambient temperature
of ϑamb = 25°C as explained in [4].
For motor PT180 the temperature rise in the overhang of the delta winding part ∆ϑ∆ is measured 3,3%
higher than the temperature rise in the overhang of the star winding ∆ϑY. The reason for this is an
additional 150Hz circulating current in the delta winding, that is induced by the 3rd harmonic air gap
field (Fig. 6b) due to saturation of the iron [8]. The corresponding additional RI2-losses reduce the
savings of the additional losses Padd, s=0 only by 6⋅R∆⋅I∆2 = 6⋅0,962Ω ⋅ (0,55A)2 = 1,74 W (at
ϑwinding = 83°C) and occur already at no-load for Motor PT180 (Fig. 6). Fig. 6a) shows the measured
voltages and currents in the delta and star winding part of the motor PT180 during no load operation.
Tab. 5 summarizes the measured currents and phase angles ϕ for nominal operation. As in the
results of the FEM-simulation (Tab. 2), the relation between the amplitudes are not ideally IsY/Is∆ = 3 ,
and the branch shift angles ϕb between adjacent coil groups of star and delta winding differ slightly
from 30°el. This prohibits a complete extinction of the harmonic field waves with ordinal numbers ν = 5, 7, -17, 19,… (see section 2).

temperatur rise ∆ϑ(K)

70

∆ϑ∆,end = 61,5 K
∆ϑY,end = 59,5 K

60

∆ϑwinding,end = 54,6 K

50
40
30

temp. in delta-winding overhang
temp. in star-winding overhang
avarage winding temp.

20

70

∆ϑ∆,end = 68,6 K

∆ϑwinding,end = 64,7 K

60
50
40

temp. in winding overhang
avarage winding temp.

30
20
10

10

a)0

Temperatur rise ∆ϑ at nominal
operation of motor M180

80

temperatur rise ∆ϑ (K)

Temp. rise ∆ϑ at nominal
operation of motor PT180

80

0

0

5000

time t (s) 10000

b)

15000

0

5000 time t (s) 10000

15000

Figure 5:
Thermal test run acc. to [4] at nominal load and UN = 467V for: a) prototype motor PT180 with
thermal sensors in the winding overhangs of adjacent delta and star winding part on the DE-side, b)
motor M180 with a thermal sensor in the winding overhang of the DE-side. Additionally for both
motors the average winding temperature is calculated with a correction of the measured values, as
explained in the text (see [4]).
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Table 5:
Measured branch currents IsY resp. Is∆ and phase angles ϕ in the delta and in the star connected
winding parts of the prototype motor PT180 during nominal operation with UN = 454V and PN = 15kW.
Y-wind. IsY (A)

Phase angle ∆-wind.
ϕY (°)

IU
IV
IW

-97,73
141,0
21,78

12,87
12,84
12,59

IU’
IV’
IW’

Is∆ (A)

Phase angle Angleϕb = (I / 3 )/I
sY
s∆
ϕ∆ (°)
|ϕY-ϕ∆| (°)

7,38
7,38
7,57

-67,81
173,91
53,08

-29,92
-32,91
-31,3

1,006
1,004
0,96

b)

a)

Figure 6:
a) Measured voltages and currents in the star and delta connected winding parts (see Fig. 1) of the
motor PT180 during no-load operation with UN = 454V (star-connected: UU, UV, UW resp. IU, IV, IW ;
delta-connected: UU’, UV’, UW’ resp. IU’, IV’, IW’), b) FFT-analysis of the branch current in the deltaconnected winding and of iU(t) in the star-connected winding of motor PT180 at nominal operation with
UN = 454V and PN = 15kW.
3.2 Measurement of the starting curve and the vibrations during startup:
Due to interaction of stator and rotor harmonic field waves Bsν (x,t) and Brµ (x,t) during the startup of
the machine additional harmonic asynchronous and synchronous torques occur [8, 10]. Furthermore
the interaction of these harmonic field waves generates radial force waves σr (x,t) in the air gap, which
excite vibrations of the stator housing and lead to acoustic noise emission [2]. So a reduction of the
harmonics due to the usage of the combined star-polygon poly-phase winding can be proofed by
measuring the dynamic start-up curve and the vibration of the housing during reversion of the rotation
direction [10]. Fig. 7 shows the measurement set-up for the reversion test. The motor is running at
almost synchronous speed, when two supply phases are inter-changed, so that the motor slip
changes from s = 0 to s = 2. During this reversion of the direction of rotation the rotational
acceleration Ω& is measured. By using Newton’s first law of motion the dynamic shaft torque curve
M(s) can be derived with the sum of the rotor inertia J = Jrotor + Jadd and the friction torque Mf of the
bearings (13). In order to slow down the reversion process to get quasi stationary torque results, the
inertia is increased by an additional steal disc (Jadd).

J ⋅ Ω& = M ( s) − M f .

(13)

The angular speed Ω and therefore the slip s = (Ω - Ωsyn)/Ωsyn are derived by integration of the
measured acceleration Ω& . Due to the additional inertia Jadd the same breakdown torque Mb is
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reached from the dynamic torque measurement as for the static torque curve. Rules for dimensioning
the additional inertia can be found in [10]. The axial vibration Y(z,t) is measured at the end shield on
the NDE-side of both motors during reversion of rotation by an acceleration sensor and a double
integration of the acceleration signal Y&& (Fig. 7).
Fig. 8 a) and b) show that the asynchronous harmonic torque, caused by harmonic field wave with the
ordinal number ν = -5, having its synchronous slip at ssyn,ν = 1-1/ν = 1,2, is vanishing completely for
motor PT180, but is visible for motor M180. The synchronous harmonic torque at slip s = (ν 1)/(ν + 1) = 0,9, generated by the field harmonics with ν = -µ = 19, does not appear in the
measurements for motor PT180, whereas it is leading to a distortion of the torque curve at s = 0,9 for
motor M180. Both harmonic field waves ν = -5 and 19 have a reduced amplitude in motor PT180 due
to the star-polygon poly-phase winding (see Tab. 1). Because of the lower harmonic leakage
coefficient σos (10) for motor PT180, the breakdown torque Mb = 3⋅MN = 297,8 Nm is by 3,1% bigger in
case of UN = 454V and in case of UN = 467V it is Mb = 3,2⋅MN = 315,1 Nm, which is 9,1% bigger in
comparison to motor M180 (Tab. 6). The measurement of the axial vibrations Y(z,t) at the end shield
on the NDE-side for both motors during the reversion of rotation shows, that dominant axial vibrations
at slip s = 0,8…0,9 and s = 1,1…1,2 are bigger for motor M180 in comparison to Motor PT180. So
due to the reduced harmonic field with ordinal numbers ν = -5, 7, -17, 19,… the amplitudes of the
magnetic force waves can be reduced. This can lead to a reduced acoustic noise emission for motor
PT180 at nominal operation [2].

Figure 7:
Measurement set-up for the reversion test acc. to [10] with a rotational acceleration sensor for the
dynamic torque measurement and an acceleration sensor for the measurement of the axial vibration
at the end shield of the NDE-side.
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asynchronous
torque ν = -5
synchronous
torque ν = -µ = 19

a)

c)

d)

b)
Figure 8:

Measured torque-slip-curve M(s) and axial vibration amplitude Y(s) at the end shield on the motor
NDE-side during reversion of rotation with a supply voltage UN = 454V of prototype motor PT180 (a,
b) and of the standard motor M180 (c, d).
Table 6:
Measured torque values for the standard motor M180 and the prototype motor PT180 with UN = 454V
(calculation M*= (U*/U)2⋅M for UN = 467V).

Starting torque Ms=1 (Nm)
Pull-up torque Mp (Nm)
Break down torque Mb (Nm)
Nominal torque MN (Nm)

M180 (UN = 400V)
233,5
208,5
288,8
98,06

PT180 (UN = 454V)
236,8
224,3
297,8
98,11

PT180 (UN = 467V)
250,6
237,3
315,1
97,94

3.3 Measurement of the stall-curve:
The effective number of turns per phase (1) for motor PT180 is kw1Y⋅NcY⋅qY + 1 / 3 ⋅kw1∆⋅Nc∆⋅q∆ = 98,79
and for motor M180 only kw1⋅Nc⋅q = 84,28. So the effective number of turns per phase of prototype
motor PT180 is 17% higher, compared to motor M180. The measured stator line-to-line resistance for
motor PT180 is RLL = 0,519Ω (at ϑ = 20°C) and is therefore 34% higher than for motor M180 with a
phase resistance RLL = 0,39Ω (ϑ = 20°C) (11). The short circuit current Ik for standard motor M180 at
nominal voltage UN = 400V is 28% bigger than for prototype motor PT180 although the nominal
voltage UN for motor PT180 is by 454V/400V = 1,14 (467V/400V = 1,17) bigger (Tab. 7). At stall the
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short circuit current is limited by the sum of the ohmic resistances per phase Rs + Rr and the leakage
reactances Xsσ + Xrσ of stator and rotor. As the rotor is the same for both motors PT180 and M180,
the resulting bigger stator stray impedance Z = Rs + jωLsσ is the reason for the smaller short circuit
current of motor PT180. In addition to the measured 34% higher line-to-line resistance RLL for motor
PT180, the leakage reactance Lsσ ∼ Ns2 is much bigger for motor PT180 than for motor M180 due to
larger number of turns per phase of Motor PT180. The FEM-results for the stall-curve (Fig. 9b) proof
that if the number of turns for the star-connected coils NcY is decreased to 22 (Nc∆ = 3 NcY • 38) for
prototype motor PT180, the short-circuit current Ik (Uk = 400V) is nearly as big as for motor M180.
Operation at different supply voltages and
0,95
nominal load P N = 15kW

250

0,90

200

30

0,85

25
20
15
10
5

a)
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power factor cos ϕ

Phase current I s(A)

35

0
350
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0,75
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Figure 9:
a) Measured phase current Is, power factor cosϕ and efficiency η at nominal output power PN =
15kW for motor PT180 for different supply voltages ULL, b) Measured short circuit current Ik (Uk) for
standard motor M180 in comparison with prototype motor PT180. Additionally FEM results for Ik (Uk)
of motor M180 and prototype motor PT180 with NcY/Nc∆ = 25/43 and NcY/Nc∆ = 22/36 are shown.

Table 7:
Measurement results of the no load and the stall test for standard motor M180 and prototype motor
PT180.

Nominal voltage UN (V)
No-load current I0 (A)
No-load MMF per coil (A)
Power factor at no load cosϕ0
Elec. input power at no load P0
(W)
Short-circuit
current Ik (A)
Power factor at stall cosϕk
Elec. input power at stall Pk (kW)

M180
400
13,61
287A
0,055
518,3
203,7
0,495
69,8

PT180
454
10,57
262A
0,053
441,3
158,3
0,506
62,8

PT180
467
11,58
287A
0,051
479,3
162,2
0,503
65,9

4 Conclusions
A prototype motor PT180 with a combined star-polygon poly-phase winding is compared to standard
cage induction motor M180 with a conventional 3-phase single-layer winding and the same geometric
data. In theory an expected decrease of the stray load losses Padd,load for Motor PT180 due to the
reduction of the field wave harmonics with ordinal numbers ν = -5, 7, -17, 19,… should occur, which
was proofed by measurements. Measurement of the branch currents in the delta-connected winding
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part show that a circulating 150Hz-current occurs during operation of the motor PT180, which gives
less reduction of Padd,load. The efficiency η of motor PT180 is increased by ca. 1% at operation with
nominal voltage UN = 467V (and by 0,3% at UN = 454V) in comparison to the standard motor M180.
The measured torque-slip curve M(s) in the slip range of s = 0 ... 2 shows the reduction of at least the
ν = -5th and ν = 19th stator field harmonic, as the corresponding harmonic asynchronous resp.
synchronous torque vanishes for the prototype motor PT180. The measured axial vibrations Y(x,t) at
the end shield on the NDE-side of both motors during reversion of rotation are smaller for motor
PT180.
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Abstract
This paper mainly focuses on the recent progress in the: optimization of the production process,
development of high efficiency copper rotor motors as well as new copper rotor motor standards in
China. Optimization during the casting process makes it more economical to produce high quality
copper rotors via casting. The development of IE3 and IE4 copper rotor motors are introduced, and
the detailed performance analysis is given. The new national standards for super efficiency copper
rotor motors and flame proof copper rotor motors are also introduced.

1. Introduction:
Squirrel cage induction motors are the mostly used motors at present. Squirrel cage induction motors
took a share of over 85% of the total middle and small motors output in 2007 in China[1]. Currently,
squirrel cage induction motors are widely applied in industries, agriculture, national defense,
commerce, public facilities and transportation, becoming an inseparable core motors for all kinds of
industries.
Currently, the rotors of the squirrel cage induction motors are produced by aluminum die casting
technique with the advantages of high efficiency and low cost of rotors. It is known that the copper’s
conductivity of electricity is around 40% higher than that of aluminum. If copper is used to replace the
current widely used aluminum cast rotors, the total loss of motors will be reduced obviously, hence
increasing the overall efficiency of motors. Copper rotors can produce high efficient and even super
premium motors, hence higher energy efficiency of motors of the same size. Redesign of motor’s
rotors and stators in line with the property of cast copper rotors can maximize the efficiency to reach
higher or even super premium energy efficiency.
While reducing the motor losses, the coil temperature of rotors and stators will be lowered due to the
fact that the amount of energy transferred into thermal energy has been reduced. Lower temperature
means that smaller fan can be used or with no fan at all, a move that reduces the friction loss and air
resistance of additional components so as to improve the motor’s efficiency. At the same time,
reducing motor’s working temperature will greatly extend the life expectancy of motors and lower
maintenance fee. Normally, 10 degree Celsius of temperature reduction of motors can double the life
expectancy of insulated materials. Under normal maintenance conditions, motors with copper rotors
enjoy a longer usage period and higher reliability.
Because copper’s electrical resistivity is low, electric current in the rotors of the same induction
voltage is bigger than that of aluminum rotors; therefore fewer materials can be used to produce
motors with the same power and efficiency. It is because of the material used has been reduced, cast
copper motors of the same power and efficiency will enjoy lower material cost, lighter weight and
smaller volume than the conventional motors. At the same time, the excellent anti-corrosion features
of copper can make cast copper motors have better environmental tolerance and reliability. All the
advantages provide a broader and more flexible design space for motor designers and producers,
making them pursue higher efficiency, lower cost, smaller volume and lower weight or strike a balance
among all the factors.
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The above mentioned excellent features of cast copper rotor motors make the motors enjoy a broad
application in ordinary industrial motors, electric vehicles, hybrid vehicles, submersible pump motors,
swimming pool circulation pump motors, crane motors, aviation control motors, high speed spindle
motors, nuclear station motors, military used special motors and small wind power generation motors.
Die casting of pure copper is the obstacle of promoting the large application of cast copper rotors, a
difficulty caused by high melting point of copper. The melting point of pure copper (1083ºC) is much
higher than that of aluminum (660ºC). But in the actual production, the pouring temperature of copper
liquid is as high as 1200°C which has a demanding requirement for the anti-high temperature property
of the mould materials. If the current aluminum die casting mould is used for cast copper rotors, the
life expectancy is just 1/100th of the cast aluminum. The too high die casting temperature will lower
the life expectancy of moulds and hence increase the cost of producing cast copper rotors, becoming
a major obstacle of promoting cast copper rotors. [2]
To deal with it, International Copper Association began to conduct relevant researches starting from
1994 and made a series of progress. In China, International Cooper Association worked with
Yunnan Copper Die-die casting Technology Co., Ltd and Nanyang Explosion Protection Group Co.,
Ltd to launch the commercial production of copper rotors. Currently, the two companies have began to
producing high quality copper rotors, churning out more than 60 types of high quality cast copper
rotors with different specifications for 15 clients.
This article will elaborate on the latest development of cast copper rotors in China, including the
improvement of die casting techniques, the R&D of super premium motors, R&D of special motors
and the promulgation of standards for die casting copper rotors.

2. The improvement of die casting technique:
The production of large scale and economic copper rotors by die casting has the following 3
difficulties:
A.

Melting technology of pure copper

Since copper is easy to be oxidized under high temperature, it is easy to prevent the oxidation of
copper liquid in laboratories, but more difficult to do so in plant (large scale commercial production).
As the content of oxide in copper has a direct bearing on the electric conductivity of copper, therefore
failure to control the oxidation of liquid copper will greatly reduce the conductivity of copper, seriously
affecting the property of motors.
B.

Copper casting process

The crystal structure and metallurgy property of pure copper make copper casting difficult, at the
same time in the process of actual casting, the casting process needs to be optimized to reduce the
possibility of flaws such as air vent so as to improve the quality of rotors.
C.

Mould

In the aspect of mould, the selection of mould materials and design need to be considered. High
property of mould materials and optimized design of mould structure can offset the impact of high
temperature copper liquid on mould’s property so as to improve the life expectancy and reduce
production cost.
In response to the above mentioned issues, International Copper Association has helped
Yunnan Copper Die-die casting Technology Co., Ltd and Nanyang Explosion Protection Group Co.,
Ltd to do relevant researches and put forward the solution of producing cast copper rotors based on
horizon casting machine. Currently, cast copper rotors have been produced massively based on this
solution which includes the followings:
A.

Melting technology of pure copper: melting system, feeding system, and innovative methods of
protecting pure copper from oxidation.
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B.

Copper casting process: die casting simulation software of pure copper based on horizon casting
machine and the control of casting parameters.

C.

Mould: several types of innovative mould materials suitable for pure copper die casting,
simulation software of mould temperature field and fresh new mould structure design.

Thanks to the innovative improvement, currently, the solution based on horizon die casting machine
can greatly prolong the life expectancy of mould and reduce production cost and improve the product
quality. As shown in figure 1:

Figure 1, internal quality of cast copper rotors
Currently, the solution based on horizon casting machine has been mature and entered into
commercial and mass production.

3. The development and property analysis of super premium cast copper
motors:
It is beyond doubt that the use of cast copper rotors is the simplest and the most economically reliable
way of improving motor efficiency. In China, we have successfully developed NEMA Premium series
and IE3 series of super premium cast copper motors based on cast copper rotors. Table 1 shows the
NEMA Premium motors series.

Table 1, NEMA Premium CMR motor series
Frame Size

Pole

Rated Power (kW)

140

4

0.75
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1.1
1.5
6

0.75
2.2

4
3.7
180
1.1
6
1.5
5.5
4
7.5
210
2.2
6
3.7
11
4
15
250
5.5
6
7.5

Table 2 gives IE3 series CMR motors.

Table 2, IE3 efficiency CMR motor series
Frame Size

Pole

Rated Power (KW)
0.75

2
80

1.1
4

0.75
1.5

2
2.2
1.1
90

4
1.5
0.75
6
1.1

100

2

3

4

2.2

157

3

112

6

1.5

2

4

4

4

6

2.2
5.5

2
7.5
5.5
4
132

7.5
3
6

4
5.5
11

2

15
18.5
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11
4
15
7.5
6
11
2

22
18.5

180

4
22
6

15
30

2
37
200

4

30
18.5

6
22

In the trial production, we found that motors with cast copper rotors are easy to reach the efficiency of
NEMA Premium (IE3) or higher efficiency, as shown in the following chart. This is very important to
the small and middle motor producers. Due to lack of sufficient R&D capability and high quality of
silicon steel sheet and precision control over production process, producing NEMA Premium (IE3)
motors with conventional cast aluminum rotors is more difficult for small and middle motor producers,
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especially for those in developing countries like China. While cast copper rotors have provided them
with a simple and economic way of producing more efficient and super premium motors.
Table 3, Efficiency measured by IEEE122B
Type

NEMA Premium Standard

Copper Rotor Motor

143T- 4 1HP (0.75kW)

85.50%

86.2%

182T- 4 3HP (2.2kW)

89.50%

91.04%

213T-4 7.5HP(5.5kW)

91.70%

92.68%

Through the R&D of NEMA Premium and IE3 series super premium cast copper rotor motors, we
found that super premium cast copper rotor motors have the following index properties. We will take
IE3 series motors as the example to introduce the test performance as following.
We have set whole sets of performance goal to begin the development which includes efficiency,
operational temperature, power factor, Max torque, locked torque and locked current.
A.

Efficiency
Efficiency will be in accordance with the standard of IE3 50Hz in IEC60034-30 and the test
method for efficiency will follow IEEE112 B.

B.

Temperature increase, vibration and noise
The resistivity of copper is around 60% of aluminum which can effectively reduce the losses of
rotors. At the same time, copper bar has better heat conductivity than aluminum bar; therefore
the use of cast copper rotors can effectively reduce temperature increase, external diameter and
noise. The temperature increase, vibration and noise standards shall be consistent with that of
YX3(Chinese standard motor, roughly IE2)

C.

Power factors
According to the previous trial production of cast copper motors, power factors have the trend of
being reduced and it is obviously clear within 0.75kW-7.5kW. The reduction of power factors can
be contributed to the higher efficiency, improvement of initiation property and availability of
effective materials. In addition, the great improvement of efficiency of small power frame and the
adoption of different methods to increase efficiency have resulted in the great reduction of power
factors. This can be seen from experimental data of other high efficient and super premium
motors.
The power factor indices have been lower compared with YX3 series, the following table is the
comparison:
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Table 4, Power factor standards comparison of YX3 series and cast copper rotors
Synchronous Rational Speed (r/min)
Power (KW)

Motor Types
3000

1500

1000

YX3series

0.83

0.75

0.72

Cast copper motors

0.82

0.7

0.68

YX3series

0.83

0.75

0.73

Cast copper motors

0.82

0.7

0.68

YX3series

0.84

0.75

0.74

Cast copper motors

0.83

0.7

0.69

YX3series

0.85

0.81

0.74

Cast copper motors

0.84

0.75

0.72

YX3series

0.87

0.82

0.74

Cast copper motors

0.86

0.81

0.72

YX3series

0.88

0.82

0.74

Cast copper motors

0.87

0.81

0.72

YX3series

0.88

0.82

0.75

Cast copper motors

0.87

0.81

0.74

YX3series

0.89

0.83

0.78

Cast copper motors

0.88

0.82

0.74

YX3series

0.89

0.85

0.79

Cast copper motors

0.89

0.85

0.77

YX3series

0.89

0.86

0.81

Cast copper motors

0.89

0.86

0.81

YX3series

0.89

0.86

0.81

Cast copper motors

0.89

0.86

0.81

YX3series

0.89

0.86

0.82

Cast copper motors

0.89

0.86

0.81

0.75

1.1

1.5

2.2

3

4

5.5

7.5

11

15

18.5
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D.

Max torque Multiple
The value of the max torque multiple and the overloading capacity of characterization motors.
The improvement of the torque will increase the motor capacity of fending off over loading. The
max torque of cast copper motors is relatively higher than YX3 series; therefore it is improved
than YX3 series while identifying the max torque index. The average value of YX3 series is 2.2
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times, that of the cast copper motors is 2.4 times, 10% higher than YX3 series. The details are in
table 5:

Table 5, Comparison of the max torque multiple standard value of YX3 series and cast copper
motors
Synchronous Rational Speed (r/min)
Power (KW)

Motor Types
3000

1500

1000

YX3series

2.3

2.3

2.1

Cast copper motors

2.5

2.8

2.6

YX3series

2.3

2.3

2.1

Cast copper motors

2.5

2.8

2.5

YX3series

2.3

2.3

2.1

Cast copper motors

2.4

2.7

2.4

YX3series

2.3

2.3

2.1

Cast copper motors

2.4

2.5

2.3

YX3series

2.3

2.3

2.1

Cast copper motors

2.4

2.5

2.3

YX3series

2.3

2.3

2.1

Cast copper motors

2.4

2.4

2.2

YX3series

2.3

2.3

2.1

Cast copper motors

2.4

2.4

2.2

YX3series

2.3

2.3

2.1

Cast copper motors

2.4

2.4

2.2

YX3series

2.3

2.3

2.1

Cast copper motors

2.4

2.4

2.2

YX3series

2.3

2.3

2.1

Cast copper motors

2.4

2.4

2.2

YX3series

2.3

2.3

2.1

Cast copper motors

2.4

2.4

2.2

YX3series

2.3

2.3

2.1

Cast copper motors

2.4

2.4

2.2

0.75

1.1

1.5

2.2

3

4

5.5

7.5

11

15

18.5

22
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E.

Locked torque multiples and locked current multiples
Since copper’s resistivity is lower than that of aluminum, with the adoption of cast copper rotor,
the resistivity of rotors will be reduced while the efficiency of motors will be increased greatly.
However, the locked torque of motors will be lowered accordingly and locked current multiples
will increase. Therefore, rotor trough must be optimized to form rotor punching suitable to the
features of cast copper so as to ensure the locked performance of cast copper motors. The
locked torque multiples and locked current multiples of cast copper rotors should be consistent
with YX3 series.

The typical sample cast copper rotor motors has 8 specifications, 16 sample machines. The following
is the result of all the indices trial production:
A.

Power factors
Seen from Table 6, 5 of the 8 specifications are qualified, accounting for 62.5%. The tolerance of
3 specifications is qualified, accounting for 37.5%.
Low power factor means bigger losses in cable and transformers, reduced power compactor
available for transformers, breakers and cables and higher voltage drop. US NEMA MG1
standard does not have evaluation indicators for power factors but recommend the calculation
method and application of power compactor content for compensated power factor.
The expenditure of setting up power factor compensator accounts for only 1%-3% of the total
cost (operational fee plus manufacturing cost). The use of reactive power compensation will
reduce the losses in the network, fully utilize the power capacitor, effectively lower turbulence of
voltage and help motors operate within the designed voltage drop attachment.

Table 6, Comparison of actual test value and guarantee value of power factors of super premium cast
copper rotor motors

B.

Type

0.75kW-6

1.5kW-4

2.2kW-6

3kW-2

5.5kW-6

7.5kW-4

7.5kW-6

22kW-4

Guarantee
value

0.68

0.7

0.72

0.86

0.74

0.82

0.74

0.86

Allowable value

0.63

0.65

0.67

0.84

0.70

0.79

0.70

0.84

Actual
tested
average value

0.675

0.681

0.700

0.865

0.740

0.840

0.802

0.862

Qualification

Tolerance
Qualified

Tolerance
Qualified

Tolerance
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

The max torque multiples
Seen from the max torque data in Table 7, the actual max torque multiples are fully qualified. The
average guarantee value of max torque multiples of YX3 series motors is 2.4 times, while the
average actual tested max torque multiples is 2.89 times, exceeding over 20% of the guarantee
value and meeting the requirement for the max torque in NEMA C design of US NEMA MG1,
demonstrating that the overloading capacity of cast copper rotor motors is much stronger than
that of the conventional ones.
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Table 7, Comparison of actual test value and guarantee value of the max torque multiples of super
premium cast copper rotor motors

Type

0.75kW-6

1.5kW-4

2.2kW-6

3kW-2

5.5kW-6

7.5kW-4

7.5kW-6

22kW-4

Guarantee
value

2.6

2.7

2.3

2.4

2.2

2.4

2.2

2.4

Allowable value

2.3

2.4

2.1

2.2

2.0

2.2

2.0

2.2

Actual
tested
average value

2.8

3.1

2.9

3.1

2.92

2.75

2.9

2.7

Fully
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

Qualification

C.

Locked torque multiples
Seen from Table 8, 4 of the 8 specifications are qualified, 4 of them are qualified in tolerance,
accounting for 50%, meaning that the optimized torque trough of super premium cast copper
rotors can meet the assessment of locked torque multiples for ordinary motors.

Table 8, Comparison of actual test value and guarantee value of the locked torque multiples of super
premium cast copper rotor motors

Type

0.75kW-6

1.5kW-4

2.2kW-6

3kW-2

5.5kW-6

7.5kW-4

7.5kW-6

22kW-4

Guarantee
value

2.1

2.3

2.1

2.3

2

2

2.1

2.2

Allowable value

1.8

2.0

1.8

2.0

1.7

1.7

1.8

1.9

Actual
tested
average value

2

2.5

2.3

2.1

2.1

1.9

2.3

2.1

Tolerance
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

Tolerance
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

Tolerance
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

Tolerance
Qualified

Qualification

D.

Locked current multiples
Seen from Table 9, 6 of the 8 specifications are fully qualified, accounting for 75%. 4 of the
specifications are qualified in tolerance, accounting for 25%. The actual tested locked current
multiple is averagely 10% lower than the guarantee value, meaning that the locked current value
has a better performance.

Table 9, Comparison of actual test value and guarantee value of the locked current multiples of super
premium cast copper rotor motors

Type

0.75kW-6

1.5kW-4

2.2kW-6

3kW-2

5.5kW-6

7.5kW-4

7.5kW-6

22kW-4

Guarantee
value

5.8

6.9

6

8.1

7.1

7.4

6.7

7.8

Allowable value

7.0

8.3

7.2

9.7

8.5

8.9

8.0

9.4

Actual
tested
average value

5.6

6.5

6.4

7.2

6.2

5.6

7.06

6.8

Qualification

Fully
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

Tolerance
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

Fully
Qualified

Tolerance
Qualified

Fully
Qualified
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From the analysis of the actual tested data of motors, we can find that when the cast copper rotor
motors reach to IE3 super premium efficiency, the max torque multiples have shown an obvious
increase with stronger overloading capacity. The locked current multiples are lower than conventional
assessment value, the locked torque is stable and the motor has a better start-up performance. Power
factors have been reduced to a certain extent but can be offset by power compensators. It can be said
that the main technical indicators of super premium cast copper rotor are relatively reasonable after
being proved in theory and in practice.

4. New standards of cast copper rotor motors
International Copper Association has developed in the China’s motor manufacturing enterprises
alliance the two standards for cast copper rotor motors with super premium efficiency meeting with the
requirement of IE3 standard, namely YZTE3 series standard for super premium cast copper rotor
motors, and explosion protection standard for YZBT series super premium cast copper rotor motors.
The two standards will greatly promote the application of cast copper rotor technology in China. The
following is the introduction of the standards.
A.

YZTE3 standard for super premium cast copper rotor motors
The standard is for small power motors with the synchronous rotational speed of 3000, 1500 and
1000r/min (the correspondent pole is 2, 4, and 6) and the power range is from 0.75-37kw in order
to meet market demand.
1. Power grades of the series products:
0.75kW•1.1kW•1.5kW•2.2kW•3kW•4kW•5.5kW•7.5kW•11kW•15kW•18.5kW
•22kW•30kW•37kW•
2. The correspondent power range for correspondent rotational speed (or pole)
Pole 2, 0.75•37kW
Pole 4, 0.75•30kW
Pole 6, 0.75•22kW
3. Selection of installation size
In order to be replaceable with the current products and promoted fast into the market, the
installation size of 50Hz series motor should follow relevant regulations in Size and Output
Power Grade of Rotary Motors •GB/T4772.1-1999•and IEC60072.

B.

Standards for YBZT explosion protection super premium cast copper rotor motors
The basic parameters of the standard are as follows•
1. Frame size•80-200•
2. Rated power• 0.75kW, 1.1kW, 1.5kW, 2.2kW, 3kW, 4kW, 5.5kW, 7.5kW, 11kW, 15kW,
18.5kW, 22kW, 30kW, 37kW
3. Pole•2, 4, 6
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4. Frequency•50Hz
5. Voltage•380V• 660V• 380/660V
6. Installation method, size of motors and tolerance: consistent with YX3 series
7. Rated value•Constant working S1
8. Cooling method •IC411, TEFC

5. Conclusion
Through the above introduction, we know that motors and motor system have a great energy saving
potential, and cast copper rotor is the simplest and most effective way of improving motor efficiency.
In China, the process of producing cast copper rotors based on horizon casting machine has been
mature and proven, producing massively cast copper motors with economics. At the same time, the
promulgation of national standards for cast copper motors can greatly boost the large scale promotion
of cast copper motors. Against the backdrop of fully utilizing energy and sustainable development, the
adoption of cast copper rotors will greatly improve the efficiency of motors and motor systems and
also promote the wide application of cast copper rotors in motors and motor system.
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ABSTRACT
This article reviews the major technological aspects of the melting processes of both copper and
aluminum in the production of induction motors squirrel cage rotors, highlighting the advantages and
disadvantages of each one of these technologies. The use of molten copper and die cast aluminum in
the rotor cage of induction motors to attend IE1, IE2 and IE3 efficiency classes as defined in IEC
60034-30 are comparatively analyzed. Active material (stator windings, stator and rotor core
laminations, and rotor conductors) cost increase values resulting from the use of copper instead of
aluminum in the rotor cage and short circuit rings are presented in two approaches: first, considering a
simple substitution of die cast aluminum for molten copper in the rotor bars and end rings of a current
standard industrial motor design, resulting in an efficiency increase; and secondly, considering the
case of an optimized die cast copper rotor motor specifically designed to provide the same efficiency
level of an optimized die cast aluminum rotor motor.

INTRODUCTION
For many decades, the squirrel cage induction motors with power rates below 500 kW have been
traditionally manufactured using die cast aluminum as the base material to form the rotor bars and
short circuit rings. More recently, though, with the increasing concern of designers and engineers in
general with regards to energy savings and CO2 emission reductions, in the pursuit of developing
more efficiency products, the possibility of using die cast copper instead of aluminum in the
construction of the rotor cage of induction motors has been also considered.
In spite of the greater complexity and higher costs of the copper die casting process (in comparison
with the aluminum die casting process), the possibility of finally increasing motor efficiency has been
pointed out as a legitimate and sufficient advantage to plainly justify the replacement of aluminum by
copper in the manufacturing of induction motors.
The use of molten copper instead of die cast aluminum in the rotor cage of induction motors has been
presented by many authors [1] as a means of obtaining the following benefits:
a)

Reduction in motor losses around 10-15%, when comparing the average loss levels normally
presented by current induction motors conventionally manufactured with aluminum rotor cage
with the global losses presented by motors built with copper-made cage rotors;

b)

Reduction in the total cost of raw materials, when comparing the aluminum-made rotor cage
motor manufacturing costs with the ones relative to a copper-made one especially designed to
render the same efficiency levels.

The first mentioned advantage can be verified replacing the die cast aluminum in the squirrel cage
rotor bars and rings of a current induction motor design with molten copper, thereby causing an
immediate and intrinsic reduction in the Joule losses both in the rotor and in the stator, without any
changes in the geometry or other design parameter (windings, lamination stack length, air gap, etc.)
of the original motor. According to [2], the reduction in the rotor Joule losses provided by this simple
substitution of base materials can achieve values as high as 40%.
The attainment/verification of the second advantage obviously requires utterly new motor designs. For
the comparison to be made on a fair basis, specially optimized machines have to be designed to each
situation (copper-made rotor cage x aluminum-made rotor cage), each of them with a specific
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geometry and distinguished design parameters, in a way that the desired performance - that is, the
same efficiency level in both cases - can be achieved with the lowest possible raw material costs with
regards to the motor active material in each case.
The aforementioned points were evaluated by means of analytical calculations of industrial three
phase induction motors manufactured with rotor cages made of die cast aluminum or molten copper.
Machines of several power rates, frame sizes and efficiency classes were considered in this study,
namely 0.75 kW (IEC 80 frame size), 4 kW (IEC 112M frame size) and 15 kW (IEC 160L frame size)
presenting efficiency levels compatible with the IE1, IE2 and IE3 standard efficiency classes (IE-code)
defined in IEC 60034-30 [3]. All analyses were accomplished considering motors fed by purely
sinusoidal supply with rated frequency 50 Hz and rated voltage 400 V.

PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF COPPER AND ALUMINUM MELTING
In order for the good quality of the injection and the adequate filling of the bars and short circuit rings
of the rotor to be assured, the metal flow off temperature in the rotor injection process must be slightly
higher than the metal melting temperatures. Table 1 shows approximate values of the melting
temperatures of the copper and the aluminum and the temperatures required for the die casting and
injection processes so that the quality of the manufactured rotors can be guaranteed in each case.
Table 1 – Temperatures required for the use of copper and aluminum in the manufacturing of
electric machines rotors
Metal

Melting
temperature

Injection
temperature

Copper

• 1083 °C

• 1300 °C

Aluminum

• 660 °C

• 800 °C

These significantly higher temperatures required for the use of copper in the rotor production (in
comparison with the temperature values required for the use of aluminum) impose consequent
stresses in the tooling materials and in the whole manufacturing process. This way, for the motor
production to be able to support the manufacturing of copper-made rotor squirrel cages properly, it is
necessary that all the production tooling set be made of special materials able to withstand the higher
temperatures involved in the copper die casting and injection processes, when compared to the
temperatures dealt with in the production of aluminum-made squirrel cage rotors [4].
It is important to observe that both the aluminum and the copper are metals that present relatively
high oxidation rates and this fact implicates consequences for the melting and injection processes of
such materials in the rotor cage manufacturing. The aluminum die casting process benefits from the
spontaneous formation of an external oxide skin film, which impedes the contact between the molten
metal and the outer air, and thus provides a natural protection for the die cast material during the
squirrel cage rotor manufacturing.
The copper melting, on the other hand, does not promote the formation of this superficial protective
film and this way ends up allowing the molten material to be more susceptible to external
contamination. The copper oxide that results from the reaction of the oxygen present in the
environment with the molten copper significantly reduces the electrical conductivity of the metal, what
negatively affects the motor efficiency later. This aspect makes the squirrel cage manufacturing
process much more critical in the case of using die cast copper, because it requires a rigorous and
complex operational control of the whole melting-injection chains. Actually to avoid the oxidation of
molten copper is relatively easy in laboratory, but not in a manufacturing environment of series
production.
As a consequence of the phenomena approached in the previous paragraphs, the copper must be
injected in the rotor lamination stack immediately after its melting, while the molten aluminum can be
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stored in the liquid state in holding ovens (cold-chamber machines), what considerably facilitates the
manufacturing process of the rotors.
There are basically three methods to prevent oxidation of the molten copper in large scale copper
rotor production [5]:
a)

Adding phosphor bronze or zinc into the melting copper as oxygen absorber;

b)

Adding a mixture of wood coal, vegetable ash and sodium borate into the melting copper as
oxygen absorber;

c)

Using nitrogen gas to cover the surface of the melting copper.

Nevertheless, it cannot be neglected that the application of the methods above, especially those
related to the addition of oxygen absorbing elements into the melting copper, result in the
contamination (reduction of the purity grade) of the copper, consequently reducing the metal electrical
conductivity and, thus, the quality of the produced rotor.

TECHNOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE DIE CASTING TOOLING
The useful lifetime of the die casting mold manufactured with conventional materials (H13 quality
steel), when used for copper injection purposes, is reduced to around 1% of the lifetime verified when
the same mold is used for aluminum die casting [5].
Cu injection • 600 shots
Al injection • 50.000 shots
To increase the lifetime of the copper die casting tooling, the die cast mold should be preheated to a
temperature around 600 °C. Without this preheating the mold material would be subjected to a
thermal shock that could even cause cracks in the tooling, especially the shot chamber (injection
cylinder), leading to a drastic lifetime reduction. If no measures are taken in order to improve the die
casting process performance, such cracks can start to appear in the tooling after 20 shots. It is yet
important to notice that the mold preheating must be made as much as possible in a uniform way, as
means to prevent deformation and subsequent maintenance costs [5].
Engineers and researchers worldwide have studied ways of overcoming the difficulties associated
with copper die casting, aiming at the maximization of efficiency and economy in the manufacturing
processes. Investigations in this sense have been conducted under different approaches, involving
mathematical modeling of the die casting toolings, numerical simulations aided by finite element
softwares and accomplishment of practical tests with different materials and process conditions,
including experiments with thermal steels and nickel-based alloys for high temperatures.
Experience shows that a relatively simple means of increasing the die cast mold lifetime is designing
the short circuit ring of the rotor cage as straight as possible, preferably without fins or balancing pins.

TECHNICAL-ECONOMICAL ANALYSIS OF IE1 X IE2 X IE3 MOTORS
In order for the feasibility of using copper as a substitute for the traditional aluminum as base
conductive material of the squirrel cage bars and short circuit rings to be evaluated, simulations were
made for three-phase induction motors of different power rates, namely 0.75 kW, 4 kW and 15 kW, all
of them having 4 poles and operating at nominal conditions (400 V – 50 Hz) fed by sinusoidal supply.
The analyses were initially made considering motors built with aluminum rotor cage and afterwards
motors built with copper rotor cage, so that these two possibilities could be comparatively evaluated
from both the technical and the economical points of view. Motors from IE1, IE2 and IE3 efficiency
classes, as defined in IEC 60034-30 standard, were included in the analyses, considering the
following situations:
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a)

Exclusively replacing the aluminum constituting the squirrel cage of the original motor by copper
and keeping unchanged the slot geometry and all other parameters from original motor design,
such as windings material and configuration, airgap, lamination stack length, short circuit ring
dimensions, etc.

b)

Changing the whole electromagnetic design of the motor, so that the original efficiency level
could be attained with the lowest active material costs in each case (copper cage x aluminum
cage). In other words, creating a new motor design specifically optimized for the use of a rotor
cage made of die cast aluminum and another absolutely new motor design optimized for the use
of a molten copper rotor cage, in a way that both of them attend the efficiency level of the original
design (that is, the one presented by the aluminum cage rotor motor of the topic “a”).

The objective of the first analysis made (topic “a”) was to find out the actual reduction occasioned in
the motor losses as a result of the simple replacement of the aluminum for molten copper in the rotor
cage. According to [1], this mere operation would cause a global loss reduction around 10% to 15% in
the motor, whereas according to [2] the rotor Joule losses would be thereby reduced around 40%.
The results obtained in the evaluation made are presented in tables 2 to 6.
Tables 2, 3 and 4 show the variation of the Joule losses in the stator (pj1) and in the rotor (pj2), as
well as the total motor losses (pt), when the die cast aluminum in the rotor cage is substituted for
molten copper, while all the other parameters of the original electromagnetic design of the motors are
kept unchanged. W_Al and W_Cu correspond to the loss values in Watts found for the motor with
aluminum cage and the motor with copper cage, respectively.
It is remarkable that the reduction obtained in the total motor losses simply substituting aluminum for
copper in the rotor cage reached values around 10 to 13% and also that this operation caused a
drastic reduction of the Joule losses especially in the rotor cage, where values even slightly above
40% could be verified.
Table 2 – Joule losses and total losses of IE1 motors originally made with aluminum cage and
after the replacement of the aluminum for molten copper

Table 3 - Joule losses and total losses of IE2 motors originally made with aluminum cage and
after replacement of the aluminum by molten copper
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Table 4 - Joule losses and total losses of IE3 motors originally made with aluminum cage and
after replacement of the aluminum for molten copper

Table 5 shows the efficiency levels of the above mentioned motors operating at full rated load. It is
clear that the simple replacement of die cast aluminum for molten copper in the rotor bars and short
circuit rings brings about a significant increase in the motor efficiency level as a direct consequence of
the loss reduction previously presented. One can notice that in some cases this efficiency increase
may reach such values that even allow that the motor attend a superior efficiency class as per IEcode. For instance, after the substitution of the rotor cage aluminum for copper, the efficiency level
presented by the 0.75 kW motor that originally met IE2 class became similar to the one presented by
the original 0.75 kW IE3 motor. Another example of this situation is the 15 kW IE1 motor, which
became as efficient as the original 15 kW IE2 motor.

Table 5 – Percent efficiency levels of the motors analyzed in topic “a” operating at rated
conditions of voltage, speed and load

The results presented as yet confirm the advantages advocated by the literature regarding the first
situation analyzed, that is, the beneficial outcomes resulting from the simple substitution of the
traditional aluminum of the rotor cage for copper without any other change on the current motor
design. Tables 2 to 5 show that the loss reduction (and consequently the efficiency gain) promoted by
the sole replacement of the conductive material of the squirrel cage from die cast aluminum to molten
copper actually occur approximately within the declared limits.
However, a significant production cost increase also takes place as a result of this apparently simple
operation of substituting aluminum by copper in the squirrel cage die casting process and this fact
cannot be neglected, once that it directly affects both the manufacturer – by the reduction of its
possible profit margins – and the customer – by the increase in the final motor price.
Table 6 shows the relations between the active material (lamination steel, copper and aluminum)
costs of the motors made with molten copper rotor cage and the motors made with die cast aluminum
rotor cage, considering the cost of copper equal to 3.5 times the cost of aluminum, as per the average
quotation of these materials in the London Metal Exchange [6] during November 2010. It can be seen
that, at such price levels, the active material cost of the motor normally tends to increase more than
30% when the rotor bars and short circuit rings are made of copper rather than aluminum. It is
important to notice, though, that the daily quotation of copper has occasionally reached 4 times the
quotation of aluminum since December 2010, as show the historic prices charts of the LME. Taking
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into account, yet further, the availability of these non-ferrous metals in nature, it is clear that copper is
a much rarer element than aluminum, what will likely lead to even greater discrepancies between the
future price quotations of these materials.

Table 6 – Active material cost relative to the initial design (%)

The second analysis made (topic “b”) aimed at the evaluation of the active material costs of the
motors designed for the use of aluminum in relation to the ones of motors designed for the use molten
copper in the rotor cage, so that the same efficiency levels of the original motors built with aluminum
cage were met in both cases with optimized machines for each situation. According to the literature,
developing a differentiated motor design specifically thought for the use of copper in the rotor cage
would enable an overall reduction of the raw material costs compared with the ones resulting from a
design made considering the use of die cast aluminum in the rotor cage.
The analytical investigation realized to find this issue out was conducted in a way that the copper
cage motors were designed to present the same efficiency levels of the initial aluminum cage motors,
as per Table 7. For the comparisons made in this study to be fair, however, the designs of the
aluminum cage motors had to be also optimized and the costs of active material found for these ones
were considered as the reference values for the comparative analyses subsequently made with the
active material costs found for the copper cage motors.
Table 7 – Efficiency levels (%) of the motors optimized for the use of aluminum rotor cage and
copper rotor cage

Table 8 presents the relations between the active material costs found for the optimized designs of
the aluminum cage motors and the copper cage motors, taking the active material costs of the
aluminum cage motors as the reference base.
The results appearing in Table 8 reveal that the active material costs of the motors designed for
copper cage rotor use tend to be around 10 to 20% higher than the active material costs of the motors
designed for aluminum squirrel cage rotor. It is thus evident that for machines presenting the same
efficiency level, provided that this aims at the attendance of the efficiency classes defined as IE1, IE2
and IE3 in IEC 60034-30, the use of aluminum proves to be economically advantageous in relation to
the use of copper in the squirrel cage rotor bars and short circuit rings. That is, the supposed general
reduction of the raw material cost provided by the use of molten copper in place of die cast aluminum
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in the rotor cage was not verified even resorting to utterly new optimized motor designs specifically
developed for this situation.

Table 8 – Percent comparison between the active material costs relative to the optimized
designs of the aluminum rotor cage and the copper rotor cage motors

In order to verify from which point on it would become effectively interesting from the economic point
of view to use die cast copper instead of aluminum in the construction of the rotor cage, an analysis
was made hypothetically varying the relative quotations of the aluminum and the copper, considering
the aluminum price constant (in other words, only changing the cost of copper in the designs),
supposing different scenarios in the international market with regards to the price quotations of the
metals in question. This investigation was accomplished with the 15 kW IE3 motor, in order to
consider the case involving the highest efficiency levels within the scope of this study. The results
obtained in this simulation are graphically shown in Figure 1. As already mentioned, the curves are
plotted so that the active material cost of each motor design is normalized based on the active
material cost of the motor optimized for aluminum cage that appears in Table 8.

Figure 1 – Relation of the active material costs of a 4-pole 15 kW IE3 motor with rotor cage
made of aluminum and with rotor cage made of copper, for different copper/aluminum
quotation ratios

Examining Figure 1 it comes out that the active material cost of the aluminum cage motor also
decreases with the reduction of the copper price. This happens due to the stator windings, which were
considered to be made up of copper wires in all motors analyzed and in this manner the reduction of
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copper price results in the reduction of the relative cost of the motor windings as well. It can be also
noticed that, in this example, the two curves cross when the (Cu/Al) cost ratio is approximately 1.1.
This means that, in terms of costs, just taking into account the motor active material, for the adoption
of aluminum instead of copper in the manufacturing of the squirrel cage to be worth, considering
machines that provide the same efficiency level, the copper purchasing price should not exceed the
aluminum purchasing price in more than 10%. Nevertheless, as already mentioned, what has been
seen in the international commodities market is the quotation of copper currently reaching values
around or even above 300% that of aluminum.
It is important to highlight once more that the cost analyses made in this study did neither embrace
any manufacturing process issues nor the costs related to machine components other than the ones
related to the active materials themselves, such as the shaft or the motor enclosure. Due to the
physical and technological aspects of the copper and aluminum die casting processes, as previously
approached in this paper, it is clear that the costs relative to the production of the copper cage motors
would result higher than those shown in tables 6 and 8 if the manufacturing process had been also
taken into consideration in the analyses made.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a study realized to ascertain the feasibility of manufacturing squirrel cage
induction motors using molten copper, as a substitute for the traditional aluminum, as the conductive
material constituting the rotor bars and short circuit rings, as an alternative to increase efficiency and
reduce costs. The evaluations made were based on analytical calculations, considering two design
possibilities: (i) simply replacing the aluminum of the squirrel cage for die cast copper, without
changing other design features of current three phase standard industrial motors; and (ii) developing
completely new designs optimized for the use of copper in the rotor cage, involving specific
characteristics of geometry, windings, stack length, etc., in a manner that the same efficiency levels
presented by the original die cast aluminum cage motors were got.
The obtained results showed that the simple substitution of aluminum for molten copper in the rotor
cage, without modifying any other parameters of the standard motor design, brings forth a reduction in
the motor global losses around 10 to 13% and an active material cost increase around 30 to 40%.
With regards to the investigation conducted to evaluate motors especially optimized for the use of a
copper-made squirrel cage, it was found out that their active material costs tend to result around 10 to
20% higher than those of the original motors designed for aluminum cage rotors, when the attainment
of the same efficiency levels in both cases is aimed.
The relative cost values mentioned in the paragraphs above were obtained considering a ratio
between the copper and the aluminum prices of 3.5, which was the average value observed for the
corresponding quotations of these metals during November 2010 in the international commodities
market. A case study accomplished with a 15 kW 4-pole IE3 motor showed that, in order for the use of
molten copper cage, rather than the traditional die cast aluminum cage, to become economically
advantageous in industrial three phase induction motors, the quotation (price/kg) of the copper must
be no greater than 1.1 times the quotation of the aluminum.
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1. Introduction
There is a growing need to evaluate the performance of electric motors in different types of
applications, in which the torque and/or speed can change across a wide range of values. The
influence of the converter in the motor performance also deserves to be investigated.
In this scope, a test bench has been developed, using a regenerating variable frequency drive
coupled to a Premium IE3 induction motor, providing four-quadrant operation testing of an electric
motor driven. As a potential application, it offers a fully programmable electric vehicle (EV) load
profile, allowing a motor load simulation for different pathways and vehicle characteristics, on a
Hardware-in-the-loop simulation philosophy [1-6]. Since EV drivetrain tests can have a long duration,
for economical reasons, power regeneration capability (possibility of returning power to the grid) has
been also incorporated, allowing to save a significant amount of energy that otherwise would be
dissipated.
A growing percentage of industrial motors is driven by variable frequency drives (VFDs) in order to
achieve better process control and/or energy savings. In general, when fed from a VFD, the motor
losses are higher than during operation on a sinusoidal system. The additional losses depend on the
harmonic spectrum of the impressed supply from the converter. Their magnitude is influenced by
circuitry and control method (namely algorithm and switching frequency) of the converter. To illustrate
the flexibility of the test bench, motor tests according to the draft standard IEC 60034-2-3 were carried
out to evaluate the comparative efficiency and losses of motors with and without converters.

2. Hardware Description
In order to experimentally evaluate the performance of an electric motor, a high-accuracy motor test
bench was developed, allowing the installation of different types and sizes of electric motors in order
to be tested. The bench is equipped with a 4-pole, Premium IE3-class, 15-kW, three-phase, squirrelcage induction motor (SCIM), controlled by a converter with regeneration capability. The converter is
used for direct torque control of the motor. Between the motor used as load and the motor being
tested, a high precision rotary torque transducer is coupled. An optical encoder with 200 pulses per
revolution is also coupled to the motor. The speed and torque is acquired with data acquisition
system/board, which also generates an analogue voltage output to the converter for torque control
purposes. All the system components are controlled through an application developed in LabVIEW
environment. In Figure 1, the basic topology and a picture of the test bench is presented. A highaccuracy three-phase power analyzer performs the electrical measurements in the motor being
tested.
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Figure 1. Developed test bench: (a) basic topology; (b) picture.

3. Software Description
3.1. EV Load Simulation
To simulate the load that an EV imposes to the respective drivetrain, the EV model has to be defined
in the control software. In the developed application, any pathway can be defined and saved by
inserting coordinates in the front panel, as it can be seen in Fig. 2. The data is then inserted in the
final simulation application, which redraws the entire path and creates a load profile that the electric
motor under test must overcome to describe the desired path.

Figure 2. Pathway generator.

To a high-accurate simulation of an EV, the system also takes into account the vehicle weight, size,
wind speed and direction, wheel radius, inertia of all the moving components of the EV and in the test
bench components (actual rotor inertia), as well all the frictional forces that a real vehicle is subjected
to. A gearbox and a transmission are also available, like the parameterization of the inertia, efficiency
and relation between them (Figure ). So parameterization of the vehicle is possible and the forces
acting on it are described by the following expressions, considering as the computed slope angle of
the vehicle on every second [7].
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- Rolling resistance:

Fr = P ⋅ f r cosα = M ⋅ g ⋅ f r cosα

(1)

- Aerodynamic drag:

Fw =

1
2
ρ ar ⋅ Af ⋅ CD (v − vw ) sign(v − vw )
2

(2)

- Gravity force:

Fg = M ⋅ g ⋅ sin α

(3)

- Acceleration force:

Fi = δ ⋅ M

dv
dt

(4)

- Total traction effort:

Ft =

1
dv
2
⋅ ρ ar ⋅ A f ⋅ C D (v − vw ) ⋅ sign (v − vw ) + M ⋅ g ⋅ f r cos α + M ⋅ g ⋅ sin α + δ ⋅ M
2
dt

(5)

that can be translated in a resistant torque when multiplied by the wheel radius:

Tr = r ⋅ Ft

(6)

Considering now the different rotary inertias and gear ratios involved in a EV, the final expression for
the torque that the test motor as to overcome so the EV can move and follow the load profile is given
by

Ttotal = J eq ⋅ α m +

Tr
igear ⋅ itransmission ⋅η gear ⋅ηtransmission

(7)

The equivalent inertia of the whole system is given by

J eq = ( J motor + J1 ) + ( J 2 + J 3 ) ⋅

1
i

2
gear

+ ( J 4 + J wheels ) ⋅

(i

1

⋅ itransmission )

2

gear

where igear and itrans are the gear and transmission ratios,
efficiencies, and

− J load

(8)

η gear and η transmission the respective

α m the motor angular acceleration.

In a first stage the acquisition of speed and torque is made in real time through the encoder and the
torque sensor respectively. Those values are then introduced in the model of the EV and in the
interpolation module developed so one obtains the distance covered by the vehicle, its actual
positioning and angle on the load profile and also the forces acting on it.
Then the value of torque calculated on the EV module is compared with the actual torque reading of
the sensor on a PID controller, which was previously tuned, so one has a fast and accurate response
of the torque to impose to the load system.
The complete system (EV Simulator) developed in LabVIEW is shown in Fig. 4, and the
corresponding modules, of the interpolator and physical model of the EV modules are shown in the
Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.
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When in EV simulation as shown in Fig. 7, the vehicle is moving uphill, the test motor (as EV motor),
has to develop a torque equal to the imposed by the load system, in this case a positive one. Since
the load motor is generating power, as it is operating in regenerative braking on the second or fourth
quadrant, since the load is bidirectional, and thus working as a generator, returning this way power to
the grid, as stated earlier, because it is line-fed by the power module, which allows this kind of power
regeneration, and thus obtaining an efficiency improvement of the global test system.
Despite this efficiency improvement, the test motor still consumes power when climbing the slopes of
the load profile, and there is no power regeneration when in downhill since the converter supplying it
does not allow this kind of recovery when the motor is braking, and thus the power is lost through
dissipation on the resistive components of the system.

Figure 3. Gearbox, transmission and vehicle parameterization.

Figure 4. LabVIEW bock diagram of complete system.
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Figure 5. LabVIEW block diagram of the interpolation module.

Figure 6. LabVIEW block diagram of the EV physical model .
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Figure 7. Electrical vehicle simulation interface.

3.2. Four-Quadrant Test
The technology developed to simulate EVs can be used to test electric motors in four-quadrants with
very high precision, i.e. test electric motors as a motor and as a generator. Another application was
built (Fig. 8) to control the converter and impose different mechanical power to the motor under test
by controlling torque and speed at the same time. In Fig. 9 block diagram of the built application is
shown. Equations (9), (10) and (11), are used to calculate motor shaft power, load and efficiency [8].

Pmec = ωm ⋅ Tm

Load (%) =

η (%) =

(9)

Pmec
× 100
Pnominal

(10)

Pmec
× 100
Pinput

(11)

Again the values calculated are compared with the readings of the torque sensor and the value
needed to impose to the load system is introduced in the pre-tuned PID controller in order to get a fast
and accurate response by the system [9].
So this application allows to test motors in steady state, when the thermal equilibrium is reached, and
since the load is line-fed by the VSD, when imposing a positive mechanical power, the load will be
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acting as a generator, operating on the second or fourth quadrant, returning this way power to the
grid, while the test motor is consuming power.
The net effect will result in a more efficient and economical test system, since power will be returned
to the grid.

Figure 8. Four-quadrant control system.

Figure 9. LabVIEW block diagram of the four-quadrant control application.

3.3. Experimental Results on Four-Quadrant Operation
Using this high-precision bench it is possible to obtain very reliable data from the electric motor under
test, in steady state, using high a high performance digital power meter.
Graphics like Torque vs. Speed and Efficiency vs. Mechanical Power are possible in the four
operation quadrants of the machine, as shown in Fig. 10, for 3-kW IE1-class induction motor.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. (a) Torque-speed relation; (b) Efficiency-mechanical power relation.

The presented values were measured under controlled ambient temperature between 22 and 25ºC
and in the case of load tests, ensuring motor thermal equilibrium. The efficiency was measured using
direct method without loss segregation and correction.

3.4. Experimental Results on the Application of the Standard IEC 60034-2-3 to Converter Fed
Motors
This test bench also allows motor trials according to the draft standard IEC 60034-2-3 for rotating
electrical machines. In this scope, tests were made using three 7,5 kW motors from the same
manufacturer - One High Efficiency IE2, one Premium Efficiency IE3 and one Super Premium
Efficiency IE4 electrical motor. In Fig. 11, the motor efficiency and total losses at full load, with and
without VSD, are shown.

Figure 11. Motor efficiency and total losses at full load, with and without VSD.

3.4. Experimental Results on Thermal Behaviour
Monitoring the winding and frame temperatures on each electrical motor is also possible on this
bench, that has 4 input channels with 24-bit resolution for RTDs, using the method of the 4-wire
input.
On a trial basis, and after installing 2 precision temperature sensors on the winding and frame on
each motor, a comparison for temperature stabilisation at 100% load between IE2, IE3 and IE4 motor
is shown in Fig. 12, demonstrating that very substantial decrease in the temperature rise with the
motor efficiency.
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Figure 12. Winding heads (drive side) temperature rise for IE2, IE3 and IE4 motors at full load.

4. Conclusions
It can be concluded that, when electric motors are to be tested during long periods, requiring a
significant amount of electric energy, the energy regeneration capability leads to significant energy
savings and allows testing motors in the 2nd or 4th quadrant operation during long periods. This can be
particularly relevant when EV drive trains are tested for a simulated pathway, with four-quadrant
operation (motoring, braking and generating operation modes). The use of a VSD-fed IE3 induction
motor as load, allows controlling with a good accuracy and in a short time period the applied torque,
providing that the VSD used vector control or direct torque control. PID control algorithms have been
effectively implemented, providing a good and fast tracking of the reference/set torque.
The developed test bench control application is able to easily define different load patterns or cycles,
including the simulation of equivalent EV mechanical load to different pathways, set by the user.
With the developed test bench, the main efficiency testing standards (IEC60034-2-1 / IEEE112-B) can
be applied and efficiency maps (for different frequencies and torques) can be obtained. Moreover,
line-start permanent magnet synchronous motors, which are a recent entrance in the motor market,
can also be fully tested, including the tests in the generator mode. The draft Standard IEC60034-2-3
for converter fed motors was also applied to different efficiency classes, showing a significant
difference in efficiency and in additional load losses.
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Abstract
This paper presents an experimental investigation on the behavior of the induction motor when it is
supplied by a frequency converter that operates with variable DC bus voltage and constant
fundamental output voltage, implicating great fluctuations of the modulation index. The influence of
these modulation index variations on the motor losses and, consequently, on the motor temperature
rise was studied, as well as the influence of the switching frequency on such characteristics of the
motor operation. The importance of the rotor Joule losses variation as a function of the
aforementioned control parameters is also demonstrated. To this end, the behavior of a standard
industrial induction motor is compared to the one presented by a similar motor built with special rotor
slots specifically designed to reduce Joule losses.

Introduction
The driving of electric motors with static frequency converters has been in recent years the most
commonly adopted solution by industry in variable speed drive applications. In the majority of cases,
nowadays, the specification of induction motors to operate with PWM supplies can be no longer
considered a specially complicated task. Despite the fact that, generally speaking, this operation
condition requires a superior quality of the machine, in comparison with the sinusoidal direct-on-line
operation, the current state of art allows that motor manufacturers provide adequate solutions to
guarantee the robustness of the machine against the implications of this type of application.
There are specific cases, though, in which the converter supply involves particular functioning
characteristics that end up bringing about additional efforts to the motor (that is, “greater criticality” to
the motor operation) and require extra attention from the part of the machine designers, who do not
always have simulation programs or defined criteria for the performance of the motor operating under
such conditions. An example of atypical kind of drive that demands special considerations regarding
the motor thermal behavior for it to be able to attend the application in a proper and satisfactory way
is the case of a motor operating at constant speed with a frequency converter that receives variable
voltage in the input and delivers constant voltage in the output. This condition is likely to occur in
transportation systems using induction motors rather than traction motors, given the distinguished
nature of the locomotive supply system.
This paper approaches situations in which induction motors are fed by frequency converters that
operate with variable DC bus voltage and, in order to keep constant the output (fundamental
component) voltage, different modulation indexes. The influence of the modulation index variations
on the motor losses and, consequently, on the motor temperature rise is investigated, as well as how
changes in the switching frequency of the converter affect such aspects of the motor performance.
The study also demonstrates the importance of the variation of the rotor Joule losses as a function of
the aforementioned control parameters. To this aim, the behavior of a standard squirrel cage
industrial motor is compared to the one presented by a similar squirrel cage induction motor built with
a special rotor geometry designed to reduce Joule losses.
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Static frequency converters
A. Modulation Technique
Classically, a PWM (pulse width modulated) waveform is obtained from the comparison of a high
frequency triangular (carrier) waveform with a generally sinusoidal reference (modulating) waveform,
as shown in Figure 1 for the three-level sinusoidal modulation technique.
The switching commands are generated by means of the instantaneous comparison between the
sinusoidal reference waveform (f f frequency) and the triangular carrier waveform (f s frequency). Both
the frequency and the magnitude of the fundamental output voltage (f f and Uf , respectively) are
determined by the modulating waveform. The so-called amplitude modulation index (m) consists in
the relation between the magnitudes of the modulating and the carrier frequency waveforms. The
motor speed variation is obtained through changes in the modulating frequency and the modulation
index.

Figure 1 – Classical (sinusoidal) 3-level PWM technique
The converter output voltage comprises the fundamental voltage plus the high frequency harmonic
voltage components generated due to the modulation technique used in the voltage inversion. This
harmonic content increases the motor losses, causing a subsequent increase in the motor
temperature rise, as it is already known. Some authors [1] – [5] have presented investigations made
on the influence of the converter modulation index on the motor losses, focusing the main (or more
typical) converter applications, which are the ones with motor speed variations.
This study, however, approaches the cases in which the converter-fed motor operates with fixed
speed and constant fundamental voltage, but modulation index variations happen anyway due to
oscillations happening in the DC bus voltage of the converter.
B. Constant motor speed under varying DC bus voltage
In this case, both the fundamental and the switching frequencies are kept unchanged, resulting in the
generation of output voltage harmonics of the same order irrespective of the DC bus voltage level.
Nevertheless, as the DC bus voltage increases, the modulation index accordingly decreases, and the
magnitude of the output voltage harmonics also increases. As a consequence, the motor losses
increase, elevating the machine operating temperature. One of the biggest issues for today’s variable
speed drives designers is to correctly simulate this motor loss increase, which is generally attributed
to the iron-related loss portion, but may be effectively taking place in the squirrel cage rotor bars.
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This study aims at the experimental verification of the influence of the modulation index and the
switching frequency on the motor loss components.
C. Motor loss components
The energy balance within an induction motor can be briefly expressed by the following equation:

Pabs = Pu + ΣP

(1)

where
Pabs

input power;

Pu

ouput power;

ΣP

total losses

As per the classical theory of motor loss segregation [6], the total losses can be represented by the
sum of the following individual loss components:

ΣP = Pj1 + Pj2 + Pfe + Pmec + Psup

(2)

where
Pj1

stator Joule losses;

Pj2

rotor Joule losses;

Pfe

iron (core) losses;

Pmec

mechanical (friction and ventilation) losses;

Psup

additional losses.

For sinusoidal supply conditions (e.g., direct on line connection) there are already well established
and widely accepted loss segregation methods, which allow such loss components to be adequately
determined for the motor in question without many difficulties. But when the motor is supplied with a
frequency converter, the estimation of the additional losses caused by the PWM harmonics
constitutes a great challenge.
The increase of the stator Joule losses, in this case, can be determined by the variation of the
effective (rms) current value and the appropriate consideration of the resistance increase as a
function of the operating temperature of the motor. Owing to the presence of high frequency
components in the system, the skin and proximity effects should also be taken into account in some
cases in order to improve the results accuracy. The actual greatest difficulties, though, lie in the
separation of the additional losses relative to Pj2 and Pfe .With regards to the increase of losses in the
rotor, it must be realized that, at the motor operation speed, the slip is near 1 for the high order
voltage harmonics and that the skin effect must therefore be considered when analyzing this matter.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiments accomplished aiming at the verification of the modulation index influence on motor
temperature were made with a three phase induction motor rated 15 hp, 4 poles , 220 V, 60 Hz fed
by a standard commercial low voltage PWM frequency converter.
A. Temperature rise tests – influence of the modulation index
All temperature rise tests were conducted with the motor being supplied with nameplate conditions
and operating under rated load. In one of these tests the motor was fed by sinusoidal supply and in
three others the motor was fed by frequency converter (f s = 1250 Hz). Different modulation indexes
were evaluated, namely 0.63, 0.53 and 0.47, which correspond to DC bus voltages of 450 Vdc, 530
Vdc and 600 Vdc, respectively. Figure 2 shows the temperature rise (∆T) curve obtained in each of
these tests.

Figure 2 – Temperature rise (•T) of the windings at full load
Table 1 shows the total loss increase due to the additional losses (ΣPh) caused by the voltage
harmonics.
The lower the modulation index, the higher the magnitude of the voltage harmonics. The modulation
index influence is evidenced by the temperature increase seen in motor windings.
The increment in stator Joule losses (Pj1h) can be determined by the test data. The remaining loss
increase portion identified represents increments in the rotor Joule losses (Pj2h) and in the iron losses
(Pfeh), not being possible, though, from these tests, to properly segregate them.
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Table 1 – Results obtained in temperature rise tests

sinusoidal

m = 0.63

m = 0.53

m = 0.47

Pabs [W]

12 045

12 756

12 873

13 219

Iabs [A]

37.1

38.8

39.2

39.5

ÄT [K]

80

110

115

130

Pu [W]

11 000

11 000

11 000

11 000

•P [W]

1 045

1 756

1 873

2 219

711

828

1 173

106

141

160

605

687

1 013

•Ph [W]
P j1h [W]
Pfeh+Pj2h [W]

-

B. No load tests – influences of the modulation index and the switching frequency
The verification of the switching frequency influence was made by means of no load tests. Once that
this kind of experimental evaluation does not require the use dynamometer or any other device
coupled to the motor for loading purposes, it can be considered relatively easier and faster to execute
than temperature rise tests. The inconvenience here is that the loss values to be measured are
significantly lower than the ones dealt with in full load tests. Nevertheless, especially for qualitative
analyses the no load tests are very useful.
No load tests were executed with both sinusoidal and PWM supplies. In the tests accomplished using
frequency converter three different modulation indexes, namely 0.63, 0.53 and 0.47, and four
different switching frequencies, namely 1.25, 2.5, 5.0, and 10 kHz, were evaluated.
According to [6], during no load operation the motor input power corresponds to the total losses (ΣPo)
resulting from the electromechanical energy conversion. When running in this condition under
sinusoidal supply, the motor presents the following loss components:

ΣPo = Pj1 + Pfe + Pmec

(3)

It could be observed that when operating under converter supply the motor presented greater losses
than when operating under sinusoidal supply, as expected. In these tests, the stator Joule losses can
be considered constant, as well as the mechanical losses; the first for the current variation be too
small (practically not quantifiable), and the second for not having varied the motor speed.
This way, the detected loss variations can be attributed to rotor Joule losses (Pj2h) and iron losses
(Pfeh) increases.
The motor input power at no load (Po) can be thus represented as follows:

Po = ΣPo + ∆Poh

(4)
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where •Pho is the loss increase due to the voltage harmonics generated by the frequency converter.

As per the previous paragraphs, in this case this factor stands for rotor Joule + iron losses:

∆Poh = Pj2h + Pfeh

(5)

The no load test results are plotted in Figure 3. It can be noticed that the lower the modulation index
and the lower the switching frequency the higher the no load losses.

Figure 3 – Motor losses at no load
C. Cageless rotor tests – influence on iron and rotor Joule losses
In [7] the authors present a methodology for iron loss measurement using a slotless rotor. Based on
this work, an improved approach is now proposed for iron loss measurement, which uses a rotor built
with empty slots (that is, the rotor laminations are normally stamped with slots, but there is no
conductive material such as die cast aluminum or molten copper filling them). The rotor used in
these tests is just the same (that is, it is made of the same material and has the same geometry) of
the ones used in the previous tests, but this one has no squirrel cage. As well as mentioned for the no
load tests, the experimental results obtained with the cageless rotor motor comprise values falling
well short of those resulting from the rated operation conditions and are thus interesting for
qualitative analyses.
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In these tests, two identical motors were used, but one of them (motor A) had a cageless rotor, while
the other (motor B) was exactly the same used in the previous tests, so that the mechanical losses of
the first are supplied by the second and the motor speed at no load is assured.
This test comprehends two stages:
C.1. First Stage – Testing of motor A built with cageless rotor
In this stage, measurements are made in specific conditions aiming at the determination of the iron
losses in motor A, as shown next.

Condition 1 – motor B running idle (decoupled)

The measured input power in this condition comprises the following portions:

PoB1 = Pj1oB + PmecB + PfeB

(6)

where
PoB1

motor B input power in condition 1;

Pj1oB

motor B stator Joule losses;

PmecB

motor B mechanical losses;

PfeB

motor B iron losses.

Condition 2 – motor B coupled to unpowered motor A

In this condition, there is an increase in motor B input power (relative to the previous reading) and
this additional quantity represents the motor A mechanical losses, as per (7):

PoB 2 = PoB1 + PmecA

(7)

where
PoB2

motor B input power in condition 2;

PmecA

mechanical losses of the cageless motor A.

Condition 3 – motors A and B coupled and both energized

Power readings are made in both motors in this condition. The input power relative to motor A is:
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PoA 3 = Pj1oA + PfeFN A

(8)

where
PoA3

motor A input power in condition 3;

Pj1oA

motor A stator Joule losses;

PfeFN A motor A rated frequency iron losses.

An increment is once more seen in motor B input power,

PoB3 = PoB 2 + PfeAF A

(9)

where
PoB3

motor B input power in condition 3;

PfeAF A motor A high frequency iron losses.

The current observed in motor B terminals in condition 3 is practically the same observed in condition
2, so that the stator Joule loss increase in motor B in this case can be neglected. This way, in
equation (9) PfeAF represents the motor A iron loss portion owing to the field harmonics introduced by
the interaction between the stator and rotor teeth, which appear as a mechanical loss increase,
bringing about torque reduction. This explains the growth observed in the power relative to motor B in
this case.
The actual motor A iron loss component (PfeA) is therefore defined as the sum of the iron loss
portions determined in equations (8) and (9):

PfeA = PfeAF A + PfeFN A

(10)

Once that the motors tested in this stage do not have rotor cage, the increments occurred in motor A
losses are related to the iron loss portion only.

Table 2 summarizes the experimental results obtained in this first stage of tests accomplished with
cageless rotor motors.

Table 2 – Test results obtained with the motors built with cageless rotor
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m

fs

Pj1 A

P j2

Pfe FN A

Pfe AF A

Pfe A

121

-

109

19

128

1.25

101

-

165

25

190

2.5

102

-

156

20

176

5

103

-

152

14

166

1.25

115

-

151

14

165

2.5

115

-

142

11

153

5

117

-

137

13

150

sinusoidal

0.90

0.69

C.2. Second stage – Testing of motor A built with die cast aluminum squirrel cage rotor
In this stage, motor A has its rotor replaced and measurements are resumed, being conducted in two
specific conditions aiming at the determination of the rotor Joule losses in motor A, as shown next.
Condition 4 – motor B coupled to unpowered motor A
In this condition, the augmentation in motor B input power is due to the motor A mechanical losses.
As motor A rotor now includes die cast aluminum bars and short circuit rings, as well as ventilation
fins, motor A mechanical losses result greater than the amount determined in condition 2:

PmecA 4 = PoB 4 − PoB1

(11)

where
PoB4

motor B input power in condition 4;

PmecA4 motor A mechanical losses in condition 4 (including rotor ventilation fins and squirrel cage).

Condition 5 – motor A running idle (decoupled)
The loss portion relative to the Joule effect taking place in the rotor due to the voltage harmonics can
be determined by:

Pj2A = PoA 5 − (Pj1oA 5 + PmecA 4 + PfeA )

(12)

where
Pj2A

motor A rotor Joule losses;

Pj1oA5

motor A stator Joule losses in condition 5.

Analyzing the experimental results got on this second stage of testing (Table 3), the modulation index
influence on both the iron and the rotor Joule losses is evidenced, as well as the influence of the
switching frequency on the same loss components.
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One can notice that the lower the switching frequency the greater the increase in both of these loss
portions compared to the sinusoidal condition.
Regarding the modulation index, one can notice that the rotor Joule losses actually become
meaningful when the motor is driven under small values of this parameter.

Table 3 - Test results obtained with PWM-fed squirrel cage induction motors operating at
different fs and m conditions

m

Pj1

Pj2

Pfe

Pmec

ÓP

114

-

128

45

287

1.25

101

-

190

45

336

2.5

104

-

176

45

325

5

102

-

166

45

312

1.25

109

106

165

45

425

2.5

110

74

153

45

382

5

109

52

150

45

355

fs

sinusoidal

0.90

0.69

DISCUSSION
It has been demonstrated that, under converter supply, the lower the modulation index and the lower
the switching frequency the greater the harmonic loss increase. Particularly, the rotor Joule loss
portion is only appreciable at low levels of modulation index. Regarding the iron loss portion, it was
intriguing to find that its increase was greater with the higher modulation index. Even though the
differences found in the iron loss increase with different modulation indexes have not been very
much appreciable (below 15%), it would be worth to investigate this effect more deeply in the
continuation of this work.
In order to confirm and ascertain this behavior, the performance of a standard industrial induction
motor (8.5 hp, 4 poles) was compared to the one presented by a similar motor that was identical to
the first in all aspects, except for having rotor slots especially designed to reduce Joule losses.
Temperature rise tests were then carried out running the motors at full load.
A summary of the obtained test results is shown in Table 4, where •Ph represents the additional
harmonic losses (compared to those measured with sinusoidal voltage) and •Th represents
the
temperature rise difference in relation to the one obtained with sinusoidal voltage.
The modulation index influence on rotor Joule losses has proven to be so high that the use of
standard industrial motors can become impracticable in this kind of application. This was perceived
during the operation of the standard motor with modulation index 0.47. The test had to be cut off
before the motor could reach the thermal stabilization, because its temperature rise had already hit
160 K and there were still no hints that it was getting close to the thermal steady state.
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Table 4 – Motor losses and temperature rise reduction provided by special rotor slots

m = 1.0

m = 0.54

m = 0.50

m = 0.47

Standard industrial motor

• Ph [W]

119

492

564

xx

• Th [K]

12

41

55

xx

Industrial motor with special rotor

• Ph [W]

89

314

367

415

• Th [K]

10

27

24

30

The second motor was manufactured with the same materials of the standard motor, but it was built
with special rotor slots geometry designed to reduce the Joule losses caused by the voltage
harmonics. As one can notice from the test results presented in Table 4, the loss reduction thereby
achieved was significant for the modulation index condition of 0.54, tending towards a constant value
from the modulation index condition of 0.50 on downwards.

CONCLUSIONS

By means of the qualitative analysis of the results obtained in the no load tests, it was sought to
ascertain the influences of two parameters of the frequency converter on the induction motor losses.
To segregate the additional losses portion caused by the voltage harmonics, tests were made with a
motor built with a cageless rotor. It was shown up that:
- The lower the modulation index, the greater the motor losses, regardless of the switching frequency;
- For a given modulation index, the lower the switching frequency, the greater the loss increase due
to the voltage harmonics. This difference tends to diminish, however, as the switching frequencies
are increased;
- The lower the modulation index, the higher the influence of the control on the rotor Joule losses.
In short, the following conclusions could be driven from this study concerning the induction motor
losses, when under PWM supply, with regards to the switching frequency and the (amplitude)
modulation index:
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- The highest possible switching frequency should be ever used, taking into consideration, however,
that the higher the value of this parameter, the higher the converter losses and the more negatively
affected other motor aspects may be, such as the insulation system (accelerated degradation) and
the bearings (EDM currents);
- When the modulation index is close to the unity, the greater influence lies on the motor iron losses,
whereas for lower modulation index values (e.g., below 0.50) the influence on the rotor Joule losses
becomes significant.
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Abstract
Stepping motors are used in numerous applications because of their low manufacturing cost and
simple open loop position control capabilities. It is well known that their energy efficiency is low but
actual values are generally not available. Moreover, the bulk of the stepping motor applications are
driven in open loop, with maximum current, to avoid step loss. A full step drive algorithm results in a
low efficiency.
In this paper the influence of the control algorithm on the efficiency of the motor is analyzed,
measured and discussed. The basic open loop full-, half- and micro stepping algorithms are
considered together with a more intelligent vector control algorithm. For each algorithm, torque/current
optimization is discussed. As stepping motors are typically used for a broader range of torques and
speeds, nominal values are not given. To present the efficiency of the motor for different control
strategies, at every operating point, ISO efficiency curves are used. With these curves, the efficiencies
of the different control strategies can be compared.
As stepping motors are mostly used for low-power position control one can argue that stepping motor
efficiency is not an issue. However the number of stepping motors installed worldwide is enormous.
Moreover, a lower energy consumption can also result in less heat production and cheaper power
supply electronics.

Introduction
Stepping motor applications are used in robotics, textile industry, domestic apparatus, etc. The simple
and cheap construction, the ease of control and the open-loop capabilities of stepping motors make
them very interesting in low power applications. The absence of rotor windings reduces the inertia and
weight, so higher dynamics are reached. The lack of contact aging serves the reliability and
mechanical ruggedness. Finally, the availability of torque at standstill makes a stepping motor to fit
perfectly for diverse applications.
Despite all these advantages, stepping motor control algorithms such as open-loop full-step control
often result in very poor torque/current ratios. These low torque/current ratios result in a low overall
efficiency [1]. These motors are used in low-power position control, so efficiency was not an issue in
research so far. However, the estimated worldwide market in 2009 for stepping motors was 90 million
units only for Industrial Automation and control, Textile machines, Medical equipment, Printer Market
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and the Security camera market. It is obvious that the total amount of stepping motors installed
worldwide is enormous. Moreover in some textile machine applications stepping motors are working
continuously, and thus continuously consume energy.
In this paper the efficiencies of the basic and most popular open loop drive methodologies, full- halfand micro-stepping are analyzed and compared with a more advanced vector control algorithm. As
modern drives allow to reduce the current level for full- half- and micro-stepping profiles these
possibilities are analyzed to maximize the torque/current ratio. In this way an overview of the
efficiency of a two phase hybrid stepping motor is given.
As stepping motors are typically used for a broader range of torques and speeds, nominal values are
not given. To present the efficiency of the motor for different control strategies, at every operating
point, ISO efficiency curves are used [2, 3]. With these curves, the efficiency of the different control
strategies can be compared.

Stepping Motor Torque Generation
The principle of operation of a two-phase hybrid stepper motor is illustrated in [4, 5] and shown in Fig.
1. The rotor is attracted by the excited stator phase. Fig. 1 shows the static torque-rotor position
curves for both phases. The solid curve illustrates the torque-position relation for an excited phase A.
For a given load torque Tload, a stable operating point p is reached. When a step (full step mode)
command is given, phase B is excited and the excitation of phase A is removed. The dotted line
illustrates the torque when phase B is excited. For the same load torque Tload, the rotor moves until a
new equilibrium point q is reached.

Figure 1.

Stepping motor principle (left) and static torque-rotor position curves (right)

As shown in Fig. 1, for an excited phase A, the maximum torque, generated by the dc-current in
phase A, is available at θelectrical=−π/2 rad. For the load torque in Fig. 1, the motor is used in position p.
The maximum torque, related to the applied current is not required to hold the load. The
torque/current ratio is not optimal resulting in high copper losses. This results in a low efficiency.
One possible solution to optimize the torque/current ratio is to reduce the current as shown in Fig. 2a.
This current reduction results in a new equilibrium point. However, because of the high number of
pole pairs, this change in rotor position is in most cases not relevant. A further current reduction is not
possible because of the required acceleration torque to move the rotor.
Fig 2a. shows the maximum current reduction, which is valid for a zero rotational speed. When the
speed increases, the excitation time of a single phase tstep decreases. To avoid step loss, the time
tmove, during which the rotor rotates from p to q, has to be smaller than tstep. Therefore it can be
necessary to increase the acceleration torque as in Fig. 3.b. The time tmove is determined by equation
(1):

CT ⋅ I .sin (θ) = Tload

dθ
d 2θ
+ b. + J . 2
dt
dt

(1)

The constraint that tmove has to be smaller than tstep determines the maximum current reduction (Fig.
3).
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Furthermore the torque ripples will result in vibrations and possible resonances. Therefore the next
step command may not be given between tres low and tres high.
These limits, clearly visible in the ISO-efficiency curves, are inherent to the mechanical parameters of
the test bench, such as inertia, and will vary for other applications.

Figure 2.
Reducing the current to optimize the torque/current ratio.
(A) Full-step minimum current, (B) Full-step with higher accelaration torque

Figure 3.

tmove has to be smaller than tstep

Stepping Motor Drive Algorithms
This paper discusses the influence of stepping motor drive algorithms on the overall efficiency of the
system. Therefore the different stepping motor drive algorithms are considered in this paragraph. Next
to the basic and most used full-, half- and micro-stepping algorithms, which are all based on discrete
steady-state rotor positions, a more advanced vector control algorithm is discussed.
Full-, Half- and Micro-Stepping
The stepping motor construction is ideally suited for open loop positioning. When constant phase
current setpoints are applied at certain moments, the rotor will move from one discrete steady-state
position to another. By counting the step command pulses, open loop positioning is made possible.
The full step algorithm illustrated in Fig. 4a is based on the fact that there is only one excited phase at
every moment. When a full-step command is given, the excitation of one phase is released while
another phase is excited. This results in rather large steps.
When both phases are excited simultaneously at maximum current, a stable operating point q
between p and r is obtained. The step angle between two discrete operating points is halved in
comparison to the full step algorithm. This is called half step operation.
Finally micro-stepping is based on additional current setpoints which are a fraction of the maximum
current. This approach makes it possible to obtain much more discrete operating points and thus
decrease the step angle. As the step angle decreases, the movement will become more smoothly as
illustrated in Fig. 5.
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It is obvious that there is more acceleration torque needed to move the rotor at once from point p to q,
than the amount of torque required to move the rotor from point p over point q to point r. The
conclusion here is that the necessary current to operate the motor will be lower as the step angle
decreases and the movement becomes more smoothly.

Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Full-, half- and micro-stepping algorithms

Full- and Half step position profiles
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Vector Control
Fig. 6 illustrates the vector control principle. The flux vector Φ R is fixed to the permanent magnet rotor.
The vector control algorithm requires that the two phases can be excited simultaneously. The
combination of the currents in phase A and B results in the stator current vector is.

Figure 6.

Vector Control torque generation

When neglecting reluctance and saturation effects, the torque can be written as:

Tmotor = CT .is . sin (• )

(2)

According to (2), the motor torque is proportional to the stator current amplitude and the sine of the
load angle δ between the stator current vector is and the rotor flux vector Φ R. The torque-current ratio
is optimal when δ equals 90°. By applying a closed-loop controller, the load angle δ can be controlled
in a stable way.
The implementation of this vector control algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 7. The set-point currents ia*
and ib* are computed in order to have a load angle δ close to 90°. The current amplitude is results in
the required torque.

Figure 7.

Vector Control implementation
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Efficiency of a stepping motor
The efficiency of a stepping motor is given as:

η=

Pout
Pmech
=
Pin Pmech + Ploss

(3)

The electric power supplied to the drive is converted into useful mechanical power as well as some
electrical and mechanical losses. In general, the losses appearing in electric machines are copper
losses, iron losses, friction and windage losses, and the stray load losses [6]. In a small stepping
motor it is reasonable to assume that the iron losses, friction losses and stray load losses are
negligible compared to the copper losses. Since the cooling is natural there are no windage losses.
When only taking into account the copper losses the calculated efficiency will be a little higher
compared to the measured efficiency.
Copper losses
For the representation of the copper losses the r.m.s.-value of the phase current is used. The actual
phase current is discontinuous (Fig. 4). The r.m.s.-value results in an equivalent dc-current generating
the same copper losses as the discontinuous phase current. The copper losses in a phase, using the
r.m.s.-current value are given by:
2
Pc = I ph
, rms ⋅ R ph

(4)

The r.m.s. current is defined as:
T

I ph , rms =

1 2
i ph (t ) dt
T ∫0

(5)

For the full- and half- stepping, the r.m.s. current can be written as:

I ph,rms = I peak ⋅ D

(6)

Where D is the duty cycle (D=0.5 for full-step and D=0.75 for half-step).
The r.m.s. current for the micro-stepping control depends on the number of micro-steps. For the
micro-stepping profile of Fig. 4c, wich uses 4 micro-steps, the r.m.s. current is:

I ph, rms = 0.74.I peak

(7)

The open-loop full-, half- and micro-stepping algorithms uses known current setpoints to drive the
motor. On the other hand the closed loop vector control algorithm will continuously adapt the current
setpoint. Therefore a theoretical calculation of the efficiency will only be performed for the full-, halfand micro-stepping algorithms.
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Theoretical efficiency
Taking into account that the stepping motor has two phases, the theoretical efficiency assuming only
copper losses can be written as:

η=

Pout
Pmech
=
2
Pin
Pmech + I ph
, rms ⋅ R ph ⋅ 2

(

)

(8)

The peak current Ipeak for the analyzed motor is for both full and half step 5.7 A, and equals the
nominal current of the motor. Each stator phase has a resistance of 0.65•. With these specifications
the efficiency can be mapped in an ISO efficiency curve (Fig. 8). The contour lines indicate a variation
of 2,5% and the vertical color bar on the right side represents the efficiency ranging from 0 to 80%.
The maps are limited by the physical torque and speed limits of the motor indicated in Fig. 3. The
strange and rough form of the curve which limits the maps is determined by experiments and is
explained by the vibrations and resonances typical for the stepping motor movement.

Figure 8.
Theoretical efficiency (%) curve
for a stepping motor in full step

Figure 10.

Figure 9.
Theoretical efficiency (%) curve
for a stepping motor in half step.

Theoretical efficiency (%) curve for a stepping motor in micro stepping.

As shown in Figs. 8-10 the efficiency of the stepping motor is very low. This is due to the high current,
the relatively high phase resistance of the small motor and the poor torque/current ratio. Due to the
higher duty cycle, the half step control results in a lower efficiency.
These results are interesting as it identifies the copper losses as the main reason for the low
efficiency. Although the efficiency will be measured exactly in the following paragraph, this theoretical
approach is interesting to understand the principle of the energy efficiency of a stepping motor.
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However, from paragraph II, it follows that the desired torque can be achieved with a smaller current.
By reducing the current the losses can be heavily reduced in some operating areas.
Measurements
The dedicated test rig, used to measure the efficiencies is illustrated in Fig. 11. To calculate the
efficiency, the current idc and voltage vdc at the dc-bus of the stepping motor drive and the shaft torque
and speed are measured (Fig. 12). The advantage of this approach is that the total amount of power,
necessary to drive the motor can be measured. The switching losses are also included in this
measurement.

Figure 11.

Figure 12.

Test Rig

Electric scheme and measurements

The power delivered to the motor can be calculated as:
T

Pin =

1
vdc ⋅ idc dt
T ∫0

(9)

Then the measured efficiency is computed by:

η=

Pmech
Pin

(10)

The mechanical power can be noted as:

Pmech = T ⋅ ω

(11)

The torque T is measured by the torque sensor present at the test rig, the rotational speed ω is known
as the speed set point is known.
Measurements are made at 55 different speed values and for 25 different load torque values resulting
in a matrix of 1375 measurement points. The rotor speed is chosen in a way that resonance is
avoided [7].
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Nominal current
First, the motor is driven with nominal current. The ISO efficiency curves for full, half and micro
stepping are shown in Figs. 14-16. The overall efficiency is lower than expected in the theoretical
approach, especially at higher speeds. The maximum deviation between the theoretically calculated
and measured efficiency is 3.5%. This can be due to iron losses, friction losses and stray load losses.
Furthermore, the currents generated by the drive are not exactly square wave. As a result, (6) is an
approximation of the computed r.m.s.-value of the current.
Fig. 13 shows the currents in a single phase for different speeds. This figure shows that current
overshoot and oscillation occur when the current converges to zero. These oscillations increase the
r.m.s.-value of the current. At low speeds, this ripple can be neglected as its duration is small
compared to the excitation time tstep. However, at higher speeds it becomes more important. The
increased r.m.s.-current produces higher copper losses compared to the theoretical approximation.
Optimization of the current control algorithm could reduce these additional losses.

Figure 13.
Current in one phase at 7 rpm
(left) and at 77 rpm (right) (100mV/A)

Figure 14.
Measured efficiency (%) curve
for stepping motor in full step

Figure 15.
Measured efficiency (%) curve
for stepping motor in half step

Figure 16.
Measured efficiency (%) curve
for stepping motor in micro step
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Current reduction
To measure the efficiency at more optimal current levels, the current for every torque/speed operating
point is reduced as low as possible, meaning the lowest current at which the motor is still able to
perform the movement at the setpoint speed. Of course, this implies that there is no margin for
acceleration or torque disturbances. This maximum current reduction is determined by equation (1)
and the constraint illustrated in Fig. 3 and explained earlier.
Measurement results are shown in Figs. 17-19.
The impact of current reduction on the efficiency is maximized at half the maximum speed and torque.
At low speed there is also a significant current reduction, but the losses stay relatively high compared
to the useful mechanical power, resulting in a low efficiency. As shown in Fig. 2, at high speed, the
torques must be high enough to accelerate the machine. As a result the margin for current reduction
is low. This also holds for high load torques.
As mentioned before, the current reduction can be higher at half- and micro-stepping, as the
necessary acceleration torque is smaller.
Indeed, in Figs.18 and 19 the area of the current reduction is much larger resulting in a higher
efficiency increase. Figs. 18 and 19 show better efficiencies than Fig. 17. From Figs. 14, 15, 17 and
18 it follows that the half-step drive methodology will only result in a higher efficiency if the current
reduction is applied.
E.g. for half-step control at 120rpm and with a load torque of 0.1173 Nm the efficiency is only 4.6%.
While the full-step control efficiency at that point is 6.9%. By reducing the current to 15% of the
nominal current, the half-step efficiency can be increased up to 45.3%. Due to the smaller possible
current reduction at full-step, the full-step efficiency can only be optimized up to 10.1%. At this
particular point the micro-stepping efficiency is 5.4% at nominal current and 48.7% for a reduced
current.
Vector Control
The vector control principle is based on the optimization of the torque/current ratio. Measurements
illustrated in Fig. 20 prove that this approach increases the efficiency to a more optimal level. At lower
torques and speed set points the efficiency is still low due to the low useful mechanical power.
However at the largest part of the map, the efficiency varies around 45%. Compared to the
efficiencies, obtained with half- and micro-stepping control at minimized current, the gain in efficiency
can be as high as 62% by using the vector control algorithm.
Thanks to the vector control structure this optimized torque/current ratio does not affect the dynamic
behavior and margin for torque or speed set point disturbances. Furthermore Fig. 20 clearly shows
that the area in which the stepping motor is able to deliver torque at a certain speed set point is much
larger compared to the full- half and micro-stepping control thanks to the smoother movement
obtained by the vector control principle.
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Figure 17.
Measured efficiency (%) curve for a
stepping motor with full-step control and with current
reduction

Figure 18.
Measured efficiency curve (%)
for a stepping motor with half-step control and
current reduction

Figure 19.
Measured efficiency curve (%) for a
stepping motor with micro-stepping control and
current reduction

Figure 20.
Measured efficiency curve (%)
for a stepping motor with vector control

Conclusions
For both full-, half- and micro-step control of a two-phase hybrid stepping motor a detailed overview of
the efficiency is given by using ISO-efficiency curves. These curves are obtained by a theoretical
approach and through measurements.
The bulk of the stepping motor applications are driven in open loop, with maximum current to avoid
step loss. These drive strategies result in very poor efficiency. To increase the efficiency the current
can be reduced. The possible current reduction depends on the operating point in the torque-current
area. The efficiency can be seriously increased, up to 9 times better, by this current reduction
approach, which is achievable on most basic stepping motor drives.
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To perform the measurements the current level was reduced until step loss occurs. An algorithm
which predicts the possible current reduction could be implemented based on the mechanical
equation (1). Solving this non-linear differential equation would result in a high computational cost and
should be performed offline. Therefore and alternative approach is considered using a vector control
algorithm.
This vector control algorithm not only increases the efficiency (sometimes up to 62%) but also results
in a much larger area in which the system is able to deliver a certain torque at a particular speed set
point. Furthermore, the current reduction approach used for full-, half and micro-stepping implies that
there is no margin left for torque or speed disturbances. However, the dynamic behavior and margin
for torque and speed set point disturbances is not influenced by optimizing the torque/current ratio
using the vector control algorithm.
It has to be mentioned that all the algorithms mentioned in this paper can be implemented without any
additional hardware cost, apart from the controller. When a sensor less algorithm is used, even the
vector control algorithm can be implemented without using a mechanical position or speed sensor.
As the total number of stepping motors installed worldwide is enormous, it is interesting to optimize
the energy-efficiency of these systems. Moreover, a current reduction of 85% as mentioned in this
paper, will reduce the heat production of the system, which is quadratic to the current.
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A Better Way to Repair Electric Motors: Adhere to ANSI/EASA
AR100
Thomas H. Bishop, P.E.
Electrical Apparatus Service Association (EASA)
Abstract
There are certain repair processes that can impact the efficiency and reliability of electric motors.
Prudent repair practices must not increase overall losses, and preferably should maintain or reduce
them. In some cases, repairers can also employ the principles applied by the motor designers, to
reduce losses and enhance efficiency. The ANSI/EASA AR100 Recommended Practice for the Repair
of Rotating Electrical Apparatus is a good practice guide as well as the American National Standard
for repair of rotating electrical apparatus, primarily motors and generators. It provides guidelines and
guidance for mechanical repair, rewinding, and testing of rotating electrical apparatus to help assure
that efficiency and reliability are maintained or enhanced during the rebuilding and rewinding
processes. This paper provides an overview and explanation of ANSI/EASA AR100-2010 from the
end user perspective. It will also provide information detailing the importance and benefits of having
service centers adhere to this recommended practice during repair.

Introduction
For well over half a century the Electrical Apparatus Service Association (EASA) has had standards
for the repair of electrical apparatus. The original version was a single standard that addressed repair
of electric motors, generators and transformers. In the 1990’s EASA decided to pursue American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard status for the rotating machinery elements. The single
standard was separated into a recommended practice for rotating electrical apparatus (AR100) [1]
addressing motors and generators (Figure 1), and a guide for power and distribution transformers.
Note: The primary focus of this document will be on the aspects of AR100 related to polyphase
squirrel cage motors, the “workhorses of industry”.

Figure 1: The cover page of ANSI/EASA AR100-2010
The ANSI standard approval process was completed for the first time with the 1998 edition of AR100.
The recommended practice has been revised 3 times since then and the current version is the 2010
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edition. This latest edition had more than 3 dozen changes, most notably to interject good practices
for maintaining motor efficiency. These good practices were identified during the last EASA/AEMT
Rewind Study [2] (Figure 2) performed in the early 2000’s. Both of these documents can be
downloaded free from the “Energy/Environment” tab of the EASA website (www.easa.com).

Figure 2: The cover page of the EASA/AEMT Rewind Study
For end users, a significant value of ANSI/EASA AR100-2010 is that in 22 pages of normative text it
concisely describes good repair practices. It also provides six pages of supplemental information such
as safety considerations for testing. Further, end users who require service centers to comply with the
recommendations in AR100 can be assured that repairs will be made in accordance with a
recognized American National Standard.

Section 1: General
The AR100 document begins with the General section, which includes the purpose and scope. The
stated purpose of the recommended practice is “to establish guidelines in each step of electrical
apparatus rewinding and rebuilding.” Thus it provides guidance on all aspects of rotating electrical
apparatus repair, predominantly applying to motors and generators. Following its guidance will result
in a good practice repair; that is, a reliable and quality repair without shortcuts.
The “General” guidelines provided by AR100 include making certain that the machine has a
nameplate and that the nameplate data is recorded. By reviewing this data and communicating with
the customer, the service center can ensure that the machine is suited for its application, and that
repairs will maintain original ratings. AR100 also recommends that the service center determine the
cause of failure and suggest actions that can help prevent a recurrence. This requires careful
inspection and testing of the machine before repairs are made. While some of the individual good
practices in AR100 may appear relatively minor, their collective effect establishes the document as
the good practice repair standard for motors. Further, even though it was not specifically written to
maintain or improve motor efficiency, the document has efficiency as a strong underlying theme.
The most significant part of the scope of recommended practice states that it “describes record
keeping, tests, analysis, and general guidelines for the repair of electrical motors and generators.”
From this one can correctly conclude that details such as repair records, testing and repair
procedures will be addressed and documented. Many “standards” or specifications focus on topics
related to testing. The recommended practice goes beyond testing, providing added value by not
overlooking the benefits of findings and corrective actions such as those that can come about through
good practice inspections before and after cleaning.
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The General section goes on to describe recommendations for cleaning windings and parts; terminal
lead characteristics, terminal connectors and terminal boxes; and the cooling system, exterior finish,
and packaging and transportation. The details on cleaning intentionally do not attempt to bore down
into methods, but do recommend that all windings and parts be cleaned and dried. The section
continues, indicating that the cooling system should be checked to confirm it is operational, including
inspection of fans, cooling ducts, air baffles and cover plates. Restricted or reduced airflow, such as
from a broken or damaged cooling fan (Figure 3) can lead to overheating and reduced winding and
bearing life. Packaging and transportation issues that are dealt with include recommending blocking
the shaft if necessary, shipping oil-lubricated machines without oil, identifying the presence of shaft
blocking, and identifying the need for oil-lubricant, if applicable.

Figure 3: A damaged cooling fan detected by visual inspection.

Section 2: Mechanical Repair
The Mechanical Repair section of AR100 includes topics on the major mechanical components of the
machine such as shaft, bearings, frame, bearing housings and laminations. The text information in
this section is generously supplemented with 14 tables that provide specific details on dimensions and
mechanical tolerances. A distinct advantage of AR100 is that by having these tables all in one
document, one does not need to locate the source American Bearing Manufacturers Association
(ABMA), International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), and National Electrical Manufacturers
Association (NEMA) documents and applicable sections. Further, the use of such highly recognized
and accepted national and international standards organization documents as references helps
assure good practices and reliable repairs.
The document recommends that shafts and shaft extensions be checked for wear, cracks, scoring,
and straightness. Using tables such as Tables 1 and 2, which are from NEMA MG1 [3] and IEC
60072-1 [4] respectively, the section provides tolerances for shaft diameters, runout and keyways.
Supporting text in the main body of the section also provides guidance on repair; for example, that
keyseats (keyways) should accommodate keys to a tap fit. By making use of the manufacturing
standard values in these tables, a like-new repair is better assured.
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Table 1: AR100 Table 2-3 Permissible Shaft Extension Runout (NEMA).

Table 2: AR100 Table 2-4 Permissible Shaft Extension Runout (IEC).

Ball, roller and sleeve bearing fits are addressed, including two comprehensive tables providing
specific housing and journal fits and tolerances for ball and cylindrical roller bearings. These are
probably the most used tables in AR100. By applying the proper, versus improper, fit the bearing life
is significantly increased. Among the topics not often addressed in other standards and that are dealt
with in this section are labyrinth seal clearances, for which a table (Table 3) is provided. A subtle yet
important addition was a statement that replacement bearings should be equivalent to the original
manufacturer’s specifications. An incorrect replacement bearing could result in reduced bearing life,
increased bearing losses, and consequently, reduced efficiency.
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Table 3: AR100 Table 2-7 Labyrinth Seal Diametral Clearance Guide

On the topic of lubrication, examples of good practice guidance found in AR100 are the practical
recommendations that grease passages be checked to assure that they are clean, to use grease
compatible with that of the customer, and to fill the grease reservoir to about one-third of capacity if
the machine manufacturer’s instructions are not known.
Verifying grease compatibility is an important consideration. For example, many service centers and
motor manufacturers use polyurea base grease, and many customers use lithium base grease; and
these two grease types are usually not compatible. By following the guidance in the recommended
practice, and thereby confirming that the lubricant to be used is or is not compatible, a premature
bearing failure (Figure 4) can be avoided. The last point about lubrication, grease fill, can be critical to
bearing (and motor) life and motor efficiency. Over lubrication can lead to ball or roller “skidding” with
consequent increased friction and wear; and grease churning resulting in higher temperature,
increased losses, and reduced bearing life. Note too that AR100 provides guidance in the absence of
manufacturer instructions.
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Figure 4: Note the two different colors of the lubricants, which were incompatible and caused
the bearing to fail.
Dynamic balance of the rotor is essential to the proper operation of a machine and the international
standard quality grade 2.5 from ISO 1940-1 [5] is suggested in the absence of a customer specified
level. Balancing to that quality level should assure that vibration levels are well within NEMA and IEC
standard tolerances. A cautionary note addresses making certain that balance weights do not
interfere with other components. Following this advice can help prevent a problem such as a balance
weight protruding above the circumference of the rotor and coming in contact with the stator winding
end turns.
The Mechanical Repair section closes with a clause on accessories, calling for testing and verification
as applicable. The breadth of AR100 is apparent in the specific accessories that are addressed,
including capacitors, short circuit devices/switches, terminal boards, space heaters, and bearing
temperature sensors or protectors. An example of the guidance provided is the statement that bearing
temperature sensors or protectors should be identical with or equivalent to the original in electrical
and thermal characteristics. That is crucially important advice. For instance, replacing a thermistor
type sensor with a thermocouple device not only would result in an incorrect temperature indication (if
any); it might also damage or destroy the temperature sensing control circuitry.

Section 3: Rewinding
It is with good reason that rewinding is the primary concern when assessing the possibility of a
change in efficiency during repair. Stator winding copper losses and core losses combined typically
account for 50-60% of the total losses in a polyphase motor. Although AR100 was not written
specifically to maintain or improve repaired motor efficiency, efficiency is a strong underlying theme.
The revisions to AR100 that took effect in the 2010 edition included adding tests, methods and
procedures from the EASA/AEMT Rewind Study good practice guide. These good practices were
directed primarily toward maintaining (and possibly improving) efficiency during repair and secondarily
to improving repaired motor reliability. Among the topics from the Rewind Study that were added were
more specific details about core testing, increasing wire area when feasible, and the use of magnetic
wedges.
The requirements for a good practice rewind are concisely detailed in just two pages of the document.
Inspection prior to rewind is a key element and is the initial topic of the section. It includes visual
inspection of stator windings and rotor squirrel cages. We sometimes need to be reminded that the
rotor is an electrical component; the rotating secondary of a transformer, with the stator being the
stationary primary. That is an important reason for including bar and end ring inspection of rotors. A
defect in a rotor could result in reduced output torque, reduced efficiency, and vibration.
As a preventive and proactive measure the recommended practice suggests reviewing the stator
winding data for accuracy. Calculating magnetic flux and current densities, or using the EASA
Verification and Redesign program (Figure 5) or equivalent, are methods that can be used to
determine if the levels are reasonable when original manufacturer data is not available. Duplicating or
making an equivalent to the original winding characteristics is crucial to proper motor performance,
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and therefore advocated in AR100. That said, AR100 also allows for improving the stator winding by
reducing losses via increasing the wire area.

Figure 5: Example of winding data and results of verifying magnetic flux and current densities
with EASA Verification and Redesign program.
In addition to encouraging the use of a larger wire area, the standard also states that wire area should
be at least equal to the original; thus discouraging the potential practice of reducing wire area. These
steps help assure that the rewind process maintains or possibly even improves the repaired motor
efficiency. It is interesting to note that an increase in winding wire area of one American Wire Gage
(AWG) size, which is just over 25%, only improves the efficiency by about 0.2%. Nonetheless,
although it might not be detected with a dynamometer performance test, it is an increase in efficiency.
Stator core inspection and testing are addressed, with the focus on detecting evidence of core
degradation. Inspection of the stator and rotor for evidence of stator-rotor contact (Figure 6) was
added in the 2010 edition. Such contact can short laminations and thereby increase core losses,
resulting in reduced efficiency. The associated heating would also reduce winding thermal life.

Figure 6: A form coil stator damaged by contact with the rotor.
Loop or commercial machine-aided core testing (Figure 7) is suggested as a method of assessing
core condition. The loop test typically uses multiple turns so as to reduce test current; and the
commercial core tester utilizes a single turn high-current test coil to magnetize the core. The premise
employed by the recommended practice is that it is better to determine that a core has lamination
damage prior to inserting the winding; or even if the machine is not being rewound. To this end the
revised standard specifically calls for core testing before and after winding removal; and comparison
of the core loss results of both tests. Following the recommendation to core test will help assure that a
faulty core is detected before, not after repair.
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Figure 7: A stator being core loss tested using a commercial tester.
Removal (stripping) of the windings receives particular attention. The removal method should be one
that does not damage the laminations, otherwise core losses would increase and efficiency would be
reduced. A specific preventive recommendation is that the part temperature be controlled during the
winding removal process, so as to avoid damage to the interlaminar insulation. Note: The 2010 edition
of AR100 clarified that the part, not oven, temperature be controlled. The critical heating is not of the
oven interior, but of the stator core, which could be damaged. Thus it is the stator core temperature
that must be monitored. The new edition also suggested that stators in the oven be oriented such that
distortion of the parts would be avoided.
The document recommends that the insulation temperature rating of the winding conductors, as well
as the other parts of the insulation system should be equal to or greater than the original rating. Since
the typical insulation system used by a service center is class H (180 °C) for random windings, and
class F (155 °C) for form coil windings, this suggestion is normally achievable with the use of readily
available materials. This is an example of the recommended practice making a suggestion that brings
out a thermal advantage of a service center rewind versus a factory original of a lower insulation
class. The intent here is not to detract from the original factory winding’s capability; but to
acknowledge and suggest using a potential “strength” of service centers. The increased insulation
temperature capability provides a thermal reserve for overload conditions; and extended winding life
under normal conditions.
Other examples of rewinding guidance include minimizing crossed conductors when inserting random
wound (round wire) coils in slots, the use of inter-phase insulation and dealing with magnetic wedges.
Crossed conductors increase the possibility of a turn to turn short due to the point contact between
wires; and artificially increase slot fill, potentially resulting in difficulty with insertion and increased
mechanical stress between the crossed conductors. Opinions vary on the need for phase insulation,
particularly for smaller machines. However, the electrical stress between phases is a function of
voltage rating, not power. Therefore good practice is to always use phase insulation. Some stators
have magnetic wedges which are used reduce no-load (magnetizing) current and improve efficiency.
To assure that these characteristics are maintained, the standard states that magnetic wedges should
not only be replaced, but be replaced with equivalent magnetic wedges.
Section 3 closes by addressing impregnation (e.g., dipping) of windings, including the necessity to
preheat, which removes moisture, relieves stresses in the conductors, and improves varnish/resin
penetration. The document points out that the varnish or resin must have adequate thermal rating;
and that the treatment be compatible with the insulation system; as well as being suitable for the
application environment. Admittedly, every part of the rewind process is important. However, the
cured varnish/resin literally is the “tie that binds” all of the winding components together. The
recommended practice succinctly advises that the service center should be certain to use a suitable
and compatible impregnant, and properly process it.

Section 4: Testing
Following good practice procedures such as those prescribed by the recommendations of AR100
builds quality into the repair. Testing is a means of confirming the suitability of the repaired motor to
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perform in accordance with its nameplate ratings. However, although testing may detect a fault or
anomaly, it is not a fool-proof method of indicating that the machine condition is satisfactory, or suited
for the conditions associated with the application. A benefit of following the guidance in the
recommended practice is that multiple tests are used to verify conformance to requirements, thus
increasing the probability that any faults or anomalies will be detected.
Testing is preceded by inspection which consists of checking for evidence of degradation or damage
to the insulation system. AR100 cautions that acceptable inspection and insulation test results should
be obtained prior to any high-potential testing. This is a good practice to reduce the possibility of a
winding failing under test.
Following inspection, testing begins with the insulation resistance (IR) test. Often referred to as a
“megger” (a trade name of Megger Group Limited) test, it is a measurement of winding insulation
resistance to ground (e.g., the frame) in megohms after a constant test voltage has been applied for 1
minute. The source document for the IR test is IEEE 43 [6]. A subtle detail of properly performing this
insulation test is the application of test voltage for 1 minute. The recommended practice makes this
criterion clear. Among the advantages of the 1 minute time period is that it allows insulation dielectric
stress conditions to begin to stabilize, and in so doing, results in repeatable test values. Insulation
testing continues with suggestions for the polarization index (PI) test. This test extends the IR test for
a 10 minute period, with the PI being the value obtained by dividing the 10 minute megohms by the 1
minute megohms.
The insulation resistance tests apply only to the winding to ground insulation. The surge comparison
test (Figure 8) that is also suggested in AR100 is useful because it additionally tests the winding turn
to turn, coil to coil, and phase to phase. The document provides a recommended test level of twice
rated voltage plus 1000 volts for surge comparison testing, which essentially “breaks new ground” as
this test parameter is not dealt with specifically in other standards.

Figure 8: A form coil stator being surge tested.
Another test that is addressed, where applicable, is the bearing insulation test. This is a 500 volt
resistance test of the insulation that is used to electrically isolate a bearing to prevent bearing
currents. The bearing insulation test is another place where the recommended practice has
established a “first” for a standard, providing an acceptance criterion that had not been set in other
standards documents.
As mentioned above, the recommended practice prescribes that the insulation resistance, and if
applicable the polarization index test, be performed prior to high-potential testing. If the insulation
resistance tests and a visual inspection are satisfactory, AR100 indicates that high-potential tests may
be applied to windings and some accessories. The recommended practice allows the use of a DC
high-potential voltage in place of an AC voltage. The AC test voltage level is multiplied by 1.7 to
obtain the equivalent DC voltage. The high-potential test voltage is applied for 1 minute and the test
judgment is pass/fail.
The standard provides high-potential test levels for various winding conditions. Easy to interpret
tables illustrating test levels using AC (Table 4) or equivalent DC test voltages are also provided. For
a new winding the test level is the ultimate/maximum (100%) value given in the tables associated with
high-potential testing. After machine assembly the recommendation is a test level of 80% of the
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maximum in the tables. As AR100 makes clear, the 80% and 100% test levels should only be applied
to a winding once in its lifetime, so as not to overstress the winding insulation.
Table 4: AR100 Table 4-1 AC high-potential test levels for most AC machines.

If subsequent tests of new windings are desired, or for reconditioned windings, the recommended
practice suggests that these tests be performed at 65% of the maximum (new winding) level. The
document goes on to state that if a winding has not been reconditioned, testing should be limited to
insulation resistance tests. Following this advice is another case where a potential winding failure
under test can be avoided through adherence to the recommended practice.
Following repair and assembly a motor is normally no-load tested (Figure 9). The recommended
practice gives details on tests that should be performed at this critical repair point. For example, that
the exact operating speed should be checked, typically with a digital tachometer. That test would
confirm that a rewound motor was connected for the correct number of poles (speed). Note that
although this is a mechanical test, its purpose is to confirm an electrical characteristic.

Figure 9: A motor being final-test run on a test bed.
The recommended practice goes on to state that the no-load current of a motor should be measured
and compared to the full load current. It further suggests that bearing temperatures be measured until
stability is reached. Incorporating this key check in the document is another place where the
recommended practice strives to help the user avoid a potential problem that may not become
apparent until after installation. If bearing temperature stability is not attained, that could indicate
detrimental conditions such as a defective bearing, incorrect bearing fit or lubrication anomaly.
An important aspect of rotating machine reliability is vibration level. The recommended practice
provides vibration level limits based on NEMA MG1 for machines with either resilient or rigid no-load
test mounting. Rigid mounting vibration limits are set at 80% of the resilient mount limits in the table.
Conversions from the English (inch-units) system to metric unit vibration values used outside of the
US are also given.
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The Testing section concludes with instrument calibration. The importance of at least annual
calibration to a national standard is stressed, as well as having the instrument bear a mark clearly
indicating that it is calibrated. A benefit of such a calibration program is that it helps assure that the
dimensions of a repaired part meet requirements. By recommending periodic instrument calibration
the document helps users avoid issues such as having to rework a shaft fit because a micrometer was
out of calibration, resulting in an incorrect final fit.

Conclusion
The repair processes detailed in ANSI/EASA AR100 Recommended Practice for the Repair of
Rotating Electrical Apparatus [Available as a free download from the “Energy/Environment” tab of the
EASA website (www.easa.com)].have been described in this paper. Particular emphasis was placed
on those methods and procedures that can affect the efficiency and reliability of polyphase squirrel
cage electric motors, the “workhorses of industry”. By incorporating findings and recommendations
from the Rewind Study document The Effect of Repair/Rewinding on Motor Efficiency [Also available
as a free download from the “Energy/Environment” tab of the EASA website (www.easa.com)].many
good practices for repair were added to the 2010 edition of AR100. These additions serve to
demonstrate the importance and benefits of having service centers adhere to this recommended
practice during repair.
For end users, an important value of AR100-2010 is that it concisely describes good repair practices.
With just 22 pages of normative text, the most essential topics do not become lost in a massive
amount of supplemental text. Further, end users that require service centers to adhere to the
recommended practices in AR100 can be assured that reliable and quality repairs will be made in
accordance with a recognized American National Standard.
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Advanced Motor Technologies Market Implementation
Rob Boteler, Nidec Motor Corporation

Abstract
Advanced/Alternative motor technologies [AAM] exist and are in the marketplace, such as
permanent magnet [ECM] and switched reluctance, yet we do not see these products selling in
large quantities in North America.
This paper will discuss the process that occurs as AAM’s technologies are made available to the
marketplace. The paper will provide a road map of how product applications are identified, and
the steps taken as suppliers, users and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) move from
concepts to actual implementation of new motor technologies in real world applications. This
paper will not be a technical review of these technologies or applications. The goal of this paper is
to help the reader understand the new technology adoption process, and learn ways that can be
applied to accelerate the adoption into the marketplace, to take advantage of new products and
applications sooner.

1

Introduction

Incorporating an advanced/alternative motor technology into a motor driven system requires not
only a solid understanding of the pre-existing technology and the system’s overall performance,
but also a thorough understanding of the application in which the motor is being used. Without
this knowledge it is very difficult to fully determine and fully realize the potential to increase
system performance. Without expertise concerning the application, and an understanding of the
existing performance limitations, the element of risk will be much greater and can bring a potential
motor-driven advancement to an early grave.
To begin an AAM project, a multi-disciplinary team can be useful in identifying issues and
concerns early in the process. While the technical staff must be able to perform the calculations,
design, simulation test etc. The marketing, operational, warranty and finance members of the
team will be required to represent their disciplines as well.
Issues that typically face the introduction of a technology that is more revolutionary than
evolutionary, include support of new equipment in the field, commissioning support, parts,
warranty, examples of successful customers in other applications understanding of risks and
mitigation of risk.
Often a paradigm shift is required in the customer’s approach, calling on them to think beyond
performance/feature limitations and design prerequisites associated with their existing (often
mature) motor technology. Such limitations may have had a significant impact on the original
product’s design and evolution, and it is necessary to recognize what these existing constraints
are and – where appropriate – to abandon long-held perceived truths, in order to fully appreciate
what may be possible with new motor technology and a “clean sheet of paper” approach to the
application’s overall system design.
OEM’s may have a formal gated new products process that the advanced motor technology
needs to fit into as part of the OEM’s acceptance procedure.
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How could we accelerate market acceptance of new technology? Conferences, press,
advertising, marketing, power utility rebate or promotion, tax incentives or other government
policy are instrumental in accelerating market acceptance of new technology.
The adoption of a new motor technology as the drive component of a piece of equipment can
become a complex process, involving various functions within the adopting company’s business.
Experience has taught us that AAM technologies – whether motor systems or others – are most
often adopted by original equipment manufacturers [OEMs] rather than by actual equipment endusers. While some larger end-users will pursue new technologies, they typically do not have a
sufficient number of applications to rationalize the amount of effort and resources required to
select, configure, test and qualify the new technology. The focus of this paper will be on the OEM
new technology adaptor and process that occurs as we move from initial contact through the
release of the equipment that utilizes the new motor technology.

2

Motivation for Change

One of the first steps is the understanding of what will motivate the OEM’s desire to change. We
need to recognize that we, as the purveyors of the new technology, do not necessarily have an
in-depth knowledge of the OEM’s product, nor do we know what feature of our new technology
will be the key to his taking the necessary steps to adopt the technology.
The new technology motivators can be broadly placed into one or more of three categories that
will provide the basis for determining how the application will benefit from the technology. The
OEM will evaluate the technology’s impact on it’s business based on how it perceives the
technology fits his business plan and the total the return on investment of funds and resources.
(1)
Improved equipment performance and/or added features (differentiation including weight
and physical size)
(2)

Reduced first cost

(3)

Greater efficiency and reduced operating costs.

To make a decision to switch to a new motor technology the equipment OEM’s process may vary
from a very simple evaluation with a limited number of inputs, to a very complex gated process
shown below that includes dozens of people from many internal and sometimes, external
resources. The chart below is from a major OEM’s gated product development process used to
manage their new product development process. The introduction of advanced motors and
controls into an OEM product will very likely require the motor supplier to become involved in
such a process. If the motor supplier understands what his customer expects, the new technology
adoption rate can be accelerated.
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Figure 1:

3

Typical New Product Gate Review Process used by OEMs to evaluate the switch to a
new motor technology as the equipment driver

New Product Process

The various steps of the typical gated new product process are designed to assure that the
equipment changes – such as the integration of a new motor drive system – will deliver all of the
requisite features and benefits within the cost, production, performance, safety, warranty and field
support considerations deemed necessary by the OEM.
When faced with the prospects of working through the gate review process, the motor supplier
may position itself as a member of the OEM’s development team. Once it has achieved this, the
motor supplier sets about to understand how the new motor technology can best fit the OEM in
one or more of the three categories noted above. During the early gates the motor driven
system’s performance fit is the first thing that needs to be established. Beginning with the idea
generation gate, the motor supplier begins “drilling into” the application. The various technologies
available are each likely to offer different benefits to the OEM. Jointly the OEM and the motor
supplier need to narrow down the attributes of the technology as the optimum solution is
developed. To help organize and compare possible configurations of the new technology, each
motor supplier will use its own specification work sheet to walk through the OEM requirements.
Figure two lists twelve points which cover items that should be considered when drafting a new
technology motor system specification. The list is intended as a guide, and is not exhaustive.
There will be a high degree of flexibility offered by the new motor technology allowing the motor
and controls to be tailored to suit the application. The system designer and OEM should not
restrict their thinking to the performance and specifications of a conventional “off-the-shelf” drive
solution. There are likely to be trade-offs between cost, complexity and performance; therefore,
where possible, the specification should be drafted with reference to the true actual needs of the
application rather than being based on the performance of an existing motor and controller.
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A thorough evaluation of the new motor technology within the intended application will provide the
fundamental specification that determines whether or not the project will move through the next
gates to a new equipment power source, or be halted.

1. Application
• Is this an existing application? If so how is it currently configured? Or is this a new application ?
2. Power supply
• Format, frequency, nominal voltage, minimum voltage, maximum voltage :e. g. 460V +10, -5%,
3 phase 50-60Hz
so, by how much, and at what input voltage can de-rating begin?
• Other input specification limits, e.g. power factor, harmonic limits etc.
3. Quadrants of operation:
• Direction of rotation for normal operation.
• Is reverse rotation required?
• Is braking required in either rotational direction?
4. Torque – speed characteristics:
• What are the minimum and maximum operating speeds?
What is expected maximum repetition rate?
• Other inputs; What is (a) the continuous – i.e. thermally rated – torque, and if overload is
required, what is (b) the peak – i.e. absolute maximum – torque as a function of speed? Other
specification limits, e.g. power factor, harmonic limits etc.
• Graphs of torque versus speed should be provided for each case.
• Any other “service factor” or duty requirements, with explanatory details.
• Additional torque-speed characteristics (both peak and continuous, with duty cycle information
etc.) should be provided for braking, if required.
5. Drive system efficiency:
• Minimum acceptable value of system efficiency, measured as mechanical power output divided
by raw electrical input (or for generators, electrical power output divided by mechanical power
input).
6. Temperature, environment and cooling:
• Maximum ambient temperature for motor/for controls.
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• Minimum ambient temperature for motor/for controls.
• Any special environmental/constructional requirements for motor and/or electronics (e.g.
hazardous environments, chemical resistance, etc.)
• What cooling methods are allowable for (a) motor and (b) electronic controls (e.g. air, water, oil
etc.)?
• Any limits on the power we may dissipate into the cooling medium?
• If forced-air or liquid cooling is used, what are the maximum/minimum inlet temperatures? Is
there a pre-existing coolant stream we could use? What are the maximum/minimum available
flow rates and under what conditions? What is the maximum allowable pressure drop?
• What is the quality of the cooling fluid – are filters needed? If liquid cooling, is it of a corrosive or
aggressive nature (thinking of damage to metals, insulation systems etc.)
• Any limitations on maximum motor or electronics temperature (e.g. heat sink surface temp,
desired class of motor insulation, etc.
• Is there any need for environmental “conditioning” – e.g. pre-heater or anti-condensation heater
in motor or controller?
7. Control:
• Operating speed range required (e.g. 500 – 15,000 rpm). Or ____________
• What sort of basic control is needed – speed, torque, power, position…?
• Steady-state accuracy of the control system (absolute, or as a percentage of maximum)
• Dynamic control performance (e.g. of speed – what is the maximum rate of change of speed
required?)
• Are there any requirements in regard of small-signal bandwidth (i.e. response time to small
changes) for speed or torque control?
• Nature of load? (e.g. inertia plus non-linear viscous friction “fan law”)
• Value of load mechanical self-inertia
• Any requirements, preferences or limits for the motor rotor inertia?
• Maximum rate of change of load torque?
• Additional control of torque required as well as speed control? (e.g. variable torque limit)
• Other system- or application-related control features, needed (e.g. pressure control)
• Any additional or special control features required.
8. Interfacing:
User interface requirements:
• Speed reference format (e.g. analog 0-10V, 4-20mA or serial digital, RS485/RS232, CAN,
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ProfiBus, Modbus etc.)
• Digital inputs required – run/stop, reset, direction etc.
• Any signal outputs required – (e.g. motor speed, motor torque, actual direction, torque limit
indication, fault status, etc.)
Fault protection:
• Standard features are over-speed, over-temperature (motor and/or controller), over-current,
over- and under-voltage.
• Is any other application-specific protection required or desirable – could the drive system
provide additional condition monitoring, for example?
Connector type/requirements, e.g.:
• Line power input
• Motor power connections
• Signal-level interface connectors
9. Physical dimensions and layout:
Motor dimensions:
• Envelope dimensions for complete motor – permissible frame sizes
• Shaft diameter, shaft length
• Mechanical interfacing (keyway?)
• Details of any special cooling requirements
Controller dimensions:
• Any limitations on controller enclosure dimensions
• Cooling circuit mechanical interface, if applicable
What is the maximum expected distance between the motor and controller?
10. Life expectancy:
• What is the anticipated overall life of the system?
• What temperature, duty cycle etc. should be assumed in estimating life?
• What service/maintenance intervals are envisaged, if any?
• Should the motor employ sealed-for-life bearings, or re-lubricated?
• What grease life/bearing life may be required?
11. Agency approvals:
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• U-L, CSA (etc.) approval or recognition?
• ATEX, marine duty, or other specialized requirements?
• Electromagnetic compatibility
• Compliance with the requirements of the European “CE” marking scheme (usually the EMC and
Low Voltage Directives).
12. Notes or comments that help describe the application requirements:
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4

Review of the New Motor Technology Specification Guide

The initial review of figure two begins with section 1 the OEM describing the application under
consideration to use the new motor technology. The OEM team provides the motor supplier with
as much information about the current system as possible including prints, photos and if possible
field investigation of the current system in operation. The OEM should identify any known weak
points of the current system as potential areas that the new technology could correct or improve
upon. Once a thorough review has been made of the existing system, the team is ready to begin
developing the new motor specification following the guide.
In section 2 the available power supply needs to be identified. New motor technologies may be
available to operate with a variety of power supplies, and (compared with existing solutions) can
often cope with a wider range of supply voltage and/or frequency. However, system performance
may vary significantly with voltage (for example), affecting the application and fit. A specific power
supply is not normally difficult to define, but the degree of performance degradation permissible
over (for example) a wide supply voltage range merits careful consideration. This can affect
overall system cost significantly, for example if a drive has to be designed to deliver full output
despite a significant reduction in the available voltage. Care should be taken to also consider any
site or location variations in power quality that may adversely affect expect performance or
efficiency. Examples include short-term abnormal voltage levels (high or low), unusually high
supply impedances (where harmonic current draw may have to be minimized), voltage distortion
due to other equipment, and limitations on earth leakage current, and so on. Most electronicallycontrolled motor drive systems, including AC-induction, PM and switched reluctance technologies
can be designed to overcome, or at minimum mitigate the effects of power quality on system
efficiency.
Section 3 defines the required quadrants of operation. What will be the rotational direction and
braking requirements for the application?
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Figure 3:

Example of advanced motor torque as a function of speed

Section 4 calls for what is, arguably, the most important basic application information. . A chart
[above] showing the motor’s available torque as a function of speed is invaluable in defining the
basic application needs and in turn selecting the motor size and winding design, as well as the
control algorithms needed to manage how the drive will respond to various inputs from the
equipment. The torque versus speed requirements should be defined for all quadrants of
operation. The curves should also be defined for both continuous and peak (overload) duty,
where appropriate, together with detailed duty cycle information that includes definition of how
often and how long the overload occurs. Intermittent-duty motors of course have no “continuous”
rating in use, but the motor designer or applications engineer will usually translate the peak
torque and duty cycle into an “equivalent” continuous rating (e.g. based on RMS torque). Section
5 considers what the system efficiency needs to be. This figure must be defined correctly to
include all losses for the drive and motor based on the motor system suppliers test and calculated
data. In the case of an electronically-controlled (variable speed) drive system, using induction
motors simply multiplying the motor and drive efficiency will not provide an accurate efficiency
estimate, as it ignores the usually detrimental impact of powering the motor from a non-ideal
supply voltage or current waveform this is because induction motor efficiency is measured using
sinewave line power. Since PM motor efficiency is already measured with a drive, no additional
degradation occurs. AAM suppliers have devoted considerable amounts of time and resources to
accurately determine the system efficiency, by having carried out multiple tests under a variety of
conditions to obtain useful data. Both efficiency versus speed and efficiency versus load should
be investigated.
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Figure 4:

System efficiency comparison of 90 KiloWatt Switched Reluctance and an Induction
Motor at 100% load over operating speed range

Section 6 of the specification guide addresses the environment in which the motor system will be
required to operate. Basic moisture and temperature conditions will affect the advanced motor
system in much the same manner that any motor system will be affected. However, rare-earth
permanent magnet materials such as neodymium-iron-boron are particularly susceptible to
corrosion and high temperatures. Rotating bearings, shafts, connections and frame material need
to be selected to operate in the specific environment that it will be used in. The operating
environment may also be considered when sizing the motor package. A new technology may
offer a smaller envelope to the OEM allowing a reduction in machinery size that provides a
competitive advantage.
In the controller in section 7, the OEM may find that the current system performance is not what
they will want from the new motor technology system. This section of the guide is intended to
identify and compare the potential advantages that the SR or PM technologies have over an
existing induction motor. It is here that differences in starting torques, speed ranges, maximum
speed and rotor inertia should be explored. The induction motor system performance is likely to
be only the starting point for the SR or PM system capability. Traditional constant-speed or
controlled-speed operation is not the only possible mode of control, and other options such as
controlled-torque, controlled power or controlled flow (etc.) should be considered. If clear
advantages are not identified, it may be time for the team to stop and re-evaluate whether or not
the PM or SR technology is truly an enhanced application to the system being evaluated.
Section 8 of the guide delves into user interface. Quite often the new motor technology will be
part of a broader new product development for the OEM. New OEM systems continue to move
towards greater control sophistication, for example using various feedback loops, sensors and
taking advantage of the inter-operability and system integration opportunities afforded by digital
communications, wireless and even web enabled control. Because the new motors technologies
include a great deal of control this section of the guide becomes a critical element of the overall
specification development, adding elements of system performance that can improve the OEM
equipment performance dramatically, as well as adding to the energy savings potential in ways
that far exceed motor-only efficiency gains.
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Section9 is a review of the basic mechanical features necessary to fit the application. While this
may seem rather mundane when compared to some of the more exotic performance and control
sections, great care must be given by the specification developers to be certain proper fits and
clearances are specified. The AAM technologies may offer greater power and speed ranges in
smaller packages that allow reductions in equipment size or even elimination of secondary
components such as gearboxes.
Sections 10 through 12 cover life expectancy, and the agency approvals necessary (together with
a space for general discussion, notes and comments not covered elsewhere in the questionnaire)
the new motor technologies will be subject to the same operation conditions and safety
requirements as the equipment that currently exists. Advantages of the new technologies such as
lower operating temperatures may be used to extend the life of the system reducing costs. The
design team will use the results of this section in phase four of the new product gate procedure.
Agency approvals should not differ greatly for the new technologies, however depending upon
system applications and the manufacturer’s existing files close attention and planning should be
made to complete any necessary agency testing according to the product launch schedule as
determined in phase six of the gated procedure.

5

AAM Evaluation

Upon completion of the advanced motor specification questionnaire, the motor supplier should be
in a position to provide the OEM with at least an outline motor and drive design, and to gauge the
likely cost of a production version. Financial viability (a “sanity check” at least) should be
established early in the discussions, not least so as to minimize the risk of wasting considerable
time and effort on all sides in pursuing an application that turns out to be too costly or to have too
low a cost/benefit ratio. This is particularly important when (for example) a traditional line-fed AC
motor is being considered for replacement by an electronically-controlled variable speed solution,
where the drive electronics represents a significant additional cost element that must be justified
by savings elsewhere in the system, and/or by saleable performance advantages. The supplier
will first deliver detailed performance specifications, prints and test data. Once this is completed
sample (initial, usually low volume) cost estimates can be determined and the OEM can
determine the number sample units to be ordered. The new technology process then moves into
a second stage [gate four] that involves building new equipment with the motors and controllers
installed to test and document. In the later gates, four through six, there will be system
performance evaluations as well as manufacturability determinations. Many OEM’s will include
environmental and life cycle testing to identify any potential issues that could lead to field failures.
Depending on how significant the system changes have been, this step may add several months
or more to the new technology launch to the market. The inclusion of the AAM technology will
also add items from section seven and eight of the guide. The use of an advanced motor
sophisticated control and feedback loops will allow greater equipment performance and
optimization of efficiency curves.
Once the OEM and motor supplier have evaluated the AAM technology application using the
applicable steps of the guide, he can begin making decisions based on the three criteria
previously noted that will determine whether or not the new motor technology is right for his
equipment.
(1)

Performance

(2)

Cost

(3)

Efficiency

OEM’s will vary in their prioritization of the three criteria. Most will see the new motor technology
performance as the key to successfully adopting AAM technology, while others may view cost or
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efficiency as their leading motivation. The opportunity for external parties such as government
policy or utility support may be able to influence the decision in any one of the three areas.
Without the use of regulation or tax incentive the external party will be left to improving or
expanding communications and financial actions.
The adoption of the new technology will often require a great deal of non reoccurring engineering
costs [NRE]. Governmental grants and loans can sometimes be secured to help the OEM offset
some of these costs. An additional offset under discussion is the use of a tax credit to incentivize
OEM’s that become early adaptors of the new motor technologies. Tax credits have not been yet
been used in the USA as a means to accelerate the adoption of new motor technology, however
several aspects of a new motor technology tax incentive are being discussed. Initial
considerations appear to meet the necessary criteria to be acceptable with IRS [internal revenue]
as a means to increase the adoption rate of new motor technologies and improve system
efficiency.
Power utilities have an opportunity to accelerate AAM technologies within their custom program
schemes. Program managers need not be experts in the new motor technology. If the utility
reaches out to the new motor technology suppliers either as individual companies or through
NEMA, [National Electrical Manufacturers Association] the connection can be made between the
supplier and the utility customer. Working together using the specification guide the user should
be able to determine performance, cost and energy savings. Once the evaluation is made the
power utility will be in a position to determine the appropriate financial incentive. The specification
guide and resulting information should augment the existing utility program making the necessary
energy savings evaluation to cost ratio much easier to understand.

6

Conclusion

The motor adoption process outlined in this paper involves many performance, cost and energy
savings considerations. The use of the new motor technology specification guide can be a very
useful tool bridging the technical and commercial considerations with necessary government or
power utility evaluations. This will encourage government and/or utilities to potentially encourage
and propose incentives to speed adoption of new energy efficient technology in the marketplace.
Government bodies have initiated programs to raise the efficiency standards both for motor
systems and the products that when employed in (e.g. HVAC systems, refrigerators,
compressors, etc) have greatly accelerated the adoption rates for newer technologies.
Forming and working as a team early in the process leads to a greater percentage of successful
adoptions. Engaging government and utility program managers at the beginning, and throughout
the process, will allow them to understand the potential value the new motor technology can bring
to the marketplace by providing higher efficiency and substantial energy savings. . Working as a
team that includes all parties using a specification guide approach can help reduce many of the
delays, barriers, and restarts that typically impede new AAM technology adoption.
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Abstract:
The last decade has seen tremendous global growth, which has translated into increased demand for
electricity and fossil-based fuels. As a result, energy efficiency, CO2 reduction, and electrification of
the transportation/defense sectors have gained prominence. Electric motors are widely used across
residential, commercial, and industrial sectors. The US alone has over 40 million electric motors in the
industrial sector. The significant potential for energy savings has therefore led policy makers to keep
pushing up the limits for motor efficiency. In addition, new applications such as electric transportation
have redefined the paradigm for motor specification. Historically, motors were specified in terms of HP
at a fixed speed and type of enclosure. High power/torque density, noiseless operation, easy control
characteristics, low cost, and high efficiency have now been added into the mix. All this has led to a
resurgence in research and development activity in the electric motor area. Several advances have
been happening in motor topologies, materials, and manufacturing processes. This paper highlights
some of the recent trends in the arena of electric motors and their applications.

Introduction
Electric motors have been around for over 100 years. Until the end of the 20th century, electric motor
demand was primarily driven by industrial demand. The AC induction motor was and continues to be
the workhorse in many industrial, commercial, as well as residential applications. Historically, fixed
speed motors were specified by HP as the driving criteria for selecting an electric motor. However, the
present decade has seen the growth of a number of new age technologies. These new technologies
include electric vehicles, variable speed air conditioning and refrigeration, and multi-functional
portable appliances (washers, dryers, power tools, and so on). This coupled with rising demand for
electricity has altered the technical requirements for electric motors. The US government’s new motor
federal policy as dictated in the EISA Act of 2007 came into effect in December 2010. This standard
replaces the earlier EPAct standard of 1992. The new requirement basically enforces the NEMA
premium efficiency standard as a federal standard. The scope of motors covered has been expanded
to include large HP motors, certain special-purpose motors that were previously excluded, as well as
eight-pole motors. Almost simultaneously in Europe, the IEC has ratified the 610034-30 standard that
proposed three classes IE1, IE2, and IE3. The IE2 is similar to the EPAct standard, while the IE3 is
equivalent to the NEMA Premium standards that are now part of the EISA 2007 act. In addition, the
IEC 610034-30 also calls for preliminary standards work for a new super-premium efficiency class
called IE4. The IE4 would have at least 15% decreased losses compared to the IE3 (NEMA Premium)
class. While the induction machine is capable of surpassing the IE3 class, it is widely believed that
alternative motor technologies, more specifically permanent magnet based motors, may be needed to
achieve the IE4 class. As a result, research and development in the motor area has significantly
increased in the recent years.
Due to the significant technological developments in the last decade, in addition to the traditional HP
and torque requirements, new driving factors have emerged as criteria for selecting an electric motor
for a particular application, namely efficiency, control, power density, volume, and weight. While the
AC induction motor continues to improve in efficiency, new motor technologies are rapidly emerging
that can provide a viable alternative to the induction motor, while simultaneously providing higher
power densities, easier control, higher efficiency, and compactness. In electric vehicles, for example,
the motor selection is driven by the need for higher peak torque, higher power density (for improved
performance in a small form factor), and higher efficiency over a broad range of speed and output
torque (for extended battery range). In portable appliances, efficiency and simpler control are the
driving factors.
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With the introduction of new technologies, the electric motor industry is seeing resurgence. Several
recent announcements and developments point to this. Recently, a US auto manufacturer has
announced that they will invest significantly in electric motor and electric drive manufacturing facilities
in the U.S, making them the first auto manufacturer to design and manufacture electric motors for
cars. The automaker envisions electric motors as one of its core expertise areas in the future, with the
intent to manufacture smaller, more powerful, and more efficient motors. Several new startups have
also announced plans to build motors for electric vehicle applications. In addition, several portable
appliances are seeing the traditional single-phase induction motors replaced by three-phase
synchronous motors that offer higher efficiency and better control.
This paper takes a comprehensive look at new as well as legacy motor technologies, new drivers, and
new applications. Motor technologies addressed include synchronous permanent magnet motors
(including new topologies such as the Fractional-Slot Concentrated Winding (FSCW) Motors and
Flux-Intensified Interior Permanent Magnet (FI-IPM) Motors), brushless permanent magnet DC
motors, slotless permanent magnet motors, reluctance motors, induction motors, high-temperature
superconducting motors, and a few other new motor technologies.

Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machines
In industrial applications, the induction motor is well positioned to meet the new EISA 2007 (NEMA
Premium) and the IEC 60034-30 IE3 efficiency standards. However, it is widely believed that other
technologies, specifically permanent magnet-based machines may have to be looked at to meet the
Super Premium (IE4) standards that call for an additional 15% loss reduction from the NEMA
Premium/IE3 motors. While efficiency is by far the most important driving parameter for industrial
applications, high power/torque density is an equally (if not more) important constraint (in addition to
efficiency) in consumer and automotive applications. In the latter, it is believed that permanent
magnet machines possess a significant upper-hand over the induction motor. Permanent magnet
machines can be either synchronous machines or brushless DC machines. Some of the important
advances in permanent magnet synchronous machines are presented here. The brushless DC
machine is presented as a separate section.
The advantages of Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motors (PMSMs) are well known - dynamic
performance, higher efficiency, and higher power density. Higher power density and efficiency results
from elimination of rotor windings and reduced magnetic-flux losses. PMSMs are fast emerging as a
viable alternative to induction motors in high performance applications such as servo drives,
elevators, and so on. The PMSMs can be classified broadly into two categories, ones that can be line
started and ones that need an electronic control. In addition, recent advances have resulted in a
number of rotor and stator configurations within these categories – PMSMs can be either surface or
interior PMS. They can come with or without rotor saliency, as well as conventional and advanced
geometries [1]. Recently, significant research has been expended on further improving the efficiency
and performance of these motors. Improvements are possible either on the stator or the rotor.
Line Start Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machines
Single-speed non-electronically controlled line start PMSMs are seen as an answer to meeting future
super-premium efficiency standards. These motors involve hybrid constructions combining the better
starting performance of an induction motor with the high efficiency, power factor, and dynamic
performance of a synchronous motor. Many applications still call for a direct line started machine that
also possesses superior dynamic performance and efficiency. The line start PMSM uses a rotor that
combines an auxiliary squirrel-cage rotor with permanent magnet poles. The squirrel cage in the rotor
is usually mounted at the rotor surface to obtain a high starting torque. The motor starts up as a line
start induction motor and achieves synchronous speed. These motors are already commercially
available but are not yet widespread, due to issues related to starting torque and synchronization [1].
They also have difficulty in providing high efficiency over a wide range of output load.
Electronically Controlled Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motors
Electronically controlled PMSMs have lower rotor copper losses than line start PMSMs. However, in
these motors the efficiency of the variable frequency drive has to be factored in. In addition, the high
frequency switching harmonics produced by the drive causes losses and heating in the stator. Energy
savings obtained from an electronically controlled PMSM is, however, much larger than line start
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PMSMs due to the ability to vary speed in a given application. In spite of this, a drive integrated
PMSM can achieve full-load efficiencies in excess of the IE3 class [1].
Another area of research in the electronically-controlled PMSM area is the recent resurgence of
fractional-slot concentrated winding (FSCW) PMSM. These motors are surface mount magnet
machines. Traditional PMSMs suffer from poor efficiency at the high speed range where flux
weakening is employed. The higher current used to reduce the flux can increase copper losses as
well as magnetic eddy current losses. In FCSWs, the number of slots/poles/phase is a fractional
number. This results in decreased cogging torque and higher inductance. The latter is especially
useful in the extended speed region of the motor, where the motor relies on weakening the flux to
achieve high rotational speeds. Some of the key benefits include higher efficiency (as losses are
reduced in the high speed range), simplifies assembly problems and reduces assembly costs, and
finally reduces cogging torque significantly resulting in smooth operation. These advantages have
made this motor technology an attractive choice for automotive applications. However, one of the
technical challenges that exist is to address the issue of higher eddy current losses especially at light
loads, which results in efficiency drop at lower load. Efficiency improvements have also been
attempted on the rotor side. Examples include the flux intensified interior permanent magnet (FI-IPM)
machines. The FI-IPMS not only reduce the flux weakening current, but also provides improved
control performance due to weak coupling inductance between the d- and the q-axis. Again, the
targeted application for these motors is presently automotive.

Brushless DC Machines (BLDCMs)
BLDC motors are actually three-phase synchronous motors with a trapezoidal flux pattern as
compared to the sinusoidal flux pattern of PMSMs. The commutation is performed electrically using a
three-phase inverter. Rotor position is sensed every 60-degrees either through a Hall-effect sensor or
through rotor position estimation from the motor back-EMF. The result is a three-phase motor that can
be controlled with the simplicity of a DC motor. BLDC motors offer high efficiency, increased power
density, and simplified control. However, they suffer from high cogging torque, and increased cost due
to the need for an external inverter as well as sensors for rotor position sensing. BLDC motors are
seeing increasing applications ranging from consumer motor driven appliances to variable speed
HVACs.

Figure - 1 Cross-sectional view of a Slotless Brushless DC Motor [2]
Slotless Permanent Magnet Motors
Slotless permanent magnet motors (or more specifically, slotless brushless DC motors) are an
evolution of their slotted counterparts. In a slotted motor, the armature windings are wound through
slots cut in the stator lamination. While this construction offers simplicity, key disadvantages in slotted
BLDC motors are high cogging torque and magnet losses in slot teeth. In a slotless construction, the
stator windings are affixed to the inner side of a smooth cylinder stator core using adhesives. This
results in a smooth rotation with almost negligible cogging torque. Moreover, damping losses in
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slotless motors are less as induced eddy currents in the stator are decreased due to the larger
distance between the stator iron and the rotating magnets. This also results in higher efficiency. The
torque density could be increased as the amount of permanent magnets can be increased due to the
additional space available from the removal of the stator teeth. Typical applications include computer
peripherals, hand tools, and portable storage. These motors are usually used in applications where
sub-fractional to 10HP motors and beyond are required.

Reluctance Machines
In reluctance machines, torque is developed through magnetic reluctance. Traditionally, it has been
well known that reluctance machines offer very high power density with a very simple construction.
However, the most significant issues that have held back their widespread deployment has been large
torque ripple and the noise associated with it. Also reluctance machines need a custom electronic
drive and cannot be operated from commercially available drives that operate both induction and
permanent magnet motors. There are several well known types of reluctance machines, most notably,
switched reluctance machines (SRMs), synchronous reluctance machines (SynRM), and stepper
motors. Significant research has been expended in mitigating this through precision machine design
and sophisticated motor control. Still, these complexities have been the barriers in the deployment of
reluctance machines, most notably SRMs. However, the importance of the role of reluctance
machines is coming back into prominence due to the needs for super-premium efficiency and rareearth free motor technologies. Both the SRM as well as the SynRM are typically used for motors with
kw ratings larger than 100 kW.
Synchronous Reluctance Motors (SynRM)
In synchronous reluctance motors, the numbers of stator and rotor poles are equal. Saliency in the
rotor structure is developed through internal flux barriers that direct the magnetic flux along the socalled direct axis. No current flows in the rotor when the rotor is operating at synchronous speed. As a
result the rotor losses are small and the motor efficiency is very high. Recently released products from
motor manufacturers have put the SynRM in the super-premium (IE4 class). As in the case of an
SRM, these motors too require electronic control. Applications for this motor technology include fans,
pumps, compressors, hydraulics, conveyors, cranes, and extruders. These motors can be used in a
wide range of industries including paper, metals, ventilation, power plants, food and beverages.

Figure - 2 Cross-sectional view comparison between an Induction Motor and a Synchronous
Reluctance Motor [3]
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Switched Reluctance Motors (SRMs)
SRMs as the name suggests are reluctance machines, a category to which stepper motors also
belong. In construction, the SRM is the simplest of all electrical machines. These are synchronous
machines with wound field coils as in a DC motor for the stator windings. The rotor however has no
magnets or coils attached. The rotor of the motor becomes aligned as soon as the opposite poles of
the stator become energized. In order to achieve a full rotation of the motor, the windings must be
energized in the correct sequence. Audible noise has been a known disadvantage of these motors,
though modern design has greatly reduced them. These motors find applications in household
appliances, and automotive applications have been considered too. The main advantages of SRMs
can be summarized as high efficiency, higher rotational speeds, high reliability, simple construction,
and low assembly costs.

Figure - 3 Cross-sectional view of a Switched Reluctance Motor [4]

High-Temperature Superconducting (HTS) Motors
Superconducting motor technology is another technology that has the promise to yield motors with
efficiencies significantly higher than the NEMA premium efficiency levels [5]. Superconducting motors
can be DC homopolar or AC synchronous motors that employ superconducting windings. All
discussion in this paper pertains to superconducting AC synchronous machines, unless explicitly
pointed out. Typically, HTS (high temperature superconductor) windings are used in place of
conventional copper coils in their rotors. Because HTS wire can carry significantly larger currents than
can copper wire, these windings are capable of generating much more powerful magnetic fields in a
given volume of space. Large high-temperature superconducting (HTS) electric motors have the
potential to operate with much greater efficiencies than conventional iron core induction motors of the
same rating. It is estimated that a HTS electric motor would halve the losses in a conventional motor.
Early research in superconducting motors was conducted by EPRI in collaboration with Reliance
Electric in the 80’s. The initial demonstrations involved synchronous motors with rotating,
superconducting field windings and copper armature windings. The older superconducting motors
st
used 1 gen superconducting wires. Reliance (now Baldor) demonstrated a 1600 HP, 1800 rpm HTS
motor in 2001. While the first generation conductors were Bismuth based, the recent development of
nd
2 generation Yttrium-based HTS conductors offer higher temperature operation. American
Superconductors and Northrop Grumman Corporation announced in 2009 that a full-power testing of
the world’s first 36.5 megawatt (49,000 horsepower) high temperature superconductor (HTS) ship
propulsion motor was successfully conducted at the U.S. Navy’s Integrated Power System LandBased Test Site in Philadelphia.
While several motor topologies are possible, the most common scheme uses HTS rotors. The HTS
coils on the rotor are cooled using a rotating pulse tube cryo-cooler. Baldor has done a detailed HTS
motor design optimization for a 4500 HP, 4-pole variable speed motor. This optimization compares
two HTS topologies (air core and iron core HTS motors) with a standard conventional motor. The
optimization study points out that an iron-core HTS motor would be the smallest in volume and most
economically viable. The iron-core stator reduced HTS wire volume and eliminates need for stator Litz
wire. At the time of the study (in 2007), the HTS coil was priced at around $22.5/kA-m [7].
HTS motors offer several significant benefits, the most notable being high torque density and high
efficiency. The HTS ship propulsion motor developed by Northrup has up to three-times higher torque
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density than conventional technologies, besides being more compact and lighter. A typical HTS motor
can decrease the volume and weight by up to 2/3rd compared to a conventional motor [8]. The motor
also exhibits high efficiency from full-to-low speed, with peak efficiency in excess of 98%. Additional
benefits include reduced noise due to absence of stator teeth. In addition, the lack of stator teeth
results in a larger air-gap giving the designer to optimize the motor to yield close to unity power factor.
The motor can also tolerate increased harmonics as thermal management is much easier and
inherent to the motor technology, resulting in smaller or even the lack of need for harmonic filters.

Figure - 4 Cross-sectional view of a Superconducting Motor [6]
HTS motors for automotive propulsion have also been actively considered, with Sumitomo
demonstrating a small superconducting motor for an electric car in 2008. While the HTS motor has
significant advantages, the motor possesses several technical challenges that has limited its
development to high power (>1000HP) specialized applications, most notably for naval propulsion.
Other applications that have been considered include high power pump and compressor motors.
Some of the significant technical challenges that exist with the HTS technology pertain to the cryo
cooling of the rotors. The coolant has to be optimally transferred to the rotor. Robust coil quench
detection systems have to be developed and are an active area of research today. There is also a
potential for a drop in efficiency due to the end region heating of the rotor core. Technical challenges
also exist with the stator. As the very high magnetic fields are generated, toothed iron stator designs
are generally avoided as they may result in decreased power density due to their inability to handle
high magnetic fields. As a result toothless stator cores are preferred, which in turn lead to new
challenges that include optimal support and cooling. In a conventional motor, the iron teeth aid in
conducting the heat away from the stator coil. In a toothless deign, this is not possible and the stator
has to be force-cooled [9]. Finally, the cost of the HTS wire and the complexity of the cooling system
are high. In spite of these challenges, superconducting motors hold significant promise, especially for
high power motors.
Transverse Flux Machines (TFM)
The TFM is a recent motor development. The motor was first proposed by Weh in 1986. The TFM is
very different from classical motors, and comprises of a ring shaped coil mounted between multiple
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stator poles. The number of stator poles is much larger than classical motors, and about half the
number of rotor poles. Three different types of TFMs are possible, and each could be either singlesided (stator poles on one side of the rotor), or double-sided (stator poles on either side of the rotor):
•

Active rotor TFM: Permanent magnets placed on the rotor

•

Passive rotor TFM: Permanent magnets placed on the stator

•

Electrical excited Transverse Reluctance Motor: No permanent magnets on either the stator
or the rotor

Each of the topologies has their own advantages and disadvantages. In passive rotor machines, the
magnets are embedded on the stationary part of the motor and therefore not subject to rotational
stresses. Magnet cooling is inherently better as heat could be dissipated through the stator. On the
other hand, active rotor TFMs produce slightly higher torque than passive rotor TFMs. Single-side
machine construction is easier and preferred. Double-sided construction uses two stator cores on
either side of the rotor to produce useful torque at both the inner and outer peripheries of the rotor.
This results in increased torque output. In addition, the double-sided topology has no radial forces as
the forces on the inner and outer stator cores cancel each other. The motor possesses several
advantages:
•

Higher power density: The achievable power to total machine weight ratios for active rotor TF
machines ranges between 0.5-2 kW/kg compared to 0.25-0.8 kW/kg for conventional
machines. The TFM possesses a true 3-dimensional field pattern and allows the increase of
number of poles without reducing the magnetomotive force per pole. This result in up to three
times higher power density compared to conventional machines.

•

Higher efficiency: Magnetic losses at end turns are no longer present and copper losses are
reduced as well

•

Simple armature coils (ring-shaped stator coil) resulting in less copper usage

•

Magnetically decoupled phases results in simpler controls

While the motor has several significant benefits, several technological hurdles remain. These include
•

Complicated construction

•

Need for soft magnetic composite materials as standard lamination construction is difficult

•

Poor power factor (~0.3). Power factor improvement possible at cost of other performance
characteristic. The low power factor may need a larger rated drive inverter.

These motors have been researched in South Korea, Brazil, as well as the United States. Potential
applications include automotive (The TFM is considered an excellent candidate for automotive
applications as the benefits, namely compactness and high power density, outweigh the cons),
aerospace, and wind generation.
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Figure - 5 Cross-sectional view of a Transverse Flux Motor [0]

Induction Motors
Last but not least, no article can conclude without at least a mention of the traditional AC induction
motor. It has to be kept in mind, that despite the significant advancements in various motor
alternatives, the induction motor dominates the industrial and commercial space, and will continue to
do so in the future. However, with the increase in use of adjustable speed drives can operate either
induction or PM motors with only a software switch setting, the dominance of the induction motor in
the future can be expected to decline. Once the cost of the drive is no longer counted against
permanent magnet motors, the use of PM motors will greatly accelerate. Several key improvements
in induction motors have happened in the recent past. The use of more optimal stator and rotor
design has resulted in the use of less copper, lower magnetic losses, lower flux leakage in the end
turns, all resulting in efficiency improvement. These developments have already translated into
commercial products and have played a key role in helping manufacturers meet new NEMA and
federal efficiency standards.
The use of die-cast copper rotors (DCR) is another area that has been looked at for efficiency
improvements. DCRs have been shown to provide an efficiency improvement of 1.5-3% over
conventional induction machines. It has been reported that DCR motors in the 1-10 HP in comparable
frame sizes offer at least a 1% efficiency gain over comparable NEMA premium efficiency motors.
2
This is typically attributed to the reduced I R losses associated with copper. The efficiency benefits
would decrease as the motor size increases, typically decreasing to 0.5% for larger motors ((typically
greater than 100 HP) [5]. DCR induction motors are expected to easily go beyond the NEMA premium
or the IE3 class, and are classified under what are now called ultra-premium efficiency motors.
However, they still fall short of the super-premium energy standards. Another benefit of DCR motors
is the possibility to reduce the frame size as well as motor weight. With a DCR, one can potentially
shorten the stack length and still derive the same amount of power. In addition, the conductivity of
copper is 60% more than aluminum. Hence, copper bars can be of smaller cross-section thereby
making the motor lighter. This specific benefit is also seen as a way of lowering the price of DCR
motors. Typically, a DCR motor is significantly more expensive than a conventional motor. On a sideby-side comparison, a DCR is three-four times more expensive than an aluminum rotor. Copper
prices are also forecast to increase significantly due to widespread global demand from emerging
markets. Any ability to shorten the stack length or decrease the amount of copper that can be used for
DCRs therefore directly translates to reduced DCR motor price. Copper is also more resistant to
corrosion than aluminum and has better thermal characteristics. It is therefore expected that DCR
motors can play a significant role in hazardous environments that are subject to corrosive chemicals
and high temperatures.
While a few large manufacturers have started commercializing DCR induction motors, the technology
has yet to reach a state of maturity. In addition to cost, one of the most significant challenges lies in
the die-casting of copper. Copper has a significantly higher melting point than aluminum. Significant
success has been achieved recently in improving the die-casting techniques for copper rotors.
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Another problem is that the high copper temperature wears out the tool steel and dies more quickly,
which means that the tooling life is small.
Other advancements in induction motors are also under consideration. These include the use of
amorphous steel and thin laminations. Further, advances in the development of high-efficiency core
material continues with ongoing research in improving and controlling the crystalline texture of the
lamination steel material through addition of metallic elements, or through the use of new production
processes, such as domain refinement, thin slab, or strip casting. Also under consideration are new
bearings with ceramic balls that decrease friction and also have better thermal performance and life
[5]. All of these improvements could be applied to any of the motor categories mentioned in this
paper and are not restricted to induction motors.

Summary
The recent trend in electrification of the transportation/defense sector coupled with a rapidly growing
appetite for highly efficient motor-driven residential applications have resulted in the resurgence of the
electric motor industry. The push to increase power density and efficiency without compromising
performance is leading to new technological breakthroughs in motor topologies, motor construction,
and materials used. It appears that new motor technologies such as permanent magnet and
synchronous reluctance motors will be needed to meet future super-premium efficiency mandates.
Permanent magnet motors are also the motor of choice for electric transportation. This will further aid
in the development and commercialization of new permanent magnet machines. Several
manufacturers have already anticipated the need for motors with efficiencies in excess of that set by
IEC IE4, and many commercial products that surpass these efficiency limits have been released
recently. While this trend is expected to continue, the authors believe that in the immediate future
induction motors will continue to dominate the premium and the ultra-premium efficiency categories.
Advances in induction motors continue to happen as manufacturing processes are refined and motor
designs improve. In addition, the use of copper in the rotor and the introduction of high efficiency
bearings will help improve efficiency and life. Active participation from OEMs in the auto industry is
also expected to add further interest in the development of new motor technologies that are efficient,
compact, and can extend battery range. Based on recent developments, it can be expected that
research and development activities in the field of advanced motor development will accelerate in the
near future.
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Abstract
Adjustable speed synchronous motor drives are approaching a new maturity. The insulated gate bipolar
transistor (IGBT), the digital signal processor (DSP), and the field programmable logic array (FPLA) have
enabled new approaches for the construction of economic single phase convertor fed synchronous motor
drives. This paper provides results obtained by replacing fractional horsepower conventional single phase
induction motors with convertor fed synchronous motor drives. In one application a series of bench tested
synchronous motors was used to replace conventional single phase motors. Results obtained with the
newly installed motor systems are compared with the original field installation results. The comparison
confirmed that even in single speed applications, such as food chest air blowers, the energy saving
potential is considerable. An extension of this concept using a variable load application showed the
economic potential is even greater; this was confirmed by field measurements on an HVAC system
combustion air inducer.

Introduction
The development of the adjustable speed drive from infancy to maturity has taken place over 40 years
during which time the potential envisioned in those early days has been achieved and, indeed surpassed,
as the early technology has embraced new ideas and advances along the way. In the 1960’s adjustable
speed drive applications were dominated by DC drives; AC drives applications were restricted by the
limited capability of analog control systems and the performance and commutation requirements of fast
silicon control rectifiers (SCR). These technological limitations constrained industrial applications of AC
motors to 100hp or 200hp. Larger drives with the same configuration were available for specialist
applications but these were very expensive to construct and maintain and so achieved no significant
market penetration. In the early 1980’s simple convertors were introduced that were able to control the
speed of all sizes of synchronous motors. This technique allowed industrial motor driven loads to be
speed controlled economically and reliably [1, 2, 3] avoiding the throttling, dampering, hydraulic or
magnetic losses associated with variable loads powered by fixed speed motors.
Such synchronous motor systems dominated the large industrial motor drive marketplace for over six
years. At this juncture larger, more economical induction motor drives that incorporated digital regulators
and DC link commutation dominated the marketplace and temporarily eclipsed synchronous motor drive
systems. There was another period in the mid 1980’s to early 1990’s during which the standard bipolar
junction transistor (BJT) assumed leadership of the industrial drives marketplace [4]. The invention of the
insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) in the early 1990’s transformed the AC drive. There was, at last, a
semiconductor available that enabled the full potential of the adjustable speed AC motor to be applied
economically to all applications that involved variable loads.
The domination of the induction motor system continued until the mid 2000s when a variant of
synchronous motors appeared as new, cost reduced, dedicated convertor fed motors. Increasingly, more
applications are using convertor fed synchronous motors. The economic edge achieved is due to smaller
size per horsepower, higher efficiency, lower cost, superior speed, and energy control. Present trends
indicate that the application of these new convertor fed motor systems will result in widespread
displacement of many unreliable and inefficient single phase induction motors. There are signs [5] also
that the inclusion of speed control requirements will lead to the displacement of larger three phase
induction motors by permanent magnet synchronous motor drive systems.
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Case Study One: Fixed Speed Application
Fixed speed electronically commutated motors (ECM) are now available with the same physical
dimensions as conventional single phase induction motors. This provides an opportunity to replace a low
efficiency conventional machine with a new ECM. An example of a typical ECM is shown in Fig 1. To
verify the energy savings that could be obtained by replacing either conventional single phase capacitor

Figure 1 ECM Synchronous Motor and Control Card. Control Card shown separately for clarity

run or conventional single phase shaded pole motors with convertor fed synchronous motors commonly
known as an ECM the motors were first evaluated on the bench. They were then field installed in three
food cases in a local store. The four types of conventional motors tested were capacitor run motors rated
at 6W and 12W and shaded pole motors rated at 6W and 12W. The ECM was rated at 12W. As with all
electric motors the ECM power rating refers to the power delivered to the output shaft.
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Case Study One: Bench Tests
Each of four types of motors was evaluated under the following conditions:
• Supply voltage:
o Nominal Supply voltage (NSV)
o NSV-10%
o NSV+10%
• Fan Type:
o High flow rate “800” 25° pitch
o Low flow rate “700” 15° pitch
o No Fan.
• Temperature:
o Room temperature
o Freezer temperature

Case Study One: Bench Test Results
Table 1 contains the bench test results obtained from NSV testing under varying fan and temperature
conditions. Each line contains a comparison of the single phase induction motor and the ECM under
identical load conditions. This table represents both room and freezer temperature results as there was
no significant difference between the tests at room temperature and those at freezer temperature.

Table 1: Summary of Bench Results at 115V

Location

Motor Type & #

Fan Pitch

Power
Watts

Motor
Type

Fan
Pitch

Power
Watts

Saving

Bench

Capacitor Run
9Watt
#1

No Fan

22

ECM
12Watt

No Fan

3

19

Bench

Capacitor Run
9Watt
#1

15 Deg

22

ECM
12Watt

15 Deg

3

19

Bench

Capacitor Run
9Watt
#1

25 Deg

28

ECM
12Watt

25 Deg

13

15

Bench

Capacitor Run
6Watt
#2

No Fan

12

ECM
12Watt

No Fan

3

9

Bench

Capacitor Run
6Watt
#2

15 Deg

22

ECM
12Watt

15 Deg

3

19

Bench

Capacitor Run
6Watt
#2

25 Deg

Load too

ECM
12Watt

25 Deg

13

No
Value

High
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Bench

Shaded
6Watt

Pole
#3

No Fan

21

ECM
12Watt

No Fan

3

18

Bench

Shaded
6Watt

Pole
#3

15 Deg

22

ECM
12Watt

15 Deg

3

19

Bench

Shaded
6Watt

Pole
#3

25 Deg

30

ECM
12Watt

25 Deg

13

17

Bench

Shaded
9Watt

Pole
#4

No Fan

32

ECM
12Watt

No Fan

3

29

Bench

Shaded
9Watt

Pole
#4

15 Deg

33

ECM
12Watt

15 Deg

3

30

Bench

Shaded
9Watt

Pole
#4

25 Deg

42

ECM
12Watt

25 Deg

13

29

Case Study One: Field Tests
ECMs were installed at three locations within the food store. The local operating conditions recorded
before and after the new motors were installed included case temperatures (where possible) and air
velocity, in addition to the electrical power consumption.

Case Study One: Field Applications
Three cases had been selected for the evaluation:
•

Product 1 case that was subdivided into product sections each with four 9W capacitor run motor
circulating fans. The fans in one section were replaced with ECMs.

•

Product 2 case that contained three 9W capacitor run motor circulating fans

•

Product 3 case with a 9W capacitor run motor circulating fan

Case Study One: Field Test Process
The following procedure was followed at each of the three food cases. The electrical supply to the fan(s)
was identified. Panel temperature, air flow, electrical power, and fan blade pitch were recorded. Electrical
power was measured with a power quality analyzer. Air flow was measured at each location. An infra red
gun was used to measure case temperature.

Product 1 Case Tests
In preparation for motor evaluation the filters upstream from the honeycomb air director sections were
inspected and cleaned as necessary to provide an even flow of air across the width of the test section.
The electrical connection dedicated to the motors was identified. Measurements were taken before the
case was disassembled, and again after the internal baffles had been removed. Four 9W capacitor run
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motors were replaced with four new 9Watt ECMs. Each motor was loaded with an existing 31° pitch fan.
This was a heavier load than the 25° pitch fan used in the bench tests.

Product 1 Case Test Results
The case temperature remained at 33.6° F throughout the test. The average air flow increased from
195fpm to 246fpm after the motor change out. This increase was caused partly by the more secure (leak
free) installation of the fan panel after the motor change out. The average 9W capacitor motor power
consumption was 32W. The average 9W ECM power consumption was 14W. The saving per motor was
18W or 56%. This saving is impressive when the additional mechanical load applied to the replacement
fan system is considered.

Bench testing provided similar results. No direct comparison can be made because the bench tests were
completed with 15° and 25° pitch not 31° pitch fans. Increasing fan pitch will introduce at least a linear
increase in load. On the bench the 9W capacitor motor consumed 28W and the ECM motor consumed
13W, a saving of 15W or 53%.

Product 2 Case Tests
In preparation for motor evaluation it was found that air circulation was behind sealed doors; no cleaning
was necessary. The electrical connection feeding the motors was identified. A 25W lighting load remained
connected in the circuit and the resulting calculations included compensation for this additional constant
load. Measurements were taken before the case was disassembled and again with the internal baffles
removed. Three 9W capacitor run motors were replaced with three new 9W ECM motors. Each motor
was loaded with a 31° pitch fan. This created a heavier load than the 25° pitch fan used in the bench
tests.

Product 2 Case Results
The case temperature remained at -4° F. The average air flow increased from 228fpm to 243fpm after the
motor exchange. The average 9W capacitor motor power consumption including additional constant load
was 57W. The additional constant load was calculated to be 25W, the motor power component was 32W.
The average 9W ECM power consumption including additional constant load was 40W. The motor power
component was 14W. The saving per motor was 18W or 56%.

Bench testing provided similar results. No direct comparison can be made because the bench tests were
completed with 15° and 25° pitch fans and the product 2 case used 31° pitch fan blades. Increasing fan
pitch will make at least a linear increase in load. On the bench the 9 watt capacitor motor consumed 28W
and the ECM motor 13W, a saving of 15W or 54%.

Product 3 Case Tests
In preparation for motor evaluation the air path was examined for obstructions. The electrical connection
feeding the single motor was identified. Measurements were taken before the case was disassembled
and again with the internal baffles removed. One 9W capacitor run motor was replaced with one new 9W
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ECM motor. The motor was loaded with a 15° pitch fan. This created a load that could be directly
compared with the bench tests.

Product 3 Case Results
The case temperature remained at 35°F as the case was in defrost mode. The average air flow
decreased from 169fpm to 168fpm after the motor exchange. The average 9W capacitor motor power
consumption was 32W. The average 9W ECM power consumption was 18W. The saving for the single
motor was 14W or 44%.

Bench testing provided similar results. A direct comparison can be made because the bench tests were
completed with a 15° pitch fan. On the bench the 9W capacitor motor used 22W and the ECM 3W with a
savings of 15W or 68%.

Table 2 Case Study One: Field Test Results

Location

Original
Type

Motor

Fan
Pitch

Power
Watts

Replacement
Motor Type

Fan
Pitch

Power
Watts

Saving

Product
Case

1

Capacitor 9Watt

31 Deg

32

ECM 9Watt

31
Deg

14

18

Product
Case

2

Capacitor 9Watt

31 Deg

32

ECM 9Watt

31
Deg

14

17

Product
Case

3

Capacitor 9Watt

15 Deg

32

ECM 9Watt

15
Deg

18

14

Field Study One: Observations Summary
Bench Tests Results
•
•

•

Temperature changes made only very small differences to performance
The ECM dissipated significantly less power than either the shaded pole or the capacitor run
motor under nominally the same conditions: For example, at freezer temperature with “800” fan
known in the food industry as a 25° fan the results are:
o ECM 12W
13 W
o Shaded pole 9 watt
42W
o Shaded pole 6 watt
Could not adequately drive a 25 degree fan
o Capacitor run 9 watt 28W
The results were consistent throughout changing supply voltage and loads

Field Test Results
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•
•
•
•
•

Three food cases originally equipped with capacitor run motors were retrofitted with ECM motors.
Air flow measurements confirmed that replacement motors delivered an equivalent quantity of air
when compared with the originals under the same mechanical conditions.
The ECM dissipated significantly less power than the capacitor run motor in each of the three
different food cases that were tested.
The ECM performed particularly well in the product 3 case; in this application the fan was loaded
with a low pitch blade.
In all three field applications the results were, within experimental tolerances, identical to the
bench test results

Table 3 Case Study One: Savings Summary
Location

Bench

Field 1

Field 2

Bench

Field 3

Fan

25deg

31deg

31deg

15deg

15deg

ECM

13W

14W

14W*

3W

18W

Capacitor run 9W

28W

32W

32W*

22W

32W

Shaded pole 9W

42W

NA

NA

NA

NA

Shaded pole 6W

Not Valid

NA

NA

NA

NA

Savings Capacitor run 9W - ECM

15W

18W

18W

19W

14W

Note: *Result was derived by subtracting 25W fixed load from the field results.
Note: “Not Valid” the fan was overloaded, speed was too low.

Conclusions for Fixed Speed Applications
Energy consumption is reduced using an ECM motor and this application delivers energy saving. ECM
performed significantly better than all other motors evaluated in this test program. Energy savings
achieved were consistent across the three field installations and the results compared favorably with
bench test results. Additionally, further energy saving could be anticipated in the refrigeration cycle as the
more efficient motors produced lower heat loads on the food cases.

Case Study Two: Adjustable Speed Control Application
Economical adjustable speed controlled ECMs are now available with motor dimensions of approximately
80% of a conventional single phase induction motor. This provides another opportunity to replace a low
efficiency single phase voltage controlled conventional motor with a new adjustable speed ECM. An
example of a typical adjustable speed ECM is shown in Fig 5 and Fig 6. To verify the potential for energy
saving a voltage controlled fixed frequency single phase machine was compared with a three phase
adjustable speed motor during bench testing of a furnace blower.
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A 0.25hp HVAC furnace combustion air inducer was chosen to demonstrate the advantages of the
convertor fed synchronous motor (adjustable speed ECM). The furnace inducer application required
speed control of a 3400rpm induced draft fan in order to match the furnace output to the varying building
heat requirements. Ideally, the furnace output must match the building heat requirement. In order to
achieve a good balance, the thermal output of the furnace must be controlled. Fuel efficiency is
dependent upon the fuel to air ratio. As furnace output varies in response to building temperature it is
necessary that the fuel to air ratio remain constant. To achieve this fuel to air consistency the speed of
the combustion air blower must be adjusted. A summary of the field performance is provided in Table 4.
The conventional single phase machine was speed controlled via a phase control device that reduced the
line voltage by 19% for low burn conditions. Reduction in voltage lowered the flux level in the motor, slip
increased, and the fan slowed to the required speed. Speed reduced by 6%. Power drawn by the motor
increased by 16%. Using the classical fan laws, which state that with the absence of static pressure fan
power varies with the cube of speed, the power consumed by the fan will reduce by 0.94 cubed = 0.82 or
18% reduction. Power actually increased by 16%, the difference (essentially 50% of input power) was the
power absorbed by the motor components.

Table 4 Field Measurements

Furnace

Voltage

Speed

Speed %

Power kW

Power %

Fan Law %

Full Fire

467

3440

100

0.26

100

100

Reduced
Fire

377

3220

93

0.3

116

82

Clearly the adjustable speed system offers significant advantages:
•

Digitally controlled matching of speed to the furnace requirement

•

Reduced energy consumption

•

Reduced motor losses

•

Reduced motor operating temperature

•

Increased bearing life
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Figure 5 Motor Controller

Figure 6 Four pole Synchronous Motor

An example of the adjustable speed controller suitable for this application is shown in Figure 5 The bridge
of six IGBTs each rated at 7A is mounted directly to the rear of the controller. Voltage doubling
components are evident adjacent to the digital control components. Output frequency produced by the
convertor was 50 to 150Hz. An example of a 4pole synchronous motor capable of operating from 1500 to
4500rpm is shown in Figure 6. The simple and robust construction makes the machine ideal for many
applications.

Conclusions for Variable Speed Applications
The advantages in this application are related to two important aspects of the synchronous motor drive
system:
•

The improved efficiency of the synchronous motor when compared with a conventional single
phase induction machine

•

The application of a variable speed convertor to adjust the frequency and voltage provided to the
motor load in order to match fan speed to the furnace firing rate .

The full advantage of a convertor fed synchronous motor or ECM is evident when the application requires
a variable speed output. The convertor fed synchronous motor system provides energy efficient operation
over a wide speed range. This feature allows the motor to control and follow normal real-world
occupancy, process, or temperature variability. Commonly, speed changes can be accomplished over a
limited range using a conventional single speed induction motor by changing the motor input voltage.
Motor slip increases are accompanied by speed reduction and an increase in motor losses. Motor losses
are the penalty paid for the economic advantage of simplicity. Currently there are a large number of
applications that use voltage control rather than the more complex adjustable frequency approach; these
applications offer potential for change.
The measurements demonstrate that replacement of single phase motors with convertor fed three phase
synchronous motor systems offer considerable benefit potential. The advantages accrue from both the
inherently higher efficiency of the synchronous machine and the potential to match the speed of the
driven apparatus to the requirements of the load.

Summary
The chosen examples in this paper both use fan loads. The techniques described are equally valid for
pumps, compressors, and blowers. Many of such loads currently use inefficient single phase machines.
Further, this accepted practice may, and often does, destroy converted energy by the use of throttle
valves and dampers. IGBT technology and DSP/FPLA technology now allow techniques to be introduced
in smaller commercial applications that were once reserved for larger industrial applications. This
opportunity has an extensive potential that is relevant to energy conservation, improved reliability, and
more accurate drift free parameter control.
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Achieving High Electric Motor Efficiency
John Petro, Chief Technical Officer, NovaTorque, Inc.

ABSTRACT
Permanent Magnet (PM) motors made with ferrite magnets can significantly exceed the current NEMA
Premium and IE3 efficiency standards and even the proposed future IE4 motor efficiency standards
while still being highly cost-effective in the marketplace. This is made possible by using motor
geometries that allow for flux concentration from the ferrite magnet components. The use of motor
structures which can concentrate magnetic flux allows ferrite PM motors to achieve performance and
power densities that approach those of PM motors using rare earth magnets, but without the cost
penalties and supply source concerns of rare earth magnets.
Currently, ferrite PM motors with a 2.2 kilowatt rating are operating at 93 percent efficiency, compared
to the IE3 standard of 89.5 percent. In addition, these motors maintain high efficiency over a broad
range of speed and torque values. It is estimated that these motors can be further improved to have
efficiencies of above 94 percent in the near future. The development path and design approaches to
achieve such efficiencies will be discussed. This paper will present design projections of performance
results from a range of motors and, in addition, provide measured results when they become
available. The outstanding efficiency improvement provided by these motors will be compared to
existing motor solutions that are currently available on the market, and the overall energy savings will
be illustrated.

BACKGROUND
The need to increase overall motor system efficiency has never been greater. With the rising costs of
energy and the substantial concerns about global CO2 emissions, achieving the highest possible
motor system efficiency has become a critical priority.
In almost all cases, the addition of a variable-speed drive to an electric motor system leads to
substantial energy savings by allowing motor speed and load to be optimized to the system
requirements. The efficiency of the variable-speed electronic drive portion of a modern motor system
is very high: almost always above 95 percent, often 97 percent, and recent improvements are pushing
drive efficiencies to 98 percent and higher. These high efficiencies for variable-speed drives can be
achieved over a wide range of motor speeds and loads.
However, even at these high efficiencies, the addition of a drive to a line-operated motor still reduces
the peak efficiency of the motor system. In addition, induction motor efficiency is specified under
sinewave line operation and, when operated using an electronic drive, the induction motor efficiency
is usually degraded, further reducing the overall system efficiency. If an induction motor is only used
at its rated speed and torque, then adding a drive will actually reduce the overall system efficiency.
However, in real world applications, operation at only this one speed and load is rarely the case,
which is why adding a variable-speed drive usually results in increased system efficiency.
Given how high drive efficiencies already are, there is very little room for improvement to overall motor
system efficiency with additional drive improvements. Therefore, it is essential to improve the
efficiency of the motors used with variable-speed drives. Indeed, motor efficiency improvements are
critical if overall motor system efficiency is to be increased in any substantial manner.
Of course, any increase in motor efficiency must be balanced with the cost of the motor. While very
high efficiency motors can be achieved using exotic materials and manufacturing processes, the high
price of such motors greatly limit the applications that can adopt such a motor. It would clearly be far
better to achieve high motor efficiency while using lower cost materials and manufacturing processes.
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It is well-accepted that permanent magnet motors can achieve higher motor efficiencies than
induction motors because of the reduction of losses in the rotor. In addition, the rated efficiency of a
permanent magnet motor is specified with the assumption it will be operated from an electronic drive,
so its rated efficiency performance can actually be achieved in real world applications. However,
permanent magnet motors in the past have cost more than induction motors due to the cost of the
magnet materials used in these motors. This is especially a concern at the present time since many
high performance permanent magnet motors rely on rare earth permanent magnet materials, which
are experiencing unprecedented price increases and supply problems.
Permanent magnet motors are also generally more power dense than induction motors, which results
in using less electrical steel and conductor material to manufacture a motor of equivalent output
power. Given that permanent magnet motors can be constructed using less steel and conductor
material for the same output power, the additional cost of a permanent magnet motor is clearly
attributable to the cost of the permanent magnet materials in these motors.
While most new high performance permanent magnet motors use rare earth-based permanent
magnets (neodymium iron boron formulations), these are not the only permanent magnets that can be
utilized in constructing a permanent magnet motor. In fact, most small permanent magnet motors
utilize low-cost ferrite magnets as the permanent magnet field source. Such motors are widely used
in many applications in automobiles, motion control systems and toys. Many of these motors are
brush type motors, but brushless motors have been widely used in fans, disk drives and many motion
control applications. This paper focuses on the design considerations for integral horsepower
brushless permanent magnet motors.
The problem with ferrite permanent magnets is that their power density is only about one-third the
power density of rare earth-based permanent magnets. This generally results in either a motor with
less performance or a motor that is substantially larger and, therefore, uses more electrical steel and
conductor material. However, with the recent concerns over rare earth permanent magnet materials,
there has been a resurgence of interest in ferrite-based permanent magnet motors. Especially since
ferrite magnet material is selling at prices less than one-tenth the cost of rare earth magnets and since
there is a wide range of supply sources for these magnets, this recent interest is likely to intensify.

LOSS SOURCES IN PERMANENT MAGNET MOTORS
To achieve high motor efficiency, careful attention must be paid to all sources of loss in a motor. A
motor designer should take advantage of any inherent performance characteristics of different motor
geometries to achieve the goal of a high efficiency motor with low material and manufacturing costs.
Motor efficiency is inversely related to the total amount of power losses in the motor. Motor losses are
often divided into two major areas: conduction losses and speed-related losses. Conduction losses
are the result of the motor drive current flowing in the motor coils with a finite resistance. These
2
losses are related to the motor current squared times the motor resistance (I R). All of the conduction
losses occur in the stator of a brushless permanent magnet motor. The speed-related losses consist
of iron losses, hysteresis and eddy currents in the motor components, frictional losses from the
bearings, and windage. Iron losses can occur in both the stator and the rotor of the motor. Frictional
losses are all related to the rotor of the motor.
A last category of losses is other losses that depend both on torque and speed and especially occur
in the extremes of motor operation. These losses are generally related to magnetic nonlinearities
which increase harmonics, hysteresis and eddy current losses at a rate that is faster than predicted by
normal operating conditions.
Conduction losses generally dominate the efficiency performance of a motor when the motor is
operated at lower speeds. Iron losses generally set the efficiency performance at high speeds. To
achieve a broad flat efficiency curve, both conduction and iron losses must be addressed and kept at
a low value. Motor losses are summarized in Table 1 below.
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Conduction losses – torque-related losses
Coil I2R losses

Location
stator

Speed losses – speed-related losses
Iron losses – hysteresis and eddy currents

stator and rotor

Frictional losses – bearings and windage

rotor

Other – torque and speed related
Excess losses – hysteresis and eddy currents

stator and rotor

Table 1: Motor Loss Summary

MOTOR DESIGN: RADIAL AND AXIAL WINDINGS
For low speed operation, such as most typical fans, conduction losses will be of primary importance.
Conduction losses are directly related to the volume of conductor that can be incorporated into the
motor. Radial and axial motors differ greatly in the way additional conductor is added to the motor.
In a radial motor the amount of conductor is limited by the slot width available in the tooth design; see
Figure 1A below. As the slot width is increased to allow for more conductor area, the amount of flux
that can be carried by the tooth is decreased. Since the torque of a motor is directly set by the
amount of flux linked by the ampere turns of the coil, this creates a no-win tradeoff with respect to
efficiency.

Figure 1A: Radial motor winding

In the radial motor design, more flux per turn can be obtained by increasing the length of the motor,
but this makes the winding shape more rectangular. Rectangular windings have a longer winding
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perimeter for the amount of enclosed area and, therefore, higher winding resistance as shown in
Figure 1B. The area enclosed by the winding is shown as Ar and the perimeter of the winding is Pr.

Rectangular winding extends
for the length of motor

Figure 1B: Radial motor winding

In an axial motor, the winding shape can be designed so that it is nearly circular, as shown in Figure
2. A circular winding encloses the maximum possible area for a given winding perimeter, thereby
minimizing winding resistance. The area enclosed is shown as An and the perimeter as Pn. In an
axial motor design, the addition of more conductor volume is relatively straightforward. In this type of
motor, the conductor volume can be increased by simply lengthening the linear coil dimension and the
overall motor. While this does increase the amount of iron in the stator, at low speeds it does not
lead to significant increase in iron losses compared to the decrease in the conduction losses. As the
available conductor volume is increased, a wire having a larger cross sectional area can be used
while keeping the number of turns constant, which reduces the winding resistance. This technique to
lower conduction losses can be applied until the cost of the increased material volume is uneconomic
or the additional iron losses negate the lower conduction losses.

Nearly circular winding

Figure 2: Axial motor winding

MOTOR DESIGN: BACK EMF WAVEFORM
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When designing a motor for high efficiency, the often discussed choice between sinewave and
trapezoidal back electro-motive-force (EMF) waveforms is relatively easily resolved. A trapezoidal
back EMF waveform means that the motor naturally has higher harmonic content. As a motor
approaches a pure sinewave back EMF, the harmonics approach zero. Since hysteresis losses are
directly related to frequency, and eddy current losses are proportional to frequency squared, it is
important to minimize higher frequency content in the motor to achieve low losses and high efficiency.
Therefore, it becomes obvious that a high efficiency motor should be designed to minimize harmonic
content as much as possible. A high efficiency motor should be designed so that the magnetic flux in
the stator is sinusoidal versus rotation angle at no load. Under excitation this sinusoidal condition
should also be maintained as the motor is taken from no load to full load.
While it is often asserted that a motor with trapezoidal back EMF driven with a trapezoidal drive
waveform delivers more output torque than an equivalent-sized motor with a sinewave back EMF
operating with a drive with a sinewave drive waveform, the sinewave solution can have lower losses
and higher efficiency. Also, the higher power assertion of the trapezoidal solution may be true in an
instantaneous condition, but it does not consider the thermal limit of the motor, which is set by the
motor losses. Indeed, most motors are limited in power output by their thermal limit and not by
inherent magnetic or other physical limitations.

MOTOR DESIGN: POLE COUNT

If a motor is going to generally be operated at high speeds, it is much more important to ensure that
the motor iron losses are minimized. If, on the other hand, a motor is designed for low speed
operation such as some direct drive fan applications, the conduction losses must be considered
foremost by the motor designer.
The pole count of the motor must be considered here. As pole count increases, the motor frequency
increases, leading to higher iron losses. For low speed applications, a high pole count motor can be
used since the speed losses will not be of overriding concern. For high speed applications, a low
pole count motor may be the best choice so that the speed losses can be minimized and efficiency
kept high.

MOTOR DESIGN: MAGNET TYPE
There are two types of permanent magnets commonly used in motors. Until the last decade the most
common magnet type was ferrite magnets. Over the last 10 years most new permanent magnet
motors moved to rare earth type permanent magnets (neodymium-iron-boron formulations) because
they have a much higher flux output and energy product. The cost of these rare earth magnets
dropped for many years until the price was competitive to ferrite on an overall performance basis.
However, during the last two years, unprecedented price increases have occurred in this type of
magnet which has resulted in a return to ferrite permanent magnet motor designs.
Ferrite magnets are considerably weaker than most rare earth magnets. Typical ferrite magnets have
a Br of about 3800 gauss compared to about 10,000 gauss of a rare earth style permanent magnet.
The coercivity of ferrite magnets also is proportionally lower. This results in an energy product for
ferrite that is about 1/8 to 1/10 that of rare earth magnets. This is why flux concentration is so
important with ferrite magnets. However, magnet volume for a motor is dependent on the flux ratio
and not on the energy product ratio, so the volume of ferrite magnet material needed for equivalent
performance is only about 3 times the volume of rare earth magnet for similar flux output.
Since the coercivity of ferrite magnets is low, care must be taken in the motor design to prevent the
energized coils of the motor from causing demagnetization of the magnets in fault conditions.
However, the coercivity of a ferrite magnet increases with temperature, so demagnetization is most
likely to occur when the motor is cold.
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All magnets lose flux strength with increasing temperature and ferrite unfortunately experiences about
twice as much flux loss with each increment of temperature compared with a typical rare earth type
magnet.
The mechanical strength of ferrite and rare earth magnets is about the same. Several advantages of
ferrite magnets compared to neodymium-iron-boron magnets include (1) they are non-conducting so
they do not have eddy current losses associated with them and (2) they are corrosion resistant and
therefore do not need to be coated with any protective coating.

MOTOR DESIGN: AXIAL MOTOR FLUX CONCENTRATION
For a ferrite magnet motor to achieve the high power density and performance of a motor designed
with rare earth magnets, flux concentration must be employed. Flux concentration is achieved in
several ways in a motor.

One method of flux concentration is to use an interior permanent magnet design where the magnet
surface areas are greater than the pole piece surface area. This is best illustrated in Figure 3 below.
A radial spoke type IPM structure is utilized to increase the total magnet surface area that feeds flux
to the pole piece. A magnet with surface area Bm sits on each side of a pole piece so the flux area
into the pole piece is 2 times Bp. This flux is concentrated into an area of the pole piece of Amp. Of
course only so much flux concentration can be obtained this way, since the magnets feeding the pole
piece are in opposition, which lowers their load line, thereby reducing their effective flux output.

Figure 3: IPM spoke type flux concentration

To further enhance the concentration of flux into the active pole of a motor, a conical rotor structure
can be implemented for an axial motor. This cuts the axial field pole at an angle, increasing the
surface area available compared to the axial flux carrying area of the field pole core. See Figure 4
below. With this design the magnet surface area Afp is greater than the field pole cross sectional
core area Acs. This provides flux concentration proportional to the ratio of the two areas. Combining
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both techniques increases the flux available from a ferrite magnet to near rare earth magnet levels
and results in a high performance motor with low magnet costs.

Figure 4: Conical motor flux concentration

MOTOR DESIGN: MAGNET CONFIGURATION

Another important permanent magnet design issue is the choice between surface-mounted and
interior located permanent magnets (IPM) on the rotor. Ideally, for a surface-mounted PM machine,
the flux in the rotor does not undergo any change with rotation under any condition. In this condition,
there are no hysteresis or eddy current losses in the rotor. This allows the use of a solid core for the
return path flux in the rotor without any penalty of additional rotor losses. However, if the flux output of
the rotor changes as it rotates due to tooth gaps or other reluctance path variations, this can result in
losses in the rotor. In general, surface-mounted magnet motors can be designed to have very little
rotor loss.
IPM motor designs are proving to be highly desirable because they can reduce the speed limitation
that is inherent to permanent magnet motors when surface-mounted designs are employed. This IPM
design uses both permanent magnet torque and reluctance torque to create a motor with many highly
desirable characteristics.
As with surface-mounted motors, the IPM motor should have a sinusoidal back EMF in the stator and
should ideally have sinusoidal flux throughout the motor. However, given the use of reluctance torque
in this style of motor, it is impossible to avoid flux changes in the rotor soft magnetic structure. This
changing flux in the rotor therefore requires the rotor to have a laminated or highly resistive material to
limit eddy current losses in the rotor. This flux change also leads to hysteresis losses in the rotor. So
with IPM motor designs, losses in the rotor cannot be avoided and must be taken into account in any
thermal modeling of the motor.

MOTOR DESIGN: RADIAL AND AXIAL TORQUE SCALING
There is another fundamental difference between radial and axial permanent magnet motor
configurations. This notable and often misunderstood difference is the relationship of output torque
with respect to motor diameter.
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In all cases, torque is the result of force applied at a radius. In all motors, the radius increases directly
with the increase in diameter of the motor, resulting in a linear increase in torque with diameter solely
due to the increased radius. Also, in a permanent magnet motor, the available force is directly
proportional to the flux-carrying capability of the stator. So, as diameter increases and the amount of
flux that can be carried in the stator increases, the torque of a motor will also increase.
With a radial motor, as diameter increases, the circumference where the stator pole shoes are located
also directly increases (Figure 5). This means that the flux-carrying area of the pole shoes linearly
increases with diameter. Therefore, torque increases with the square of diameter, since both the
radius and the total flux are linearly increasing with motor diameter.

Figure 5: Radial motor with diameter D and 2D

In addition, for a radial motor the flux-carrying area also directly increases with stator length. Since
force is directly related to total flux, increasing the motor length also increases torque in a linear
manner.
Therefore, in a radial motor, torque increases with the square of diameter and also increases with
additional length of the motor, resulting in an overall cubic function for torque. This results in a radial
motor increasing torque proportional to the volume of the motor, since the motor volume also
increases with the square of diameter and linearly with the length of the motor.
For an axial motor, the torque increases with the cube of diameter and does not increase with motor
length. The reason for this is, again, that torque is force times radius. As the axial motor diameter
increases, the radius increases, so the torque increases linearly with diameter due to this radius
increase. The force in an axial motor is also directly proportional to the amount of flux that the stator
of the motor can handle without saturating. The amount of flux is dependent on the area of the stator,
and this area increases with the square of the motor diameter. This is shown in Figure 6 below as
area A and 4A. Four times the area can carry four times the flux and this is the result of the stator
poles increasing in two dimensions as diameter increases.

Figure 6: Axial motor with diameter D and 2D
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Because the radius of the motor increases directly with motor diameter, and the force increases with
the square of motor diameter, torque of an axial motor increases with the cube of diameter. Notice
that since only the diameter is changing, the axial motor volume only increases by the square of the
diameter, even though the torque increases by the cube of diameter. This leads to the fact that for
larger motors, an axial motor can use less material to achieve the same torque, compared to a radial
motor. Please note that the above is a theoretical approach, and in actual practice the length of an
axial motor does need to increase somewhat with increasing diameters, since the air gap dimension,
strength of materials and realistic sized bearings must be considered. This still leaves the axial motor
design at an advantage over radial motor designs when compared on the basis of torque generated
per unit volume of active material required.
Increasing the length of an axial motor does not provide any additional torque capability for the motor,
since the flux in the stator is along the axis of the motor. Adding length to an axial motor does provide
more room for additional conductor volume and more surface area for heat dissipation. Adding
conductor volume can decrease the total motor resistance and thereby decrease the total conduction
(I2R) losses of the motor. This is an excellent approach for achieving high motor efficiencies at low
motor speeds and leads to a broad, flat motor efficiency curve. Of course, the extension of the length
of an axial motor adds both additional stator steel and conductor material, increasing both the weight
and cost of the motor. In addition, the extra stator steel adds additional iron losses in the motor,
which hurts high speed efficiency performance. However, up to a limit, by using low loss electrical
lamination steel in the stator, overall efficiency can be improved by adding length to an axial motor
configuration.

THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS
Another factor that affects motor efficiency is the ability of a motor to shed excess heat to the external
environment. This is expressed in terms of a motor’s thermal resistance. When a motor is operating
near its maximum efficiency, approximately half the dissipated power is in the winding from
conduction losses and the other half is in the stator iron and rotor iron. In a typical radial motor, the
winding is inside the motor, leading to higher thermal resistance and lower continuous output power.
With an axial motor, a major portion of the winding is exposed on the outside of the motor. This leads
to a lower thermal resistance and higher operating power.

The thermal paths for a radial and axial motor are illustrated in Figure 7 and 8 below.

Figure 7: Radial Motor Thermal Path
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For the radial motor the coils are inside the back iron so the heat must be transferred from the coils to
the back iron and then out of the motor.

Figure 8: Axial Motor Thermal Path

For an axial motor a large portion of the coil resides on the outside of the field pole iron and there is
no back iron. This allows access to the coil directly for more effective cooling of the motor.

MOTOR EFFICIENCY IMPROVES WITH INCREASED SIZE
When considering what constitutes a high efficiency motor, the power rating and speed of the motor
must be taken into account. Motor efficiency generally increases with larger physical sized motors
and higher power levels. While a 1 KW machine may be considered very efficient at an 87 percent
efficiency rating, a 50 KW machine would need to be 95 percent efficient to be considered highly
efficient.
Efficiency improves as radial motors get larger, because motor torque increases directly with motor
volume, while losses increase at a lower total rate. While iron losses scale directly with motor volume,
conduction losses proportionally decrease with larger motor sizes. This is the result of the increased
area having more flux carrying capability. High flux means that for the same operating voltage, fewer
turns of conductor are needed to achieve the same output torque. Given that the larger size has also
increased the area available for conductors, fewer turns of heavier wire can be used, which reduces
the motor resistance in two ways.
For an axial motor, the output torque increases faster than the motor volume increases, so the iron
losses are proportionally smaller as motor size increases. In addition, axial motors also experience
reduced conduction losses proportionally as motor size increases. This gives the axial motor design
an even better increase in efficiency with increased motor size.

EXAMPLE OF AXIAL FERRITE PERMANENT MAGNET MOTOR
A motor implementing many of the concepts presented above has been designed and is currently
being fabricated to achieve high efficiency over a broad speed and torque operating range. The
actual performance of this motor will be established with exacting dynamometer testing later this
summer and the measured results added to this paper. For now, estimated values are provided in
brackets [ ] in the discussion below.
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Figure 9 shows a picture of a brushless permanent magnet axial flux motor constructed with ferrite
permanent magnets using flux concentration from both a conical air gap and interior permanent
magnet rotors.

Figure 9: Axial Permanent Magnet 3.7 Kw Motor

The specifications and performance of this motor with ferrite magnets using flux concentration is given
in Table 2.

Rated Power

3.75 Kw

Rated Speed

1800 RPM

Rated Torque

20 Nm

Peak Efficiency

93.0 %

Diameter

179 mm

Length

300 mm

Weight

30 Kg

Table 2:

Basic Motor Specifications
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This motor is a 3.7 KW (5 Hp) motor with 20 Nm of torque at 1800 rpm and runs at an efficiency of [93
to 94] percent. The efficiency is flat over a broad range of speeds and torques as shown in Figure 10.
It requires only [8] kilograms of steel (including scrap), [2.2] kilograms of copper and [3.7] kilograms of
ferrite magnet material. It weighs a total of [30] kilograms and has a base diameter of [179] mm and a
length of [300] mm.

Figure 10: Predicted Motor Efficiency versus Speed and Torque for 1800 RPM Motor

In the figure above, the color bar above the graph provides a key showing the color which represents
each efficiency percentage, in 5% range increments. The bright green color represents efficiencies in
the 90 – 94% range As shown in the figure, this motor is expected to be over 90% efficient at most
speeds (horizontal axis) and torques (vertical axis). Efficiency over 90% over such a wide operating
range of speeds and torques is exceptional for a motor of this size. Most motor designs provide such
high efficiencies only near their rated load, and display a significant decrease in efficiency at lower
speeds and torques.
This motor can easily be scaled to higher power ratings since the torque of this motor increases with
the cube of diameter and the length of the motor is relatively constant. It can also achieve much
higher rotational speeds, allowing for very high power density in applications that need high speed or
can accept a gear box reduction.
For low speed applications (900 rpm maximum), a second version of this motor incorporates
additional winding volume by lengthening the motor by [60] mm. Since the speed is lower, the
number of turns on the winding can be increased, which reduces the required drive current. This
reduction in current more than offsets the increase in winding resistance, so that the conduction
losses are reduced. This then further increases the motor efficiency, and especially extends the
motor efficiency to lower speed operation. This is shown in the graph of Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Predicted Motor Efficiency versus Speed and Torque for 900 RPM Motor

Efficiencies of this motor peak at [94 to 95] percent (represented by the paler shade of green in the
figure above), which is remarkable for a motor of this size and weight operating at this low of a speed
range. The cost of this higher efficiency is the addition of [3.5] Kg of steel from the extension of the
motor length and [2] Kg of copper in the extended winding. Because the speed of this motor is so
low, very little additional speed loss is introduced with the additional magnetic path length.

CONCLUSION
Figure 12 illustrates the estimated performance of these two motor designs with respect to the current
NEMA Premium efficiency standard and the IE3 and IE4 proposed efficiency standards for 1800 RPM
motors. The standards for 900 RPM motors have even lower efficiency requirements. This makes
the 1.87 Kilowatt, 900 RPM motor stand out as especially efficient compared with the existing motor
standard. It is believed that this motor will exceed all of the currently proposed energy efficiency
standards for electric motors.
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Figure 12: NEMA Premium Efficiency and IE3 Standards and Predicted Motor Efficiency

From the discussion above, it can be seen that axial motor designs have some outstanding
characteristics that are particularly attractive for the construction of highly efficient electric motors. In
particular, a flux concentrating design using interior ferrite permanent magnets can make a highly
efficient, compact motor using low cost materials. This improvement in motor technology is capable
of greatly improving the efficiency of motor driven systems, even beyond the level of the IE4 proposed
standard, while avoiding the supply source issues of rate earth magnets.
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Abstract
The characteristics of an induction motor vary with the number of parameters and the performance
relationship between the parameters also is implicit. In case of the induction motor design, we
generally should estimate many objective physical quantities in the optimization procedure. In this
article, the multiobjective design optimization based on genetic algorithm is applied for the three
phase induction motor. The efficiency, starting torque, and material cost are selected for the
objectives. The validity of the design results is also clarified by comparison between calculated results
and measured ones

1. Introduction
The electric motors consume over half of all electricity and so, the need for energy conservation is
accelerating the requirement for increased levels of electric motor efficiency [1]. Improving efficiency
to higher level through the selection of an appropriate combination of the design factors can be
effective way to reduce the consumption of electricity. In order to maximize efficiency, new technology
has been developed such as copper die casting motor and low core loss electrical steel. However,
these methods bring cost-rise and need special manufacturing technology [2].
As the optimization of induction motor is multivariable and has numerous constraints, it has been
studied continuously in electrical engineering. The method of “boundary search along active
constrains” was proposed by Appelbaum in 1987[3]. Nonlinear analytical iterative field field-circuit
model (AIM) was introduced in 1996 by Madescu [4]. In this paper, Multi Objective Genetic Algorithm
is applied to optimize induction motor. There are numerous studies to solve multi objective problem in
evolutionary algorithm fields. This paper adopts NSGA-II for optimization. It still remains one of the
powerful multi objective handling algorithms. All parameters and crossover operators are used same
as discussed in [5,6]. MO design of this paper is based on genetic algorithm, equivalent circuit
method, and D2L equation. The objective functions are the increase of the efficiency and the
minimization of material cost. The constraints are on the starting torque and power factor. Output
coefficient (C0), air gap flux density (Bg), teeth and yoke flux density ratio (Gt, Gc), current density (J)
are also selected for the design parameters. For the verification of the design result, the simulation
will be are compared with experimental data.

2.

Design Equation and variables

2.1 D2L Sizing Equation
2

The D L equation relates output power (Pn) and synchronous speed (ns) to rotor volume through an
output coefficient (C0) in equation 1. Because the output coefficient (C0) contains air gap flux density
(Bg) and surface current density (K1) in equation 2, D2L equation has no relationships connecting air
gap quantities with the flux density and current densities exiting in the motor’s interior [7].
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Dis2 L =

1 60 Pn
C0 ns η cos φ

(1)

C0 = αK w1π 2 K1 Bg

(2)

2.2 Design Variable Definition
As shown in table I, Some factors are added to compensate D2L equation in induction motor design.
Gt is the ratio of the air gap flux density to tooth flux density, it is also the ratio of tooth width to slot
pitch. Gc is an air gap to core flux density ratio modified by the number of poles but it is also the ratio of
back iron depth ×2 to the stator inner diameter [7].

Gt =

Gc =

Bg
Bt k fe

=

t

(πDis

S1 )

(3)

2d
2 Bg
= c
P Bc k fe Dis

(4)

Table I. Variable Description
Variables

Description

Variables

Description

Bt

Teeth flux density

dc

Stator Yoke thickness

Bc

Yoke flux density

kfe

Steel stacking factor

Dis

Stator inner Diameter

S1

Stator slot number

t

Stator teeth width

P

Pole number

3. Multi objective Genetic Algorithm for Optimum Design
There are numerous studies to solve multi objective problem in evolutionary algorithm field. This
paper adopts NSGA-II for optimization.
3.1 Constrained Multi-Objective Function
The objective function of the problem is
Minimize g(X) Material cost
Maximize f(X) Efficiency
Constraints to c(X) power factor > 0.85, starting torque/rated torque >200%
Material Cost function g(X) includes only electrical steel, stator winding material (Cu) and rotor
conductor (AL) excepting frame, shaft, and bearings

3.2 Optimization approach
NSGA-II still remains one of the powerful multi objective handling algorithms. NSGA-II at generation t
works as follows
Step 1) Use selection, crossover and mutation to create an offspring population Qt from
parent population Pt
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Step 2) Choose best solutions from Pt • Qt
The characteristic feature of NSGA-II is that it uses a fast non-dominated sorting and crowded
distance estimation procedure for comparing qualities of different solutions in Step 2 and selection in
Step 1. For detailed information on NSGA-II, the interested reader can see the algorithmic description
of NSGA-II in [5,6].

3.3 Experimental Setting and Results
In this paper, the implementation of NSGA-II follows. The population size is set to be 100. The
algorithms stop after 20000 function evolutions. Initial populations are generated by uniformly
randomly sampling from the feasible search space. The parent centric crossover (PCX) [2], and
polynomial mutation are used. The variance of PCX is set to be 0.15, and distribution index of
polynomial mutation is set to be 20 and mutation rate is 1/n, where n is 3, the number of decision
variables (Gt, Gc, J). Table II shows the scope of three variables. Stack length (L) is fixed to 200mm
to reduce the number of design factors, and the output coefficient (C0) and aspect ratio (•) are
combined to change inner diameter in three optimum model of Fig. 1.
The set of non-dominated solutions with 20000 function evolutions is shown in Fig 2. Material cost of
optimum I,II and III are increased in proportion to efficiency but, Optimum I has higher cost in all
efficiency regions. Although optimum II and III have same material cost in target efficiency (93.5%),
optimum III model is selected for prototype because of lower cost in higher efficiency region. Fig. 2
and table III show the stator core drawings and specifications of base and three optimum models at
target efficiency 93.5%. Although optimum III is the largest external diameter, this model’s material
cost the lowest in three optimum models due to small slot area and low copper weight. Material is
reduced about 6.4% in target efficiency 93.5%.

Table II. Variable Description
Variable s scope
Variables
low

high

Gt

5

6.5

Gc

2.5

3.25

J[A/mm2]

3.5

5
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(a) Base model

(b) Optimum I

(c) Optimum II

(d) Optimum III

Figure 1. Stator Core Shape

Figure 2. GA Simulation Results
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Table III. Variable Description and Material Cost
Model

Base Model

Optimum I

Optimum II

Optimum III

C0[103×J /m3]

154

154

170

142

Bg

0.85

0.85

0.85

0.85

•

1.15

1.15

1.21

1.11

Gt (teeth flux density
ratio)

0.57

0.50

0.50

0.517

Gc (yoke flux density
ratio)

0.287

0.303

0.312

0.298

Current
density[A/mm^2]

4.26

4.34

4.30

4.61

Slot Area

232

229

231

207

Copper Weight[kg]

20.0

19.0

18.9

16.7

Material Cost[$]

497

482

468

465

Material
[USD/kg]

Price

Copper : 10, electrical steel : 1.3, Aluminum : 2.7

4. Test Results and Conclusions
Core and Rotor Assembly for prototype are shown In Fig.3 Core and rotor conductor were made by
press mold and aluminum die casting respectively. Efficiency test is performed following the IEEE
standard 112B method. It is a loss segregation test method using a dynamo facility [8, 9]. In Table III,
losses and efficiency of optimum are compared between simulation and test results. Efficiency test
result is lower than simulation but satisfies high efficiency level (IE2). Power factor and starting torque
also meet constraints limits of genetic algorithm. Fig. 4 shows the simulation and test results of
efficiency in several output powers. It is shown that test efficiency satisfies high efficiency level
(93.0%) at 50%, 75%, 100% and 110% output power.
In this paper, optimum design is introduced to improve the efficiency of three phase induction motor
by using Multi objective Genetic Algorithm. Using this method, efficiency, power factor and starting
torque are achieved to the goal and material cost is minimized by 6.4% compared with base model.
The design process of this paper will be useful for the optimum design of the electric machine design
with many design variables.
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Figure 3. Core and Rotor Assembly for prototype
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Table III. Simulation and Test Results
Model

Simulation
Result

Test Result

Stator copper loss[W]

814

830

Rotor copper loss[W]

443

457

Core loss [W]

626

590

339

391

Stray load loss[W]

367

387

Efficiency [%]

93.5

93.3

Power factor [%]

87.9

85.7

Starting torque/rated
torque [%]

310
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Friction
loss[W

&

Windage

Figure 4.Test and Simulation Results of Efficiency
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Introduction
The informative limits in the IEC600-34-31 standard for the IE4-class (Super Premium) threephase motors are a result of a first approach, taking into account the motor manufacturers
limitations. However, a new technology is being introduced in the market, the line-start
permanent magnet synchronous motors (LSPMSMs), which can exceed those proposed super
premium limits, respecting the standard frame sizes. The same applies to permanent magnet
(PM) motors controlled by variable-speed drives (VSDs). Technical and economical
considerations regarding IE4-class motors are also presented. Since LSPMSMs are now being
introduced in the market as IE4-class motors, a significant increase in the respective market
share in the next decade is expected. The latest version of IEC600-34-2-1 does not apply
directly to this type of motors, covering only three-phase induction motors, conventional
synchronous motors and direct-current motors, but they can actually be tested by the IEC60034-2-1 direct input-output method. However there are difficulties to apply the potentially more
accurate procedure of segregated losses method, similar to that used for induction motors.
Therefore, the applicability of IEC600-34-2-1 has to be evaluated and, if necessary, an
additional section on loss and efficiency determination should be introduced. For example,
LSPMSMs could be tested as conventional synchronous machines but a problem arises
immediately – the symmetrical short-circuit test cannot be performed since the winding currents
can achieve destructive values (the excitation cannot be controlled since it is provided by a PM).
Moreover, the iron and mechanical losses segregation has to be performed differently from the
conventional procedures, due to fact that no-load power factor nature (inductive or capacitive)
changes with the applied voltage. Stray load losses estimation also requires a different
approach. In this paper, a comprehensive and critical review of the IEC600-34-2-1 is made in
the scope of LSPMSMs, and new losses and efficiency determination procedures are proposed.
Experimental examples will be provided for a 3-kW, 4-pole LSPMSM.

Technical and Economical Considerations on Commercial IE4-Class
LSPMSMs
As demonstrated in [1], with three-phase squirrel-cage induction motor (SCIM) technology and
respecting the standard frame sizes, it seems unlikely to achieve IE4 (Super Premium) limits in
the < 7,5 kW power range, as defined in IEC60034-31 [2]. In Fig. 1, extracted from [3], the
efficiency of commercial LSPMSMs and the efficiency limits of IE2-, IE3- and IE4-class limits,
are shown for the 0,55-7,5 kW power range.
One of the main initial drawbacks of the LSPMSM was the starting torque. Presently,
commercial LSPMSMs can have a maximum allowable load inertia limited to 30 times the motor
inertia, which is enough for most industrial loads. For example, the starting torque of commercial
4-pole LSPMSMs is 2,2 to 2,8 times higher than rated torque for the 0,55-7,5 kW power range,
as it can be seen in Table 1, in which the main characteristics of commercial 7,5-kW, 4-pole
motors with different efficiency classes are presented.
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Figure 1. Rated efficiency levels for commercial 50-Hz, 4-pole LSPMSMs up to 7,5 kW and
IE2-, IE3- and IE4-class limits defined in IEC60034-30/31 [2, 4]. IE4-class limits are
informative (extracted from [3]).

Considering the prices of IE2- and IE3-class SCIMs as reference, the IE4-class LSPMSMs have
a price 1,4-1,6 and 2,2-2,4 times higher, respectively. As an example, for 7,5-kW, 4-pole
commercial motors from one of the largest motor manufacturers, the IE2 SCIM, IE3 SCIM and
IE4 LSPMSM models have a base price (without discounts) of 222 €, 334 € and 510 €,
respectively. In this case, the efficiency gain of the IE4 LSPMSM in relation to the IE2 and IE3
SCIMs is 4,1 p.p. and 1,4 p.p., respectively.

Price (%)

Full-load
torque (N.m)
Rotor to
Full-load
Ratio Torque
Full-load
/ Current
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(%)
Full-Load
Power
Factor

(rpm)

Rated Speed

(kg.m2)

Inertia

(W/kg)

Power
Density

(kg)

Weight

Frame

IEC

Technology

Motor

Class

IEC

Table 1. Main characteristics of commercial IE2-, IE3- and IE4-class 7,5-kW, 4-pole
motors.

IE1

SCIM

132M

64,5

116,3

0,0465

1455

49,3

2,1 / 87,0
6,7

0,84

--

IE2

SCIM

132M

72,0

104,2

0,0528

1455

49,3

2,0 / 89,0
7,2

0,86

100%

IE3

SCIM

132M

78,0

96,2

0,0642

1465

48,9

2,5 / 91,5
8,5

0,85

151%

IE4

LSPMSM 132M

61,5

122,0

0,0500

1500

47,8

3,8 / 92,8
7,8

0,92

230%

Since the speed of LSPMSMs is higher than that of SCIMs, it is important to take that fact into
account in the economical evaluation of such options. For example, considering a typical
industrial centrifugal fan, in which the shaft power input is proportional to the cube of the angular
speed, the expected difference in the speed and in the shaft power input for the 3 different class
motors is presented in Table 2. Although after June 16th, 2011, the IE1 motors in the 0,75-375
kW will be out of the market, the stock of such motors will be operating for at least a decade
more. Therefore it makes sense to consider them in the following analysis.
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Operating Point Efficiency =
Full-load Efficiency (%)

Operating Point Input Power
(%)

Energy Savings by Replacing
IE2-Class Motor(%)

87,0

102,3

-2,3

T∝ω2 IE2

SCIM

1455

49,3

100,0 100,0

100,0

89,0

100,0

0,0

3

IE3

SCIM

1465

48,9

100,6 101,3

101,9

91,5

99,1

+0,9

IE4

LSPMSM

1500

47,8

103,1 106,3

109,6

92,8

105,1

-5,1

IE1

SCIM

1455

49,3

100,0 100,0

100,0

87,0

102,3

-2,3

T = k IE2

SCIM

1455

49,3

100,0 100,0

100,0

89,0

100,0

0,0

P∝ω

IE3

SCIM

1465

48,9

100,7 100,0

100,7

91,5

97,9

+2,1

IE4

LSPMSM

1500

47,8

103,1 100,0

103,1

92,8

98,9

+1,1

Full-load torque (N.m)

IEC Class

P∝ω

Operating Point Torque (%)

100,0

Operating Point Speed (%)

100,0 100,0

(rpm)

49,3

Rated Speed

1455

Technology

SCIM

Motor

IE1

Torque-Speedand Shaft
Power-SpeedRelation

Example of Application
Fans and Pumps

Centrifugal
Conveyors

Operating Point Shaft Power
(%)

Table 2. Estimated shaft power for different loads driven by 7,5-kW, 4-pole motors.

Assumptions: In the centrifugal fan and pump, it is assumed Tload = 2,3287396⋅ω N.m, where ω is the
angular speed in rpm. In the conveyor, it is assumed Tload = 49,3 N.m. It is also assumed a linear
relation between torque and speed between full-load and no-load points. At no-load (T = 0 N.m) it is
considered 1499 rpm (not 1500 rpm) to take into account the friction and windage losses. Therefore,
TIE2 = 49,3 - 1,1204545(ω - 1455) and TIE3 = 48,9 - 1,4382353(ω - 1465). It is considered constant
efficiency between 100% and 110% load in all motors. For the rated speed and torque, the full-load
IE2-class motor shaft power is 7511,7 W.

In order to avoid overloading IE3 or IE4 motors when replacing an IE2 motor, the latter has to
be slightly oversized. In the case of fans and pumps (without static pressure) example, for a
proper IE2 replacement by an IE3 motor, the first should have 98,14% load, and for a proper
IE2 replacement by an IE4 motor, the first should have 91,24% load.
Moreover, in pumps and fans, if the installed IE2-class motor is operating very close to full-load,
the energy savings can be negative (i.e., instead of a decrease in the consumed energy, there
is an increase). In the example given (Table 2), there is a 5,1% energy consumption increase
when replacing the IE2-class SCIM by an IE4-class LSPMSM, which demonstrates how the
direct replacing can be in some cases a wrong option, particularly if the additional flow
(proportional to the speed) is not actually required by the process.
Considering now that the motors are fed by a VSD, the speed can be set to the exactly same
value. If the VSD efficiency is the same (say, 97%), the energy savings will be much more
significant, and the payback time is 1,0 and 1,7 years for the IE3 and IE4 motors under
consideration, assuming 5840 h/year of operation and 0,07 €/kWh. This payback time is very
attractive. Although the LSPMSM have a longer payback than the IE3-Class SCIM, the life-cycle
cost will be much reduced. For example, neglecting the possible stator rewinding and bearing
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replacement cost, during 15 years, the savings are 1635 € and 2430 € for the IE3 SCIM and
LSPMSM, respectively.

Simple Payback
Time (year)

Operating Point
Input Power (%)

Energy Savings
by Replacing
IE2-Class Motor
(%)
Consumptionby
Replacing IE2 Class Motor
(kWh/year)
Energy Savings
by Repl
acing
IE2-Class Motor
(€/year)

VSD+Motor
System
Efficiency (%)

87,0

97,0

84,4

102,3

-2,3

51896

-80,0

--

IE2

SCIM

222 --

89,0

97,0

86,3

100,0

0,0

50753

--

--

IE3

SCIM

334 112

91,5

97,0

88,8

97,2

+2,8

49324

100,0

1,1

IE4

LSPMSM

510 278

92,8

97,0

90,0

95,9

+4,1

48667

146,0

1,9

Efficiency (%)

--

Motor Price (€)
--

Technology

SCIM

Motor

IE1

IEC Class

VSD Efficiency
(%)

Price Difference
(€)
Motor

Table 3. Estimated energy savings and payback time for IE3- and IE4-class 7,5-kW, 4-pole
motors.

Assumptions: 7500 W of shaft output power (1455 rpm, 49,3 N.m), 5840 hours per year of operation
and an electricity price of 0,07 €/kWh.

Considering that the IE2 SCIM needs to be rewound and that the rewinding price plus bearings
replacement is 170 € (without decreasing the motor efficiency), the payback time for the
additional cost associated to the decision of replacement by a new IE3 or IE4 motor instead of
rewinding the IE2 damaged motor would be 1,1 and 1,9 years, respectively, which is still very
attractive. Considering the IE1 as the damaged motor to be rewound, the payback time would
be 0,9 and 1,5 years for the additional investment in an IE3- and IE4-class motor, respectively.

3. Application of IEC 60034-2-1 to LSPMSMs
Since LSPMSMs operate as synchronous motors after starting, it is obvious that Section 9 of
IEC60034-2-1 has to be applied for the efficiency determination [5]. In that section, two methods
are described, namely, direct measurement (Section 9.1) and indirect measurement (Section
9.2), addressed in the following sections.
3.1 Direct Method - Section 9.1
In the efficiency determination by direct measurement (input-output method), two alternative
tests are specified, namely, the torque procedure (Section 9.1.1) and the dual supply back-toback test (Section 9.1.2). In both methods the coolant (or ambient) temperature correction to
25ºC is not mentioned. Thus, if the testing room has not ambient temperature control, the
results cannot be compared with others measured at a different coolant temperature.
2
Nevertheless, at least, the stator I R can be easily corrected, if the stator resistance is
measured at the end of the test as well as the coolant/ambient temperature, the stator losses
can be corrected to 25ºC.
3.1.1 Torque procedure - Section 9.1.1
In the torque procedure, the output shaft power, Pmech, the armature/stator input active power,
Pelec, and excitation input power, Pexc, are measured, being the efficiency given by (1). As stated
in Section 3.4.3.4, in the case of LSPMSMs, since they have PM excitation, Pexc=0, yielding (2).
This method requires a power analyzer and a torque meter (or a dynamometer).
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η=

Pmech
T ⋅ω
=
Pelec + Pexec Pelec + Pexec

η LSPMSM =

(1)

T ⋅ω
Pelect

(2)

3.1.2 Dual supply back-to-back test - Section 9.1.1
In the dual supply back-to-back test, identical machines run at essentially the same rated
conditions (one as a motor and the other as a generator, mechanically coupled to each other)
and it is measured the motor input power, PelecM, and the generator output power, PelecG. Since
Pexc=0, the efficiency for LSPMSMs is given by (3). This method has the disadvantage of
requiring two power analyzers (one to the motor and another to the generator), but avoids the
need for a torque meter or a dynamometer.

η LSPMSM = 1 −

Plosses
1
(PelecM + PelecG )
2

=

PelecM − PelecG
2 PelecG
=
PelecM + PelecG PelecM + PelecG

(3)

3.2 Indirect Method - Section 9.2
In the efficiency determination from indirect method, there are two possible methods, namely,
total losses (Section 9.2.1) and summation of separate losses (Section 9.2.2). In the first, two
procedures are allowed, namely, the single supply back-to-back test procedure (Section 9.2.1.1)
and the zero power factor procedure (Section 9.2.1.2).
3.2.1 Total losses 9.2.1 - Single supply back-to-back test - 9.2.1.1
In the single supply back-to-back test procedure, identical machines are mechanically coupled
and their armature terminals are connected to each other and to the voltage supply. The
machines should have an angular displacement of their rotors enabling one machine to operate
at the load conditions and the other machine to operate at the same absolute value of stator
current. In case of a LSPMSM, for a given voltage, the power flow depends only on the angular
displacement, since it is not possible to control the excitation (contrarily to a conventional
synchronous machine). Measuring the total input power, Pelec, and the motor input power, PelecM,
the efficiency is calculated by (4). Again, two power analyzers are required. The coolant
temperature, the voltages and the currents should also be measured.

η LSPMSM

1
Pelec
2
= 1−
PelecM

(4)

3.2.2 Total losses 9.2.1 - Zero power factor procedure - 9.2.1.2
In the zero power factor procedure (Section 9.2.1.2), the efficiency is given by (5).

η LSPMSM = 1 −

Plosses
Pelec

(5)
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Prior to the zero power factor test, the results of a no-load saturation test, a sustained
polyphase short-circuit test and an over-excitation test at zero power factor, in accordance with
Clauses 25, 26 and 28 of IEC60034-4 shall be available. However, both the polyphase shortcircuit test and over-excitation test at zero power factor are not possible to be carried out with a
LSPMSM since they require the excitation regulation. In the case of the polyphase short-circuit
test, it can alternatively applied by regulating the speed of the machine (instead of the
excitation). All these tests require the machine under test to be driven by a motor (e.g. SCIM
controlled by a VSD), acting as a generator. In the zero power factor test itself the motor should
be uncoupled and running at rated speed and overexcited (capacitive behavior), which is not
possible, unless that voltage is reduced in order to allow the motor to act as an overexcited
machine. However, in this case, the iron and stator losses will be lower than those at rated
voltage. In these conditions, since there are no excitation losses, the total losses for an
LSPMSM are given by (6).

Plosses = Pzpf

(6)

To summarize, the zero power factor test cannot be directly applied as described in the
IEC60034-2-1.

3.2.3 Summation of separate losses - Section 9.2.2
In the summation of separate losses method, the LSPMSM efficiency is determined from (7).

η LSPMSM =

Pelec − Plosses
Pelec

(7)

The total losses, Plosses, are determined from (8), where Pk is the constant loss, Ps the stator I2R
losses, and PLL the additional load losses.

Plosses = Pk + Ps + PLL

(8)

According to [7], the constant losses, equal to the sum of the mechanical and iron losses, are
equal to the input power corresponding to the minimum value of current obtained in the no-load
test with variable voltage. That point also corresponds to the maximum no-load power factor (in
theory equal to unity, if only the fundamental components are taken into account; in practice
lower than unity due to the high total harmonic distortion of current, exceeding 80% and
reaching its maximum value when the current amplitude achieves its minimum).
In Fig. 2, the experimental current-voltage, power factor-voltage and active power-voltage
curves are shown for a 3-kW, 4-pole LSPMSM, for 0% (no-load), 25% and 50% loads. It is
possible to observe that the voltage maximizing the no-load power factor and minimizing the noload input current (0,357 A) and input power (88,7 W) is 235 V. Another interesting point is that
the electromotive force at 1500 rpm, shown in Fig. 3, corresponds to the terminal voltage at
minimum no-load current and input power (0,7 V of difference; Erms,1500rpm = 234,3 V; U0,min = 235
V). The generator mode test, in which the LSPMSM is driven by a motor at different speeds and
the line-to-line voltage is measured at the stator terminals, can be made for 3 different speeds,
to allow establishing a mathematical speed dependency, which is necessary for the speed
based short-circuit test.
According to the standard being analyzed, the constant losses are given by (9), where P0, I0 and
Rll0 are obtained in the no-load test.
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(

Pk = P0 − Ps 0 = P0 − 1,5 ⋅ I 02 ⋅ Ru 0

)

(9)

For the example being considered, Rll0 = 3,0 • for the no-load test, and the constant losses are
approximately equal to 88,7 W minus the stator losses in the same conditions (0,57 W), yielding
88,1 W.
In [6], it is stated that the constant losses correspond to the minimum no-load input power which
is approximately equal to 3 times the product of the phase fundamental electromotive force and
the phase fundamental current, but this statement assumes a unity power factor. Since there is
harmonic distortion in the current, it is more practical to use (10), where λ0 is the no-load power
factor, Erms is the total electromotive force rms value and I0,rms is the total no-load current rms
value.

PNL ,min = 3 ⋅ Erms ⋅ I 0 ,rms ⋅ λ0

(10)

Applying (10) to the example under consideration, yields PNL,min = 88,7 W.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. No-load test curves: (a) line current; (b) power factor; (c, d) active power.
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Figure 3. Open-circuit line-to-line voltage as a function of speed.

The friction and windage losses, Pfw, are obtained from no-load test points that show no
significant saturation effect. A curve of no-load power against voltage square should be
constructed, and the linear part extrapolated to power axis to obtain friction and windage losses.
In Section 6.4.2.3, the friction and windage losses and iron losses are determined by means of
testing a minimum number of 7 values of voltage, including rated voltage UN (3 points between
20 and 50% of UN; the minimum voltage can be a point where the current no longer decreases i.e., minimum value of the no-load current; 4 or more points between 60 and 125%). The test
shall be carried out as quickly as possible, with the readings taken in descending order of
voltage. The no-load input power P0, current I0, voltage U0, and winding resistance Rll0
(determined by measuring the resistance after the lowest voltage readings), should be
recorded.
Looking at Fig. 2d, it is possible to conclude that, for LSPMSMs, it is not so obvious to identify
the linear part of the curve. For the example being analyzed, Pfw = 30 W. Furthermore, it is
obvious that the no-load test according to IEC 60034-2-1 is not directly applicable to LSPMSMs
to segregate constant losses into mechanical and iron losses.
For each of the values of voltage, the iron losses are given by (11).

Pfe = Pk − Pfw

(11)

For the example being analyzed, Pfe = 88,1 – 30 =58,1 W.
Regarding load losses, (stator I2R losses) they can be determined from a load test (Section
9.2.2.5.1) or without a load test (Section 9.2.2.5.2).
The determination of load losses from load test, at each of the load points, stator-winding losses
are given by (12), where Rll is corrected to 25ºC primary reference coolant temperature
(according to Section 6.4.4.1).

Ps = 1,5 ⋅ I 2 ⋅ Rll

(12)

For the example under consideration, IN = 5,96 A and Rll = 3,54 • (full-load @25ºC ambient
temperature) and Ps = 188,6 W.
To determine the rated load temperature, the machine shall be loaded by suitable means, with
supply power according to the machine rating and operated until thermal equilibrium is achieved
(gradient of 2 K/h). At the end of this test, PN, IN, UN, s, f, θc, θN, Rll shall be recorded. The
winding temperature, θN, can be determined either from the thermal class or from extrapolation,
on the base of the measured values. The correction of the winding resistance values recorded
during test shall be referred to a standard reference temperature of 25ºC, using a correction
factor.
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For the determination of load losses without a load test, the current for the desired load point
(e.g. rated current) can be used. The Rll should be referred to the rated temperature, as in
Section 5.7.2.
According to the Section 9.2.2.6.1, if the short-circuit test with coupled machine (Section
6.4.5.6.1) is used, the additional load losses, PLL, are given by (13), where Pmech,SC is the shortcircuit mechanical input power. In this test, the machine armature windings are short-circuited
and driven by a motor at rated speed (torque and speed have to be recorded, thus a torque
meter or a dynamometer is necessary), and it is assumed that the sum Ps + PLL is assumed to
be temperature independent, and no correction to a reference temperature is necessary. It is
assumed that PLL varies with the square of the armature current and can be estimated for other
load points by using (14).

PLL , N = Pmech,SC − Pfw − Ps , N
PLL = PLL , N

 I
⋅ 
 IN





(13)

2

(14)

In case of LSPMSMs, it was observed that the PLL proportionality to the square of the current is
not really true if these losses are compared to those obtained by subtraction using (8) with the
total losses obtained from the direct method, in which the stator losses were properly corrected
to a 25ºC ambient temperature, and the constant losses obtained from the no-load test. In fact,
if considered as the remaining losses after subtracting constant and stator losses from total
losses, its relation with current can be defined by (15). It should be noted that in permanent
magnet synchronous motors, there are the excitation iron losses and reaction iron losses [6].
Therefore, for the LSPMSM, it is assumed that the reaction iron losses are included in the
additional load losses. Alternatively, the reaction iron losses can be considered equal to the
difference between the previously referred remaining losses and the additional losses obtained
by proportionality to the square of the current, taking the nominal point as reference.

PLL = PLL , N


 I
⋅  A + B ⋅ 

 IN

 I

 + C ⋅ 
 IN


2

 I

 + D ⋅ 
 IN






3





(15)

For the example presented, D = 60,428, C = 43,7, B = 91,955 and A = 84,932. In Fig. 4, the
additional load losses obtained by loss subtraction and by proportionality to the square of the
armature current, taking the nominal point as reference, are presented.
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Figure 4. Additional load losses obtained by loss subtraction and by proportionality to
the square of the armature current, taking the nominal point as reference.

In Fig. 5, the efficiency, power factor and losses segregation for the 3-kW, 4-pole LSPMSM are
presented.
For conventional synchronous machines, at rated speed, the excitation should be regulated so
that I = IN. In the case of the LSPMSM, the short-circuit test can only be carried out at a lower
speed, because it is not possible to regulate excitation. However, in this case, in (16) an
estimated value for Pfw should be used, taking into account that, in general, the friction and
windage losses in a motor depend on the speed as in (17), where A, B and C are constants.

(16)

Pfw = A ⋅ ω + B ⋅ ω 2 + C ⋅ ω 3 ≈ C ⋅ ω 3

Pfw,ω′
Pfw,ω′′

A ⋅ ω ′ + B ⋅ ω ′ 2 + C ⋅ ω ′3  ω ′ 
≈ 
=
A ⋅ ω ′′ + B ⋅ ω ′′ 2 + C ⋅ ω ′′3  ω ′′ 

(17)

3

If the Pwf were calculated for 3 different speeds, it is possible to determine the constant A, B and
C. If not, it can be assumed that the most relevant component is that associated to the external
cooling fan, which simplifies the calculation process.
In conventional synchronous machines, there is also the possibility of performing the test with
uncoupled machine (Sections 9.2.2.6.2 & 6.4.5.6.2 - Test with uncoupled machine), in which the
machine is operated as a motor at fixed voltage, preferably about 1/3 normal or at the lowest
value for which stable operation can be obtained. The armature current is varied by control of
the field current in about 6 steps between 125% and 25% of IN, and should include 1 or more
points at very low current. The highest readings should be taken first to secure more uniform
stator winding temperatures during the test. From the test with uncoupled machine the PLL at
any I shall be determined from (18). However, this test cannot be performed in the case of
LSPMSMs since it is not possible to control the excitation.

(18)

PLL = Pelec − Pk − Ps
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Figure 5. Efficiency, power factor and losses segregation for a commercial 3-kW, 4-pole
LSPMSM.
If it is intended to determine efficiency for different load points, the curves of efficiency can be
smoothed (which reduces the testing conditions variation impact in the results) by using current
and total losses trend lines of the form:

y = A + B ⋅ x + C ⋅ x 2 + D ⋅ x3

(19)

For the example presented, in the case of the losses, D = 98,232, C = 200,07, B = -182,77 and
A = 259,07, and in the case of the current, D = -1,2082, C = 5,82, B = -2,6825 and A = 4,0317.
The total loss curve smoothing is easier than the final efficiency curve smoothing because of its
form. For example, in Excel, a simple 3rd order polynomial trend line can be used to define the
equation modeling the total losses, since there is no trend line properly fitting to the efficiency
curve. This process can also be used to determine intermediate efficiency points. In Fig. 6, the
difference between the direct experimental and smoothed curves is shown.

Figure 6. Original and smoothed efficiency curves for a commercial 3-kW, 4-pole
LSPMSM.
On the basis of the previous discussion, for the particular case of the LSPMSM, it is proposed
the application of the direct method, measuring the input active power and the output shaft
power, according to (2), for, at least, 25, 50, 75 and 100% load, with supply power according to
the machine rating and operated until thermal equilibrium is achieved in each point (gradient of
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2 K/h). At the end of this test, Pmech, Pelect, IN, UN, s, f, θamb, Rll shall be recorded, and the
efficiency computed. In order to correct the final efficiency values to an ambient temperature of
25ºC, the stator I2R losses should be properly corrected, by means of correcting the Rll values
using the temperature correction factor kθ:

kθ =

235 + θW + 25 − θ amb
235 + θW

(20)

The copper winding temperature should be obtained using (21), where θref = θamb, Rll,θref is the
DC winding resistance measured before running the motor, and Rll,θw is the winding resistance
measured at a given load condition, and θw is the distributed/average temperature of the
winding for a given load condition.

θW =

Rll ,θW
Rll ,θref

(235 + θ ) − 235

(21)

ref

A variation of ±10ºC on the 25ºC reference temperature (15 and 35ºC), leads to a variation of
±3,8% in the windings resistance. Assuming a 130ºC reference temperature, ±2,7% in the
winding resistance. A variation of 2,7% in the stator load losses leads, for the example given,
leads to a variation of -/+0,15 p.p. in the efficiency and ±1,36% in the total losses.

4. LSPMSM Load Estimation in the Field
Since it is also important to estimate the motor load in the field, a method easy to implement
and with a fair accuracy is the input power method, since there is an approximately linear
relation between the input active power and the load. Therefore, the approximate load is given
by the quotient between the measured active power, Pin,meas, and the calculated rated active
power (using the rated efficiency and power or the rated values of current, voltage and power
factor), Pin,N, as in (22).

Load LSPMSM =

(22)

Pin,meas
Pin, N

For example, if 800 W are measured at 400 V, the estimated load is 24,0%, but the real load is
18,7%, being the error 5,3 p.p. or 28,3% of overestimation. At 231 V, the estimated load is
22,7%, being the error 4,0 p.p. or 21,4% of overestimation.
For 1500 W measured, the estimated load is 44,0%, and the real 42,7%, being the error 1,3 p.p.
or 3,0% of overestimation, which is quite good. For load higher than 50%, the error will be less
than 1,4%.
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Therefore, this method can be effectively applied in the field and if the estimated load is equal or
lower than 40%, if possible, the motor should be connected in star (assuming that delta is the
rated connection for 400-V line-to-line voltage), in order to reduce the error. A current-based
method should not be applied due to the inherent nonlinearity and to the strong dependency of
current from the voltage. The known slip-based method applied to the induction motors is
obviously not suitable for LSPMSM since there is no slip. The frame temperature based method
is also not recommended because of the nonlinearity and low variation (particularly for load
lower than 80%) of that variable as a function of the motor load.

Figure 7. Input active power as a function of load for a commercial 3-kW, 4-pole LSPMSM.

Figure 8. Input current and frame temperature a function of load for a commercial 3-kW,
4-pole LSPMSM.

4. LSPMSM Efficiency and Power Factor Dependency on Load and Voltage
LSPMSM steady-state performance also depends on load and voltage, as it can be seen in Fig.
9 and shown in [7]. Therefore, they can also benefit in terms of efficiency and power factor from
the voltage regulation or, alternatively, winding connection change (e.g. delta to star
connection). For example, in a motor operating at 50% load, the simple change from delta to
star connection (equivalent to reduce the voltage from 400 V to 231 V), 2 p.p. and 36 p.p. can
be gained in the efficiency and power, respectively. Better results can be obtained if continuous
voltage regulation is provided as a function of the motor actual load. This aspect is also
important for motors fed by inverters, in which, if low-cost scalar control is used, it is necessary
to define a proper voltage-frequency curve that can maximize the motor efficiency.
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Figure 9. Efficiency and power factor as a function load for different voltage levels, for a
commercial 3-kW, 4-pole LSPMSM.

5. Conclusions
Taking into account the LSPMSMs already available in the market, it can be said that the
efficiency limits of IE4 can be achieved for the [0,75 15] kW power range. The starting torque
of those motors is similar to that of standard motors. The expected savings in new applications
are high but for retrofitting applications, the savings can be lower or even negative (meaning an
increase in the input power) due to the speed increase and the consequent shaft power
increase, particularly if the additional flow and/or pressure at the pump or fan output is not
required by the process. Of course, this issue is not of concern if a VSD is used, leading to an
increase in the energy savings. Although the price of a LSPMSM is almost twice the price of an
equivalent IE2 motor, when considering the two options for a new application, the payback time
for the additional investment in the LSPMSM is expected to be less than 2 years if more than
6000 hours/year of operation at full-load are considered.
If oversized, this LSPMSM can also benefit in terms of efficiency and power factor from the
voltage regulation or, alternatively, winding connection change (e.g. delta to star connection).
On the basis of the presented arguments and experimental results, it can be concluded that the
more simple and accurate method to determine the full-load efficiency of LSPMSM is the direct
method at thermal equilibrium with temperature correction of the stator/armature winding losses.
These losses can be obtained by simply correcting the measured winding resistance
immediately after a load test at a given ambient temperature to the 25ºC reference ambient
temperature. Nevertheless, the impact is expected to be low in the final efficiency value
(variation less than 0,15 p.p.) if the ambient temperature is in the 15-35ºC range. Therefore, for
that temperature range, it is reasonable to neglect the temperature correction process. If the
efficiency is to be provided for lower loads, the process used can be the same and the overall
rd
losses curve can be smoothed against load using 3 order polynomial trend lines. The
mathematical description of losses with a polynomial equation is also useful to estimate the
motor efficiency in load points not tested.
Finally, the LSPMSM load can be easily estimated in field with a fair accuracy by means of input
power method, establishing a direct linear relation between the motor input active power and its
actual load. The error (overestimation) is small for loads higher than 40%, but can be significant
for lower load, for which a delta to star change lead to the estimation error reduction.
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The revision of IEC 60034-2-1 and the new IEC 60034-2-3 for
efficiency determination of converter-fed machines
Axel Moehle
IEC TC2 Working Group 28, Convenor

Abstract
The paper gives an overview of IEC TC 2 working group 28 standardization works on the methods for
the determination of efficiency of electric machines. To this respect the working group is currently
focusing on two main projects: the 2nd edition of IEC 60034-2-1 and the 1st edition of IEC 60034-2-3.
Main objective of the 2nd edition of IEC 60034-2-1 is the improvement of the standard with respect to
lower uncertainty of the test methods and better comparability of test results. In this connection the
intention of the so-called Round-Robin-Test, launched by WG 28 in 2007, is once again highlighted
and the results gained from this test-series are presented.
While the methods of IEC 60034-2-1 are limited to sinusoidal supply, the currently under development
IEC 60034-2-3 will focus on converter supply. The actual CDV of this standard tries to establish a new
approach for the determination of the additional losses, this idea is already presented in this paper.
Both activities of WG 28 are set into relation to the proceeding efforts for the establishment of
minimum energy performance standards (MEPS), which require reliable and comparable efficiency
test methods, both for sinusoidal and converter supply.

Introduction
Driven by the introduction of efficiency classification for induction motors on the basis of IEC60034-30,
in 2007 the well-known IEC-standard 60034-2 was updated and replaced by IEC60034-2-1.
Among other improvements this driving force led to the introduction of new test procedures for the
determination of the additional load losses of induction machines. This portion of losses was identified
to be the one causing the most uncertainties in efficiency determination, because IEC 60034-2 offered
- from the manufacturers point of view - a very convenient option to use an assigned value of 0,5% of
the rated input power as assigned value for the additional load losses.
While this value is rather well proven for machine ratings in the megawatt range, it tended to be far
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too low for machine ratings covered by the efficiency classification scheme of IEC 60034-30.
Figure 1: Assigned allowance for the additional load losses (acc. IEC 60034-2-1)
Therefore efforts were taken in IEC 60034-2-1 to make the measurement of additional losses more
attractive in relation to using the assigned value and by that to improve the reliability of the
determined efficiency figures for induction machines.
This approach led to the replacement of the well-know constant value of 0,5% of rated input power as
assigned value for the additional load losses by the curve shown in figure 1. While the old constant
value, as already pointed out, resulted in too low losses for standard motors, the philosophy changed
for the new curve: this curve was now intended to give the upper value of the additional load losses of
a large population of motors in dependence of machine rating. Thus, by now it is likely that using the
assigned value results in efficiency figures lower than those determined by measurement, what
makes this approach unattractive.
This change was accompanied by an intense discussion about the most appropriate procedure for the
measurement of the additional load losses of induction machines, which finally led to the introduction
of two new test methods for the determination of the additional load losses of induction machines:
•

Measurement of the residual loss similar to IEEE 112

•

Measurement by the Eh-star-method

While the measurement of the residual loss was well introduced by IEEE 112, the Eh-star-method
was developed in parallel to the first edition of IEC 60034-2-1.
Basic idea of this procedure is to load the machine with an unbalanced stator voltage system while
the machine is operated at or near rated speed, figure 2. The additional load loss is determined by the
differential of the positive and the negative sequence air-gap power.
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Figure 2: Eh-star test circuit (acc. IEC 60034-2-1)

The lack of experience with these newly introduced procedures made it difficult to quantify uncertainty
levels for the several methods given in IEC 60034-2-1. To bypass this problem, the first edition of IEC
60034-2-1 defines only qualitative uncertainty levels (low, medium, high) and it was agreed to start a
comprehensive test series to gain experience with the new standard. This so called Round-RobinTest is meanwhile completed and its findings are the starting point for the revision of the first edition of
IEC 60034-2-1.
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For the reason that IEC 60034-2-1 focuses solely on sinusoidal supply voltages, while converter-fed
applications become more and more common, IEC working group 28 also started to elaborate testing
methods for converter-fed motors. Knowing about the efforts to go for efficiency classifications also for
these applications, here focus is again set on asynchronous motors.

The Round-Robin-Test as a basis for the revision of the first edition of
IEC 60034-2-1
In parallel to the publication of the first edition of IEC 60034-2-1, the so-called Round-Robin-Test for
gaining an objective database for the uncertainties of the test procedures of the standard was
launched in 2007. Apart from getting experience with the newly introduced Eh-star-method, it was
also the aim of this test program to quantify uncertainties caused by material tolerances and
manufacturing procedures and by different ways of interpreting the procedures defined in the
standard. The whole test set-up was therefore split into three sub-sequences:
•

Part 1: A series of tests in the same laboratory on a single motor
These test results were intended to provide data to quantify the difference between test
methods and also to determine the influence of testing tolerances.

•

Part 2: A series of tests in the same laboratory on motors of the same design, from different
manufacturing cycles, using the same test method
These test results were intended to determine the uncertainty caused by variations in material
properties and manufacturing processes.

•

Part 3: A series of tests by different laboratories on the same motor
These results were intended to identify uncertainties due to different interpretations of the test
procedures, differences in instrumentation and laboratory equipment and personnel
variations.

The test series covered four motor power ranges and involved in total 21 laboratories. In the end, with
respect to the three parts of the series, the following conclusions were drawn:
•

Part 1: The results show a good correlation between Eh-star and the method of residual loss
for additional load losses up to about 1000 W. This corresponds to a machine rating of
approx. 150 kW.

•

Part 2: The test results show a significant variation of the losses determined for the same
motor design at different points of time. The results lead to the conclusion that a variation of
the total losses of approx. 5% is solely caused by material and manufacturing tolerances.

•

Part 3: In this part the same motor was tested by different laboratories with the two different
procedures. Part of the laboratories determined higher losses by the Eh-star method, while
the other part did this for residual loss, even though the same machine was tested. It even
happened that two consecutive measurements of the same laboratory on the same machine
using the same method resulted in a difference of additional losses by more than 100%. It
was not possible to fully clarify the reasons for such effects.

These results of the Round Robin Test led therefore to the following conclusions:
It is not possible to clearly determine whether the Eh-star method or the method of residual loss is the
more exact one. Nevertheless, for the reason that the method of residual loss is far better known than
the firstly mentioned, it was decided to give the method of residual loss the preference for minimum
energy performance standard (MEPS) measurements.
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The total loss tolerance of +10% stated in IEC 60034-1 for machine ratings above 150 kW seems to
be reasonable based on the part two results.
Especially part 3 of the Round Robin Test illustrates the need to clarify the test procedures themself
and to give clearer guidelines how to perform the testing and how to evaluate the test results. The
results of this part of the test series give clear indication that not the procedure itself causes primarily
the uncertainty of the test results, but the processing of the measurements and evaluations.
The above mentioned findings were the starting point for the compilation of the second edition of IEC
60034-2-1, which is currently edited by working group 28. The first committee draft (CD) is scheduled
for autumn 2011 and the main improvements are highlighted in the following paragraph.

Improvements for the next edition of IEC 60034-2-1
Based on the above-mentioned findings of the Round-Robin-Test and from the four-year practice
gained so far with the first edition of IEC 60034-2-1, the following main topics are on the agenda of
working group 28 for the revision of the standard:
1. Definition of preferred methods for minimum energy performance standard measurements
2. Well-defined specification of test procedures with respect to the sequence of tests, evaluation
of test results and improved readability of the standard
3. Consideration of averaging of measured data to lower uncertainty
4. Consideration of test procedures for permanent magnet excited synchronous machines
These highlighted topics are detailed in the following.
1. Definition of preferred methods for minimum energy performance standard measurements
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Due to the lack of experience with the newly introduced test procedures for the first edition of IEC
60034-2-1, only a qualitative ranking of the test methods with respect to uncertainty (low, medium,
high) was given. Based on this, IEC 60034-30 allows actually any method with low uncertainty for
efficiency classes IE1 to IE4, while medium uncertainty is only allowed for IE1 qualification.

Figure 3: Classification of test methods (proposal for 2nd edition of IEC 60034-2-1)
But the results of the Round-Robin-Test now proved once again, that apart from manufacturing
tolerances and execution of tests also the method has a significant influence on the determined value
of efficiency. This is also the case, if the compared methods are of the same uncertainty level.
Therefore the actually allowed free choice of methods results in efficiency classifications which are
finally not fully comparable.
For that reason the classification of test methods will be totally revised for edition 2, see figure 3. In
future, edition 2 will only distinguish between methods qualified for minimum energy performance
standard measurements and those allowed for routine testing. For asynchronous machines the usage
of three methods allowed for MEPS-measurements depends solely on the nominal rating of the
machine under test. The rather free choice of the method used for efficiency testing is abandoned and
by that comparability of efficiency classes with respect to the test procedure used for its determination
is ensured.
In parallel a clear notation of the methods in accordance with IEEE 122 (Method A, Method B etc.) will
be introduced.
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2. Well-defined specification of test procedures with respect to the sequence of tests,
evaluation of test results and improved readability of the standard
With the introduction of IEC 60034-2-1 also the principle layout of the standard was totally changed in
relation to IEC 60034-2. While the old standard presented the evaluation of the test results in
conjunction with the test procedure, this was split up for IEC 60034-2-1. In the current edition the
procedures are handled separate from the evaluation of test results. This approach was based on the
idea, that the procedures are more or less independent from the type of machine under test, while the
type specific features come mainly into effect for the evaluation of the test results. By this approach
working group 28 intended to avoid a duplication of the descriptions of the test procedures. Even
though this was a well-meant approach, the practical work with edition 1 reveals that readability of the
standard worsened by this split-up.
Therefore the second edition will again provide a combined description of the test procedure itself and
the evaluation of the test results for efficiency determination. For further clarification each test method
will be introduced by a flow chart, showing the separate tests the method consists of and the
sequence in which these tests have to be performed. As an example figure 4 shows the flow chart for
the method of residual loss for asynchronous machines. During this process the sequence of subtests currently specified will also be checked.
For example, the current edition of the standard requires starting the method of residual loss with noload testing. But on the other hand it is requested that the machine shall be in thermally stable
conditions, which are assumed to be fulfilled, if the no-load test is performed after the load-test. Such
ambiguities will be abandoned by the introduction of flow charts, which make contradictions like this
become obvious.
As a further step to reduce uncertainties caused by faulty proceeding of the test methods, standard
test reports will be introduced. These will also cover intermediate values necessary to evaluate the
final efficiency figure and most likely will be accompanied by software to support this process. These
amendments are still in discussion; nevertheless figure 5 shows a first proposal for such a standard
report, which is similar to the one of IEEE 112.
Finally, as a minor change, annex D will be deleted. This annex covers currently the calibrated
machine test, the retardation test and the calorimetric method. These methods are mainly used for
testing of large machines, in case the machine rating extends the capabilities of the test facility. IECstandard 60034-2-2 covers meanwhile these methods and replaces by that annex D.
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Figure 4: Flow-chart for the method of residual loss for asynchronous machines
3. Consideration of averaging of measured data to lower uncertainty
When testing electric motors under load, slow fluctuations of the output power, line currents and other
quantities are unavoidable. These variations are for instance caused by load fluctuations or
modulations of the terminal voltage. Therefore a single, time discrete measurement can be error
prone.
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Significantly lower uncertainty can be achieved by data averaging. For that reason the revised edition
of IEC 60034-2-1 will probably request to sample a large number of measurements over a period of
10 s to 20 s and to build the average of these values for efficiency determination for each load point.
Figure 5: Standard test report for asynchronous machines (acc. to IEEE 112)
4. Consideration of test procedures for permanent magnet excited synchronous machines
Especially the efficiency requirements for IE4 drive meanwhile attention towards permanent magnet
excited machines. This is caused by the lack of significant rotor losses in comparison to the
asynchronous machine, which makes it easier to meet the required target efficiency.
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But this tendency does not find its correspondence in the procedures for efficiency testing of the IEC
60034-2-family so far. Even tough part of the methods can of course be used for permanent magnet
excited machines as well as for electrically excited synchronous machines or asynchronous motors,
i.e. the input-output method, this is by now not specifically stated in the standard. And on the other
hand there are procedures, which cannot be applied to permanent magnet machines without adoption
of the test procedure and new approaches. The summation of losses is mostly effected by that,
because the well-know separation of no-load losses in friction and windage losses and iron losses for
electrically excited synchronous machines is not feasible for the permanent magnet excited machine,
due to the constant excitation caused by the magnets.
Here working group 28 has the task to find approaches, which will also work for this kind of electrical
machines. So new procedures will become part of the 2nd edition of IEC 60034-2-1.

Efficiency classes for converter-fed machines – the driving force behind the
new IEC 60034-2-3
As already mentioned, IEC 60034-2-1 focuses solely on efficiency determination for sinusoidal power
supply. Nevertheless, the demand for applications with speed-variable converter-fed machines is
rising and all these motors are currently not covered by the efficiency classification scheme of IEC
60034-30. To clear the way for efforts to include also these motors into minimum energy performance
standards, working group 28 started to work on a new standard, called IEC 60034-2-3.
The elaboration of this new standard for the determination of losses and efficiency of converter-fed
AC motors has to handle two principle conflicts:
Firstly, working group 28, as a sub-committee of TC2, has to concentrate on the motor performance,
determination of converter or total drive efficiency is not within its scope and expertise.
Secondly, in general the motor manufacturer does not correspond with the converter supplier.
Therefore motor efficiency testing in conjunction with the converter intended for the final application is
in most of the cases not possible, especially not for the motor ratings covered by minimum energy
performance standards so far. Apart from that also the individual parameterization of a converter may
have an impact on system efficiency as well. So covering all these imponderabilities would result in an
endless series of tests.
For that reason, after intense discussion within the working group, a method based on a so-called test
converter voltage was introduced.
This approach is based on the experience that the additional harmonic motor losses do not differ
much with load as long as the pulse pattern (PWM) of the converter is constant. In general this is the
case for voltage source converters as long as the voltage modulation amplitude is not reaching the
limit of the intermediate circuit voltage. Such voltage source converters have by far the largest market
share (>90%) in the low-voltage industrial drive market, on which currently minimum energy
performance standards concentrate. Most of these voltage source converters use a similar pulse
pattern and consequently produce similar additional harmonic motor losses in a motor of a particular
design.
Based on this premise, IEC 60034-2-3 defines now a two level voltage source test-converter setup,
which can be used to determine the additional harmonic losses of a particular motor design
independently from the individual frequency converter that is used in the final application. In this
context the test-converter has to be understood as a voltage source independent of load, set at the
rated voltage and fundamental frequency of the motor under test.
To ensure reproducibility IEC 60034-2-3 gives clear definitions for generating this test voltage source
for testing. The defined test conditions are as follows:
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•

Two level voltage source converter

•

No motor current feedback control activated

•

No additional components other than sensors shall be installed between the test converter
and the motor

•

Fundamental motor voltage equal to rated motor voltage. The input voltage of the test
converter shall be set to a value that allows rated motor voltage to be applied and to avoid
over modulation.

•

Fundamental motor frequency equal to rated motor frequency (50 Hz, 60 Hz)

•

Switching frequency 4 kHz for rated output powers up to 90 kW

•

Switching frequency 2 kHz for output powers above 90 kW

In general, any conventional two level voltage source converter can be adjusted to the above
mentioned test conditions, so there is no need for special equipment to fulfill the requirements of the
standard. The underlying control scheme for the generation of the reference voltage is illustrated in
figure 6, while figure 7 shows the respective test output voltage.

Figure 6: Functional schematic for generation of test voltage (acc. CDV for IEC 60034-2-3)

Figure 7: Pulse pattern of terminal voltage of test converter (acc. CDV for IEC 60034-2-3)
Apart from the test converter approach, the loss and efficiency determination according to IEC 600342-3 relies in principle on the well-known methods of IEC 60034-2-1. That means that the losses of the
machine fed by the test converter are either determined by measurement of the total losses via the
input-output method or by the method of residual losses.
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In the latter case the method is extend by an additional measurement of the no-load losses. These
losses are determined for operation at sinusoidal supply and supply with the test converter, so that
the difference of these two loss portions results in the harmonic loss at converter supply, which is to
be determined.
Using such a standardized voltage pattern of course does not allow determining motor efficiency for a
specific motor/converter system. But the procedure permits the comparison of the performance of
different motor designs with special emphasis on suitability for converter operation. Thus this
approach establishes in principle the basis for an introduction of efficiency classes for converter-fed
motors.
As already lined out, the test converter approach covers only a part of the range of converter-fed
motors, namely the low-voltage industrial drive market with two-level voltage source converters. Even
though this is the largest share, the standard also provides methods for loss and efficiency
determination of converter-fed high voltage motors. But in this case far more detailed knowledge of
the converter for the final application is necessary. Therefore for these “tailor-made” solutions with
three or multi-level voltage source or current source converters a general test converter layout cannot
be given. Due to this, the determination of losses and efficiency for such applications requires
procedures where the motor is operated together with the same converter with which it is going into
service. In these cases the following methods can be applied:
•

Calorimetric measurement of the total losses in accordance with IEC 60034-2-2

•

Summation of losses with harmonic loss determination at no-load, similar to the procedure for
the test converter

•

Calculation of harmonic losses based on the know pulse pattern of the converter

A committee draft for vote (CDV) based on the above-mentioned proposals for IEC 60034-2-3 is
currently circulated.

Outlook
It has to be kept in mind that the above outlined improvements of IEC 60034-2-1 and the new test
procedures proposed for IEC 60034-2-3 are so far still proposals of working group 28 and not
standardized yet. Depending on the results of the international voting process, changes are eventually
necessary.
For IEC 60034-2-1 working group 28 is actually elaborating the first draft and the according CD will
start circulation within 2011. Based on experience the final version for the second edition will have
passed the international voting process in 2013 and will be available in 2013 or 2014.
In contrast to that, IEC 60034-2-3 is already in CDV stage. Assumed the outlined idea of the test
converter set-up finds acceptance, it is likely to have the official standard published by the end of
2012 or the beginning of 2013. If this goal is reached, the door for minimum energy performance
standards for converter-fed low voltage motors has been opened by the test converter approach.
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Performance evaluation of a line start permanent magnet motor
using finite element analysis and experimental tests
B.C.Bork, C. E. G. Martins
WEG Equipamentos Elétricos S.A.

Abstract
The objective of this paper is to determine the performance of a Line Start Permanent Magnet motor
using finite element analysis and experimental tests.
A 3.7kW 60Hz 4 poles is to be analyzed regarding some issues like Back EMF, efficiency,
inductances, core losses, locked rotor torque and current and demagnetization of the magnets.
Advantages of the technology as direct start from the mains and no need for positioning sensors are
presented. Limitation will be also explained, as maximum load inertia which the motor can accelerate,
maximum speed of operation due to mechanical stress and maximum operation temperature.
The motor is able to deliver the rated power of 3.7kW to the load consuming only 4013W from the
mains, which gives an efficiency of 92.2%, 1.1% higher than the required efficiency to reach IE4
Standard Level, which is 91.1%.
Experimental results with a motor prototype are shown.

Introduction
Line Start Permanent Magnet (LSPM) motors are a good solution for reaching IE4 standards
efficiency levels. They combine both induction machine and permanent magnets technology and thus
benefits from the good characteristics of each technology. When connected to the mains, the motor
starts asynchronously like an induction machine due to the currents induced in the bars of the rotor.
As the speed approaches the synchronous speed, the magnets “grab” the rotating field of the stator
and then the motor runs at synchronous speed, where no current (fundamental) flows through the
rotor bars and consequently there are no joule losses, increasing the efficiency. This is the main
advantage of this technology.
Although it is a synchronous motor it doesn’t need speed or position sensors. This characteristic
allows its use in applications where several motor must run synchronized to each other. Besides the
starting function, the bars also work as a damper winding and avoid loss of synchronism due to
oscillations of load up to certain limits (Pullout torque).
The startup current is high as in an induction motor, and in some cases the use of double cage rotor
bars is needed to reduce startup currents. The torque provided by the magnets during the
acceleration has a pulsating form. This fact produces noise and vibration during the startup. There is
also a risk of demagnetization if the rotor is overheated of if too much current is drawn, especially
during the synchronization. The synchronizing capability is limited to loads with lower inertia if
compared with induction motors.
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Figure 1 – Limits of synchronization
Above the tendency line the motor fails to synchronize. At nominal torque, the motor is able to
synchronize up to 25 times its own inertia.
A 3.7kW motor was built in a NEMA 184 frame. Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the
motor.
Table 1 – Characteristics of the motor
Frame
Rated power
Rated Speed
Number of Poles
Frequency
Voltage
Connection
Slots (S/R)
Stator outer diam.
Stator inner diam.

NEMA 184
3.7 kW
1800 RPM
4
60Hz
400V
Y- 2 parallel paths
36/28
182mm
115mm

The geometry to be analyzed is presented in Figure 2. The use of double cage was required to
reduce startup currents as mentioned before. There is also the presence of “ribs” between the
magnets and the rotor slots. Ideally these ribs should not exist. They cause the flux from the magnets
to leak, but they are required to give mechanical stiffness to the lamination. They are designed to
support high speed operation and for a 1mm wide it is safe to run up to 8000RPM.The barriers are
shown in detail in Figure 2.
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Figure 2– Lamination of the motor

Cogging Torque and Back EMF
For the calculation of the cogging torque a finite element transient analysis was performed with
constant speed without any current on the windings. The periodicity of the cogging torque is one
stator slot, hence 10 mechanical degrees was used as the limits of the simulation. The step used was
0.1 degrees and the simulated cogging torque is plotted on Figure 3. The RMS value of the Cogging
torque is 0.634 Nm, which is 3.2% of rated torque.

Figure 3 – Cogging torque simulated in one stator slot
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In the simulation of the Back EMF the motor was run at constant speed with no external sources
attached at its winding. So the speed is set to 1800 RPM which is the synchronous speed of the
motor at 60Hz and the mechanical variation made 180 degrees to get a complete electrical cycle. At
room temperature of 20°C the RMS value of the line to line Back EMF measured at the terminals of
the machine is 317.9V. Figure 4 shows the simulated Back EMF.

Figure 4 – Back EMF at 1800 RPM / 20°C
In Figure 4 one can see the presence of a considerable harmonic content which is a drawback of this
technology. When connected in delta these harmonics will flow in the delta path, increasing the
copper losses and thus reducing efficiency. It is not recommended to use these motors in delta
connection.

Flux Linkage, Ld, and Lq inductances
As usual, the D axis is oriented in the magnet axis and the Q axis consequently 90 electrical degrees
displaced. To check these mechanical reference one can make a simulation without current in the
windings and check the flux linkage in phase A, for example. The point where the flux reaches its
maximum value is the D axis. And where it crosses the zero reference is the Q axis. Figure 5 shows
the detection of the mechanical angles regarding D and Q

Figure 5 – D and Q axis detection with the simulation of the linked flux in phase A
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With the D axis in 105° and Q axis in 60° it is possible to evaluate the Ld and Lq inductances. The
definition of inductance is the ratio between the flux variation to the current variation. Figure 6 shows
Ld and Lq as a function of current. The value o Ld is needed to calculate the demagnetizing current.
For this motor Ld = 31.96mH.

Figure 6 – Flux linkage versus current

Steady state performance
A complete transient simulation is required to fully characterize the behavior of the LSPM motor in
steady state. In this simulation rated voltage is applied to the terminals of the machine until it reaches
nominal speed. It is also set the inertia of load and motor and resistant torque. Regarding the resistant
torque mechanical and iron losses must be entered together with the load torque. At the end of the
simulation these losses are subtracted from the output power. It is necessary to include an estimation
of these values to take into account in the efficiency calculation for nominal load. A previous
simulation showed that 126W of iron losses is a good value for the calculation. From similar machines
it is extracted the value of 40W for mechanical losses. The time step must be made small in order to
have a good accuracy of the values. A time step of 0.1ms was used. Figure 7 shows the startup of the
motor.
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Figure 7 – Startup of LSPM
The output power and the electrical power are computed from the simulation results of current, torque
and speed, obtained from the last electrical cycle of the simulation.
Figure 8 shows the line currents of phases a, b, and c. The RMS value of the phase current is 6.06A

Figure 8 – Line currents

The electrical power is calculated from

Pelectrical = v a (t ).ia (t ) + vb (t ).ib (t ) + vc (t ).ic (t )

(1)

Where v(t ) and i (t ) are respectively the voltage and current on phase a, b, and c. Figure 9 shows the
electrical power calculated from ( Pelectrical = v a (t ).ia (t ) + vb (t ).ib (t ) + vc (t ).ic (t )
(1), which average value equals 4013W.
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Figure 9 – Electrical power
The output power is computed from

pout (t ) = t (t ).n(t )

(2)

pout (t ) is the instantaneous output power, t (t ) the instantaneous torque, and n(t ) the
instantaneous speed. Figure 10 shows the output power calculated from pout (t ) = t (t ).n(t )
where

(2), which average value is 3886W.

Figure 10 – Output power
Next step is to compute the iron losses. To compute the losses Bertotti Method[2] is used. The
coefficients for the determination of the losses are listed in To determine the efficiency of the motor
we have to subtract from the output power the mechanical losses and the core losses.
Table 2, and Figure 11 shows the losses, which RMS value is 126.04W.
To determine the efficiency of the motor we have to subtract from the output power the mechanical
losses and the core losses.
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Table 2 – Bertotti iron losses coenficients
Hysteresis
Classical
Excess
Thickness
Stacking factor

35.183 Ws/T²/m³
5747126 S/m
1.118 W/(T/s)1.5/m³
0.5 mm
0.96

Figure 11 – Iron losses calculated with Bertotti coefficients

η% =

Pout − Piron − Pmec
Pelectrical

According to (η % =

(3)

Pout − Piron − Pmec
Pelectrical

(3)

the

efficiency at nominal load is 92.2%, 1.1% higher than the efficiency determined by IEC standard IE4.
The power factor is computed with

cosφ =

Pelectrical
3.VLL .I ph

0.95

(4)

Withstand to demagnetization
The last issue to check is if the magnets are able to handle a high negative D axis current. The worst
case is when we have both applied voltage and back emf in an additive way. This happens when the
motor is close to synchronization, where we have all the back EMF opposing the line voltage such a
way the peaks are added.
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I peak = 2

(Vph + B _ EMF )

(5)

XD

Vph = 230V
B_EMF = 183.53V
XD = 2πfLd
Ipeak = 48.77A
As we can see on Figure 12 the stator flux opposes the magnets flux and it is not strong enough to
reverse the magnetization of the magnet. The lowest value of induction in the magnet is at the center
of the magnet at about 0.355T far away from the knee point of the magnet which in this case is
around 0.10T

Figure 12 – Negative D axis current impressed to the magnets

Experimental test
To evaluate the performance of the motor some tests were done in the motor, which includes, the
load and no test in a dynamometer, temperature rise, pullout torque, and back EMF. The
measurement of the efficiency was made by direct method taking into account the losses of the
dynamometer according to CSA Standards [3].

Table 3 shows the results of the load test.
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Table 3 – Test results on dynamometer
150%

125%

100%

75%

50%

25%

0%

Pout(W)

5550

4625

3700

2775

1850

925

0

Pelec(W)

6010

4978

3984

3012

2064

1109

201

Effi (%)

92.3%

92.9%

92.9%

92.1%

89.6%

83.4%

0.0%

Curr(A)

9.48

7.82

6.33

4.99

3.90

3.37

4.00

Cos φ

0.91

0.92

0.91

0.87

0.76

0.48

0.07

No load and pullout torque results are presented in Table 4
Table 4 – No load and Pullout test results
Pullout Torque

No Load @ rated voltage

Cmax (kgf.m)

5.07

Pelec(W)

200.9

Cmax/Cn

2.53

Current (A)

4.06

Figure 13 shows the efficiency and power factor of the motor

Figure 13 –Power factor and efficiency
The temperature rise of the motor was 33.5°C and locked rotor current 53.7A, which results a Il/In of
8.5. Due to mechanical stress locked rotor torque is not measured. Table 5 summarizes simulated
and test results.
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Table 5 – Simulated and test results at rated load

Prototype Test Results

Flux 2D Simulated Results

Output Power (W)

3700

3700

Electrical Power (W)

3984

4013

Pj1 (W)

113.4

107.7

Mech + Iron Losses (W)

170.57

166.04

Efficiency (%)

92.9%

92.2%

Current (A)

6.33

6.06

Power Factor

0.91

0.95

Conclusion
Comparing test and simulated data at rated load we can readily see the good accordance of the
results. The main difference is the current value, which has a smaller value in the simulation yielding
also to differences in the power factor value.
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Exploring the Context and Opportunities for Energy Efficiency
Programs to Advance Industrial Motor System Efficiency
Kellem Agnew Emanuele, Program Manager, Consortium for Energy Efficiency
Bob Zaragoza, Product Portfolio Manager, Xcel Energy

Abstract
Through the Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE), US and Canadian organizations that administer
efficiency programs work together to develop and adopt consistent efficiency specifications, program
templates, and education and awareness campaigns. As demonstrated recently through widespread
support for NEMA Premium® motors, efficiency programs can play an important role to enable end
users to achieve equipment-related efficiency gains in their commercial and industrial facilities.
However, identifying potential program strategies to support achieving the larger energy savings
available in motor systems requires careful consideration of application-specific savings opportunities
and the factors involved in efficiency program design. This paper outlines a framework for considering
efficiency program opportunities to advance efficiency in industrial motor systems through increased
adoption of adjustable speed drives (ASDs)1 in appropriate pump and fan applications. The
framework: 1) introduces the efficiency program industry, including criteria and conditions typically
required to establish efficiency program support; 2) describes current efficiency programs targeting
industrial motor systems; 3) examines the efficiency opportunities and barriers to ASD adoption in
pump and fan systems; and 4) describes the initial steps efficiency programs have undertaken
through CEE to pursue ASD-related motor system savings. Identifying and communicating this
framework is an important step to develop a shared context with industry stakeholders to achieve
energy efficiency opportunities in motor systems.

Introduction to the Efficiency Program Industry
The efficiency program industry includes organizations that are mandated by state governments or
regulators to dedicate resources to achieve electric and natural gas savings in the residential,
commercial and industrial sectors, as well as load management and low income weatherization.
Through the Consortium for Energy Efficiency (CEE), energy efficiency program administrators in the
United States and Canada work together to develop and adopt voluntary program approaches to
advance the market for premium efficiency technologies. To date, CEE membership includes more
than 130 organizations operating efficiency programs in forty-six US states and eight Canadian
provinces.
Each year, CEE distributes a survey to organizations that administer efficiency programs, including
CEE members and nonmembers, to collect data that describes the financial resource and scope of
the overall efficiency program industry in the US and Canada. For the 2010 report, CEE worked with
the American Gas Association (AGA) and the Institute for Electric Efficiency (IEE) to obtain data from
316 larger utility and nonutility program administrators operating in 45 states and eight Canadian
provinces. Since the first CEE industry report was issued, the overall efficiency program budget in the
US and Canada has grown from $3.7 billion in 2007 to $7.5 billion in 2010. CEE members administer
83 percent of the total 2010 efficiency program industry budget.

1

Also known as variable frequency drives (VFDs), variable speed drives (VSDs), and inverters.
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Energy Efficiency Program Industry Annual Budget
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Figure 1. Energy Efficiency Program Industry Annual Budget [1]
Commercial and industrial programs, which include programs for motors and motor systems, have
grown from $1.4 billion in 2007 to $2.7 billion in 2010, representing approximately 36 percent of the
total industry budget, as illustrated in Figure 1. [3] Approximately 90 CEE members offer programs
focused on the industrial sector, nearly all of which target motor system efficiency opportunities in
some capacity. These programs include educational campaigns to promote awareness, customized
energy audits, and incentives for premium efficiency equipment. Programs support overcoming
market barriers to implementing efficiency improvements, such as a lack of customer awareness,
insufficient product availability, and the initial purchase price of premium efficiency equipment. [2,3]
Efficiency Program Design
Many factors influence the design of energy efficiency programs and how their impacts are measured
and attributed. Programs are evaluated to assess whether the claimed energy savings are specifically
attributable to the program or are associated with factors external to the efficiency program (free
ridership). For example, efficiency program savings calculations include consideration of the energy
savings that are directly attributable to the measure (e.g. incentive for higher efficiency equipment),
savings that program participants achieved that are not caused by program, and spillover savings that
are achieved by people who did not participate in the program but took action that achieved savings
after learning of the program and its results (free drivers).
To be considered for efficiency program resources, the technology or process must have an
identifiable baseline, such as federal minimum efficiency standards, against which the higher
efficiency levels can be compared. For example, prior to the December 2010 effective date of federal
minimum efficiency standards for 1-200 hp motors equivalent to NEMA Premium®2,3 (NEMA MG 1
2

The 2007 Energy Independence and Security Act, and similar legislation in Canada, set new federal minimum efficiency
levels for 1-200hp motors; Design A/B, general purpose motors; open drip proof (ODP) and totally enclosed fan cooled (TEFC);
1200, 1800, 3600 rpm; 460 volts; that are equivalent to NEMA MG 1 Table 12-12.
3

NEMA Premium is a trademark owned by the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA), www.nema.org.
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Table 12-12) many efficiency programs provided incentives for their purchase using the previous
federal minimum level (NEMA MG 1 Table 12-11) as the baseline for the savings calculation. Savings
must also be clearly attributable to the specified product, and achieving these savings must persist
over a period of time. In the motor example, the energy savings that can be achieved by replacing low
efficiency motors with NEMA Premium are clearly attributable to the NEMA Premium motor.
Throughout the life and operation of the motor, the energy savings persist as the NEMA Premium
motor consumes less energy than an equivalent lower efficiency motor operating under the same
conditions.
In addition to energy savings calculations, the cost effectiveness of the program strategy (measure) is
an important program design consideration as efficiency program administrators seek to ensure that
program strategies are a prudent use of ratepayer funds. There are several different measurements
which are used to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of a potential program. Two common
measurements are the total resource cost test and the societal test. The Total Resource Cost (TRC)
test measures net costs from the perspective of the utility, the program participant, and any
nonparticipant costs relative to the benefit over a period of time. The costs examined include: the
program costs paid by the program administrator and program participants, the increase in supply
costs during load increase periods, and any other related costs. The benefits considered include
avoided supply costs, reduction in transmission and distribution, generation, and capacity costs. The
societal test builds on the TRC test to, as the name suggests, consider, a societal perspective. The
societal test also considers the costs of externalities (e.g. environmental damage, system costs),
nonenergy costs (including costs to participants and society), and benefits such as avoided
environmental damage, increased system reliability, and nonenergy benefits to participants and
society. [4]

Industrial Efficiency Programs and Motor Systems
In general, efficiency programs targeting the industrial sector are more customized to end users’
specific needs than efficiency program strategies for the residential and commercial sectors. For
example, in the residential and commercial sectors, program administrators can more readily develop
standard program designs that are cost-effective, demonstrate persistent and attributable savings,
and can be delivered to a mass market. Examples include rebate programs for high efficiency
appliances such as dishwashers and consumer electronics, whose energy use profile is fairly
consistent across residential customers. A similarly broad range of mass market program strategies
that meet cost-effectiveness and energy savings criteria exist in the commercial sector, including
lighting, high efficiency commercial kitchen equipment, and HVAC, where the energy use profile
across customers is relatively consistent, thereby facilitating a mass market program approach.
In the industrial sector, motor systems are often designed and operated to meet the unique production
requirements of individual business. Consequently, there are relatively few opportunities for energy
savings that fit a common use profile. As a result, mass market approaches, common in the
residential and commercial sectors, are less common in the industrial sector. It also should be noted
that in addition to energy savings opportunities in production-related motor systems, there may also
be opportunities in motor systems not directly tied to production, such as fan systems involved in
indoor air quality.
In general, motor systems generally include common equipment components which provide a starting
point for identifying potential program strategies that are consistent across industrial customers. A
diagram of a simplified motor system is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Diagram of a Simplified Motor System
Simplifying industrial motor systems as described in Figure 2 above provides the opportunity to
identify potential cost-effective savings opportunities that can be “scaled up” to apply across the motor
systems and industries and at the same time meet cost-effectiveness and energy savings
requirements. However, these scale-able opportunities must also be balanced with the recognition
that a motor system comprised of all of the most efficient components can operate inefficiently if its
components are not selected, installed, and operated to appropriately meet the application
performance objectives. The challenge is to design a program that addresses this balance and meets
the criteria outlined above.
Once energy savings, cost-effectiveness, and the scale-ability of the opportunity are understood,
there are several different types of program design to achieve energy efficiency (kWh) and demand
(kW) savings. The specific program type that an organization offers to target energy savings is
influenced by several factors unique to the organization’s regulatory and business models and service
territory. These range from regulators’ evaluation and measurement requirements to customer
preferences for engaging with efficiency programs. Table 1 summarizes four program strategies
targeting industrial motor systems.
Table 1. Summary of Common Program Strategies for Motor Systems [3]
Program Strategy

Description

Prescriptive
Measure

Provide financial incentives, typically rebates, for the purchase of
equipment that meets prescribed energy efficiency specifications or
standards, such as NEMA Premium® motors. Incentives may be paid to the
customer (downstream), to the vendor (upstream), or some combination of
the two. Prescriptive measures can apply to both new construction or
retrofit applications. Typically, neither projected energy savings, nor postinstallation measurement and verification are required.

Deemed Measure

To receive financial incentives, customers are first required to calculate and
submit projected energy savings for potential projects. Upon project
completion, customers are typically required to verify the projected savings
before incentives are paid. Monitoring and verification are not typically a
prerequisite for reimbursement. Deemed measures are used where there is
either a standard specification or calculation that defines product
performance or the efficiency program has had sufficient experience with
the measure to preclude the need for the customer to demonstrate that the
projected savings were achieved. Deemed measures can apply to both new
construction or retrofit applications.
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Custom Measure

Financial incentives are determined based on a customized analysis of the
customers’ retrofit or new construction project. Incentives may be based on
energy savings achieved, incremental project cost, or total project cost. The
scope of projects covered varies based on the requirements of each
program administrator, ranging from simple equipment upgrades to
comprehensive system overhaul. Custom measure typically begin with an
energy audit and conclude with a system or process overhaul, and include
consideration of the customer’s electric or natural gas rates, and usage.

Education
Awareness

Education and training programs may incorporate workshops for
customers, vendors, or installers to provide professional education and
resources on topics such as how to identify and address motor-driven
system optimization opportunities (e.g. compressed air, pump systems,
etc.). Program scope ranges from simple product awareness to corporatelevel energy management opportunities. Education outreach efforts include
workshops, newsletters, individual site visits, bill stuffers, websites, etc.

and

Prescriptive program approaches are typically more cost-effective for an organization to administer in
large part because they do not require the same technical or engineering staff resource investment as
do custom programs. Customer participation in the prescriptive program is relatively simple and often
available from the efficiency program website. Eligible participants submit the equipment invoice, an
application form, and manufacturer specifications if required. In contrast, custom programs require
active staff involvement to assess the potential project, identify the appropriate measures to achieve
energy savings, and monitor and verify that the savings are achieved. While custom projects are more
costly to administer, they do provide a more accurate determination of the savings achieved from
implementing a measure. In contrast, prescriptive approaches rely on savings estimates.
The two industrial motor system components for which many organizations commonly offer
prescriptive programs are general purpose motors and adjustable speed drives. Until the recent
change in federal minimum efficiency requirements, a majority of organizations administering
industrial efficiency programs offered a prescriptive program ($/hp rebate) for the purchase of general
purpose 1-200 hp motors with nameplate nominal efficiencies that met or exceeded NEMA MG 1
Table 12-12 levels. For example, in 2010, approximately 70% (65 out of 90) of the industrial efficiency
programs offered by CEE members included this program approach. [2,3]. However, with the recent
implementation of federal minimum efficiency levels equivalent to the NEMA MG 1 Table 12-12 levels,
many program administrators can no longer offer this program approach and have not yet identified a
program strategy to replace the prescriptive program for 1-200 hp motors. Preliminary research
indicates that in early 2011, fewer than ten CEE members offer a prescriptive program for 1-200 hp
motors with nameplate efficiencies that exceed NEMA Table 12-12 levels [3]. At this time, the
availability of qualifying products is not currently robust and the future development of this product
market is uncertain.
Many program administrators recognize opportunities to achieve savings through the installation of
adjustable speed drives in existing systems (retrofit) where appropriate. Mass market program
strategies that target opportunities for motor system energy savings through ASD retrofit generally
tend to be prescriptive or deemed. As of 2010, approximately 60% (55 out of 90) of industrial
efficiency programs offered by CEE members included a prescriptive ASD program approach in their
program portfolios. The majority of these programs specifically target HVAC applications such as
supply fans on air handlers or chilled water distribution pumps. Some also target ASDs in non-HVAC
process applications, such as pumps used in water treatment facilities.
Prescriptive programs for ASDs often have common criteria to define eligible applications, such as hp
and operating hours. The horsepower range covered by prescriptive programs varies, with some
organizations including 1-200 hp or 1-500 hp in their prescriptive ASD programs while others include
a smaller range such as 1-25 hp. The required operating hours for program eligibility range from
2,000 - 3,000 hours annually, and varies by the organization offering the program and the application
type (e.g. type of pump or fan system). Application forms typically require that customers report basic
information such as: end use function, manufacturer, model number, drive horsepower, motor
horsepower, motor type (ODP, TEFC), RPM, annual hours of operation, and quantity. Custom
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programs support ASD retrofit projects that are not covered by prescriptive program parameters, such
as outside the hp range or in applications that are not covered.
For organizations that do not offer prescriptive programs, the custom approach is the only program
strategy targeting savings opportunities related to adjustable speed drives. Education and outreach
programs complement both prescriptive and custom program strategies. Examples of education and
outreach include in-person training sessions that help participants understand ASD technology and
identify the appropriate applications to achieve savings, case studies that profile how a customer
achieved savings through ASD retrofit, online savings calculators, and other informational resources.

Efficiency Opportunities and Barriers in Pump and Fan Systems
Having outlined an understanding of the overall resources provided by the efficiency program
industry, the conditions and criteria necessary to apply these resources, and a summary of the variety
of program strategies currently focused on industrial motor systems, it is also important to develop a
general characterization of the potential savings opportunity. The Department of Energy’s (DOE)
assessment of motor systems in the manufacturing sector, a comprehensive assessment of the
inventory of installed motors, identifies applications with potential for cost-effective energy savings
through ASD retrofit as those which meet the following four criteria: (1) driven by an alternate current
(AC) motor, (2) 21 horsepower (hp) or larger, (3) operate more than 2,000 hours annually, and (4) are
not currently equipped with an ASD. In total, 7% of all industrial motor systems, representing 70%
(403,696 GWh/year) of total motor system energy, met the initial DOE criteria for cost-effective energy
savings through ASD retrofit. It is important to note that the DOE assessment describes this as a
“first-cut” estimation of potential cost-effective energy savings through ASDs, a more precise analysis
would need to collect information about load fluctuation for these systems, which the DOE analysis
did not fully assess.[5]
Of the applications that meet the criteria for ASD retrofit, fans systems represent approximately 10%
(56,945 GWh/year) of the total industrial motor system electricity consumption. It is estimated that
typical energy savings from introducing speed control in fan and blower systems yields 20-50%
energy savings. [8, 9] Conservatively applying a 20% savings estimate, ASD retrofit to the fan and
blower systems that meet DOE criteria may achieve 11,389 GWh/year of savings. Centrifugal pumps
represent approximately 19% (107,524 GWh/year) of the total industrial motor system electricity
consumption [5]. It is estimated that typical energy savings from introducing speed control in pump
systems yields 10-40% energy savings. [8, 9] Applying a moderate 20% savings estimate, ASD
retrofit to the pump systems that meet DOE criteria may achieve 21,505 GWh/year of savings.
It is estimated that the opportunity to achieve the 32,894 GWh/year of combined pump and fan
savings through ASD retrofit is concentrated in six industries that represent approximately 84% of all
industrial pump and fan savings opportunities. In addition to mining, this includes five manufacturing
industries: chemical, paper, petroleum and coal products, and primary metals. Within these industries
fans and blowers are typically used in three applications (1) dirty air streams which contain high
moisture and particulate content, (2) material handling, and (3) systems at higher temperatures;
pumps are typically used in (1) production processes such as those that supply, circulate, mix, and
move raw materials and (2) applications that support ancillary systems such as cooling water loops or
boiler feed systems. [6,7,8]
Despite the identification of ASD-related savings potential and a general understanding of the
industries and applications where these are found, efficiency program administrators report that these
savings have not been realized due to several barriers [11]. Table 2 describes four of the most
common barriers, some of which are not unique to the industrial sector.
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Table 2. Summary of Barriers to In-field Adoption of ASDs [8,10,11]
Barrier

Description

Informational

System operators, distributors, and design engineers may not be wellinformed about how ASDs work, which applications are appropriate for
ASDs, if adding a drive will degrade their existing equipment, and the
associated energy savings potential in appropriate applications.

Aversion to risk or
change

Retrofitting an application with an ASD may alter the current system design.
In industrial systems, productivity and reliability are the dominant priorities
of both corporate management and operations personnel. Consequently,
the risk that any potential change might negatively impact productivity
creates a reluctance to retrofit, even with the promise of large energy and
cost savings.

First cost

The capital cost of purchasing the drive may be a barrier, especially over
the past few years, wherein program administrators have observed that
many customers have shifted from 2 or 3 year payback requirements for
capital investments to a 1 year payback. Additionally, drives cannot be
paired with some older motors, and customers are reluctant to pay the first
cost of both the drive and new motor.

Customer
purchasing
infrastructure

The purchasing agent responsible for ASD purchases is different than the
agent responsible for purchasing the current system control mechanism,
such as control valves. This communication gap makes it difficult to
adequately asses and implement efficiency and system optimization
opportunities, particularly where the focus on minimizing first costs is a
higher priority than assessing operational and life cycle costs.

Leveraging Efficiency Program Resources to Achieve Energy Savings in
Industrial Motor Systems
Efficiency program resources can help overcome the barriers described in Table 2 to achieve savings
through ASD retrofits in fan and pump systems in specific applications. In addition to understanding
the nature of the savings opportunity, it’s important to review the factors that contribute to efficiency
programs success in overcoming barriers. Generally, efficiency programs are successful in
overcoming these barriers when the following conditions are present for the customer [8,11]:

1.

The retrofit solves an existing problem, such as providing improved application control

2.

The retrofit presents low risk to productivity and reliability

3.

The retrofit is implemented at a time when the existing system failed or needed to be
expanded

In addition, end users report that the most attractive efficiency programs from their perspective are
those where it is relatively simple for both customer and vendor to participate, and the amount of
financial incentive is known in advance of undertaking the project. [8] There are several market actors
that may influence the adoption of ASDs in the pump and fan applications identified above, including:
pump and fan manufacturers and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), and specifying
engineers and mechanical contractors involved in system design and equipment selection. These
market actors can also be important allies to work with efficiency programs to identify, promote, and
implement ASD projects. This shared focus is likely to be most effective when it is consistent across
service territories. [5,6,7,8]
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Through the CEE Motors & Motor Systems Committee, program administrators focus on overcoming
these barriers through market approaches that achieve persistent, attributable savings and are scaleable, cost-effective, and replicated across service territories in the US and Canada. This is
accomplished through initiatives, which typically manifest as a program template that member
organizations voluntarily adopt. Initiatives promote levels of energy performance, not specific
appliances or equipment, and are developed through a consensus-based process, that includes
consultation with industry, to assess several important criteria including the magnitude of savings,
cost effectiveness, technical considerations, and market consistency across regions. After an open
and objective process of development, initiatives are approved by the CEE Board of Directors before
becoming available for members to use in the program portfolios. [12]
In the late 1990s, CEE members identified the potential for a voluntary premium efficiency
specification level, or CEE tier, for 1-200 hp general purpose motors, and created the CEE Premium
Efficiency Motors Initiative. The CEE initiative and corresponding efficiency tier exceeded and reliably
achieved savings above federal minimum standards and could be used as the basis for member
prescriptive programs, which encourage the market for premium efficiency products by providing
customers with incentives for their purchase. In 2001, CEE aligned this efficiency tier with the NEMA
Table 12-12 efficiency levels, and supported the corresponding NEMA Premium® label. Prior to
December 2010 when this level became the new federal minimum standard and the subsequent
retirement of the CEE specification in June 2011, approximately 65 members across the US and
Canada, used this level as the basis for prescriptive motor programs that provided customers with
financial incentives to offset the barrier of the equipment’s first cost. The voluntary CEE specification
enabled programs to provide support that was consistent across service territories in the US and
Canada. Consistency across service territories creates market focus, rather than a patchwork in
which the basis for efficiency program support varies from one service territory to another.
In addition to a common specification, CEE members worked with motor manufacturers and the
National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA), motor service center and vendors through the
Electrical Apparatus Service Association (EASA), and other industry experts
to establish a common outreach and messaging platform, the Motor
Decisions MatterSM Campaign, that complemented a broad range of program
strategies (prescriptive, deemed, and custom). The group’s common goal
was to improve the way in which motor repair-replace decisions are made
by promoting the financial and performance benefits of motor management,
including the selection of premium efficiency motors; best practice motor
repair, such as defined by ANSI/EASA AR 100 standard; and proactive
motor planning, such as creating motor inventories and motor tagging; and
maintenance planning. Since the Campaign’s founding in 2001, sponsors
have developed the Campaign message and identity, supported a website,
www.motorsmatter.org, and tools, such as the MDM Simple Savings Chart
and MDM Motor Planning Kit, to simplify motor decisions based on credible life cycle cost analysis for
corporate decision makers and system operators.

Moving Forward
Building on the historical strength and success of the CEE Premium Efficiency Motors Initiative, CEE
members are working to identify strategies to enhance the effectiveness of their industrial programs
that target opportunities such as the approximately 33,000 GWh/year of potential savings through
ASD retrofits to pump and fan applications. Program strategies that consider application-specific
performance requirements can be difficult to balance with the end user program design preferences
that facilitate efficiency program participation (e.g. simplicity in efficiency program design, and the
incentive amount, which is tied to the expected savings, is known in advance). Consequently, while
the opportunity for savings is compelling, the strategy and specific direction to apply resources to
enhance program efforts to achieve cost-effective, persistent, attributable energy savings in a scaleable approach, is less clear.
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To date, the CEE Motors and Motor Systems Committee (Committee) and the MDM Campaign
sponsors have taken two important steps to support achieving potential energy savings in industrial
motor systems. The first step addresses education and awareness barriers to achieve savings
through ASD retrofit by incorporating consideration of ASDs in the MDM motor management context.
For example, Figure 3 demonstrates the Campaign’s historical focus on the motor repair-replace
decision and Figure 4 demonstrates a modest expansion to support consideration of motor system
opportunities, specifically through ASD retrofit. Motor failure and other scheduled downtime presents
an opportunity to not only introduce a more efficient motor or ensure best practice repair, but to
consider ASDs in appropriate applications such as centrifugal pumps or fans. Much like the power of
a consistent, credible message to promote premium efficiency motors and best practice repair, a
common, credible message to support consideration of ASDs is an important foundation from which
efficiency programs and industry trade allies can work together to advance efficiency in industrial
motor systems.

Figure 3. Motor Repair-Replace Decision Tree

Figure 4. Revised Decision Tree with ASD

The second step taken to support achieving savings in industrial motor systems focuses on
enhancing the effectiveness of members’ existing programs for ASDs by addressing educational
barriers within efficiency programs. The Committee identified the need to establish an understanding
of motor and motor system efficiency terms and concepts that affect system performance and
optimization among program designers and planners. Led by a technical committee with more than
100 years of combined technical expertise, and with insight provided by industry stakeholders, the
Committee created the Motor Efficiency, Selection, and Management: A Guidebook for Industrial
Efficiency Programs (Guidebook). [13] The concepts covered in the Guidebook include current federal
minimum motor efficiency requirements, motor selection considerations (e.g. motor design, slip, load,
etc.), ASD technology and associated energy savings, and motor management considerations. The
Guidebook does not replace existing technical resources, but highlights important motor system
efficiency considerations related to motor and ASD selection, so that efficiency program staff can
understand these and effectively communicate them to customers. CEE members plan to use the
Guidebook both as a resource to inform the Committee’s work to explore development of program
strategies in industrial motor systems, and as content to incorporate into their local educational
outreach and messaging to customers.
Building on the Guidebook’s common informational foundation, and the expanded MDM motor
management platform, the Committee envisions developing resources to enhance the effectiveness
of existing programs and also identify program designs that meet energy savings, cost effectiveness,
and scale-ability requirements while at the same time appropriately considering the complexities of
motor system optimization. While this work is currently at preliminary stage, examples of its current
exploration include:
1.

Identify specific industries and applications with greatest achievable savings potential,
including both efficiency (kWh) and demand (kW) savings. Identifying opportunities and
profiling them may enable program administrators to more effectively target these
opportunities within their service territories. These opportunities may cover a range for a
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specific application, such as 1-25 hp ventilation fans for food storage, or more broadly identify
market sectors, such as food processing or pulp and paper, with achievable, yet untapped,
potential for savings through ASD retrofits.
2.

Identify barriers and associated factors that hinder ASD-related savings, such as equipment
default settings or behavior (e.g. tendency to manually override ASD settings), and develop
strategies for efficiency programs to work with market actors to address these barriers. This
work may also include identifying applications where ASD retrofits introduce the lowest risk to
affecting productivity and reliability.

Summary
As described in this paper, the process to develop consistent programs that address the complexity
of motor system efficiency involves careful consideration of many factors: identifying persistent
energy savings and measure cost-effectiveness; determining the appropriate program strategy to
achieve savings (e.g. technical, financial, and/or educational support); and understanding the
potential savings opportunities and existing barriers to achieving them. It is widely agreed that there
is a large potential for energy savings in industrial motor systems, such as through ASD retrofit in
pump and fan systems. Working at CEE and with industry stakeholder input, efficiency program
administrators have begun to address educational and outreach barriers to improving motor system
efficiency. This paper described the framework to explore opportunities for efficiency programs to
advance efficiency through market approaches and is intended to develop a shared context through
which industry stakeholders can share market, technical, and other expertise to shape the
development of market strategies to advance efficiency in industrial motor systems.
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Abstract
The Motor Challenge Programme (MCP) is a voluntary programme launched by the European
Commission at the beginning of 2003 to stimulate European industrial companies to implement
energy efficiency measures in motor systems. This report presents the evaluation and results of
the programme until the end of 2009.
Participant companies, referred to as Partners, are asked to submit an Action Plan, which could
include measures in six different areas relevant for motor systems as well as energy
management. The commitment toward MCP required Partners to report on the actual savings
and measures implemented on a regular basis.
This paper presents the evaluation of the MCP.
By the end of 2009, the MCP comprised a total of 93 companies, on which this evaluation is
based. A few other Partners were excluded from the analysis, because they did not hand in more
than a declaration to participate.
In total all MCP measures resulted in an estimated annual energy saving of 185,104.5 MWh and
savings of 87,250.8 tons of CO2 emissions per year, which represents an estimated 0.02 %
reduction of the total electricity consumption across the twenty-seven EU member countries.
The most successful implemented single MCP measures concerning the estimated energy
savings however is not in the area of drives, but “pump selection” in the areas of pumps. The
second most successful MCP measures is “not specified” action in the area of “drives” followed
by the upgrading of motors from lower to higher (EFF1) efficiency class also in the area of
“drives”. The top three measures alone account for 48.33% of the estimated total.
Based on the evaluation of a written questionnaire by MCP Partners, the scheme received a
highly positive judgement by MCP Partners itself.
Even though the MCP might be seen as not fully successful in term of number of Partners, the
quality of the Partners, their results and finally their satisfaction with the programme is
significantly positive, as describe in the paper.

1. Introduction
Motor driven systems account for 30 % of electricity use in the European Union and for 60 % of
industrial electricity use constituting therefore a major and relevant area for energy efficiency
improvements Many studies show that the potential for energy savings is substantial [1, 2, 3. 4, 9]
Switching to energy efficient motor driven systems can save Europe up to 202 billion kWh in
electricity consumption, equivalent to a reduction of €10 billion per year in operating costs for
industry. It would also create the following additional benefits:
A saving of €5-10 billion per year in operating costs for European industry through reduced
maintenance and improved operations (EU-25).
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A saving of €6 billion per year for Europe in reduced environmental costs (EU-25, calculated
using the EU-15 fuel mix).
If industry is allowed to trade these emission reductions based on energy saved, this would
generate a revenue stream of €2 billion per year. For EU-25, the reduction potential is 100 million
tonne.
A 45 GW reduction in the need for new power plant capacity over the next 20 years (EU-25).
The MCP is a European Commission initiative launched in 2003 to aid industrial companies in
improving the energy efficiency of their electric Motor Driven Systems. The MCP focuses on six
different thematic areas (drives, pumps, compressors, fans, refrigeration systems, electricity
distribution systems), where it has been demonstrated that there exists a large technical and
economic potential for energy savings. Any companies that use Motor Driven Systems can join
the programme and request "Partner" status.
The core of the programme is an Action Plan, by which a Partner commits to undertaking
specific measures to reduce energy consumption. The Partner determines which production sites,
and which types of systems, are covered by the commitment. The scope of the commitment is
flexible, and can be limited to a single shop, or may include all of the company's European
production sites. The Action Plan is submitted at the time of the application, and if deemed
acceptable Partner status is granted to the applying company. The Partner then shall report on
the implementation on the Action Plan and on the energy saving achieved in relation to the.
Partners receive technical aid, advice and technical assistance from the Commission and from
participating National Energy Agencies in formulating and carrying out their Action Plan.
Companies should be able to:
• maintain or improve both the Reliability and the Quality of Service of the systems
concerned;
• realise the major portion of technically and economically feasible energy savings.
If these criteria are met the applicant company is approved as MCP Partner. Furthermore,
companies will receive public recognition for their efforts, through the MCP's promotion campaign
and Awards
This paper presents an evaluation of the MCP, it is based on the report on the evaluation of the
MCP programme during the period 2003-2009 [5].

2. Methodology
A total of 93 companies from 16 countries applied and were approved as full MCP Partners. In
total, 93 Action Plans and Partnerships were included into the assessment, whereas 7 were left
out, because they only consisted of participation declaration without any kind of further
documentation such as Action Plans, reporting or other proof of activities.
Out of the 93 organisations that reported, for 53 Partners the information gives a clear picture of
the implementation status of the Action Plan. Out of this 53 Partners, 10 Action Plans were not
implemented for various reasons such as termination of business activity in general or lack of
financial or other resources; 13 Action Plans were implemented partially, i.e. not all the actions
planned were implemented, and 30 Action Plans were fully implemented. For the other 40
Partners the actual status of implementation is unclear. For these “unclear” statuses, a best case
scenario is assumed, namely, that the measures stated in the Action Plans have been
implemented by the end of 2009.
The Action Plans submitted by the MCP Partners were analysed according to area of
implementation and estimated electrical savings in MWh per year. The Actions Plans varied in
length, detail and did not always include expected investments or calculations of either monetary
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savings or potential savings for carbon emissions. If stated, these figures were taken into
consideration.
A second key reference point for the assessment of the MCP results were any kind of reporting
sent by the Partners, be it either as the requested Annual Reports, presentations or other kind of
elaborations on the implementation of the Actions Plans and the results achieved. Unfortunately a
numbers of Partners did not submit the required reporting. One of the reasons for this can be
found in in the set-up of the Motor Challenge Programme, which is based on voluntary
commitment without planned options to impose sanctions on Partners for non-compliance. Also
the common changes in responsible and reporting staff, which often industrial companies in
Europe experience, resulted in a lack of communication and reporting. Quite a few major
organisational changes occurred also within the course of the programme, which had a negative
impact on the reporting. Some companies were bought by larger companies, branches and sites
were shut down or at times operation even fully terminated.
Within the course of the programme, 93 companies from 16 countries applied and were approved
as full MCP Partners. Compared to other comparable voluntary schemes, such as the European
GreenLight Programme, MCP perhaps was not as successful in generating response. The
GreenLight Programme1 could report a total of 525 Partners by the end of 2008. However, in
contrast to MCP, GreenLight also addressed and included the public sector – a sector more open
and prone to get active within these kinds of voluntary schemes. A final assessment of the
GreenLight [6] came to the conclusion that only 74 of the GreenLight partners were actually from
the private production sector, a number comparable to the Motor Challenge Programme.
The largest total MCP partners from a single country are to be found in Italy, with twice as much
as the following countries of Germany, Austria, Denmark and Greece. Possible explanation could
be that in Italy comparable voluntary schemes at national level are not as common as in other
European countries. When differentiated according to the known status of the implementation of
the Action Plans, based on the documentation submitted by the partners, it can be seen that a
large percentage of implementation in Italy are not clear. In Germany and Finland all Action Plans
have been implemented fully, whereas in Greece also all have been implemented, albeit to a
larger percentage only in parts. All other countries have percentages of unclear or even non
implementations.
The total number of Partners, which have applied, been acknowledged and submitted Action
Plans from the period 2003 to 2009 was 93. The most partners applied in the year 2006 and 2007,
after a couple of successful activation and promotion activities.
When distinguished according to industrial sector, it can be seen that MCP Partners covered
quite a wide range of different trades, representing a good picture of European trade and
industrial production areas. Apart from some few single cases covering service oriented areas
such as education, hospitals, property and facility management and municipalities, the majority
MCP Partners were firmly rooted in industrial production of goods. The leading industries were
food production and the metal and steel industry. The third largest group belongs to the area of
water supply, which can be seen as a “mixed” sector covering production as well as services,
public as well as private ownerships.

1

An European voluntary programme for lighting efficiency projects in non residential buildings
and street lighting. All the information are available at www.eu-greenlight.org
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Hospitals
1%

Property & Retail
Municipalities &
facility
1%
communities
1%
1%
Printing
1%

Education
1%
Ceramics
Furniture
1%
2%
Building and construction
2%
Packaging
3%

Categories of MCP Partners
Wastes and recycling
1%

Wood industry
3%

Food production
13%

Metal and steel
12%

Transport
3%
Chemical industry
3%
Plastics
3%

Water supply
9%

Mineral mining
4%
Energy supply
4%

Automotive
6%

Technology and equipment
5%
Pharmaceutical
5%

Pulp and paper
5%

Textile and fabrics
6%

Figure 1: Categories of MCP Partners
Relevant for both the success of the activation of companies as well as the potential and real
results of the MCP Partners is the size the participating companies represented. Unfortunately,
specific numbers of employees were not available for 29 % of the MCP Partners. For the others,
the work force represented through the Partners was a total of 75,784 employees, with a clear
focus on medium (between 51 and 249 employees) and large (between 250 and 999 employees)
sized companies (see figure 2).

Number of employees of
MCP Partners
Extra large
(>1,000)
14%

Figures not
available
29%

Small (1150)
1%

Large
(>250)
28%

Medium (51249)
28%

Micro (< 10)
0%

Figure 2: Size of companies of MCP Partners
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3. Energy Savings
In total, MCP Partners implemented or presumably implemented 289 measures covering all the
seven areas foreseen. The area with the most implemented actions was the area of “drives” with
111 of implemented or presumably implemented measures and 48.39% of all Action Plans having
foreseen measures in this area. It is therefore no surprise that this area also contributed with 47
% the largest share to the total of estimated energy savings.

Number of measures mentioned in
Action Plan according to area

Drives ; 111
Compressed Air ; 76
Fans & Ventilation; 41
Pumps; 38
Refrigeration and
Cooling ; 11
Electrical Distribution ;
6
Management Policies ;
3

Figure 3: Number of measures foreseen in Action Plans according to area
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The Energy Management Policies2 were recommended to be implemented by all partners but
only 3 of them reported about the energy saving achieved through these polices.

Estimated savings in MWh/a accoring to area of
measures in the MCP Action Plans
Drives ; 88.133,13
Pumps; 52.770,66
Compressed Air ;
26.160,03
Refrigeration and
Cooling ; 6.512,56
Fans & Ventilation;
4.881,75
Heat recovery and
others; 4.510,75
Electrical Distribution ;
1.795,58
Management Policies ;
340,00

Figure 4: Estimated MWh/a savings per area

2

Partners are encouraged to integrate energy efficiency considerations into the management
policies and procedures for:
· design of new motor driven systems;
· choice of system components;
· installation of motor driven systems;
· on-going operation and maintenance.
Additional information and suggestion are provide din the MCP Energy Management Policy
Guidelines
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Percentage of savings per area in % of total

Drives
47%

Electrical Distribution
1%
Management Policies
0%
Heat recovery and
others
2%

Pumps
29%

Fans & Ventilation
3%
Compressed Air
14%

Refrigeration and
Cooling
4%

Figure 5: Estimated savings in percent of total per area
3.1

Savings in the Area of Drives

In the area of drives a total saving of 88,133.13 MWh per year were estimated, thus constituting
the most important single area for MCP Action Plans. The largest amount of savings was
supposedly achieved in the area not further specified or described with more detail. When further
subcategorized, the most important measures amongst the group of measures in the area of
drives were the exchange and installation of energy efficient motors (EFF1 or EFF2 in most
cases).
Drives

Subsection
Not specified
Energy efficient motors
High-eff transmissions/gear box
System installation & renewal
Variable speed drives
Operation & maintenance
Correct size
Power quality control
Energy efficient motor repair

No of
measures
12
24
11
23
16
9
9
7
0

total
111
Table 1: Details of savings in the area of drives
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% of total
MCP
measures
4,15%
8,30%
3,81%
7,96%
5,54%
3,11%
3,11%
2,42%
0,00%

Achieved
Savings in
MWh/a
25.753,63
23.855,31
16.551,25
11.063,21
8.117,99
2.710,90
53,24
27,60
0,00

% of total
savings
13,91%
12,89%
8,94%
5,98%
4,39%
1,46%
0,03%
0,01%
0,00%

38,41%

88.133,13

47,61%

3.2

Savings in the Area of Pumps

The second most important area was the area of pumps with a total of 52,770.66 MWh estimated
savings per year. Measures in the area of pump selection were the most important package of
measures relating to estimated savings, attributing some 28.51 % of the total.
Pumps

Subsection
Pump selection
Not specified
Control
Maintenance

No of
measures
11
12
9
6

total
38
Table 2: Details of savings in the area of pumps

3.3

% of total
measures
3,81%
4,15%
3,11%
2,08%

Savings in
MWh/a
39.029,50
12.275,66
1.242,50
223,00

% of total
savings
21,09%
6,63%
0,67%
0,12%

13,15%

52.770,66

28,51%

Savings in the Area of Compressed Air

The third most important area of MCP actions was the area of compressed air with a total of
26,160.03 MWh estimated savings per year.
Compressed air
No of
% of total
Subsection
measures
measures
Production
28
9,69%
Not specified
5
1,73%
Distribution
23
7,96%
End use devices
20
6,92%
total
76
26,30%
Table 3: Details of savings in the area of compressed air

3.4

Savings in
MWh/a
13.215,43
8.706,37
2.737,20
1.501,03
26.160,03

% of total
savings
7,14%
4,70%
1,48%
0,81%
14,13%

Savings in the Area of Refrigeration and Cooling

The area of refrigeration and cooling only accounted for a total of 6,512.56 MWh estimated
annual savings with only 11 measures in the Action Plans referring to this area.

Refrigeration and cooling
Subsection
Not specified
Thicker insulation
Efficient equipment & light in cold

No of
measures
4
1
1
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% of total
measures
1,38%
0,35%
0,35%

Savings in
MWh/a
6.169,06
68,00
53,00

% of total
savings
3,33%
0,04%
0,03%

storage
Heat recovery
2
0,69%
2
0,69%
Adjustable speed drives
High-efficiency motors
1
0,35%
total
11
3,81%
Table 4: Details of savings in the area of refrigeration and cooling

3.5

42,50
180,00
0,00
6.512,56

0,02%
0,10%
0,00%
3,52%

Savings in the Area of Fans and Ventilation

In the area of fans and ventilation with 41 measures only 2.64 % of the total energy savings of the
MCP is estimated to be achieved, the largest proportion coming from action not being further
specified.
Fans and ventilation
No of
% of total
Subsection
measures
measures
Not specified
11
3,81%
Control
7
2,42%
Motor selection
6
2,08%
Fans selection & maintenance
6
2,08%
Transmission
8
2,77%
Ducting
3
1,04%
total
41
14,19%
Table 5: Details of savings in the area of fans and ventilation

3.6

Savings in
MWh/a
1.984,70
1.456,25
606,50
561,10
258,20
15,00
4.881,75

% of total
savings
1,07%
0,79%
0,33%
0,30%
0,14%
0,01%
2,64%

Savings in the Area of Electrical Distribution

The area of electrical distribution was only covered with 6 from a total of 289 measures and
resulted in less than 1 % of total savings. Again, the most relevant were activities not further
specified.
Electrical distribution
Subsection
Not specified
Operation
Upgrades
Maintenance
Design & new installations

No of
measures
2
3
1
0
0

% of total
measures
0,69%
1,04%
0,35%
0,00%
0,00%

total
6
2,08%
Table 6: Details of savings in the electrical distribution
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Savings in
MWh/a
1.372,00
369,58
54,00
0,00
0,00

% of total
savings
0,74%
0,20%
0,03%
0,00%
0,00%

1.795,58

0,97%

3.7

Savings in the Area of Management

The area of management policies was the area least mentioned in MCP Action Plans, but taken
from the questionnaires returned and evaluated (see page X?), it can be assumed that most
Partners had energy policies and energy management teams already in place, before entering
the Motor Challenge Programme and focussed on non-management related actions.
Management policies
No of
% of total
Subsection
measures
measures
Team management
3
1,04%
Internal design
0
0,00%
Purchase & procurement
0
0,00%
Operation & maintenance
0
0,00%
Metering (use measurement)
0
0,00%
Controlling (use cost accounting)
0
0,00%
total
3
1,04%
Table 7: Details of savings in the management policies

3.8

Savings in
MWh/a
340,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
340,00

% of total
savings
0,18%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,18%

Savings in Others Areas

Some other savings were stated in the Action Plans that were not part of the main focal points of
MCP, in total 3 measures in heat recovery and “others” resulting in a total of 2.46 % of the total
estimated savings in MW/h per year.
Heat recovery and others
Subsection
Heat recovery
Others

No of
measures
2
1

% of total
measures
0,69%
0,35%

total
3
1,04%
Table 81: Details of savings in heat recovery and others

3.9

Savings in
MWh/a
85,75
4,425

% of total
savings
0,05%
2,39%

4,510,75

2,44%

Ranking of Most Important MCP Measures

When comparing the measure in the different area the most important measures in terms of
energy savings can be indentified. Already the first three most relevant areas of savings –
number one being the selection of energy efficient pumps in the area of pumps, second
unspecified measures in the area of drives and third exchange of high-efficient motors in the area
of drives – constitute already 48.33% of the total estimated savings. The most relevant 10
measures account for 89.12 %. It can be noticed, that activities, which included the highest or one
of the highest number of measures, namely in the production or distribution of compressed air,
ranks only at the fifth or twelfth position respectively regarding the estimated energy savings.
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Ranking of most important MCP measures
No of
meas % of total Savings in % of total
ures measures MWh/a
savings
11
3,81%
39.029,50
21,09%
12
4,15%
25.753,63
13,91%
24
8,30%
23.855,31
12,89%
11
3,81%
16.551,25
8,94%
28
9,69%
13.215,43
7,14%
12
4,15%
12.275,66
6,63%
23
7,96%
11.063,21
5,98%
5
1,73%
8.706,37
4,70%

Subsection
Pumps: Pump selection
Drives: Not specified
Drives: EEM
Drives: High-efficient transmissions/gear box
Compressed air: Production
Pumps: Not specified
Drives: System installation & renewal
Compressed air: Not specified
Drives: Variable speed drives (VSD)
Refrigeration/cooling: Not specified
Others: Not specified
Compressed air: Distribution
Drives: Operation & maintenance
Fans & ventilation: Not specified
Compressed air: End use devices
Fans & ventilation: Control

16
4
1
23
9
11
20
7

5,54%
1,38%
0,35%
7,96%
3,11%
3,81%
6,92%
2,42%

8.117,99
6.169,06
4.425,00
2.737,20
2.710,90
1.984,70
1.501,03
1.456,25

4,39%
3,33%
2,39%
1,48%
1,46%
1,07%
0,81%
0,79%

Electrical distribution: Not specified
Pumps: Control
Fans & ventilation: Motor selection
Fans & ventilation: Selection & maintenance
Electrical distribution: Operation
Management policies: Team management
Fans & ventilation: Transmission
Pumps: Maintenance

2
9
6
6
3
3
8
6

0,69%
3,11%
2,08%
2,08%
1,04%
1,04%
2,77%
2,08%

1.372,00
1.242,50
606,50
561,10
369,58
340,00
258,20
223,00

0,74%
0,67%
0,33%
0,30%
0,20%
0,18%
0,14%
0,12%

Refrigeration/cooling: Adjustable speed drives
Others: Heat recovery
Refrigeration and cooling: Thicker insulation
Electrical distribution: Upgrades
Drives: Correct size
Refrigeration/cooling: Equipment & lighting
Refrigeration/cooling: Heat recovery
Drives: Power quality control

2
2
1
1
9
1
2
7

0,69%
0,69%
0,35%
0,35%
3,11%
0,35%
0,69%
2,42%

180,00
85,75
68,00
54,00
53,24
53,00
42,50
27,60

0,10%
0,05%
0,04%
0,03%
0,03%
0,03%
0,02%
0,01%

Fans & ventilation: Ducting
Drives: EEM repair
Electrical distribution: Design & new installations
Electrical distribution: Maintenance
Management policies: Controlling
Management policies: Internal design

3
0
0
0
0
0

1,04%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%

15,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

0,01%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
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Management policies: Metering
Management policies: Operation & maintenance
Management policies: Purchase & procurement

0
0
0

0,00%
0,00%
0,00%

0,00
0,00
0,00

0,00%
0,00%
0,00%

Refrigeration and cooling: High-efficiency motors

1

0,35%

0,00

0,00%

289

100,00%

185.104,46

100,00%

Total
Table 9: Ranking of MCP measures

3. 10

Ranking of MCP Partners according to Estimated Savings

When looking into the estimated savings stated by the MCP Partners in order to identify the most
successful, no clear picture can be seen according to either size of company or industry sector.
The top ten performers make up to 77.53% of the total MCP estimated savings and included
companies from automotive, transport, water supply, municipalities & communities, pulp and
paper as well as metal and steel industries. Only 15 of the MCP companies state or estimate a
saving that accounts for more than 1 % of the overall MCP total savings. 31 companies stated
estimated savings between 1 and 0.1%, whereas further 35 companies state less than 0.1% of
the total MCP estimated savings. It has to be underlined that the uncertain implementation
statuses of many Action Plans make it also difficult to draw a clear picture of less good
performing companies. The following list shows the performances according to total estimated
stated savings, origin, size and sector of the companies.

Ran
k
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Industry Sector
Automotive
Transport
Water supply
Automotive
Transport
Municipalities
Pulp and paper
Metal and steel
Pulp and paper
Automotive
Water supply
Textile and fabrics
Metal and steel
Packaging
Chemical industry
Pharmaceutical
Transport
Metal and steel
Energy supply
Pulp and paper
Automotive
Building & construction

Country

Employees

Germany
Austria
Germany
Italy
Italy
Germany
Sweden
Italy
Sweden
France
Poland
Portugal
Greece
Portugal
Italy
Italy
Greece
Sweden
Poland
Denmark
Italy
Austria

520
80
1.290
5.000
16.000
na
na
2.276
720
2.000
na
184
1.100
406
454
3.500
1.600
na
na
300
1.000
200
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Total estimate
savings
(MWh/a)
32.300,0000
28.033,0000
16.000,0000
14.817,0000
12.000,0000
9.712,0000
9.047,0000
7.930,0000
7.759,0000
4.522,0000
3.500,0000
3.112,0000
3.019,0000
2.967,4000
2.741,7170
2.423,0000
1.703,0000
1.510,0000
1.404,0000
1.285,0000
1.176,0000
1.101,0000

% of total
MCP savings
17,45%
15,14%
8,64%
8,00%
6,48%
5,25%
4,89%
4,28%
4,19%
2,44%
1,89%
1,68%
1,63%
1,60%
1,48%
1,31%
0,92%
0,82%
0,76%
0,69%
0,64%
0,59%

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67

Printing
Pharmaceutical
Food production
Technology/equipment
Textile and fabrics
Textile and fabrics
Wood industry
Plastics
Plastics
Food industry
Food production
Pharmaceutical
Energy supply
Wood industry
Chemical industry
Hospitals
Food production
Automotive
Mineral mining
Water supply
Metal and steel
Chemical industry
Energy supply
Technology/equipment
Food industry
Water supply
Food production
Technology/equipment
Food production
Food production
Water supply
Metal and steel
Water supply
Automotive
Packaging
Furniture
Technology/equipment
Water supply
Furniture
Pulp and paper
Pharmaceutical
Textile and fabrics
Metal and steel
Metal and steel
Water supply

Finland
Denmark
Italy
Germany
Greece
France
Finland
Italy
Sweden
Austria
Greece
Netherlands
Bulgaria
Portugal
Italy
Germany
France
Denmark
Austria
Lithuania
Poland
Sweden
Lithuania
Denmark
Austria
Italy
Germany
Italy
Greece
Italy
Greece
Italy
Poland
Portugal
Germany
Denmark
Denmark
Poland
Italy
Greece
Italy
Portugal
Denmark
Italy
Finland

300
600
1.000
1.300
129
300
828
700
55
165
134
950
81
400
500
1.734
274
200
140
na
180
na
531
900
2.000
285
56
185
na
130
na
196
na
324
450
100
150
na
200
240
500
121
16
433
na
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998,0000
900,0000
888,6000
871,9560
782,4800
755,0000
750,0000
658,1000
637,0000
625,0000
587,0000
576,7000
500,0000
491,5000
485,0000
478,3000
419,5500
411,0000
400,0000
378,0000
330,0000
275,0600
265,0000
250,0000
235,0000
187,5000
185,4800
148,0600
148,0000
141,7010
140,0000
124,9850
117,5000
113,5500
109,0000
100,0000
100,0000
100,0000
98,3110
95,0000
92,1320
90,2000
90,0000
89,8400
83,0000

0,54%
0,49%
0,48%
0,47%
0,42%
0,41%
0,41%
0,36%
0,34%
0,34%
0,32%
0,31%
0,27%
0,27%
0,26%
0,26%
0,23%
0,22%
0,22%
0,20%
0,18%
0,15%
0,14%
0,14%
0,13%
0,10%
0,10%
0,08%
0,08%
0,08%
0,08%
0,07%
0,06%
0,06%
0,06%
0,05%
0,05%
0,05%
0,05%
0,05%
0,05%
0,05%
0,05%
0,05%
0,04%

68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93

Building/construction
Greece
Metal and steel
Greece
Property management
Germany
Retail
Finland
Food production
Germany
Mineral mining
Romania
Plastics
Italy
Mineral mining
Romania
Metal and steel
Italy
Packaging
Portugal
Wastes and recycling
Germany
Metal and steel
Denmark
Mineral mining
Romania
Metal and steel
Poland
Education
Bulgaria
Ceramics
Austria
Food production
Poland
Pulp and paper
Austria
Technology/equipment
Austria
Energy supply
Austria
Pharmaceutical
Belgium
Textile and fabrics
Denmark
Textile and fabrics
France
Wood industry
Italy
Food production
Italy
Food production
Latvia
Total
Table 10: Ranking of MCP Partners

90
na
7.700
na
80
100
na
100
na
166
10.000
1.000
100
2.775
na
350
na
480
na
1.000
na
na
na
na
na
na

82,0000
80,0000
70,0000
68,0000
59,2500
56,0300
56,0000
54,0000
53,6000
36,6000
35,0000
30,0000
25,1800
22,0000
12,0000
0,1298
0,0450
0,0000
0,0000
0,0000
0,0000
0,0000
0,0000
0,0000
0,0000
0,0000

77.358

185.104,5

0,04%
0,04%
0,04%
0,04%
0,03%
0,03%
0,03%
0,03%
0,03%
0,02%
0,02%
0,02%
0,01%
0,01%
0,01%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
0,00%
100 %

Based on the assumption of best possible implementation for Action Plans with an “unclear”
status, all total estimated savings resulting from the MCP measures at the end of 2009 was
185,104.5 MWh/year and 88,109.743 tons of CO2 emission per year.

4. Motivation of Partners to join the MCP
In the second half of 2009 all MCP Partners were requested to respond to a set of questions.
Main goal of this survey was to elicit Partners’ attitudes and experiences with the MCP. By use of
a questionnaire Partners were asked to answer a short set of questions mainly focusing on the
success and value of the scheme.
The empirical basis contains about a fifth of the participating Partners and is held to be sufficient
for conclusions on the subject of this inquiry. Numerical methods have been used to analyse the
responses, qualitative methods were only used to assess the comments made. No further
descriptive statistical methods, e.g. correlation or cluster analysis, were applied, because the
authors believe that an elaborate quantitative analysis would not provide a deeper insight.
3

Standard emission factor for ton of carbon dioxide for EU 27 is 0.476. Source: Covenant of
Mayors , Baseline Emission Inventory published by the Joint Research Centre, 2009
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The survey was conducted between July and December 2009 and addressed all Partners
registered by that time. It was based on the use of a questionnaire addressing qualitative
information on the impact and success of the participation in the MCP.
In total 21 MCP Partners responded, which represent a return quote of almost 24 %. In total,
MCP Partners came from 16 countries, whereas the responses only covered Austria, Germany,
France, Greece, Italy, Poland and Portugal. This means that with the exemption of Denmark, the
countries with the most partners are represented in the survey. Event though the respondents
only make up 24 % of the total of Partners, their estimate savings account for 35.56 %. This
means, that the respondents are clearly to be seen in the group of top performing companies in
the area of savings. Within the group of responding Partners, all companies sizes are
represented and all the biggest industry sectors including food production, metal and steel, water
supply, automotive, textile and fabrics, pulp and paper, pharmaceutical, technologies and
equipment.
In general activating the target group of private and industrial companies to join a voluntary
commitment programme was not an easy task throughout the years. A key starting point for
activating participation was through national networks or national energy agencies, indicating that
the target group was more likely to participate if contacted directly by a promoting actor. In
addition, word-to-mouth promotion seems to have been a further good activation, like business
contacts and other institutions directly inviting and addressing the business and companies to join.
Partners questioned did not find many problems in convincing top management of the benefits –
neither in the scheme nor in actually implementing measures. The commitment through MCP
itself was only partially instrumental in the implement energy saving measures. This might seem
as a contradiction, but comments from the questionnaires suggest, that especially companies
with energy saving policies in place were seeing MCP as a prolongation of their activities, not a
starting point. Nevertheless, 41 % of the Partners saw MCP as an impulse to start looking into
energy efficient motor systems.
The key drivers for implementing energy efficiency measures in the area of the MCP were
economical savings. A second strong pillar is, however, not based on economical arguments –
it’s the environmental policies that are the second largest driver for energy efficiency measures in
this sector.
Essential for the investments in industries is generally the pay-back time. In the majority of cases,
investments in high efficiency motor systems have a comparable short pay-back time, in average
between 2 to 3 years [9]. It was therefore interesting to find out, if MCP Partners would tend to
accept only this short pay-back time or if they stated to also accept a pay-back time longer than 3
years. The answers given to the related question were quite divers, ranging from a period of 2 to
7 years from the longest to 0 to 1 year at the shortest. It can be seen that, generally speaking, a
time longer than 5 years seems hardly acceptable, whereas approximately half of the Partners
prefer a period below 3 years, whilst the other half also accept a pay-back time between 3 and 5
years.
The vast majority of the Partners responses state that Partner top management were happy with
the financial savings resulting from MCP measures undertaken. 38 % of the responses indicated
that additional national support schemes were in place and helpful to support energy efficiency
measures in motors systems. Those schemes mentioned included free audits, incentives for
trainings, tax rebates, subsidies and white certificate schemes. A large majority of those Partners
participating in the poll underline that they will continue to invest into energy efficiency measures.
The reasons why 8 % will not continue to invest, remains unclear, but presumably it is one ground
that they assume to have done enough and do not see further potential for measures. Also, a
majority of those questioned state that the participation in MCP increased their interest in energy
efficiency measures in general. This can be seen as a positive result of the programme.
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The satisfaction with the participation in the MCP is very high. Nobody from those responding to
the questionnaire judged the participation in the MCP negatively and almost a fifth (17 %) judged
it highly positively. The majority of those answering the questionnaire were energy managers or
other operational staff. They were also asked to judge the satisfaction of the top management
with the Motor Challenge Programme. In this case, the overall satisfaction was judged to be also
largely positive, even though slightly less so positive than from those being the direct contacts of
the MCP.

5. Conclusions
The Motor Challenge Programme managed to involve a widely varied and highly qualified group
of companies in core producing and processing sectors in Europe representing together more
than 75,780 employees4. By the end of 2009, 93 MCP Partners were listed with the main focus
on middle and larges sized companies that originated from 16 countries in the European Union.
Compared with other voluntary schemes such as the European Commission’s GreenLight
Programme, MCP did not attract as many Partners. However, MCP participation has to be seen
more under quality than quantity aspects. The concept of MCP heavily depended on the
activation of the target group. Industrial companies in Europe are not easily convinced to join
voluntary commitment schemes for various reasons – it will not be on top of their agenda in day
to day business, if it lacks sanctions they are less likely to comply with reporting, staff and
organisational changes are frequent, and finally do not have expertise and financial means to
invest in energy efficiency. The presumed results achieved by the group of MCP Partners are
quite remarkable. In total Partners stated a figure of 289 measures in their Action Plans, resulting
in an estimate savings of 185,104.5 MWh per year. Thus the quality of measures suggested and
attributed within the course of MCP can only be seen as satisfactory. Unfortunately to the
problems mentioned concerning compliance with reporting, the implementation status of the
measures suggested was left unclear for 43 % of the cases. In the opinion of the MCP Partners
themselves, the scheme was received as highly positive and was seen as a valuable impulse for
the companies involved.
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Macroeconomic Impacts on DSM Program Participation
Todd Ernst and Oliver Dancel, Willis Energy Services

ABSTRACT
Demand Side Management (DSM) planners need to consider business capital investment cycles within
program designs to optimize program participation, manage free-ridership, and adjust program delivery
strategies. Macroeconomic conditions form a broad set of parameters that the DSM planner must monitor
and implement adaptation strategies accordingly.
The economic uncertainty following the recession of 2008-2009 has brought the potential impacts of the
economy on DSM participation to the forefront for DSM planners in all jurisdictions. The impact of
economic uncertainty is further exacerbated in Ontario by the broader uncertainties related to reintroducing major industrial DSM programs after many years with no activity. This research project will
focus on answering the following key questions:
1.

What are the key macroeconomic factors impacting industrial DSM program performance and
energy efficiency levels? What is the quantification of the correlation between these factors? At
a minimum, directionally what is the correlation and strength of the correlation? In particular how
closely does capital investment correlate with energy efficiency and DSM program participation
levels?

2.

Is there a disproportionate growth or decline during various economic conditions between
industrial sub-sectors?

Introduction

Historically, DSM planners have not incorporated macro-economic factors into their DSM planning
activities. In fact a literature scan by the authors was unsuccessful in identifying any previous papers that
quantify the impact of macro-economic factors on DSM program participation. The nearest equivalent
paper that could be identified was a September 2008 ACEEE report “Trends in Industrial Decision
Making” (report # IE081) [3]. That paper focused on the economic trends current in 2008 to predict the
need for new capital investment but does not quantify the linkage between capital investment and DSM
participation.
This study is an attempt to begin to quantify the impacts of macro-economic factors on DSM program
participation and energy efficiency so that DSM planners may begin to more formally include these
factors in their DSM planning activities.
In Ontario, Canada the impacts of the macro-economy on industrial DSM participation are even more
difficult to assess considering that there has been very little or no industrial DSM activity in the province in
the last 15 years.
Industrial DSM activity has recently resumed in Ontario with a major industrial DSM program launched for
transmission connected participants in 2010 and another major program for local distribution connected
facilities coming later this year.
The economic uncertainty following the recession of 2008-2009 has brought the potential impacts of the
economy on DSM participation to the forefront for DSM planners in all jurisdictions. It is generally
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acknowledged that industrial DSM program participation and energy efficiency will increase during
economic growth and decrease in recessionary periods. However it is not clear what macro-economic
variables are most important for the DSM planner to monitor and how these variables should be
interpreted.
The quality and quantity of macro-economic data presents an opportunity for statistical analysis. DSM
programs are typically difficult or impossible to quantify and analyze statistically. Data for variables such
as program design and pre-existing levels of installation of efficiency measures are not easily measured
and not widely available. However, macro-economic time-series data of excellent quality is available.
The limiting factor in analysis of macro-economic impacts on DSM program participation then becomes
availability of DSM program results. While there is no recent industrial DSM program data available for
Ontario, there is nearly a decade of time series data readily available for 6 major industrial DSM program
in the USA. As described in the methodology later in this paper, in the absence of true DSM data for
Ontario, DSM program participation is assumed to be a constant proportion of energy efficiency. This
assumption is then assessed by comparing the Ontario model against our model of macro-economic
impacts on actual US DSM data for 6 large industrial programs.

Initial Assumptions and Limitations of Scope

The focus of this study is on external, macro-economic factors and their impact on DSM program
participation. Program participation may be measured in a number of different ways. The ideal metric for
measuring program participation will be driven by the particular DSM program objectives. For programs
with an objective linked more closely to outreach than resource acquisition then participation measured
by number of unique program participants is most relevant. For the purposes of this study DSM program
1
participation is measured in one of two ways :
•

Energy Efficiency Megawatt-Hours (MWhs) Saved

•

Load Management Peak Reduction MWs Saved

The report will be concentrating on analyzing the impacts of certain macroeconomic variables on energy
efficiency levels (MWhs), as energy efficiency levels are deemed to be the largest significant component
of a DSM program compared to Load-Management. Program participation as measured by total number
of participants was not found available for analysis.
There are clearly a number of important, internal and micro-economic factors that directly impact DSM
program performance and energy efficiency levels as well. These include the regulatory environment (eg.
energy efficiency incentives), the level of previously installed or implemented energy efficiency measures,
and rate design (eg. time-based pricing and demand charge structures) among others. [1]
These other factors were deliberately excluded from this study based on limited availability of such
information and under the assumption that their impact on changes to DSM participation (as measured by
energy efficiency levels) is not likely to be so great as to hide the impact of macro-economic influences
when averaged out over time and across the entire sample.
We recognize that inclusion of these other factors is likely to significantly change the model coefficients
and lead to a more accurate overall prediction of DSM program participation. However the methodology
used in this paper does provide a clear indication of the relative significance and direction of influence
that various macro-economic factors will have on DSM participation.
1

This is consistent with the Energy Information Administrations (EIA) definitions of DSM program components as
in their annual reporting survey of DSM program participants under form EIA-861 Schedule V
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As such the results of this analysis provide a tool to guide the DSM planner in assessing what variable to
monitor and how changes in the economy may impact DSM participation rates and required resource
levels.

Methodology

The study was conducted in 2 parts (1) study of macro-economic impacts on actual, US-based DSM
program performance for 6 industrial programs and (2) study of macro-economic impacts on trends in
industrial energy use in Ontario. For both Part 1 and Part 2 the impacts of the following macro-economic
variables were considered: Manufacturing Capital Investment, Manufacturing Capacity Utilization Rates,
Manufacturing Sales/Shipments, Nominal GDP, Energy Prices and Interest Rates. In Part 2, Commodity
Price impacts were also included in the analysis. For Part 1, DSM program investment levels were
factored into the analysis. The results of both parts were then examined to see if they were comparable
and how, in combination, they could be used to model levels of DSM participation in Ontario.

Part 1 Methodology – Macroeconomic Impacts on 6 US-based DSM Programs

The 6 programs were selected from datasets made available by the Energy Information
Administration (EIA). These programs are:

1.

Pacific Gas and Electric Co

2.

Southern California Edison Co

3.

Connecticut Light and Power Co

4.

Northern States Power Co

5.

The Narragansett Electric Co

6.

Tampa Electric Co

The programs were selected for the completeness of their data. Complete data for these programs was
available for the full 9 year period of 2001 to 2009 with the exception of missing 2003 data for Pacific Gas
and Electric Co. Table 1 shows the macroeconomic variables and data sources used.

Table 1 - Summary of Data Used for Part One Analysis of US DSM Programs
Macroeconomic
Variable

Description
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Manufacturing
Investment

Capital

Annual data on U.S. wide manufacturing investment [5]

Individual
DSM
Program Investment

Annual data on individual DSM program expenditure [6]

Manufacturing Capacity
Utilization Rates

Annual data on U.S. wide capacity utilization rates [5]

Manufacturing
Shipments

Seasonally adjusted annual data on U.S. wide manufacturing shipments [5]

Individual Utility DSM
Program Sales

Annual data on individual utility DSM program sales [6]

Nominal GDP (state)

Annual data on Nominal GDP by U.S. state [8]

Real GDP (state)

Annual data on Real GDP by U.S. state [8]

Energy Prices

Annual data on estimated energy prices by end-user for the Industrial
sector [9]

Interest Rates

Annual data on the U.S. Federal Funds interest rate (akin to the “baserate”) [7]

In order to analyze how certain macroeconomic variables affect industrial DSM program participation, we
will need to construct various time series regression models which aim to capture these different impacts
and relationships. The equation below is a typical example of how we would aim to capture these
relationships:

DSM = f (bI + bU + bD + bGn + bi + bP + e)

Where:
DSM = DSM program participation levels (MW or MWh)
I = Manufacturing Investment Levels
U = Capacity Utilization Rates
D = Manufacturing Shipments
Gn = Nominal GDP
i = Interest Rates
P = Energy Price Index
e = Error term (residual)
b = Coefficient
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Such an equation is typically estimated using statistical or econometric regression techniques to estimate
what the coefficients, statistical significance, correlations and overall fit (predictability) of the model is. The
estimates given for the regression model typically will tell us which macroeconomic indicators have the
biggest impact (positive or negative) on program participation levels as well as the size and magnitude of
these impacts. The results of such analysis can potentially assist a DSM program planner when
implementing or monitoring new or existing DSM programs and participation levels by understanding how
the different variables impact on their individual DSM programs.
The results of the equation should tell us several things about the relationship between DSM performance
and the macroeconomic variables on the right-hand side of the equation. In particular, the results should
show us three key pieces of information:
The explanatory power of the model (R-Squared) – which simply shows us how well the combined effects
of the different macroeconomic variables explain the outcome of DSM program performance;
The individual significance of each different macroeconomic variables (t-Stats) – which shows us which
particular macroeconomic variables are statistically significant within the equation;
The individual correlations of each different macroeconomic variables with DSM program
performance – which will show us the strength and magnitude of the correlations between different
macroeconomic variables and energy efficiency levels.
These three key pieces of information will allow us to make certain statements and draw certain
conclusions regarding the relationships between the various macroeconomic variables and industrial
DSM program performance across the six selected DSM programs within the six different U.S. regions.

Part 2 Methodology– Macro-economic Impacts on Industrial Energy Use/Efficiency in Ontario

In Part 2 we drew a link between macro-economic indicators and expected changes in DSM participation
2
in Ontario. DSM program participation rates are typically measured in one of two ways :

•

Energy Efficiency Megawatt-Hours (MWhs) Saved – this is typically the main component of a
DSM program

•

Load Management Peak Reduction MWs Saved – this is typically a minor component of a DSM
program

Energy Efficiency in terms of MWhs saved is significantly more favorable to any given manufacturing
industry for a number of reasons. The biggest of these is that this form of DSM program participation
allows output to continue unobstructed, whereas with Load Management certain manufacturing activities
may have to be temporarily put on hold in a bid to reduce energy usage.
In periods of high economic growth, investment and consumer demand, load-management is typically not
a viable way of increasing DSM program participation since much consumer demand has to be either
2

This is consistent with the Energy Information Administrations (EIA) definitions of DSM program components as
in their annual reporting survey of DSM program participants under form EIA-861 Schedule V
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satisfied by constant production of goods, or satisfied from previous inventory stock. Energy efficiency
and implementation of new energy-saving technologies become more important and more viable ways to
increase DSM program participation rates while still being able to satisfy consumer demand associated
with high economic activity, growth and investment.
Because of this, the report will be concentrating on analyzing the impacts of certain macroeconomic
variables on energy efficiency levels, as energy efficiency levels are deemed to be the largest significant
component of a DSM program compared to Load-Management.
The closest possible related variable with DSM program participation would be that of the first variable in
Table 2 (Total Energy Consumption). A key assumption we are making here is that energy efficiency
levels in terms of MWhs saved, are generally 2% of that of total energy consumption. For example, if total
energy consumption of the manufacturing industries in 2005 were 2.5m terajoules (TJs) then we can say
that of this 2.5m TJs, 50,000TJs is energy efficiency participation in Ontario as this is 2% of total energy
consumption.

Table 2 - Summary of Data Used for Part Two Analysis of Ontario Energy Use/Efficiency
Macroeconomic Variable
Time Period
Total Energy Consumption [10]

1995 – 2008

Total Electricity Consumption [10]

1995 – 2008

Manufacturing Investment Levels [10]

1995 – 2010

Manufacturing Capacity Utilization Rates [10]

1995 – 2010

Energy Price Index [11]

1995 – 2009

Commodity Price Index [11]

1995 – 2009

Manufacturing Sales & Shipments [10]

1995 – 2009

Ontario Nominal GDP [10]

1995 – 2009

Total Energy Consumption [10]

1995 – 2008

A large proportion of the dataset used in Part 2 is taken from the Statistics Canada website. Statistics
Canada currently has the largest and most comprehensive datasets on a range of macroeconomic data
(for both Canada and the provinces, including Ontario), and the data relating to the manufacturing
industries has been compiled by Statistics Canada from manufacturing industry respondents who
complete the “Annual Survey of Manufacturers” once a year. A key benefit of this data is that it has been
grouped together in the same format for the last several years, which allows us to be consistent with our
analysis within this project.
In addition, the macroeconomic data taken from the Statistics Canada website has been disaggregated in
the same format which allows us to control for various macroeconomic impacts across the different
manufacturing industry sub-sectors. This has allowed us to study which macroeconomic variables have
had bigger or smaller impacts on energy efficiency levels, and in which particular manufacturing industry
sub-sector.
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Table 3 – Manufacturing Industries in Ontario [10]

Wood Products
1

Plastics& Rubber
5

Manufacturing

Manufacturing

Paper
2
Manufacturing

Manufacturing

Non-Metallic Min
7

Manufacturing

11

Food Manufacturing

12

Transport
Manufacturing

Manufacturing

Furniture

Primary Metals
8

Manufacturing

Machinery
10

Manufacturing

Printing

4

Manufacturing

Chemicals
6

3

Fabricated Metal
9

Manufacturing

Table 3 shows us the various manufacturing industry sub-sectors within the Ontario manufacturing
industries that we will be analyzing.
In order to analyze how certain macroeconomic variables affect DSM program participation within the
different manufacturing industry sub-sectors, we will need to construct various time series regression
models which aim to capture these different impacts and relationships. The equation below is a typical
example of how we would aim to capture these relationships:

E = f (bI + bU + bD + bP + bC+ bGn + e)

Where:
E = Energy Efficiency Levels
C = Commodity Price Index
All others have the same meanings as indicated in the Part 1 methodology.

The model R square, t-stats and individual correlations for each variable with energy efficiency will allow
us to make certain statements and draw certain conclusions regarding the relationships between the
different macroeconomic variables and energy efficiency levels within the different manufacturing industry
sub-sectors in Ontario.
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Results

The following section presents a summary of the results of the quantitative modeling analysis between
the different macroeconomic variables and energy efficiency in:
•

Part 1 for 6 US-based DSM programs based on the dataset from 2001-2009 and;

•

Part 2 for the manufacturing industries in Ontario based on the dataset for 1995 – 2008.

Part 1: – Macroeconomic Impacts on 6 US-based DSM Programs

In total there were twenty-four econometric regression models conducted to test the relationship between
the macroeconomic variables and the DSM program data for the six different industrial DSM programs in
the United States.
These twenty-four econometric regression models were aggregated into six distinct econometric
regression models for each of the six DSM programs. Two different categories of DSM data formed the
dependent variable within the first four regression models and are defined as follows:
i)

Industrial Annual Energy Efficiency DSM Data – Models 1 and 2 in Table 4 reflects the
aggregate change in annual energy efficiency for Industrial customers (as measured in
megawatt-hours) that participate in all 6 utility-led industrial DSM programs;

ii)

Industrial Annual Actual Peak-Load Reduction DSM Data – Models 3 and 4 in Table 4
reflects the actual reduction in a utility’s annual peak-load (as measured in megawatts) as a
result of industrial customers who participate in a utility-led industrial DSM program

Models five and six were created using DSM program investment/expenditure as the dependent variable
for the purposes of analyzing the impact of interest rates only. This was done for interest rates on the
assumption that interest rates will be more likely to directly drive financing decisions and be an indirect
driver for DSM participation. DSM program incentives form one component of the overall financing for an
energy efficiency project and therefore we decided to test this relationship in models five and six.
In order to account for the potential effects of the recession, the models in figures 1 and 3 were
conducted for the time period from 2001-2008 and the models described in figures 2 and 4 were
performed using the full data set from 2001-2009. This way the impact of the 2009 recession year data
could be observed.
It should be noted that in table 4 and several subsequent tables, averages of statistical results are
reported due to space limitations. Averages are only reported in cases where the individual models
provided consistent results. Significant variations were observed in the correlations for the industry
models in part 2 and therefore these results are presented individually rather than as a total average.
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Table 4 – Correlations for the major regression models of DSM program performance

Average Correlations between
various Macroeconomic Variables
and DSM Program Participation
(MWh)

Average Correlations between
various Macroeconomic Variables
and DSM Program Participation
(MW)

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

(2001-2008)

(2001-2009)

(2001-2008)

(2001-2009)

Economic Growth/GDP

0.88

0.87

0.76

0.76

Manufacturing Shipments

0.86

0.67

0.74

0.63

Energy Prices

0.57

0.48

0.52

0.46

Utilization Rates

0.56

(0.24)

0.57

(0.05)

Manufacturing Investment

0.55

0.18

0.50

0.26

Average Correlations between Interest Rates and DSM program
investment/expenditure

Interest Rates

Model 5

Model 6

(2001-2008)

(2001-2009)

(0.21)

(0.24)

Relationship Trends between the Four Regression Models. In all four regression models, economic
growth/GDP seems to have the strongest positive relationship with both sets of DSM data. This is
unsurprising, given that the economy heavily dictates demand for manufactured goods across virtually all
industries.
In addition, manufacturing shipments comprise the second strongest positive relationship with both sets
of DSM data in all four regression models. Also note that the relationship tends to be higher in regression
models 1 and 3, which is the time-period of 2001 – 2008. In this time period, manufacturing shipments
seem to be increasing year on year, but fall dramatically in 2009 presumably as a result of the global
economic recession. DSM participation seems to continue to increase in 2009, presumably as a result of
continued manufacturing output, which seems to suggest a lag in the relationship between the two
variables. For this reason, manufacturing shipments show a stronger positive relationship for both sets of
DSM data specifically for the time-period 2001 – 2008, as opposed to 2001 – 2009.
The relationship between energy prices and both sets of DSM data seem to average around the 50%
mark for the four regression models, with little variation in the relationship results between the four
regression models. This seems to suggest that while energy prices have an important impact on DSM
program participation, they do not heavily dictate the overall performance of any given DSM program.
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Manufacturing Investment is shown to have a similarly moderate relationship with both sets of DSM
program data, but only for regression models 1 and 3 which comprise the time period 2001 – 2008. In this
time-period, manufacturing investment seems to increase year on year but then falls dramatically in 2009
presumably as a result of the recession. DSM participation seems to increase in 2009, presumably as a
result of individual manufacturers utilizing existing technology more efficiently. Intuitively, there would be a
lag between a fall in investment and DSM program performance, since increased DSM program
participation cannot continually be sustained by low levels of investment. For this reason the time period
2001 – 2008 seems to show a stronger relationship with both sets of DSM program data, compared to
regression models 2 and 4, where the relationship is shown to be significantly weaker for both sets of
DSM program data for the 2001 – 2009 period.
Interestingly, manufacturing utilization rates (the percentage of total manufacturing capacity that a facility
is operating at) seem to only show a positive relationship with both sets of DSM data in regression
models 1 and 3. In these regression models, the relationship seems to be a moderate positive one, but in
regression models 2 and 4 the relationship seems to be weakly negatively correlated with both sets of
DSM data. A DSM planner can almost discount the results of regression models 2 and 4 since this
heavily contradicts conventional knowledge. When manufacturing output increases as a result of capacity
utilization, we would expect an overall increase in DSM program participation as manufacturing industries
look to continue to produce output with lower levels of energy costs. A possible explanation for the
unconventional relationship in regression models 2 and 4 is the relatively small time-series used for the
regression analysis. The DSM planner should discount the results for manufacturing utilization rates in
models 2 and 4.
With interest rates, the relationship with both sets of DSM data is shown to be a weak negative
relationship. Note here that we have correlated interest rates with actual program investment/expenditure
rather than actual DSM program data since interest rates have an indirect effect on DSM program
participation. For example, when interest rates are low then borrowing costs from banks or other financial
institutions are also low, which makes borrowing to invest in a DSM program attractive. This increase in
investment in DSM programs results in higher DSM program participation from industrial customers as a
direct result of DSM program expenditure. The opposite is true when interest rates are high. Note also the
weak negative relationship between the two variables in all four regression models. This seems to
suggest that interest rates do not actually heavily dictate investment in DSM programs.
As intuitively expected, there are positive relationships between all the macroeconomic variables (except
interest rates) and the DSM program data. With interest rates, a negative relationship with the DSM
program data is expected since organizations are more likely to invest in capital when the cost of
borrowing is low.
In regression models 2 and 4, the relationship between the individual macroeconomic variables and both
sets of DSM program data seem to be intuitively correct, except in the case of capacity utilization rates.
Note also that the relationships between the macroeconomic variables and DSM data seem to be slightly
weaker in regression models 2 and 4, which shows the importance of the year 2009 as a critical
observation data point between the two sets of different regression models.

The Explanatory Power and Statistical Significance of the Econometric Regression Models. Figure
1 below shows the average R-Square of each of the four regression models for the six DSM programs.
Note that an R-Square close to 100% signifies an almost perfect fit between the macroeconomic
variables and the DSM program data, where an R-Square close to 0% signifies that the macroeconomic
variables with the regression model have almost no explanatory power to explain DSM program
participation and performance:
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Figure 1 – Average R-Square between the Four Regression Models
Average R-Square between the Four Regression Models for the Six U.S DSM
Programs
Average R-Square
110%
100%

99%

99%

96%
92%

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
Regression Model 1

Regression Model 2

Regression Model 3

Regression Model 4

There are two key observations to note from Figure 1. Firstly notice that the R-Squares are slightly higher
in regression models 1 and 2. This seems to suggest that the chosen macroeconomic variables within the
regression models better explain DSM program participation in the first set of DSM data i.e. industrial
energy efficiency, etc. compared to regression models 3 and 4 which use utility’s actual peak load
reduction DSM data.
Secondly notice how high the R-Squares are for all four regression models. In practice, care must be
taken in interpreting these statistics. At first glance it seems that these regression models perfectly
explain how the chosen macroeconomic variables impact the performance of any given DSM program in
the U.S. however this is not entirely true. The actual entirety of the time series spanned only 9
observations, which leads to high R-Squares if most of the macroeconomic variables show strong
relationships with the DSM data. Increases in the time-series length tend to push down the R-Square
slightly. Additionally, the regression models were modeled in a way that the addition of extra
macroeconomic variables does not push down the overall explanatory power of the model (and therefore
the strong R-Square).
In any case, we would expect a relatively high R-Square between each of the four regression models
primarily because of the fact that intuitively, each of the chosen macroeconomic variables has some
relationship and impact on capital investment and consequently the participation in any given DSM
program. In addition, the macroeconomic variable data were obtained from the most robust sources
available i.e. data on interest rates were obtained from the Federal Reserve, data on economic growth
obtained from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, etc.
Thirdly, even with more observations we would not expect significant downward pressure on the RSquares since these relationships are deemed to be robust.
Turning to the Statistical Significance of the Macroeconomic Variables within the regression models,
Figure 2 below displays individual statistical significance results of the macroeconomic variables as
estimated using their t-Statistic scores:
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Figure 2 – Average Statistical Significance (Illustrated through t-Stats) of Macroeconomic
Variables

Average Statistical Significance of each Macroeconomic Variables within the Four
Regression Models (as illustrated with T-Statistics)
T-Statistic Average Score

Economic Growth

2.32

Interest Rates

1.85

Utilization Rates

1.67

Energy Prices

1.66

Manufacturing Investment
Manufacturing Shipments
0.00

1.63
0.28
0.50

1.00

1.50

2.00

t-Statistic Score

Statistical Significance

<1

No statistical significance

Between 1 and 1.49

Weak statistical significance within model

Between 1.50 and 1.95

Moderate statistical significance within model

Over 1.96

Statistically Significant within model

2.50

Figure 2 above shows that only Economic Growth is shown to have a definite statistical
significance within the four regression models. All of the other variables (except for manufacturing
shipments) have a moderate statistical significance where manufacturing shipments are deemed to be
statistically insignificant in the model.
It is important to note that t-Statistic results given in any econometric regression model are very much a
function of the way the model is estimated and designed. For example, a variable can be statistically
significant in one model (i.e. have a score higher than +/-1.96) but then lose its statistical significance with
the introduction or removal of other variables. This is due to the fact that some macroeconomic variables
are actually correlated with each other, making it harder to pin-point the nature of causality between DSM
program performance and macroeconomic variable performance.
For this reason, care must be taken when interpreting the results of t-Statistics as one model may show
any given macroeconomic variable to be statistically significant, whereas a slight alteration in another
model may render the same variable as statistically insignificant.

Part 2: – Macro-economic Impacts on Industrial Energy Use/Efficiency in Ontario
Table 5 below illustrates the direction and magnitude of correlations between energy efficiency and
macroeconomic indicators for the different manufacturing industries in Ontario (1995 – 2008).
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Table 5 – Correlations between Manufacturing Investment & Energy Efficiency Levels
#

Industry

Capital

Capacity
Utilization

Investment

Energy

Commodity

Sales &

Nominal

Prices

Prices

Shipments

GDP

Total
Model
2
R

1

Wood
Products

(0.37)

(0.19)

(0.48)

(0.50)

0.24

0.62

0.82

2

Paper

0.63

0.63

0.43

0.60

0.69

(0.79)

0.95

3

Printing

0.56

(0.67)

(0.57)

NA

0.34

0.72

0.59

4

Furniture

0.26

(0.49)

(0.81)

0.04

0.81

0.90

0.91

5

Plastics&
Rubber

0.16

(0.14)

(0.86)

NA

0.84

0.95

0.95

6

Chemicals

(0.04)

0.22

0.35

NA

(0.63)

(0.67)

0.55

7

Non-Metallic
Mining

0.16

0.57

(0.16)

0.02

0.33

0.34

0.56

8

Primary
Metals

0.33

0.43

(0.36)

(0.65)

0.14

0.23

0.60

9

Fabricated
Metal

(0.42)

(0.33)

(0.46)

NA

0.40

0.71

0.76

10

Machinery

(0.30)

0.21

(0.47)

NA

0.41

0.81

0.56

11

Food

0.20

(0.29)

(0.58)

(0.50)

0.72

0.78

0.84

12

Transport

(0.31)

0.52

0.27

NA

0.11

(0.59)

0.52

13

Total

0.17

0.77

0.07

NA

0.07

(0.48)

0.85

From table 5 we can see that the direction and magnitude of correlation between different
manufacturing industries in Ontario varies dramatically. The green highlighted values denote a strong
positive relationship (correlation 0.6 or greater) and blue indicates a moderate positive correlation (0.15 to
0.59). The yellow highlighted values are moderate or strong negative relationships (-0.15 to -1).
However there is noticeable consistency in the direction and magnitude of relationships for energy prices,
sales and shipments, GDP and Total Model to energy efficiency. In all of these cases at least 6 of the 12
industry sectors have at least a moderate impact in the same direction.
The magnitude and direction of the impacts for Sales and Shipments, GDP and Total Model are
interesting as they mirror the results from Part 1 where GDP and Shipments were found to have the
greatest impact on DSM program participation. It is also interesting to note that, in combination, all
macroeconomic factors have an R square of 85% when modeled for total manufacturing in Ontario. This
is consistent with the strong R squares (0.92-0.99) from Part 1.
On the surface the consistent (for 9 or 12 sectors) negative correlations with energy prices and energy
efficiency appears counterintuitive under the initial assumption that energy efficiency is directly
proportionate to energy use. The result makes more sense considering that as energy prices increase,
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industries will naturally attempt to cut their costs by reducing total energy use as much as possible. Total
dollar energy costs only come down with absolute total reductions in energy use. Therefore the initial
assumption of energy efficiency as a constant percentage of total energy use does not hold as a useful
approximation when modeling the energy price relationship.
The other relationships are the industry sector level are weak and in some cases counterintuitive. These
should be discounted by the DSM planner. Further study is required to identify and model changes in true
energy efficiency at the industry sector level (rather than using the 2% of total energy use assumption).

Conclusions

GDP and Manufacturing Sales/Shipments provide the strongest relationship to DSM participation:
It is clear that GDP and Manufacturing Sales/Shipments have the strongest positive correlations with
DSM participation/energy efficiency. Capital Investment, Capacity Utilization and Energy Prices have
moderately positive correlations and the Interest Rates results do not show a significant correlation.
It can be concluded that across most industries and over time there is a strong correlation between the
macroeconomic indicators studied with the exception of interest rates. The strength and direction of the
correlation is quite strong (R square 0.85 to 0.99) regardless of the regions in this study. This regional
consistency could be supported by competition in North American and global markets leading to rational
decision making by most companies where they all react similarly to the same publicly available
information (in this case economic indicators).
Overall manufacturing utilization has a moderate relationship to DSM program participation and energy
efficiency. The relationship may not be as strong due to the fact that many commodities industries will try
to maintain maximum utilization even during times when prices and demand are low (eg. pulp and paper).

Manufacturing Investment and Energy Prices should not be ignored: The statistical relationship
between manufacturing investment and DSM performance and energy efficiency was not as strong or
consistent as for GDP and Manufacturing Sales/Shipments. We do not believe that Manufacturing
Investment should be overlooked in favor of these variables though. The statistical relationship may be
hidden by a time lag between the actual investment expenditure and the final commissioning of the
investment and subsequent realization of energy savings. For many projects this time lag can be a year
or more. The business case is clearly strong for industry to make investments in energy efficiency most at
times when their spending on new and upgraded equipment is highest.
Similarly the financial benefits from energy efficiency logically increase as energy prices increase. Firms
should be more interested in DSM program participation at times when energy prices are high. This is
supported by a moderate relationship in our regression analysis. The relationship may not be as strong as
expected due to competition for limited capital and lack of qualified resources to identify and implement
DSM measures within organizations. GDP and Manufacturing Sales/Shipments seem to have a stronger
relationship because they relate more closely to the high points in the business cycle where availability of
capital and resources is likely to be the greatest.

Equating changes in Ontario energy use with potential changes in DSM participation was a useful
starting point but has limitations: The correlations for industry sector energy efficiency and energy use
are counter-intuitively negative until it is considered that energy efficiency in this study was assumed to
be a constant 2% of total energy use. High energy prices will put strong downward pressure on total
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absolute energy use as firms attempt to reduce costs. The assumption that energy efficiency is a constant
proportion of total energy use does not appear to hold well when modeling for energy prices.

More work is needed at the industry sector level: Differences in the behavior of the Ontario models at
the individual industry level indicate that DSM participation level changes likely do not react consistently
to macro-economic influences across all industries. This is consistent with the results of a recent paper
presented at the 2012 ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Industry [4]. It would be ideal to
obtain enough data for DSM participation by industry to generate industry-specific models for further
analysis.

Implications: Economic Cycles have shown to be significant impacts on DSM program performance.
During an economic boom, DSM program planners should look into increasing investment in program
promotional resources to take advantage of the increased favorability to investment in capital projects and
energy efficiency.
Conversely DSM program planners should consider scaling back on promotional activities going into
economic downturns. In a downturn these resources may not yield as strong a return on investment as if
the funds were conserved for more favorable periods in the economic cycle.
In an economic downturn the results of this study may also provide a defense for mitigating strategies
where required. This could include, among others, maintaining a minimum level of DSM program activity,
promoting energy efficiency as a way to improve bottom line performance when sales are down, funding
studies for future projects or promoting behavioral based energy savings rather than incenting capital
intensive measures. Program participation may decrease but the results of this study demonstrate that
participation should increase again as the economy recovers. As a result the DSM program manager will
want to maintain a market presence in order to take advantage of the next market recovery.
In some instances the DSM manager may not see a significant decrease in DSM program activity. This
could be a result of a higher concentration of participants from specific industries that are less sensitive to
macro-economic conditions (eg. food processing and clothing among others) or significant differences in
the program structure and goals compared to a “typical” DSM program. Regardless the results of our
study and general economic theory indicate that, overall capital investment will fluctuate with macroeconomic conditions.
The DSM planner should exercise caution in using macro-economic inputs to guide investment in
program incentive levels. While it seems likely that increasing incentives during an economic boom would
increase participation, it is possible to increase the risk of free-ridership. As the economy improves,
companies become more likely to consider investments that would have been rejected during a
recession. As a result, during an economic boom, the increased investment in energy efficiency may be
difficult to attribute to higher incentive levels.
One strategy for the DSM planner to consider during an economic boom might be to shift some
investment out of incentive payments (to help control free-rider risks as companies relax their criteria for
project acceptance) and into program outreach or marketing activities (to maximize the natural trend to
increased participation in a strengthening economy). The practicality of shifting funds will depend highly
on the particular DSM program design and local market conditions.

Next Steps: Time series energy intensity data for Canadian industries has recently been obtained and
can be used to separate more accurate trends in energy efficiency at the industry sector level. Further
analysis is required to quantify these trends. Additional DSM program data is also continually being
sought to add to and improve this analysis.
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Until then it can be concluded that in aggregate, macroeconomic factors are a major influencer of DSM
program participation and trends in GDP and Manufacturing Sales & Shipments have the strongest
overall effect.
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Abstract
This paper aims to present why the Brazilian program of energy efficiency in industries (PROCEL
Indústria) focus its actions in motor driven systems, end the description of this program. The technical
concepts of the program are a paradigm shift in industrial energy efficiency in Brazil, which always was
focused only on motor replacement [1]. The program is promoting a new vision, in which all the
components of the system must be analyzed (including the motor). The methodology also considers
project, installation, operation and maintenance analysis. In other words, not only replacing equipment
is encouraged, which is another paradigm shift. Results, lessons learned, developments, difficulties
and challenges will also be shown in this paper.

1.0 - Introduction

1.1 Brazilian Energy Figures
The industrial sector is responsible for 44% of electrical energy consumption in Brazil [2], as it is
shown in. Figure 1. Besides, the electricity consumed by motor driven systems corresponds to 62% of
the total electrical energy consumed in Brazilian industries [3], as it can be seen in Figure 2. Thus,
27% of the electricity consumed in Brazil is due to motor driven systems, overcoming the residential
and commercial sector. Another important information, obtained in a study done by Eletrobras, the
main Latin electrical energy company, and the National Confederation of Industries (CNI), is that
motor driven systems represent the major technical potential in electrical energy conservation in
industries. This study, presented in [4], was done in 14 industrial sectors.
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Total Consumption: 419,01 TWh

14%

26%

16%

44%
Figure 1: Brazilian Electricity Consumption in 2010 [2]

Total Consumption: 172,17 TWh

10%

1%

3%
6%

16%
62%
2%

Figure 2: Electricity Consumption in Industries [3]
1.2 Brazilian Program of Energy Efficiency in Industries (PROCEL Indústria)

The big electricity consumption in motor driven systems, shown in Section 1.1, with high energy
efficiency potential, motivated Eletrobras to fight against the electricity losses in these motor systems.
Therefore, PROCEL Indústria, one of the nine sectors energy efficiency national programs run by the
National Energy Conservation Program (PROCEL), was created in 2003. PROCEL is a program of the
Brazilian Ministry of Mines and Energy, run by Eletrobras.
In fact, to reduce the electric energy losses in the industrial sector, PROCEL has carried out many
activities during the last 25 years. Minimum Energy Performance Standards (MEPS) for induction
motors, software, courses, training, energy audits and several educational products were among the
activities done. By the way, Brazil is among the few countries that the minimum energy efficiency level
for induction motor is the high efficient motor ones [5].
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The genesis of PROCEL Indústria occurred at the time of the Brazilian electric power supply crisis in
the middle of 2001. The specialists realized that there was a need of a structured program to minimize
losses in the motor driven systems. In 2003, PROCEL Indústria was created and launched, taking into
account the several years of PROCEL’s experiences in training, energy audits, implementation and
the experience in the Brazilian industry reality.
PROCEL’s experience in industry detected the following barriers when dealing with energy efficiency
in motor systems and they were used in the conception of this program. The main important ones
were:
•

Absence of structured plan to energy efficiency in industries with technical basis;

•

Lack of knowledge in the motor system integrated performance;

•

Lack of knowledge in installation, operational and maintenance practices. Energy efficiency
only associated with equipment replacement;

•

Educational formation of the engineers doesn’t focus on all the components of the motor
driven system;

•

Little interaction between the universities and the industries;

The actions that have been done by PROCEL Indústria that will be mentioned in Section 3.0 were
planned in order to overcome these barriers. The conception of the program was also based on
several different countries experiences, specially the USA. However, lot of adaptations were
necessary due to the differences regarding the Brazilian reality

2.0 Technical basis
According to Section 1.1, motor driven systems consume 27% of the Brazilian electricity. As it is
known, motor is not the only consumer of this amount of electricity. In fact, the motor consumption is
only regarded to its internal losses, which is low in nominal condition, once the motor is an efficient
piece of equipment and an energy transducer. Normally, the biggest potential is after de motor axis. In
Figure 3 it is shown a complete motor system with energy efficiency for each [6]. MPCC are devices
and appliances for Maneuver, Protection, Command and Control.

MPCC

INPUT
0,60 < n < 0,94

MOTOR
0,90 < n < 0,99
COUPLING

INEFFICIENCY
CHAIN

0,30 < n < 0,90
MACHINE
0,60 < n < 0,90
PIPE
0,30 < n < 0,90
FINAL APPLICATION

OUTPUT
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Figure 3: Complete Motor System with Efficiencies [6]
Although it is clear that a systemic analysis is technically better than a single equipment or element
study, in Brazil the energy efficiency analyses in industries are normally focused on motor
replacement. However, Eletrobras, through PROCEL Indústria, is promoting the changing this
concept, stimulating a motor driven system analysis (including the motor), addressing not only
equipment replacement, but also project, installation, operation and maintenance aspects. As an
example of the system analysis advantage, Figure 4 shows that when the system is analyzed the
energy efficiency potential is high, compared with a single motor analysis.

SYSTEM
EFFICIENCY
13 %

MOTOR / MECHANICAL LOAD
EFFICIENCY
59%

MOTOR 15 kW
EFFICIENCY
91%

Figure 4: The Increasing of Energy Efficiency Potential Analyzing the System

It is also important to mention that the motor systems analyses are economically more affordable in
works that have been done in Brazil by PROCEL Indústria, compared with single equipment
replacement. Therefore, the technical and economical barriers to do motor driven system analyses
have already been overcome by PROCEL Indústria. The problem nowadays is the market, which
includes industries, universities, manufacturers and professionals who work with energy efficiency.

3.0 PROCEL Industria’s Actions
The first actions of PROCEL Indústria, still ongoing, are state federations partnerships and the
assembling of laboratories in all Brazilian geographical regions, called LAMOTRIZ – Motor Driven
Systems Laboratories. These actions have the objective to fight against losses in motor driven
systems. There are other important actions that will be followed mentioned, such as studies done with
CNI, that will be one of the guides for future industrial energy efficiency actions.
3.1 Partnerships with Industrial State Federations
The actions for energy efficiency developed with the State Federations of Industries, are distributed in
the works summed up below and detailed in [7]:
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•

Developing a study to know the main industrial sectors regarding motor driven systems energy
consumption in each Brazilian state;

•

Promoting entrepreneurs awareness of the energy efficiency benefits through plant’s visit and
workshops;

•

Training Multipliers (professors and / or engineers) in industrial motor system optimization,
through a 180 hour course. This course is given by experts in each subject regarding motor
driven system and complementary issues;.

•

Skills building for Industries’ Agents (industry technicians and engineers) so that they can
make energy audits in their industries. The agents are trained by the multipliers through a
compacted 40 hour course. The multipliers also support the agents in the energy audits;

•

Implementation of economical feasible measures (pointed in the energy audit report) by the
industries;

•

Monitoring and verification of results. Again a report is made by the agents with multiplier’s
support;

•

Publicizing results, highlighting success cases.

3.2 - Motor Driven System Laboratories
The Optimization of Industrial Motor Driven Systems Laboratory is composed basically of 4 test
benches: pump, fan, exhaust fan and compressor. Figure 5 presents the pump bench, just as an
example. The other benches are similar. The abbreviations used in this figure are described in Table
1. More detail about these labs are given in [8]. Besides the lab, PROCEL Indústria also provide
portable meters in each university, so that the professors and students can go to industries and make
energy audits.

Figure 5: Pump Bench
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Table 1: Abbreviation used in the Diagrams
Abbreviation

Meaning

Abbreviation

Meaning

ASD

Adjustable
Driver

SS

Soft Start

DS

Direct Start

t

Torque

F

Flow Transducer

Ta

Ambient Temperature

M

Motor

Tc

Coil Temperature

P

Pressure Transducer

Tf

Frame Temperature

PLC

Programmable
Controller

η

Rotation

%

Proportional Valve or
Damper

Speed

Logic

The main objectives of these laboratories are:
•

To support the industries of all Brazilian regions, together with industrial state federations,
regarding motor driven system efficiency. Thus we are bringing universities and industries
together; increasing industries’ competition and the laboratories’ self-sustainability;

•

To bridge the existing gap between the engineering courses in Brazil and providing a focal
point for discussions and studies related to motor driven systems. Thus, the future engineers
will be able to elaborate a complete motor driven system industry audits, involving all parts of
the system. According to Figure 5, for example, a whole motor driven system can be studied;

•

To give the engineer students the opportunity to deal with the state of the art in automation,
control equipment and technologies utilized by the modern industries. Therefore, Eletrobras is
playing a very noble role, once many laboratories in the Brazilian universities are obsolete,
especially the ones in the countryside;

•

To finance bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral scholarships focused on motor driven system.

3.3 -Other Actions
•

PROCEL Indústria and CNI have been studying the national and international experiences in
industrial energy efficiency, pointing at technical, economical and market aspects, barriers,
success and non succeeded cases etc.. Besides, there are reports addressing the state of art
of energy efficiency in 14 different industrial sectors, in order to estimate the technical energy
efficiency potential. The objective of these studies is to provide strategic information regarding
industrial energy efficiency to private and public entities which work in this area, so that they
can elaborate strategic actions. One of the studies show that motor driven systems have the
biggest potential in terms of electricity losses in Brazilian industries [4], showing the correct
focus of PROCEL Industria;
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•

PROCEL Indústria is also starting works with Classes Associations (associations of different
industrial sectors) using information of the studies done with CNI. The first partnership
ongoing is with the Brazilian Pulp and Paper Technical Association (ABTCP);

•

All of the mentioned actions have been made with entities linked with big and medium
industries. However, PROCEL Indústria also works with micro and small companies with
Micro and Small Companies Services Support (SEBRAE). The actions made with SEBRAE
are not focused on motor driven system because this end energy use is not so important for
small and micro companies in Brazil.

4.0 Quantified Results
4.1 Partnerships with Industrial State Federations
Figure 6 shows the states that Eletrobras has been working with the State Federations of Industries.
This Figure shows how the program is spreading in Brazil which has a continental size and different
local cultures. This is an important aspect for an energy efficiency public policy. The finished legend in
the Figure is only referred to the juridical situation of the agreements signed.

AM

CE

PA

PE
AL
BA

MT

MG
MS
SP

RJ

Finishied
In negotiation

RS

In progress

Figure 6: Brazilian States with Partnerships
PROCEL Indústria published 13 advanced and 11 practical books, to engineers and technicians,
respectively. The books are related to each motor driven system component: motor, coupling, pumps,
fan, exhausted fan, compressor, conveyor belts etc.. Besides, there are complementary books:
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electrical concepts and tariff, economical analysis, 2 books of monitoring and targeting, marketing and
pedagogy. The Multipliers and Agents receive these materials in the courses they attend.
So far, 206 Multipliers and 2895 Agents from 690 medium and big industries have already been
trained. The Motor Driven System Optimization Course is innovative in Brazil.
112 energy audit reports were ,received to be analised by PROCEL technical staff, so far. From this
total, 59 were approved. The total energy savings is 35 GWh annually, with an average pay back time
of 15 months. See Table 2. The short payback time led the implementation of most of these audits In
some cases, the results of these audits were discussed in workshops in order to make the industrial
sector aware of the benefits of good motor driven system audits and implementations. The energy
audit reports based only on motor replacements with high payback, were refused
Table 2: Energy Audits Results
State

Received

Aproved

Energy Save Average Payback
(GWh/year)
(Months)

SP

43

26

11,19

18

MT

13

1

1,45

6,40

MG

3

0

0,00

0

MS

6

0

0,00

0

SC

5

0

0,00

0

PE

10

8

3,99

9

BA

8

5

2,25

12

CE

16

16

15,44

15

AM

1

0

0,00

0

FIERGS

7

3

0,64

11

TOTAL

112

59

34,96

15

4.2 - Motor Driven System Laboratories
In all the states where PROCEL Indústria works together the Industrial State Federation, as shown in
Figure 6, there is at least one LAMOTRIZ. As a whole, there are 14 laboratories. Figure 7 shows a
compressor system bench at the Federal University of Mato Grosso do Sul (UFMS).
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Figure 7: Compressor System Bench at UFMS
It is also important to mention that so far 96 bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral scholarships focused on
motor driven system were financed. Lots of papers have already been published. However,
unfortunately, little work with industries have already been done
4.3 -Other Actions
Regarding PROCEL Indústria’s actions with CNI, 14 reports of industrial segments focused on energy
efficiency were done: food and drink, lime and plaster, ceramic, cement, mining, mineral-iron,
smelting, nonferrous metals, pulp and paper, chemical, steel, textiles, glass and not energy-intensive
(tobacco, footwear, wood etc. ). The studies include, in addition to industry reports, other reports that
aggregate issues of high relevance to industry such as international experiences in energy efficiency
for industry and the history of programs in this area. As a whole, including the 14 reports of industrial
segments, there are 27 published reports.
With respect the actions with SEBRAE, 2 energy efficiency nuclei were set up in trade associations, 2
sector manuals were produced, 13 consulting / energy audits were done, 2 courses were given, 4
articles were written and 17 industry-focused lectures were performed.
It is also important to mention that PROCEL Indústria has worked in the Technical Committee to the
elaboration of the energy management systems standard (TC 242 / ISO 50.001).

5.0 Learned Lessons
The following lessons were learned since the genesis of PROCEL Indústria, in 2003:
•

The engineers should learn that technical aspects aren’t the only important aspect in energy
efficiency. Economical and market aspects are also relevant;

•

The most important part of an energy audit report is the executive summary (the only part that
the most of manager and director reads). This summary must contain a basic description of
the actions and the respective economical indices;

•

The main concerning of industries is their core business. Energy efficiency is always a
marginal activity;

•

Most of industries don’t like energy efficiency actions directly involved with the process. Thus
we focus ours motor driven systems actions in compressors, pumps, exhausters and funs
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systems. Another advantage of these systems is that they are used in several industrial
sector;
•

Some industries always have a justificative to not invest in energy efficiency. They can’t invest
in energy efficiency when the economy is heated, because producing is the focus. On the
other hand, in a downturn, they can’t also invest because they have to cut spending.;

•

In works with industries, the commitment of a manager or director, who can take decisions, is
essential.

•

After implementations of the actions, we normally got very good results in industries. Although,
coming back there after a year, normally some losses return. So we see the standard ISO
50.001 as a tool to avoid the losses return. We are also planning course of energy
management;

Lessons learned specifically regarding state federations and universities are presented in [9]

6.0 Conclusions
As developments of PROCEL Indústria, with the start of the program in 2003 as a base to comparison,
it can be highlighted:

•

the generation of a structured program related to industrial energy efficiency in Brazil;

•

the technical and economical basis that legitimate the program’s focus on motor driven
systems;

•

the promotion of a paradigm shift in the Brazilian way to do energy audits / implementations in
industries;

•

the link with industry entities;

•

The quantified results in terms of saved KWh;

•

the assembly of 14 motor driven system laboratories at universities of all Brazilian regions.
Thus we are trying to bring the universities and industries together. Besides, we are improving
the formation of the engineers in motor driven system, bridging the gap between the different
engineering courses.

However, the following difficulties have still been faced by the program:

•

to change the idea of doing industry audits / implementations which trend to be focused only
on motor replacement;

•

to bring universities and industries together, once the universities are focused on academic
issues;

•

to make industries aware of energy efficiency, once they are focused on the process. In other
words in the core business;

To sum up, Eletrobras, through PROCEL Indústria, is promoting the change of the prevailing paradigm
of energy efficiency in Brazilian industries. The lack of knowledge on motor systems by technicians
and engineers led to losses of many energy savings opportunities.
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The big challenge of the program is expanding all the mentioned advances and start new actions and
partnerships, using the lessons learned and the studies done with CNI. Therefore, PROCEL Indústria
will, substantially contribute to the ambitious PNEf’s (National Plan of Energy Efficiency) goals, which
foresees 100,5 saved TWh as of 2030 with 39,1TWh by the industrial sector.
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ABSTRACT
Southern California Edison (SCE) has been involved in Energy Efficiency programs for industrial customers
for many years. Compressed Air was identified as one of the promising areas with large energy saving
potential, since compressor systems themselves usually operate at low efficiencies. A major factor that was
contributing to the low system performance was the lack of an accepted metric to represent the system
efficiency. SCE developed such a metric in 2004 and conducted several customer-site studies, and
quantified the average system performance to be between 55 and 60% of the system potential.
The system efficiency metric that SCE developed is called Compressed Air Supply Efficiency Index (CASE
Index), which has possible range from 0 to 325. Higher numbers on this scale indicate better system
performance. The average efficiency for the seven studies summarized below comes to (CASE Index) 184.
The overall average, combining other past SCE studies to date (with sample size n=15), is 185. Which
means a global average could be in the 182 to 188 range. These studies also indicated that with the
available equipment and technology, the average efficiency (CASE Index) can be raised to 270 to 280. It
represents big energy savings.
SCE started a program called Compressed Air Retro-Commissioning Program (Compressed Air RCx) in
2010. So far eight systems were evaluated with great savings and very good customer acceptance for the
program. This paper presents:
•

The RCx testing methodology and analysis.

•

Equipment utilized for metering,

•

Results from these studies.

•

Actual example of an RCx study.
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Table 1. RCx Results
HP

CASE Index

Savings ................
kWh

kW

Customer 1

475

207

534K

83

Customer 2

250

165

446K

65

Customer 3

275

210

678K

79

Customer 4

250

156

177K

22

Customer 5

300

193

256K

32

Customer 6

750

135

402K

100

Customer 7

300

226

307K
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Average CASE Index 184
Almost all studies have resulted in new compressor, dryer, or control system installations. In most cases the
payback for the improvements was less than 2 years, and customers have been very receptive to the
recommendations. All participants have initiated capital projects to upgrade their system.

1.

INTRODUCTION

SCE has been involved with industrial customers in energy efficiency improvement projects for many years.
In compressed air systems, many measures are applicable for energy savings.
For the sake of
simplicity, these measures can be separated into “Supply Side” measures and “Demand Side” measures.
“Supply Side” measures deal with equipment like compressors, dryers, receiver tanks, and other
miscellaneous equipment located in the compressor central plant. The latter, “Demand Side” measures,
deal with point of use applications, system leaks, pressure control, etc. In our experience, “Supply Side”
measures are easier to identify and implement changes. They also seem to have higher reliability over time.
Earlier studies on air compressor systems have indicated that matching the system capacity with the system
output needs is a major issue, and significant energy loss occurs due to this mismatch, which is preventable.
A major thrust of the RCx program is to address this issue. CASE Index (see Section 3.a for definition of
CASE Index), is an ideal tool for this.

2.

MARKET POTENTIAL

A compressed air system is a necessary part of the support systems in an industrial plant. The exact number
of systems is unknown. But some estimates claim to have about a million operating horsepower of
compressor load on the SCE grid. This is in rough agreement with the 17 to 20 million horsepower estimate
that appear in some studies for the entire United States.
A 1000 horsepower compressor system operating at 185 CASE Index will use about 876 kW. The same
system upgraded to operate at 280 CASE Index will consume 579 kW, saving 297 kW. At this rate, if all
systems can be upgraded, the benefit to the SCE grid system could see 297 MW reduction in load.
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3.

COMPRESSED AIR RCx TESTING

The real objective of the Compressed Air RCx study is to improve the system performance efficiency. The
system here represents the supply side, involving compressors, dryers, and all other supply side auxiliary
equipment. The study involves quantifying the present system efficiency over a one week period of normal
plant operation:

•

The study will meter output in CFM and the corresponding input in kW, to the system for a full week
or a representative period. Data recording will take place typically on a one minute interval (there
could be exceptions).

•

The data from this metering will be arranged in an Excel spreadsheet. This spreadsheet will be
about 1,100 rows of data containing input and output to the system.

•

Next step is calculating the instantaneous CASE Index for each minute and the one week average
CASE Index.

•

Using the instantaneous CASE Index as a tool, the next step is to identify problem areas that
contribute to low efficiency.

•

In the next step, we develop equipment and/or control solutions that contribute to the low efficiency.

•

Calculate the new average CASE Index and the energy savings.

The average CASE Index over the one week period quantifies the operating efficiency. So even when the
plant air demand changes, the energy savings from the proposed measures can still be calculated with fairly
good accuracy.
a. CASE Index
This is a number that represents the actual output/input with the commonly used units in the industry.
•

Output is represented by ACFH which is (ACFM x 60) at 100 psig.

•

Input is represented by kWh to the system.

•

CASE Index = Output/Input = Cubic Feet of Air (FAD) / kWh

Figure 1. Typical Compressor System

C1
C2
D
C3
C1 & C2

- 200 HP Compressors – Oil Flooded Screw

C3

– 50 HP Compressor – Oil Flooded Screw

D–

Non Cycling Refrigerated Dryer – (1000 CFM Capacity)
Metering Points
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For a typical system this index could vary from 0 to 325. For some larger systems involving centrifugal
compressors, for example, the Index could be higher.

b. Metering
Input and output metering devices are time synchronized prior to installation. This allows the use of the
instantaneous CASE Index for identifying problems.
Input:
KW meters will be connected to every compressor with data loggers programmed for recording
every minute (average of 4 samples). Typical meters used Dent kW meters with ---- recorder.
Output:
Output is measured in Free Air Delivered (FAD) at 100 PSIG. At present, the only meter accepted
for use by SCE is an Eldridge Series 8000 thermal mass flow meter. SCE has developed a standard
calibration of 4 to 20 milliamps (output signal) to represent 0 to 24,000 Standard Feet per Minute. The
picture below shows the mounting of the flow meter. For detailed specifications for installation and data
derivation of CFM from the velocity data, refer to Eldridge Table 80201101- H1.

Note: It is mandatory that the probe end of the flow meter comes in contact with dry air only for accurate
readings. So adequate drying of the air is needed prior to the point of metering.

Figure 2. Flow Meter Installation

Other thermal mass flow meters also can be used for metering the CFM, with the condition that the flow
meter has to be calibrated for the output pipe size. This is because conversion factors published by many
meter manufacturers were found to be wrong in SCE’s earlier studies.
c. Analysis
Data from the metering will be assembled in an Excel spreadsheet. For each row of data, the total input kW
and the total CFM (if more than one discharge pipes are there) are calculated and entered. Using these, the
instantaneous CASE Index is calculated and entered in each row (see formula in Section 1.1).
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Step 1
Calculate the average CASE Index for the duration of the study. If the period selected is
representative of the production in the plant, this CASE Index will be the best estimate of performance
efficiency of the system.
Step 2
The instantaneous Case Index will become the tool for diagnosing problems. For this highlight rows
when CASE Index falls below a set point (example – 2 standard deviations below the average CASE Index).
The highlighted rows will indicate control failures, sequencing errors, compressor sizing issues, etc.
Step 3
Use the total CFM column, to highlight rows with high CFM. This will help us to determine the
compressor sizes and types for different periods of air demand. This column also can reflect the demand
averaging effect of the compressed air storage when there are wet receivers and dry storage in the system.
Step 4
Develop the recommendations based on the information generated in Steps 1 through 3. Using the
CFM data from the spreadsheet, recalculate the new CASE Index, and the energy savings.

4.

EXAMPLE

RCx study #4 is presented here as an example. This is one of the smallest systems we studied under
this program. This system (identified as Clark System), has three compressors (two 200 HP, and one 50
HP- all modulating compressors). One of the two 200 HP compressors is a back-up compressor, and is not
in operation. Normally the system runs on 250 HP. The air is dried in a 1000 CFM rated non-cycling
refrigerated dryer (See Figure 1). Metering was conducted for one week during December of 2010. The
resulting spreadsheet is about 14 pages long (over 1000 rows of data). Excerpts from this spreadsheet are
shown below.

CLARK
SYSTEM

Date

End
Time

50 HP
Avg.
KW

200
Avg
kW

12/13/2010

9:52:00

43.399

12/13/2010

9:53:00

12/13/2010

201
Avg kW

Total
kW

Flow
SFPM

CFM

Case
Index

32.671

76.07

4753.1

198

156.4

43.574

32.547

76.121

4996.9

208

164.3

9:54:00

43.642

32.656

76.298

5109.4

213

167.6

12/13/2010

9:55:00

43.656

32.525

76.181

5268.7

220

173.1

12/13/2010

9:56:00

43.549

32.577

76.126

5137.5

214

168.9

12/13/2010

9:57:00

35.857

60.973

96.83

2371.9

99

61.3

12/13/2010

9:58:00

33.109

39.904

73.013

5109.4

213

175.1

12/13/2010

9:59:00

42.294

33.152

75.446

5062.5

211

167.9

12/13/2010

10:00:00

42.515

32.483

74.998

4921.9

205

164.2

12/13/2010

10:01:00

42.788

21.608

64.396

5203.1

217

202.2

12/13/2010

10:02:00

42.641

42.641

5428.1

226

318.6
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12/13/2010

10:03:00

42.11

12.242

54.352

5587.5

233

257.3

12/13/2010

10:04:00

33.13

82.712

115.842

2184.4

91

47.2

12/17/2010

12:36:00

85.343

85.343

2971.9

124

87.1

12/17/2010

12:37:00

82.706

82.706

3215.6

134

97.3

12/17/2010

12:38:00

84.506

84.506

3215.6

134

95.2

12/17/2010

12:39:00

6.713

80.348

87.061

4406.2

184

126.6

12/17/2010

12:40:00

37.961

42.965

80.926

5484.4

229

169.6

12/17/2010

12:41:00

44.334

59.842

104.176

9403.1

392

225.9

12/17/2010

12:42:00

35.141

48.755

83.896

5371.9

224

160.2

12/17/2010

12:43:00

43.181

51.252

94.433

11250

469

298.1

12/17/2010

12:44:00

32.777

57.339

90.116

5287.5

221

146.8

12/17/2010

12:45:00

42.415

38.66

81.075

8737.5

364

269.7

12/17/2010

12:46:00

33.372

69.454

102.826

5353.1

223

130.3

12/17/2010

12:47:00

42.033

38.088

80.121

5353.1

223

167.2

12/17/2010

12:48:00

33.195

73.232

106.427

5118.7

213

120.4

12/17/2010

12:49:00

42.128

38.205

80.333

5250

219

163.5

12/17/2010

12:50:00

33.135

70.797

103.932

3075

128

74.0

12/17/2010

12:51:00

41.998

38.481

80.479

5212.5

217

162.1

12/17/2010

12:52:00

35.353

68.278

103.631

2981.2

124

72.0

12/17/2010

12:53:00

38.853

38.819

77.672

5025

210

161.9

12/17/2010

12:54:00

42.122

37.962

80.084

5203.1

217

162.6

12/17/2010

12:55:00

32.161

68.598

100.759

5137.5

214

127.6

12/17/2010

12:56:00

41.969

38.374

80.343

5053.1

211

157.4

12/17/2010

12:57:00

33.129

71.662

104.791

4612.5

192

110.1

12/17/2010

12:58:00

41.986

38.39

80.376

4968.7

207

154.7

12/17/2010

12:59:00

33.741

67.969

101.71

2812.5

117

69.2

372

12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010
12/20/2010

7:36:00
7:37:00
7:38:00
7:39:00
7:40:00
7:41:00
7:42:00
7:43:00
7:44:00
7:45:00
7:46:00
7:47:00
7:48:00
7:49:00
7:50:00
7:51:00
7:52:00
7:53:00
7:54:00
7:55:00
7:56:00
7:57:00
7:58:00
7:59:00
8:00:00

71.472
72.719
70.206
74.248
79.46
79.528
79.991
76.68
70.271
65.611
67.684
77.672
78.076
77.841
79.098
74.073
67.782
68.491
73.149
79.623
80.721
79.643
75.793
66.58
67.317

71.472
72.719
70.206
74.248
79.46
79.528
79.991
76.68
70.271
65.611
67.684
77.672
78.076
77.841
79.098
74.073
67.782
68.491
73.149
79.623
80.721
79.643
75.793
66.58
67.317

Averages

8793.7
9450
8156.2
3440.6
2512.5
2643.7
2934.4
3468.7
9196.9
8990.6
7453.1
2540.6
2559.4
2718.7
2953.1
4696.9
9403.1
8550
3478.1
2700
2859.4
2746.9
3525
9131.2
8409.4

40.71546

367
394
340
143
105
110
122
145
384
375
311
106
107
113
123
196
392
357
145
113
119
115
147
381
351

307.9
325.2
290.7
116.0
79.1
83.2
91.8
113.2
327.5
342.9
275.6
81.9
82.0
87.4
93.4
158.7
347.1
312.4
119.0
84.9
88.6
86.3
116.4
343.2
312.6

106

156.2

The average CASE Index for Clark System was recorded at 156. When there is a good match
between supply and demand, the Index is pretty good, well over 200. Looking at the highlighted rows
in red (Index less than 100), we can see how the average performance was pulled down.

In studying the CFM column, we can easily determine the system capacity need to be adjusted to
about 420 CFM.

Measures recommended in this case were:
•

Keep the 50 HP fixed speed machine as the base-loaded machine.

•

Install a 60 HP VFD compressor as the trim.

•

Replace the present 1000 CFM rated dryer with a 500 CFM rated cycling dryer.

These measures, when the implementation is completed, will save the customer 177,000 kWh
annually.
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5.

CONCLUSION

SCE’s Compressed Air RCx Program has been quite successful. So far seven sites were studied
under this program, and the results were very good. Customer acceptance was even more
encouraging. Some form of system upgrading has been initiated in every case, achieving most of the
energy savings projected by the study. Customer requests for participation in the program have
been coming at a high rate, and the initial scope of the program was revised two times already.

For any enquiries, please contact: marekat.joseph@sce.com
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Incentive program for motor systems efficiency in industry
First experiences from Easy in Switzerland
Conrad U. Brunner, Rita Werle
Swiss Agency for Efficient Energy Use (S.A.F.E.)

Abstract
In 2010 a tender by the Swiss Federal Office of Energy for national electric energy efficiency
programs was launched. Among the 8 successful bids the program <Easy> for motor systems in
industry was granted 1 million CHF for subsidies.
Easy (“Effizienz für Antriebssysteme”) is focused on the renewal of mid-size Swiss industrial plants
with an annual electricity consumption between 10 and 50 GWh. Cost-effective measures with short
payback times are usually not implemented because of considerable barriers. The goal of Easy is to
overcome the barrier of investing into the often expensive and time-consuming preliminary analyses
identifying potential improvements in electric motor systems, upon which the new energy efficient
system configuration can be determined.
To identify the motor systems to be optimized with the best cost-benefit ratio, the four-step Motor
Check - developed earlier by Topmotors - is used. Industrial plants are invited for a free energy
efficiency potential analysis using a standard top-down software tool. Plants with a sound efficiency
potential are then analyzed in detail. For this, a motor list is created with a second software tool. From
this motor list a decision maker helps to identify the largest efficiency potential in older motors with
high running hours. The critical motors are then run through a standard measurement test to identify
starting torque, average and variable load conditions. With this information a cost-benefit analysis of
new, improved system components (motor, variable frequency drive, transmission, gear, driven
application like pump, fan, compressor, industrial handling & processing) are made. The analyzed
plant then receives an investment plan with dedicated milestones. Based on these recommendations
the subsidy for the analytical part (50% - 75%) and the optimization (10%) is granted.
Easy (www.topmotors.ch/easy) was launched on 1 November 2010. By the time of EEMODS'11 the
results of the participation of the first batch of industrial plants will be reported.

Introduction: Swiss energy efficiency policy
Switzerland runs a national energy efficiency program since 1991, SwissEnergy. It intends to both
improve energy efficiency and build new renewable energy production capacity. Within the program a
minor fraction deals with energy efficiency in the electricity field (the larger fraction focuses on CO2
emission reductions through improved buildings and efficient cars).
The Swiss Agency for Efficient Energy Use (S.A.F.E.) was coordinating the Motor Challenge
Programme in Switzerland from 2003. S.A.F.E. has successfully run the electric motor systems
efficiency training & education program "Topmotors" since 2007. The program has launched a
methodology for the improvement of existing motor systems in industry called Motor Check.
Topmotors offers fact sheets and electronic tools for the calculation of efficiency potentials (SOTEA)
and to compile an electronic Intelligent Motor List (ILI+). Topmotors has been dealing with some 20
pilot projects in various industry sectors and has gained recognition from motor manufacturers,
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), service and maintenance providers and industries using
electric motor systems. Topmotors maintains an information platform on the web (www.topmotors.ch)
and has its own newsletter. It has regularly trained engineers and measurement technicians in
workshops and published its findings nationwide. One of the key tasks of Topmotors is to inform on
international standards, e.g. the new IEC standards for testing and efficiency classes, on Minimum
Energy Performance Standards (MEPS) in the European Union and on experiences from other motor
efficiency programs. This activity benefits from synergies with the global motor systems efficiency
project 4E EMSA [3], where providing information on these issues on a global scale is even more
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present. Topmotors has also established a network of tertiary education institutions (universities) for
motor testing.
The Swiss Federal Department of the Environment, Transport, Energy and Communications (DETEC)
has launched an Action Plan for energy efficiency in the electric sector in 2007 [4]. In 2010, the Swiss
Federal Office of Energy (SFOE) has issued specific proposals and projects to limit the increase of
electricity consumption between 2010 and 2020 to 5% and to stabilize the demand thereafter. A first
series of MEPS for appliances were decided and adopted by law. It has introduced MEPS for electric
motors harmonized with the introduction of MEPS in the European Union. First results of international
surveys were published for additional policy measures based on international experience to speed up
market transformation towards efficiency in Switzerland more rapidly [5]. Then SFOE has set up an
expert study group to come up with a program of financial incentives to be incorporated into the
revision of the Electricity Supply Law. The program can benefit from the current revenue of 300 million
CHF of the electricity grid charge (0.006 CHF per kWh), which is paid by electricity consumers. With
annual revenues of some 250 million CHF both renewable energy installations and efficiency projects
can be subsidized. Within the range of possible financial incentives a number of policy options have
been tested and evaluated in further economic studies [6]. The goal was to define programs with low
transaction costs and to steer the subsidies to the market segment most needed. Now incentive
programs directed at large industry and commercial users are discussed that can eventually have
subsidies available of some 100 million CHF per year for energy efficiency programs in industry and
the commercial sector and through this lower existing barriers.
In 2010 a national tender for energy efficiency in electric applications was launched by SFOE with 9
million CHF for that year. The goal was to have an annual competitive bidding procedure that always
allows selecting the most cost-effective projects and programs. Both small-scale projects and larger,
bundled programs were accepted. In March 2010 S.A.F.E. won 1 million CHF for the three-year motor
subsidy program Easy, intended for industry to overcome existing barriers and subsidize investments
into efficiency.
After the nuclear accident in Fukushima Japan on 11 March 2011 the efficiency programs in DETEC
have been hastily stepped up. The question raised now is whether Switzerland can abandon nuclear
power in the next decades and reduce electricity consumption to a level it can cover with existing
hydropower plus new renewable electricity from wind, PV, biomass or other sources. For this debate,
S.A.F.E. provided an updated efficiency plan for SFOE that profits from its experience in Topmotors
and Topten (www.topten.info) [7]. On 25 May 2011 the Swiss government decided to become
nuclear-power-free by 2035. The lower chamber of the Swiss parliament backed up this decision on 8
June 2011.

Easy: program overview
Electric motor systems are responsible for over 40% of Swiss electricity use. The industry uses over
70% of its electricity for motor systems in pumps, fans, compressors and industrial handling and
processing.
The goal of the financial incentive program Easy (“Effizienz für Antriebssysteme” - efficiency for motor
systems) is to reduce energy consumption of industrial motor systems used in Switzerland with
energy efficiency measures. Easy follows a system approach. This means that it does not only deal
with the motor only but assesses the complete motor system, including the driven application (pump,
fan, compressor) and any auxiliary components (variable frequency drive, gear, transmission belt,
brakes, etc.). It deals as well with closing of compressed air leaks, downsizing of oversized motors,
stopping operation during time of no use, introducing coordinated controls with factory automation
systems, etc. Subsidies are paid for any new equipment installed to improve system efficiency, thus,
not the motor only.
Why to introduce a motor systems efficiency program?
Based on experience from Topmotors and international research [8], S.A.F.E. identified the following
elements as the main barriers for not undertaking cost-effective investments into motor systems
efficiency in industry:
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•

Electricity costs are relatively low, hence motor systems efficiency is not a topic of core
business.

•

Motor systems are the physical drivers of the production process. Any interference
jeopardizing continuous and smooth production (e.g. measurements, changing motors or
system components) is to be avoided.

•

Third parties getting acquainted with the production process are avoided, so as to keep
production processes an internal matter (business secret).

•

Resistance towards new, unproven technology.

•

Motor systems are complex. Qualified people understanding motor systems are often not
represented in senior management or even on the technical staff level.

•

Even if there is sufficient knowledge on motor systems, knowledge on efficiency potentials
and ways to exploit them is not widespread.

•

Cost-effective investments may not be approved because of stringent payback period criteria
and because purchase decisions and technical decisions are made by other departments
within the company, creating a conflict of interest (better, more efficient technology vs. short
payback time criteria).

•

If eventually a decision to undertake efficiency measures is made, a considerable amount of
time and financial resources need to be invested into preliminary assessments. Only based
on the results of the preliminary assessments is it possible to quantify savings potentials,
analyze investment profitability and identify and decide upon specific measures to be
implemented.

Being aware of these barriers, S.A.F.E. developed the motor systems efficiency program Easy to
stimulate industry overcoming these barriers.
Four steps
In the framework of Topmotors, S.A.F.E. developed a method, Motor Check, as a systematic
approach for determining and exploiting efficiency potentials in motor systems. In the framework of
Easy, S.A.F.E. leaned on the Motor Check method and defined four distinct steps for this process
(see Figure 1).

Figure 1 Easy method: four steps and subsidy
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The four steps are described in more detail in the section “Figure 4 Easy program organization
Four steps: purpose and tools” below. The following is a brief summary:
•

•

•

•

Step 1 is an estimation of the efficiency potential. It is a face-to-face meeting of the Easy
program management and the program participant. During a discussion of 1 – 2 hours data is
fed into the software tool SOTEA (“Software Tool für effiziente Antriebe” – software tool for
efficient motor systems). The result is a rough percentage number, indicating the order of
magnitude of potential savings in the motor systems of the participant. Participants are
referred to as “objects”, representing the physical (production) plant under assessment.
Step 2 is creating a motor list. The motor list is a compilation of large-power, old, long running
motors in operation, covering 70% of the electricity consumption of all motor systems in the
object. The result of step 2 is a sub-list of the entire motor list with motors chosen for
optimization.
Step 3 is an on-site test of motors chosen for this purpose. Based on the sub-list of motors
chosen for optimization, motor groups with similar applications are created (e.g. pumps, fans,
compressors). These application-groups may be divided into further subcategories, e.g.
groups of motors from the same size or from the same manufacturer. From each such group
one motor is chosen, considered to be representative of the whole group, and tested on-site.
Step 4 is the actual implementation of measures. After the on-site test, efficiency potentials
are verified and cost-effectiveness of measures is calculated and compared. Measures with
the best investment/savings ratio are then chosen to be subsidized.

Financial subsidy
The financial subsidy is 100% for Step 1, up to 75% for Step 2, 50% for Step 3 and 10% for Step 4.
The Easy subsidy principle is based on the assumption that preliminary assessments are timeconsuming and expensive, thus program participants shall be foremost stimulated and subsidized to
overcome this barrier. Once they arrive at the point of comparing cost-effective measures, they are
more prone to implement efficiency measures. The practical implementation of Easy will show
whether this assumption is valid.
Other factors taken into consideration when determining the subsidy structure were the actual amount
of subsidies to be paid and keeping program management costs and risks at a minimum.
Since the costs for each step are increasing, even if subsidy rates become smaller over the sequence
of steps, actual subsidies paid are increasing (see Table 1). To give an example: the average cost for
Step 4 is 200 times more than the average cost for Step 1. The subsidy rate for Step 4 is 10% and the
average subsidy for Step 4 is only 20 times more than for Step 1.
Another reason for decreasing subsidy rates in the sequence of steps is to encourage participants to
take over more (financial) responsibility for their project with each step. In the end, participants are
supported at each step by the program management, but eventually they have to realize their own
project.
Table 1 Average cost and subsidy per program participant*
Sequence

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Total

Measures

Average Subsidy Subsidy
cost
rate
k CHF
k CHF
%
Efficiency potential
5
5
100%
Motor list
30
22.5
75%
On-site test
50
25
50%
Implementation
1000
100
10%
1085
152
14%

*An optimization of 40 motor systems is assumed on average per program participant.
Source: S.A.F.E., 2011
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After each step, program participants are free to decide whether to go further in the program and
make the next step or to stop. On the other hand, program management analyzes the results after
each step and advises on whether all criteria are met by the participant to go on to the next step (see
Table 2).
Table 2 Criteria for next steps
Step
1
2
3
4

Sequence
Efficiency potential
Motor list
On-site test
Implementation

Criteria for next step
efficiency potential > 7% of motor systems' electricity consumption
payback on investment < 5 years
downsizing, frequency converter for load variation
cost-effectiveness

To stimulate participants in continuing their efforts and to reduce program management risks, the
payment of subsidies is partially delayed in time (see Error! Reference source not found.). Program
participants receive a certain amount of subsidy after each step, but most of the financial assistance is
only paid after participants already have implemented measures.

Figure 2 Easy subsidy structure
Boxes are not proportionate of the actual amount of subsidy paid.
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Budget and expected results
The total budget of the program is CHF 1 million for a period of three years. The budget consists of
three main parts:
1. Subsidies paid for preliminary assessments
2. Subsidies paid for implementation
3. Other costs, such as program management, monitoring and reserves.
Subsidies paid for preliminary assessments include both assessments after which the participant
implements efficiency measures (leading to implementation) and after which the participant does not
implement efficiency measures (extra, see Table 3).
Table 3 Easy budget
Program
k CHF
1. Subsidies for preliminary assessments
348
leading to implementation
220
extra
129
2. Subsidies for implementation
444
3. Other*
208
Total
1000

costs
%
35%
22%
13%
44%
21%
100%

*program management, monitoring, reserves
Based on an evaluation of the energy consumption of Swiss companies in the industrial and services
sector, program management made assumptions on the number of possible program participants and
their energy consumption. As a result, program management anticipated 5 program participants: three
with a total electricity consumption of 10 GWh/a and two with a total electricity consumption of 40
GWh/a.
To calculate possible savings, assumptions were made on the efficiency of relevant motor system
components and the whole motor system, before and after the optimization. The following
optimization measures were assumed: better motor, gears, transmission, no throttle, use of variable
frequency drive, optimized pump/fan/compressor. For each such measure, the number of affected
motors was also estimated (e.g. better motor in each case, use of VFD for 70% of the motor systems
under optimization). As a result, an efficiency improvement of 15% was assumed per motor system.
On the basis of these assumptions and the available budget, program management projected to
achieve a total saving of 69.2 GWh within 11 years1. This means an annual saving of 6.3 GWh (see
Table 4).
Table 4 Total savings and program cost effectiveness
GWh/a
GWh/11 a
Cost effectiveness CHF subsidy/kWh saved

Total savings

6.3
69.2
0.0145

The cost effectiveness of the program was the most important criteria for the Swiss government when
selecting winning bidders of the tender for efficiency programs and projects. S.A.F.E. contracted to
deliver savings at CHF 0.0145 subsidy per kWh saved. Thus, a subsidy of 1.45 Swiss centimes is
meant to bring a saving of 1 kWh.

1

Savings were calculated for the assumed duration of the life cycle of the newly installed motors. Program management opted
for conservative assumptions and took 10 - 12 years as the life cycle of newly installed motors, with an average life cycle of 11
years.
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Timeline
The Easy program management defined two milestones for the first program year. The first as a
closing date for applications, the second as a deadline for completing the preliminary assessments
(see Figure 3). The reasons for this were to create competition amongst program participants and to
harmonize the progress of participants in time.

Figure 3 Easy milestones 2011
Applying for Easy meant Step 1 had to be completed. The second milestone was set to be a few
months after the first, to prevent a sluggish pace of participation. The results of the cost-benefit
analyses of the planned efficiency measures need to be ready at the second milestone, enabling
program management to compare the cost-effectiveness of planned measures and to subsidize the
most cost-effective measures.
As S.A.F.E. won a tender with Easy and contracted to deliver savings at 1.45 Swiss centimes subsidy
per kWh saved, the program had to be designed accordingly. Therefore, those measures shall be
selected to be subsidized, which result in an average cost-effectiveness of maximum 1.45 Swiss
centimes subsidy per kWh saved. This does not mean that there would be participants who do not
receive any subsidies for measures they implement. Rather, instead of choosing between participants
(which program management considers counterproductive) the choice has to be made between
proposed measures.
Organization
The Easy program management reaches potential participants with the help of the program partners,
such as trade associations and a local energy agency. The program targets participants in the
following groups: industry, large buildings (typically in the services sector) and infrastructure facilities.
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Program
management
Partner

Target group

Participants

S.A.F.E.

Trade
associations

Energy
agency

Industry

Large buildings

production plants
OEMs

HVAC

Object 1

Object 2

Object 3

Infrastructure
water supply
wastewater treatment
district heating
waste incineration

Object 4

Object 5

Figure 4 Easy program organization

Four steps: purpose and tools
Step 1: efficiency potential
The purpose of Step 1 is to meet the participant and have a first impression of existing potential on
the one hand, and the willingness and possibilities of the participant to exploit this potential on the
other hand. Since at the end of the sequence (Step 4: implementation) investments are easily in the
range of CHF 1 – 2 million per program participant, this meeting is also important to build trust and
credibility in the program management.
The costs of this step basically consist of the costs of the program management who provides energy
consulting on site. The costs of participants are marginal: sending data on the annual energy
consumption and peak loads (which can be easily obtained from the utility) before the meeting and
participating in the meeting. As the costs of Step 1 are 100% covered by the subsidy, this gives the
chance for participants to decide after Step 1 on their continued participation in the program, after
having obtained the results of the efficiency potential at almost zero cost on their side.
SOTEA: software tool for efficient motor systems
The analysis of the efficiency potential is done with the software tool SOTEA - developed under
Topmotors.
There are three key data inputs needed for SOTEA:
1. annual electricity consumption (preferably for the last year completed)
2. peak load (in the same year)
3. average age of motor systems.
This last data is very difficult to determine. It is somewhere between the year of construction of the
plant and the year of the last big renovation.
Further inputs for SOTEA are: total number of workplaces and from this the share of office
workplaces, industry type, cost of annual electricity consumption, average electricity price, etc.
Number and size of motors are not needed as input.
Motor efficiency has been improved over time: an Eff3 motor built in 1990 has considerably higher
losses than a 2011 IE3 motor. Smaller size motors (1 - 10 kW) typically have a larger percentage
increase in efficiency than larger size motors (100 - 500 kW). SOTEA includes an assumed
distribution of motor sizes for different industries based on stock analyses in pilot projects [10].
SOTEA uses assumptions for motor life cycle and motor load factors as a function of nominal power.
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It includes estimates for efficiency based on motor age (correlated with sales statistics from European
motor efficiency classes Eff3, Eff2 and Eff1 from 1998 to 2009 [11]), also taking into account partial
load. The average age of motor systems within the object is matched to the distribution of motors and
used to calculate the number of motors to be replaced within the following ten years. The software is
regularly improved and calibrated with the number of projects going through detail analyses.

Figure 5 Comparison of SOTEA results for 20 objects
Note: The figure includes results of 9 objects from Easy and 11 further objects from the Topmotors
pilot projects.
In essence, the age of the motors is the key criteria for determining their efficiency and drawing
conclusions on the share of motors to be replaced. The higher this share, the more savings are to be
expected (see Figure 5).
SOTEA uses a top-down approach. It subtracts from the total electricity consumption within the object
all elements of considerable electricity consumption which are not related to that of motor systems:
•
•
•
•
•
•

office space
electric water heating
process heat
electric steam generation
server room
canteen

In order to calculate the consumption of the above uses, SOTEA includes assumptions (in the range
of 5 – 30 % from the total electricity consumption). During the first meeting with the program
participant it is discussed whether any of the above uses are relevant for that participant and if so, the
participant can give a better estimate on the extent of this consumption which is immediately
transferred into SOTEA.
In the end, all results relate strictly to the electricity consumption of motor systems only. Experience
from Easy and Topmotors (based on 20 objects) shows that the electricity consumption of motor
systems within one object is 83% of the total electricity consumption on average.
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Calculations
Effective consumption of electricity of the electrical drives
Fraction of effective consumption of electricity of electrical
Percentage of motors to be replaced
Numbers of motors with VFD
Improved consumption of electricity of the electrical drives
Potential of energy efficiency (electric energy)
Potential of energy efficiency (in currency)
Potential of energy efficiency (in percentage)
Additional investments for realisation of the potential of
energy efficiency
Payback-time for realisation of efficiency potential

9.707
69.3
64.0
40.0
8.238
1.469
0.157
15.1
0.205

[GWh/a]
[%]
[%]
[%]
[GWh/a]
[GWh/a]
[Mio CHF/a]
[%]
[Mio CHF]

1.3 [a]

12.000
10.000

9.707
8.238

8.000

Effective consumption of electricity of
the electrical drives

6.000

Improved consumption of electricity of
the electrical drives

4.000

Potential of energy efficiency (electric
energy)

2.000

1.469

0.000

0.177493766

Figure 6 Snapshot of SOTEA results
SOTEA also calculates a payback period for the additional investments needed for better efficiency.
Additional investments represent the cost difference between replacing the motor system at the end
of its average technical lifetime with equally (in-) efficient components as base line plus upgrading to
more efficient components (e.g. installing an IE3 motor instead of an IE1 or IE2 motor).
Step 2: motor list
The purpose of Step 2 is to have a list of motors covering 70% of the electricity consumption of all
drives in the object. The goal is to identify from all motors listed the sub-group on which efficiency
measures are foreseen to be made. After grouping the motors chosen for implementation according
to their application, a list of motors to be tested on site can be identified (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7 Selecting motors for testing and implementation: ILI+ at one Easy object (sample)
S.A.F.E. puts great emphasis on conveying the message that the largest savings lay in the
optimization of the complete motor system, not the replacement of the electric motor only.
Nevertheless, this optimization needs to have a starting point. Since the core of the complete system
is the motor, the motor itself is the starting point of the analysis – according to the Topmotors
methodology developed by S.A.F.E. Once the parameters of the motor in operation are captured
(load variations, load factor), the optimization can be extended to the complete system and include all
relevant mechanical and electrical components as well as an analysis of the necessary load to avoid
inefficiently small and leaky ducts and pipes with unnecessary high resistance due to high flow speed.
ILI+: intelligent list
ILI+, developed under Topmotors, is an Excel based tool. It is literally a list of motors, allowing the
analysis of the existing motor park in an object in detail. It uses a bottom-up approach: motors need to
be added to the list until their total annual electricity consumption reaches 70% of the annual
electricity consumption of all drives within the object (this latter data is derived from SOTEA). In order
to achieve this as fast as possible and get to the core of the largest efficiency potentials, at first
motors with the highest rated capacity, age and annual operating hours are put on the list. These are
the ones most prone to be selected for optimization (see Figure 7).
For each motor the three key input parameters for ILI+ are combined with the following criteria:
1. Nominal power > 10 kW
2. Motor age > 15 years
3. Annual operating hours > 3 000 h/a
The nominal power of the motor can be easily taken from the information on the rating plate. Motor
age may differ from the year of construction (on rating plate), if motors were put into operation later.
The annual operating hours can only be estimated by technical personnel who know which motors are
used for what purpose and how long they usually run.
Other input parameters for each motor are application type (pump, ventilator, compressor, mechanical
conveyor; other), availability of a frequency converter, number of poles and in the extended
optimization phase transmission type.
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ILI+ assigns for each motor an estimated load and efficiency, based on motor size and age. After this,
it calculates the actual electricity consumption and the potential savings. For the savings calculation, it
simply assumes a motor replacement (old inefficient motor to new IE3 motor). These calculations are
all based on the international standard IEC 60034-30 (from 2008) for 2-, 4-, 6- and 8-pole motors
starting from 0.75 kW.
Once all input data is in the list, the optimization can be started. As ILI+ usually lists hundreds of
motors (depending on the size of the object), the Decision Maker tool is helping in assessing these
motors according to different criteria.

Figure 8 ILI+ Decision Maker

The tool selects motors from the list according to the following default values:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Realizing 50% of the maximum savings potential
Motors older than 15 years
Motors running longer than 3 000 hours per year
Motors with a rated capacity of more than 10 kW
Motors with no frequency converter
Motors with different applications: pumps, fans, compressors (for air, for cooling), mechanical
conveyors and other applications.

These default values can be changed (“My values”). The Decision Maker shows how many motors
match the given criteria and how much savings can be generated by selecting these motors for
optimization (both in kWh and CHF per year and per life cycle). Cost calculations are based on a
database with costs for motors, frequency converters and different belts (V-belts, flat belts, tooth
belts).
The savings calculated with the Decision Maker are not necessarily cumulative: each line shows the
results of one criterion only. Thus, there may be 337 motors older than 15 years and some of them
may run for more than 3 000 h/a but the extent of this interrelation is not given. Nevertheless, the
criterion for maximum savings potential incorporates all three key criteria: motor size, age and annual
operating hours. Therefore, it is a good indicator for possible savings. First it takes the motor with the
highest savings potential, followed by the motor with the next highest savings potential and so on,
until the inserted (or default) realization rate of the maximum savings potential is reached. If this is
50%, it means that the first 37 motors with the highest savings potential are selected which reach
50% of the possible savings (see Figure 8). After the assessment with the Decision Maker, motors
chosen for implementation will be marked in ILI+ and imported into a separate list for optimization.
Here, the optimization considers the following: new motor smaller in size, use of frequency converter,
more efficient transmission (preferably none). Savings potentials are adjusted at this phase in
accordance with these additional pieces of information.
Finally, once the optimization has been completed for each selected motor (system), a detailed report
with the results is generated.
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Step 3: on-site test
Savings potentials calculated with ILI+ are verified by on-site tests. Based on the list of motors chosen
for optimization, groups of motors with similar applications are created. For each group, one motor –
being a representative model of that group – is chosen for testing.
Testing is done by qualified third parties, chosen in competition for the testing assignment in mutual
agreement by the Easy participant and the program management.
The testing serves to better understand the operating conditions of the motor, in particular the starting
and running phases.
After the assigned professionals complete the testing, they deliver the test results in form of a twopage summary on each motor to the Easy program management. The summary includes
observations of the motor systems’ actual performance and specific recommendations for
optimization, including cost estimations. The summary is based on a template designed by the Easy
program management for this purpose (see Figure 9).

Figure 9 Template of the testing summary document
Step 4: implementation
Once the results of the testing are available, energy savings and investment costs of each planned
efficiency measure can be further refined. The cost-effectiveness of each measure is determined
together with any other capital budgeting assessment method (e.g. payback period, net present
value) required by the Easy participant. As already mentioned before (see Timeline), the Easy
program management subsidizes only the most cost-effective measures.
Subsidies are paid for any new equipment installed to improve system efficiency, such as motor,
variable frequency drive, pump, fan, compressor, better controls with factory automation, etc. If the
existing (running) motor is already amortised (generally speaking when motor age is over 20 years) or
it already failed, the subsidy is paid after only 60% of the investment cost of the newly installed motor
– since the motor needed to be replaced anyway.
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Based on the thorough investment profitability assessment, the investment plan is compiled. The plan
may actually include more measures than subsidized by Easy, or certain measures may be extended,
should the Easy participant decide so (e.g. investing into more expensive equipment for better
product quality).
Based on the investment plan, an implementation plan is prepared, dividing the actual implementation
period into several stages. Subsidies are paid after the realisation of the first stage which has to cover
at least one fourth of the total investment.

Program participants and first results
When designing Easy, the program management set the goal to implement efficiency measures at 5
objects, each with an electricity consumption of 10 - 40 GWh/a. Up to now, 9 efficiency potential
assessments and 5 motor lists have been completed. Currently there are five program participants
between Steps 2 and 3 in the sequence.
In all 5 objects together, 1518 motors were listed on the motor lists. With the total number of motors
within the objects unknown, only the most energy consuming motors of each object had to be listed
for an efficient analysis. Each motor list covers in fact between 68% and 95% of the electricity
consumption of the motor systems in the respective object.
The number of motors put on the motor list varies from 42 to 540 per Easy object (see Figure 10). For
example, in object 3 there are 540 motors on the motor list, from these 102 have been chosen for
optimization and 26 of those are tested on site. In the case of object 5, in total 42 motors were put on
the motor list. From these, 19 have been chosen for optimization and all 19 will be tested on site.

Figure 10 Selection of motors from ILI+ for optimization and on-site test

The first results of the program show that from the 1518 motors listed in the five motor lists a selection
of 420 motors has a fair chance to be improved with a low payback time (see Table 5).
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Table 5 Results so far
Program participant
No. Core business

1
2
3
4
5

Total
electricity
consumption
GWh/a
Dairy production
40.2
Waste incineration
38.2
Chocolate production
35.4
Production of industrial adhesives
12.4
Meat processing
5.9
Total
132.1

no.
170
76
102
53
19
420

Motors chosen for optimization
Electricity
Savings on average average average
consumption
motor
age
operating nominal
replacement
hours
power
GWh/a
GWh/a
a
h/a
kW
15.5
0.5
20
5 693
29
31.4
1.1
22
5 450
116
19.0
0.6
21
5 037
80
3.8
0.1
17
6 482
23
3.6
0.1
12
4 269
65
73.4
2.5
18
5 386
63

The total electricity consumption of the five Easy objects is 132.1 GWh/a, of which 89% (higher than
the average 70% estimated) are electric motor systems. The average age of motors chosen for
optimization in the five objects is between 12 and 22 years. The average operating hours range
between 4 269 h/a and 6 482 h/a, average nominal power ranges from 23 kW to 116 kW.
The 1518 motors listed consume 97.7 GWh/a, while the 420 selected motors consume 73.4 GWh/a.
The analysis of the motor list shows that only 28% of the total motor number (420 motors) already
captures 75% of the motor electricity consumption (97.7 GWh/a). This result shows the importance of
a systematic selection process.
The potential savings for motor replacement only are estimated at 2.5 GWh/a, which typically is
between 20 and 30% of the expected system efficiency improvement. Data on investment and
payback will be made available as soon as possible.
Lessons learned
Based on many years of experience with different market transformation programs, S.A.F.E. identifies
the three key elements of market transformation as mandatory Minimum Energy Performance
Standards (MEPS), information and education programs and financial incentives.
Figure 11 Three basic elements of market transformation

In the case of electric motors, MEPS are already in place and following the European MEPS.
Topmotors is the program for information and education and Easy covers the third element, financial
incentives (even if only for a limited number of companies).
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Lessons learned from the interaction with (potential) program participants so far:
• The involvement of a committed person from management level is key for the success of the
project. In one case this meant smooth and fast acting, in other cases due to internal
personnel changes the project was stopped or significantly delayed.
• Qualified technical personnel are a short-cut resource. In two cases there was practically no
or very limited time available for technical personnel to be involved in the project.
• Smooth production comes first. In one case, the company was reluctant to allow measures
affecting motor systems involved in the core production processes and backed out from the
project after Step 1. S.A.F.E. suspects that this was partly because motors were integrated
into machines and demounting them could have led to warranty problems with the OEMs. In
another case, problems in production caused the contact for Easy to be fully occupied with
this issue, causing a delay in the project.
• Program transaction costs are higher for participants with smaller energy consumption. If the
energy consumption is low, the possible savings are also low in absolute terms. For example,
if the savings potential is equally 10% for the objects consuming 10 GWh/a and 40 GWh/a,
clearly, the savings are higher in the latter case (1 GWh/a vs. 4 GWh/a). In the case of one
participant with relatively lower total energy consumption Step 2 was not conclusive, thus
program management needed to invest extra time and efforts to assist the participant to the
next step.
• Industrial companies operate in a changing business environment. One participant was not
able to pull through the project, since the plant was shut down after Step 1. This object also
used very stringent payback criteria which in any case may have led to a decision not to
participate in Easy after Step 1.
• Information on efficient motor systems is not widespread. At most of the discussions technical
personnel and management seemed to have heard about the already existing Minimum
Energy Performance Standards for motors for the first time. Also, on ways to exploit efficiency
potentials and a systematic approach to do so.
• Due to language barriers communication was delayed between the Easy contact person and
the Easy program management (Switzerland has four official languages).
The above list confirms the existence of most barriers described previously (see “Why to introduce a
motor systems efficiency program?”).
As for the barrier of the preliminary assessments, since up to now all participants who decided to stop
the project did this immediately after Step 1, and those who made Step 2 did not decide to stop but
went on, S.A.F.E. believes its hypothesis is being confirmed to be correct.

Conclusions
Finally, the ultimate question is: how effective is Easy in transforming the market? The answer is: time
will tell. Easy is a pilot program for the Swiss market, gaining experience on barriers to overcome, real
costs of the program and the possibilities to raise awareness on motor systems efficiency and train
participants to systematically exploit savings potentials in the years after the program as well, on their
own.
To raise this issue to a global level, the Easy program management actively participates in the global
motor systems efficiency project EMSA [3] which also benefits from the Swiss experience gained
through Easy.
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Abstract
The implementation of EISA standards in December 2010 has effectively eliminated the long-standing
prescriptive programs that incented NEMA Premium® motor purchases, as NEMA Premium® is now
the Federal minimum energy performance standard in the U.S. Program implementers need to
understand this changed landscape and acquire the substantial energy savings that continue to exist
in the motor system sector.
Our NYSERDA BP Motors Program has performed 105+ audits (12,000 motors) and has found that
approximately 85% of the motors do not meet the NEMA Premium standard even though 65% of the
motors meet the end user’s payback requirements for replacement at failure with NEMA Premium.
Additionally, 10% meet the same criteria for early retrofit prior to failure. This suggests that older
motors are either being repaired or replaced with existing, older, in-facility stock, and not with a NEMA
Premium. This may be due to the first cost expense.
Such First Cost barriers will likely increase in these capital-tight times. Thus, a potential consequence
of EISA is pushing facilities to repair older motors rather than replace with a new, and more expensive
NEMA Premium motor. This would actually slow EISA’s desired increase in motor efficiency through
attrition.
However, efficiency gains from motors themselves is merely 0.5 – 4.0%. The fact is that vastly greater
savings exist on either side of the motor itself and Motor System incentive programs should be
redesigned to focus on them. Motor system optimization using variable speed drives, synchronous
belting, helical gearing, synthetic lubrications, and other methods have shown motor system efficiency
gains between 20-50% - regardless of the efficiency of the motor.
This paper will explore the contribution to efficiency of each motor system optimization technology,
demonstrate potential savings by sector, and illustrate programmatic methods and costs of obtaining
these savings for the implementing utility company or sponsor.
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Introduction
Historic Overview of the U.S. Energy Efficient Motor Legislation
In the 1980’s the U.S. DOE embarked on a study to determine the energy usage profile of the United
States. It was discovered that approximately 23% of all U.S. electricity is consumed by motors used in
industrial production processes with the subset of 1-200 horsepower, general purpose NEMA Design
B motors responsible for about 36% of this industrial sector use.
Prior to this, there was no standardized testing methodology nor motor energy efficiency standards. It
was found that the efficiencies of 1-200 hp general purpose motors varied significantly with
performance often well below what current technology could economically permit. Hence, this small
subset was targeted for federally mandated efficiency standards based upon a standardized test, the
IEEE 112B.
The result was the inclusion of these motors1 into the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPAct). This
effectively raised the overall efficiency of the U.S. motor population, if only through attrition. These
EPAct minimum full-load efficiency standards for “Energy Efficient” motors were higher than previous
by-horsepower averages, but there was still room for further gains.
The passage and promulgation of the EPAct standard, then, presented an opportunity to the energy
efficiency community; Design a voluntary “Premium Efficient” rating for EPAct-class motors and
encourage industrial customers to step up past the mandated EPAct efficient motor to a Premium
Efficient motor at time of motor failure. In some cases the energy savings potential is so high that
retrofitting an existing, functional motor is financially indicated.
By 1995 such a rating had been designed by the Consortium for Energy Efficiency in cooperation with
the U.S. DOE, ACEEE, numerous electric utilities, motor manufacturers and other stakeholders. In
2002, this standard was codified by the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) under
their MG-12 standards document, and is now registered and known as NEMA Premium®.
In December 2010, after 3 years of review and promulgation, new U.S. Federal Government
legislation, the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (ESIA) became law. EISA addressed
many areas of energy efficiency, and mandates that the NEMA Premium standard (Part 12, NEMA
MG 1 Motors and Generators) supersede the previous EPAct standard for the same class of General
Purpose electric motors.2
Additionally, many classes of previously uncovered, specific purpose motors were mandated to the
earlier EPAct Energy Efficient motor standard; as were 201-500 HP motors.

Intended Impact on Motor Population
This continuous march to higher efficiency standards is intended to increase the overall efficiency of
the country’s motor population through attrition and resulting replacement of less efficient equipment.
In the case of EISA, this will ultimately result in a 0.5 to 4.0% overall efficiency gain (depending upon
horsepower) in the general purpose motor population, and a potentially higher gain in the additional,
now-covered products. Given the life expectancy of many motors however, this turnover may take
decades, and still longer for those motors that are routinely and repeatedly repaired instead of
replaced.

1 EPAct 1992 specifically covered: 1-200 horsepower, General Purpose, NEMA A & B design, ODP and TEFC, medium
voltage, 1,200, 1,800, 3,600 rpm
2 EISA increases EPAct class covered product to NEMA Premium efficiency levels; adds special purpose motors to the
previous EPAct levels and adds 201-500 horsepower motors. There are a number of exceptions.
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The Role of Utility Company Incentives
Historically, Investor Owned Electric Utility companies (IOUs) in many US States have been
mandated to implement energy efficiency programs to cut demand on their systems. Using a variety
of program models and products, these programs seek to increase the penetration of more energy
efficient products, and create a market demand that will increase availability and lower the price. This
is often done with incentives that reduce the first cost of the (usually) more expensive energy efficient
alternative. This is known as Market Transformation.

Utility Company Motor and Motor System Incentives
Utility motor programs have typically offered prescriptive incentives on the purchase of NEMA
Premium motors (over less efficient EPAct or Energy Efficient models) based upon horsepower,
synchronous speed, enclosure type, and annual run hours. Such programs have been run for over a
decade with some success. They have been popular for their potential energy savings to the utility as
well as ease of implementation and savings measurement.
Many utility companies also offer custom measures for complex motor system upgrades, such as
pumping system optimization. However, few have attempted to design a workable general motor
system optimization model which focuses on the ubiquitous simple centrifugal load applications found
in virtually every commercial and industrial facility. There are a few reasons for this:
Offering an incentive and claiming the resultant savings on a NEMA Premium upgrade is
straightforward, as there is a Federally mandated baseline standard (EPAct). Hence, the energy
savings differential between the motor being replaced and each direct replacement NEMA Premium
motor is defined. Combine motor performance with the annual run hours, and the energy savings are
simply quantifiable from a table.
Conversely, accurately incenting a new VFD installation, for example, requires the evaluation of the
original system run hours, horsepower and motor efficiency and the overall baseline annual energy
use computed. Then, the new VFD must be programmed for the appropriate load profile and variable
run hours. Only then can the overall energy savings potential be computed and a compelling and
cost-benefit defensible incentive calculated. Often, utility savings verification protocols include the
requirement for pre-and post VFD installation data logging with the industrial facility bearing the risk
should the expected savings not materialize.
Some utility companies have offered prescriptive measures for certain, clearly defined VFD
applications (chilled water, variable air). But for the most part, such measures have fallen under the
manpower intensive and complicated custom scenario described above.

Barriers to Utility Company Energy Efficiency Program (EEP) Implementation
Those utilities mandated to offer EEPs, are naturally measured on their success and often are
themselves encouraged with cost recovery when their energy savings goals are met. From a utility
company’s EEP perspective, labor intensive approaches have been viewed as too difficult to
implement, and may not meet their respective Total Resource Cost (TRC) thresholds.
Additionally, though now less common, many EEPs were bound by certain mandated logic. One such
threshold was to not incent any measure that would have a simple payback in 18 months or less,
absent the incentive. The logic was that such a financial investment in energy efficiency would meet
most every business’ Rate of Return-on-Investment (ROI) threshold and should be implemented as
standard business practice. Incentive programs designed in this manner would eliminate “free
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ridership”3. This particular logic has proven fateful as many such energy savings opportunities have
lain unclaimed by the end user or the utility company.

End User Barriers to Adoption of Energy Efficiency Measures
The practice of requiring a greater than 18 month payback has been abandoned to some degree, but
those lost opportunities still remain. There are a number of well understood reasons for this.
Risk Aversion
As previously stated, a Plant Managers’ primary responsibility is facility reliability and productiveness.
As such, modifying any system introduces a certain amount of risk.
Whenever possible, facilities are inclined to replace failed equipment with its exact replacement make
and model. This practice ensures that the equipment will fit (i.e. match with existing mounting bolt
holes and line up with the driven equipment shaft), preserves maintenance knowledge and
establishes operational continuity. But the inevitable process shutdowns are painful and expensive.
Asking a facility to voluntarily shutdown some process for an upgrade to different, unknown
equipment for increased energy efficiency is met with uncertainty.
Even if such upgrades are done during scheduled plant shutdown windows, there is always the
nagging fear that it may not operate properly and will fail in the future.
Plant Expenditures and Budgets
Facilities operate with annual Maintenance, Repair and Operations (MRO) budgets developed from
planned or anticipated equipment replacement projections, either through failure or preventative
maintenance. While these budgets allow for some variance during the year, keeping tight control is
important, so there is little room for proposals regarding more expensive upgrades when a failure
opportunity arises.
Retrofitting, or upgrading functional equipment, usually falls under capital expense (CapEx), which is
a separate budget mechanism, decided annually with input from numerous bodies (senior
management, accounting, long-term planning committees and plant management).
In both these scenarios, utility incentives are useful in reducing first cost and thus improving the ROI
and Life Cycle Cost (LCC) to the corporation.
Corporate Disconnect
The Industrial and Commercial sectors are in the business of producing products and services and do
not necessarily view energy efficiency as the excellent ROI vehicle it can be. While this attitude has
been changing, there has been an historic disconnect between the Plant Manager and the Corporate
office vis-a-vis MRO expenditures and the bottom line. Job 1 is maintaining a reliable, productive
facility, and managing operation budgets; not exploring potentially disruptive energy efficiency
upgrades. In fact, the Plant or Facility Manager is often rewarded for increasing process up-time and
plant productivity, or for maintaining or reducing MRO and capital expenditures. There is little or no
connection to reducing overall operational expenses, such as energy.
Corporate Buy-In
Obtaining corporate buy-in to the energy efficiency value proposition has been the goal of many
organizations over the years. Be it through the efforts of industry groups such as Motor Decisions
Matter (MDM), for profit engineering consulting firms, utility EEP, U.S. DOE or ISO 9000 – 50001,

3

Free ridership is a term denoting a measure that would have been done absent any incentive, but
the incentive is still given / taken.
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getting Senior Management to understand and support energy efficiency measures is crucial for a
long-term and sustainable effort at their companies.
Educating and working directly with plant managers regarding energy efficiency is also a crucial step
that must be in place. As senior management regards plant management as the operational expert,
having an educated and committed advocate at the plant level is crucial.
With both senior management and plant management focused on the same goals, a comprehensive
road map can be developed and sustained toward overall plant energy efficiency.

EISA Impact on Utility Motor System Programs in the US
Motor Opportunities Post-EISA
Many long standing utility sponsored, prescriptive motor programs were based upon NEMA Premium
upgrades through failure or retrofit. The energy savings gathered from such programs was relatively
easy to obtain and fairly consistent.
Since EISA took effect on 19 December 2010, NEMA Premium is now the standard and EPAct class
motors are no longer manufactured for U.S. sale. Hence, programs promoting an efficiency upgrade
at the time of motor failure are effectively moot and seldom offered.
While there is still some inventory of EPAct motors available for sale, the much larger concern is the
vast number of pre-NEMA Premium motors still in operation. Because of this, many utilities have
maintained their NEMA Premium incentives for some short period of time. But these efforts will be
deemed free ridership soon enough, and other motor system opportunities will need to be found.
Many utility EEPs are now seeking input on where they should turn to obtain cost effective energy
savings from motor systems.

Current Status of the New York State Motor Population
Since 2007 the New York State Energy and Research Authority (NYSERDA) has been promoting
energy efficient motor and motor systems through its Business Partners Motor Systems Program.
This program focuses on the motor/motor system vendors and distributors, and end user to educate,
promote, evaluate and assist in understanding a facility’s motor population and identify savings
opportunities.
One of the primary Program activities is to complete a thorough motor population audit, analyze it
using the US DOE MotorMaster+ software and report back to the end user. This report identifies
every motor by nameplate data, location, run hours, process, etc. More importantly, it also identifies
exactly what the energy savings would be if upgraded to NEMA Premium, and what the simple
payback works out to using each end user’s specific application requirements.
This road map is invaluable for taking control of a motor population and beginning to develop a
comprehensive, sustainable plan moving forward. More complex system opportunities are also
identified and the end user is referred to the appropriate NYSERDA department.
Though such incentives have been offered for a decade, the aggregate analysis of New York State’s
motor population shows much lower penetration of NEMA Premium motors than expected. The
reasons for this might foretell why EISA’s intended “upgrade through attrition” may take substantially
longer than anticipated.
While not good news, refocusing on motor systems
previous efforts have been unable to capture.

presents energy savings opportunities that

As seen in Figure 1 New York State Motor Population Analysis 2007-2010, over 10,000 motors have
been audited at a variety of over 500 facilities from schools and hospitals to the very largest industrial
facilities.
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This report demonstrates the aggregate analysis of motors by horsepower, total annual run hours and
total kW/kWh savings potential under a replace at failure or retrofit scenario.
When a Motor Audit is performed at a facility, the nameplate information, process, location and annual
run hours are all recorded. Using Motor Master+, these data, in combination with the facility’s kWh
rate and ROI, or simple payback requirements, are used to determine the best Repair / Replace /
Retrofit scenario for each motor.
As seen in the aggregate numbers by horsepower in Table 1, 55% of all audited motors meet the
simple payback requirements for replacing with NEMA Premium motors at failure. Additionally, 12% of
all motors are so inefficient that a considerably more expensive retrofit to NEMA Premium is still
financially justified by the energy savings return. The balance of motors do not meet this criteria for a
number of reasons; they are already NEMA Premium, the annual run hours are too low, the kWh rate
is low, the facility’s simple payback requirements are too low, or usually a combination of these.
The surprising statistic not reflected in this report is the percent of the motor population whose energy
efficiency is below NEMA Premium standards. These audits have shown that 82+% of all motors fall
below NEMA Premium, sometimes even below EPAct standards of 1997. That is true for even lower
horsepower motors, which are generally not expected to be repaired, due to the high labor cost.
This would indicate that the aforementioned barriers are affecting upgrades and these motors are
being replaced with older motors from existing onsite inventory or being repaired at failure,, in spite of
the clear financial benefits of purchasing replacement NEMA Premium motors.
Anecdotal information from field personnel reports, and discussions with facility managers onsite and
at Motor Management trainings confirm this. These data suggest that repair is more common than
expected; even with smaller horsepower motors. Even though repairing an older motor is clearly the
wrong fiscal decision, the first cost is sufficiently lower as to make it a realistic option
(A comment,
please provide some commentary regarding how to interpret Figure 1).
Figure 1: New York State Motor Population Analysis 2006-2010
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Motor System Opportunities Post-EISA 2007
Going Forward
EISA is not the end of motor efficiency standards. Though NEMA Premium has been expanded and
legislated, newer designs and technologies already exceed it. Organizations such as the Consortium
for Energy Efficiency (CEE) continue to develop advanced standards for motors which exceed EISA
by at least 1 efficiency band. In time, such motors may become the standard that supersedes NEMA
Premium, at least for some classes of electric motors.
The U.S. DOE has studied the U.S. motor population in the past. Currently through the efforts of
Lawrence Berkley National Labs, DOE is again researching the state of U.S. motor populations. DOE
has called for input on a variety of disparate motors outside the scope of EISA for possible future
inclusion, or at least efficiency standardization.
Newer technologies have allowed for such advances, such as solid copper core motors, new
permanent magnet applications, and direct drive motors in place of coupled ones. Though there are
efficiencies to be gained, there is a question regarding the cost benefit proposition to the end user,
given the considerable cost.
Nonetheless, greater efficiencies can be gained in the motor alone, though at increased expense.
However, there continues to be vast energy savings potential at the motor system level which does
not require expensive newer technologies and can yield 20-50% efficiency gains.

Where Do Motor System Opportunities Exist
The motor itself, as a component, can currently yield energy savings of between 0.5 and 4.0%. In
aggregate, this can be a considerable sum given the sheer number of motors in use. However, getting
at these savings post-EISA will be either through attrition or retrofit – retrofit being an expensive and
difficult mechanism.
Assuming that the U.S. is willing to wait a potentially long time for attrition to turn over existing
inventory, we can still capture massive savings, even with the existing, pre-NEMA Premium motors in
place.
VFD / VSD
According to various U.S. DOE studies, as well as our own and others’ data, approximately 60% of
the overall population of EISA class, general purpose motors are used on centrifugal or variable
torque loads. That is, pumping, chilled water, variable air volume, mixing or other applications where
the load varies over time, or varies as a result of some systemic change in the process the motor
driven equipment is serving.
If such applications are not controlled by a VFD and the motor is simply running at constant speed
regardless of load, the energy wasted is considerable.
Surprisingly, the NYSERDA Motor program and others see many such systems which are not
controlled by a VFD and the potential energy savings to the end user as well as EEP could be
captured. This opportunity exists in most commercial and industrial facilities.
As one example, a large, national toy manufacturing facility in Massachusetts was recently evaluated
for such an upgrade and forty 20-50 horsepower air handling units were found which were not utilizing
any sort of controls. The fans were simply driven at full speed via V-belts, which themselves required
continual maintenance in addition to being noisy.
Kaman Industrial analyzed a representative unit and after considerable verification of all operating
parameters (load, power factor, transmission losses, vibration, heat and so on) recommended a
replacement package. This consisted of a VFD system, new right-sized NEMA Premium motor, and
synchronous belting.
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The measured and verified savings have been 40-50% to date, with the additional non-energy benefit
(NEB) of the elimination of belt slippage losses with extended maintenance intervals. The simple
payback to the end user is projected at 18-24 months. Based upon these results, their utility company
has agreed to offer incentives to move forward with the other 39 units. This will be the basis for a pilot
study to determine if an incentive program can be implemented territory-wide.
Another, not always obvious, value of a VFD controlled system is its ability to sense load or other
usage parameters through feedback sensors and simply turn off a process component altogether
when not needed. This is, of course, the ultimate energy savings measure.
With such huge savings, one wonders why these measures were not instituted many years ago. But
as discussed previously, this is a complex process with many barriers. But, it is this type of
collaboration between end user, distributor and utility company that can affordably capture these
types of previously considered hard to get savings.
Transmission
The apparent losses from the transmission of motor power to the load vary depending on the type of
transmission, maintenance practices and application.
Direct drive systems experience no losses, provided the coupling is sound and aligned properly.
Otherwise, the motor itself will experience high heat and bearing side loads that will increase losses
as well as shorten motor reliability and life.
V-belts, a common transmission method for fans, are prone to misalignment, heat and ever increasing
slippage as the belt invariably stretches and wears. Generally, V-belts are rated at 90-98% efficient
when correctly installed and maintained. However, in many cases such labor intensive maintenance is
not followed and the efficiency falls to well below 90%. Not only do losses increase, but useful power
to the load decreases over time due to slippage. Maintaining belt drives properly is crucial, but it
requires manpower and is often overlooked. The result is lost energy efficiency.
Synchronous Belting
One solution is the use of synchronous belting. Made by various manufacturers, such “belts” are in
effect a type of chain (or cogged belt) which runs on sprockets which afford no slippage losses and
are almost maintenance-free. The term Synchronous derives from the fact that, with no slippage, the
rotation of both motor and load are synchronized. Like a direct coupled system, such transmissions
usually require some sort of VFD or soft start mechanism to ramp up the motor startup. However, this
type of system has been shown to reduce losses by 5-10% depending on the application.
Helical Gearing
Many systems such as conveyor systems, use worm gears to connect the motor to the load. Worm
gears offer a compact solution in many tight installations, however by their physical design they are
fairly inefficient at transferring rotational energy.
Helical gearing, again by its physical design, is up to 20% more efficient at transferring rotational
energy than worm gearing and it is a preferred choice when possible. Until recently, there was not a
suitable helical substitute in conveyor applications. Regal-Beloit has recently introduced a “folded
helical” gearing set designed specifically for direct replacement in such situations. This presents vast
opportunities for utility retrofit programs that can easily document the efficiency increase and hence
promote such saving technologies to their customers.
Synthetic Lubrication
Mineral based lubrication is fairly standard in gearing applications due to its relatively low cost and
high availability. And, too, it is often specified by the OEM. However, the high friction reducing quality
of synthetic lubricants translates into reduced mechanical losses.
Studies by ACEEE and others have demonstrated that synthetic lubricants can reduce energy
consumption as well as equipment wear while extending lubricant life. Energy savings of 2-30% have
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been demonstrated in high sheer load applications and gear reducers, compressors, pumps and
motors by switching these applications to synthetic lubricants.
While these lubricants cost between 1.5 and 3 times more than conventional products, they maintain
their lubricating properties longer allowing the re-lubrication interval to be extended 3-5 times, thereby
reducing maintenance labor costs. While these non-energy benefits (NEBs) do not directly increase
energy efficiency, they do help increase adoption, which indirectly supports higher efficiency.
Direct Drive Permanent Magnet Motors
Permanent Magnet (PM) motors are inherently about 1-2% more efficient than comparable induction
motors..That alone is a significant increase in efficiency.
Utilizing a direct drive PM motor in a cooling fan application, for example, can eliminate the losses
associated with the transmission component be it gearing or belts with drive shafts and bearings.
While this is a system retrofit, and not a simple drop-in replacement strategy, energy savings are
substantial around 10%. Also, there are considerable NEBs to the end user such as much lower
maintenance requirements, reduced lubrication costs, and reduced mechanical noise.
The Clemson University cooling tower fan installation (Table 1) demonstrates documented savings of
over 10% for the mechanical system alone. When the load profile is properly mapped and controlled
using the inherent variable speed capability of the PM motor, the savings are estimated in the 20-30%
range. This was a pilot installation by Baldor Motors in November 2007.
Table 2: Clemson University Installation data
2-Speed, 326T

RPM AC, FL4493

Induction Motor

PM Motor

Fan Load

41.5 Hp

41.5 Hp

Gearbox and Couplings Efficiency

90.2%

N/A

Motor Horsepower

46.0 Hp

41.5 Hp

Motor Efficiency

90.0%

93.1%

Drive

N/A

98.8%

Input kW

38.1

33.6

Total Efficiency

81.2%

92.0%

(-4.5 kW)

How Does a Utility EEP Garner These Energy Savings Opportunities
As stated previously, EISA 2007 legislation focuses only on the motor itself, and it may be many years
before attrition results in measurable energy savings. Even if the turn over to NEMA Premium were
immediate, there remain countless terawatt hours of savings to be obtained from reducing the losses
in the motor system. These potentials exist regardless of the existing motor’s efficiency class.
Given all the barriers stated previously, the challenge for EEP sponsors is how to promote adoption of
such energy efficiency measures into incentive programs in an efficient and cost effective manner.
While the only goal of the EEP is energy savings, it is important that the utility sponsor recognize
these barriers and non-energy benefits, and work with the end user to demonstrate the “Total Cost of
Ownership”. This includes reduced maintenance costs, increased production up-time, warranties, etc.
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NYSERDA Business Partner Motor Systems Program
This program model is primarily focused on the mid-stream actor; that is, the motor system vendor/
distributor. The objective is to educate the (comment: plant staff, vendor staff, utility staff?) staff in all
NYSERDA Commercial & Industrial EEP measures available to their customers, though primarily
focused on motor systems. The Program is able to leverage these vendors as proxies, identifying
opportunities, directing their customers to NYSERDA offerings and using NYSERDA incentives to
help their customers lower their first cost. This, of course, translates into increased sales for the
vendor.
Though there are no financial incentives for their participation, the program offers a free service that
benefits NYSERDA, the vendor and the end user.
Since 2006, Program field staff have offered free motor inventory audits for the customers of enrolled
vendors. In addition to developing a complete and thorough motor inventory at the customer’s facility,
the Program enters motor nameplate, field measurement, and operating hour data into the U.S. DOE
MotorMaster+ software tool and analyzes the results. MotorMaster+, fully populated with motor data,
is then installed at the facility and individuals are trained in its use.
Using the facility’s specified simple payback (or ROI) requirements, the correct action-at-failure or
retrofit opportunity is identified for each motor according to whether or not it meets the fiscal
thresholds supplied.
This report becomes a road map for the facility and a tool for supporting such purchasing decisions to
an, at times, skeptical purchasing department.

Engage the Motor Vendor/Distributor
The motor system supplier is an invaluable asset in obtaining customer buy-in for the purchase and
use of energy efficient products. Depending on the retail class, the supplier often has the engineering
expertise to identify and evaluate energy saving opportunities, and to install and commission the
equipment. Leveraging their cooperation and expertise helps to reduce the manpower expenses an
EEP must otherwise bear.
As suppliers are a business first, their interests must be met in some fashion. While some form of
financial incentive is the first thought, the NYSERDA model has shown that offering services that
ultimately increase sales and customer retention can work even better.
By working with and training the vendor and sales staff, and then acting as the disinterested expert in
conversations with their customer, the Program has created long-standing relationships that persist.
The trust we help to develop between the customer and vendor ensures that ongoing and future
energy saving opportunities are uncovered, overseen and managed. With this well established
network of active vendors, the Program spends its time harvesting opportunities brought to it, rather
than chasing them down ourselves.
Engage the End User
While the door to the customer facility is opened to us by the customer’s vendor, it is the Program’s
responsibility to be totally impartial regarding the vendor, the proposed technology, costs and so on.
Ultimately, the Program works on behalf of, and for, the benefit of the customer. Utility EEPs are, for
the most part, paid for with electric rate payer monies (coming from a mil rate charge on their bill).
Hence, efforts and incentives are spent in the interest of reducing electric consumption and reducing
the customer’s electric bill in the process. The Program supports vendors, but does not work on their
behalf. This is an important distinction that is crucial to gaining the trust and cooperation of the end
user.
Gaining the customer’s trust is crucial in a number of ways. First, the analysis information we (or the
vendor) supplies the end user must be understood to be reliable, accurate and impartial. As the
Program represents NYSERDA, and not the vendor, any findings we present are not suspect. We are
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not trying to sell the customer any products; just supplying information which supports such a
purchase.
Likewise, all parties understand that the Program will support whichever vendor the end user chooses
to work with. We are not beholden to any vendor, even the one who brought the Program to the
facility.
This level of trust once developed, extends to the vendor-customer relationship as well. In fact, it is
this relationship building which ultimately results in the increased sales and customer retention that
rewards the vendor for their participation in the Program.
For the customer, this developed trust in the vendor represents a new source of expert help in
attaining the energy savings goals we, and often management, are seeking.
Perhaps most important, if the facility manager becomes an active advocate, his plan will need to go
to senior management. The Program actively seeks access to this management level to help the
manager gain adoption, funding, and policy changes that will ensure persistence. The relationship
established with facility management aids our access to the corporate managers.
Identify and Shepherd Opportunities
As stated previously, while the Program is centered around motor systems, any other energy saving
opportunity is documented while at a facility. Program staff, along with the vendor, tries to identify all
other non-motor opportunities, such as lighting retrofits, compressed air system optimizations,
pumping system upgrades, thermal envelope improvements, and even out-of-the-box situations.
One interesting example out of many occurred at a large rock crushing aggregate facility. Though
staff was auditing the motor population, the facility manager asked about NYSERDA measures for
reducing the natural gas consumption of their drying ovens. Deeper discussions revealed that the
aggregate must be dried thoroughly to drive out the absorbed water within the stone. However,
reviewing the process uncovered a simpler solution than an expensive oven optimization.
The crushed stone is stored in massive piles out of doors and exposed to rain. If the stone was
actually covered from the elements, and hence kept drier, the amount of gas powered drying could be
substantially reduced. The question for NYSERDA was; “Could incentivizing the building of large
“sheds” over these piles be tied to the resultant therm savings at the oven side of the equation”? The
answer was, “yes”. This kind of opportunity identification can only happen with manpower in the field.
While the BP Motor Systems Program does not handle these types of measures, we are in a position
to shepherd the end user into the right NYSERDA Program or contact so that these opportunities can
be evaluated. Collaborating with all the NYSERDA programs, the Program has shepherded countless
opportunities to the proper channel that would otherwise have been overlooked.

Conclusions
The goal of all EEPs is to transform the marketplace from less efficient products to higher efficient
products, thereby conserving energy and reducing load.
Ultimately, minimum full-load motor efficiency levels are codified and legislated by the U.S.
Government. Once mandatory efficiency performance levels have been adopted, programs that were
focused on that particular product class cease to be relevant. Such is the case in EISA 2007; NEMA
Premium is now the Federal standard.
However, the march to even greater efficiencies is relentless, as it should be. The “low hanging fruit”
has been harvested, or legislated, and further efficiency increases will be obtained, but at a greater
cost and need for creativity.
In the motor systems sector, there exists 5-50% potential energy savings utilizing current technology
and techniques. Capturing them now requires a more manpower intensive approach, but the resultant
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savings are not only cost effective, but in some sense obligatory. Energy sources are finite, and at
some point cost effectiveness rationales must bow to the realities of continued supply.
Absent the will and funding for continued measures, such opportunities will remain unrealized and our
energy future remains less certain.
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Abstract
Many innovations have been the product of a specific research programme or research team, or even
individuals. Today, however, it is becoming ever more commonplace that industry, research institutes
and universities work together. Thus joint project planning and new joint research programmes will
considerably facilitate the development of the whole innovation chain and the development of globally
competitive technology and service products.
In Finland this kind of work has been pioneered in a consortium called CLEEN Ltd. Here different actors from the industry and the academia have joined forces in looking into smart grids and energy
markets (SGEM), future combustion engine power plants (FCEP) and measuring, monitoring and environmental efficiency assessment (MMEA).
The next big program in CLEEN is efficient energy use (EFEU). With this program generic methods
and tools to measure, model, analyse and optimize energy efficiency are developed. The basic idea is
to utilise system level (top-down) approach instead of optimizing individual system components.
This paper shows that a systematic approach described above is the most effective way of improving
energy efficiency. This means that the trend now is geared towards getting to know the whole process
that has to do with energy efficiency whereas before the thinking has concentrated more on individual
components in saving energy. This approach requires a joint effort where even competitors share information about the efficiency of motors and their control systems. Also governmental authorities and
institutions as well as universities are of importance in joining forces.
The paper goes on to demonstrate that one of the major advantages in a system approach is that the
research will be concentrated on generic energy intensive applications instead of industry specific
ones. For example, the research topics include future industrial separation, low temperature heat recovery and pumping, ventilation and mixing systems.
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1

Introduction

Finland presents a case in point of how energy efficiency can be studied in co-operation where competitors participate. This approach means that work is done by several companies, universities and
research institutions instead of individual companies or research units. When work is divided among
several partners, the participants will receive the most competitive environment for joint knowledge
building. Section 2 explains how Finnish energy markets work and how energy efficiency is gaining an
ever stronger foothold in the industry. Section 2 also discusses energy-efficiency research by energy
intensive industries and machine suppliers by. Section 3 characterizes joint approach by the Strategic
Centres for Science, Technology and Innovation. One of these centres is CLEEN, which is active in
the energy sector. In CLEEN’s program Efficient Energy Use generic methods and tools to measure,
model, analyse and optimize energy efficiency are developed. Section 4 describes how CLEEN uses
a system approach to explore energy efficiency. One of the major advantages in a system approach
is that the research will be concentrated on generic energy intensive applications instead of industry
specific ones. Section 4 also takes a closer look at how the research in efficient energy use is organised and highlights some working methods of the whole process.

2

Finnish Energy Markets

To get an understanding how Finnish energy markets are comprised, we shall at first present some
key facts from Finland. Finland is a country of 5.3 million inhabitants in Northern Europe and relies on
a variety of energy sources. Finland’s total primary energy supply/consumption (TPES) was 35 million
tonnes of oil equivalent (Mtoe) in 2005, an increase of 6 per cent from 2000 and 18 per cent from
1995 [1]. Due to the international economic downturn, energy usage in Finland dropped considerably
in 2009 when gross inland consumption of energy in Finland amounted to 34 Mtoe, which over 9 per
cent less than in 2008 [2]. According to Statistics Finland's statistics on energy consumption in 2009
oil represented 25 per cent of energy consumption, wood fuels were 20 per cent, coal 11, natural gas
10, peat 5, hydropower 3, net imports of energy 3, wind power 0,08 and other sources 2 per cent.

2.1

Electricity Generation

In 2009 the gross electricity generation in Finland was 72 terawatt-hours (TWh). There was a fall of
over 9 per cent from the previous year [2]. This exemplifies Finland’s heavy dependence on its energy
consuming export industry that suffered from the world wide recession. As shown in Figure 1, the
largest share comes from nuclear, which provides one-third of total electricity. The next largest share
comes from hydro, one-fifth – a relatively large share, though less than the 99 per cent and 46 per
cent shares from its neighbours Norway and Sweden, respectively. Combined, coal and peat have a
17 per cent share of generation, while natural gas has a 16 per cent share. Generation can fluctuate
strongly from year to year, owing to variable rainfall in the Nordic area. In a dry year, conventional
fossil fuel power plants in Finland and Denmark make up for the reduction in hydropower production
in Norway and Sweden. In a rainy year, Finland and Denmark become importers of hydropower [3].
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Figure
1
Electricity
Generation
in
Finland
by
Source,
1973
to
2020
Source: Energy Policies of IEA Countries – Finland, Review 2007, IEA Publications, ISBN 978-92-6403071-8-2008, p. 17
Total final consumption (TFC) of energy in Finland was 25.8 Mtoe in 2005. Nearly half of all consumption is in the industrial sector (including non-energy use). The transport and residential sectors each
use just under 20 per cent of TFC, with the remainder (14 per cent) in commercial and other sectors.
These shares have remained very steady since mid-1980 [3].
Consumption of electricity fell by seven per cent in 2009 compared to 2008. Electricity use in
manufacturing decreased while the volume of electricity bought for heating use increased. This was
due to a colder than average winter. Consumption of electricity totalled 81.3 terawatt hours. In
2009, production of electricity fell to the level of 2000 [4].

2.2

Energy Efficiency Gains Wide Recognition

Finland has some energy intensive industries. Most of the energy is consumed in pulp and paper industry and mining and metals industry. Because energy is perceived more and more as a scarce resource, new ways of saving energy are constantly being studied. Finnish authorities support active
initiatives in energy efficiency. The EU has set an ambitious goal of increasing energy efficiency by 20
per cent by 2020. With the adoption of the Energy Services Directive (ESD) Finland received an objective to save 17.8 TWh of energy by 2016. The underlying objective behind more efficient use of
energy is to reduce climatic change. The two driving forces are that current operations should not suffer and that emissions should be cut. Renewable energy has been more of an issue in discussions,
but based on recent studies; improving energy efficiency has been seen as a more efficient tool at EU
level and even at world level. EU has been active with new initiatives on energy efficiency.
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Improving energy efficiency is not the basic business of most companies as such with the exception of
so called ESCOs that are mentioned later on. Companies and government can work together as improved energy efficiency is also a competitive factor. The share of energy costs in the turnover may
be relatively small, meaning that the financial side of energy efficiency is not so visible. However, energy efficiency improvements can significantly lower the production costs and bring in the best return
for money spent. Therefore, it is important to raise the awareness of decision makers.
In Finland there have been so called energy efficiency agreements for over ten years. The government owned company Motiva (www.motiva.fi) specialised in the sustainable use of energy and materials has actively promoted their usage. Their greatest value has been to make companies interested
in the benefits energy efficiency can provide. When a company decides to join the agreement, it
commits itself to analyse the existing situation and improve energy efficiency e.g. through a more efficient production process. In return the company can get subsidies in the range of 25 – 40 per cent for
energy audits and energy efficiency investments. Energy efficiency agreements cover now more than
60 per cent of the total energy consumption in Finland. A voluntary agreement system may be more
cost-efficient because it leaves room for individual thinking and flexibility for actions. An alternative in
financing the investments is to use ESCO (Energy Saving Company) arrangements [5]. Another typically Finnish way of energy production is to combine district heat and electricity production where the
output can be considerably higher than in separate production. For instance the city of Helsinki uses
this method of combined heat and power generation. Last year the share of cogeneration in Helsinki
was 85 per cent [6]. Also the pulp and paper industry uses cogeneration that is, for natural reasons,
biomass based.

2.3

Participants in Energy Related Research

While a major part of electrical energy is consumed in industry, close co-operation between some of
the energy intensive industries and machine suppliers to these industries has been customary. For
instance ABB, Andritz, Metso and Outotech have been contributing to more efficient energy usage together with their customers. The Finnish energy policy is led by the Ministry of Employment and
Economy (MEE). The Ministry’s Energy Department consists of four divisions: base production of energy, energy markets, energy efficiency and technology, and renewable energy. The Finnish Funding
Agency for Technology and Innovation, Tekes, finances research and development projects for companies, research centres and universities. The funds are awarded from the state budget via MEE. Another important factor in the Finnish energy development sector is the Technical Research Centre of
Finland, VTT. Their energy research branch focuses on new energy technologies, fuels and combustion, nuclear energy, engine technology and energy in transportation, the pulp and paper industry and
energy systems.

3

Joint approach to research

Many innovations have been the product of a specific research programme or research team, or even
individuals. Energy efficiency has mostly been studied from the viewpoint of individual motors, appliances, and industries. Today, however, it is becoming ever more commonplace that industry, research institutes and universities work together. Thus joint project planning and new joint research
programmes will considerably facilitate the development of the whole innovation chain and the development of globally competitive technology and service products. Close co-operation between suppliers and customers has been commonplace in energy intensive Finnish industries. Today, however,
this has been lifted to a new level, where even research and development work is pursued in a joint
manner.
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3.1.

Strategic Centres for Science, Technology and Innovation

In Finland this kind of work has been pioneered in a consortium called CLEEN Ltd. CLEEN is one of
six Finnish Strategic Centres for Science, Technology and Innovation. These competence clusters
concentrate on research on the most important areas of business and society. CLEEN focuses on
energy and environment, FIMECC on metals and engineering, Metsäklusteri on the forest sector,
TIVIT on developing Finnish know-how in information and communication technology, RYM on built
environment innovations and SalWe on health and wellbeing. With these competence clusters Finland
aims to take a leap to the next level in technology. The ownership of CLEEN is divided between private companies, research institutes and universities. The funding of its research activities, i.e. research programmes, is provided by the participating companies. Significant contribution comes also
from non-shareholders and from state-owned Tekes. The objective of CLEEN is to create value to the
participants through its operations by offering the most competitive environment for joint knowledge
building of the best industrial and academic competences. The national aspect is that the hub and access into the network of world class energy and environmental core competences would be found
from Finland. Therefore it is crucial that Finland holds its competitiveness and reputation as a place
for trustworthy and flourishing environment for open innovation [7].

3.1.1

Smart Grids and Energy Markets

In CLEEN different actors from the industry and the academia have joined forces in looking into smart
grids and energy markets (SGEM), future combustion engine power plants (FCEP) and measuring,
monitoring and environmental efficiency assessment (MMEA). Compared with the traditional electric
grids, smart grids enable more efficient use and control of distributed electricity generation, and the
intelligent use of electric car batteries as a part of the electrical distribution systems. Research topics
in the Smart Grids and Energy Markets (SGEM) program are future infrastructures of energy systems,
intelligent management and operation of smart grids, customer gateways and development of energy
and emission services allowed by the smart grid technology. The goal of the SGEM research consortium is to develop international smart grid solutions that can be demonstrated in a real environment
utilizing Finnish R&D and innovation infrastructure. At the same time, the benefits of an interactive international research environment will accumulate know-how of the world-leading ICT and smart grid
providers. This consortium program has several participants from the industry, research institutes and
universities [8.]

3.1.2

Efficient Energy Use

The next big program in CLEEN is efficient energy use (EFEU). With this program generic methods
and tools to measure, model, analyse and optimize energy efficiency are developed. The basic idea is
to utilise system level (top-down) approach instead of optimizing individual system components. This
means that the trend now is geared towards getting to know the whole process that has to do with
energy efficiency whereas before the thinking has concentrated more on individual components in
saving energy. This approach requires a joint effort where even competitors share information about
the efficiency of motors and their control systems. Also governmental authorities and institutions as
well as universities are of importance in joining forces. (s. Figure 2 and Appendix 1).
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consortium
by
organisation
type
Source: CLEEN Efficient Energy Use Program Plan 2011 – 2015, 2011, p. 10
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The Efficient Energy Use (EFEU) program focuses on the development of methods that can improve
the energy efficiency of devices and systems. The target sectors are industry and service where approximately 60 percent of the total energy consumption is consumed. The primary goals of the research program are to develop new methods, business processes and systems that help to achieve
radical improvements in energy efficiency; to develop new methods that produce significant energy
efficiency improvements with minor investments; and to create national R&D network for energy efficiency development [9].

4

Generic energy intensive applications

One of the major advantages in a system approach is that the research will be concentrated on generic energy intensive applications instead of industry specific ones. For example, the research topics
include future industrial separation, low temperature heat recovery and pumping, ventilation and mixing systems with focus on technologies and methods, with a system approach. Participating in a
CLEEN program can be very advantageous for the company or research facility. If, for instance, a research initiative cost one million Euros, and the research were decided to be performed by only one
participant, the costs could be reimbursed maximally by 30 per cent by the Finnish Funding Agency
for Technology and Innovation, Tekes.
There are, basically, three different way of financing a research programme. If a programme costs, let
us say, one million Euros, a company itself can stand for all the costs. The other option was described
above. Here a maximum of 30 percent of the funding comes from Tekes. The third way of financing is
through the consortium of CLEEN. With CLEEN, one half of the costs would be taken care of a participating university. The other half would be divided by the participating companies. If there are five
participants, this means a stake of 100 000 Euros per company. These remaining 100 000 Euros can
be subsidized by the above mentioned public funding mechanism with a maximum of 30 percent.
Mutual trust is, of course, an important element of the consortium work, but Intellectual Property
Rights (IPR) are of such importance to the whole idea that participants are required to share the results of their work. This corner stone is cemented through IPR agreements. The time span of the research programs that CLEEN takes up is typically three to five years. This makes it possible for companies to participate as most companies cannot afford to get involved in basic research with time
spans of up to ten years or more. These are more suitable to universities. It is also of importance to
note that CLEEN does not do short term product development which, in turn, belongs to the companies.
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4.1

Multifaceted approach towards EFEU

CLEEN has already produced research results in its first programs. Now the EFEU (Energy Efficient
Use) has also started its work. The work is based on the finding that power losses through each stage
in the power consumption process add up to significant amounts (Figure 3). The inserted table presents coefficients for each part of the energy chain. Thus the further in the chain savings are made,
the more overall savings are gained because less energy is needed at each step. The savings in the
energy end use result to more than ten times of savings in primary energy use and also affect the requirements of the energy transmission chain. If energy can be saved in some stages of the process,
the gains in primary energy savings can be significant. This underlines also the importance of the system approach as the energy chains are long. When the working groups in CLEEN are composed in
such a way that a problem is looked at from various angles, it is more probable to come up with a solution that alleviates the whole process instead of optimising just a small part of it. The latter can occur
more easily if the development work is done by an individual company.

Figure 3 Energy flow from the primary energy to the actual energy use in a pumping process
Source: CLEEN Efficient Energy Use Program Plan 2011 – 2015, 2011, p. 25

Figure 4 summarises what the EFEU program is about. The laws of physics set the theoretical minimum of energy consumption. Above this level there is the technical minimum and even the economical minimum. These two exemplify it that even if there would be a way of consuming even less energy, it might not be economical today. For instance, when water is pumped upwards the least
amount of energy needed would be equivalent of the potential energy needed to lift the water. This is
the theoretical minimum. The limits of technology come about e.g. there that the rotors or impellers in
the pump cannot be designed to a better efficiency rate than 95 per cent. Also the piping presents a
hindrance that affects to the performance of the pump. The economical minimum in the pumping example means that designing a pump to optimal performance is not necessarily economically feasible,
as the expensive piece of machinery might default. But with the advancement of technology, what
cannot be done today might be possible tomorrow. For instance superconductivity is expensive today,
but in the future the situation may change.
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Source: CLEEN Efficient Energy Use Program Plan 2011 – 2015, 2011, p. 29

EFEU

scope

The aim of the programme is to build knowledge and competence to enable future growth in energy
efficiency product and service innovations. The program will develop generic methods and tools to
measure, model, analyse and optimize energy efficiency. The basic idea is to utilise system level (topdown) approach in different scales instead of optimizing individual system component. In EFEU the
research topics are selected in such a way that they are generic energy intensive applications instead
of being industry specific. For example, the research topics include future industrial separation, low
temperature heat recovery and pumping, ventilation and mixing systems. In addition, the aspects of
education and services are included

4.2

The organisation of EFEU

The EFEU program is divided into three working packages (WPs). WP1 contains the management of
the project, communication with partners and dissemination of results through workshops, seminars
and related organisations. WP2 concentrates on energy system level. There is a single project Energy
Efficiency of Energy Chains. In the project the energy efficiency of different energy chains will be studied and found optimal energy chains by using different criteria, such as energy efficiency, costeffectiveness and potential to reduce emissions. This work package pursues comprehensive understanding of energy efficiency and CO2 emissions in energy chains. In previous studies the focus has
been in the emissions into air, not in the efficient use of energy. Often the specific energy consumption or energy efficiency is rather only one of the input variables in the environmental assessment
than a main interest. However, in this work package the focus is in energy efficiency of wide energy
systems i.e. energy chains. WP3 focuses on industrial systems in three projects: Energy Efficient
Process Sites, Energy Efficient Separation Methods and Integrated Fluid Handling Systems. In the
first one the focus is on reducing primary energy consumption of industrial process sites by developing and improving system analysis tools and their capabilities to integrate the most potential upgrading, recovery and conversion technologies into processes.
The research dealing with energy conversion, upgrading and recovery technologies inside industrial
processes studies the utilization of the low exergy streams. Energy content of these streams is huge,
but as the name low exergy stream implies, the utilisation potential of these streams is much smaller.
This line of study strives to understand how to better utilise these streams. Likewise, the main objec-
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tive of Energy Efficient Separation Methods is to improve the separation efficiency by 25 per cent
compared to the current best available technology. Separation technologies are commonly used in
many industries, like chemical, pulp & paper, food, medical and metallurgical industries. Those industries are the biggest industrial energy users globally. Because their processes are full of separation
unit operations it is easy to see the enormous potential what advanced separation methods could give
in improving processes. The third project Integrated Fluid Handling Systems concentrates on pumping, mixing and ventilation systems that represent the most consumed energy in industrial applications. According to preliminary analysis, up to 60 per cent savings in primary energy could be reached
in pumping systems [10].

4.3

Working methods

CLEEN offers readymade templates for co-operation contracts. This kind of default contract makes it
easier for even small and medium sized companies to join. This way they get equal treatment and do
not necessarily have to use a lawyer to draw up a contract from scratch. The adopted working method
also includes information days and seminars when information about the projects is disseminated
more widely than just to the participants. In fact, this is a prerequisite that is required by one of the
main financiers, Tekes. Figure 5 depicts how the work in CLEEN relates to even other competence
centre programs described earlier (see chapter 3.1). The results from work can be applied by besides
the participants also within the RYM competence centre. RYM looks into questions of the built environment. Energy efficiency is of great importance to the built environment as well. Houses and office
buildings consume a major part of energy, whether it is for heating or cooling purposes. WP3, on the
other hand, is of special interest to FIMECC and Forest Cluster.

Figure 5 The structure of EFEU research program and connections to other Finnish competence
centre
programs
Source: CLEEN Efficient Energy Use Program Plan 2011 – 2015, 2011, p. 35

An important aspect of dissemination is to take care that the research results will be utilized in education at different levels. This furthers the usage of a new energy efficient methodology. The program
members also have a wide network of partners outside the EFEU program. These represent organizations and universities from a variety of countries.
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5 Conclusions

Energy efficiency has mostly been studied from the viewpoint of individual motors, appliances, and
industries, in all of which considerable improvement has taken place. Improving all these components
can lead to remarkable improvements in energy efficiency, but this approach does not take into account the big picture. Energy losses that occur in the whole process from power plants to user amount
to significant numbers.
This paper shows that a programme established in Finland builds knowledge and competence to enable future growth in energy efficiency product and service innovations. The focus is on system level
solutions, as product and unit level efficiency improvement potential is diminishing. IP creation potential is still large in system level solutions, fulfilment of the potential requires extensive co-operation
The CLEEN programme has established research groups that take a system approach to energy efficiency. In this way several participants will concentrate on generic energy intensive applications instead of industry specific ones.
Understanding and applying generated knowledge on system efficiency in design and operation will
give a clear competitive edge for equipment and service providers. CLEEN helps in building a worldclass research and development network for Finland. This is achieved through a tighter co-operation
between the Finnish players.
The approach also creates a new way of working between the industry and academia. New working
methods and tools for effective team work that can be carried out anytime and anywhere are promoted.
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Auditing the consistency of the repair process helps to maintain
the energy efficiency of electric motors
Juan Pablo González, Sönke Petersen
SKF Colombia, SKF USA

Abstract
While several organizations describe the optimum process for an electric motor repair, many
workshops do not follow it. It is estimated that the cost of the energy used in a motor’s active life can
represent up to 97% of Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) for an electric motor; thus even small losses in
efficiency introduced during the repair process will increase final energy bills and will most likely
increase maintenance costs as well. Still, industrial users in general are not requiring their motor
repair providers to prove the consistency of their repair process through an external audit process and
are hence missing out on an opportunity to increase the reliability and efficiency of their equipment.
For industrial users with multiple facilities scattered across a wide geographic area, the only way to
receive constant quality of repair services, regardless of the location of the plant and the workshop, is
by using a specially developed and worldwide mandatory audit protocol that summarizes best
practices and global standards.
This paper briefly describes major requirements of a motor repair process and the general findings
after six years of audits. Experience shows that only workshops that are strict on electrical and
mechanical motor conformance testing can focus on and in the end achieve high quality and
consistent repair processes while at the same time investing in training, safety and working climate
analyses of their companies. Workshops that have a continuous improvement culture and have taken
the audit recommendations seriously provide additional levels of confidence to the industrial users.
The audit process allows a workshop to continuously “benchmark” its operation and identify
opportunities for improvement. The target is a highly reliable repair operation where motor efficiencies
are at least maintained if not even improved.

Introduction
Electric-motor driven systems (EMDS) consume 45% of global electricity and 68% of this
consumption comes from medium motors 1 in the power range 0.75 kW (1 HP) to 375 kW (500 HP).
On the one hand, industry and legislation have identified the enormous energy savings potential
EMDS offer and new regulations for the use of new, higher efficiency motors are currently being
discussed and introduced worldwide. On the other hand, there still is a large untapped energy savings
potential of motors that are being repaired worldwide2.
It is estimated that the cost of the energy used in a motor’s active life can represent up to 97% of the
Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) so it is obvious that the motor’s energy efficiency will become a major
performance criterion also for motor repair shops. To boost the efficiency of an electric motor, repair
3
shops have several design options (e.g. higher slot fill where possible , use of energy efficient
4,5
bearings ) that have already been discussed. This paper will focus on the motor efficiency potential
within the repair process itself.

1

Falkner H., Holt S. , Walking the torque, IEA Information paper, May 2011, p.15, p17
Also IEA is planning to work on the motor repair element in the future to maximize the potential energy savings of EMDS. See
Falkner H., Holt S. , Walking the torque, IEA Information paper , May 2011, p.8
3
Hoydt W., Bishop T., Can a Rewind Up Motor Efficiency? Control Design May 2011
4
Janssens M., SKF Energy Efficient deep groove ball bearings for higher driveline efficiency, proceedings EEMODS’09 ,
Nantes
2
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While several organizations provide repair specifications 6 and there is information on optimum
process for an electric motor repair7, many workshops do not follow it. Still, industrial users in general
are not enforcing their motor repair providers to prove the consistency of their repair process through
an external audit process and are hence missing out on an opportunity to increase the reliability and
efficiency of their equipment.

The audit process
Base for this paper is the experience gained in the recent audits of electric motor shop applicants to
become/remain member of the SKF Certified Rebuilder Electric Motor program. The program was
developed and launched in the US in 2005 and since then, successfully introduced across the
Americas, Europe and Asia.
Participation in the program is not restricted to a certain type of rebuild shop (be it size of the shop or
size/type of motors being repaired or industries being serviced). Program members either had
contacted SKF directly or had been referenced by multinational companies as critical providers for
their operational targets.
To participate in the program’s initial audit it is mandatory to be strict on electrical and mechanical
motor conformance testing and have own written procedures as a minimum8.
In order to establish a benchmark against which the workshops are audited, SKF created a document
called “Technical Requirements” that brings together best practices for motor repairs promoted by
leading organizations around the world9. The document also defines the tools, equipment, instruments
and knowledge required to perform proper maintenance and rewinding operations.
Based on the technical requirements and specific industry experience SKF developed an audit
protocol, with more than 350 control questions10, that assesses the conditions of a repair shop and the
quality of its repair process. The questions search for details and evidence that will affect efficiency
and reliability of the electric motor during the repair and rewinding process. The shop’s compliance to
each requirement is rated as follows:

•

4 - The requirement is fulfilled.

•

3 - The requirement is fulfilled with observation(s) or minor incompleteness

•

2 - The requirement is fulfilled with minor deviation(s) or incompleteness

•

1 - The requirement is not fulfilled and there is major deviation(s)

•

0 - Not acceptable.

The rating has the following consequences for the shop:
Scores 4 and 3: certificate can be granted
Any scores of 2: the requirement must be timely addressed with a committed action plan to achieve
certification.
5

The range of SKF Energy Efficient deep groove ball bearings has been continuously increased towards larger bearing sizes
that are used in motors > 37kW (50hp). These motors usually are repaired at least once in their lifetime.
6
E.g. DOE, EASA, AEMT,BEAMA, Consortium for Energy, see references
7
Penrose H. W. Ph.D., Anatomy of an energy efficient electric motor repair, IEEE Electrical Insulation Magazine, Vol 13; No.1;
January/February 1997
8
Once the certification audit has been passed successfully participants are a “SKF Certified Rebuilder Electric Motors” and can
market themselves, accordingly.
9
E.g. DOE, EASA, AEMT,BEAMA, Consortium for Energy, see references
10
Grouped in “major subjects”
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Any scores of 1: must be corrected before a certification can be granted.
Any scores of 0: significant work must be done before the site audit can be repeated.

The audit begins with a review of documentation of standard procedures, work instructions, quality
control parameters, equipment list, calibration records and training files. Shops must show evidence
of adhering to standard procedures with the repair follow-up, checklists, data management methods
and dedicated personnel. Only workshops that follow consistent procedures, every time, can provide
consistent quality.
The repair process is audited with a walk-around through the workshop. The incoming inspection and
the initial electrical and mechanical tests performed to verify the actual condition of the motor are
crucial components of the audit. Excessive dirt, over greased bearings, soft foot on the frame, missing
seals, bent shaft, etc. are all evidence of non-perfect operating conditions that are affecting electric
motor performance. Based on “as-found” conditions, world-class workshops provide maintenance and
operation recommendations to customers contributing to the reliability and energy efficient utilization
of their motors.
The availability of sufficient and appropriate tools to disassemble the motor minimizes the risk of
damaging key components such as shaft, rotor and stator. The segregation and proper identification
of motors is important to avoid mixing or missing parts during the repair process. Cranes and lifting
devices must be capable of gently moving heavy loads to avoid impact on mechanical components
that could compromise electric motor performance. Clean and dry operations are important to reestablish insulation properties and technicians assigned to these tasks are interviewed to verify that
they understand the effect humidity and contamination have on the insulation system and the
electrical test results. Blasting procedure and material must be carefully selected to avoid short
circuits between the stator laminations that cause hot spots and increase overall core losses11.
Workshop premises must show evidence of availability and correct use of technology to handle
bearings and controlled methods for motor stripping. Direct flame applied onto bearings can cause
shaft deformations and potential changes to material properties; non-controlled heat sources that
increase the stator’s temperature beyond 360°C (680°F) will increase core losses and reduce electric
motor efficiency12.
Any alteration of the winding design can affect the motor’s energy efficiency; therefore OEM or “asfound” winding specification must be registered and used 13 . Copper quality, insulation class and
impregnation method must be appropriate to meet the electrical design of the motor. A surge test at
voltages established by the IEEE standard must be performed on the stator before and after
impregnation to identify shortened turns or wrong connections. Tests at lower voltages do not
evidence all potential winding problems.
Bearing seats’ tight tolerances affect the friction and windage (F&W) losses of the motor 14 . The
calibration and resolution of the measuring instruments as well as the skills of the technician to
actually use them correctly are evaluated with a calibrated set of rings to verify precision and
repeatability of measurements. Roundness and cylindricity of shafts and housings can only be
evaluated through a minimum of eight (8) measurements. Digital instruments and appropriate
templates expedite this operation.
Tighter air gap tolerances of the newer generation of electric motors require higher quality of rotor
balancing; workshops must balance motors to ISO G2.5 or better, but 2 poles motors must be
balanced to ISO G1.0 or better. Technicians must understand the concept of an acceptable level of
unbalance.

11

EASA/AEMT, The effect of repair/rewinding on motor efficiency, 2003, p.2-15
Guidelines to a Good Motor Repair; Consortium for Energy, p.3
13
EASA Standard AR100-2010 Recommended Practice for the repair of rotating electrical apparatus; Electrical Apparatus
Service Association, p.18
14
EASA/AEMT, The effect of repair/rewinding on motor efficiency, 2003, p.2-18
12
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Proper lubrication is critical to ensure reliability of bearings. Workshops must keep/store the greases
in cartridges or closed barrels with a filler pump for grease gun refilling. Only the proper type of clean
grease protects against contaminants and corrosion, and only when applied in the appropriate
amount are F&W losses kept at their minimum.
Based on the actual accepted electrical and vibration standards, Pass/No Pass criteria must be
written in the checklist to avoid misinterpretations by technicians and provide confidence to customers.
Technicians that perform tests are interviewed to verify that they have received formal training and
can provide accurate diagnostics.
After the successful repair, workshops must take actions to avoid mechanical damage15, humidity
ingression and corrosion of parts during electric motor storage and transportation as any of these
conditions could lead to reduced efficiency and reliability in the operation later on.

Methodology
As mentioned before the answers to 350 control questions assess the conditions of a repair shop and
the quality of its repair process. The shop’s compliance to each requirement is rated as follows:

•

4 - The requirement is fulfilled.

•

3 - The requirement is fulfilled with observation(s) or minor incompleteness

•

2 - The requirement is fulfilled with minor deviation(s) or incompleteness

•

1 - The requirement is not fulfilled and there is major deviation(s)

•

0 - Not acceptable.

The results of the most recent 35 audits have been analyzed for this paper.

For confidentiality reasons no specific single results are shown here. The audit results have been
aggregated on main subject level per rebuilder/audit. The audit results shown in table 1 are not
grouped in regions.
To get an idea of possible regional influences on identified potentials for improvements main subjects’
averages per region have been calculated (see table 2). The results will not be further discussed here
but may be an interesting topic for a future paper.
In table 3 those main subjects are listed that have scored most of the time a certain score. The ‘Top 5’
for each score are shown. Double listing of a main subject is possible as it is ranked relatively within
the score group (it is not the worldwide average shown).

Results and Discussion
This chapter contains a summary of results from 35 audits that were done in Asia, Europe, Latin
America and North America.
Table 1 represents a general result overview; the 350 control questions are grouped in 37 main
subjects audited; yellow boxes represent minor deviation(s) or incompleteness and red boxes are
major deviation(s). The lowest performance within a main subject defines the overall rating for this
subject (i.e. 1 major deviation turns the whole main subject red even if all other questions in that main

15

E.g. vibrations on motors that are not properly stored or secured during transportation can be the root cause for ‘false
brinelling’ – a bearing damage that can increase vibration levels and reduce not only efficiency but also the service life of the
motor.
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subject would have scored a perfect 4). The results are presented in random order without specific
mentioning of the geographical area.
Table 2 shows the five (5) topics that had the lowest average score per region. To assess these
differences more data is needed, though.
Each column of the table 3 shows topics covered by the audit that had scored 4, 3 , 2 or 1 most of the
time.
The improvement potentials (scores 2 and 1) will be discussed in more detail.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Main Subject
1.1 Quality Control (QC) procedures.
1.2 Documentation,
procedures
1.3
Warranties
improvements

job

and

cards

and

continuous

1.4 Calibration
1.5 Employee competence
2.1
2.2
3.1 Standard practices
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
4.1
4.2
4.5
4.6 Varnishing
5.1 General evaluation machine shop
5.2
5.3 Machine tool evaluation
5.4 Evaluation of micrometers and bore
gauges
5.6 Procedures for restoring shaft fits
5.7 Procedures for restoring end shield fits
5.8 Machine tool guarding evaluation
6.1
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35

Table 1: General results

6.2
6.3
7.1 General evaluation motor assembly
area
7.2 Standard practices
7.3
7.4
8.1
8.2
9.1
9.2 Vibration acceptance testing
9.3
9.4
10.1 External environmental evaluation Walk around the building

Table 2: Topics with the lowest average score per region
Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

Region 4

5.1 General evaluation
machine shop

7.1 General evaluation
motor assembly area

9.2
Vibration
acceptance testing

1.3 Warranties
continuous
improvements

9.2
Vibration
acceptance testing

5.4
Evaluation
of
micrometers and bore
gauges

4.6 Varnishing

4.6 Varnishing

5.3
Machine
evaluation

7.2 Standard practices

1.1 Quality Control (QC)
procedures.

1.4 Calibration

5.6 Procedures for
restoring shaft fits

9.2
Vibration
acceptance testing

1.2 Documentation, job
cards and procedures

5.7 Procedures for
restoring end shield fits

3.1 Standard practices

5.6 Procedures
restoring shaft fits

1.4 Calibration

1.5
Employee
competence

tool

for

and

Table 3: Strengths and improvement potential
Most of the time a
score of 4

Most of the time a
score of 3

Most of the time a
score of 2

More than once a
score of 1

External environmental
evaluation

Building evaluation

Vibration
testing

Calibration

Sand
operation

Standard practices

Procedures
restoring shaft fits

blasting
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acceptance
for

Vibration
testing

acceptance

Bearing
lubrication
procedures

Cleanliness
area

Storage of new and
repaired motors
Final
electrical
acceptance testing

teardown

General
evaluation
motor assembly area

Employee competence

Tools and equipment

General
evaluation
machine shop

Varnishing

Employee competence

Evaluation
of
micrometers and bore
gauges

Warranties
continuous
improvements

and

The know-how, capability and professionalism that every electric motor repair company can offer
varies from shop to shop, type of industry serviced, country and also over time. It is important to
understand that the results shown correspond to those workshops that are among the best in their
regions and that voluntarily accepted being audited. The results do not represent a general trend of all
the workshops in the world or in a specific area; one only can assume that other workshops if audited
would show at best a similar profile. The results however, demonstrate where top performers are
doing well and indicate where there still is room for improvement.
An EASA/AEMT study16 identifies the repair procedures that are critical for maintaining the efficiency
of the electric motor. These procedures were also audited and found under control in the vast majority
in accordance with best practices.
A review of the topics that required improvement allows audited workshops to define activities to
mitigate the risk of introducing small efficiency losses during the repair process.
The biggest improvement opportunities (observations that needed to be solved before a certificate
could be granted) could be found in the first part of the audits related to specification and
documentation of processes and competency of employees.
Most improvement opportunities were mainly related to the part of the audit that covers the
mechanical repair process. More details concerning each specific improvement that can be related to
the motor’s energy efficiency are discussed in this brief list:
Calibration: Professional shops maintain a master list compiling all measuring and test equipment and
have established a process that assures timely recertification and re-calibration. Micrometers and
Gauges used to measure tolerance conformity of mechanical components, e.g. shafts and housings,
and balancing equipment used to balance rotors will have a direct impact on efficiency, e.g. tighter fits
on bearings will increase friction losses; an unbalanced rotor will produce vibrations that increase
bearing loads and therefore losses related with friction. A Winding Analyzer detects shorted turns or
unbalanced circuits that will increase stator losses. Note that the topics Final electrical acceptance
testing and Tools and equipment usually score well, an indication that the availability of proper
equipment is not enough to assure quality.
Vibration acceptance testing: The velocity amplitude (Inch/s-Peak; mm/s-RMS) and the Acceleration
overall amplitude (g’s Peak) measured at bearing locations in any direction shall not exceed the bandlimited acceptance values specified by the technical requirements. Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT)
spectra provide information to help determine the location of the problem (e.g. component tolerances
after restoring, bearing fits, shaft deflections, rotor imbalance or frame distortion). Vibration creates
loads on bearings thus increasing friction, accelerates component wear, loosens windings and
damages insulation-- resulting in increased losses in the stator.
Employee competence: Professional shops never rely solely on the skills and experience of shop
technicians. All have a formal training process covering competence development with refresher
programs. Personnel involved in the warranty process shall have a formal Root Cause Failure
Analysis (RCFA) training. While this topic does not have a measurable direct impact on the efficiency
of the electric motor, it is clear that trained and skilled personnel will perform quality work that will
maintain the electric motor integrity and efficiency.
16

EASA/AEMT, The effect of repair/rewinding on motor efficiency, 2003
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Varnishing: In terms of efficiency, when the method used fills all the slots it promotes faster heat
dissipation resulting in lower winding temperatures and reduced stator losses.
Warranties and continuous improvements: A workshop using best practices techniques will hold the
number of claims at its minimum; world-class workshops also track the nature of claim to understand
why the motor failed and which processes deserves improvement. All the improvement actions taken
will result in higher reliability and efficiency of the electric motor.
Procedures for restoring shaft fits, General evaluation machine shop, evaluation of micrometers and
bore gauges: All these topics belong to the same subject. Machine tools, lathes and milling machines
must be capable. They must be inspected and evaluated by a third party to avoid machining errors
that can lead to increased defects on mechanical components, e.g. shafts and housings, that will
negatively impact efficiency, e.g. tighter fits on bearings will increase F&W losses.
General evaluation motor assembly area: In general most of the shops could benefit by implementing
a “Five S” program. The Five S program (Sort, Set in Order, Shine, Standardize, Sustain) focuses on
having visual order, organization, cleanliness and standardization. Areas for motor assembly, bearing
mounting, handling and lubrication should be physically separated from potentially contaminating
processes (e.g. sandblasting, milling, turning).
Standard practices in the assembly area: This includes a review of procedures to ensure that the air
gap is even after assembly as an increase in the air gap will increase losses.
The use of Premium Efficiency motors combined with variable speed drives provides process
optimization while minimizing the use of energy. Equally important in this pursuit for perfection is
auditing the consistency of the repair process. It helps to maintain energy efficiency and sustain the
dollar savings of repaired electric motors. Even the best workshops have identified improvement
areas; these areas can easily be addressed and their deficiencies eliminated. The goal is to provide a
reliable process with repeatable results; Experience shows that audited workshops do a better job of
maintaining the efficiency of the motor.

Conclusions
In general, industrial users are not requiring their motor repair providers to prove the consistency of
their repair process through an external audit process. Motor shop customers do not necessarily know
what repairing a motor entails and hence are not aware of the need and benefits of a certification
program that aims to deliver less electric motor service variability.
Consistent specifications and standards based on best-in-class practices means that end users
receive higher-quality repairs that will provide a longer, more reliable motor service life along with
enhanced efficiency performance and reduced maintenance and downtime. With energy usage being
a major focus and cost factor in the industry, customers should and will be demanding rebuilders who
can prove that their repairs do not have a detrimental impact on the repaired motor’s efficiency.
For industrial users with multiple facilities scattered throughout a wide geographic area, the only way
to provide equivalent quality on repairing services, regardless the localization of the plant and the
workshop, is using a specifically developed and worldwide mandatory audit protocol that summarizes
best practices and global standards.
Six years of experience auditing around the world shows that only workshops that are strict with
respect to electrical and mechanical motor conformance testing can offer a quality and consistent
repair process. These shops must also invest in training, safety and working climate analysis.
Workshops that have a continuous improvement culture and that have taken the audit
recommendations seriously provide additional levels of confidence to the industrial users.
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The repair facility audit is a proven tool to challenge processes and should be carried out continuously
by organizations or people who have seen best practices implemented, have set global benchmarks
linked with leading edge technology, and can provide guidance to electric motor workshops and
advice to industrial customers. The audit process allows the workshop to continuously “benchmark” its
operation and identify opportunities for improvement. The target is a highly reliable repair operation
where motor efficiencies are at least maintained if not even improved with the repair.
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Abstract
The design and implementation of an automated test system for measuring efficiency simultaneously
to the IEEE 112B and IEC 60034-2-1 is described. The test facility operates under circumstances
which require that efficiency tests be conducted to either standard at one time or the other. This
situation of testing to several standards is not uncommon to motor manufacturers that are serving
global markets or product certification agencies that operate globally. The KERI motor test lab is
currently supporting the MEPS in Korea, where the testing requirement is based on the IEC
standards. The lab is also accredited by NVLAP which requires efficiency testing and round robin
verifications to the IEEE standard. Although practically equivalent, there are minor differences in the
test standards that affect the way test is performed and how results are calculated. The results of
typical tests are presented.

Introduction
The global nature of the electric motor industry requires manufacturers and test facilities to be up to
date with international test standards both within and outside their region of incorporation. Due to this
requirement and the gradual adoption of minimum efficiency performance standards across the globe
there is a need for consistent approach to electric motor testing. In North America, the IEEE std.
112B and the CSA 390 are widely used methods for motor efficiency measurement while in Europe
and many parts of the world the IEC standards are used [1]-[4]. The IEC 60034-2-1 standard is a loss
segregation method that is practically equivalent to the IEEE 112 B. Several countries have their own
national standards that are modeled after either the IEEE or the IEC standards. Therefore, the loss
segregation methods in the IEC and IEEE standards have to be in harmony to achieve global
consistency in motor efficiency measurement. Although there is an on-going effort to harmonize the
standards, there are minor differences. Until these differences are bridged, efficiency tests have to be
prosecuted according to each standard.
A state-of-the-art automated test lab was built at the Korea Electrotechnology Research Institute
(KERI) to test motor efficiency according to both IEEE and IEC standards to support the MEPS in
Korea. The test system is equipped with a set of five dynamometers to test electric motors within the
range of 1hp to 270hp. The dynamometers are constructed from active load machines with 4quadrant operation and precise torque and speed control. The test stands are motorized for easy
installation of test samples. The system is capable of manual operation, partially automated operation
or fully automated - which comes in handy in this age of multi-tasking. In this paper, an overview of
the KERI test facility is described and typical results of efficiency measurements to the IEC and IEEE
standards are presented.

Description of the Test Facility
The KERI test lab consists of a set of five dynamometers. Each test stand is equipped with active
load machines with 4-quadrant operation which enables running and braking the test motor in both
directions. The system employs active speed control and torque feedback for torque control, which is
independent of speed, from zero torque (synchronous operation) to nominal with overload capability
for short periods. The nominal power of the load machines for the five test stands is provided in Table
1.
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Table 1: Dynamometer and power supply rating of test stands
Test Stand

Load motor & drive

Torque sensor

Power Supply System

TS-1

340kW, 265kW

2500Nm,
1000Nm

0-600V , 50/60Hz, 520A

TS-2

89kW

350Nm

0-600V , 50/60Hz, 200A

TS-3

29kW

100Nm

0-600V , 50/60Hz, 200A

TS-4

12kW

30Nm

0-600V , 50/60Hz, 30A

TS-5

4.3kW

10Nm

0-600V , 50/60Hz, 15A

The objective during the design of the test system is to cover the entire spectrum of motors covered
under the minimum efficiency performance standards (MEPS) in Korea. The MEPS currently covers
the range of motors from 0.75kW to 200kW and projected expansion of coverage in the near future.
One of the design considerations of selecting the torque transducer and for sizing the dynamometers
was that rated torque of the motor to be tested on a given stand would be not less that 20% of the full
scale value of the torque transducer to the dynamometers as possible. After considering the entire
spectrum of motors covered by the MEPS it was decided to install five dynamometers to ensure that
the test motors are matched as closely as possible to the dynamometers for high accuracy. The
largest test stand TS-1 is equipped with 2 load motors to cover the upper range of lab capability. The
test stands can be operated independently, due to integrated control software and PC terminals.
There are two terminals per test bench, with one located at the test stand and the other at the control
room.
A. General Test System Design
The general schematic of the test system design is as shown in Fig 1. The test motor and load
motors are coupled through burst protection couplings with a flange torque transducer sandwiched
between the couplings. The couplings are equipped with switches that would not permit starting of the
system if the couplings are not in place or not properly installed. Each test stand is equipped with a
measurement, instrumentation and data acquisition panel that also houses modern power analyzers
for electric power measurements and multi-channel thermocouple modules, micro-ohmmeter for
resistance measurement and a PC terminal. The torque sensors are intelligent sensors with in-built
amplifier and signal conditioning connected through an RS 232 interface.
Fig 2 shows the general view of dynamometer test stand TS-1 – the largest dynamometer. This
dynamometer is equipped with lifting table that is operated through a key switch. The table’s up and
down as well as lateral movements are motorized, thereby enhancing the motor mounting experience.
An accurate adjustment of the specimen shaft height to the position of the load machine shaft and
coupling position is necessary to avoid forces and torques in the coupling which lead to measurement
errors and also can lead to mechanical damage of the rotating parts of the test stand. A servo motor
is used for vertical height adjustments up to 150mm and a pneumatic device is used for horizontal
(axial) adjustments of the test stand and also for locking the table in a fixed position during testing.
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Figure 1: General schematic layout of the test stands

Figure 2: General view of the largest test stand TS-1
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B. Power Supply
The power supply of the system is made up of the Sinamics inverter module with a sine wave filter
and fixed and adjustable transformers for a variable voltage from zero up to 600V, 50 or 60Hz. The
voltage control is distributed to sinamics inverter and transformer system. The control is setup in such
a way that the transformer system performs the initial coarse control of the voltage for the wide range
and then hands over control to the sinamics control unit to fine tune the voltage to the specified level
set in the master data file before the test specimen is turned on. The latter control also automatically
balances the voltages to within 0.2% full scale.

Figure 3: Hydraulic table and power supply system

C. Measurement and Instrumentation
The measurements and instrumentation data acquisition panel houses the PC and all the equipment
and control interfaces used for the measurement and control of equipment electrical power,
mechanical power, resistance and temperature equipment. The PC is also used for parameterization
of the equipment by applying the appropriate ranges and settings through the system software and for
visual display of results. The following interface cards are installed for control and data logging:
-

Analog interface with 8 analog inputs (ADC 16-bit resolution) and 4 analog outputs(DAC 14-bit
resolution)

-

Digital interface with 32 digital inputs and 32 opto-decoupled digital outputs

-

GPIB interface for controlling of the WT3000 power analyzer

-

RS232 interface for controlling of MGR10 microohmmeter

-

Profibus interface

-

Watchdog interface
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The electrical measurements are effected through high precision multi-channel current transducers
equipped on all but one test stand. The smallest test stand TS-5 is directly connected without a
current transducer to the power meter. The resistance measurements are automatically done by the
4-wire method at the beginning of the test sequence and immediately at shut down and at the end of
the no-load test after the lowest voltage data point is taken.

D. Automation of measurements
For efficiency tests according to loss segregation techniques, certain important steps are required
after the motor is mounted and properly aligned. These steps are 1) cold resistance measurements,
2) rated load temperature rise tests (heat run), 3) load test at six load points and 4) no-load tests with
motor uncoupled from the dynamometer. It must be pointed out that at the end of step 2, the motor is
shut down and hot resistance is measured. In the case of the IEC, there is an extra requirement to
take the resistance of the motor after the last voltage point is taken on the no-load test.
The test system can be set to perform efficiency tests manually, semi-automatically or automatically.
By automatically is meant that, at the click of the start button on the system software interface, all the
steps listed above are carried out without the intervention of the operator, except to uncouple the
motor at the prompting of the system. Of course the system settings have to be entered for all that to
take place. The user friendly graphical user interface enables the operator to enter the required
settings to achieve the goal of the test. For manual operation, the system is set to halt at the
completion of each of the steps. In the semi-automated mode two or more of the steps can be
selected.
When the criteria for stability is attained, the system shuts down for the hot resistance measurement
at the end of the heat run cycle, the system takes a specified number of measurements at equal
intervals up to a specified time period. Although these values are quickly taken and well within the
allowed time for resistance measurements in the standards, the resistance values are extrapolated to
time t=0 for a precise value of the shutdown resistance.
During automatic operation, after each test module is completed the system automatically saves the
acquired data to a spreadsheet specific to that test module in a workbook for which a predefined file
path exists. The system also saves the data in its internal file format “.iw” on the computer. This file
format can be loaded at anytime and/or exported into Excel. At the end of the selected test modules,
the entire workbook is saved.
The Excel workbook also contains calculation worksheets that are automatically populated with the
test data from the test modules. This enables automatic calculation of the efficiency according to IEC
and IEEE standards.
During the entire test process the operator is advised of the status of every operation being carried
out by the system through the graphical user interface. Also, the measurements are displayed on this
interface with desired plots as selected by the user also displayed. A typical screen of the GUI is
shown in Fig 4.
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Figure 4: A screen capture of the graphical user interface

Reasons for measuring Efficiency to IEC and IEEE Requirements
Korea has enacted laws on MEPS that has been in effect since 2008 [5]. The scope of coverage
includes general purpose single speed induction motors from 0.75 to 200kW. The MEPS is being
implemented in a phases with possible revisions to the scope of coverage. The lab was established to
create an opportunity to support the enforcement of the existing MEP regulations. The prescribed
Korean national efficiency test standard is the KS C IEC 61972 method 1 which is substantially
equivalent to the IEC 60034-2-1 residual loss method. The lab is therefore required to be capable of
testing to IEC standards. In order to establish and/or confirm the lab’s competence and credibility in
efficiency testing, the lab sought accreditation from the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation
Program (NVLAP) - that is operated by the US federal agency, National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST). The NVLAP program required that the lab demonstrate the ability to test electric
motors according to the IEEE 112B method. The NVLAP program also involves periodic audits and
proficiency tests to the IEEE 112B method and requires the lab to demonstrate high competence in
this test method on an on-going basis. Therefore the automated test system was developed to enable
the measurement and computation of efficiency according to IEEE 112B and IEC 60034-2-1 in order
to simultaneously satisfy both requirements.

Comparison of Efficiency Measurement Methods
The loss segregation method for induction machine efficiency measurements have been well
described in the applicable standards such as IEEE 112B, CSA 390 and IEC 60034-2-1 [1]-[4]. The
technical details of the method have also been extensively described in literature [6] – [9] and will not
be repeated here. In recent times there have been efforts to harmonize these standards. Although
they can be considered practically equivalent, there are some minor differences. These differences
have also been the subject of recent papers such as [10] and [11] and would not be discussed in this
paper but a few may only be highlighted for emphasis.
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As of today, the test data collection methods for the IEC, IEEE and CSA standards are very similar
but the method of computing the efficiency is different. The most significant difference relates to the
way the core losses are determined between the three standards. The core loss calculation in the IEC
60034-2-1 and the CSA C390-10 considers the voltage drop across the stator terminals during
loading, thereby making the core loss variable with load while the IEEE 112B assumed a constant
value regardless of the load. The approach of considering voltage drop in the core loss calculation for
the loss segregation technique was proposed in the IEC standard - IEC 60034-2-1 in 2007 and was
followed in the CSA 390 in 2010. Therefore with respect to the core loss computation, the CSA C39010 is more aligned with the IEC 60034-2-1 than the IEEE 112B. It is expected that the IEEE 112B
would follow the same model in its next revision, which is currently on-going.
There are also minor things like resistance measurements in the calculations. The IEEE calculation
method uses the cold resistance measurement from which values are scaled and the hot resistance
measurements from which the temperature rise by resistance and subsequently the standard
temperature for resistance correction is determined. The IEC standard requires actual measurement
of the stator resistance at the end of the no-load tests. The question is what effect these minor
differences have on the measured efficiency.
In [11] tests were performed tests on 5 motors: 7.5kW, 30kW, 75kW, 110kW, 150kW and obtained a
maximum difference of 0.1% efficiency points between IEEE 112B and IEC 60034-2-1. The
conclusion is that “the new IEC standard (IEC 60034-2-1) is well aligned with the IEEE 112B)” Also,
[10] performed three motor tests to compare IEEE 112B, IEC 60034-2-1 and the CSA C390 as then
proposed. The results produced a maximum difference of 0.13% efficiency points between the three
standards, essentially confirming the previous findings. In the next section we hereby look at a larger
set of data to determine if there are any significant differences between the test results from the IEC
and IEEE.

Analysis of Test Results
In this section, the results of some of the test carried out so far, using the system herein described are
presented. This set of data comprises 117 motors and is perhaps the largest test data to date on
simultaneous measurement of efficiency per the IEC 60034-2-1 and the IEEE112B.
A. Comparison of IEEE 112B and IEC 60034-2-1 Efficiency Results
The issue of significance has been highlighted as the core loss calculation.
It would be expected
that for large motors with low voltage drop on load due to small resistance it would be expected that
the relative (percentage) difference in core losses would be small but for small motors there could be
relatively larger difference. On the other hand, the stray load losses are determined as residual
losses and there is also a change in the magnitude of stray load losses which tends to offset part or
all of the changes in the core loss. The magnitude of the total loss may therefore be preserved and
consequently the impact on measured efficiency could be minimal.
The magnitude of the difference in efficiency between the IEC 60034-2-1 residual loss method and
the IEEE 112B is plotted on the radar plot in Fig 5. Each of the radial lines represents one of the 117
motors. The red circle indicates 0.2% efficiency line. It can be seen that with the exception of five
motors, all the others were within 0.2% difference which is well within experimental error for the loss
segregation technique. Also, the five motors with difference in efficiencies that is greater than 0.2%
are small motors 2.2kW or less. It is interesting to note that one of the two motors with disparities well
above 0.2% had the 25% load point deleted for the IEEE test in order to increase correlation
coefficient to 0.9 while the IEC correlation was above 0.95 and no point had to be deleted. This
brings up an interesting point that could suggest that the core loss model as proposed in the IEC and
CSA standards may be more physically appropriate.
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Figure 5: Efficiency difference between IEC 60034-2-1 and IEEE 112B
It can therefore be concluded from the foregoing that the measured efficiency numbers are not
significantly affected by the differences between IEEE 112B and the IEC 60034-2-1. This conclusion
is consistent with the findings in [10] and [11].
This conclusion can be extended to the CSA 390-10 as well although the data presented above did
not specifically compare the IEEE 112B and CSA C390-10. As pointed out earlier, the IEC 60034-2-1
and CSA C390-10 are more closely aligned with respect to the core loss computation which is the
major difference and we expect their results to be close. In order to check the validity of this
assumption we performed computations for three selected motors to compare the CSA C390-10 and
IEC 60034-2-1. As shown in Table 2 there is a strong alignment between the CSA-2010 and IEC
60034-2-1 calculation methods:

Table 2: Efficiency comparison IEEE 112B, CSA 390-10 and IEC 60034-2-1

Motor Rating
Full Load Efficiency, %
kW
Pole IEEE 112B CSA 390-10 IEC 60034-2-1
0.75
1.5
2.2

4
2
2

83.4
79.7
88.2

83.6
79.7
88.3

83.6
79.8
88.3

It can therefore be concluded that the influence of the minor differences in the three standards – IEEE
112B-2004, CSA C390-10 and IEC 60034-2-1 on the calculated efficiency is small.

Conclusion
This paper has presented the design of an automated system for the measurement of efficiency
simultaneously to IEC and IEEE standards. The test system is equipped with a set of five
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dynamometers to test electric motors within the range of 1hp to 270hp. The dynamometers are fully
regenerative and the system is capable of manual operation, partially automated operation or fully
automated The test system was developed to support the MEPS in Korea and the lab is currently
maintaining an on-going accreditation with NVLAP.
The results of several tests performed so far have indicated that although there are some minor
differences between the three major international standards for motor efficiency measurements, the
influence of such differences on the calculated efficiency is rather minimal.
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Abstract
On 23rd June 2010 the Directorate-General for Energy of the European Commission issued the
mandate M/470 EN regarding standardization in the field of electric motors. It has been agreed
between CENELC and IEC TC2 that the actual work will be carried out in IEC working groups WG28
(for test procedures), WG12 (for tolerances) and WG31 (for energy efficiency classification).
The paper gives insight into the requirements of the mandate and the tasks of the three IEC working
groups.
In particular, the work on the new classification standard IEC 60034-30 will be explained and the new
requirements and definitions will be detailed.

Introduction
Since the release of the first edition of the motor classification standard IEC 60034-30 [6] at the end of
2008 many countries have directly or indirectly adopted the specifications (notably the European
Union) and many more have announced its adoption in the near future.
Over the years it became apparent that the standard should be improved and enhanced in several
areas. By mid-June 2010 the European Commission issued the standardization mandate M/470 EN
[1] to CEN, CENELEC and ETSI for standardization in the field of electric motors.
This mandate was passed on by CENELEC TC2 to IEC TC2 and finally to the IEC working groups 12,
28 and 31 to create new editions of the standards IEC 60034-2-1 [3] (for measurement of motor
efficiency), IEC 60034-2-3 [4] (for testing of harmonic motor losses resulting from PWM-converter
power supplies) and IEC 60034-30 [6] (energy efficiency classification).
In November 2010, the European Commission issued a second mandate: M/476 EN [2] to CEN,
CENELEC and ETSI for standardization in the field of variable speed drives and/or power drive
systems. The work of this mandate will be handled in CENELEC TC22X working group 6 and followed
closely by IEC SC22G.
In joint meetings of the officers of CENELEC and IEC TC2 together with the convenors of the relevant
working groups it was decided that IEC should starting working on standards for the motor alone and
CENELEC would handle all issues related to frequency converters, power drive systems
(motor+converter) and complete drive systems (motor+converter+application). The CENELEC
standards will be presented to the IEC working group for international adoption at a later phase of the
project.

Specific topics for the new edition of IEC 60034-30
IEC TC2 Working Group 31 met in April 2011 to prepare the first draft of the second edition of the
classification standard IEC 60034-30.
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Several topics were identified for the revision:
•

Definition of energy efficiency levels for other types of motors other than three-phase cageinduction machines

•

Expansion of the motor range above 375 kW and below 0,75 kW

•

Inclusion of IE4 as a normative class (preliminary IE4 levels have already been published in
an informative annex of IEC 60034-31 [8] and [9])

•

Creation of a new efficiency class IE5 (by special request of the mandate M/470)

•

Improvement of various definitions to remove loopholes (temperature range, brake motors
etc.).

Efficiency limits and power range
Very early on in the WG 31 meeting it was decided to keep the currently well-known and established
efficiency limits for IE1, IE2, IE3 and IE4 and to re-use them for all types of motors.
Modification of the existing values or shifting the labels between the curves was also discussed. All of
these measures would have led to confusion and incompatibilities, however, so this path was not
followed.
There was a request by the Australian government and a few others to consider classification of 8pole fixed speed three-phase cage-induction motors. After some discussion it was decided that no
new limits for 8-pole will be included. These motors have a very low market share (estimated below
1%) and are declining even further.
The lower power limit was expanded down to 0,12 kW. This range will cover practically all of the
single-phase induction-motors on the market. It is one step lower than the current US-American
regulation for single-phase motors, which starts at 0,15 kW. The group felt that further reduction of the
power limit would not be necessary in the future as motors for industrial applications with lower ratings
are very uncommon.
The 50 Hz limits of the new low end power ratings were derived directly from the interpolation curves
already published in the first edition of the standard. The 60 Hz limits were newly defined. These will
be harmonized with the US-NEMA levels wherever possible.
At the upper end the limit curves will be expanded to 500 kW for 50 Hz (currently 200 kW) and to 375
kW for 60 Hz (currently 185 kW). Higher power ratings up to the new limit of 800 kW will have flat
efficiency limits.
Similar to the procedure at the low end, the nominal efficiencies for the high 50 Hz power ratings are
derived strictly from the already known interpolation curves. The higher ratings for 60 Hz are taken
from NEMA publications.
Since motors above 300 kW are often of high-voltage design, the limitation of the first edition of the
standard to low-voltage motors was removed. It has been acknowledged that high-voltage motors of
the same frame-size and output power may have a lower efficiency than low-voltage motors due to
the higher insulation requirements.

Motor types included and excluded from the standard
Due to some very imaginative customers and manufacturers it has become necessary to improve the
definitions of the excluded motor types in several ways:
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The reference to standard ambient temperatures in IEC 60034-1 (-15 °C up to 40 °C) has been
replaced by a much wider definition, stating that all motors with a specified temperature range within
the range –20 °C and +60 °C are covered. The efficiency test, however, will always be performed at
the reference temperature (+ 25 °C according to IEC 60034-2-1). Motors rated for temperatures
outside of this range will require very special construction and are therefore excluded from energy
efficiency classification.
The limitation to operating cycles S1 (continuous duty) and S3 > 90% (intermittent duty), that was
given in the first edition of the standard, has also been replaced in the new draft by the statement that
all motors are covered, as long as they are capable of continuous operation at their rated power within
the specified temperature class.
Finally, the exclusion of brake motors has been limited to those very few cases were the brake can
neither be dismantled nor energized externally during the measurement of motor efficiency. It has
been made clear that the electrical losses of the brake shall be disregarded in the determination of
motor losses. Practically, this exempts only sliding rotor motors from the regulation, as the brake
energy in this case cannot be distinguished from the motor losses. All motors equipped with
electromagnetic brakes are included in the efficiency classification standard. When a manufacturer
offers a motor of the same design with and without a brake the test of motor efficiency shall be
performed on a motor without the brake. The determined efficiency shall then be used for both
products.

Other types of motors than three-phase cage-induction
It was a specific request of the mandate M/470 EN to consider other types of motors other than just
three-phase cage-induction motors and to consider variable speed motors. In particular, the market
share of permanent-magnet motors is expected to grow in the future and they have the potential for
higher energy efficiencies.
After some discussions in the working group it was decided that the new edition would cover all types
of low- and high-voltage motors as long as they are designed and rated for a sinusoidal supply
voltage.
This includes (but is not limited to) three-phase cage-rotor induction and wound-rotor motors, all kinds
of single-phase induction motors, permanent-magnet and wound-rotor synchronous motors,
sinusoidal field reluctance motors etc.
The classification limits for all these motor technologies will be compatible and make comparisons
independently of the specific technology.
It is obvious that not all motor technologies are equally well suited for all output power ratings and not
all motor technologies can reach all efficiency classes. For example, single-phase motors are only
available with low output power and have relatively low energy efficiency. An informative table
showing the most common motor technologies and their energy efficiency potential has been added
to the draft:
Motor technologies and their energy efficiency potential
Motor type

Line-Start

IE1

IE2

IE3

IE4

IE5

Three-phase cage-induction motors
(ASM)
Wound-rotor induction motors

Yes

Ok

Ok

Ok

Difficult

No

Yes

Ok

Ok

Ok

Difficult

No

Single-phase induction motors (one
capacitor)
Single-phase induction motors (two
switchable capacitors)
Permanent-magnet synchronous

Yes

Ok

Difficult

No

No

No

Yes

Ok

Ok

Difficult

No

No

No

Ok

Ok

Ok

Ok

Difficult
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motors (PMSM)
Wound-rotor synchronous motors

Some

Ok

Ok

Ok

Ok

Difficult

Line-start permanent-magnet motors
(LSPM)

Yes

Ok

Ok

Ok

Ok

Difficult

Sinusoidal-field reluctance motors

Some

Ok

Ok

Ok

Difficult

No

Source: [7]
Motors designed for non-sinusoidal voltage are excluded from the classification. This includes DCmotors and block-commutated motors such as switched reluctance, brushless-DC and EC-motors.
The performance of such motors is closely linked to the power supply and cannot be determined
independently of the frequency converter. Neither can such motors be compared to sinusoidal voltage
motors. Therefore, such motors must be tested as a power drive system together with the frequency
converter. This issue will be handled by the standards in preparation by CENELEC TC22X WG6 and
IEC SC22G.
Motors with integrated frequency converters (sometimes called “piggy back converter”) can only be
tested as a complete power drive system. There are, therefore, generally exempted from this
classification standard.
When it is possible to dismantle the system and to test the motor alone (provided the motor rating for
on-line operation is known), a classification is allowed when the manufacturer so wishes. It is not
required, however, since such a test would be very difficult to perform in an independent laboratory.
Motors rated for very high (above 5.000 rpm) and very low (below 1.000 rpm) upper and lower speed
rating are also excluded from the standard. They are produced in very limited quantities and due to
their speed they cannot be compared to standard motors.

Fundamental voltage losses and harmonic voltage losses
When electric motors are operated on a PWM (pulse width modulated) frequency converter,How the
voltage spectrum contains significant harmonic content, located around multiples of the switching
frequency of the converter.
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Example of the harmonic voltage spectrum of a PWM frequency-converter, from [5]
These voltages drive high frequency currents inside the motor that do not contribute to the generated
torque but instead produce only I2R and iron losses.
Depending on the type of converter and the switching frequency the harmonic voltage losses of the
motor can be in the order of less than 10% and up to more than 30% of the fundamental voltage
losses.
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Example for the dependence of motor losses caused by harmonics Ph, related to the losses
Pf1 at operating frequency f1, on the switching frequency fs in case of voltage source
converter supply; 1 = Total harmonic losses 2 = Harmonic winding losses 3 = Harmonic iron
losses, from [5]

The higher the switching frequency, the lower are the extra harmonic losses in the motor. This is due
to the frequency dependent impedance of the motor winding that reduces the currents resulting from
higher frequency voltage components. At the same time, the switching losses in the frequency
converter increase. There is a ‘sweet spot’ where the combined losses of the power drive system
become minimal. Unfortunately, a general rule for the frequency of the ‘sweet spot’ cannot be given
as it is dependent on too many motor and frequency converter parameters.
Although harmonic voltage losses in the motor may play an important role in the efficiency of a power
drive system, they are problematic for the classification of the motor alone since they are very
dependent on the power supply.
To make fixed and variable speed motors comparable, the working group had no choice but to decide
that the measurement of efficiency should always be performed using a pure sinusoidal voltage
supply.
A sinusoidal power supply with variable frequency for testing of motor efficiency can be created easily
in several ways, for example by using sine-filters after the converter, by using a converter with a very
high switching frequency or by rotating frequency converters.
As a consequence of this decision, differences in harmonic voltage losses between different motors
and motor designs are disregarded in the IE-code classification.
Technically, the motor manufacturer may design the motor in several ways that have similar
fundamental voltage losses and yet very different harmonic voltage losses. For example, the
thickness of the stator lamination influences harmonic iron losses, the size of the wires and number of
parallel wires influences harmonic eddy current losses and in permanent magnet motors the
segmentation of the magnets influences harmonic eddy currents in the magnets.
Unfortunately, rating motors by their harmonic losses is not possible with this standard due to the
limited view on one component of the system. However, this limitation is necessary, otherwise a
comparison of the (much more important) fundamental voltage losses between different types of
motors and even between fixed and variable speed motors would not be possible.
The new standard for power drive systems, currently in preparation by CENELEC TC22X WG6, will
include the definition of a reference converter for comparable testing of extra harmonic motor losses.
It has been proposed that a fixed allowance (for example 15%) be added to the losses of the nominal
efficiency values in order to compensate the harmonic voltage losses and then take them into account
in the efficiency determination. Unfortunately, as explained above, the harmonic voltage losses are
not only a feature of the motor design but depend heavily on the switching frequency and the
frequency converter technology. A single figure as allowance for these losses is therefore not
possible.

Fixed speed and variable speed motors
Variable speed motors are usually rated for a speed range with a lower speed limit (which is often
zero) and an upper speed limit. The manufacturer gives a torque over speed curve for continuous
operation and one or more curves for short time operation within the speed range.
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Torque versus speed characteristics for continuous (M S1) and short time duty of a typical
permanent-magnet synchronous motor, from [10]
The applicability of the new classification for variable speed motors is not specified by the number of
poles but rather by the upper speed range limit. Therefore motors with any number of poles can be
classified as long as their maximum speed is within the range of 1000 to 5000 revolutions per minute.
The working group decided to introduce a fixed classification speed and classification power for
variable speed motors. The classification speed is derived from the upper speed limit of the motor by
rounding it down to a list of selected speeds including 1000, 1200, 1500, 1800, 3000 and 3600/min.
The rated torque at classification speed is then determined from the continuous torque versus speed
characteristic provided by the manufacturer. When the classification speed and torque are known, the
classification power can easily be calculated.
This power is then used in the already published interpolation formula in the first edition to calculate
the nominal efficiency limit of the desired efficiency class.
The motor efficiency determined at classification speed and power can be used directly to rank the
motor and to compare it against all other types of motors including fixed speed motors.
In order to calculate the energy efficiency of real-world applications, many more efficiencies at various
load/speed-points need to be taken into account. In such a calculation, the efficiency of the frequency
converter (taking note of its actual parameter setting), losses in filters and cables etc need also to be
considered. Again, this is not the task of the classification standard.

Emerging technologies – IE5
It was a specific request of the Mandate M/470 EN to look at new technologies and a possible future
efficiency class beyond IE4.
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The working group discussed this matter and felt that a theoretical definition of such a class would be
of very limited use. At least some products with higher efficiencies should already be on the market to
provide guidance for the setting of a useful limit. This is not presently the case.
Therefore it was decided to announce IE5 in the new edition of the standard with a rather unspecific
statement that the losses of this class will be reduced by some 20% compared with IE4. Further
details must be included in a future edition.

Conclusion
Work on the new edition of IEC 60034-30 was started based on the requests of the European
mandate M/470. Already the first draft shows improvements in many areas. The power range will be
expanded on both ends and the standard is no longer limited to specific motor technologies. Fixed
speed and variable speed motors can be compared on equal ground. It is expected that the standard
will be published sometime in 2012 or 2013.

Glossary
IEC
CEN
CENELEC
ETSI
NEMA

International Electrotechnical Commission; http://www.iec.ch
European Committee for Standardization; http://www.cen.eu
European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardisation; http://www.cenelec.eu
European Telecommunications Standards Institute; http://www.etsi.org
National Electrical Manufacturers Association; http://www.nema.org

TC
SC
WG

Technical Committee
Sub Committee
Working Group

CD
CDV
FDIS
IS

Committee Draft
Committee Draft for voting
Final Draft International Standard
International Standard
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Abstract
The global process of harmonizing standards of electric motors is most important to make progress in
global trade with Premium Efficiency motors (IE3) and energy efficient motor drive systems in pumps,
fans and compressors, and industrial handling & processing. The standards include energy efficiency
testing, labels and efficiency classes as well as setting mandatory performance requirements.
Progress is reported with the Ecodesign policy in Europe joining the world of countries with Minimum
Energy Performance Standards (MEPS) from 2011 while other countries like USA, Canada and
Mexico have upgraded their existing mandatory requirements by the end of 2010 to reach IE3.
Europe has also started to introduce system performance standards for fans and pumps.
Results from market shift of motor sales towards higher efficiency classes and analysis of resulting
energy consumption in changes of the running stock is reported in key regions: Europe, USA, and
China.
Based on this ongoing development the focus of global attention for major new policy developments
can now shift from standard components like fixed speed induction motors in sizes from 0.75 kW to
375 kW to a wider scope: from 120 W up to 800 kW including all kinds of new motor technologies,
running with variable speed and integrated into packaged systems like pumps, fans and compressors.
This means that both the existing IEC component standards for testing and efficiency classes and
national MEPS have to be developed further. A systems optimization approach means dealing with a
higher level of complexity with the definition of performance of several individual mechanical and
electrical components and their interacting efficiency. Or it means resorting to an integrated systems
efficiency scheme based on input/output performance in different load and speed profiles with
predefined standard operation conditions.
An agenda for future efficiency policy development in motors and systems is presented with target
regions and barriers to be lowered.

Energy Efficiency in Industry
The fact is slowly getting recognized [1] that electric motor systems in industrial applications are
responsible for 45% of global electricity consumption. This means: start here! The electricity savings
potential is huge, the technology ready, the barriers slowly lowered. Many studies reveal that the
much hailed cost-benefit driven, modern technology oriented industry is not energy efficient. The
major concern in industry is product volume and cost, thus profitability in competitive global markets.
Many issues like Least Life Cycle Cost LLCC are hidden below everyday cost cutting efforts, split
responsibilities of investment and operating costs and insecure future production plans. What we can
see in many industry audits are outdated and even neglected machines, inefficient and oversized
electrical equipment with mechanical throttles and V-belts where technology offers major
improvements for more than a decade. These industries run at higher total cost than necessary and
are an unnecessary high load on the environment.
Since the tragic nuclear accident in Japan in March of 2011 political and industrial leaders have
shown more concern: the prospects of cheap energy and electricity in the near future are fading. No
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panacea is in sight that could replace the dream-turned-nightmare of cheap abundant nuclear power.
Cogeneration and gas combined cycle are the next available technology for added capacity but are
further increasing the CO2-emissions. Energy efficiency is the best way to cut energy demand and to
optimize total cost of ownership.
All sectors - commercial, industry, large buildings, infrastructure and traffic systems - have to review
their potential of improved energy efficiency (see Table 1). All applications, like pumps, fans,
compressors for air and cold, conveyer and other industry handling & processing equipment, need to
be reassessed. The share of electricity from motor systems in all the sectors is considerable, with
industry reaching almost 70%.
Table 1

Global motor electricity consumption by sector (2006)

Sector

Electricity
consumption

Fraction of motor
systems electricity

Fraction of sector
electricity

TWh/a

%

%

Industrial

4 488

64%

69%

Commercial

1 412

20%

38%

Residential

948

13%

22%

Transport and agriculture

260

3%

39%

Total

7 108

100%

45%

Source: Waide, Brunner et al., 2011 [1]
There is a long path from the primary energy used in the power plant to generate electricity (which
also is responsible for the CO2 emissions) over the transmission, transformation and distribution
losses, to the conversion of electricity into mechanical power in electric motors all the way to the net
mechanical energy used at the demand end to pump water, blow air or turn gears (see Figure 1). The
losses between the motor and the end use are the key focus of attention in motor systems. Today we
still see oversized and outdated equipment driving in partial load with low efficiency a large number of
mechanical devices (throttles, gears, transmissions, brakes, clutches) that result in low systems
efficiencies.
The largest share of electricity (68%) is used by industry-sized motors between 0.75 kW and 375 kW
(equivalent to 1 - 500 hp). Larger machines up to 100 MW account for 23%, smaller applications
down to 1 W including millions of domestic appliances have a fraction of only 9% (see Table 2).
Table 2

Global motor stock by size classes

All kinds
of electric
motors

Output size Pm (kW)

Operation

Number
Motor efficiency
running Life time Sales
stock
Million
Million years per year nominal mean

Min

Max

Centre
min

Centre
max

Median

Total
GWm

h/a

Load
factor

Small

0.001

0.75

0.05

0.5

0.16

316

1'500

40%

2'000

6.7

300

40%

Medium

0.75

375

3

30

9.5

2'182

3'000

60%

230

7.7

30

Large

375

100'000

375

1'500

750

450

4'500

70%

0.6

15.0

0.04

2'231

6.8
quotient
stock
over
sales

330

Total

2'948
minimum and
maximum
available sizes

most often used
sizes

geometric
mean

average
annual
LF

Source: A+B International, 2010
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Power
Pe

Electricity
demand

Total
GWe

TWh/a

30%

422

632

9.1%

86%

84%

1'559

4'676

67.6%

90%

88%

358

1'611

23.3%

79%

2'338

6'919

100%

at full
load

at
average
load

fraction

Electricity Production
19.0 PWh

Losses, Transformation &
Distribution

Electricity Consumption

Standby & other

15.7 PWh

Electrolysis
Electronics
Heat

Light

General purpose
medium size

All kinds of
Electric motors

Pumps 0.9 PWh

Heating & Cooling

0.6
PWh

1.6 PWh

7 PWh

Infrastructure

Fans 0.9 PWh

Ventilation & Blowers

Mechanical Movement 1.5 PWh

Conveyors & Escalators

Compressors 1.5 PWh

Industrial Processing &
Handling
Compressed Air

Losses in motors, VFDs and
applications

Net mechanical energy used

Cooling & Refrigeration
Small
< 0.75

Figure 1

Medium
0.75 - 375 kW

Large
> 375

Core Motor Systems

Global motor market and energy use [1]

Global Motor Systems Market
Data on energy use in the global motor market are not readily available. Various sources quote
different numbers that mostly stem from an unclear definition of "motor". In order to make a more
comprehensive and robust estimate a methodology was derived to link national electricity
consumption, motor sales and motor stock (see Figure 2) [2]. The distinction is made between "all
kinds of electric motors" and "general purpose motors in industry sizes" which are the largest segment
of applications.
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 Motor systems sales

Motor systems stock

Electricity consumption for motor systems 45%

Light 19%

Heat 19%

Electronics

Global electricity consumption 16.8 PWh/a (2008)

Figure 2

Motor market model (source: A+B International, 2011)
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Concluding from an extensive survey of global motor sales of medium sized motors (Brunner, Jakob
et al. 2009 [10]) market shares are gradually moving towards higher efficiency since 2000 mostly
through technology driven market shifts (see Figure 3). Up to 2007 the global market is dominated by
inefficient Eff3 motors (depicted as IE0) or IE1 (referring to the definition of efficiency classes
according to Table 4). Underlying data of Figure 3 stem from various publically available sources (e.g.
research reports, sales statistics), data surveyed from national administrations and private
organisations by [10] and from estimations derived thereof, using a motor stock model. Only since
2008 the shift has been and is expected to be accelerated because large economies (USA, China,
and Europe) have introduced mandatory regulations with minimum energy performance standards
that have increased the market share of high (IE2) and premium efficiency (IE3) motors much more
rapidly. In all other countries - non-MEPS countries - large sales volumes are still on low priced
products because no life cycle considerations are made by most industrial users. In 2015 market
share of inefficient IE1 motors still might be as high as 25% to 30%.
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70%
IE3

60%

IE2
50%

IE1

40%

IE0

30%
20%
10%
0%
1995

Figure 3

2000

2005

2010

2015

Market shares of global electric medium sized motor sales shift from low to
premium efficiency motors. IE1 to IE3 refer to Table 4, IE0 depicts former lowefficient Eff3 class (source: Brunner, Jakob et al. 2009, [10])

To estimate the impact of increased market shares on respective shares of running motor stocks and
thus on energy consumption a motor stock model was built [10] as data on motor stocks is even
scarcer than sales data. To estimate the installed stock assumptions were made on the replacement
of already operating motors and on the growth of the stock in each country or country group.
Regarding the existing stock it was assumed that replacement is usually made after a normal life
cycle. Earlier replacements are possible when a motor fails prematurely and repair is not feasible or
when a machine is renewed before the life time is reached. If no specific country data are available
from literature or our personal survey, assumptions on the size specific life time and the annual
replacement rate are made based on the figures of De Almeida, Falkner, et al. New installations are
bound to be directly related to the entire industry development: Growth rate of Gross Domestic
Product, electricity use, industrial investments, etc. This leads in “saturated economies” in
industrialized parts of the world like Europe and USA with smaller annual growth rates of new motor
installations to 1 - 3% p.a. of the installed base, in developing economies (China, India, Brazil,
Russia) with a much higher annual growth rate of the new installations can be in the range of 3 - 6%
p.a. of the installed base. The total motor market in any country is therefore somewhere between 9%
and 14% of the installed base which implies that the installed base is something like 7 to 11 times the
annual domestic sales volume. From these considerations the stock model then provides figures
about the development of the global stock by efficiency classes and by size class.
The resulting transfer of increasing sales figures of high and premium efficient motors into running
stock (see Figure 4) is very slow. With an average life cycle of 10 to 30 years (depending on motor
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size) the change to more efficiency is a matter of several decades. The shift in sales in the last
decade will therefore trickle down to move the efficiency of the global motor stock only between 2020
and 2030. This means of course that also the electricity consumption of electric motors will only slowly
be reduced. Any global or national electric motor renewal program needs more than 10, rather 20 to
30 years to have a complete turnover of system efficiency. It therefore has to be designed as a long
and continuous effort. The sales volume for the high (IE2) and premium efficiency classes (IE3) will go
in waves and follow the staggered implementation of mandatory MEPS.
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IE3
60%
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IE1
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0%
1995

Figure 4

2000

2005

2010

2015

Shift in running stock from low to premium efficiency motors IE1 to IE3 refer to
Table 4, IE0 depicts former low-efficient Eff3 class (source: Brunner, Jakob et al.
2009, [10])

Technology shift
The asynchronous alternate current squirrel cage induction electric motor is still the workhorse
technology of the global industry. It is cheap and reliable. It comes in standardized frame sizes and
can be modified for many individual tasks. It has also been going through a large series of energy
efficiency improvements in the last 20 years. The most recent induction motors can reach very high
performance levels just with more careful engineering, manufacturing and more copper wires. These
motors are basically fixed speed but can be operated with a variable frequency converter (VFC) to
adapt the torque and speed to the necessary load. This development has great potential by
eliminating mechanical throttles and bypasses, especially for pumps and fans run with square torque.
•

Now new motor technologies have entered the market: Permanent Magnet (PM) and
Reluctance Motors (they come as synchronous reluctance, variable reluctance, switched
reluctance and variable reluctance stepping motor) among others. Meanwhile some older
technologies like DC motors are less used because of their high maintenance. Brushless DC
motors are taking their place. New technologies also have a huge potential in smaller sizes
and integrated design: the motor, the VFD and the pump, fan or compressor are packaged
into on piece of equipment that is both smaller and cheaper and can also have efficiency
advantages because the components are closely matched.

The electronic controls are also important on a higher level of integration in factory automation.
Motors are turned on and off, guided to their necessary tasks and loads via integrated control
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networks. These networks can prevent "Operation Without Use [3]" that is a frequently observed
source of energy waste.

IEC Motor Standards
A very important measure for wider market acceptance is harmonized standards. These standards
include performance testing, efficiency classifications and display of ratings. The International
Electrotechnical Commission IEC has successfully made a huge effort in the last decade to advance
global harmonization of motor standards (see Table 3). Several key fields have been treated in the
Technical Committee 2, responsible for all rotating machines, like motors and generators.
Table 3

IEC motor standards

Topic

Standard

Title

Year
published

Rating
&
performance

IEC 60034-1

Rating and performance

2010

Testing
efficiency

IEC 60034-2-1

Standard
methods
for
determining
losses
and
efficiency
from
tests
(excluding
machines
for
traction vehicles)

2007

IEC 60034-2-2

Specific
methods
for
determining separate losses
of large machines from tests
- Supplement to IEC 600342-1

2010

Special
motors

IEC 60034-2-3

Specific test methods for
determining
losses
and
efficiency of converter-fed
AC motors

2011
(draft)

Converter-fed motors

IEC 60034-30

Efficiency classes of singlespeed, three-phase, cageinduction motors (IE-code)

2008

Induction
motors
0.75 - 375 kW, 2-, 4-,
6-pole with 50 and 60
Hz

Selection of energy-efficient
motors including variable
speed
applications
Application guide

2010

of

Efficiency
classes

Guide for the
application

IEC 60034-31

Covered motors

Standard motors (AC,
DC and synchronous)

(under
revision)

(under
revision)

and

large

Motors and variable
frequency drives

Source: IEC Technical Committee 2: Rotating machines
The largest contribution for increased market transparency has been coming from a globally
harmonized motor efficiency classification (IEC 60034-30) that distinguishes efficiency classes from
IE1 to IE4 (see Table 4). The rating plate defined in IEC 60034-1 clearly marks on every new motor
the indication of the efficiency class and the respective nominal efficiency (see Figure 5).
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Confirms conformity to
European Ecodesign
requirements

Efficiency class
and nominal
efficiency
Figure 5

Rating plate of IE3 motor with standardized information according to IEC 60034-1
and Ecodesign requirements (source of image: Siemens, 2011)

Currently several new projects are under way to expand the scope beyond squirrel cage induction
motors and include more kinds of electrical motor technologies:
The scope of the new IEC 60034-30 will most likely be expanded to include output sizes from 0.12 up
to 800 kW, 2-, 4-, 6- and also 8-pole induction as well as permanent magnet motors (see Figure 6).
The efficiency classes will be extended to IE4 Super Premium Efficiency with a window for the
definition a future IE5 Ultra Premium Efficiency class which is currently not yet available. See also
EEMODS'11 paper: Martin Doppelbauer: The new EU-Mandate and IEC 60034-30 Energy Efficiency
Classes. The publication of this revised standard is planned for 2012.
Table 4

IEC motor efficiency classification (IE-Code)

IE-Code

Efficiency Class

IE4

Ultra Premium Efficiency

IE3

Premium Efficiency

IE2

High Efficiency

IE1

Standard Efficiency

Source: IEC 60034-30:2007; under revision
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IEC 60034-30 (rev.): Efficiency Classes of Electric Motors (4 pole)
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IE1 - Standard Efficiency 50 Hz
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1
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Motor Output [kW] log scale

Figure 6

IEC 60034-30 Efficiency Classes: Planned revision with classes from IE1 to IE4 and
output sizes from 0.1 kW to 800 kW (source: IEC TC2 WG31, 2011)

The revision of the testing method IEC 60034-2-1 is under way in order to make the efficiency results
more accurate and repeatable (see also EEMODS'11 paper: Andrew Baghurst, Pierre Angers and
Martin Doppelbauer: A standard algorithm for the calculation of induction motor efficiency based on
International Standard IEC 60034-2-1. The revision of the testing standard profits from the results of
the IEC Round Robin [4] test campaign that was conducted with a total of 194 tests on 75 motors in
17 test laboratories situated in 11 countries (see also EEMODS'11 paper: Axel Möhle: The RoundRobin-Test for the improvement of IEC 60034-2-1). The testing methods will change from the older
concept of "low uncertainty" that was never to be quantified to the more MEPS-oriented philosophy of
the "preferred method" that every laboratory has to use in a predetermined sequence of procedures.
The publication of the revised IEC 60034-2-1 is planned for 2012.
The total energy performance of an entire motor system containing the VFD, the motor plus the driven
equipment (pump, fan, compressor, conveyor, etc.) is currently under study in Cenelec SC22X WG6.
See also EEMODS'11 paper: Martial Patra: Standardization for ASD. The publication of an eventual
standard will most likely not be before 2013.

Minimum Energy Performance Standards
The best means to move performance levels of mass produced pieces of equipment has proven to be
minimum energy performance standards MEPS [5]. The current situation of MEPS around the globe is
shown in Table 5. With the now globally harmonized efficiency classification and testing standards it
has become easier for legislators to introduce mandatory requirements into national law. Currently
over 70% of global electricity use is in countries with electric motor MEPS.
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Table 5

Global Efficiency Classes, Testing Standards and MEPS for Electric Motors

Efficiency Levels
3-phase induction motors

Super Premium Efficiency

Efficiency Classes
IEC 60034-30
Global classes IE-Code
2008; rev. 2012 *
IE4

Premium Efficiency

IE3

High Efficiency

IE2

Standard Efficiency

IE1

8 August 2011 CUB
A+B International

Testing Standard
IEC 60034-2-1
incl. stray load losses
2007; rev. 2012 **
Preferred Method

Summation of losses with
load test:
PLL determined from
residual loss

*) Sizes 0.12 kW - 800 kW,
50 and 60 Hz

Performance Standard
Mandatory MEPS ****
National Policy Goal

Canada
Mexico
USA
Europe*** 2015 / 2017
Australia
Brazil
China
Europe
South Korea
New Zealand
Switzerland
Costa Rica
Israel
Taiwan
bold means in effect
***) Europe* 2015 (below 7.5 kW), 2017,
IE3 or IE2 + Variable Speed Drive
****) Minimum EnergyPerformance Standard

**) for 3-phase machines,
rated output power < 1 MW

Source: A+B International, 2011
From the 13 MEPS countries there are three key regions - both in terms of motor manufacturing and
motor use in industry - to determine global market shift are USA, Europe-27 (especially Germany) and
China. Their motors use 56% of global motor electricity. The Figure 7 shows the late change from
voluntary to mandatory of policy in Europe. The Chinese progress is well planned; doubts have been
mentioned whether the necessary enforcement is stringent enough.
Motor MEPS

1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

USA

IE2

IE3

Europe EU-27
China P.R.

IE0

IE1

IE2

IE3*

IE2

IE3

IE3**

*) > 7.5 kW or IE2+ VFD
**) all sizes or IE2+ VFD

Figure 7

Shift in motors MEPS from standard IE1 to premium efficiency IE3 (source: A+B
International, 2011)

The underlying national efficiency requirements are diverse. A current account of some of the national
legal standards shows that both the scope (motor size and speed) as well as the numerous
exemptions are not yet internationally harmonized. The leading group of countries with MEPS at IE3level as of today (USA, Canada, and Mexico) represent only 25% of global electricity consumption.

European developments in the Ecodesign directive
According to the European Ecodesign framework regulation (EC 2005/32 and EC 2009/125), all
relevant and mass produced "Energy-using Products" or the now more expanded term "Energyrelated Products" (sales and trade volume more than 200'000 units a year within the European
Community) undergo a standard study based on a common methodology to assess the environmental
impact, life cycle cost, market analysis and improvement potential [6] and to determine the need for a
market regulation.
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After the publication in 2008 of the Technical Studies on motors, pumps, fans and circulators [7]
currently motors (No 640/2009), small pumps (No 641/2009) and fans (No 327/2011) have mandatory
performance standards in effect (see Table 6).
Table 6

European Ecodesign Regulations in the motor field (status 2011)

•

ELECTRIC
MOTORS
with
output
power
between
0.75
and
375
kW:
Commission Regulation (EC) No 640/2009 of 22 July 2009 implementing Directive
2005/32/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council with regard to Ecodesign
requirements
for
electric
motors.
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2009:191:0026:0034:EN:PDF

•

CIRCULATORS with hydraulic output power between 1 W and 2500 W:
Commission Regulation (EC) No 641/2009 of 22 July 2009 implementing Directive
2005/32/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council with regard to Ecodesign
requirements for glandless standalone circulators and glandless circulators integrated in
products.
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2009:191:0035:0041:EN:PDF

•

FANS
between
125
W
and
500
kW:
Commission Regulation (EU) No 327/2011 of 30 March 2011 implementing Directive
2009/125/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council with regard to Ecodesign
requirements for fans driven by motors with an electric input power between 125 W and 500
kW.
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2011:090:0008:0021:EN:PDF

Work is currently ongoing on larger pumps, small fans and air conditioners. The important new
element in Energy-using Products is that not only the standalone electric motor but also combined
applications (core systems with motor, frequency converter, and applications) are regulated. The
added complexity has also increased the necessary information and algorithms for the products.

Motor Systems Programs
Many countries have engaged in national activities to support energy efficiency in specific programs
for electric motors and systems (see table 7). These are government supported information
campaigns, capacity building and training, tools; some are also financial incentive and Energy-label
programs, MEPS, et cetera. Some programs give special guidance to repair and rewind (New
Zealand). Many of these activities are based on a series of pilot studies and audits which demonstrate
best practice. All of the mentioned programs are manufacturer independent, i.e. they give advice on
energy systems optimization without preference of specific products or brands. Also many power
utilities (USA, others) provide independent advice for industrial motor system users as part of their
demand side management programs. France and Italy have special White Certificate programs.
Besides this there are a number of manufacturer tools that are giving interesting advice which is
mostly linked to specific products and brands.
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Table 7

National motor energy efficiency programs

Coverage

Name of program or leading agency

Internet URL

Global

4E EMSA

www.motorsystems.org

Australia

Energyrating E3

www.energyrating.gov.au

Austria

Klimaaktiv

www.klimaktiv.at

Brazil

Procel

www.eletrobras.com

Canada

NRCan OEE

www.oee.nrcan.gc.ca

China

China Motor Challenge

www.motorsystem.org.cn

Europe

Motor Challenge Programme

www.motor-challenge.eu

India

Bureau of Energy Efficiency BEE

www.bee-india.nic.in

New Zealand

EECA electric motors programme

www.eeca.govt.nz

South Africa

Eskom IDM

www.eskomidm.co.za/industrial

South Korea

KEMCO

www.kemco.or.kr

Switzerland

S.A.F.E. Topmotors

www.topmotors.ch

USA

Motor Decisions Matter

www.motorsmatter.org

Source: A+B International, 2011

Agenda for Tomorrow
Energy efficiency is the key global program for at least one decade to come. Industrial electric energy
is the largest piece of electricity consumption. A sustainable energy efficiency policy consists of three
key elements:
1.

Mandatory minimum performance requirements for components and systems

2.

Financial incentives for industry investment and for utilities to profit from lower electricity sales

3.

Information initiatives to train and inform industry both as equipment producers and users,
government on all levels and also Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning engineers.

The focus for expanding the number of MEPS countries will shift from key industrialized regions
(Europe, and USA, with Japan lagging behind) to rapidly expanding BRICS economies (China, India,
Brazil, Russia and South Africa) plus other large Asian economies (South Korea, Thailand, Indonesia,
Turkey, etc.). From this alter group nly China, South Korea and Brazil have already started with motor
MEPS.
Based on a survey of current motor policy experiences now available in the Motor Policy Guide, Part
1 [8] 4E EMSA will develop in Part 2 a Motor Policy Guidebook with a Road Map for comprehensive
motor policies that can be adapted nationally (see EEMODS'11 paper: Konstantin Kulterer: EMSAAnalysis of Motor Policies around the World). It will benefit also from the analysis presented by
Falkner & Holt [9], 2011.
The successful further development of global policies for efficient motor systems has to include six
key issues in parallel:
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1.

Increase number of countries with mandatory motor MEPS: include India, Russia and South
Africa

2.

Develop compliance programs with check-testing and continuous market survey

3.

Expand scope to all types of electric motors with sizes of 0.12 kW to 800 kW

4.

Continuously rise the efficiency level of MEPS to IE3

5.

Expand motor MEPS to pumps, fans and compressors including variable frequency drives

6.

Develop policies to speed up renewal of old existing motor systems

Current motor policy with MEPS is basically focussed on sales of new motors and systems only. The
very large segment of motor systems under operation is not touched with this. As our industrial pilot
projects in Europe show there is considerable stock of over-aged and over-sized systems in operation
that are far from running efficiently. Policy measures to reach out for this segment are fairly limited. An
interesting approach comes from New Zealand: to go both for "Quality repair and rewind" plus rules
for which type of motor is allowed to be repaired and which ones need to be replaced. Also financial
incentives work with a contribution for new premium motors plus an added subsidy if the old motor is
brought in and is shown to be replaced.
Based on the shift towards a more efficient motor stock and based on additional assumptions on
efficiency improvements of the rest of the motor systems (e.g. controls, conducts, operation
management) the impact of an integrated motor policy on global electricity consumption has been
calculated [1] (see Figure 8). 20% to 30% of electricity (and the equivalent volume of CO2-emissions)
can be saved if efficient motor systems technologies and practice succeed and are implemented in a
necessary global policy framework. Only a motor systems approach covering old and new equipment
can harvest this potential benefit for the economy and the environment.
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Accuracy of the determination of losses and energy efficiency of
induction motors by the indirect test procedure
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Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Institute of Electrical Engineering
(ETI), Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEV); Karlsruhe, Germany
Abstract
With the introduction of energy efficiency regulations in the USA, in Australia, in Europe and in China
and other countries the determination of losses and energy efficiency of induction motors has become
increasingly important.
While there are several procedures to determine efficiency and losses (back-to-back, eh-star,
calorimetric, reverse rotation, equivalent circuit etc.) the indirect test (with additional load losses
obtained by a residual loss test) is most commonly used.
By using Monte-Carlo simulations this paper analyzes the influence of measurement errors on the
uncertainty of the determination of efficiency by the indirect test procedure. Two error models (one
according to the rather outdated requirements of the current edition of IEC 60034-2-1 and another
one for state-of-the-art test equipment) are compared.
The paper analyzes which measurements are most influential to the accuracy of the overall efficiency
determination and gives guidance of realistic efficiency tolerances.

Introduction
Accurate energy efficiency test procedures for low voltage three-phase AC induction motors are most
important as these motors consume more than one third of the generated electrical energy [1].
Such procedures are defined in various national and regional standards (for example in IEEE 112B,
CSA C390, AS/NZS 1359.5) and in the international standard IEC 60034-2-1 [3]. The former standard
IEC 61972 has been withdrawn and replaced by the latest edition of IEC 60034-2-1.
Currently a new revision of IEC 60034-2-1 is underway in the working group TC2 WG28 with an
expected release in 2012 or 2013. In parallel IEC 60034-30, which contains the definitions of energy
efficiency classes, will be upgraded with the new classes IE4 and an outlook to IE5.
Following these changes a new edition of IEC 60034-1 [4] may introduce revised tolerances for rated
(or declared) efficiency (as printed in catalogs and on nameplates of motors) and for losses.
The indirect test uses the measured electrical input power and a determination procedure for the
losses to calculate efficiency. Even though this procedure is quite complex and involves many
individual measurements, the indirect efficiency determination has the advantage of being more
robust against measurement errors than the direct test of input power and output power. This is
because the error of the input power measurement is almost eliminated by using the equation: eta = (
input power – losses) / input power.
A simplified example might help to illustrate the point: An IE3 (Premium-Efficiency) 11 kW motor with
91.4% efficiency (which relates to 12.035 kW of electrical input power) and a general measurement
error of 0.5% has a worst-case direct measurement of eta = (11kW-0.5%) / (12.035kW+0.5%) =
90.49%. This is almost 1% off the original value and already very close to the limit of IE2 (89.8%).
Since the admissible tolerance on the losses is -15% (which translates to a minimum efficiency of
90.24% in this 11kW / IE3 / 91.4% example), the direct test leaves almost no room for manufacturing
deviation during mass production.
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The worst-case efficiency from an indirect test using the same measurement error of 0.5% can be
calculated by eta = (12,035kW-0.5% - 1,035kW+0.5%)/(12,035kW-0.5%) = 91.31%. This result is
much closer to the original value (91.4%) than the direct test (90.49%).
But the direct test has another disadvantage: Lack of control. The validity of the end-result cannot be
verified, as it stands alone.
The indirect test provides two independent levels of control:
-

There is an inherent control within the procedure due to the measurement of different loads
and voltages. The resulting curves for no-load power and for residual losses should follow
certain physical laws regarding linearity and offset. The validity is partly checked in the
determination procedure itself (by a regression analysis) and partly obvious to the
experienced test-engineer.

-

Due to the determination of individual loss components (friction, windage, I²R, additional load
and iron losses) it can easily be seen if one component is exceeding the expected magnitude.

The indirect test, however, is also not without problems: One important part of the losses is the
additional load losses and they cannot be determined without a measurement of output power (i.e.
torque and speed).
The other loss components (stator winding losses, rotor winding losses, friction & windage losses and
iron losses) are not affected much by errors of the torque measurement as will be shown later.
The question, to what extend this direct part of the indirect loss determination can influence the
accuracy of the end result, has been discussed by experts for years in standardization working
groups: Is the indirect method with residual loss determination still better than the direct method? This
question will be examined later on in the text.

Monte-Carlo simulation
On the basis of actual test data several Monte-Carlo simulations were performed to determine the
influence of measurement errors on the accuracy of the determined efficiency.
For this simulation each individual measurement value was subjected to random errors within the
specified boundaries of the measurement instrument. The error-values were not bell-shaped but
instead uniformly distributed over the whole range of the instrument’s inaccuracy and in order to
analyze the worst possible scenario.
The efficiencies of one thousand test runs1 with the same set of input values but with individual
random errors were then collected in each Monte-Carlo simulation. The graphical representation has
the form of a bell-shaped histogram. It’s average is identical to the original efficiency and the spread
(standard deviation) is a characteristic of the uncertainty of the efficiency determination.
The influence of measurement errors of individual instruments on the determined efficiency was
analyzed by comparing the standard deviation of the original simulation with the standard deviation of
a second simulation run with an increased measurement error in one particular instrument.
Recently, the PTB (the “Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt” is the German national metrological
institute) published a paper on the same matter but with a different approach to compute the
uncertainty of the determined efficiency [2]. Figure 1 shows density functions of efficiencies from
direct and indirect tests. The speed was determined by dynamometer (“Messung n”) and by slip coil
(“Messung s”).

1

The required number of tests was determined by comparing the results of repeated test runs. It
turned out that 1000 simulations were enough to get a consistent repeatability.
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Figure 1

Efficiency density functions of a 30 kW, 2-pole motor from [2]

Wirkungsgrad = Efficiency
Besser oder gleich IE3 = Equal to or better than IE3
Direkt / Indirekte Messung n = Direct measurement / Indirect measurement
Wahrscheinlichkeitsdichte = Probability
As the PTB kindly provided the original test data a similar analysis could be made using the MonteCarlo simulation (Figure 2):
Number of Tests
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Figure 2

Efficiency distribution of a Monte-Carlo simulation of 1000 test runs on a 30
kW, 2-pole motor with indirect testing according to IEC 60034-2-1

There is a good correlation between Figure 2 and the “Indirekt, Messung” curve of Figure 1 which
proves the validity of both procedures in principle.
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Accuracy and tolerance
The accuracy of the determined efficiency can be expressed as an error band •avg ± •. • is the
maximum absolute deviation from the average value •avg of a large number of tests of one sample
motor using the same test procedure. For example, all tests in Figure 2 were done with the indirect
test procedure and the average efficiency is 93.21% with an accuracy of ±0.4%.
This definition of accuracy relates to the repeatability of the determination of efficiency with the same
test procedure. In general, there will be an unknown difference between the average (tested) and the
true (physical) efficiency resulting from principal procedural errors.
For practical purposes the difference between average and true efficiency is rather meaningless as
other factors (ambient temperature, actual load, supply voltage etc.) have a much greater influence on
the energy consumption of a motor in a particular application2. The accuracy or repeatability of the
testing, however, is very important for manufacturers and rule makers as it has a direct influence on
the tolerance and consequently on the efficiency classification of a motor.
For these reasons, the true (physical) efficiency is not investigated in this paper and neither are the
differences between direct and indirect test results.
A good indication of the spread of test values from the average is the standard deviation σ.
Statistically, 68.3% of all values fall inside a range of ±σ and 95.4% of all values fall inside ±2σ. So for
all practical purposes, • • 2σ is the maximum deviation from the average efficiency •avg of a large
number of test results. In the example of Figure 2, σ equals 0.18% which is about half of • (0.40%).
Another way to define accuracy is the maximum relative deviation δ of the losses of the minimum
efficiency (1-•min) related to the losses of the average efficiency (1- •avg). The relative deviation is a
negative number per definition. It can be calculated from δ = (•min -•avg)/(1- •avg) =-•/(1- •avg) with the
minimum efficiency being •min = •avg - •. For example, Figure 2 gives δ = -0.40% / (100 - 93.21%) = 5.9 %.
According to theory, the relative deviation δ of indirect tests is only depending on the error of the
measurement instruments. It does not depend on the absolute level of efficiency3. Practically, the
situation is slightly different as will be shown later. The relative deviation δ of direct tests does
increase with the efficiency level when the measurement error is constant. It approaches infinity for
100% efficiency.
Figure 3 shows the relative error δ of the determined efficiency under the assumption of a
measurement error of ± 0.5% of input power, output power and losses.

2

Test procedures, which are known to have large procedural errors, should be avoided, of course. An
infamous example is the indirect test with fixed allowances for the additional load losses. In this case,
the tested average efficiency could be different from the true value by more than 3%-points, which
would be pretty noticeable in the energy consumption.
3

The maximum deviation • from the true efficiency value decreases with the absolute efficiency level
when the relative deviation δ is constant. For example: the same δ = -4% results in • = 70%±1.2%;
80%±0.8%; 90%±0.4%; 95%±0.2% and so on.
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Figure 3

Theoretical error in the determination of efficiency for an overall measurement
uncertainty of input power, output power and losses of ± 0.5%

The admissible tolerance T on the rated (nameplate) efficiency of a motor is defined in IEC 60034-1,
Table 20. It is -15% of (1-•rated) for machines up to 150 kW output power and -10% for larger
machines.
In practice, efficiency tests of individual motors are usually performed in just one laboratory, mostly in
the manufacturer’s lab, and such tests are normally not repeated by other personnel or with other test
equipment. In the worst case, this practice can lead to a situation where the tested efficiency value is
located right at the upper end of the efficiency distribution - but with the same probability it could also
be right at the lower end, of course.
The required tolerance tmeasurement must therefore be calculated from the extreme values of the
efficiency distribution: tmeasurement = (•min - •max) / (1-•max) =-2•/(1- •max). It is more than twice as large
as the relative deviation δ.
In Figure 2, t equals -14.3% which is not too different from 2δ (-11.8%) and barely smaller than the
admissible tolerance T. Figure 3 demonstrates that in theory (assuming a measurement uncertainty of
± 0.5%) the direct test can be used for efficiencies of up to some 85% before the admissible tolerance
could be exceeded.
Industrial motors are often produced in large quantities (sometimes hundreds of thousands) over
many years without significant design changes. The efficiency of all these motors will vary slightly due
to variations in raw material (mainly steel losses), in parts (bearing losses) and in manufacturing
processes (mainly wearing of stamping tools and imperfections in the die casting process of the rotor
cage). This manufacturing tolerance tmanufacturing adds to the required measurement tolerance.
Therefore, the admissible tolerance of IEC 60034-1, Table 20, must be large enough to cover both the
tolerance of the efficiency determination and the manufacturing tolerance. Since these are
independent of each other the probability of both occurring is:
T ≥ tmeasurement · tmanufacturing
It is very difficult to determine the manufacturing tolerance since some of the processes change very
slowly within months or years (for example variations in slot geometry or air-gap resulting from
stamping tool wear).
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In Europe and in Asian countries, it is generally not required to test several specimen of the same
motor type. Testing of multiple samples is only required in the US and a few other countries. Even
though these multiple tests can improve the knowledge of manufacturing tolerance they still do not
cover long-term process variations as all tested motors are normally produced within a short time
frame. It always remains a matter of the manufacturer’s assessment to estimate process and material
deviation in long-term mass production.

The indirect test in detail
As mentioned before, the indirect test procedure involves several steps.
At first, ambient temperature and cold resistance of the motor winding are measured (ϑ, R).
The motor is then operated at rated load for a longer period of time (typically several hours) in order to
stabilize the losses and the winding temperature.
After this heat-run, ambient temperature, torque, speed, current and electrical power is measured (ϑ,
T, n, I, Pel). The winding resistance is determined from a cooling curve test (R).
The hot motor is then loaded with six different loads between 150% and 25% of nominal load. The
same set of test values as before plus the voltage is measured (6x T, 6x n, 6x I, 6x Pel, 6x U). After
this test, the winding resistance is tested once more (R).
These load points are then used in a trend analysis of power over torque squared. The correlation
coefficient • should be better than 0.95 otherwise the point with the greatest deviation must be
deleted and • must be recalculated using the remaining five points.
For the last step of the test procedure, the motor is uncoupled from the load and a set of tests under
no-load condition is performed using at least seven different voltages (7x U, 7x I, 7x Pel) followed by a
final measurement of the winding resistance (R).
In total, the motor is run at 14 different operating conditions (voltage, load) and 61 measurement
values are being collected as a minimum. Using all this data, the nominal efficiency is then calculated.
Obviously, a determination of the influence of individual measurement errors on the accuracy of the
end result is a non-trivial task.

Error models of the measurement devices
Two different error models were used.
The first model (IEC 60034-2-1 error model) follows the basic requirements of the IEC standard [2]
(see also Table 1):
-

Measuring instruments for electrical quantities have an accuracy class of 0.2 (chapter 5.5.2);

-

Instrument transformers have an accuracy not less than ±0.3% (chapter 5.5.3) which
translates to an accuracy of about ±0.5% of the electrical power and the current;

-

The instrumentation used to measure the torque (chapter 5.5.4) shall have an accuracy of
±0.2% of full scale;

-

The speed measurement shall be accurate within 1 revolution per minute (chapter 5.5.5);

-

The instrument to measure temperature (chapter 5.5.6) shall have an accuracy of ±1 °C.

In this model, each measurement value will be exposed to random error within the full spread of the
given measurement device’s accuracy.
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The second model (State-of-the-art error model) uses real-world accuracy data from manufacturers of
current test-equipment. The idea of this model is to emulate the behavior of typical test equipment
which has a constant error that results from calibration, temperature, misalignments etc. and another
(typically smaller) error that is random to each measured value.
Therefore, it is assumed that the total measurement error consists of two parts: One part is related to
the selected measurement range. This part is kept constant during each test-run (i.e. for all the 61
measurement values). It is only changed from one simulated test-run to the next. A second part of the
error is related to the actual reading. This part is randomly changed from test value to test value even
within a single test-run.
The following measurement accuracies have been used in the State-of-the-art model in particular (see
Table 1):
-

A torque shaft performs the measurement of torque and speed. Even though the accuracy
class of current state-of-the-art instruments is given as 0.05 in manufacturer’s specifications,
the actual accuracy is depending on ambient temperature and mechanical alignment of the
shaft train. As a more realistic approach an accuracy of ±0.1% of the reading plus ±0.1% of
the range has been used in this paper.

-

The accuracy of the speed measuring system is depending on the number of pulses per
revolution, the sampling time and the accuracy of the time base that is used for counting the
pulses. Given a typical 360 pulses/revolution at a speed of 1500 rpm and a one second
measuring interval results in 9000 pulses per second. The digital accuracy is limited to ±half a
pulse, which translates to ±0.083 rpm in this example. On top of this comes the accuracy of
the frequency counter. Typical instruments have a rated accuracy class of 0.01 or better
which would translate to ±0.9 pulses or ±0.15 rpm in this example. The overall measurement
accuracy can therefore be estimated to ±0.25 rpm.

-

The current is often measured with the help of a current transducer, which adds some
uncertainty to the measurement instrument’s accuracy. Even though in catalogs the accuracy
of current transducers is given as ±0.05% of the reading (at 50/60 Hz), there is an additional
offset error and an additional error from temperature drift. As a more realistic approach this
paper uses an accuracy of ±0.05% of the reading plus ±0.02% of the range for current
transducers.

-

Voltage, current and electrical power are often measured in a combined instrument (power
analyzer). At 50/60 Hz, typical voltage accuracy is ±0.01% of the reading and ±0.03% of the
range under optimal conditions (temperature, humidity etc.). As a more realistic approach,
±0.02% of the reading and ±0.06% of the range is used for the voltage accuracy in this paper.
The same accuracy can be also used for the current measurement but the uncertainty of the
current transducer has to be added. Hence a total current measurement accuracy of ±0.1% of
the reading plus ±0.1% of the range has been used as a conservative approach.
Power accuracy is given as ±0.02% of reading ±0.04% of range. Again, the accuracy of the
current transducer plus a safety margin has to be added. This paper uses an accuracy of
±0.1% of reading ±0.1% of range for electrical power.

-

Resistance measurement instruments are estimated by an accuracy class of 0.1 plus a
linearity error of ±0.02% of full scale.

-

For the measurement of ambient temperature a total error of ±1 K seems to be a realistic
approach.
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Table 1

Measurement errors as used in the two error models

Quantity
IEC 60034-2-1 model
Torque
0.2% rng
Speed
±1 rpm
Temperature
±1 K
Electrical Power
0.5% rdg
Voltage
0.2% rdg
Current
0.5% rdg
Resistance
0.1% rng + 0.2% rdg
Note: rng = range, rdg = reading

State-of-the-art model
0.1% rng + 0.1% rdg
±0.25 rpm
±1 K
0.1% rng + 0.1% rdg
0.02% rng + 0.06% rdg
0.1% rng + 0.1% rdg
0.1% rng + 0.02% rdg

The motors under test
Three low-voltage three-phase cage-induction motors have been analyzed in detail. Table 2 gives the
losses of these motors as obtained from indirect testing according to the procedures of IEC 60034-21. All motors are 4-pole, IE3 Premium-Efficiency.

Table 2

Measurement data of the three test motors

Quantity
Output power
Total losses
Friction&windage losses
Stator winding losses
Rotor winding losses
Iron losses
Additional load losses
Correlation coefficient •
Slope A / Intercept B
Efficiency (indirect test)
Efficiency (direct test)
Efficiency class / limit

Frame size 90 motor
1.1 kW
0.1891 kW
0.0105 kW
0.0894 kW
0.0457 kW
0.0309 kW
0.0125 kW
0.9829
0.23 W/Nm² / - 3.1 W
85.25 %
85.95 %
IE3 / 84.1 %

Frame size 132 motor
5.5 kW
0.5992 kW
0.0145 kW
0.2418 kW
0.0931 kW
0.1425 kW
0.1073 kW
0.9918
0.085 W/Nm² / 20.4 W
90.19 %
89.98 %
IE3 / 89.6 %

Frame size 225 motor
37kW
2.4541 kW
0.1909 kW
0.8513 kW
0.4706 KW
0.5928 kW
0.3484 KW
0.9763
0.0061 W/Nm² / 25.4 W
93.76 %
93.75 %
IE3 / 93.9 %

Results of Monte-Carlo analysis
Using the two error models and the three exemplary motors, Monte-Carlo simulations with 1000 test
runs each were performed on every combination.
Figure 4 gives a typical example of the efficiency distribution using the state-of-the-art error model and
Figure 5 shows the same motor with the IEC 60034-2-1 error model.
In the latter case, 171 out of the 1000 regression analysis of the additional load losses were
unsatisfactory with a correlation coefficient • below 0.95. After the removal of one of the six load
points the correlation of the remaining five points was acceptable in most cases. However, 5 of the
simulated 1000 test runs could not be improved above 0.95 at all so these tests were invalid.
Table 3 summarizes the findings on all three motors.
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Figure 4

Monte-Carlo simulation of 1000 indirect efficiency tests on a 4-pole, 5.5 kW
copper rotor motor using the state-of-the-art error model
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Figure 5

Monte-Carlo simulation of 1000 indirect efficiency tests on a 4-pole, 5.5 kW
copper rotor motor using the IEC 60034-2-1 error model

Results of Monte-Carlo simulations of indirect efficiency tests
90 motor
132 motor
225 motor
Original indirect efficiency
85.25 %
90.19 %
93.76 %
Min efficiency
84.44 %
89.52 %
93.25 %
-5.5 %
-6.9 %
-8.1 %
Relative deviation δ of (1-•)
0.25 %
0.25 %
0.21 %
Standard deviation σ
Max efficiency
85.81 %
90.88 %
94.28 %
# of faulty tests (•<0.95)
63
5
190
Min efficiency
84.81 %
89.91 %
93.41 %
-3.0 %
-2.9 %
-5.5 %
Relative deviation δ of (1-•)
0.10 %
0.11 %
0.15 %
Standard deviation σ
Max efficiency
85.55 %
90.49 %
94.13 %
# of faulty tests (•<0.95)
0
0
0
State-of-theart error

60034-2-1
error

Table 3
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Sensitivity analysis
To determine the sensitivity of the indirect test against measurement errors of individual instruments
(torque, speed, temperature, power, voltage, current and resistance) further analysis were performed.
In each of these Monte-Carlo simulations, the measurement error of just one instrument was doubled
compared to the original State-of-the-art error model. The cross relation between the error of power
measurement and that of voltage and current measurements has been neglected in this analysis.
Each cell of Table 4 shows the standard deviation σ of efficiency after 1000 test runs. This should be
compared to the original standard deviation of efficiency for each motor (Table 3), which is also
repeated in the first line of this table.

Table 4

Standard deviations of efficiency of indirect tests (doubled error of individual
measurement devices compared to the original state-of-the-art error model)

Quantity
Original
Torque
(0.2% rng+0.2% rdg)
Speed
(±0.5 rpm)
Temperature
(±2 K)
Electrical Power
(0.2% rng+0.2% rdg)
Voltage
(0.04% rng+0.12% rdg)
Current
(0.2% rng+0.2% rdg)
Resistance
(0.2% rng+0.04% rdg)

90 motor

132 motor

225 motor

0.10 %

0.11 %

0.15 %

0.13 %

0.13 %

0.16 %

0.10 %

0.11 %

0.15 %

0.11 %

0.11 %

0.15 %

0.20 %

0.20 %

0.29 %

0.10 %

0.11 %

0.15 %

0.10 %

0.11 %

0.15 %

0.10 %

0.11 %

0.15 %

It turns out the error of the measurement of electrical input power is the most important influence on
the accuracy of the end-result. Doubled measurement errors of this quantity will double the standard
deviation of the resulting efficiency. No other measurement value has nearly this magnitude of
influence.
Torque is the second most critical measurement even though an increased error in torque will only be
reflected by less than one third in the accuracy of the end-result.
Surprisingly, speed doesn’t seem to be as important as was always believed among experts. A
doubled measurement error (from ±0.25 rpm to ±0.5 rpm) has practically no influence on the endresult. Further analysis revealed that even an error of ±1 rpm could be neglected. The PTB paper [2]
came to a similar conclusion in principle.
All other measurement errors are of minor importance.
In order to analyze the influence of errors in torque, speed and electrical power in more detail, the
standard deviations σ of each of the five loss components for doubled measurement errors in
comparison to the original error model was analyzed.
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Table 5

Standard deviations of individual loss components of indirect tests
(doubled error of individual measurement devices compared to the original
state-of-the-art error model)
Additional
load losses

Iron losses

107.3 W

142.5 W

Friction &
windage
losses
14.5 W

0.58 W

3.48 W

0.37 W

5.99 W

1.23 W

0.57 W

5.48 W

0.36 W

5.84 W

Speed
(±0.5 rpm)

1.18 W

1.10 W

3.45 W

0.35 W

5. 77 W

Electrical Power
(0.2% rng+0.2% rdg)

1.19 W

0.62 W

5.55 W

0.45 W

11.32 W

132 motor
Original losses
Original standard dev.
Torque
(0.2% rng+0.2% rdg)

Stator
winding
losses
241.8 W

Rotor
winding
losses
93.1 W

1.20 W

The test of the frame size 90 motor shows the largest uncertainty in the determination of friction and
windage losses and the second largest for the additional load losses. The determination of all other
loss components is much more reliable. Not surprisingly, an increase in measurement uncertainty of
the torque only affects the additional load losses and an increased speed uncertainty solely affects
the rotor losses.
The reason for the large influence of the electrical power measurement comes from the fact that this
measurement has an influence on three of the five loss components: Rotor winding, additional load
and friction and windage losses.
The conclusions of the copper rotor motor (Table 5) and of the larger 225er motor are basically similar
to the findings of the frame size 90 aluminum motor with one notable exception: The electrical power
measurement also has a noticeable influence on iron losses but not so much on rotor winding losses.

Influence of torque measurement errors
Torque is probably the most critical measurement since its accuracy depends much on the
mechanical setup (proper alignment of the shafts) and temperature (including heat transferred
through the shaft). After a single accidental overloading of a torque meter all future readouts could be
falsified by an offset error without any obvious indication of that error.
All other measurement quantities besides torque can either be tested with great accuracy (current,
voltage, resistance, electrical power, speed) or they are of lesser importance (temperature).
Table 6 gives direct and indirect efficiencies of the 132 copper rotor motor.
For comparison, a fixed 1 Nm offset error (which is 2% of the nominal range of the 50 Nm torque
measurement device) has been added to all torque measurement values and the third column shows
the resulting efficiencies. The values of the last column were obtained after adding a linearity error of
2% to all torque measurements.
Table 6

Direct and indirect test results with different torque errors
132 motor
Indirect test
Direct test

Original data
90.19 %
89.98 %

1 Nm offset error
90.12 %
92.51 %

2% linearity error
91.02 %
91.78 %

It turns out the offset error has almost no influence on the indirect test whereas the linearity error
(variable error) is a little more significant.
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The direct test is much more affected by both errors. This adds to the statement that direct testing is
rather unreliable and sensitive to measurement errors.

Comparison of the simulated results
Table 7 and Figure 6 give a summary of the direct and indirect efficiency results. Some more motors
have been added to the table, which not included otherwise in this paper.

Direct

Indirect

Table 7

Motor type
Output power

71
4-pole

80
4-pole

90
4-pole

132
4-pole

200
2-pole

225
4-pole

0.37 kW

0.75 kW

1.1 kW

5.5 kW

30 kW

37 kW

Efficiency

65.86 %

83.41 %

85.25 %

90.19 %

93.21 %

93.76 %

Rel. deviation δ of (1-•)

-0.9 %

-1.4 %

-2.4 %

-2.9%

-6.0 %

-5.6%

Abs. deviation •

±0.20%

±0.16%

±0.20%

±0.22%

±0.36%

±0.30%

Efficiency

65.76 %

82.45 %

85.95 %

89.98 %

92.91 %

93.75 %

Rel. deviation δ of (1-•)

-1.2 %

-2.3 %

-5.8 %

-3.8 %

-8.1 %

-8.2 %

Abs. deviation •

±0.34%

±0.30%

±0.72%

±0.26%

±0.44%

±0.40%

60

Relative deviation [%]

Comparison of uncertainties of indirect and direct efficiency determination (by
Monte-Carlo analysis using the state-of-the-art error model)

70

80

90 Efficiency [%] 100

0
-2
-4
-6
-8

-10
-12

Indirect
Indirect Theory
Direct
Direct Theory
Tolerance

-14
-16

Figure 6

Uncertainty (maximum relative deviation δ of (1-•)) of the determination of
efficiency (by Monte-Carlo analysis using the state-of-the-art error model)

For the interpretation of Figure 6 it is important to keep in mind that the maximum deviation of
efficiency δ is given in relation to the average efficiency •avg from a large number of tests. As has been
detailed before, the admissible tolerance must cover twice the maximum relative deviation.
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Table 3 shows that the IEC60034-2-1 measurement error requirements lead to an efficiency error of
up to -8.1% which is higher than acceptable under the current tolerance requirements of IEC 60034-1
(-15%). By using improved measurement errors (“State-of-the art error model”) the deviation can be
reduced down to -5.6% (Table 3 and Table 7). This is sufficient for the existing tolerance and leaves
some room for further deviations in mass production of a multitude of motors of the same type.

Conclusion
The accuracy of indirect tests is mainly influenced by the measurement of electrical power. Torque
measurement is also important but to a much lesser degree. All other measurements (including
speed) have a relatively small influence on the overall accuracy.
Indirect tests always have a better accuracy than direct tests but the increasing benefit at higher
efficiencies, which is promised by theory, cannot fully be found in practice. This is due to a shift of loss
components, which can be determined with good accuracy (namely winding losses) towards loss
components, which can only be determined with lesser accuracy (namely friction, windage and
additional load losses) between smaller and larger motors.
Indirect tests also have the advantage of better control of the validity of the results since individual
loss components become visible. Some typical torque measurement errors are automatically
corrected by the procedure. For these reasons, the indirect test is generally recommended.
It will be necessary to tighten the measurement instrument requirements and to remove ambiguities in
the description of the test procedure in the forthcoming edition of IEC 60034-2-1 to prepare the
standard for the higher energy efficiency classes IE3 and IE4.
The tolerance of IEC 60034-1, Table 20, will then be large enough to cover deviations between tests
in different laboratories plus variations in mass production of motors.
Unfortunately there is little potential for a reduction of the efficiency tolerance in IEC 60034-1. As the
uncertainty increases with the efficiency level and therefore also with the motor output power it may
even be necessary to increase the tolerance of large motors (which is currently -10%) to the same
level as that of smaller motors (-15%). It is generally unrealistic to attempt testing efficiency with an
absolute accuracy of ±0.1%.
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efficiency based on International Standard IEC 60034-2-1
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ABSTRACT
Induction motors provide by far the majority of industrial electromotive power world wide, and
improvements in the efficiency of such machines have the potential to make very significant savings in
energy resources and greenhouse gas emissions. Governments are increasingly introducing legislation
to regulate minimum motor efficiency, but in order to do this, testing standards against which motor
efficiency may be measured must be rigorous and unambiguous, allowing laboratories around the world
to provide closely comparable efficiency figures for a given machine. This is not currently the case.
This paper describes a survey in which a single set of laboratory measurements made on an 11 kW,
2 pole motor were circulated, and ten participating laboratories were asked to calculate the efficiency of
the motor from that data using the methods described in IEC 60034-2-1 - 2009. Such an experiment is
equivalent to a 'round-robin' in which an artifact with absolutely stable properties has been exchanged
between participating laboratories, all using exactly the same instruments and test procedure and under
exactly the same laboratory ambient conditions. Significant variations in the reported efficiency values
were observed, suggesting that the calculation algorithm as specified in the standard is not sufficiently
explicit. An analysis of the results is presented, the sources of the differences explored, and
modifications to the calculation procedures suggested.

1. Introduction

About 40% of the world’s production of electrical energy is used by electric motors, and increasing the
efficiency of such machines has the potential, therefore, to reduce significantly the amount of
greenhouse gas produced in the electricity generation process. Increasing motor efficiency is best
achieved by government legislation, but such a process can succeed only if robust and accurate means
are available for the measurement of motor efficiency.
The theory of the induction motor is well known, and little knowledge relevant to the test procedures
involved in efficiency measurement has been added in the last 50-60 years. (See, for example, Alger
[1]). However, as results of the recent IEC-sponsored round-robin testing program (described below)
demonstrated, there are still discrepancies between efficiency figures gained by individual laboratories
when testing a given motor.
A relatively recent advance in induction machine efficiency measurement has been the development of
a technique for the determination of ‘stray-load’ or ‘additional load’ losses as described by Cummings et
al [2]. This involves a data smoothing process, which is carried out on the calculated differences, at
various mechanical loads, between the total electrical input power and the sum of the stator, rotor I2R
loss , iron losses and friction and windage losses. This method has been facilitated by the advent of
very high precision torque measuring instrumentation. This method is also recognized as the most
accurate one to evaluate the ‘stray-load’ or ‘additional load’ losses.

2. The IEC round-robin testing program

In 2007, the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), via its Technical Committee 2, Working
Group 28 (Rotating Machinery – Determination of efficiency of induction motors from tests), initiated a
‘Round-Robin’ project, in which a number of cage-rotor three-phase induction motors were circulated
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between participating laboratories. The stated aims of the project were to gain experience with test
methods, to investigate differences in results from different laboratories, to improve and optimize test
procedures as described in IEC 60034-2-1 [3] (hereafter referred-to as ‘the standard’) and to provide a
basis for reviewing tolerance limits in IEC 60034-1 [4].

A further aim was to assess different techniques for the determination of additional load losses in
induction motors, using both the ‘residual loss’ and the ‘E-h star’ methods. (The latter was incorporated
into an international standard for the first time in the 2007 edition of IEC 60034-2-1 and based on the
method described by Aoulkadi and Binder [5]).
The IEC round-robin showed significant disagreement between laboratories, and the differences
between reported results were sufficiently large as to render the present testing processes capable of
significant improvement. Further, there was significant inconsistency between additional load losses
figures obtained using the residual loss and E-h star methods, with some laboratories reporting residual
loss-derived additional load losses which were less than those determined using E-h star, and vice
versa.

3. The software round-robin
The idea of a software round-robin with a sole focus on efficiency calculation from given test data was
conceived as means of starting the process of analyzing the problems associated with gaining
international agreement on the measurement and calculation processes required to achieve
comparable induction motor efficiency figures. It was first debated at a workshop held in Nantes,
France, immediately following the EEMODS 2009 conference in that city, by the IEA 4E Electric Motor
Systems Annex (EMSA) ‘Task C’ (Testing Centres) group led by the Australian Government’s
Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency (DCCEE).
The project was finally launched at an EMSA meeting in Zurich in October 2010. The aim of the project
was to simulate a round-robin motor efficiency measurement trial, but without exchanging an actual
motor. Instead, participants were provided with test data obtained from an 11 kW, 2 pole motor, as
described below. The result was a simulated round-robin in which the test object was invariant (ie, did
not suffer from any variations due to ageing, maltreatment during transport etc) and in which the
instrumentation was absolutely stable, exactly the same test method and technique was used, and
under exactly the same laboratory power supply and ambient temperature conditions.
By this means, results of calculations from different testing laboratories provided information about
ways in which those organizations interpreted the standard, and highlighted ambiguities in
standard’s description of the calculation algorithm. It may also show some potential errors in
calculation software from each laboratory. This was seen as a ‘first step’ in revising or rewriting
standard in order to achieve agreement between different testing laboratories around the world.

the
the
the
the

4. The test motor
4.1 Choice of motor
The test motor was chosen after consideration of the following. It should
•

have a power rating which is in very common use

•

exhibit significant friction and windage losses, and therefore be of 2-pole design

•

have a minimum efficiency level of about 90% so that a 1% error in loss measurement or
calculation is equivalent to a 0.1 percentage point error in the final efficiency value

•

have a minimum efficiency requirement corresponding to IE2

An 11 kW 2 pole ‘aluminium-frame’ motor, with nameplate data as follows, was chosen as satisfying the
above criteria. The IE2 efficiency level for a machine of this rating is 89.4%.
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Motor nameplate data

Power rating

:

11 kW

Frame size

:

160M

Frequency

:

50 Hz

Rated speed

:

2940 min-1

Rated voltage

:

380 – 415 V

Current

:

20.8-19.6 A

Power factor

:

0.89

Duty

:

S1

Insulation class

:

F

Ambient temp.

:

40°C

Temp. rise

:

80 K

Degree of protection

:

IP55

Mass

:

84 kg

(Delta-connected)

5. The test procedure
The data provided for the software round-robin was generated when the above motor was tested in
CalTest’s laboratory in Port Elliot, South Australia, in June 2009.

The testing was carried out according to the procedure outlined as follows:
1. Stator winding resistance measurement at ambient temperature
2. Removal of accessible drive-end seal (but without dismantling)
3. Rated load temperature test (Clause 6.4.4.1) (but with rated load measurements made in (5)
below)
4. Stator winding resistance measurement, immediately following (3) above
5. Load curve test with torque measurement (Clauses 6.4.4.2 and 6.4.5.3)
immediately following (4) above
6. Stator winding resistance measurement, immediately following (5) above
7. No-load test (Clause 6.4.2), immediately following (6) above
8. Stator winding resistance measurement, immediately following (7) above
Measurement of motor temperature was by means of a 2-channel digital thermometer (Fluke Model 52
II) with a thermocouple placed in the motor’s lifting lug socket from which the lifting lug had been
removed, and a small quantity of light oil added to provide a thermometer pocket over the approximate
centre of the stator lamination stack. Ambient temperature was measured using a second thermocouple
inserted into a hole drilled along the axis of a piece of copper rod, 14 mm in diameter and
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approximately 85 mm long, with a mass of approximately 110 g. This was, in turn, mounted vertically
in a Vaisala Model DTR500 (thermal) radiation shield.
Electrical supply was from a 3-phase, 400 V (nominal), 50 Hz, 200 kVA brush-less alternator, driven
mechanically by a 55 kW cage-rotor induction motor whose speed was closely controlled by means of
an electronic variable-speed drive with sequential shaft encoder-derived feedback. A 3-phase
continuously variable auto-transformer system, with the capacity for ‘coarse’ and ‘fine’ voltage
adjustment, was used to maintain the supply voltage at the rated value for the thermal and load curve
tests, and to provide the necessary voltage variation for the no-load test. Electrical quantities were
measured using a Yokogawa WT230 3-phase power analyzer and associated Class 0.1 current
transformers.
Loading of the test motor was accomplished using a directly-coupled 2 pole cage-rotor induction
machine, the supply frequency to which was reduced using an auxiliary slip-ring induction machine
driven slowly by a small VSD speed-controlled cage-rotor induction motor and reduction gear-box. The
slip-ring machine acted as an induction frequency changer. The loading machine was thus driven by
the test motor at super-synchronous speed, and operated therefore as an induction generator, returning
most of the mechanical energy produced by the test motor the (electrical) supply.
Torque was measured using an HBM Model T12 ‘torque flange’ with a full scale rating of 500 N-m and
an ‘accuracy class’ of 0.03. This was connected to the test motor via a Cardan shaft approximately 0.6
m long, having universal joints at each end and a central splined joint. There were no intervening
bearings between the test motor and the torque flange. Shaft angular velocity was measured using an
optical chopping-type transducer (360 pulses per shaft revolution), which formed part of the above
torque transducer. Slip was measured using an Agilent Model 53131A dual channel counter, configured
to measure the ratio of the frequency of the pulse train generated by the above optical chopper to the
frequency of the electrical supply to the test motor. (This reference frequency was derived from a
transducer driven from the shaft of the above electrical supply motor-generator set).
All electrical and mechanical measurements recorded during the load-curve and no-load tests were
averages taken over 10 second intervals, and with consecutive load curve measurements made within
approximately 30 seconds of each other. In the case of measurements of electrical power input to the
test motor, the power analyzer was configured to integrate power over the measurement interval, and
thus provide a figure for the total amount of electrical energy supplied to the test motor over that period.

6. The measurement data as provided to the participants

6.1 Stator winding resistance measurements at ambient temperature

Stator temperature

:

14.0°C

Ambient temperature

:

14.6°C

Resistance U1 – V1

:

0.5548 •

Resistance U1 – W1

:

0.5538 •

Resistance V1 – W1

:

0.5542 •

6.2 Rated load temperature test:

Stator temperature

:

42.0°C

Ambient temperature

:

19.6°C
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6.3 Stator winding resistance measurement:

Resistance U1 – V1

:

0.678 •

6.4 Load curve test with torque measurement:

Load

O/p pwr.

Torque

Speed

Voltage

(nominal
)
(%)

Current

Input
pwr

(L-N)

Power
factor

(kW)
(N.m)

(min-1)

(V)

(A)

(cos •)

(kW)
120

13.2

43.109

2918.8

229.9

23.92

14.824

0.90

110

12.1

39.517

2926.8

230.0

22.09

13.593

0.89

100

11.0

35.821

2934.1

230.0

20.26

12.333

0.88

75

8.25

26.730

2951.7

230.0

15.97

9.281

0.84

50

5.5

17.714

2968.3

230.0

12.12

6.314

0.75

25

2.75

8.829

2983.6

230.0

9.04

3.437

0.55

6.5 Stator winding resistance measurement:

Resistance U1 – V1

:

0.660 •

6.6 No-load test

% rated voltage
(%)

Voltage (L-N)

Measured voltage

Current

Input power

(V)

(V)

(A)

(kW)

110

253

253.0

10.08

0.5711

100

230

230.0

7.40

0.4617

95

219

219.0

6.57

0.4328

90

207

207.0

5.88

0.4002

75

175

175.0

4.52

0.3507

50

115

115.0

2.805

0.2831

35

80

80.0

2.145

0.2623

25

40

46.0

2.181

0.2464
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6.7 Stator winding resistance measurement:

Resistance U1 – V1

:

0.624 •

7. The participants

At the IEA 4E EMSA ‘Task C’ (Testing Centres) meeting in Zurich in 2010, the purpose of the project
was outlined, as detailed previously in this paper, and attendees invited to participate by providing
contact details in exchange for a set of test data, as in (6) above.
Participants were assured of anonymity, and were assigned numbers by which their contributions could
be identified in the subsequent analysis.
Of the 13 data sets which were distributed, responses were received from 10 organizations. The
identification numbers associated with two of the participants were then changed in order to number the
responses 1 to 10.
The participants were as follows (in alphabetical order of country, and not in the same order as the
published results):

Table 1: The participating laboratories

Country

Organization type

Australia

Testing facility

Belgium

Testing facility

Canada

Testing facility

Denmark

Motor manufacturer

Denmark

Testing facility

France

Motor manufacturer

Germany

Motor manufacturer

Portugal

University

USA

Motor manufacturer

Sweden

Testing facility

8. Information sought
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Participants were provided with a blank table in which they were asked to enter (from the no-load test),
total constant losses, friction and windage losses and iron losses. From the load test, they were asked
to enter, for 75%, 100% and 120% load, values of corrected stator losses, corrected rotor losses,
additional load losses, corrected total losses and efficiency. ‘Corrected’, in this context, means
corrected for a reference coolant (air) temperature of 25°C as described in the standard.

Participating laboratories were asked to use all relevant data points from the load test in the residual
loss data smoothing process for the determination of additional load losses

9. Responses from the participating laboratories

Table 2 presents the responses from the participating laboratories. Care has been taken to transcribe
accurately the results provided by the participants. In particular, the exact number of significant figures
provided has been reproduced:

Table 2: Responses from the participating laboratories

LABORATORY
1
:

3

4

5

6

0.4115 0.400

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.4005 0.400

0.39953 0.4104 0.4100

Fric. & windage
0.2368 0.238
(kW)

0.234

0.237

0.230

0.2344 0.237

0.22752 0.2350 0.2340

0.159

0.165

0.181

0.1661* 0.163*

0.17201 0.1754 0.1760

Corr.
Stator
0.2555 0.256
losses (kW)

0.264

0.262

0.257

0.261

0.248

0.2621 0.2686 0.261

Corr.
Rotor
0.1388 0.139
losses (kW)

0.145

0.14505 0.145

0.145

0.139

0.1452 0.1451 0.145

Addl.
Load
0.0476 0.044
losses (kW)

0.049

0.055

0.0359 0.043

0.0336 0.0466 0.047

Corr.
Total
0.8441 0.841
losses (kW)

0.869

0.86505 0.855

0.843

0.832

0.8405 0.8536 0.857

90.72 90.73

90.64

90.68

90.8

90.92

90.8

90.94

Corr.
Stator
0.4140 0.415
losses (kW)

0.426

0.425

0.414

0.424

0.414

0.4256 0.4324 0.424

Corr.
Rotor
0.2548 0.255
losses (kW)

0.263

0.26253 0.263

0.262

0.255

0.2628 0.2626 0.263

Const.losses
(kW)

2

7

8

9

10

Iron losses
0.1747 0.161*
(kW)
75 % LOAD

0.055

Efficiency
90.80 90.8

(%)
100% LOAD
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Addl.
Load
0.0865 0.081
losses (kW)

0.088

0.098

Corr.
Total
1.1546 1.150
losses (kW)

1.187

90.50 90.53

0.098

0.0644 0.078

0.0604 0.0837 0.084

1.18653 1.168

1.152

1.147

1.1483 1.1669 1.171

90.38

90.37

90.5

90.66

90.6

90.69

Corr.
Stator
0.5816 0.582
losses (kW)

0.593

0.565

0.577

0.591

0.582

0.5975 0.6027 0.592

Corr.
Rotor
0.3793 0.380
losses (kW)

0.388

0.38827 0.389

0.387

0.380

0.3878 0.3876 0.388

Addl.
Load
0.1267 0.118
losses (kW)

0.127

0.142

0.0933 0.114

0.0875 0.1212 0.121

Corr.
Total
1.4844 1.478
losses (kW)

1.519

1.49527 1.497

1.473

1.473

1.4723 1.4955 1.498

89.89 89.93

89.75

89.91

90.06

90.0

90.07

A=

0.0581 0.06

0.0685

0.076660 0.076432 0.0502 0.0623909 0.0471 0.0652 0.06515

B=

165.8 168.03 169.2125 164.074 171.0757 175.8

Gamma =

0.9994 0.99931 0.99911 0.99158 0.99932 0.9983 0.998

Efficiency
90.54 90.5

(%)
120% LOAD

0.142

Efficiency
89.9

89.91 89.9

(%)
Curve fitting:

172.000

177.563 171.11 168
0.9966 0.9977 0.999

* These ‘iron losses’ data have been computed by the participating laboratory at 100% load only.

Several participants drew attention to the apparent discrepancies between the stator temperature at the
end of the rated load temperature test and the temperature calculated from change in resistance of the
stator winding. This was to be expected: the thermometer was used only to show when temperature
stability during the rated load temperature test had been achieved, but there is no computation made
based on the temperature measurement made by the thermometer.

10. Analysis of data received

10.1 General observations

When rounded to one decimal place, the reported efficiencies at rated load ranged from 90.4% to
90.7%, with an average value of 90.5%. The results are shown graphically in Figure 1.
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Efficiency @ 100% load
90.8

Efficiency %

90.7
90.6
90.5
90.4
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90.2
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5

6

7

8

9

10

Laboratory

Figure 1: Computed efficiency figures at 100% load

For a motor with an efficiency of approximately 90%, this variation of 0.3 percentage point is equivalent
to a variation of 3% in the value of the losses. This is a significant error, given that there is no
uncertainty attributable to test method, laboratory ambient conditions or measurement errors.

As a first look, the variability in the results presented here is excessive for the purpose of regulation of
motor efficiency, and uncertainties associated with the testing and measurement process itself might be
expected to increase significantly this variability between laboratories.

However, the losses (1-•) with the largest deviation were about 1.7% off from the average. Compared
to the admissible tolerance of 15% this is not critical. But it is surprisingly large for a comparison of
calculation procedures only.

As preliminary analysis of the data presented, it was noted that the reported efficiency from
laboratories 1 and 2,at 100 % load (90.50%, 90.53%) were not consistent with the efficiency (90.64 %,
90.68 %) calculated from reported loss components and the reported total constant losses of
laboratories 3 and 4 were not consistent with the calculated sum of the reported iron and friction and
windage losses. These 2 findings have already influenced the comparison of the results. The following
paragraphs explore what other factors have influenced the results obtained as a result of different motor
loss component figures.

10.2 ‘Constant losses’

10.2.1 The number of no-load test points used in the determination of friction, windage and
iron losses
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The standard requires that friction and windage be calculated by plotting ‘Pk’ (strangely defined in
Clause 4.1 of the standard as ‘the short-circuit losses’) less the no-load I2R losses against the supply
voltage squared, and extrapolating the line of best fit to zero voltage, thereby identifying the friction and
windage losses, Pfw. Figure 2 presents the reported Pfw losses for each laboratory:
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Figure 2: Reported Pfw.

The value of friction and windage loss is, however, dependent on the number of points used in that
procedure. It is important to use only the no-load test data in which there is no sign of saturation. Use of
no-load test data at relatively high supply voltages has a tendency to increase the slope of the line fitted
as above, and thus to reduce the intercept value, leading to lower calculated values of friction and
windage losses. Figure 3 shows this process, and the table shows the differences between the
calculated values of no-load losses as a function of the number of no-load test data points used:
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Figure 3: Separation of no-load losses

Table 3: Friction and Windage losses calculated for number of no-load test data points selected

Voltage

Point selected

253.0

X

230.0

X

X

218.5

X

X

X

207.0

X

X

X

X

172.5

X

X

X

X

X

115.0

X

X

X

X

X

X

80.5

X

X

X

X

X

X

46.0

X

X

X

X

X

X

8

7

6

5

4

3

0.9848

0.99756

0.99748

0.99852

0.99821

0.99117

0.230

0.235

0.235

0.236

0.235

0.237

No. of
points used
Coeff. of
regression
Pfw (kW)

Though the use of the lowest 3 or 4 points will give the most accurate value of the friction and windage
losses, it is recognized that the evaluation of the losses by this method of separation does not have a
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significant impact of the calculated efficiency since a lower or higher friction and windage losses will
result in a higher or lower iron losses respectively.

10.2.2 The stator resistance used for the I2R losses calculation at each point in the no-load
test

The resistance of the stator windings decreases over the time period taken to perform the no-load test,
as the winding temperature is relatively high (following the load test), and then decreases as the motor
cools during the no-load test. The rate of temperature decrease depends on the size and type of motor,
the total time taken to perform that test and ambient conditions. The standard states that R0 is
determined by measuring the resistance after the lowest voltage.
Table 4 shows the calculation of constant losses, I2R, or Pk, for different values of stator resistance, for
the value of no-load current at 100% of rated voltage. Pk is also shown for a reduced voltage due to
stator resistance under load, which reduces iron losses (see 10.2.3 below).

Table 4: Calculation of constant losses

Pk (kW) corrected
Resistance (•)

Pk (kW)
for Ur = 223.9 V

after no-load test: 0.6234

0.4105

0.4001

before no-load test: 0.6594

0.4075

0.3978

It appears that the reported values for all laboratories in Table 5, except for laboratory 1, coincide with
the value calculated using the after-test resistance, either corrected or not for (stator) voltage drop.

Table 5: Reported constant losses (kW)

Laboratory 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Constant
0.4115
Losses

0.400

0.410

0.410

0.410

0.4005

0.400

0.39953 0.4104

10.2.3 Correction for stator voltage drop due to load current.
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9

10
0.4100

Comparing the reported constant loss figures shown in Figure 3 with the values in Table 4, it can be
seen that laboratories 2, 6, 7, & 8 report a corrected value for voltage drop. Laboratories 1, 5, 9 & 10
appear to show uncorrected values.
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Figure 3: Reported constant losses

10.2.4 Determining voltage drop and Pfe
Although referring throughout to ‘constant losses’, the standard requires that when calculating motor
efficiency, Pfe obtained from the no-load test shall be corrected for the voltage drop produced by load
current across the stator resistance component of the series elements of the stator equivalent circuit.
The standard is unclear concerning the plotting of points and interpolation to determine the voltage and
does not specify whether to calculate Pfe for each no-load point or to deem it constant. The ‘constant
losses’ are thus no longer constant, but a function of load current. This seems to have caused a great
deal of confusion among the participating laboratories.
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Figure 4: Iron losses at 100%, showing variation between laboratories
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Despite not correcting for voltage in the reported constant losses, laboratories 1, 3, 4, 5, 9 and 10 still
have considerable variation in their reported Iron losses.
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10.3 Stator losses under load

Figure 5 shows the reported stator losses at 100 % load

Stator losses @ 100% load
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Figure 5: Stator losses at 100% load

As in the no-load case, the calculated stator losses under load vary with the particular stator resistance
value used in the computation. Using the resistance value measured before the load curve test (clause
6.4.4.2), (0.678 •, corrected by the ratio of winding to average resistance), stator losses at 100% load
should be calculated as 0.424 kW. If, however, the winding resistance measured after the load curve
test is used then the result should be 0.414 kW. Results in Figure 5 demonstrate significant differences
in the stator losses with laboratories 1, 2, 5, and 7 with lower value than the others. In case of laboratory
7, this can be explained by the fact that the value reported is exactly interpolated at 100 % load from
the calculated value at the measurement point that was around 101 %. One should expect the same
interpolation for laboratories 1 and 2.
Further, the ambient temperature used in the calculation of stator temperature must be the initial value
(14.6°C) since that temperature is associated with the initial stator resistance measurements. If,
however, the ambient temperature during the test (19.6°C) is used, the stator temperature increases by
6 K, the calculated stator resistance is then 0.7004 •, and the reported stator losses are 0.432 kW
(laboratory 9). Similar results can be seen in the 120% and 75% load results.

10.4 Rotor losses
Despite the variability of stator and other losses, the reported rotor losses at 100% load appear to be in
two quite distinct groups: 0.255 kW or 0.263 kW (see Figure 6). This is remarkable, since the rotor
losses are derived from input power, stator losses, slip and iron losses, the latter showing great
variability between laboratories. The explanation for this variability is the same as for the stator losses
and related to the fact that the value reported is exactly interpolated at 100 % load from the calculated
value at the measurement point which was around 101 %, as reported by laboratory 7 and expected by
laboratories 1 and 2.
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Figure 6: Rotor losses at 100% load

In this case, using the reported values for iron losses, corrected stator losses and the input power
(given), Figure 6 also shows the calculated value of rotor losses with temperature correction for slip, for
each laboratory. The calculated rotor losses are now remarkably consistent, from 0.2626 to 0.2632 kW,
a range of only 0.5 W.
The influence of the ambient temperature change during the measurement process (14.6°C to 19.6°C)
is very small, changing the calculated value by 0.1 W or less.

10.5 Constant loss values used in calculation

Since the total losses are the sum of all losses, an assessment of the constant losses used for the final
calculation can be gained by subtracting the reported additional load losses, rotor and stator losses from
the reported total losses.

Losses (kW)

Constant losses used in calculation of efficiency
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Figure 7: Constant losses used in total losses calculation for each load point: Remainder of
(Total losses – Additional load losses – Stator losses – Rotor losses)
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It can be seen that all laboratories except 3, 6 and 8 have used non-constant ‘constant losses’. Only
laboratories 2, 6 and 7 reported that their constant losses were for 100% load (Table 2), implying that
they used a different value for other loads. Laboratory 6 did not. It is therefore unclear which load the
reported constant losses apply to in the other cases. It is also unclear why there is a variation in the
range of constant losses used.

10.5.1 Variation between reported and applied constant losses

It would also be expected that the constant losses used in calculation would be the value reported.
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Figure 8: Reported Constant losses, sum of reported Pfw & Pfe, with remainder, as in Figure 6

As can be seen in Figure 8, for Laboratories 2, 6, 7 and 8, the reported constant losses, the sum of
reported Pfe and Pfw and the constant losses used for the 100% loss calculation are all similar (allowing
for rounding error). Laboratories 1, 5, 9 and 10 show larger reported constant losses than are used in
the calculation. Laboratories 3 and 4 show a difference between the reported constant losses and the
sum of Pfe & Pfw.

10.6 Additional load losses

Using the reported slope (“A”) and knowing the 100% load torque, the additional load losses at 100%
load for each lab can be computed as follows:

Additional load losses = slope x torque2

This can then be compared with the reported 100% additional load losses, as shown in Figure 9.
Considerable variation can be seen, the smallest value being 60% of the largest. While there is some
variation due to rounding and interpolations as seen previously, Laboratory 1 has reported a higher
value than that which was calculated.
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Figure 9: Calculated and reported additional load losses at 100% load

11. Summary and recommendations

The reported efficiency values from the ten participating laboratories vary by more than 0.3 percentage
points, which is approximately equivalent to an error in the measurement of the total losses of greater
than 3%. If it is borne in mind that this project completely eliminates the effects of measurement errors
and differences in measurement methods and laboratory ambient conditions, it is clear that If the roundrobin had involved the exchange of a an actual motor (rather than a single measurement data set) then
the disagreement in efficiency results could be expected to be significantly greater.
Such a situation does not form a satisfactory basis for the regulation of induction motor efficiency.
Discrepancies were found to be greatest in those calculations involving correction of resistance
measurements for the effects of temperature.
Temperature corrections by the participants were not consistent, and it is clear that an incorrect choice
of temperature has a significant influence on the final motor efficiency figure.
Some errors of transcription and/or arithmetic were seen in the reported results. This is not a problem
with the standard, of course, but rather an internal auditing matter for the participating laboratories.
The calculation of Pfe taking voltage drops due to load current into account was not consistently applied.
Some participants made no correction, some applied a constant value, and others used a different
value for each load point. In the latter case, the ‘constant losses’ are not, in fact constant, but are load
dependent.
It is possible that the variations in the constant losses value for each load point shown in Figure 7 are
due to a variation in the corrected voltage, which was calculated but not reported. In this area, the
standard needs clarification even if the effect of such corrections on the final efficiency value may be
considered relatively small.
Some variation in the constant losses, the voltage drop with load current and the smoothing of the
additional load losses is due to differences in the selection of plotted points in the processing of no-load
test data and the generation of lines of best fit. The standard needs to be more prescriptive of this
process, specifying the points to be considered, and to be specific about the nature of the lines of best
fit.
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Experience gained in this study indicates that it is essential that future editions of standards dealing with
the measurement of induction motor efficiency include a descriptive standard form with calculations and
ultimately downloadable standard software which may be used directly for finding efficiency values from
measurements made as part of the testing process, and sample measurements and efficiency figures
derived from them, which may be used to check software developed by individual laboratories.
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Testing Centres: Task of the IEA 4E Electric Motor Systems Annex
(EMSA)
Sarah Hatch
Department of Climate Change & Energy Efficiency Australia

Abstract
The International Energy Agency (IEA) Implementing Agreement for a Co-operating Programme on
Efficient Electrical End-Use Equipment (4E) was set up in 2008 and is currently supported by around
12 countries. The aim of this Implementing Agreement is to promote the wider use of more energyefficient electrical equipment. An Electric Motor Systems Annex (EMSA) was launched at the end of
2008 as part of the IEA 4E Implementing Agreement and is made up of a number of Tasks.
Task C ‘Testing Centres’ began in early 2009, led by Australia with participation from Switzerland and
Denmark. The aim of this work is to raise the quality of motor testing worldwide by developing an
international network of testing laboratories. The ‘Testing Centres’ network has been developing
conventions on unresolved points of detail on test method procedures. More specifically, there is a
need for this work so that suppliers, purchasers and regulators can be more confident of the claimed
performance of motors on the market. Two workshops have been held since this Task began. These
workshops have informed the development of a guide to electric motor testing methods in IEC 600342-1:2007 which is the IEC test method standard for motors.

1.

Background

1.1

Electric Motor Efficiency

Electric motor applications in industry are major consumers of electricity around the world. It is
estimated that 300 million industrial electric motors (between 0.75kW and 375kW) are currently
installed with an estimated 30 million motors sold each year1 and are responsible for 4.3 giga tonnes
of CO2-equivalent greenhouse gas emissions. 2 Therefore, improvements in energy efficiency of motor
systems reduces greenhouse gas emissions, as well as saving energy costs. Concerns about energy
efficiency have led to an increase in international efforts to improve the efficiency of the complete
motor system. However, there are many barriers to improving the energy efficiency of motor systems
as a whole. Therefore regulators focus on the individual pieces of equipment within a system, such as
motors.
The potential benefits from improved electric motor applications have been recognized by many
governments which have implemented mandatory minimum energy performance standard (MEPS) for
three-phase cage rotor induction motors. Motors from 0.75 kW up to 375 kW make up the majority of
motors covered by standards around the world.
At the moment, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, Costa Rica, Israel, Mexico, New Zealand,
Switzerland, Taiwan and the United State have introduced MEPS for motors but with varying
mandatory levels. Additionally, many countries are set to raise their standards in the coming years
2
and the European Union set mandatory MEPS for motors for the first time in 2011. The new
International Electrotechnicial Commission (IEC) efficiency classes standard IEC 60034-303 describes
a new labelling system (IE1, IE2, IE3) for motors. Currently IE2 is the highest efficiency level that is
mandated by a number of countries, with the United States moving to IE3 in 2011.
In addition to the differences in mandatory efficiency standards and levels, many different test
methods are used around the world. Inconsistencies within test methods and the number of different
international testing methods being used make it more difficult to implement energy efficiency programs
and market transformation programs.
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1.2

IEC Test Method Standard

The variations in motor test method standards led to the International Electrotechnical Commission
(IEC) publishing IEC 60034-2-1:2007 ‘Standard methods for determining losses and efficiency from
tests (excluding machines for traction vehicles) in September 2007.
The historical need for test procedure improvements is largely due to the range of methods for
determining motor efficiency. For example, the various techniques to measure stray load losses used
by different test methods result in distinctly different test results. The IEC standard establishes
methods for determining efficiencies of rotating electrical machines as well as the methods for
obtaining specific losses. Accurate determination of stray load losses has been historically difficult
because it requires accurate measurement of torque and speed. Due to technological improvements,
this measurement has more recently become feasible to do.
IEC 60034-2-1 was developed to harmonise test methods to be consistent with most of the world and
is presented as the “preferred” test method standard. However, this IEC test method standard is
widely recognised as requiring further improvements in order to harmonise testing methods. Table 2
in IEC 60034-2-14 describes ten distinct test methods which can be used to measure motor efficiency.
As well as this, there are some ambiguities within the standard. These ambiguities can lead to
inconsistent results between different laboratories, due to differences of interpretation. The high
number of testing options and sometimes imprecise language of the IEC standards are both points
that need further improvement.
1.3

IEC Round Robin

Over the past few years, the IEC has organised and run an international motor testing round robin in
order to address the variation in reported energy efficiency by motor manufactures and testing
laboratories. The aim of the round robin was to provide experience in regard to IEC 60034-2-1. More
specifically the round robin was expected to aid in the assessment of the different test methods and
supply test data to evaluate measurement deviations between laboratories. Seventeen laboratories
from 11 countries submitted a total of 194 individual test reports. 75 different motors were tested in
the IEC round robin. The final conclusions of the round robin report are still under discussion but are
expected to help inform the current revision of IEC 60034-2-1.
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2.

The International Network of Motor Testing Centres

2.1

Overview of the Project

The Electric Motor Systems Annex (EMSA) was established in 2008 as part of the International
Energy Agency (IEA) Implementing Agreement for a Co-operating Programme on Efficient Electrical
End-Use Equipment (4E). EMSA is made up of a number of Tasks addressing various aspects of
improving motor system efficiency.
The IEA 4E EMSA Task ‘Testing Centres’ has been seeking to further develop work on motor testing
methods by building an international network of testing centres. Task C ‘Testing Centres’ began in
early 2009, led by Australia with participation from Switzerland and Denmark. The overarching goal of
the project is to establish an ongoing dialogue between laboratories to encourage a common
approach to motor efficiency testing and the procedures described in the IEC 60034-2-1 test method
standard.

2.2

Objective

The Testing Centres Task seeks to establish a forum in which laboratories from around the world can
share best practices and develop coordinated responses to questions arising from procedure details of
test method standards. Additionally, a network of testing centres will be able to better meet the
increasing demands of industry and in turn encourage confidence in the declared motor performance.
This is important for suppliers, purchasers and regulators.
This Task is expected to have two major components: 1) Educate and stimulate laboratories to improve
quality of testing around the world and 2) Policy development in regards to check testing regimes for
regulators.
There appear to be five main categories for errors in testing:
•

The accuracy and interpretation of the testing procedure;

•

Instrumentation uncertainty;

•

Manufacturing/material deviations;

•

Operator errors; and

•

Laboratory variations.

Increased communication and sharing of expertise and experience between testing centres is expected
to decrease the errors from the these categories. Interpretation of testing procedures has the potential to
be improved via best practice guidance documents and improved communication between laboratories.
Sharing experiences in instrumentation uncertainty will also assist in improving the quality of testing
around the world. Errors resulting from operator errors are likely to be minimised for similar reasons. The
last category, laboratory variations, is also expected to be addressed as part of discussions between the
proposed network of test centres.
Governments regulating energy efficiency in motor equipment and those working to maintain quality
assurance of products entering the market need to be able to rely on test laboratories. Delegates at
various conferences including Motor Energy Performance Standards Australia 2009 (MEPSA) have
stressed that compliance and testing methods need to be improved before introducing higher minimum
efficiency performance standards (MEPS).
Quality information underpins the ability of regulators to properly assess motor efficiency when
implementing new standards. Consistent testing helps ensure a level playing field for all motor suppliers.
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It is only possible to have an effective compliance and check testing program if there is reliable testing of
efficiency and a robust test method standard. Otherwise action cannot be taken against any suppliers
who may be supplying non-compliant products.
Manufacturers and purchasers of electric motor equipment also have a lot to gain from improvements in
testing laboratories and their ability to properly measure motor efficiency. Consistency in test results
from laboratories encourages confidence for both the manufacturer and purchaser. When making a
purchasing decision for industrial equipment small differences in efficiency can make a significant
change in end energy use due to the overall volume of operation, and therefore operating cost. It is to
the benefit of both the manufacturer and purchaser to be able to more accurately calculate energy use
for specific products.
2.3

Scope of Work

The scope of work for Task C – Testing Centres includes the following:
•

Build an international network of test laboratories;

•

Hold annual workshops for test laboratories;

•

Build a web forum for online discussion between test laboratories;

•

Produce guides to testing and the IEC test method standard to help improve the quality and
consistency of motor testing; and

•

Encourage improvements in compliance and check testing around the world.

Some of the work of this Task will be progressed by small working groups of laboratory experts.
2.4

Workshops and the Testing Centres Network

Two successful workshops have been held since the Testing Centres Task began in early 2009. The
first workshop was held in Nantes, France immediately after the EEMODS09 conference on
17 September 2009. Testing Centres members attended from Europe, Asia-Pacific and North and
South America and discussed motor testing best practice, as well as interpretation issues with IEC
60034-2-1.
The second Task C Testing Centres workshop was held on 26 October 2010 in Zurich, Switzerland.
Nearly 40 representatives from test laboratories around the world attended this workshop. The
delegates found the event very useful and feedback shows that there is plenty of enthusiasm for
continuing. The delegates really valued both the practical information on testing motors and being
closer to what IEC is doing. They also provided detailed and useful input to the Guide for the Use of
Electric Motor Testing Methods Based on IEC 60034-2-1:2007.
By May 2011, there were nearly 60 members of the Testing Centres Network from 28 different
countries, including members from several African countries. The types of motor testing centres run
by members include independent laboratories, university/academic laboratories and manufacturer/
supplier laboratories. The network is still growing, and experiences a leap in numbers with each
annual workshop.
2.5

Testing Centres Web Forum

In 2009, a web forum for the Testing Centres network was set up on the Leonardo Energy website. It
has had mixed results. 15,000 visitors visited the Testing Centres Web Forum in its first year but there
have been minimal comments on the articles which were designed to provide a forum for comments
and discussion. There is a slow but steady stream of registrants for the network via the Testing
Centres web forum.
The web forum can be accessed at:
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www.leonardo-energy.org/testing-centres-motor-efficiency
2.6

Guidance Documents

One of the main outputs of Task C – Testing Centres to date has been the production of the Guide for
the Use of Electric Motor Testing Methods Based on IEC 60034-2-1:2007. The history of this
document goes back several years. The MEPSA 2009 conference5 (Motor Energy Performance
Standards Australia 2009 – regulating motors and motor systems components) brought together
motor experts from around the world to review global progress on motor and motor system efficiency.
MEPSA 2009 was held at the University of Sydney, Australia from 4-5 February 2009.
During MEPSA discussions on the IEC 60034-2-1 test method standard, it emerged that there are
some important points of detail which appear to be ambiguous or potentially confusing. For example,
it is not clearly stated whether oil seals should be left in place during testing, nor the sequence of
some of the tests. It was recognised that it is important to have a common approach on points such as
these. Test method standards that are clear and unambiguous ensure a ‘level-playing field’ for
manufacturers and suppliers.

Figure 1 - Guide for the Use of Electric Motor Testing Methods Based on IEC 60034-2-1:2007
This work was progressed by Task C – Testing Centres. Input from test laboratories and other experts
around the world has helped inform the development of this document. The topics covered by the
Guide are:
•

Flow charts for PLL determined from residual loss

•

Removal of sealing elements

•

Selection of measurement points for load and no-load tests
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•

Measurement techniques and data averaging

•

Temperature measurement

•

Calculation algorithm

Each section describes the background and the issues behind each topic or clause and follow with
the interpretation of the clause as widely agreed at the Testing Centres workshops. Several of the
topics (measurement techniques and data averaging, temperature measurement and calculation
algorithm) do not yet have a widely-agreed interpretation so only a description of the issue and
general guidance has been provided at this stage. Future work on this document may be able to
provide firmer guidance on these, and other topics, at a later stage.
The Guide for the Use of Electric Motor Testing Methods Based on IEC 60034-2-1:2007 was
circulated to Testing Centres members in May 2011. The Guide is also expected to help inform the
current revision of IEC 60034-2-1:2007 by the IEC Technical Committee 2 Working Group 28.
2.7

Software Round Robin

Another important and informative part of the Testing Centres workplan has been a software round
robin. One of the members, CalTest in Australia, developed a set of sample test data for an 11kW
2 pole motor. This test data was circulated to ten members at the second Testing Centres workshop
in 2010. The aim of this project was to compare the consistency of efficiency calculations and
calculation algorithms by using the exactly same test data.
This software round robin has demonstrated variability in the results produced by different laboratory
calculation algorithms. The results of this software round robin will be presented at EEMODS11 by
Andrew Baghurst. The results of this round robin is expected to eventually inform a future Testing
Centres guidance document on calculation algorithms and may also help to inform the revision of IEC
60034-2-1. (See the EEMODS11 paper “Developing a standard algorithm for the calculation of
induction motor efficiency based on International Standard IEC 60034-2-1” by Andrew Baghurst, John
Yelland, Pierre Angers and Martin Doppelbauer)
2.8

Future Work

The work of the Testing Centres network will continue as members have found the workshops and
information exchange valuable to date. Another workshop will be held next to the EEMODS11
conference in Alexandria, VA in the US in September 2011.
Further guidance documents will be developed, including best practice guides for motor test
laboratories and guidance on calculation algorithms. Task C – Testing Centres will also explore how
best to promote improvements in compliance and check testing around the world.

3.

Conclusion

There is international consensus that in order to improve upon MEPS and advance the world of motor
efficiency, improvements in motor testing methods are needed, specifically in regards to
inconsistencies between methods, language ambiguity and the large number of different tests being
used. The global movement toward a harmonised motor efficiency test method began in 2007 with the
introduction of IEC 60034-2-1.
To help address the needs of motor test laboratories to improve the quality and consistency of
efficiency testing around the global, a Testing Centres network was established in 2009. By May
2011, there were nearly 60 members from all around the world, including members from Europe,
Asia-Pacific, Africa and North and South America.
Two successful workshops have been held so far, with a third planned to occur around EEMODS11 in
the US. The popularity of these workshops and the enthusiasm from participants has demonstrated
the value of this network. A web forum has been developed to allow online discussion of testing
issues, but this part of the project has had mixed success.
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The most significant output of Task C so far has been the production of Guide for the Use of Electric
Motor Testing Methods Based on IEC 60034-2-1:2007 which helps provide guidance to motor test
laboratories. This guide was circulated to Testing Centres members in May 2011. Further guidance
documents will be produced at a later stage to address laboratory best practice, or other ambiguities
with the IEC test method standard.
The ultimate aim of the project is to foster an ongoing dialogue between international testing centres.
In the longer term, this will enable testing centres to share information that in turn will lead to a
common approach to testing electric motor efficiency. Improvements in international testing methods
and an international forum for testing centres will give more confidence to regulators, manufacturers
and motor purchasers.
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Comparative analysis of four different electric motor standard
methods based on data from an APP BATF project
Kevin Lane, Kevin Lane (Oxford) Ltd, United Kingdom
Melanie Slade and Sarah Hatch, Department of Climate Change and Energy
Efficiency, Australia

Abstract
The Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate (APP), which ends in June 2011,
brought together Australia, Canada, China, India, Japan, Republic of Korea and the United States to
address the challenges of climate change, energy security and air pollution in a way that encourages
economic development and reduces poverty.
The APP Buildings and Appliances Task Force (BATF) ‘Harmonization of Test Procedures’ project
included sub projects on electric motors and motor systems. The aim of this project was to help
improve the harmonisation of test method standards in an effort to eliminate a major barrier to
developing successful efficiency standards and labelling programs.
A unique set of electric motor test data was generated as part of this APP BATF project by testing 27
motors with three different power ratings: 0.75kW, 11kW, 55kW. The motors were purchased in China
and tested at the Shanghai Electrical Apparatus Research Institute (SEARI) to three test methods
from the international test method standard, IEC 60034-2-1:2007. These three methods were all
summation of losses methods: PLL (stray load losses) determined from residual loss, PLL from
assigned value and PLL from Eh-star test. Nine of the motors were also tested to the torque
measurement method which is a direct measurement of efficiency.
This paper presents a comparative analysis of the four different test methods for three different motor
sizes. It shows the differences in the measured/estimated efficiency using the different methods,
along with the differences in the estimated losses for the three indirect methods for the 27 motors
tested.

Introduction
Context
The Asia-Pacific Partnership on Clean Development and Climate (APP) brought together Australia,
Canada, China, India, Japan, Republic of Korea and the United States to address the challenges of
climate change, energy security and air pollution in a way that encourages economic development
and reduces poverty. The APP partner countries represent around a half of the world’s emissions,
energy use, gross domestic product (GDP) and population: the APP was an important initiative that
engaged, for the first time, the key greenhouse gas emitting countries in the Asia-Pacific region. With
its focus on the development, deployment and transfer of cleaner, more efficient technologies, the
APP was also unprecedented in the way business, government and researchers agreed to work
together.
The ‘Harmonization of Test Procedures’ project was one of a suite of projects overseen by the APP
Buildings and Appliances Task Force (BATF) (APP, 2007). The objectives of the BATF were:
•
•
•

Use cooperative mechanisms to support the further uptake of increasingly more energy
efficient appliances, recognizing that extensive cooperative action is already occurring
between Partner countries;
Promote best practice and demonstrate technologies and building design principles to
increase energy efficiency in building materials and in new and existing buildings;
Support the integration of appropriate mechanisms to increase the uptake of energy efficient
buildings and appliances into broader national efforts that support sustainable development,
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increase energy security and reduce environmental impacts; and systematically identify and
respond to the range of barriers that limit the implementation of end-use energy efficiency
practices and technologies.
Harmonisation of Test Procedures Project
Many countries have test procedures, standards, and labelling (mandatory and/or voluntary) schemes
for a wide variety of products. Quite often, the test methods used and the energy efficiency
performance levels required are different in different countries. This results in a wide range of testing
and performance requirements for manufacturers to meet in order to sell their products around the
world.
As well as this, it can be a formidable task for countries to develop their own test procedures and
efficiency levels when setting up new standards and labelling programs. Even if a country wanted to
use an energy efficiency test method developed by another, they would need to first evaluate all of
the existing test procedures to determine which is appropriate for the products in their market. This all
requires a lot of funding, time and technical expertise to do properly. Harmonised test procedures
could be achieved for many products and would greatly benefit many countries and reduce the
burden on manufacturers who are currently required to comply with a multitude of standards
worldwide.
The aim of the Electric Motors Sub Project was to create a “Technical Exchange” forum where experts
could gain a comparative overview of different testing approaches. The testing would provide
information on the accuracy and repeatability of the various test procedures to inform policy makers of
the problems and benefits associated with using each of the testing methods. The aim is to
encourage international harmonisation of test procedures to reduce trading barriers.
IEC 60034-2-1:2007 – international test method standard
The International Electrotechnical Commission’s standard IEC 60034-2-1 Rotating Electrical
Machines – Part 2-1: Standard methods for determining losses and efficiency from tests (excluding
machines for traction vehicles) standard, published in 2007, is an important step towards global
harmonisation of motor efficiency testing (IEC 2007).
This standard describes ten distinct test methods which can be used to measure motor efficiency,
listed in Table 2 of the document. Each of these methods have been given a low, medium or high
uncertainty based on how the procedure measures or estimates losses, as well as guidance on the
size range each test method is best suited to. However, it is still up to policy makers to choose which
test method should be used for their country’s regulation.
Choice of motors and analysis aims
Under the APP BATF ‘Harmonization of Test Procedures’ electric motors project, 27 motors were
purchased in China and tested using three different test methods from the International
Electrotechnical Commission’s standard: IEC 60034-2-1 (IEC, 2007). Nine of these motors were later
tested using a fourth test method outlined in the same standard. All of the tests were done at SEARI
(Shanghai Electrical Apparatus Research Institute) laboratory.
Selection of motors
At a 2009 APP BATF ‘Harmonization of Test Procedures’ workshop in Sydney, attendees agreed that
Australia should arrange for comparison testing to be undertaken at SEARI to provide policy makers
additional evidence about the relative merits of several test methods. The attendees (including some
technical experts) suggested that three brands, three sizes, and three of each would provide sufficient
information to do a comparison between the test methods (given the budget constraints). The size
range was chosen to be as large as possible to show up any differences between test methods at
different sizes. The largest one, 55kW, was the compromise between a very large size and the
practicality/cost in purchasing large motors in China for testing. All the motors were chosen to be 4pole and 50Hz as these are commonly used motors in many countries.
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At a later stage of the project, it became apparent that it was also important to investigate a fourth test
method: the ‘torque method’. The tests are expensive to run, especially for larger motors and so, such
data are rarely available for analysis. Australian motor experts suggested that nine motors (three of
each size) would be sufficient to demonstrate any differences for the fourth test method – again given
budget constraints. The general characteristics of the motors chosen for testing and analysis are
described in Table 1.
Table 1: Description of the motors tested
Motor
(three of each)

Rated
output
(kW)
0.75
11
55
0.75
11

Claimed
Efficiency
(%)
82.2
91.0
94.3
82.3
91.0

Power
Factor

Current
(A)

Voltage
(V)

Weight
(kg)

Speed
(RPM)

0.75
0.85
0.87
0.78
0.87

1.76
20.5
96.9
3.0/1.8
21.1/12.1

400
400
400
220/380
380•/660Y

122
428
24
113

1400
1465
1480
1415
1460

55

94.2

0.87

102/58.7

380•/660Y

385

1485

0.75

-

0.76

2.05/1.18

380•/660Y

11

1390

BrandC-11

11

-

0.85

22.2/12.8

380•/660Y

118

1460

BrandC-55

55

-

0.87

103.3/59.6

380•/660Y

388

1480

BrandA-0.75
BrandA-11
BrandA-55
BrandB-0.75
BrandB-11
BrandB-55
BrandC-0.75

Description of the tests undertaken and dataset assembled
Essentially, the ‘efficiency’ test methods listed in IEC 60034-2-1 can be divided into direct and indirect
methods. The direct methods involve measuring the output torque and measuring the input power and
the ratio provides the efficiency. Indirect methods involve making an assessment of the losses, which
it then subtracts from the input power to determine the output power and therefore gives an estimate
of the efficiency.
For the motors purchased, the following four different tests methods were employed:
The first three test methods used for the testing were all indirect methods in the IEC standard (clause
listed):
•
•
•

The stray losses - PLL - determined from residual loss (direct measurement of stray load
losses, equivalent to IEEE 112B) –Clause 8.2.2.5.1,
The stray losses - PLL - from an assigned value –Clause 8.2.2.5.3,
Eh-star – Clause 8.2.2.5.4.

The fourth test method used in the laboratory tests was a direct method, the so-called input-output
test method (the ‘torque measurement’ in IEC 60034-2-1, Clause 8.1.1).
In the present paper these four standard test methods will be referred to by the following names:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Residual loss method,
Assigned loss method,
Eh-Star method,
Torque test method.
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For the first three indirect methods one test run was done on each of the three motors of each brand
and size. With the fourth test method (the torque test method), three repeat tests were done on one
motor out of the three available for each brand/size combination. Thus, when assessing the results
(for average of brand/size), the reader needs to be aware that some of the variance in the first three
test method results is due partly to manufacturing variability, not just variability in the test method and
accuracy of the measurement equipment; whilst any variance in the fourth test is not attributable to
manufacturing variability.

Analysis presented in this paper
A significant amount of data was measured and recorded whilst undertaking the four different test
methods. This paper will focus on a comparative analysis of the main test results. Specifically, this
paper will present the following:
•
•
•
•

Typical efficiency load curves generated from the testing,
Comparative analysis of efficiency determined using each of the four methods at 75% and
100% loading,
Ranking of motors according to efficiency determined using each of the different methods,
Comparison analysis of the losses from the three indirect methods.

Typical efficiency load curves
A standard way to present the efficiency of motors is to show the measured/calculated efficiency at
different loadings. As a total of 27 motors have been tested only one example of this will be shown:
Figure 1 below. This figure shows the estimated efficiency at different loads (25%, 50%, 75%, 100%,
125%, and 150% of the rated load) for the four different methods. The claimed efficiency has also
been include, though since the test method for this is unknown, along with the fact that the
manufacturer may be including manufacturing and allowable declaration tolerances in these figures,
these will be ignored in the following analysis of this dataset.

Figure 1: Example measured efficiency load curve (BrandB-11kW#1)
Note 1 – these curves are for one specific motor with one set of tests for each of the four methods.
For the torque test a further two repeat tests were undertaken for the first motor but haven’t been
included in this graph.
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Note 2 - to determine the additional load losses some smoothing is done on the raw data, using a
simple linear regression. For the tests done, the correlation coefficient was very high (>0.98) –
anything above 0.95 is considered acceptable for the test.
In this example, differences are observable between the different tests. This is expected, since the
test methods do not provide exact estimates, and the uncertainty in each test method needs to be
considered when considering the efficiency figures. In fact, the IEC (2007) test method document
provides a qualitative indication of uncertainty for each test method. The uncertainty of determining
the true efficiency reflects uncertainties in the test procedure and also the test equipment used. The
IEC standard uses relative terms, high, medium and low for uncertainty, rather than a strict numerical
basis. The standard also lists preferred methods for different motor types. These observations are
summarised in Table 2
Table 2: Uncertainty of each test method
Test

Clause

Torque
8.1.1
Residual
8.2.2.5.1
Assigned
8.2.2.5.3
Eh-Star
8.2.2.5.4
Source: IEC (2007, p18)

Preferred

Uncertainty

Single and polyphase <1kW
Three phase >1kW up to 150kW

Low [based solely on test results]
Low [based solely on test results]
High [based on assumptions]
Medium [limited approximations]

Between 1kW and 150kW

Note – other test methods are described in IEC (2007).
The following two sections will compare the efficiency data at 100% and 75% loading for the 27
motors tested under different tests.

Efficiency comparison (all methods) – 100% loading
The main results of interest from the various tests undertaken are the determined efficiency values at
the rated, or 100%, loading level. These are presented in Table 3 for easy comparison for each motor
and each test method. The blanks in table are where tests were not undertaken: for the small motors
(0.75kW) the Eh-Star method is considered unsuitable (see Table 2) so was not undertaken and no
results were measured or recorded in the table. Also, it can be seen that the torque test has been
repeated three times for the first motor of each brand/size, whereas for the three indirect methods the
three tests have been on unique motors of the same brand/size.
The most noticeable observation is that for the small motors (0.75kW) the Torque method gives
consistently higher efficiency values, and potentially significantly so for the Brand C motor. Brand C
did not have any declared efficiency levels on the nameplates.
Table 3: Efficiency of motors at 100% loading by different test methods
Motor
BrandA-0.75 #1
BrandA-0.75 #2
BrandA-0.75 #3
BrandA-11 #1
BrandA-11 #2
BrandA-11 #3
BrandA-55 #1
BrandA-55 #2
BrandA-55 #3
BrandB-0.75 #1
BrandB-0.75 #2
BrandB-0.75 #3

Declared

Residual

Assigned

82.20
82.20
82.20
91.00
91.00
91.00
94.20
94.20
94.20
82.30
82.30
82.30

82.80
82.90
82.90
89.95
90.05
90.65
94.19
94.35
94.18
82.31
82.96
83.28

81.64
82.09
82.13
89.53
90.13
90.11
93.27
93.35
93.30
82.15
81.63
81.85
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EhStar

Torque
(1)
84.27

Torque
(2)
83.33

Torque
(3)
83.33

89.81
90.41
90.67
94.16
94.10
94.27

89.14

89.65

89.36

93.86

94.66

94.02

82.42

84.94

83.80

BrandB-11 #1
BrandB-11 #2
BrandB-11 #3
BrandB-55 #1
BrandB-55 #2
BrandB-55 #3
BrandC-0.75 #1
BrandC-0.75 #2
BrandC-0.75 #3
BrandC-11 #1
BrandC-11 #2
BrandC-11 #3
BrandC-55 #1
BrandC-55 #2
BrandC-55 #3

91.00
91.00
91.00
94.20
94.20
94.20
-

90.81
90.94
90.61
93.69
93.78
93.49
67.81
68.06
66.78
89.16
88.52
89.00
90.69
90.83
90.65

90.29
90.31
90.16
93.09
93.23
93.02
62.73
65.06
62.11
88.37
87.89
88.52
90.57
90.47
90.36

90.66
90.77
90.55
93.59
93.79
93.51

89.10
88.16
88.56
91.32
91.20
91.23

90.46

90.46

90.46

93.22

93.70

93.52

69.57

69.57

69.57

89.30

89.30

88.94

91.36

91.06

91.06

In order to more easily visualise the data in Table 3 plots have been generated: a plot of the large
55kW motors is shown in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Efficiency of the 55kW motors by different methods, at 100% loading
Note - the torque tests are only done for the first of three brand/size combinations. There are no
declared values for the BrandC-55kW motors.
This graph shows that the assigned method clearly delivers the lowest efficiency value for each motor.
This effect is expected and it is due to the nature of this test method, where the stray losses are
higher in this method than in any of the other indirect methods (and confirmed in a later section of this
paper, where stray losses are considered separately). In terms of ranking, Brand C is clearly less
efficient than the other two motors of this size, whilst it is difficult to argue for a significant difference in
efficiency between the first two brands.
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The efficiency figures at 100% loading for the mid-sized 11kW motors are shown in Figure 3 below.
Again the assigned loss method provides the lowest efficiency value. Also noticeable is the difference
between the individual motors (of same brand/size), which will be due to manufacturing tolerances.
For three Brand A motors, the first one appears to be less efficient than the second and third.

Figure 3: Efficiency of the 11kW motors by different methods, at 100% loading
The efficiency figures at 100% loading for the 0.75kW motors are shown in Figure 4 below. It is
apparent that for Brand C, which is far less efficient, that there is a very large spread in the estimated
efficiency of two of the motors. This may be an issue with the test undertaken, although it may be
partly due to there being a larger level of uncertainty in the testing of motors of low efficiency.
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Figure 4: Efficiency of the 0.75kW motors by different methods, at 100% loading
The average (of three sets of) test data are presented in Table 4 along with an estimate of two
standard deviations to provide an indication of the variation of the estimated (average) results. A more
detailed analysis could consider the expected tolerances due to the testing – and this will be
considered in a more detailed report to follow this paper.
Table 4: Average efficiency of (brand/size) motors at 100% loading by different methods
Declared
Residual
Assigned
Torque
Eh-Star
BrandA-0.75
82.2 ±0
82.9 ±0.12
82.0 ±0.54
83.6 ±1.08
BrandA-11
91.0 ±0
90.2 ±0.76
89.9 ±0.68
89.4 ±0.51
90.3 ±0.88
BrandA-55
94.2 ±0
94.2 ±0.19
93.3 ±0.08
94.2 ±0.86
94.2 ±0.17
BrandB-0.75
82.3 ±0
82.9 ±0.99
81.9 ±0.52
83.7 ±2.52
BrandB-11
91.0 ±0
90.8 ±0.33
90.3 ±0.16
90.5 ±0.00
90.7 ±0.22
BrandB-55
94.2 ±0
93.7 ±0.30
93.1 ±0.21
93.5 ±0.48
93.6 ±0.29
BrandC-0.75
67.6 ±1.36
63.3 ±3.11
69.6 ±0.00
BrandC-11
88.9 ±0.67
88.3 ±0.66
89.2 ±0.42
88.6 ±0.94
BrandC-55
90.7 ±0.19
90.5 ±0.21
91.2 ±0.35
91.3 ±0.12
Note – figures are the simple arithmetic mean of three values (from Table 4 above), with the two
standard deviation figures also provided (to show the variance of this estimate).
As an alternative to the describing the standard deviation (as provided in the table above), the
difference between the minimum and the maximum efficiency values obtained is also useful to reveal
some of the variance obtained between the three tests (Table 5). The differences between the values
for the indirect methods (residual, assigned, Eh-Star) are partly explained by the use of different
motors (even if the motors are from the same batch) being tested, so these should be treated with
some element of caution. However, for the direct torque method, since the exact same motor was
used for the three repeated tests, any differences reported are due to the test itself and the accuracy
of the measuring equipment.
In Table 5, the point of most interest is that for the Torque method, some large differences are shown,
especially for BrandB-0.75 motor. This is a little unexpected since the torque method should have low
uncertainty in the determination of efficiency. Its ‘repeatability’ in this instance is lower than expected.
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The final column in Table 5 shows the maximum-minimum difference across all the tests for the same
brand/size. Clearly, these will be larger than the spread for single test data. It is noticeable that the
smaller motors appear to have the widest variance in estimates.
Table 5: Difference between minimum and maximum efficiency values of (brand/size) motors
at 100% loading by different methods (%)
Residual
Assigned
Torque
Eh-Star
ALL/Any
BrandA-0.75
0.10
0.49
0.94
2.63
BrandA-11
0.70
0.60
0.51
0.86
1.86
BrandA-55
0.17
0.08
0.81
0.17
1.39
BrandB-0.75
0.97
0.52
2.52
3.31
BrandB-11
0.33
0.15
0.00
0.22
0.84
BrandB-55
0.29
0.21
0.48
0.28
1.18
BrandC-0.75
1.28
2.95
0.00
7.46
BrandC-11
0.64
0.63
0.36
0.94
1.41
BrandC-55
0.18
0.21
0.30
0.12
1.00
AVERAGE
0.52
0.65
0.66
0.43
2.34
Note – the final column shows the maximum-minimum difference efficiency using any of the four
methods.
The analysis described above for the 100% loading can be done for other loading: some of the
analysis of the 75% loading results is presented next.

Efficiency comparison (all methods) – 75% loading
The full list of efficiency measurement/calculations at 75% loading are presented in Table 7, in a
similar fashion as the previous section. As this is the 75% loading, there is no efficiency values
reported from the Eh-Star method.
Table 7: Average efficiency of motors at 75% loading by different methods

Motor
BrandA-0.75 #1
BrandA-0.75 #2
BrandA-0.75 #3
BrandA-11 #1
BrandA-11 #2
BrandA-11 #3
BrandA-55 #1
BrandA-55 #2
BrandA-55 #3
BrandB-0.75 #1
BrandB-0.75 #2
BrandB-0.75 #3
BrandB-11 #1
BrandB-11 #2
BrandB-11 #3
BrandB-55 #1
BrandB-55 #2
BrandB-55 #3
BrandC-0.75 #1
BrandC-0.75 #2
BrandC-0.75 #3

Declared
82.20
82.20
82.20
91.00
91.00
91.00
94.20
94.20
94.20
82.30
82.30
82.30
91.00
91.00
91.00
94.20
94.20
94.20
-

Residual
82.90
83.30
83.30
90.64
91.03
91.34
94.59
94.69
94.61
83.09
83.24
83.59
91.54
91.65
91.44
94.02
94.14
93.90
69.51
69.48
68.53

Assigned
82.14
82.86
82.86
90.42
91.13
91.03
93.93
93.99
94.01
83.06
82.40
82.63
91.25
91.23
91.15
93.61
93.78
93.58
68.36
68.08
67.76
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EhStar

Torque
(1)
83.96

Torque
(2)
83.96

Torque
(3)
83.33

89.87

90.76

89.87

94.61

94.61

94.61

85.10

86.54

83.58

91.67

91.67

91.06

93.46

93.88

93.82

72.21

71.20

71.20

BrandC-11 #1
BrandC-11 #2
BrandC-11 #3
BrandC-55 #1
BrandC-55 #2
BrandC-55 #3

-

89.75
88.98
89.70
91.41
91.40
91.25

89.21
88.57
89.38
91.43
91.24
91.15

90.04

90.04

89.74

92.28

91.06

91.26

The Torque method gives the noticeable higher values for the smallest motors (0.75kW) at 75% load.
For two of the motors the difference appears to be significant (in a statistical sense, though this needs
to be confirmed by an analysis which includes a numerical account of the uncertainty of the
estimates). Again the standard deviation of the repeat tests of the torque method is a little higher than
expected, especially for the BrandB-0.75 motor, where two standard deviations (on a three value
sample) is 2.96%
As before, it is useful to calculate three-value averages to more easily see the comparisons and
trends in the efficiency of the motors tested.
Table 8: Average efficiency of motors at 75% loading by different methods (%)
Motor (brand/size)
Residual
Assigned
Torque
BrandA-0.75
83.2 ±0.46
82.6 ±0.83
83.7 ±0.72
BrandA-11
91.0 ±0.70
90.9 ±0.77
90.2 ±1.03
BrandA-55
94.6 ±0.11
94.0 ±0.08
94.6 ±0.00
BrandB-0.75
83.3 ±0.51
82.7 ±0.67
85.1 ±2.96
BrandB-11
91.5 ±0.21
91.2 ±0.11
91.5 ±0.70
BrandB-55
94.0 ±0.24
93.7 ±0.22
93.7 ±0.46
BrandC-0.75
69.2 ±1.11
68.1 ±0.60
71.5 ±1.16
BrandC-11
89.5 ±0.86
89.1 ±0.85
89.9 ±0.34
BrandC-55
91.4 ±0.18
91.3 ±0.29
91.5 ±1.31
Note – to describe the variance of the mean estimates an estimate of ± two standard deviations is
included next to the mean values.

Ranking of motors by efficiency (by different test methods)
One of the useful analyses is to examine whether the efficiency ranking of the motors changes if
alternative test methods are used for the ranking criterion. This has been done for all 27 motors and
also the reduced ‘averaged’ set of nine motors (Table 6). A simple examination suggests that a
change in ranking using the different methods is apparent (specifically motor BrandC-55 and BrandB11 swap ranking order when the residual method is used rather than the assigned method). However,
this change in ranking is due to a very small percentage change in the efficiency. In general, if this
percentage difference is less than the uncertainty in the test methods, then it can be concluded that
there are no (significant) observed changes in ranking. The uncertainty levels for the various test
methods are unknown. However, the analysis above suggests that the uncertainty of the torque
method can be as high as 2.5% (Table 3). Thus, within the realms of uncertainty, and for the current
set of data, it can be reasonably concluded that the ranking does not change if alternative test
methods are used as the ranking criterion.
However, this does not necessarily mean that this will always be the case, as this has only been
shown for the current set of data.
Table 6: Ranking of (brand/size average) motors by test method (at 100% loading)
Motor
(Brand/
size)
A-55

Residual
(%)

Assigned
(%)

Torque
(%)

94.2

93.3

94.2

EhStar
(%)
94.2
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RankResidual100%
1

RankAssigned100%
1

RankTorque100%
1

RankEhStar100%
1

B-55
C-55
B-11
A-11
C-11
B-0.75
A-0.75
C-0.75

93.7
90.7
90.8
90.2
88.9
82.9
82.9
67.6

93.1
90.5
90.3
89.9
88.3
81.9
82.0
63.3

93.5
91.2
90.5
89.4
89.2
83.7
83.6
69.6

93.6
91.3
90.7
90.3
88.6

2
4
3
5
6
8
7
9

2
3
4
5
6
8
7
9

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Note that this apparent consistent ranking is different to stating that testing methods can be used
interchangeably, and then compared against each other on a similar footing. This can be most clearly
seen in the earlier analysis (Table 5) which showed that the spread of efficiency using any method
can be large (on average over 2%, and as high as 7% for the small Brand C motor).

Stray loss comparison (from indirect methods)
When using the three indirect methods (residual, assigned loss, Eh-Star) an estimate of all the losses,
including the stray losses, is required to enable the motor efficiency to be calculated, ie via a
‘summation of losses’ method. However, the one loss that is not possible to measure directly is the
‘stray load losses’, and the three methods use different approaches to arrive at this value. To
compare the values across the three methods, the stray losses (PLL) are presented as a percentage
of the estimated input power (P1), shown in Table 9.
Table 9: Average stray losses from different methods (stray losses/input power)
Assigned
Residual
Eh-Star
BrandA-0.75
2.48%
1.12%
BrandA-0.75
2.51%
1.60%
BrandA-0.75
2.50%
1.58%
BrandA-11
1.98%
1.60%
1.71%
BrandA-11
1.98%
2.02%
1.71%
BrandA-11
1.98%
2.05%
1.45%
BrandA-55
1.63%
0.73%
0.75%
BrandA-55
1.63%
0.66%
0.89%
BrandA-55
1.63%
0.77%
0.69%
BrandB-0.75
2.50%
2.22%
BrandB-0.75
2.50%
1.06%
BrandB-0.75
2.50%
1.00%
BrandB-11
1.98%
1.48%
1.63%
BrandB-11
1.98%
1.35%
1.54%
BrandB-11
1.98%
1.62%
1.61%
BrandB-55
1.63%
1.05%
1.14%
BrandB-55
1.63%
1.12%
1.09%
BrandB-55
1.63%
1.18%
1.16%
BrandC-0.75
2.47%
1.41%
BrandC-0.75
2.50%
1.34%
BrandC-0.75
2.48%
1.57%
BrandC-11
1.98%
1.25%
1.30%
BrandC-11
1.98%
1.43%
1.72%
BrandC-11
1.98%
1.51%
1.94%
BrandC-55
1.63%
1.59%
0.94%
BrandC-55
1.63%
1.35%
0.94%
BrandC-55
1.63%
1.40%
0.82%
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As expected the residual method and the Eh-Star method have lower values than the assigned
method. This is to be expected to be the case due to the assigning method undertaken: IEC (2007,
clause 8.2.2.5.3) states “the [assigned] curve does not represent an average but an upper envelope
of a large number of measured values, and may in most cases yield greater additional losses than
8.2.2.5.1 [load test with torque]”.
The above table can be shown graphically to reveal the differences between the three methods –
Figure 5 below. It can be seen that all but two of the residual loss method values are noticeably less
than the assigned loss method values. In addition, the Eh-Star method does not always align with the
residual loss method.

Figure 5: Average stray load losses (as proportion of input power) by the three indirect
methods
Note – there are three unique motors for each brand/size combination, and no Eh-Star values are
present for the 0.75kW motors.

Comparison of other losses
There are other losses from the motor to be taken account in the three methods, other than the stray
losses, which can be measured directly. These losses are the stator, rotor, friction and winding, and
iron. The different methods appear to give similar results for the other losses (stator, winding, iron,
etc), as expected. This is the case for all the 27 motors, and even the three-value average
(brand/size). There is only one motor which appears to deviate from this, though it is unclear at this
stage why this should be. Figure 6 shows the stator losses for each motor type (brand/size), with the
BrandC-0.75 motors showing a noticeable difference.
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Figure 6: Average stator losses (as proportion of input power) by the three indirect methods
Note – the motors (brand/size) are the average for the three unique motors
This difference in stray losses for this motor is also apparent in all the losses (rotor, friction and
windage, etc), which could mean there may have been an issue with the testing itself in this particular
case.

Conclusions and discussion
Under the APP BATF ‘Harmonization of Test Procedures’ project, a testing laboratory was
commissioned to test 27 motors using four different test methods, all described in the recent IEC
60034-2-1:2007 test method standard.
The main analysis for this paper was to compare the efficiency values across the different methods,
and to examine if there were any ‘systematic errors’. In addition, a simple comparison analysis of the
losses has also been shown here. To truly determine the variability of the test methods a number of
tests on the same specific motor would need to be undertaken (this was only done for the torque test,
on nine motors).
The motor efficiency results under the different tests give broadly similar efficiency results, especially
when the uncertainty due to the test measurement is taken into account. However, some observations
can be made. The most clear was that the assigned loss method provides the lowest estimate of
efficiency across all the motors tested. In addition, for the direct Torque test, which should have a ‘low’
uncertainty, a number of cases were observed where the difference between the minimum and
maximum efficiency values from three repeated tests using an identical motor was noticeably different
(over 2%), and of the same order of spread as the other tests (which had motor manufacturing
variation included). This was observed at both the 75% and 100% loading levels, though whether that
is truly within the uncertainty of the test is not known.
In addition, the torque method seems to give slightly higher efficiency figures than the other methods
for the smaller motors (0.75kW). Again, this may not be ‘significant’ depending on the true uncertainty
of the tests.
An ongoing analysis of the data will attempt to determine if these differences are really statistically
valid. The uncertainty described in the IEC tests is based on a relative scale: ideally this would be
done in a more quantitative way to enable a proper statistical inference to be done on the differences
between tests. One approach is to undertake a sensitivity analysis of the measured inputs, and this
will be considered in a more detailed report for DCCEE later this year.
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One important observation was that no observable change in the ranking of motors by efficiency was
apparent when using the different test methods (once the testing uncertainty is accounted for). That
is, differences to the ranking are observed, but the change in efficiency estimates to alter the ranking
is very small, and believed to be smaller than the expected measurement uncertainty (which is
unknown). Where two products would exchange ranking (due to the different in efficiency) the
difference in their efficiency is much smaller than the uncertainty, such that it would not be possible to
say that the two motors were statistically different in terms of efficiency.
Despite no observed change in efficiency, this should not be taken to mean that the efficiency
methods can be used interchangeably. Especially as the observed spread in efficiency for each
brand/size across the four test methods was on average over 2% and over 7% for one (small
inefficient) motor.
For the three indirect test methods a comparison was done on the different losses required to
estimate the efficiency. A simple comparison showed that there was a very good agreement across
the different methods, apart from two exceptions. The main difference was for the stray losses: the
assigned method gives higher level of losses than the other methods. This is to be expected, and this
is indeed already noted in the IEC test method (where the assigned losses are not the average
expected value). The other difference was for one of the motors (BrandB-11kW) where there was a
noticeable difference for all the estimated losses. This final difference may have been an issue with
the test itself rather than a systematic error in the testing procedure.
Further details, clarification of issues, and more detailed analysis of these data is expected to be
reported later in 2011.
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ABSTRACT
Increased interest in the potential efficiency gains of using variable speed drives (VSDs) in motor
systems has led to a greater need for comparative test data. This paper describes the planning and
equipment set up for a new VSD testing project at a testing facility in South Australia. This testing,
carried out in Australia, aims to investigate the impact of a number of variables on various VSD-motor
combinations.

1. Background
According to the International Energy Agency (IEA)1, an average of 45% of electricity used in 55
major countries is used to power electric motor systems. Significant energy savings can potentially be
made to global electricity use if the energy efficiency of motor systems can be optimized. One way to
improve the energy efficiency of motor systems is to use a variable speed drive (VSD) where there
are variable loads. A VSD allows the speed of the motor to vary according to the system load and
hence offers energy efficiency savings.
This potential has led to more recent focus by industry and governments to the energy savings
potential of using VSDs in variable load situations. Reflecting this increased interest in VSDs, an IEC
draft standard, IEC 60034-2-3: Specific test methods for determining losses and efficiency of
converter-fed AC machines, is currently being developed2.

2. Scope
A wide range of questions have recently been raised about the use of VSDs and motor combinations
at various international fora. A pilot study has been designed based on those questions, which include
the following:
1 The suitability (or otherwise) of commercially available cage rotor induction motors for VSD
operation.
2 What losses are expected in VSDs, and are all VSDs comparable?
3 What is the magnitude and significance the standby power requirements of VSDs, and how
do these losses vary with rating and between manufacturers?
4 How useful are different 'energy saving modes'?
5 How are the losses associated with VSD-supplied motors divided between the controller
and motor itself?
6 How should the data acquired from the testing of VSD-supplied motors be presented?
7 At what speed and load points should measurements be made?
8 How important is it to 'match' the drive to the motor?
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3. Pilot Study
The pilot study was carried out on motors and VSD equipment with ratings of 1.1 kW and 11 kW; two
rating levels which differ by an order of magnitude, and which could be accommodated by the loading
and measurement equipment as discussed in (5) below.
An extension of the study in future could involve equipment rated at (say) 110 kW, which would
represent a rating increase by a further order of magnitude, but it was decided that the pilot study
should just examine the two smaller sizes as proof of concept.
In the first instance, 4 drives and 4 motors have been obtained commercially as follows:
•

2 only 1.1 kW VSD units (Brands A and C)

•

2 only 11 kW VSD units (Brands A and C)

•

2 only 1.1 kW 'standard' cage rotor motors each of a different make (Brand A and B)

•

2 only 11 kW 'standard' cage rotor motor (Brand A and B as above).

4. Test protocol
Components as described above are being used to allow the following tests and measurements to be
undertaken:

•

Standard MEPS tests on all four motors

•

Measurements according to draft standard IEC 60034-2-3 on all motors in order both
to test the draft standard, and to gain a knowledge of the differences in loss
characteristics between the different manufacturers' products and between the
different size motors from a given manufacturer.

•

Standby power measurements on the four VSD units

•

Loss and efficiency measurements on the following motor/VSD combinations:

•

Losses associated with VSD and motor for manufacturer A's VSD supplying
manufacturer A's standard motor

•

Losses associated with VSD and motor for manufacturer B's VSD supplying
manufacturer B's standard motor

•

Losses associated with VSD and motor for manufacturer A's VSD supplying
manufacturer B's standard motor

•

Losses associated with VSD and motor for manufacturer B's VSD supplying
manufacturer A's standard motor

The information gained from the above tests and measurements would provide answers to most if not
all the questions posed in Section 2 above.

5. Test methods
The efficiency of a converter-fed motor alone may be determined by the ‘summation of losses’
method, in which a comparison of motors is made on the basis of no-load measurements undertaken
with both a sinusoidal and a converter-derived supply. This method is described in IEC 60034-2-1,
Clause 6.5.2. However, the testing in this case involves both the motor and the VSD (converter) and
therefore this method is not applicable.
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The test method must therefore be either calorimetric or 'output/input'. The former test method would
have required two calorimeters in order to separate VSD from motor losses, and would be
prohibitively expensive. Further, the relatively smaller losses which are anticipated from electronic
converter equipment would require a very sophisticated calorimeter in order to provide even medium
measurement accuracy.
It was therefore necessary to make the required loss and efficiency calculations from measurements
of mechanical output power (torque and speed), electrical input power to the system and electrical
power supplied from the electronic converter equipment to the motor. This latter measurement
requires a very wide bandwidth power analysing capability in order to cope with the high harmonic
content of the electrical supply at the output of the VSD equipment.
As is always the case, good efficiency measurements using the output/input method require the very
highest possible accuracy of the electrical and mechanical measuring instruments. Efficiency values
for the two major drive system components were determined as the ratio of output to input power, and
the losses associated with individual system components calculated as the difference between input
and output power.
The testing equipment that is normally used for the measurement of cage-rotor induction motor
efficiency was not suitable for this study because of the very wide range of drive speeds required.
(The laboratory’s dynamometers are designed to provide highly stable loading facilities over a very
narrow speed range from synchronous speed to approximately 7% below that value for 2, 4, 6 and 8
pole motors. Measurements on VSD-fed motors as described above require an order of magnitude
greater speed range).
The testing proceeded with combinations of equipment under test as described in Section 3 above.
Special techniques were employed to make the best possible use of the available instrumentation
using both signal integration and averaging methods. It was fortunate that in February 2011, the
Yokogawa Corporation in Japan released on to the market a new power analyser with facilities which
were designed especially to evaluate the efficiency of systems such as VSD-fed induction machines.
The WT1800 series power analyzer has 6 power measurement modules together with facilities for
accepting either analogue or digital signals representing motor speed and torque. It has very high
accuracy and wide bandwidth, and extensive internal computational capability, which allows
efficiencies, as described above, to be directly calculated and displayed in real time. A sample of
such an analyzer was made available for evaluation as part of this study, for which the authors are
most grateful.
Operating points at which measurements were made were as follows:
Speeds: 100, 75, 50 and 25% of synchronous speed (based on 50 Hz)
Torque: 100, 75, 50 and 25% of rated torque at each of the above speeds.
Measurement of standby power were also made and recorded.

6. Testing equipment
As the CalTest laboratory’s existing dynamometers were not suitable for this work, a new test set-up
was required. This has been built and the basic components are as follows:

•

Test bed on which to mount the motor under test, a loading machine, couplings, and
torque and speed transducers

•

Loading machine: DC shunt connected machine and associated 4-quadrant
(regenerative) speed controller with speed feedback

•

Power measuring equipment, as above, i.e. a wide band-width precision a.c. power
analyser to measure input (electrical) power together with the power flowing between
the electronic converter and the motor, and motor mechanical output power.
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Investigations of possible sources of second-hand or surplus equipment discovered the availability,
from the University of South Australia at Mawson Lakes, of a suitable machine bed, complete with
adjustable height mounting arrangements for a test motor, together with a 31.5 kW DC machine
(ASEA) plus precision tacho-generator and a matching solid-state 4-quadrant speed controller. This
equipment has been made available to CalTest and the relevant components are now in CalTest's
laboratory at Port Elliot. The dynamometer has been modified and reassembled to suit this
investigation. Although not the most accurate in HBM's range, a model T32 HBM torque transducer,
used initially for an unrelated CalTest project, has been made available. A laser was used to align the
drive train.
The instrumentation, both electrical and mechanical, is what was available, and is by no means 'state
of the art'. The T32 HBM torque transducer is not the latest generation, and because it is not of the
more recent 'torque flange'-type, requires bearings mounted between the test motor and the
transducer in order to support its rotor.
Whilst great care has been taken to make these as friction-free as possible, some unmeasured torque
is required to turn them. 'Calibration', ie, the determination of this torque as a function of speed is a
difficult process, and is very difficult to correct for ambient conditions. Secondly, the torque transducer
is intrinsically less accurate than the later T12 range of torque flanges (which do not require such
bearings) and of which the laboratory now has two - a 0-500 Nm unit for the 'small' dynamometer, and
a 0-2000 Nm for the larger.
Figures 1 to 4 show the laboratory set up for the VSD-motor testing.

Figure 1. Overall view of the test set-up- CalTest

Left to right: 11.5 kW motor under test on adjustable height table, Cardan shaft (black), support shaft
in low friction bearings (red), HBM T32 torque transducer with low-loss flexible couplings, and
31.5 kW DC load machine with DC and digital tachogenerators. Care was taken to mechanically align
the whole set to avoid losses in the flexible couplings at the torque transducer and the Cardan shaft.
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Figure 2. Overall view of instrumentation –: Yokogawa WT18-06 power analyzer, left, and frequency
counters , centre, for independent measurements of torque transducer and (incremental) shaft encoder
output frequencies

Figure 3. Typical screen appearance, Yokogawa WT1806 power analyser
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Figure 4. View along the dynamometer to the 11kW test motor (Manufacturer C)

8. Test objects, conditions and procedures
VSDs and 4 pole motors of well known international brands were obtained commercially as follows:
•

2 x 11 kW VSD units, makers A and B

•

2 x 11 kW 'standard' cage rotor motors, makers B and C.

•

2 x 1.1 kW VSD units, also makers A and B

•

2 x 1.1 kW 'standard' cage rotor motors, also makers B and C.

For each of the 11 kW and 1.1 kW power ratings, tests were performed using all possible
combinations of drive and motor.
Two of the motors had previously had efficiency measured (at rated speed only) by CalTest:
11 kW maker B motor:
Efficiency (AS 1359 Method B: Assigned stray load losses)
100% load = 89.8 %, 75 % load = 90.4 %
1.1 kW maker C motor: Efficiency (AS1359 Method A: Direct measurement of stray load losses)
100% load = 85.6 %, 75 % load = 86.5 %
The steps were as follows:
8.1. Electrical power was supplied from the 50 Hz a.c. mains via a 75 A continuously variable 3-phase
auto-transformer which allowed the supply voltage to be adjusted to rated value for all measurements
(230/400 V for 11 kW drives and 230 V single phase for 1.1 kW drives).
8.2. The supply current was measured using 50:5 A class 0.1 current transformers for the 11 kW
tests; and a 15:5 A class 0.1 current transformer for the 1.1 kW tests
8.3. All voltages were measured directly, ie, without the use of voltage transformers or other
transducers
8.4. The Yokogawa WT1606 power analyser (very kindly lent by Triple Point Calibrations in Adelaide)
was equipped with 3 x 0-5 A current inputs which were used for 50 Hz power input measurements, via
the current transformers described above. A further 3 x 0-50 A inputs were used for the direct
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measurement of current supplied by the VSD to the motor under test. The power analyser was set up
and wired in 2 x 4 wire, 3 wattmeter configuration. All voltage inputs were returned to mains neutral
(the star-point on the auto-transformer as above) as reference. (A disadvantage of this necessary
connection is that the voltage measurements do not relate directly to the voltage at the motor
terminals).
8.6. All VSDs were placed horizontally on a non-metallic bench, and were not located in shielded
enclosures. This allowed the VSDs to operate in laboratory ambient temperature, but significant
problems were experienced with electromagnetic interference, which initially produced spurious
signals in almost all measuring systems, including that used for the measurement of (motor)
temperature.
8.7. All VSDs were operated in the simplest ‘out of the box’ mode, not withstanding the many
operating modes available. This was considered to be a worst case, but one which might frequently
be used.
8.8. The VSDs were connected to the respective motors using the same length (6 m, nominal) of 3
core + earth shielded cable. 10 mm2 cable was used to connect to 11 kW motors, and 2.5 mm2 cable
to 1.1 kW motors. The braided screen was connected to earth at the VSD end only.
8.9. Motor supply voltage was measured using short (approximately 1 m long) leads connected
directly between the motor terminals and the voltage terminals on the back panel of the power
analyser. This arrangement had the advantage of direct connection, but the disadvantage of bringing
very noisy signals into the measuring environment.
8.10. Torque and speed signals were supplied to the power analyser as follows:
Speed: Digital pulse train from a sequential shaft encoder, providing 600 pulses per revolution.
Torque: Digital pulse train from an HBM Model T32 torque transducer, which produced a frequency of
10 kHz at zero torque, and +/- 5 kHz in response to torque in the range +/- 100 Nm. Speed and torque
calibration data was entered into the WT1806 power analyser which allowed it to calculate and
display actual speed, torque and power in real time.
8.11. Mechanical loading of the VSD-supplied motor was by a 31.5 kW 470 V 4000 rpm ASEA d.c.
compound-wound d.c. machine with integral precision permanent magnet tacho-generator. The
motor was controlled using a 150 A bi-lateral (4 quadrant) thyristor controller connected to the
3 phase a.c. mains. The controller offered both constant speed and constant torque modes of
operation, the latter by armature current control.
8.12. Prior to making any measurements, the motor under test was run at ‘base speed (1500 rpm,
nominal, for the 4 pole motors used in the study) and at rated torque (70 Nm for 11 kW motors and 7
Nm for 1.1 kW motors) until temperature stability had been attained. Operation under the above
conditions served also as a ‘run-in’ period for the new motors.
8.13. The performance measurements were made immediately after the ‘rated load temperature test’
as in 8.12 above, but loading the machine, set for ‘base speed’, at 100%, 75%, 50% and 25% of rated
torque, and in each case recording 50 Hz input voltage, current and power, motor input voltage,
current and power and output speed, torque, and power. This data was recorded using the thermal
paper printer built into the power analyser, for later manual transfer into an Excel spreadsheet
application for processing. The speed was then set, in turn, to 75%, 50% and 25% of base speed,
and measurements repeated at all the above torque values.

9. Analysis
While all possible combinations of drive and motor were tested for this project, to simplify the paper,
only one set of results is presented here: maker A drive with 11 kW maker C motor
Efficiency was calculated in all cases from the power measured during testing ie the Output/Input
method.
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Table 1: speed, torque and efficiency measurements, maker A drive with 11 kW maker C motor.

100% torque

75% torque

50% torque

25% torque

100%
speed

75%
speed

50%
speed

25%
speed

Motor speed (rpm) 1499.6

1125.6

750.13

376.12

Supply power (kW) 12.335

9.451

6.552

3.697

VSD power (kW)

12.085

9.207

6.329

3.485

Motor power (kW) 10.995

8.258

5.494

2.753

VFD efficiency

98.0%

97.4%

96.6%

94.3%

motor efficiency

91.0%

89.7%

86.8%

79.0%

overall

89.1%

87.4%

83.9%

74.5%

Motor speed (rpm) 1508.1

1133.7

758.53

385.64

Supply power (kW) 9.262

7.081

4.922

2.737

VSD power (kW)

9.084

6.906

4.753

2.58

Motor power (kW) 8.282

6.229

4.175

2.119

VFD efficiency

98.1%

97.5%

96.6%

94.3%

motor efficiency

91.2%

90.2%

87.8%

82.1%

overall

89.4%

88.0%

84.8%

77.4%

Motor speed (rpm) 1515.6

1141.1

766.23

394.11

Supply power (kW) 6.282

4.832

3.337

1.847

VSD power (kW)

6.156

4.704

3.216

1.732

Motor power (kW) 5.556

4.205

2.81

1.442

VFD efficiency

98.0%

97.4%

96.4%

93.8%

motor efficiency

90.3%

89.4%

87.4%

83.3%

overall

88.4%

87.0%

84.2%

78.1%

Motor speed (rpm) 1522.8

1148.1

773.21

401.35

Supply power (kW) 3.388

2.594

1.824

1.032

VSD power (kW)

2.5

1.733

0.942

Motor power (kW) 2.792

2.101

1.418

0.736

VFD efficiency

97.3%

96.4%

95.0%

91.3%

motor efficiency

84.7%

84.0%

81.8%

78.1%

overall

82.4%

81.0%

77.7%

71.3%

3.296
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Figure 5: 100% torque, maker A drive with 11 kW maker C motor

Figure 6: 75% torque, maker A drive with 11 kW maker C motor
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Figure 7: 50% torque, maker A drive with 11 kW maker C motor

Figure 8: 25% torque, maker A drive with 11 kW maker C motor
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Figure 9: Motor efficiency at different load settings, maker A drive with 11 kW maker C motor

Figure 10: Drive efficiency, maker A drive with 11 kW maker C motor
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Figure 11: Overall efficiency (mechanical output vs electrical input.) maker A drive with 11 kW
maker C motor

Figure 12: Speed, load and efficiency
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Figure 13: Overall efficiency charts for all combinations of 11kW drives and motors
Note that brand A drive gives a slightly more efficient result using the brand C motor rather than the
brand B motor. The B drive with B motor is much less efficient, especially at low speed and load, than
with the C motor.

Additional results:
Standby power measurements
One of the objectives of this work was to measure the standby power required by the four different
VSD units. The results were as follows, with the drives energised at rated voltage (230 V, single
phase, 50 Hz, for the 1.1 kW units and 400 V, 3 phase, 50 Hz, for the 11 kW units) and with a motor
of appropriate rating connected but unenergised:
Single phase 1.1 kW:

Three phase 11 kW:

Brand A: 9.4 W (0.85% of rating)

Brand A: 17 W (0.15%)

Brand B: 6.5 W(0.59%)

Brand B: 17 W (0.15%)

10. Conclusions
While the motor described in the results of these tests did not have its efficiency measured by the
usual method as part of the testing, the Australian/New Zealand MEPS requirement3 for an 11 kW
4 pole motor is 89.5 %. (table A2). It is assumed that the motor alone meets at least this level.
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From Figure 9 Motor efficiency at different load settings, the measured motor efficiency at 100%
torque, 100% speed (mechanical output power / VSD output power) is 91.0%. This is in excess of the
table A2 requirement of the Australian/NZ MEPS requirement. It is running very close to synchronous
speed, which of course it cannot for this load under normal mains excitation.
Similarly, measured motor efficiency at 75% load, 100% speed is 91.2%, also greater than the table
A2 requirement. It is of interest that the measured efficiency at 75% load is greater than at 100% load,
which is not unusual for this size motor. Efficiency drops at lower load and speed as expected.
At 100% speed, VSD efficiency alone is close to 98% in all load cases, dropping as speed decreases,
with the worst case being the 25% load, 25% speed, where efficiency is 91.3%. Relative to the motor
loss, the VSD loss varies from 23% at 100% speed and load to 44% at 25% speed, 25% load. From
Figure 10, the relative decrease in efficiency VSD with decrease in speed is noticeably worse at 25%
torque compared to higher loads.
From Figure 11, overall efficiency, maximum efficiency is 89.4% at 75% torque, 100% speed. This is
just less (0.1%) than the MEPS requirement table A2 for the motor alone. 100% torque at low speed is
less than the 50% and 75% cases. Minimum efficiency is 71.3% at 25% torque, 25% speed, which
reflects the drop in motor efficiency at low power, low speed. This reinforces the design maxim that a
motor must be run at near maximum loads if efficiency is to be maintained.
From Figure 13, maker A drive gives a slightly more efficient result using maker C motor rather than
maker B motor. However maker B drive with maker B motor is much less efficient, especially at low
speed and load, than with maker C motor! While it would be expected that the best combination for an
efficient result would be to match the drive and motor manufacturers, this may only be true if the
settings of the drive are properly optimised, a job which may need specialised training.

Response to the questions in Part 2 at the beginning of this paper:
1 Are commercially available cage rotor induction motors suitable for VSD operation? The motors
used in this study were normal commercial induction motors, not specifically designed for VSD use.
The efficiency results of the combination of such a motor and VSD is close to the requirements for
MEPS, indicating that there is only a small efficiency penalty in using such a system.
2 What losses are expected in VSDs, and are all VSDs comparable? Not addressed in this paper, and
not enough VSD units were tested to derive meaningful results
3 What is the magnitude and significance the standby power requirements of VSDs, and how do
these losses vary with rating and between manufacturers? Of the two sets of drives tested, the
percentage loss on standby was higher for the 1.1 kW than the 11 kW drives but very similar between
makers.
4 How useful are different 'energy saving modes'? Not investigated in this study.
5 How are the losses associated with VSD-supplied motors divided between the controller and motor
itself? Efficiency of the VSD and the motor drops with decreasing load and speed. In all cases the
VSD efficiency remained high and losses are smaller than the motor.
6 How should the data acquired from the testing of VSD-supplied motors be presented? While not
shown in this paper, surface plotting appears to indicate differences between systems well.
7 At what speed and load points should measurements be made? A relatively smooth surface of
efficiency vs speed and load using only the four points selected in this study was found. This implies
that selection of points is non-critical.
8 How important is it to 'match' the drive to the motor? Other combinations of VSD and motor, shown
in Figure 13, indicate that the best efficiency, at least in the simple, non optimized case, may not be
achieved by using the same manufacturer for both VSD and motor. Also, the combination of drive and
motor by one manufacturer is not necessarily the optimum "out of the box". Some combinations were
seen to be better than others. This has implications for operators seeking to replace a VSD or a motor
in a project where a particular piece of hardware is no longer available. It may not be possible in the
field to predict the overall VSD/motor efficiency. Some effort in fine-tuning the drive to the motor might
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be required but unless the user makes the measurements we made, they are not to know that it is
necessary.

Possible improvements to the test method
1. Future measurements on VSD equipment should be made with that equipment housed in a
shielded enclosure, as different interference problems were experienced with different makes of drive,
but with the same ratings. A standardised shielded enclosure would prevent such problems, but would
raise questions of what internal ambient temperatures were tolerable.
2. A more sophisticated dynamometer controller drive would be needed for future work. The drive
used in the project controlled torque only in response to armature current, which could not take inertial
torques into account. (One of the drives tested featured ‘slip control’, in which the VSD attempted to
compensate for induction motor slip. Operating in that mode, the drive was actually unstable when
loaded by the comparatively large inertia of the dynamometer armature).
A more sophisticated and flexible loading arrangement could use the main torque transducer to
control the torque applied to the system by the dynamometer, thus effectively compensating for the
inertia of the rotating parts of the loading machine.
3. Bringing noisy high level voltage and current signals back to the power analyser caused significant
interference problems with other measurements. This could be avoided by employing current and
voltage transducers of suitable accuracy and bandwidth at the motor terminals, and bringing low level
signals in shielded leads back to the power analyser. Such an arrangement would also facilitate input
signal switching – see 5. below.
4. This project would have benefited significantly from automatic data transfer from the power
analyser to a computer but there was insufficient time available to undertake the necessary
programming.
5. Because VSD measurements need to always be made using direct measurements of input and
output power, instrumentation accuracy is of paramount importance. Significantly more accurate
electrical measurements could be made by exchanging the roles of the various power analyser input
elements, ie, by switching the current and voltage signals between different input elements, and
averaging the results.
A software driven instrument such as the WT1806 analyser used in this project lends itself to rapid reconfiguration under software control, and together with automated input signal switching, such
additional accuracy/precision could be obtained without excessive additional complexity.
6. The necessary inclusion of flexible couplings in the mechanical path in all motor testing systems
brings with it some loss in the couplings as well as windage from the rotating parts. Further work to
reduce and/or quantify these losses is required, particularly with interest being shown in testing of
ever-lower power systems.
7. Any standard which might be written relating to testing and measurements on such drives should
address the question of specifying a ‘standard’ set-up mode. Similarly, any efficiency figures quoted
by drive manufacturers should be also be provided with details of the way in which the VSD was
configured.
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International Standardization review for Energy Efficiency aspects
and Eco-design requirements for Power drive systems, Motor
starters, Power electronics and their driven applications
Martial Patra
Schneider Electric, France
Abstract
International agencies (IEA) and political organizations (governments, parliaments) agree that
significant reduction of CO2 emission, energy savings, and energy management can be achieved
through more energy efficient products and systems. Improving the energy efficiency power drive
electrical systems, including the wider use of energy efficient motors, are keys to reaching these
objectives. They are installed and used within many applications in different processes. Furthermore
there are many actors involved in the process of installation and use to manage energy efficiency
(EE), ranging from different manufacturers, system integrators, and users. Consequently, standards
are necessary tools for having a common understanding, definitions, classification, limits,
methodologies and selection criteria for tests.
This paper describes the international standardization initiatives already launched or about to be
started, based on voluntary agreement between stakeholders. At the ISO/IEC level, the strategic
management boards and groups have already proposed to write guidelines and standards with
‘Liaison’ and coordination between the different technical committees. At the international European
level CEN/Cenelec standardization organization is developing standards, based on mandates
received from the European Commission with objective to provide standards for helping users to
comply with the Directives ‘new approach’.
The paper reflects the current state of art in the frame of international standardization (excluding
national initiatives) that has the objective to ensure fair competition in the field of EE for electrical
motors, variable speed drives, power drive systems or extended products, as well as to facilitate the
market surveillance activities. It does not refer to technical discussions in progress in the different
working groups for standardization, but gives an overview on the complex task managed and shared
by cooperation and coordination between technical committees. It does not discuss the detail of policy
makers’ regulatory approaches to mandating efficiency improvements, though will touch upon recent
developments within the European Eco-design process.

Introduction
The objective of this paper is to describe the work in progress at the international standardization level
for power drive systems (PDS), motor starters, power electronics and their driven applications. The
standardization work shall consider the state of the art on energy efficiency (EE), energy
management, energy saving as common practices by the different stakeholders, like manufacturers of
devices (motors; power electronic converters; filtering auxiliaries,, controllers; etc) or part of the
complete PDS, but also by original equipment manufacturers (OEM), system integrators, or final
users.
Even if a local standard or regulation from a country is to be fulfilled, it is important to notice that, as
best as possible, a common agreement should be obtained at the international level in order to put on
the market efficient products, machines or systems that are comparable from one supplier to another
one for all countries. That is why standardization initiatives have been started at international level
and are described in more details within this paper.
It is important to notice that within EE, the energy-saving descriptions and specification for motor
driven systems is difficult and should not avoid the complexity of the system architecture itself and the
various impacts on energy management from the different market segments. From the
standardization point of view, that complexity can be taken into account by sharing the work and
solving different technical issues in joint working groups across the various international technical
committees, or by continuous technical proposals, exchange and reporting through liaisons and
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involvement of experts. This standardization relationship between the various committees is
developed in Section 5.

1.

Definitions and principles from international standards

There are currently four international standardization bodies that are considering motor driven
systems and their applications. The worldwide International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
which is the world's largest developer and publisher of international standards considers the complete
driven equipment like parts of processes or machines for different applicative sectors. The European
equivalent standardization body is the European Committee for Standardization (CEN). For
consideration of just the electrotechnical aspects the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
is the standardization body. The related international organization for standardization in Europe is
CENELEC.
Especially, when considering the standardization work for electrical motors, IEC/TC2 “Rotating
Machinery” and CENELEC CLC/TC2 are the international committees providing definitions and
principles into their standards. At the power drive system level, the IEC/SC22G is the reference
committee for standardization. At the European level, the CLC/TC22X committee dealing with “Power
Electronics” standardization is considering the PDS within its Working Group 2. Usually the
international European publication of standards for rotating machines (mainly EN 60034-x series) and
PDS standards (mainly EN 61800-x series) are similar documents to IEC international standards (IEC
60034-x and IEC 61800-x series) developed under procedure of the Dresden agreement.
From IEC/EN standards, the following definitions and figures help to show the boundaries of
standardization studies, as developed by each of the different committees.

Installation

or part of

Power Drive System (PDS)
CDM (Complete Drive Module)
System control and sequencing

BDM (Basic Drive Module)
Control

Converter
and Protection

Feeding section
Field supply
Dynamic braking
Auxiliaries, others ...

Motor and sensors

Driven equipment

Figure 1
Standardization domains
and Power Drive System description from IEC/EN 61800 series
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1.1

Definition from IEC/EN 61800-x series of standards

The following terms and definitions are mainly from the IEC/EN 61800-x [1] series of standards
dedicated to adjustable speed electrical power drive systems:
basic drive module (BDM): electronic power converter and related control, connected between an
electric supply and a motor. The BDM is capable of transmitting power from the electric supply to the
motor and may be capable of transmitting power from the motor to the electric supply. The BDM
controls some or all of the following aspects of power transmitted to the motor and motor output:
current, frequency, voltage, speed, torque, force, position.
Note: BDM is not often used outside standardization activities. In this paper, “variable speed drive (VSD)” is preferred to BDM,
even if other wordings like “Inverter” or VFD are also well used by the different stakeholders.

complete drive module (CDM): drive module consisting of, but not limited to, the BDM and
extensions such as protection devices, transformers and auxiliaries. However the motor and the
sensors which are mechanically coupled to the motor shaft are not included.
Note: CDM are usually closed cabinets, enclosures or cubicles, including all parts and auxiliaries of the CDM.

power drive system (PDS): system consisting of one or more complete drive module(s) (CDM) and a
motor or motors. Any sensors which are mechanically coupled to the motor shaft are also part of the
PDS; however the driven equipment is not included.
Note: The wording adjustable speed drive (ASD) is sometimes used for PDS outside the standardization bodies.

(electric) motor: electric machine intended to transform electric energy into mechanical energy
Source: IEV 411-03-01 MOD
installation: equipment or equipments which include at least both the PDS and the driven equipment
1.2

Other normative references

For energy efficiency aspects and Eco-design requirements for power drive systems, motor starters,
power electronics and their driven applications, other standards can be the reference for basics,
principles, terms and definitions:
- ISO 50001 (2010): Energy management systems — requirements with guidance for use
- ISO 14001 (2004): Environmental management systems - requirements with guidance for use
- EN 16001 (2009-07): Energy management systems: requirements with guidance for use
- CEN/CLC/TR 16103 (2010-05): Energy management and energy efficiency - glossary of terms

2.

Impact from energy consideration in power drive systems

In order to avoid being misled, it is important to focus on the main current applicative sectors and
market segments that can leverage the energy efficiency, energy management, energy saving for
machines and process systems including motor driven solutions. For all power drive systems, the five
following aspects have an impact on the energy equation that influences a technical solution during its
complete life cycle:
1.

The safety impact, on the environment, on the people and asset integrity.

2.

The reliability impact on the energy quality and availability as well as the grid stability.

3.

The efficiency impact on energy that can reduce or optimize:
-

the operational expenditure for the solution (OPEX). That means the optimization or the
reduction of the energy consumption, as for an example, the decrease of power
consumption when a machine is not in the production process.

-

the capital expenditure (CAPEX). That means the initial investment to reduce the intrinsic
energy consumption, as for an example, by using new technologies and new material.
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3.

4.

The productivity that is impacted by the ability to integrate PDS or the ability to scale the
energy consumption of the solution with integrated motor driven systems.

5.

The environmental impact for carbon free solutions and impact on other aspect of
environment.

Influence of market segments and applications

From large but different market segments, where power drive systems are used, it can be observed
some important differences when considering the ratio of electrical energy consumed in the motor
from the complete operational expenditure of the overall solution considered. Figure 2 shows the
different ratio in percent of OPEX for the cost of motor electrical consumption. That ratio is around
15% in the manufacturing industry where we can consider electrical consumption of motors in
machines. Also the main important driver for machines in manufacturing industry is the need to
produce more by using performing machines. Consuming less electricity in PDS is usually less
important in the manufacturing industry compared to the building market segment where the need to
consume less electrical energy in motor applications is very sensitive. The ratio from the total
electrical energy consumption cost in operation mode for electrical motors in building applications is
nearly one-third. However the most important (largest) ratio is seen in the process market segment
where a lot of PDS are used. This ratio is about two-thirds in the water waste-water industry (WWW),
in oil & gas applications (O&G) or in mineral, mining, metal industry (MMM).

electrical energy consumed in the motor
other operational expenditure of the overall solution considered

Figure 2

Energy management driver impact in different market segments

If we consider few of the main important PDS applications, that means for pumps, fans and conveyor
systems, as shown in Table 1, we can see the biggest power size systems in the process industry
with average power size equipments over 50 kW. Also it is noticed that 95% of energy consumed by
electrical motor in industry is for pumps, fans and conveyor applications.
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Table 1

Electrical energy consumption (kW) for main applications in different market

Pumps
Fans
Conveyor
95% of motor energy consumption (industrial application)
Manufacture Good
1 kW
1 kW
Machinery
Process
(WWW;
50 kW
50 kW
O&G; MMM)
Building
20 kW
15 kW

2 kW
70 kW
N/A

Figures 2 and Table 1 show that issues for energy efficiency, energy management, energy saving are
not the same from the point of view of different market segments. Consequently, even if a minimum
energy performance standard (MEPS) could provide product and/or system classification as well as
limits, it is expected that the customer optimum need could be different from one market segment to
another one, and from one application to another one. It is difficult to compare one product from one
else, or one motor driven system from one else without considering the final usage of the complete
machine or process in which they are operated. That is why several standardization committees are
working together for a better understanding and cooperation, in order to specify requirement in the EE
topic.
In different countries or regional areas, for instance in Europe, authorities asked standardization
organizations to suggest standards that comply with the market needs as well as the overall objective
for energy efficiency, energy management, energy saving. At a global level reductions in carbon
emissions are essential to meet international commitments (eg under the Kyoto protocol) and longer
term sustainability targets. In practice, from the final user point of view, in the different market
segments, the most important objective is the global energy efficiency, the global energy saving, and
the global energy management of solutions including PDS. The objective of international
standardization bodies is to develop useful and available standards for all users, in all market
segments for ensuring fair competition and to cover the real need for energy efficiency, energy
management, energy saving.

4.
4.1

Energy Efficiency aspects considered from international regulations and
from general standardization management
Global IEC organisation to support EE standardization initiatives

Electricity is already the most efficient energy, used from the generating sources up to the power
consuming loads. EE aspects have already been taken into account in different parts of the
international standardization work within IEC, ISO, CEN, Cenelec Bodies. Because of additional
constraints, mainly due to the need to supply in the future more and more people with electricity, to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, the enhanced energy efficiency requirements, energy
management, energy saving have been expressed by external organizations (like non-government
organisations), by economical and political authorities (like the European Commission). Taking into
account new regulatory frame and market trends, the international standardization bodies have built
dedicated structures to support and to monitor the standardization work to be done (See Figure 3).
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Figure 3

IEC standardization body structure

The Market Strategy Board (MSB) of IEC was set up in 2008 for identifying the technological and
market needs in the different fields of IEC activities. The first working group MSB EEE is dealing with
Electrical Energy Efficiency. In September 2010, the MSB issued the smart electrification “white
paper” [2] dealing with key indicators and solutions to energy efficiency, taking into account power
drive systems.
The general Secretariat of IEC circulated an administrative circular AC/23/2007 [3], as a questionnaire
dedicated to all IEC technical committee officers, in order to build a road map for the standardization
work. These standards are supposed to provide relevant definitions, classifications, requirements for
products and systems, as well as specifications for measurement methods or guidance for
implementation of efficient solutions. The answers have been evaluated by the Standardization
Management Board (SMB) which has been asked by the IEC Council to manage and supervise all of
the IEC's standards work. The SMB-SG1 (Strategic Group 1 dealing with EE and renewable energy),
after several meetings, suggested lists of recommendations for starting new standardization work on
energy efficiency. For instance, recommendations # 7, 10, 27, 28 are coming from IEC-SMB-SG1
documents SMB/3718B/R [4] or SMB/4135/R [5]
4.2

European regulation to support global EE initiatives

At the European level, the political authorities (European Commission) launched in 2005 the Directive
2005/32/EC [6] on behalf of the European parliament and council. That directive establishes a
framework for setting of ecodesign requirement for energy-using products (EuP Directive). That
directive was focussing on products and systems having a high potential for EE and energy saving in
order to match with a first step of a European objective to decrease by 20% the energy consumption,
by 20% the greenhouse gas emission, and to increase by 20% the use of renewable energy by 2020.
The electric motor systems are listed in the EuP directive (see article 16, Clause 2).
4.2.1

EE Implementation measures and mandates to constrain standardization initiatives

The European Commission (EC) also suggested anticipated studies in order to evaluate the impact
on the market coming from the need to comply with the EuP directive. The studies took into account
the state of the art and available technologies before the circulation of implementing measures for
dedicated sectors. Electric motors refered to the studies Lot11 and the implementing measures (ref.
N° 640/2009 [7] dated 2009/07/22 have been issued for implementing the EuP directive of EU
Parliament and Council with regard to ecodesign requirements of electric motors.
The Ecodesign requirements are set in article 3 for motors put on the EU market:
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-

of IE2 efficiency level, from 2011/06/16.

-

of IE3 or IE2 and equiped with VSD, from 2015/01/01 for 7,5kW < motor rated < 375kW.

-

of IE3 or IE2 and equiped with VSD, from 2017/01/01 for 0,75kW < motor rated < 375kW.

The implementing measures also require accurate, reproducible, reliable methods for checking
compliance with the requirements of the EuP Directive. The “Standard and technical regulations 98/34
consultative committee of the EC circulated two mandates to ESO1, related to electric motors power
drive systems:
-

the mandate M/470 [8] for standardization in the field of electric motors.

-

the mandate M/476 [9] for standardization in the field of VSD and/or PDS products.

Additional mandates and implementing measures related to applicative sectors incorporating PDS
with electric motors have been circulated by the EC to be endorsed in 2011 by ESO:

4.2.2

-

a draft mandate [10] for standardization in the field of of pumps.

-

implementing measures ref. 327/2011 [11] for fans driven by motors with 125W < input
power < 500kW.

European simplified process to apply ErP Directive

For avoiding circulation of too much individual mandates to ESO for standardization in the field of a
dedicated product or “extended product” in applicative sectors, the EC decided recently to circulate a
unique horizontal mandate including the principles to do the standardization work, covering all the
needs in the framework of the recast Ecodesign Directive 2009/125/EC [12]. This horizontal mandate
will be able to speed up and to simplify the standardization work because today individual mandates
are issued after their related and published implementation measures. The 2009/125/EC directive
dated 2009/10/21 establishes a framework for setting of ecodesign requirements for Energy-related
Products (ErP).
In summary, the EuP directive has been replaced for clarity by the new ErP directive. No more
individual mandates would be issued in exception of the horizontal mandate to be endorsed by ESO
for standardization in the framework of ecodesign requirements for all Energy-related Products on the
European market.
The Cenelec has endorsed both mandates for motors (M/470) in 2010-11 and for VSD (M/476) in
2011-04. For motors, the international european standardization work has been given to the Cenelec
Technical Committee 2 for rotating machinery (CLC-TC2), and some works issued from the M/470
mandate, that are in the scope of the technical committee 22X (CLC-TC22X) have been given to the
Working Group 6 (CLC-TC22X-WG6) of this committee. The coordination and cooperation between
both committees is done through ‘Liaisons’.

4.2.3

New EE implementation measures under the ErP Directive

In order to cover more product families for compliance with the ErP directive, the European
Commission launched in 2010-12-18 an invitation to tenders [13] for an initiative of “Work on
Preparatory studies for implementing measures of the Ecodesign Directive 2009/125/EC”. Most part
of these new initiative is linked to products using also electric motors, VSD and PDS. For instance, the
following lots of product families are now on study with an expected feedback to the European
Commision on next 2013-08 including new draft implementation measures:
-

1

Lot 28

Pumps

ESO: European Standardization Organization, including CEN, Cenelec and ETSI.
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(extended product approach including motors, VSD and controls, where appropriate) for
private and public waste water (including all stages including buildings, networks and
treatment facilities) and for fluids with high solids content.
-

Lot 29

Pumps

(extended product approach including motors, VSD and controls, where appropriate) for
private and public swimming pools, ponds, fountains and aquariums, as well as clean water
pumps larger than those regulated under Lot 11.
-

Lot 30

Products in motor systems

outside the scope of the Regulation 640/2009 on electric motors, such as special purpose
inverter duty motors (asynchronous servo motors), permanent magnet motors, motors cooled
by their load (fans), including motors and products under Article 1, Points 2(b), (c) and (d) and
including drives, such as soft starters, torque or variable speed drives (VSD) from 200W1000kW. The study should also cover motors in the scope of the Regulation 640/2009 from
750kW-1000kW.
-

Lot 31

Products in motor systems outside the scope of the Lot 30

and the Regulation 640/2009 on electric motors, in particular compressors, including small
compressors, and their possible drives.

5.
5.1

Description of ecodesign standardization work in the field of electric
motors and power drive systems
National regulations and standardization initiatives issued or to be finalized

This paper does not describe the national ecodesign regulations and/or standardization initiatives for
different individual countries, though a few are now mentioned. For instance with motor minimum
energy performance standards (MEPS) in the USA, the Energy Policy Act (EPAct 92) and subsequent
requirements made the Nema Premium motors up to 200 HP for putting onto the market from 201012, and the US standard IEEE 112(B) is a reference for motor EE assessment. In addition there are
some requirements for volontary agreement between manufacturers, suppliers and integrators and
users. Similar requirements apply in Canada due to the Energy Efficiency Act (1994). The Canadian
standard CSA C390-10 is a reference for testing measurement methods on 3 phase induction motor.
A new standard CSA C838 (201x) will be issued for VSD and motor in the near future. In other major
industrial countries like in Brasil, ecodesign requirements apply with the NBR 7094 standard, or like in
China with the national GB 25958 (2010) standard for small-power motors. The Chinese Five-Year
plan from central government for 2011-2015 suggests in its part 2 for industry key energy
conservation projets. The first of them refers to energy-saving of motor systems for which we can
expect some additional domestic standards to apply.
More or less, all these national regulations and domestic standards have the same objective for
classification, assessment and for helping (sometimes requiring) to put on the market electric motors
with lower energy consumption. Even if these standards are often covering the same scope and
suggest very similar requirements and test methods, standards available and issued from an
international consensus and voting are a very good guaranty for comparable benchmarking and
assessment, and for fair competition to grow the market thank to an easier integration of motor and
power drive systems, whatever the applicative sector could be. This increased harmonisation will also
make it easier for the supply chain to operate in different markets.
5.2

International technical committees involved in EE standardization

In the field of Energy Efficiency and ecodesign for electric motors and power drive systems, the
international and worldwide standardization process is managed by the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) and by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) for the applicative
sectors. For the international European process, the standardization work is done respectively for the
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same topics by the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (Cenelec) and the
European Committee for Standardization (CEN). Standardization links exist between IEC/ISO and
CEN/Cenelec thanks to Liaisons with regular communication, meetings, reporting and process
agreements (like with the Dresden agreement for parallel approval of an identical project). The
members of the ISO/IEC/CEN/Cenelec bodies are the standardization National Committees (NCs).
The standardization work is carried out into working groups (WG), project teams (PT) or maintenance
teams (MT) within a technical committee (TC). Members of a working group or PT, MT are experts
coming from different areas like industries, professional associations, academia, governmental and
non governmental bodies.
In the field of energy efficiency and ecodesign for electric motors and power drive systems, the
following TCs are involved in IEC / ISO:
-

IEC-TC2
WG28:
WG31:
Liaisons:

(Rotating Machinery)
project IEC 60034-2-3 edition 1
project IEC 60034-30 edition 2
with IEC-SC22G; IEC-SC17B

-

IEC-SC22G
(Adjustable speed electric drive systems incorporating semiconductor power converter)
AG15
new Advisory group with no current project in process.
Liaisons: with IEC-TC2; IEC-SC17B; IEC-TC65

-

ISO-IEC-TC65 (Industrial-process measurement, control and automation)
JWG14:
project of a Guide for EE in Automation
Liaisons: with ISO-TC184; IEC-SC22G

-

IEC-SC17B (Low-voltage switchgear and controlgear)
WG2:
IEC 60947-4-x
WG10:
project of an informative Guide for EE
Liaisons: with IEC-SC22G; IEC-TC2; IEC-TC65

In CEN / Cenelec:

5.2.1

-

CLC-TC2
Liaisons:

(Rotating Machinery)
with IEC-TC2; CLC-TC22X

-

CLC-TC22X
(Power Electronics) including PDS in its WG2.
WG6:
project EN 5xxxx
Liaisons: with CLC-TC2; CLC-TC17B; CEN-TC197

International standard managed by IEC-TC2 (Rotating Machinery)

The IEC-TC2 contributes to the energy efficiency and ecodesign improvement of motor for different
aspects: definitions, classification, measurement methods, as described in its Strategic Business Plan
[14].
The IEC-TC2 decided to launch in its WG31 the project of an international standard IEC 60034-30
[15] edition 1 (ed1) in order to harmonize the EE classes of electric motors. A reason was because of
several national individual standards already existing in some countries with difficulties for
manufacturers to design a unique technical offer of motors compliant to the majority of national
requirements. Also system integrators and users should benefit to find on the market some motors for
EE class selection based on a worldwide reference standard. The IEC/EN 60034-30 ed1, published in
2008-10, results in three different classes IE1, IE2, IE3 (IE Codes) that are now well known and taken
into account for determination of minimum EE limits with the implementation measures 640/2009 in
the frame of EuP directive, as shown in the annex I of the implementation measures. WG31 is
proceeding with the maintenance of the standard for preparation of an edition 2 expected for
publication in 2013. Discussion are in progress within WG31 for a possible implementation of a SuperPremium class IE4 based on the suggested values coming from table A.2 of the current Guide TS
60034-31 [16] ed1 which has been published in 2010-04.
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Also IEC-TC2 within its WG28 is focusing on standards for EE measurement methods. Two standards
have already been published. The IEC 60034-2-1 [17] issued in 2007-09 for specifying methods for
determining losses and efficiency from tests. The IEC 60034-2-2 [18], issued in 2010-03 supplements
the previous standard with specification for large machines. The IEC 60034-2-1 ed1 standard
suggests several measurement methods for determination of losses and efficiciency from test for
electric motors when directly supplied from the mains (sinusoidal supply). A Test-Round Robin
campain [19] was initiated in 2007 in order to determine uncertainty of reported EE data as
determined from the different test methods. The result of the Test-Round Robin campain has been
circulated in 2011-04-22 and will be a basic document for the maintenance to be carried out by WG28
in preparation of IEC 60034-2-1 ed2 (expected for 2012). A lot of test measurement data from nine
different countries are now available for checking and improving the test methods and the
specification tolerances.
When considering electric motors fed from VSD, the WG28 is preparing a new standard IEC 60034-23 ed1 for determination of extra losses due to the use of power electronic variable speed drive to
control the electric motor. A close cooperation with the IEC/SC22G technical committee is done
thanks to Liaisons, and especially with participation of SC22G experts in the TC2-WG28 for
discussion and proposals between experts of power electronic conversion and experts of electric
motors. One difficulty in the task of evaluating the additional motor losses is to provide a reproducible
and realistic voltage/pulse pattern from a voltage source converter to supply the motor.

5.2.2

International standard managed by IEC-SC22G (Power Drive Systems)

The Sub-Committee SC22G of IEC, dealing with standardization of “Adjustable Speed Electric Drive
Systems Incorporating Semiconductor Power Converters” is part of the technical committee TC22 for
“Power Electronic Systems and Equipment” for which the Strategic Business plan (SBP) clearly refers
to a standardization program in the field of Energy Efficiency with leadership of the SC22G
Committee. In the last Report Minutes of 2009-12, the SC22G plenary meeting referred to the need
for covering the recommendations from SMB-SG1, also in order to consider the work in progress in
IEC-TC2 and outside from the applicative sectors.
For these reasons the Advisory Group (SC22G-AG15) for “Energy Efficiency aspects of adjustable
speed electric drive systems” has been set up in 2011-03 to address the subject. The standardization
work and coordination are expected to start in 2011. The author of that paper has been appointed as
Convenor for this Advisory Group. In the terms of Reference for AG15, it is suggested that the
Advisory Group provides inputs for development of EE classification and method of determination of
EE for PDS. Also the work in progress and done by IEC-TC2 and other technical committees would
be considered (like from ISO/IEC-TC65-JWG14; IEC-SC17B; CLC-TC22X or applicative sector
committees like ISO-TC115 for pumps, etc). In that way IEC-SC22G can help for establishment of
load profiles, considering speed/torque (power) / time parameters for various applications of PDS.

5.2.3 International standard managed by IEC-TC65 (Industrial-process measurement, control and
automation)
In the ecological environment part of its Strategic Policy Statement, the IEC-TC65 Committee,
involved in “Industrial-process measurement, control and automation” stated that the automation
technology takes into account the environment and the saving of energy and resources for the
controlling production processes. Since IEC-SMB-SG1 asked IEC-TC65 to take the lead in the
standardization proposal to be done in the scope of “design and operation of energy efficient systems
in the field of industrial automation and industrial process control, from a system point of view”, then
IEC-TC65 Committee established with IEC-SC22G, IEC-TC2 and ISO-TC184 the joint working group
14 (ISO/IEC-TC65-JWG14) in order to build a Technical Report (TR) as a Guide for “Standardization
of Energy Efficiency through automation systems”. That TR initiative started in the second part of
2009 and now the progress of work includes more cooperation with additional technical committees
like IEC (SC17B ; TC23 ; SC65E) or from industrial manufacturing and process industry
representatives for consideration of applicative sectors.
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The power drive systems are of course taken into account in the task as they have a significant
impact in EE, Energy saving through automation in manufacturing, building or process industries. The
future guide should help the concerned TCs to better define and specify the EE key performance
indicators (KPI). International standards from IEC(TC2; SC22G; SC17B) as well as CLC(TC2; TC22X;
TC17B) should benefit from this technical report on EE in automation system when considering motor
driven systems.
5.2.4

International standard managed by IEC-SC17B (Low-voltage switchgear and controlgear)

IEC-SC17B is dealing with EE in a task force “EETF” of its Working Group 2 dedicated to low-voltage
switchgear and controlgear standards of IEC 60947-4-x series. These standards are focused on
devices used for motor starters when the motor is directly fed from the mains supply or for motor soft
starters for motor fed from the mains supply through an a.c. semiconductor motor starter. IEC-SC17B
is now developing in 2011 an informative Guide in its Working Group 10 for EE with switchgear and
controlgear. That work should benefit from technical exchange between experts from IEC(SC17B;
SC22G; TC2) thanks to Liaisons established between those committees.

5.2.5

European International standard managed by CLC-TC2 (Rotating machinery)

In 2010-11, the Cenelec Technical Board endorsed the Mandate M/470 from the European
Commission for standardization in the field of electric motors under decisions D137/C194 and
D137/C195. The Cenelec response to the European Commission is supposed to be given after the
standardization work to be finalized by CLC-TC2 and CLC-TC22X with close collaboration with CLCTC17B. Since a similar EE standardization work has already been started within IEC-TC2-WG31 and
WG28, CLC-TC2 decided to follow the work managed at the IEC-TC2 level in the field of electric
motors. From the international European point of view, CLC-TC2 experts are mainly focused on the
collaboration with CLC-TC22X and CLC-TC17B experts for working inside the WG6 at CLC-TC22X
level. That means at the European level, the EE standardization for electrical motors is mainly a
Liaison and coordination task for TC officers with the IEC-TC2 committee and a technical
collaboration with the CLC-TC22X Committee. And the standardization response to the M/470
Mandate for compliance to the EuP / ErP Directives is now expected for 2013-10.

5.2.6

European International standard managed by CLC-TC22X (Power Electronics)

The M/476 Mandate from European Commission for standardization in the field of VSD and/or PDS
has been addressed to Cenelec and has been accepted in 2011-04 by the Cenelec Technical board
through decisions D138/C101 and D138/093. The Cenelec answer to the European Commission is
waited for the first part of 2014. Within the Working Group 6 of CLC/TC22X the standardization work
covering both mandates M/470 and M/476 has been started and a standard is in active preparation
step. It should be issued in a document of reference EN 5xxxx. The title of that standard is “Energy
efficiency and Eco-design requirements for Power drive systems, motor starters, power electronics
and their driven applications”.
One difficult task for the CLC-TC22X-WG6 group of experts is to provide a useful standard helping for
EE classification and EE determination for different PDS architectures, taking into account electric
motors fed from power electronic equipments or directly fed from the mains, covering many different
applications (pumps, fans, conveyors, lifts, etc) and different operating points for different
speed/torque profiles. The WG6 should also build a standard including measurement methods easy
for use from the market surveillance point of view. The requirements should allow a fair competition
on the market for all categories of manufacturers, machine builders, system integrators, and final
users, dealing with the complete equipment system as global operator or with only one part of the
PDS as a specialist of component. The standards from EN 5xxxx series should also consider the
ecodesign aspect, covering the complete life cycle analysis (LCA) including design but also
purchasing, manufacturing, shipping, time of use, maintenance, and disposal. The Environmental
Product Description (EPD) of PDS component, including raw material data listing and ratio would be
only a part of the issues from that standardization work.
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The EN 5xxxx standard series is expected to include a normative part for classification of complete
PDS and PDS components, for description of EE test methods. It should include an informative part
for description of PDS architecture and guidance for selection of the best solution taking into account
different applicative sectors. To carry out the work into its WG6 for drafting EN 5xxxx series, the CLCTC22X will take benefice of the international standardization work to be started within the IECSC22G-AG15 for EE aspect of PDS.

6.

Conclusion

The paper has described the major international regulation and standardization initiatives in the field
of energy efficiency, energy-saving, energy management for power drive systems, including electric
motors, and for some aspect of EE for different applicative solution systems. It has shown that from
international standardization organizations the work has been started some time ago but activity is
increasing a lot today thanks to external regulation constraints, asking for a response from
standardization bodies for satisfaction of the worldwide market and government needs.
The Technical Committees involved in international standardization in the field of electric motor and
power drive systems have been described in the paper (IEC-TC2/SC22G/SC17B; CLC-TC2/TC22X).
Only the main important applicative sectors (like pump systems in CLC-TC197), which cooperate
directly with the previous Committees have been described. However, there are some other initiatives
in international standardization. For instance, with IEC-TC64-WG8 which is drafting a standard
(project PNW 64-1754) [20] in the field of EE for installation where PDS are considered from an EE
point of view.
Even if national domestic standards would remain a reference in some countries, the growth of the
international standardization work demonstrates the need for a global reference in requirement and
methodology for assessment of energy efficient solutions put on the worldwide market. In that way the
future standards to come from the international organizations (TC2; SC22G; TC22X; SC17B) for
standardization in the field of electric motors and PDS or motor starters, will be the basic documents
for drafting and issuing many other standards for use in different applicative sectors ( pumping
systems, fan, conveyor, lift, etc). These international IEC/EN standards should be applied worldwide
for the benefit of all users in all kind of industries using energy efficient solutions with embedded
electric motor driven systems.
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Abstract
The utilization of VFDs has a large impact on motor efficiency. Without a VFD, high resistance rotor bars
have to be used to generate sufficient starting torque and low inrush to meet customers’ application
requirements. Typically large two pole motors produce low starting torque and the high resistance bars
are frequently used to increase the starting torque and decrease the inrush current simultaneously. The
trade off of this practice is low motor efficiency. Currently drive technologies offer clean drives with flux
vector control that can produce rated torque at starting condition with or without speed feedback. Utilizing
this advantage, the motor driven by VFDs does not need to employ high resistance rotor bars to produce
required starting torque while maintain low inrush current.
Starting methods and driven load have a significant impact on motor efficiency as well. Reduced voltage
starting, while reducing motor inrush; drastically reduces motor starting torque. Full load starting demands
more starting torque and reduces motor efficiency. With the proper selection of motor starting methods
and starting load, motors can be designed more efficiently to reduce energy consumption, motor
temperature rise, and motor costs. Furthermore, the motor running load has the greatest impact on motor
efficiency. Regardless of the designed motor efficiency, the running efficiency depends on the driven load
of the motor and lightly loaded motors are not efficient. The voltage and frequency adjustment on the
power supply can increase the running efficiency significantly.
This paper looks into the impact of VFDs, starting methods and driven load on motor efficiency and
discusses ways to better utilize VFD, better design starting schemes for induction motors to achieve the
highest efficiency possible.

Introduction
Induction motors are widely used in variety of industries to drive various types of equipment such as
pumps, compressors and fans for which many types of load curves exist (as shown in Fig. 1). It can be
seen that the compressor load increases more rapidly than the pump with the motor speed. Due to the
variation of the curves, large induction motors have to be custom designed for specific applications and
each application might have different starting requirements in addition to the driven load such as inrush
limitation and mechanical impact on the driven system. Some applications might require full load, across
the line start, some might only require reduced load, reduced voltage start.
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Fig. 1 Typical load curve
Compared to other types of motors, the major weakness of induction motors is their starting capability.
Because induction motors only receive power from the stator terminals and the power to the rotor is
transferred through induction, the power on the stator and rotor are dependent of each other, causing the
weak starting capability. Large two pole motors have the lowest starting torque compared to small and
slower speed motors due to the scaling effects of the size and speed on motor reactance and resistance.
Over the years, a great deal of effort has been made to invent various shapes of rotor slots to
compensate for this weakness.
Among many applications, such as pumping stations and ventilating fans, the VFD has been used to
reduce energy consumption by matching supply with demand. The frequency of the power supply is
changed to alter the speed of the motor, in turn the flow rate of air or liquid. By supplying the exact
amount of flow, all the energy losses associated with over supplying are eliminated. In addition, VFD
technology provides the motor manufacturer with another way to design more efficient motors [5].
The majority of electrical energy is converted by electric motors, which makes the efficiency of electric
motors critical in the energy conservation effort. In addition to the designing and manufacturing factors
that influence motor efficiencies [6], the utilization of VFDs, motor starting methods and driven load can
also impact the efficiency of induction motors.

Efficiency of Induction Motor
The efficiency of a motor is the ratio of the power output from the shaft to real power input to the motor
terminals. In order to understand the efficiency value, let us examine the losses during power conversion
process. The five losses occurring in the motor are stator resistive losses, rotor resistive losses, core
losses, windage and friction losses, and stray load losses.
The stator resistive losses are determined by the motor winding resistance and stator current. The
winding resistance is determined by the insulation thickness, stator slot size etc. The current is
determined by the driven load. Rotor resistive losses are determined by the rotor slot size, rotor bar
materials and rotor current. The contributing factors to the core losses are the type of electrical steel, the
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frequency of the power supply and the air-gap flux density. The speed of the motor and type of the
cooling fans influence the windage and friction losses. The stray load losses are related to the stator, rotor
slot geometries, air-gap flux density, electrical steel and manufacturing processes.
A typical distribution of motor losses is shown in Fig. 2. This data represents a large 2P motor and depicts
that the windage and friction losses are a large portion of the total losses than either the stator, rotor, or
core losses. The optimal efficiency is achieved by balancing these losses for specific designs. Major
efficiency increase will require expensive tooling in order to reduce stator and rotor resistive losses. The
other trade off is stator to core losses. Fewer turns in the stator slot decrease winding resistance, thus
stator Joule losses, however, fewer turns will increase the flux density in the motor, in turn, the core
losses.

Distribution of Motor Losses

Stator
Rotor
Core
Stray
W&F

Fig. 2 Motor loss distribution
In general, higher efficiency is achieved with additional active material in the motor such as electrical
steel, copper and aluminum [1]. The added materials reduce the power density of the motor, which
translates into lower current and flux densities. These lower densities will result in lower resistive losses
and core losses.

Impact of Starting Method and Load
Large induction motors are designed for specific applications which include both electrical and
mechanical terminal conditions. The starting method determines the electrical terminal conditions such as
voltage and current while driven load determines the mechanical terminal condition, the shaft output. The
combination of the two terminal conditions will have significant impact on the motor efficiency. Fig. 3
illustrates such a condition. The load curve is a typical pump curve with the starting load at 90% of the full
load and the power is supplied with an auto-transformer with a tap of 60% of the rated voltage. Since the
motor toque is higher than the load toque in the entire speed range, the motor can be accelerated
successfully to its full speed. In order to accomplish this starting requirement, this motor was designed
with high resistance rotor bar and rotor end-ring material to increase starting torque and decrease starting
current. In contrast, fig. 4 shows the same application with a change to the starting method. Instead of
receiving power from auto-transformer, the motor will start across the line (80% reduced voltage due to
the voltage drop on the power line). With this change, the motor can be designed with standard rotor bar
and end-ring material resulting a more than 50% reduction of the rotor resistive losses.
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Fig. 3 Full load start with reduced Voltage
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Fig. 4 Across the line start with full load
The difference of the full load efficiency under the above two starting conditions is 0.7% and the
difference in power losses is 16kW. This pumping station has eight same size motors (3100HP, 2P) and
the savings in the annual operating costs will be about $90,000 assuming these motors operate
continuously and energy costs are 8.0 cents/kWh. Annual energy savings will be 1120 MWh. Similar
savings could also be realized if the starting load can be reduced from 90% to 40% of rated load, which
sometimes is inconvenient to obtain in field operations.
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Impact of Running Load
Motor efficiency peaks when motor variable losses (load losses) equal to the constant losses (core,
windage and friction losses) [6]. The load losses, stator and rotor Joule, and stray load losses vary with
the load while constant losses do not change, consequently efficiency decreases when the load is light
and load losses are much smaller than the constant losses.
Figure 5 shows the relationship between EFF, PF, Amps and motor load. When the load decreases to
below 50%, the motor efficiency deteriorates more quickly. Therefore, the efficiency of lightly loaded
motors is a few percent lower than the fully loaded motors.
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Fig. 5 Efficiency vs. load
Two methods of increasing the efficiency of the lightly loaded motors are variable voltage [4] and variable
frequency. Both methods will vary the constant losses to match with the load losses to increase efficiency.
The reduction of voltage lowers the flux density, and in turn, the core losses. The frequency reduction will
lower both core losses and windage and friction losses.

Impact of VFD
VFD technology has advanced rapidly in the last 30 years, as a result, the modern drives are more
efficient and cost effective and various drive control techniques have been improved for optimal efficiency
controls [2][3]. Furthermore, the modern drive architectures have eliminated the additional burdens
imposed on the design of electric machines, thus making the more efficient motors possible. For instance,
the additional motor ground insulation for the neural shift is not necessary due to the use of isolation
transformers. Consequently the maximum amount of copper can be packed in the stator slot to reduce
stator resistive losses. The mitigation of the drive's harmonics reduces the high frequency core losses
and resistive losses. Multi-cell drive architecture minimizes the harmonics of its output power for medium
voltage drives by shifting the phase angles of individual power cells. Output filters can be used also to
reduce harmonic content of the drive’s power output.
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VFD and Starting Load
VFD technology also enables induction motors to be designed optimally for its intended running
conditions. Due to its ability to control frequency, unlike the starting methods discussed above, VFD
starting varies both the voltage and frequency. Essentially the frequency changes relative to the running
speed of the rotor maintaining a constant slip during the ramp up of the motor speed. Since the VFD can
supply full load torque during the entire speed range and control the starting current to the full load
current level, the motor does not have to be designed for any specific applications such as compressor
load or high inertial load. This advantage is significant to both the motor end users and manufacturers. On
one hand, end users can deploy their motors based on the required horsepower in the operations without
having to do any system analysis of the specific job site, which will allow companies to order more generic
types of motors for different applications, thus reducing the required amount of back up motors and the
complexity of motor projects. On the other hand, motor manufacturers can design more efficient motors
and process the orders more quickly without having to determine the starting conditions before hand.

VFD and Running Load
Fig. 6 shows the comparison of motor efficiencies under both variable frequency and fixed frequency. The
difference grows larger as the load gets lighter, especially when the load is under 25% of full load
condition. Under fixed frequency power, the motor voltage is not changing and the speed change is very
small when the load changes, thus, the load losses are much smaller than the constant losses causing
the efficiency to drop down to 79% from 96.2%. On the other hand, when the motor is operating under
VFD, both motor voltage and speed vary to maintain constant flux density and reduce core losses and
W&F losses since core losses are related to the power frequency and W&F losses are related to the
speed of the motor. The reduction of the core and W&F losses matches with the reduction of load losses,
therefore, the motor efficiency remains relatively constant in the entire speed range.
In this case, when the pump speed decreases to 40% of the rated speed and the horsepower is only
6.4% of the rated horsepower, the efficiency difference between fixed speed and variable speed is about
16.8%, which shows that the impact of VFD on efficiency is significant in partially loaded running
conditions. The efficiency of a typical medium voltage drive is about 97% and stays constant through out
the speed range. The improvement of 16.8% in the motor running efficiency at 40% of the rated speed
greatly exceeds the energy consumed by the drive.
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Conclusion
Motor efficiency is greatly impacted by its applications such as power supply and driven load. Starting
methods and driven load have a significant impact on motor full load efficiency. When used with a VFD,
motors can be designed to be more efficient regardless of the details of the applications and the VFD can
vary the frequency to make motors run near its full load efficiency through the entire load range.
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“C-less” Technology Improves Energy Efficiency & Power Quality
Authors: Jacek Chrusik, Matthew O’Kane – Schneider Electric

Abstract
This document highlights new approach to save energy with use of "C-less" technology in variable
speed drives (VSD). Typical 6-pulse VSDs are non-linear loads that introduce harmonic current
distortions to the supply. If harmonic currents are excessive, the RMS current in transformers, cables
and other energy transmission gear may cause high voltage distortion which, in turn, may affect the
operation of other equipment and also cause energy losses. Harmonic currents can be limited by
relatively simple but typically quite expensive solutions like AC input or DC bus chokes, RLC filters, or
active filters. Another approach is to limit DC bus filter capacitance thus dramatically reduce level of
harmonics and ultimately eliminate the need for external harmonic mitigation means. Some HVAC
grade drives from various manufacturers have been benchmarked to prove the applicability of “C-less”
technology in energy efficient installations and also to find power quality improvement level over
standard solutions.

Harmonics
Every electrical circuit should be considered a potential source of electrical interference, particularly
those switching reactive loads. Fortunately, most electrical interference is of a sufficiently low level
that it has no noticeable effect on other branches of electrical equipment. Variable Speed Drives
belong to the group of highly non-linear loads; input rectifiers produce high level of harmonics that
may affect performance of other devices connected to the same electrical supply. The intermittent
power flow mentioned above can cause the power grid or its branch to carry extra power with
frequencies being multiples of base 50 or 60 Hz. Higher rank harmonics are a result of use of nonlinear loads that produce non-sinusoidal current (Figure 1). Higher rank harmonics cause power
losses through eddy currents that are proportional to frequency and magnitude of harmonic current.
3-phase systems present an advantage over single phase because harmonics of rank 3 and its
multiples (6,9,12,15,…) as well as even harmonics typically are self-cancelling.

Total

I rms (IG)

Fundamental
(Harmonic 1)

Ih1

Ih3

Harmonic 3

Harmonic 5

Ih5

Harmonic 7

Ih7

Harmonic 9

Ih9

Figure 1 Non-sinusoidal current and its harmonics composition.
Harmonic currents influence on other devices supplied from same electrical branch.
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A major consequence of harmonics is increased power draw and deterioration of power quality in
supply. Although the impact may remain un-noticed at first, it may have adverse technical and
economical results. Typical electric power distribution system consists of several transformers, power
lines, and switchgear. Each component of such system presents certain impedance that causes
voltage drop which depends on the current flowing through the system. Because most elements of
system are of inductive type, the voltage drop is proportional to amount of current as well as its
frequency.

High harmonic content in the current causes the voltage distortion that is being conveyed to all
devices connected to the system. Harmonic content in voltage and current may cause all kinds of
power losses as well as unintended behavior of equipment. Power losses directly affect both capital
and operational expenditures related to the system/branch; the components have to be properly sized
not only to satisfy end loads demand but also to deliver additional power that is being lost due to
harmonics.
Utility
Losses in conductors.
Current harmonics cause an increase in Joule losses
in all the conductors (cables, switchgear).

Ipcc1

PCC1

Medium voltage /

Z2

Low voltage

Ipcc2

PCC2
I1

Load A
(linear)

I2

Load B
(linear)

Losses in transformers.
Harmonic currents flowing in transformers
cause increased losses in the windings (Joule e ffect)
as well as losses in iron core due to eddy currents.

Ipcc2 = I1 + I2 + I3 + I4
Vd = Z2 * Ipcc2
I3

I4

Load C Load D
(non-linear)

Figure 2. Example electrical system
The voltage that supplies loads A and B may be distorted due to harmonics generated by drives
supplying loads C and D. The current Ipcc2 is a sum of currents from all 4 loads and it contains
harmonics. The voltage at Point of Common Coupling 2 (PCC2) normally would be sinusoidal
however, it is modified by the voltage drop Vd that is a result of current Ipcc2 flowing through
impedance of transformer (Z2), cabling, and switchgear. High current harmonics content reduces
power quality and consequently causes a number of problems:
•

Overloads on distribution systems due to the increase in the RMS current. If distribution system
wasn’t designed for its scalability, harmonic content may disqualify it for use with non-linear loads.
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•

Overloads on neutral conductors due to the summing of third-order harmonics created by singlephase loads,

•

Vibrations and premature ageing of generators, transformers, motors,

•

Premature ageing of capacitors in power factor correction equipment,

•

Distortion of the supply voltage, capable of disturbing sensitive loads,

•

Disturbances on adjacent communications networks (telephone and data).

DC bus capacitance and THD (Total Harmonic Distortion).
In variable speed drives applications the system typically consists of voltage supply (typically a
transformer), the drive, cabling, and motor. Because the drive introduces harmonics in current, some
of the power is being lost on transformer due to its impedance and eddy currents. The transformer
needs to be properly sized to satisfy demand from both active power and power losses. The ratio of
that extra power requirement strongly depends on Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) in current so the
power factor of drive and motor system can be defined as:

where cos • represents power factor of motor.

Harmonics are a result of non-linearity of drive rectifier. Typical 6-pulse drive input current waveform
contains 4 pulses per sine period that represent DC bus capacitor charging cycle. The RMS value of
the current depends on DC bus filter capacitance; the higher capacitance is used, the higher current
peaks thus the more harmonics are generated.

Figure 3. 6-pulse drive input voltage and current waveforms (one phase shown).
“C-less” solution is based on very low DC bus filter capacitance. In regular 6-pulse drive systems most
of the harmonics in current are generated when filter capacitors are being charged. The level of
harmonic currents depends on filter capacitance thus power section of the drive with low capacitance
generates lower magnitude of harmonics. Such approach however, has a trade off; low capacitance
does not store enough energy to feed the inverter during voltage sags and additional measures are
required to feed the motor with proper voltage. For that reason advanced drive controller employs the
algorithm that monitors ripple on DC bus and attenuates inverter PWM to generate not distorted
output current. Such loopback system corrects the power factor at the same time as the controller
maintains input current in phase with supply voltage.
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Other Harmonics Mitigation Solutions
There are few other ways to decrease levels of harmonics in the system, in this paper we concentrate
on solutions that are applied at equipment level:
1. Passive filters (broadband)
An LRC circuit, tuned to each of the harmonics to be filtered, installed in parallel with the device
that generates harmonic distortion. The filter shorts harmonic currents, avoiding the flow of
harmonics to the power source. Main advantage of this solution is that it can be implemented after
commissioning.
2. Active filters (power conditioners)
Active filters are systems employing power electronics, installed in series or in parallel with the
non-linear load, to generate harmonics cancelling currents and thereby prevent from distortion on
the power source. In most cases this solution is used at installation level, filtering harmonics
coming from multiple branches of non-linear loads. Provides very good results, however requires
frequent maintenance due to deterioration of built-in capacitors.
3. Multi-pulse input rectification
Sophisticated 12- or 18-output transformer is feeding multiple rectifiers that feed same DC bus of
the drive while each of transformer output voltages is phase shifted. Phase shift minimizes the
ripple in DC bus voltage that requires minimal filtration and provides high and constant power to
inverter. Although this solution provides high system efficiency, it is typically costly, heavy in
weight and bulky.
4. Active front end
This solution bases on active, controlled input rectifiers that are driven from processor system.
That system monitors power quality on drive input and controls input rectifier accordingly to
minimize amount of harmonics in input current. This solution seems to be one of the best
available on today’s market, however is rather costly and designated only to systems requiring the
highest power quality.
5. Line and/or DC bus chokes
Inductors installed in series with drive input and/or DC bus provides impedance that grows with
frequency of harmonics in current passing through. This solution is widely used with typical 6pulse drives and can be externally implemented without changes to drive circuitry. The
disadvantage of drive input chokes is that it better filters harmonics of high rank while low rank
harmonics are typically of highest current magnitude.
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* Typical THDi level is at 100% speed, 100% load

Why “C-less”?
C-less technology presents multiple advantages that facilitate the commissioning:
•

THDi below 30% without any external filters

•

Meets IEC-61000 requirements, maintains high power factor

•

Lowest cost of harmonic mitigation

•

Reduced drive size through small size of capacitors

•

Eliminates necessity of line or DC bus chokes, power section has less resistance, which
minimizes energy losses (also known as I2R losses)

Products Benchmarking
Six drives from competing manufacturers have been selected for benchmarking. The goal was to
compare the performance of product employing C-less technology against regular 6-pulse (some with
built-in line filters).

Solution

Advantages

Disadvantages

Typical
THDi %*

Typical cost
ratio

Typical 6-pulse

Widely used

No improvement of the current
wave shape, difficult to comply with
standards

> 80

1 (base)

C-less technology

Simple
Lowest cost

Poor voltage sag ride-through

< 35

0.90–0.95

Line reactors

Simple, low cost

Difficult to comply with the most
severe standards

< 40

1.05–1.15

Passive
filter
(broadband)

Significant improvement of the
current wave shape, possible to
connect after commissioning

Separately
mounted
solution
Potential for resonance issues

5–12

1.35–1.70

Multi-pulse (12- or
18-pulse
configuration)

Significant improvement of the
current wave shape, integrated
solution

Large size, heavy, expensive for
>100 HP, performance deteriorates
in case of voltage unbalance

5–12

1.75–2.5

Active front end

Sinusoidal
current,
regenerative control

High cost

<5

2.0–3.0

design

optional

Test setup
P(VFD)
P (motor)

Τ

A
V

Motor

V

ω, τ

ω (speed)
Brake

A

τ (torque)
Τ (temperature)
control
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Figure 4. Typical test setup for VSD benchmarking.
Test Parameters

Supply Nominal Voltage: 480V – 3phase
Short Circuit Current capacity of supply: 5kA
Harmonics(VFD input current) to measure: base (1st), 5th, 7th, 11th, 13th, 17th … 49th
Power source: The power source is 250kVA diesel generator (to eliminate any distortions introduced
from the grid)

Motor data:
Model:

GE E832 15HP

Max kVar:

2.7

Vnominal:

230/460 V

Inominal:

35.5/17.75 A

Frame:

254T

Insulation class:F
Speed:

1755 rpm @ 60Hz

PF:

0.88

Efficiency:

91.7

NEMA design: B

Each drive was tested at 16 speed/load combinations (25%, 50%, 75%, 100% of nominal speed and
load). All products were tested with manufacturer suggested settings.

Results
Performance curves were plotted to visualize test results. Missing data points indicate that certain
setup conditions couldn’t be programmed (out of specification limits).
Legend:

D1,

D2,

D3,

D4,

D5

Drive employing “C-less” technology is identified as “D5”.

•

Power Factor
Advanced drive controller in product “D5” maintains the current in phase with supply voltage
thus power factor is close to unity. To comply with power quality standards, certain products
employ line or DC chokes that introduce reactive power thus reduce the power factor.
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Figure 5. Input power factor versus mechanical output.

•

THD
In general, product with “C-less” technology generates fewer harmonic, however its
performance drops at low motor speeds due to increased level of higher rank harmonic
components that are side effect of higher carrier frequency (12kHz in this case).

Figure 6. Input current THD versus mechanical output.

•

System Efficiency
Efficiency of entire system (drive, cabling, and motor) is comparable for most of speed and
torque combination. The efficiency of product with “C-less” technology drops at low motor
speeds due to relatively high switching losses on drive inverter. This product has been tested
with carrier frequency of 12kHz suggested by manufacturer to reduce audible noise, however
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such frequency causes approx. 30% lower efficiency compared to 6kHz carrier setting (at
25% speed).

Figure 8. Drive/Motor system efficiency versus mechanical output.

•

Harmonics in input current

Drive “D5” generates significantly lower harmonics of rank 5,7,11,13. Higher level of harmonics
17,19,23, and 25 is a result of higher carrier frequency and PWM attenuation that affect input
current.

Figure 7. Current harmonics spectrum at reduced load and speed.

Conclusions
Overall “C-less” technology presents itself as a cost effective alternative while improving power
efficiency and quality versus other VSD designs. The advantage comes not only from the drive cost
but also from reduced capital expenditures such as less rated wire and associated protective devices.
Normally, to account for THD, entire energy supply gear (transformers, switches, and wiring) must be
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oversized often by 50%. That significantly affects the cost of entire installation. Many VSDs embed
some harmonic mitigation solutions (typically line chokes), however only C-less and Active Frontend
do not require external equipment that incur further costs. In context of operational expenditures, high
power factor helps to efficiently convert the energy and low harmonic content in voltage reduces
stress on other devices connected to the same network. In the industrial environment, high level of
harmonics is a major reason for energy loss thus maintaining high power factor and good quality of
power are essential in driving the energy cost low. C-less technology facilitates this effort while it does
not incur any additional implementation costs. As mentioned earlier in this document, “C-less”
technology is intended for use with high inertia loads that are not sensitive to intermittent changes in
the supply. Low capacitance on DC bus stores less energy that feeds drive output when input voltage
dips. This causes little worse performance comparing to regular, full capacitance solution, however
overall advantage overweight the trade offs.
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An Energy Optimizing Algorithm for Variable Frequency Drives
Ting Yan, Eric J. Olsson, Dana Leland, Bin Lu and Thomas M. Ruchti
Eaton Corporation

Abstract
This paper proposes a novel Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) control algorithm that reduces the input
power of an induction motor used to drive a variable torque load, such as a fan and or a pump. The
algorithm dynamically adjusts the motor’s operating point based on its load to provide power savings
and therefore improve energy efficiency. This algorithm also includes mechanisms that assure the
stability of the motor against load changes and other potential risks. The algorithm uses motor
operational parameters that are monitored by the variable frequency drive without additional sensors.
Experimental results conducted by a certified third party lab show that this algorithm can achieve bestin-class energy savings. Tests conducted at a waste water treatment plant also verified the potential
savings. Reference frequency change testing and emulated load change testing prove that this
algorithm provides superior stability.

1 - Introduction
1.1 Background
Variable Frequency Drives (VFDs) for induction motors utilize power electronics switching
technologies to supply AC power of variable frequencies to motors. This allows direct control of motor
speed and improves efficiency. The output voltage waveform of a typical VFD is typically based on
Pulse-Width-Modulation (PWM). The amplitude, duty cycle and periodicity of the PWM waveform
decide the effective voltage and frequency of the VFD output. The voltage and frequency output from
the VFD, together with the motor load, are the most important factors that determine the operating
point of a VFD-driven motor.
For industrial applications with constant load requirements, a constant Volts per Hertz (V/Hz) ratio is
necessary to provide a constant torque for the load. The constant V/Hz ratio corresponds to a linear
V/Hz curve, established by connection two points, (0 Hz, 0 Volt) and (frated, Vrated) with a straight line,
where frated and Vrated are the rated frequency (50Hz or 60Hz typically) and the rated voltage
correspondingly. These two parameters can be found typically on the nameplate of an induction
motor. When a linear V/Hz curve is applied, the voltage for a specific commanded reference
frequency fref is equal to fref*Vrated/frated.
For many hydraulics and Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning (HVAC) applications where
induction motors are used to power pumps and fans, the torque needed to drive the motor loads is
variable based on the shaft speed of the motor, which is determined by the frequency of the VFD
output. The relationship between the shaft speed and the other key parameters for a pump or a fan is
expressed in the well-known affinity laws: the flow is proportional to the shaft speed; the
head/pressure is proportional to the square of the shaft speed; and the power is proportional to the
cube of the shaft speed. Based on the affinity laws, the torque needed to power a fan or pump at a
lower reference frequency is lower than that for a higher reference frequency.
For these applications, a linear V/Hz curve typically provides a voltage higher than necessary,
especially when the reference frequency (fref) is significantly lower than the rated frequency (frated).
Many VFDs provide a squared (a.k.a. quadratic) V/Hz curve for such applications. When a squared
2
V/Hz curve is applied, the voltage for a specific reference frequency fref is equal to Vrated*(fref/frated) .
When fref<frated, the voltage output based on the squared V/Hz curve is lower than the voltage output
based on the linear V/Hz curve.
The following figure illustrates load characteristics for both constant torque load and variable torque
load, as well as the voltage/frequency curves for both linear V/Hz control and quadratic (squared)
V/Hz control.
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Figure 1 – Constant Torque vs. Variable Torque (left) and Linear V/Hz vs. Quadratic V/Hz (right)
The main benefit of reducing the input voltage to an induction motor is the consequent reduction in
the motor core losses. Motor core losses are mainly composed of losses caused by eddy current and
hysteresis in the iron core, and are typically proportional to the square of the input voltage. Applying
unnecessarily high voltage to the motor generates excessive motor core losses in the form of heat
and noise.
Both linear and squared/quadratic V/Hz curves are static V/Hz control methods. By “static” we mean
that the voltage output only depends on the reference frequency, without any considerations based on
the actual motor load. If the motor load is low, the static voltage generated by either curve may be
more than adequate to the power load, hence generating unnecessary core losses. Although if the
motor load is higher than what the static voltage can handle, the squared V/Hz control method may
endanger the motor stability and causes it to overheat or stall.
These concerns are the major motivation for the design of dynamic V/Hz control methods. A dynamic
V/Hz control method takes into account the real-time operating parameters of the motor when
determining the output voltage of the VFD. The control algorithm proposed in this paper is a dynamic
V/Hz control method, which monitors motor load, motor current as well as other parameters to find an
operating point that both optimizes energy usage and assures motor stability.
1.2 Related Work
Dynamic Volts per Hertz control for variable frequency drives to improve part load efficiency has been
used for a long time. To achieve the reduction in input power for energy conservation, one of the two
commonly used control targets are used: maximizing the power factor, or minimizing the motor stator
current. A pioneering work patented in [4] proposes a power factor controller that tries to minimize
phase displacement, i.e. maximize power factor, to reduce input power to the motor. Abrahamsen et
al. studied multiple energy optimal control methods in [1] for both constant-torque and HVAC
applications, and recommended cos(•) control (i.e. power factor control) for HVAC applications.
Kioskeridis and Margaris proposed that it is more preferable to use motor current as a control variable
rather than the input power per se to minimize the input power [3]. However, Jian et al. derived in [2]
that the optimal motor slip for energy efficiency is higher than the slip at the minimum motor current,
and is typically very close to the rated motor slip. In our proposed algorithm, the rated slip is used as
one of the hard boundary conditions to achieve better energy savings, which is confirmed by
experimental results presented in Section 4. The same paper also pointed out that with saturation the
power factor criterion may not lead to the optimal power savings.
There are also more complicated control methods that use motor loss models to minimize wasted
energy. For example, work presented in [5] adopts a neural network to estimate the optimal rotor flux
based on motor torque, speed and rotor resistance. Another neural network based approach is
proposed in [6]. One advantage of our approach over such complicated methods is that it does not
need to estimate motor internal parameters, which are typically more difficult and error-prone to
obtain.
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2 - Design of the Energy Optimizing Algorithm
In the beginning of this section, a high level overview of the algorithm is given. After that, we introduce
the detailed design of the algorithm, including explanation of important design decisions and
approaches we take to improve the algorithm performance and stability.
2.1 Energy Optimizing Algorithm Overview
The energy optimizing algorithm is started when the drive is commanded to start the motor following a
reference frequency, or a when new reference frequency is entered by the user. To assure the motor
stability, the algorithm initially sets the drive output voltage at the same level as the voltage based on
the linear V/Hz method for the same reference frequency. It then begins to reduce the voltage
incrementally to optimize the energy usage. Meanwhile, the algorithm monitors several motor realtime parameters to prevent the motor from entering conditions that may lead to instability. When the
motor enters the optimal zone of operation, the drive output voltage stays at the same level until there
is a change triggered by commands to the drive, such as a change in the reference frequency, or a
change in some real-time parameters. After the output voltage stabilizes, the drive keeps monitoring
the motor real-time parameters to prevent instability conditions.
2.2 Energy Optimizing Algorithm Detailed Design
There are two major design goals for the energy optimizing algorithm. First, we need to find the
optimal output voltage based on the reference frequency and the dynamic motor real-time
parameters; second, we need to assure the stability of the motor.
Reducing the voltage output to the motor reduces the motor core losses. However, excessive
reduction in the supplied voltage may cause the motor current to rise, which leads to potential motor
instability and an increase in other losses, such as motor copper loss. The algorithm monitors the
motor slip and motor current to ensure that the voltage is not reduced to an excessive level.
Another factor that may lead to motor instability is changes of the motor load. A slower change in the
motor load causes the motor slip and motor current to change and the algorithm will adjust the voltage
output based on these changes. An abrupt increase in the motor load is the most challenging for
motor stability. If the algorithm detects a rapid increase in the motor current or motor slip, it quickly
increases the output voltage to assure stability of the motor.
The algorithm uses a “master reset” procedure when it needs to rapidly change the motor into a stable
condition. When performing a master reset, the drive will quickly change its output voltage to the
linear V/Hz curve to maximize the stability of motor operation.
The proposed algorithm utilizes two key concepts that limit the operating region of the motor in order
to both optimize the energy usage and assure stability. The first concept is the hard boundary, which
defines the absolute limit of a specific motor real-time parameter. If a parameter exceeds its hard
boundary, the algorithm will apply a master reset procedure to avoid instability. Another concept is a
soft boundary zone, which defines a narrow range of a specific parameter within the corresponding
hard boundary. Once the algorithm detects that any parameter has reached the soft boundary zone, it
stops searching for a lower output voltage. It is not favorable to keep reducing the output voltage until
any parameter exceeds its hard boundary, because doing so will cause the system to enter the
master reset frequently. Empirical experimentation is sometimes necessary to find a good soft
boundary zone. If a too narrow soft boundary zone is selected, a small fluctuation of the parameter
may trigger a master reset. If the soft boundary zone is too wide, the algorithm may stop decreasing
the output voltage too early and result in an operating condition that is far from optimal. These two
concepts are illustrated in the following figure.
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Figure 2 – Hard Boundary and Soft Boundary Zone
In general, the operation of the algorithm can be summarized as follows. Initially the output voltage is
selected based on the linear V/Hz curve. The algorithm keeps reducing the output voltage in small
steps while monitoring a set of real-time parameters. If any parameter is measured to be in its soft
boundary zone, the algorithm stays at the current output voltage; if any parameter is beyond its predefined hard boundary, a master reset is triggered and the output voltage goes back to the linear
V/Hz curve.
It is worth emphasizing that monitoring of the parameters is not stopped when the algorithm keeps the
output at a constant output voltage after a parameter reaches its soft boundary zone. This mechanism
guards against changes in the operating condition that are potentially harmful for the motor stability,
most notably an abrupt increase in the motor load. This mechanism also enables the drive to further
reduce the output voltage if possible, for example, when the motor load decreases.
The flow chart in Figure 3 gives a brief description of the major steps the algorithm takes to achieve
both energy efficiency and stability.
We describe more detailed operations of the algorithm based on the flowchart as follows.
Initialization: during initialization the algorithm collects nameplate information from the motor. Such
information is typically entered by the user during commissioning of the VFD and stored into the nonvolatile (NV) memory in the VFD so that it is retained during power cycling. A set of predefined hard
boundaries, such as current, voltage, and power factor, are also defined at this stage. Based on each
hard boundary a soft boundary zone can also be defined. For example, the voltage soft boundary
zone may be defined as 100%~105% of the voltage hard boundary.
Applying linear V/Hz: this step is started when the user sets a reference frequency and commands the
motor to start. Based on the motor’s rated frequency, rated voltage and the reference frequency, a
trivial calculation is conducted to provide the initial voltage based on the linear V/Hz curve to the
motor with the commanded reference frequency.
Reference frequency monitoring: the algorithm also keeps monitoring the reference frequency during
its operation. No matter what the current voltage is, whenever a new reference frequency is
commanded by the user, the algorithm switches the output to the voltage based on the linear V/Hz
curve and the newly commanded reference frequency. This operation is designed to minimize the risk
of potential instability during change of the reference frequency.
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Figure 3 - Algorithm Flowchart
Motor real-time parameters monitoring: the algorithm keeps monitoring the real-time parameters of
the motor, such as current, voltage, speed and input power.
Transient detection: if the algorithm detects a significant transient in the monitored parameters due to
a change in the operating condition, it takes actions to minimize the risk of motor instability. For
example, if the motor current rapidly increases beyond a predefined threshold due to a sudden
change in the motor load, the algorithm triggers the master reset procedure to protect the motor from
entering an unstable state.
Hard boundary check: the algorithm checks the measured real-time parameters against all specified
hard boundary conditions. If any parameter exceeds its preconfigured hard boundary, the algorithm
also invokes the master reset procedure.
Soft boundary zone check: if no transient condition is detected and the real-time parameters are all
within their boundaries correspondingly, the algorithm checks whether any parameter has reached its
soft boundary zone. If there is at least one parameter in its corresponding soft boundary zone, the
algorithm stays at the current selected voltage value and will use it as the VFD output until the realtime parameters of the motor show that either this parameter moves out of the soft boundary zone,
the hard boundary is violated, or a transient condition is detected. If each real-time parameter is within
its hard boundary but has not reached its soft boundary zone, it means that the voltage output has not
reached an optimal level and the algorithm keeps reducing the voltage output gradually.
Some of the above steps may be conducted more frequently than others due to their urgent nature.
For example, the current transient has to be detected in a very short duration of time. Other steps may
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be conducted less frequently, because it takes longer to obtain stable measurements. Power and slip
are two examples, since it may take seconds before the readings stabilize after a change in the
voltage output. Therefore, motor current needs to be sampled with a shorter sampling period than
motor power and slip.

3 - Implementation of the Energy Optimizing Algorithm
In this section, we propose two implementations of the energy optimization algorithm described in the
previous section. One implementation utilizes an external motor monitoring and control device to
execute the algorithm and send the output voltage/frequency command over a communication link to
the VFD. The second implementation is to embed the algorithm in the VFD firmware.
3.1 Energy Optimizing Algorithm Implemented in an External Controller
In this implementation, we adopt an external controller that monitors the motor operation, executes
the algorithm and sends the voltage and frequency command to the VFD.
The external motor controller needs to have current and voltage measurement capabilities to measure
or derive the motor real-time parameters and a communication link to the VFD through which to send
it the voltage and frequency command. It also has a user interface for the user to input the reference
frequency and send the start/stop commands.
The following figure is a block diagram showing the architecture of this implementation. The external
controller takes the three phase voltage and current measurements of the motor and derives other
motor real-time parameters, such as input power. The motor speed can also be derived from the
motor nameplate information, voltage measurement, reference frequency and the derived input
power. Such information is fed into the energy optimizing algorithm and the output of the algorithm, a
voltage/frequency command is sent to the VFD through fieldbus communication (Modbus,
PROFIBUS, etc.). The VFD feeds the command into the drive control unit, and the drive control unit
controls the drive power block unit to generate PWM output accordingly to the motor following the
V/Hz command.

Drive
User
Interface

Drive
Control
Unit

User Interface

Fieldbus
V/Hz
Command

Controller
Communication

Measurement
Drive
Communication

Controller

Drive
Power
Block
Unit

AC
Power
Supply

Energy
Optimizing
Algorithm

M
Current/Voltage
Measurement

Motor

Fan/Pump Load

Variable Frequency Drive

Figure 4 - Algorithm Implemented in an External Controller
The algorithm needs the motor nameplate information to function properly. The user may input such
information through the controller user interface. It may also be obtained from the VFD through
fieldbus communication, since such information is typically entered and stored into the VFD NV
memory during commissioning of the drive.
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3.2 Energy Optimizing Algorithm Implemented in VFD Firmware
The implementation presented in the previous section does not require VFD firmware programming.
However, it does require the VFD to expose its V/Hz control parameters through fieldbus
communication. It also costs more because of the additional hardware. It also adds delay in the
control path due to the fieldbus communication.
A more cost-effective implementation is proposed in this section. In this implementation, we
embedded the algorithm in the VFD firmware. The firmware module utilizes the measurements
provided by the VFD itself to derive the motor real-time parameters and directly commands the drive
control unit to adjust the V/Hz operating point of the motor.
The following block diagram shows the architecture of this implementation. In this implementation, the
current measurement is provided by current sensing in the VFD itself. The VFD also provides
measured or calculated values for the motor voltage, input power and speed. The VFD firmware
module takes these values as input, executes the algorithm, and sends the algorithm output, a
voltage value, to the drive control unit, which in turn commands the drive power block unit to generate
the PWM output accordingly.

Drive
User
Interface

Energy
Optimizing
Algorithm

Drive
Control
Unit

Drive
Power
Block
Unit

AC
Power
Supply

M
Motor

Fan/Pump Load

Variable Frequency Drive

Figure 5 - Algorithm Implemented as a VFD Firmware Module
This implementation does not require any extra hardware, so the added cost is minimal. The internal
control path has less delay than the fieldbus communication between the VFD and the external
controller. Therefore, this is more favorable than the implementation using an external controller.

4 - Algorithm Evaluation
In this section, we first show test results that verify the stability of the algorithm by abruptly changing
the reference frequency or motor load. This section also shows the performance advantage of the
proposed algorithm in energy savings compared with other V/Hz control methods.
4.1 – Stability Tests
The most challenging scenarios for maintaining the stability of V/Hz energy optimizing algorithms are
abrupt increases of reference frequency or the motor load. If an algorithm does not increase the
output voltage to the motor promptly enough as a response to such changes, the motor may become
unstable, especially after the algorithm reduces the voltage to a minimal level that is capable of
handling the load before the change in the reference frequency or the load.
In the following tests, we use an external controller implementation to control a 30HP three phase
induction motor. One of the reasons that this implementation is chosen for the stability tests is that it is
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more challenging to achieve stability than the VFD firmware implementation due to the extra delay in
the communication between the external controller and the VFD.
The following figure shows a set of motor real-time parameters monitored from the VFD, when the
reference frequency was increased from 46Hz to 56Hz in 2Hz steps. The second curve from bottom
shows the change in the voltage. It can be seen from the figure that when there is an abrupt change
in the reference frequency, the algorithm invokes the master reset process to assure stability and the
voltage is increased rapidly to the value on the linear V/Hz curve. The voltage then starts to decrease
in small steps until it reaches a stable value. The stable value of the voltage also increases when the
reference frequency increase. It can also be seen from the figure that the fluctuation in the current
(the bottom curve) is small (within 2 Amperes). We also conducted other frequency change tests (+/1Hz, +/-2Hz, +/-6Hz, +/-15Hz and +/-15Hz), and in all these tests none of the instability conditions,
including over current trip, motor stall or overload, happens.

Figure 6 - Motor Parameters with Reference Frequency Change in 2Hz Steps for Stability Test
We also tested the stability of the algorithm under abrupt changes in motor loads. We use a
regenerative drive with torque control to emulate the load change in the motor. The following figure
shows changes in the motor run-time parameters when abrupt load changes happen. The motor load
changes from a very low value to a high value abruptly and then back to the very low value abruptly.
This can be seen from the change in the current (the bottom curve), from 5A to 20A, and back to 5A
again. Each time when there is an abrupt change in the motor load, the algorithm invokes a master
reset procedure to assure stability and the voltage (the second curve from bottom) is set to the linear
V/Hz value. The algorithm then reduces the voltage in small steps until it reaches a soft boundary
zone. This figure also shows that for a lighter load, the stable voltage value is lower than that for a
heavier load. This test is conducted when the reference frequency is 40Hz. We also conducted motor
load change tests under other frequencies (from 30Hz to 55Hz in steps of 5Hz), and in all these tests
none of the instability conditions, including over current trip, motor stall or overload, happens.
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Figure 7 - Motor Parameters with Abrupt Load Changes for Stability Test
Based on the above two sets of stability tests, we have verified that the mechanisms proposed in the
algorithm design to protect the motor against abrupt changes in the reference frequency or motor load
work effectively to assure the motor stability.
4.2 – Energy Saving Tests
This section includes multiple tests conducted on various types of motor loads at different locations to
verify the energy savings of the proposed algorithm.
4.2.1 Lab Testing with Resistive Load
The first set of testing was conducted in a lab environment based on the external controller
implementation of the algorithm. A 50HP motor is used to drive a generator which powers resistor
banks. The resistor values are selected to emulate typical fan or pump loads. At 60Hz, the output
power level of the motor is selected at 37.5HP. At any other reference frequency, the output power
was adjusted based on the frequency value and the affinity laws. We measure the input power to the
drive using a three phase power meter, compare it with the power value when the linear V/Hz mode is
used, and calculate a percentage value of power savings for each frequency we test. For comparison
we also calculate the power savings in percentages achieved by square V/Hz mode and flux
optimization mode over the linear V/Hz modes. The following figure shows the results.
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Energy Savings Over Linear V/Hz Mode Under Various Frequencies
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Figure 8 - Energy Saving Results - Resistive Load Lab Testing
From the figure we can see that the energy optimizing algorithm achieves higher percentages of
energy savings compared with existing static and dynamic V/Hz control algorithms. The percentage of
saving is more significant at lower reference frequencies.
4.2.2 Testing on a Pump at a Waste Water Treatment Plant
We also tested the algorithm implemented in a VFD as a firmware module on a motor-driven
centrifugal pump at a waste water treatment plant. Both the motor and the VFD are rated at 50Hz.
The VFD input power is taken for both linear V/Hz mode and the energy optimizing algorithm for
25Hz, 30Hz, 35Hz, 40Hz, 45Hz, and 50Hz. The percentages of savings are calculated and plotted in
the following figure.
Energy Savings of the Energy Optimizing Algorithm Over Linear V/Hz Mode
Under Various Frequencies (Pump Testing)
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Figure 9 - Energy Saving Results - Testing on Pump at Waste Water Treatment Plant
From the above figure we can see that the testing results match those shown in Figure 8 very well,
and verify the energy saving capabilities of the energy optimizing algorithm.
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4.2.2 Testing on a Fan at a Third Party Lab
A certified third party was requested to conduct similar tests on an HVAC VFD with the energy
optimizing algorithm implemented as a firmware module, as well as other vendors’ HVAC drives. The
VFD is used to power a motor, which in turn drives a Size 24 ½ blower. The motor size, 20HP, is
suggested by the blower manufacturer. Input power values of the drive are taken between 30Hz and
55Hz for various V/Hz control modes. The following figure shows the energy saving percentages
compared with the input power of the linear V/Hz mode. Also included in the comparison are the
results for a different vendor’s flux optimization mode and a dynamic V/Hz control mode from another
vendor.
Energy Savings for Various Dynamic V/Hz Modes
(Compared with Linear Mode)
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Figure 10 - Energy Savings for Fan Testing
The testing results presented in the above figure show that the energy optimizing algorithm
outperforms both the flux optimization mode from a different vendor and a dynamic V/Hz control mode
from another vendor.

5 – Conclusion
The design and implementations of an energy optimization algorithm based on dynamic V/Hz control
for VFDs are presented in this paper. Experimental results from various types of testing show that the
algorithm is capable of both assuring motor stability and achieving superior energy savings compared
with other static or dynamic V/Hz control methods.
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Abstract
Adjustable speed drives are often used to supply mechanical loads with repetitive torque and speed
profiles. To assess and to reduce the energy consumption of such loads, the efficiency of the drive
and motor for different torque and speed values needs to be known. Currently no such information is
provided by motor or drive manufacturers.
This paper discusses a test procedure to determine the overall efficiency of a motor and drive
combination based on iso efficiency maps. The measurement system and effort to obtain accurate iso
efficiency maps is presented and compared with new evolutions in standardization, such as the new
to come IEC 60034-2-3. To illustrate the use of the method, the impact of flux optimization of
induction motors is discussed and the results are compared with iso efficiency maps of permanent
magnet machines.
Finally, the iso efficiency maps are used to assess the energy consumption of repetitive load profiles.
Combined with economic parameters, such as the number of operation hours and increased
investment costs, it supports the decision process within the framework of an effective motor
management strategy. By means of a case study the effectiveness of the proposed methodology is
presented in this paper.

Introduction
Electric motor systems in industry are responsible for approximately 60% of the total electric
consumption [1]-[3]. To stimulate the efficiency of these systems, the IEC 60034-30 standard was
approved in 2008 [5]. This standard defines efficiency classes IE1, IE2 and IE3 for direct on line
(DOL) induction motors up to 375 kW. A growing number of these machines are however speed
controlled. The use of permanent magnet motors tends to be the next step to higher efficiencies to
reach IE4 and maybe IE5 efficiency classes. Most of these machines also need to be operated by
means of a power electronic converter of variable speed drive (VSD).
The potential energy savings when using high efficiency electric motors and proper use of VSDs was
estimated at 181 TWhe in Europe in 2000 [3]. To stimulate the introduction of drive systems with
increased efficiency, internationally approved standards or testing protocols for motors with VSDs are
not available at present. Some initiatives however have been set up to support the standardization
process for VSDs [6].
A VSD can operate the motor in a wide operating range. Unlike with DOL motors, efficiency values
are required for each operating point of the system. To represent the efficiency, the concept of iso
efficiency contours or efficiency maps is used (Fig. 1). Iso efficiency contours are frequently used in
combustion motor technology and drive train design of electric vehicles [8][7][9]. The generation of
these contours bases on a set of efficiency measurement points spread over the operating region of
the motor drive combination. The determination of the required number of measurement points to
generate accurate contours is essential to limit the measurement effort. In [6] it was discussed that the
number of measurement points could be limited to two zones as only VSD applications with constant
torque or square torque were considered. However, in many applications the VSD operates the motor
in the entire torque speed range.
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Measurement Campaign outline
Measurement setup

The scope of the measurement campaign is to determine the efficiency of speed controlled induction
motors and permanent magnet synchronous motors in a power range from 0.75 kW up to 15 kW and
speed range from zero up to 3000 rpm. This paper reports on the results for motors with a rated
speed of 1500 rpm. Each VSD and motor combination is tested up to 200% of the rated speed and, if
possible, up to 150% of rated torque.
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Fig. 1 Analytical iso efficiency contour for a 4 kW, 400V, 1500 rpm induction motor .
The aim is to conduct steady state measurements, ie. constant speed and constant load torque . The
loading of the motor is realized by means of an induction machine with VSD in field oriented torque
control mode and speed feedback (Error! Reference source not found.). The design of the
measurement setup guarantees reproducible measurement results and high accuracy. The direct
method is used to determine the overall efficiency of the motor and drive combination. Indirect
efficiency measurement methods as specified in IEEE and IEC efficiency standards [10],[11] cannot
be used here. The direct method requires accurate measurement of the mechanical output power and
the electric input power. The output power is measured by means of a torque and speed sensor. Due
to the wide spread in power range two mechanical setups were realized. The first one is used for
motors up to 4 kW, the second one for motors up to 15 kW. Each setup is equipped with a dedicated
torque sensor with an accuracy of 0.2%. The electric power and the output of the torque and speed
sensors are measured with a Yokogawa WT 1600 power analyzer. This allows for perfect
synchronization of the input and output power measurements and reliable efficiency calculation. The
electric connections of the power analyzer also allow the measurement of the electric power at the
output of the variable speed drive. As a result, the VSD efficiency and the motor efficiency can be
determined separately.
In order to guarantee reproducibility, a measurement protocol has been setup. Before starting the
actual efficiency measurements, the motor is loaded at rated value until it reaches a stable operation
temperature. During the measurements at different torques and speeds, a temperature window of 5°C
is allowed. Finally, also the supply voltage quality is monitored.
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Fig. 2: Measurement setup for the assessment of iso efficiency maps by means of the direct
method.

Accuracy and number of measurement points
The determination of the minimum number of measurement points required to obtain an accurate iso
efficiency contour for a VSD and motor combination is essential. A high number of points results in an
expensive, time consuming measurement campaign. If the number of measurements is too low, the
accuracy to determine the overall efficiency for a given load profile may be too low.
The analytical iso efficiency contour for an induction motor shows a high concentration of iso
efficiency lines near the speed and torque axes. The region of the rated torque and speed of the
motor is characterized by a lower gradient. From this observation a higher concentration of
measurement points nearby the axes seems obvious.
A first measurement was setup with a high number of measurement points to serve as a reference
measurement. The efficiency was determined for 40 torque values and 40 speed values equally
spread, resulting in a 40×40 efficiency matrix. A linear interpolation algorithm is used to draw the iso
efficiency lines in the torque-speed plane from the measurement points. The algorithm is implemented
in Matlab. Error! Reference source not found. illustrates the process. The measured values form a
rectangle. Line C(i) is a line of constant efficiency and is interpolated by using the surrounding
measurement points. Efficiency lines with an interval of 1% are drawn. Next, starting from the 40×40
efficiency matrix the number of measurement points was decreased gradually to find the optimum
number of points required. The tolerated error between the curves from the reference measurement
set (40×40) and the reduced measurement was set at ±0.5%. From this analysis it was found that 16
torque values and 19 speed values need to be considered reducing the number of measurement
points from 1600 down to 304. As can be seen from Error! Reference source not found., the
measurement points are not evenly distributed over the entire operating area of the drive system. A
higher concentration is required in the regions near zero torque and zero speed. Error! Reference
source not found. also illustrates the absolute measurement error in the different regions of the
operating range.
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Fig. 3: Graphical interpretation of the interpolation algorithm to find the location of the line of
constant efficiency C(i).
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Fig. 4: Distribution of the measurement points and indication of the absolute errors of the
measurement setup for a 4 kW, 1500 rpm IM and torque sensor 50 Nm, 0.2%.

Measurement Results

In this section, the proposed testing procedure is applied to a range of induction and permanent
magnet motors in order to make a graphical efficiency assessment based on the efficiency maps. The
maps for three 11 kW, 400V, 1500 rpm induction motors (IM) with efficiency classes IE1, IE2 and IE3
controlled with the same drive are presented in Fig. 5 to 7. They represent the total (motor + inverter)
efficiencies of the VSD-system. The values for maximum efficiency are 86%, 87% and 88% for
respectively the IE1, IE2 and IE3 system. These maximum efficiencies do not occur at rated speed
and torque. The area of maximum efficiency is located in the field weakening region of the induction
machine, at lower torque than rated. The efficiency differences •• are also given in table I for a limited
number of operating points. When comparing the IE3 efficiency VSD system to the standard efficiency
IE1, it is observed that a 2% efficiency improvement is available in a wide operating area. For high
torque values at both low and high speed, even a larger improvement is noticed. However, for very
low torques and speed ranges, the efficiency of the IE3 motor is lower compared to the IE1 motor
(Table I). The 11kW permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) efficiency map shown in Fig. 8
has differently shaped contour compared to the IM map. This shape is typical for permanent magnet
motors, with the area of high efficiency stretching out to very low speed and torque values. The
PMSM offers a considerable efficiency advantage in all operating points compared to a premium
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efficiency IM, but the advantage is highly speed and torque dependent.

Fig. 5. Efficiency map of a IE1, 11 kW, 400V, 1500 rpm IM + drive.

Fig. 6. Efficiency map of a IE2, 11 kW, 400V, 1500 rpm IM + drive.

Fig. 7. Efficiency map of a IE3, 11 kW, 400V, 1500 rpm IM + drive.
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Fig. 8. Efficiency map of a 11 kW, 400V, 1500 rpm PMSM + drive.
.

TABLE I : Efficiency values of a 11 kw, 1500 rpm, IE1 IM + drive and efficiency improvements
•• compared to IE1 of a IE2 and IE3 IM and a 11 kW PMSM + drive
T

n

torque

speed

[%]

•
IE1
[%]

••
IE2
[%]

••
IE3
[%]

••
PM
[%]

[%]
10

20

38

+1

-2

+31

10

50

52

+3

+2

+25

10

100

62

+1

+4

+17

50

20

65

+2

+2

+15

50

50

79

+1

+1

+11

50

100

85

+1

+2

+7

100

20

63

+3

+5

+8

100

50

79

+3

+4

+7

100

100

85

+1

+3

+4

A similar assessment can be made for a 4kW IM range and a 18 Nm, 3000 rpm PMSM; the results
are summarized in Table II. Note that in this case only the motor efficiency is considered, excluding
the drive efficiency. Fig. 9 shows the efficiency improvement map for the PMSM motor versus the IE2
IM. In accordance to general machine theory, the motor efficiency of the PMSM is better compared to
the IM. An improvement of at least 4.5% is observed, mainly due to the unity power factor (no
magnetizing current) operation ability of the permanent magnet motor. An even larger benefit is
observed for operating points with very low or high speed and torque as can be seen in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9: Efficiency improvement map of a PMSM (3000rpm, 18Nm) versus IE2 IM (4 kW, 400V,
1500 rpm).
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Flux optimization
When an IM is operated at lower torque than rated, the magnetization level (flux) can be reduced.
This is commonly available as a parameter setting in commercial drives, known as flux optimization.
The flux level is lowered resulting in a reduction of the magnetizing current in the stator which yields
less Joule losses and lower iron losses. For different operating points the motor efficiency
improvement for a 4kW IE2 IM with and without flux optimization and the PMSM referred to the
efficiency of an IE1 induction motor are given in Table II.
When the results of the PMSM are compared with the IE2 IM with flux optimization, similar efficiency
values are measured. The disadvantage of flux optimization is the relatively slow reaction of the flux
control. For applications requiring high torque dynamics, flux optimization is not an option because the
flux cannot be controlled fast enough. If however the torque requirements can be predicted (as for
repetitive loads profiles), programming of the flux level in the IM can be regarded as an effective
technique to further optimize the efficiency of an IM.

TABLE II : Motor efficiency values of a 4 kW, 1500 rpm, IE1 IM and efficiency improvements ••
compared to IE1 of a IE2 (with(out) flux optimization) and a permanent magnet machine (3000
rpm, 18 Nm)
T
[%]

n
[%]

•
IE1
[%]

••
IE2
[%]

••
IE2
Flux

••
PM
[%]

[%]
5

14

18

+3

+25

+28

5

50

33

+7

+17

+19

5

100
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+18

+12

52

14

53

+4

+6

+18

52
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+3

+3

+10

52

100
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+2

+2

+7
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+11

+18

105
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+5

+6

+11
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100
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+4

+3

+8

Evaluating additional losses of converter-fed motors

Fig. 10 gives the results for a converter-fed IE1 4 kW, 400V, 1500 rpm IM. The solid line gives the
efficiency for DOL operation. The red dot indicates the efficiency at rated speed and torque as
specified in IEC 60034-30. The efficiency is at its maximum at about 60 to 70% of the rated torque.
The dotted line gives the overall efficiency of the IM + VSD combination. The maximum efficiency is
reduced by a 2.5%. At rated load, the efficiency is reduced by 3%. The dashed line finally gives the IM
efficiency when fed by the VSD. At rated torque the efficiency compared to the DOL operation is
reduced by only 1%. It is also observed that at partial load the motor efficiency when fed by the VSD
equals the efficiency of the DOL operation. Careful analysis of the voltage and current waveforms
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shows that the VSD applies lower magnetization values for the IM resulting in a reduction of the
losses compared to DOL.

Fig. 10 Efficiency values for an IE1 4 kW, 400V, 1500 rpm induction motor for direct on line
operation (DOL) and inverter operation (overall efficiency and motor efficiency).

International standardization
As adjustable speed drives become more important, IEC efficiency standards are evolving towards
testing methods for determining losses and efficiency of converter-fed motors. The IEC 60034-2-3draft provides testing methods to determine the additional losses of converted-fed motors compared
to operation on sinusoidal supply. A so-called “reference convertor” is defined to compare different
motors in convertor-fed operation. The ‘summation of losses test method’ describes a no-load test at
fundamental frequency supply and at converter supply. The additional losses are the difference of the
measured losses of both tests. These losses are then added to the fundamental motor losses with a
sinusoidal power supply to obtain the efficiency under frequency converter operation independent of
the loading of the motor drive combination [12].
Several results of the measuring campaign described in this paper tend to question the reliability of
this method as they show that the additional losses due to converter-fed operation vary largely in
partial load. In some cases even an improvement of the motor efficiency has been measured in
converter-fed operation. In fig. 11, measurement results are shown for an IE3 11 kW, 1500 rpm
induction motor for direct on line operation and inverter operation. The impact of the drive control
algorithm at partial load clearly improves the motor efficiency compared to direct on line operation..
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Fig. 11 Efficiency values for an IE3 11 kW, 1500 rpm induction motor for direct on line
operation (DOL) and inverter operation (overall efficiency and motor efficiency).

Economical assessment

In this section, iso efficiency maps are used to make an exact technical and economical assessment
of a motor-drive combination with a given load profile (fig. 12). A load profile is made by combining the
torque-time profile and speed-time profile to a speed-torque profile. Time information is lost at this
point and has to be considered later on for the energy consumption calculations.

Figure 12 : Example of discrete load-profile used to evaluate different motor-drive
combinations
The load profile of a machine is now projected on the iso efficiency map (fig.13). For each operating
point i, the efficiency •, the shaft power Ti.•i and the electrical power Peleci of the system is
determined. To find the total energy consumption Eelec of the repetitive load profile, the time
information •ti of the torque and speed profiles is required. Finally the total energy consumed by the
application is found (1). The use of iso efficiency maps of different motor-drive combinations can give
useful information to find the best motor-drive combination for the application.
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(1)
The method of predicting efficiency of load profiles is validated by measuring the real energy
consumption of a given application. This is accomplished by imposing the load profile onto the motordrive combination on the test bench. In the calculations the impact of acceleration and deceleration
are neglected as the acceleration times are small in respect to the period of the repetitive load profile
(discrete load profile). In required, corrections can be applied to incorporate the impact of
acceleration. The difference between the measured energy consumption and the calculated energy
consumption is 0,1%. This proves the reliability of the method to predict energy consumption for
discrete load profiles by means of iso-efficiency contours.

+ time
information

Efficiency load profile : 76%

Figure 13 : Given load profile projected on iso efficiency map 4kW IM, IE2, 4p determining
overall efficiency by calculating energy consumed in every operating point

Table III gives the example of an economical assessment for the discrete load profile of fig. 12 with
different motor-drive combinations. The IE1-alternative is used as reference. The payback time is
calculated for different alternatives in the range of 0,75kW to 11kW. The payback time is calculated
for different annual operation times of the application using the discounted payback method. This
method takes into account the increase of energy cost.
A few conclusions can be made here for the considered load profile. High efficiency alternatives IE2,
IE3 IMs only have acceptable payback times at high operating hours. The use of flux optimization at
the IE2 4kW IM (4kW IE2 FO) decreases the payback times by 25-30%. The first PM alternative
shows a payback time which in most cases is unacceptable (>10years) because of the high
investment costs (480% and 516%). Recently however, PM alternatives are available on the market
at lower prices. The main objective of these PM machines is to deliver a high efficiency rather than
high dynamics. The absence of (high-end) speed feedback is one of the main reasons of these lower
prices. Adapting the investment cost of these PM alternatives to 200% in comparison to the IE1alternatives gives for the 4kW range an even better payback than the IE2 alternative. This proves that
PM-machines can be considered as economical alternative for the IM machine.
TABLE III : Evaluation of given load profile for a range of converter-fed motor alternatives with
the IE1 IM as reference.
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Average
efficiency [%]

Price excl.
VAT [%]

PB [year]
(2000u)

PB [year]
(4000u)

PB [year]
(6000u)

PB [year]
(8000u)

0.75 kW IE1

59.9

100

Reference

0.75 kW IE2

65.0 (•5.1)

150

16.4

6.7

4.2

3.1

0.75 kW PM

68.4 (•8.5)

480

+20

+20

+20

14.6

0.75 kW PM

68.4 (•8.5)

200

+20

8.8

5.4

3.9

Average
efficiency [%]

Price excl.
VAT [%]

PB [year]
(2000u)

PB [year]
(4000u)

PB [year]
(6000u)

PB [year]
(8000u)

4 kW IE1

72.9

100

Reference

4 kW IE2

76.0 (•3.1)

150

10.2

4.5

2.9

2.1

77.0 (•4.1)

150

7.4

3.4

2.2

1.6

4 kW PM

80.2 (•7.3)

516

+20

+20

13.8

9.4

4 kW PM

80.2 (•7.3)

200

8.9

4.0

2.6

1.9

Average
efficiency [%]

Price excl.
VAT [%]

PB [year]
(2000u)

PB [year]
(4000u)

PB [year]
(6000u)

PB [year]
(8000u)

11 kW IE1

79.6

100

Reference

11 kW IE2

81.2 (•1.6)

123

13.6

5.8

3.7

2.7

11 kW IE3

81.6 (•2.0)

142

10.2

4.5

2.9

2.1

4 kW
FO

IE2

Conclusion
This paper presents results of a measurement campaign to identify the efficiency of variable speed
drives for induction motors (IM) and permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSM). Iso
efficiency contours are presented as a necessary tool to visualize the efficiency of the drive system in
its entire operating region. The number of measurement points required to obtain a reliable iso
efficiency contour with an accuracy of 1% is discussed. Contours for induction motors of efficiency
classes IE1, IE2 and IE3 in a power range from 0.75kW up to 15 kW are presented. Optimum
efficiency is typically reached in the field weakening region. The IM efficiency is compared to the
efficiency of a PMSM. The PMSM has far better efficiency values due to the permanent magnet
excitation. If however the VSD for the IM applies a flux optimization algorithm, similar efficiencies as
with PMSM can be reached.
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Additional motor losses due to converter-fed operation are evaluated using the results of the
measurement campaign. A critical assessment of the IEC 60034-2-3 draft with these results has been
done.
Finally, iso efficiency maps are used to asses different motor-drive combinations with a given machine
load profile. The reliability for the method has been proven to be less than 0,1% for a load profile with
discrete operating points. The method also proves the need for further evolution in the international
efficiency standards when considering converter-fed motors. The need for the standardization of a
(simplified) iso efficiency map to better assess the efficiency of a converter-fed motor in the entire
operating area should be considered.
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Abstract
This paper presents the experimental evaluation of the energy optimization functions in VFDs and
their potential impact for different industrial applications. The main aim of the study is to
experimentally measure the drive efficiency performance and then estimate the effect of energy
optimization functions on annual energy consumption when the drive is used in industrial applications.
The four industrial drives are selected as test candidates for evaluating the effects of their “energy
optimization” function for different industrial applications. The efficiency of each drive is measured in a
laboratory setup driving an induction motor for different combinations of operating speeds and loads.
The results from efficiency measurements are then used to evaluate the economic impact of the
energy efficiency function available in these drives. Based on the efficiency test results, the four
drives are assumed to be applied into three different typical applications including pump, ventilation
fan and escalator application and the reduction in annual energy consumption by using energy
optimization (EO) functions is calculated.

Introduction
Most of the variable frequency drives (VFD) employ either simple control methods like voltagefrequency (V/F) control or sophisticated control methods like field oriented control (FOC) or direct
torque control (DTC) to meet the high performance requirements of the industrial loads. But these
control methods might not be optimal from an efficiency point of view if the motor flux is always kept to
nominal values in order to get good torque performance. If high torque dynamics is not a requirement,
like in simple HVAC, fan and pump applications, potential energy savings can be achieved by
reducing the flux level in the motor, especially when the motor is not operating at nominal loads. In
order to increase the induction motor-drive system efficiency in light load condition, many energy
optimization control methods have been proposed in the literature [1]-[5]. Based on these optimization
methods, many VFD manufacturers have introduced new products with energy optimization (EO)
function in recent years, which can operate the induction motor at optimal efficiency. All these energy
optimization control methods focus on improving motor-drive system efficiency especially in light load
condition. So it is very interesting to evaluate the performance of these functions incorporated in
different VFDs. The main objective of this study is to measure efficiency performance of different
drives incorporating EO functions and then analyze the effect of EO function on the annual energy
consumption in different industrial applications. Four VFDs from different manufacturers are selected
for this study and all of them are tested with the same induction motor under similar load conditionsoperating speed and load torque. The motor, drive and total system efficiency are measured for each
of these operating points as described in the direct method of efficiency measurement recommended
by IEC 60034-2-1:2007 standard. The efficiency measurements for each drive are carried out twice
with and without activating EO optimization control. In this way, the efficiency improvement by using
energy optimization control is evaluated for each drive. These measurement results are then used as
input for evaluating the energy savings for different applications.

Overview Energy optimization control
The motor drive system is optimized for optimal performance at nominal operating conditions, but
when motor operates in light load condition, both motor and inverter efficiency can degrade
significantly. The reason for this efficiency reduction in light load conditions is an over-excitation of the
motor which is not really necessary at partial load conditions. Also the motors and drives are
optimized for performance at nominal operating condition during the design stage. In recent years, a
lot of research has been put into energy optimization control, many new methods have been
developed but almost all of them attempt to apply the right flux level which will optimize the total
losses in the motor either by searching for minimum loss [1] or using a loss model [2]. A new
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developing direction is to apply stochastic methods, including generic algorithm, fuzzy logic control
and particle swarm optimizations [4].
The basic principal of search control (SC) is to keep the motor power output constant (speed and
torque are both kept constant), then, by controlling some variables such as flux reference, current or
stator voltage, the input power is minimized. According to this principal, this method is based on
physical measurement, so it needs extra hardware to realize the input power measurement. Extra
hardware increases the cost and reduces the reliability of the drive system. One advantage of search
control is that it doesn't depend on the motor parameters which are sensitive to operating conditions.
Loss model control (LMC) is based on the loss model of the motor and directly calculates the
optimal operating references which will minimize the motor power loss. Thus there is no search
process involved, making this method fast. The only disadvantage is that the method is sensitive to
motor parameters and the performance may deteriorate under motor parameter variations from
changes in the operating conditions. The control accuracy also depends on the motor equivalent
circuit; accurate equivalent circuit will lead to accurate control, but also will increase the complexity of
calculation [6].
Hybrid control combines the accuracy of the search control together with the fast dynamics of the
loss model control [3]. The basic principal of this method is to use LMC control to get a suboptimal
reference first, and then to use search control to get a more accurate final optimal value. In this way,
fast execution speed can be guaranteed, at the same time execution accuracy is also very high [6].
Since it is not a primary purpose of this paper to analyze and compare these methods, the readers
are requested to refer to [6], which gives a very good review of different methods for loss minimization
methods.

Efficiency characterization of test drives
A market study of different industrial drives from various manufacturers is carried out to search for
high efficiency drives that incorporate EO functions. Table 1 summarizes the different EO functions
found in different industrial drives available in industry. Only four drives have been selected for this
study; out of which three drives have “EO” functions. The fourth drive does not have an EO function
but it is recommended by the manufacturer for high efficiency applications like HVAC applications. For
confidentiality reasons, the manufacturer details are not disclosed in this paper and the drives are
named as A, B, C and D respectively.
Table 1 Energy Optimization functions in industrial LV Drives
Energy Optimization Function
Energy Optimising Control
Energy Saving Control
Optimal Excitation Control
Auto Energy Optimising
Variable Torque Control
Next Generation Energy Saving Control
Optimal Flux Control
Energy Control Optimization
Optimum minimum power control
Experimental platform
Figure 1 detail the measurement setup used for drive benchmarking. The 22 kW series drives from
different manufacturers are selected for testing together with a 4 pole, 20kW induction motor. Another
induction motor, supplied through a torque controlled drive, is used to apply mechanical load on the
test motor. The experimental tests stand is as shown in Figure 1. The whole experimental platform
includes: test drives (A, B, C, and D), test induction motor, load drive, load machine, two WT3000
power analyzers, torque transducer, current and temperature transducers, Agilent temperature logger.
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One WT3000 power analyzer is connected to the input terminal of test drive; it is used for measuring
the input power to the drive. Another power analyzer is connected to the output terminal of the test
drive; this is used for measuring the input power of the motor. Test machine and load machine are
coaxially coupled with a torque transducer which is used to measure mechanical shaft torque and
speed. Various temperature sensors are put inside the machines, the sensor signals are sent back to
Agilent data logger equipment. All main data from all equipments is logged in the computer which also
controls and commands the load and tests motor drives with different references.

Figure 1. Experimental test setup with different control and data acquisition equipments
Test procedure and results presentation
For each drive system, the test procedure is the same. The motor is applied with a constant torque
from load motor and speed of the test machine is changed in steps of 250 rpm. In this way, the
temperature variation in the motor windings is minimized, reducing the settling time of temperatures
inside motor for each measurement.
The complete test is explained as below:
1. First the load torque applied through load machine is increased in 10% intervals from 10% to
100% of the nominal value.
2. At each load level, operating speed reference to the test motor is changed from 500 rpm to
2000 rpm in the interval of 250 rpm. The different parameters from instrumentation setup are
monitored and stored continuously.
3. After the measurements with the reference speed of 2000 rpm has been taken, the load
torque is increased by 10 % and the speed step sequence is repeated from minimum to
maximum speed as explained in step 2.
Each drive will be tested twice (excluding Drive D) – without EO and with EO. Every time the applied
load of the motor is changed, the motor will be kept running for 1 hour and half, then the motor
temperature is allowed to reach to a stable condition in this way, test is continued with next reference
point. Efficiency test results are presented on torque-speed plane as constant efficiency contours
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Efficiency contours for Different Drives
The motor, drive and overall system efficiency at different operating conditions are recorded so as to
obtain a complete efficiency matrix over the entire speed torque range but only the overall-system
efficiency figures are presented in this paper, since this is the main input for the further analysis
presented in the next section.
System efficiency with different drives
Instead of presenting the actual recorded efficiency figures, a better way of presentation is followed in
this paper as shown in Figure 2, where the efficiency contours are formed on the speed-torque plane
from the recorded efficiency data. This mode of presentation, although it does not show the exact
recorded efficiencies, shows the efficiency levels at different operating regions, this gives a clearer
picture when two different drives are compared to each other.

Figure 2. Contour plot of drive A system efficiency without EO

Figure 3. Contour plot of drive A system efficiency with EO
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Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the efficiency contour plane for drive A with and without EO function
respectively. The drive system efficiency contour planes are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 for drive
B (with and without EO respectively), in Figure 6 and Figure 7 for drive C (with EO and without EO
respectively), and in Figure 8 for drive D (Drive D does not have EO function, hence only one
experimental test is performed).

Figure 4. Contour plot of drive B system efficiency without EO
The efficiency contour planes give a good overview of the system efficiency over the speed- torque
plane along with the possible improvement with EO function. The missing “Blue” contour planes in
Figure 3 as compared with Figure 2 are a clear indication that the “Energy Optimization” function has
a positive effect on the drive performance.

Figure 5. Contour plot of drive B system efficiency with EO
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Figure 6. Contour plot of drive C system efficiency without EO

Figure 7. Contour plot of drive C system efficiency with EO
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Figure 8. Contour plot of drive D system efficiency
Two main observations can be made from this result: firstly large improvement is observed at light
load conditions and efficiency improvement is also higher at lower speeds as compared to near
nominal speed for the same torque loading. Secondly, the efficiency improvement at higher loads
(near nominal loads) is hardly observable; the EO function is thus only effective at light (partial) load
conditions.

Energy saving in industrial applications
The ultimate aim of the present study is to compare the effect of EO function in four different drives on
annual energy consumed in different industrial applications. Three most common examples with
different load characteristics and loading patterns are considered in this section: Pumping, Fan and
escalator application. In each application, the four drive systems are assumed to operate with the
same load cycle for one year, and then their yearly energy consumptions, energy cost and CO2
reduction with the use of EO function is compared.
Pumping application
The pump load cycle assumed here is a typical application where the pump is operated at nominal
power for only small portion of operating time; the assumed load cycle is – pump operates for a whole
year- total operation time is 8760 hours, 15.6 kW for 1000 hours, 10 kW for 6000 hours and 4kW for
rest of the time. Figure 9 shows the assumed pumping characteristics. Based on the efficiency
contours from previous section, different drives will operate the pump system with different efficiency;
this is shown in Figure 10 for both with and without EO functions. The total energy requirement of the
drive is calculated as
Energy requirement =

∑

n

T .Px

(1)

x =1 x

where Px represent the different loads,

Tx represent

the operating time at these loads. In this

application case, the pump energy requirement is
= 1000*15,6kW + 6000*10kW + 1760*4kW
= 82640 kWh
Naturally for the same output power requirements, the power input to the drive-system is different for
different drives as it depends on the respective efficiencies of the different drives. A general formula is
used to calculate the total energy requirement by each drives which is given below:

∑

n
x =1

Tx .Px
ηx

(2)

Where η x represent the measured efficiency values at respective load condition.
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Figure 9. Pumping load characteristics
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Figure 10. Drive system efficiency curves in pumping application case
The actual energy consumption of each pump system is calculated and the results are presented in
Table 2, which shows energy consumptions of four pump systems, including required energy
according to the load cycle, actual energy consumed without EO, actual energy consumed with EO,
energy saved for each drive with the use of EO function, CO2 reduction and additional annual saving
with EO function. The average rate of CO2 emission is assumed to be 0.51 kg/kWh while electricity
price in Sweden is assumed to be 1.3 SEK/kWh.
Table 2: Energy consumption of four pump systems
Drive A

Drive B

Drive C

Drive D

Pump energy requirement (kWh)

82640

82640

82640

82640

Energy consumed without EO (kWh)

97115

97618

96999

98218

Energy consumed with EO(kWh)

95393

95359

95156

Energy saved by EO (kWh)

1722

2259

1843

CO2 reduction (Kg)

878

1152

940

Annual saving (SEK)

2239

2937

2396
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Ventilation application
In the second application, drives are assumed to be used for the same ventilation system. The yearly
load cycle of this ventilation system is shown in Table 3.
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Figure 11. Motor speed-torque curve
Table 3 Ventilation system load cycle
Load, (kW)
Annual operating Hours

2.4
263

4.2
1051

7.0
3504

10.6
3329

15
263

20
350

For this ventilation system, the motor's speed-torque curve is shown in Figure 11. Based on the
efficiency contours from the previous section, the efficiency curves of the four different drives in this
application are shown in Figure 12. Based on the load cycle given in Table 3, the annual energy
requirement by the ventilation fan is calculated according to (1) and the actual energy requirement by
different drives is calculated based on(2) and the results are presented in Table 4.
Ventilation application- drive system efficiency
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Figure 12. The drive system efficiency curves in ventilation application case
Table 4 Energy consumption of four ventilation systems
Drive A

Drive B

Drive C

Drive D

Output Energy (kWh)

74162

74162

74162

74162

Energy consumed without EO (kWh)

86678

86290

86330

86698

Energy consumed with EO (kWh)

85980

85221

85147

Saved Energy by EO (kWh)
CO2 reduced (Kg)
Annual saving (SEK)

698
356
907

1069
545,2
1390

1183
603
1538
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Escalator application
The third case is an escalator application, where the speed of escalator is constant whereas the load
is varying depending upon the load cycle. It is assumed that elevator operates 12 hours a day; the
load cycle of this application in one year is shown in Table 5.
Table 5 Escalator system load cycle
Load, kW
Annual
operating Hrs

9

10.86

12

15.43

16.57

17.14

18.86

730

365

365

365

365

365

1825

In order to simplify the calculation, it is assumed that elevator system is a constant speed system,
acceleration and deceleration are neglected during the operation of the elevator and the motor always
operates at the nominal speed. Based on the efficiency contours from previous section, the elevator
system efficiency curves of four different drives in this application are shown in Figure 13 for with and
without EO function respectively. Similar calculation as in the previous application case is performed
for the present application case and results are summarized in Table 6

Conclusion
By comparing the efficiency results of the three drives- A, B and C which have EO functions, it is clear
that EO function can improve the system efficiency to a larger extent when the motor operates at light
loads, but when the motor operates around the nominal operating point, EO function almost has no
effect and in some cases even reduces the efficiency. As it is apparent that the energy saving using
EO function is possible only when the motor operates with light loads, the EO function is not useful for
practical applications where the motor always operates around the nominal operating point. Three
application cases are considered to compare the energy savings based on the performances of these
four drives.
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Figure 13. The drive system efficiency curves in escalator application
Table 6. Energy consumption of four elevator systems
Drive A

Drive B

Drive C

Drive D

Output Energy (kWh)

67270

67270

67270

67270

Energy consumed without EO (kWh)

75999

75999

76243

75999

Energy consumed with EO (kWh)

75859

76157

76157

Energy saved by EO (kWh)

140

-157

86

CO2 reduced (Kg)

71.4

-80.07

43,86

Money saved (SEK)

182

-206

112
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The first application is a typical pump application where the motor normally operates around half of
the nominal load, so EO function should have a good effect on energy saving. According to the
results, EO function of each drive reduces the energy consumption required by the pump for the
assumed load profile. Figure 14 show that the energy saved by drive C is not the largest when the EO
function is used. Still the overall energy consumption by drive C with EO is the lowest among all
drives, which can be seen in Figure 15. Thus irrespective of which drives lowers the losses with the
use of EO function, drive C is economically the best among the four drives for this application.

Figure 14. Energy saved by EO function per year
In the ventilation application, the motor operates at partial loads at most of time according to the load
cycle. So in this application, EO function can also apparently improve the efficiency performance.
Drive C also in this case has the largest energy savings than the other drives when EO function is
used which is shown in Figure 14 and also consumes the lowest energy among all drive systems; see
Figure 15. This is in contrast to the observation made in pump application.

Figure 15. Energy consumption per year with EO
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In escalator application, the motor operates around the nominal operating point for most of the time,
so EO function will not give any significant improvement in efficiency as shown in Figure 14. In fact,
drive B consumes more energy with EO function. The additional benefits are not seen at all in this
application case.
Thus the selection of high efficiency drives based on energy optimization functions is very much
application dependent. Large energy saving is only possible in applications where the drives operate
at partial load conditions like pump and fan applications. The additional investments on the high
efficiency drives are not justified in constant load applications. Although there are many VFDs in
market with EO features, only four have been studied, it will be interesting to analyze other VFDs also
with more specific application examples.
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Abstract
In general, parallel-connected centrifugal pumps can be controlled using either ON-OFF, throttling or
speed control methods. The use of ON-OFF method is usually applicable to systems having a tank or
a reservoir and thus no need for accurate control of the flow rate. In situations, where more precise
flow adjustment is necessary, the most energy efficient solution is often the speed control method
using e.g. variable-speed-drives (VSDs). In the simplest case, speed control for parallel-connected
pumps adjusts the rotational speed of only one pump at the time, for example according to desired
total flow/pressure rate. Although this kind of solution can improve the pumping efficiency compared
to throttling control, there is no guarantee that the parallel pumps are not driven in near shut-off head
or at situations where cavitation or other harmful operation with higher risk of reduced pump service
life can occur.
Compared to traditional speed control, where speed of only one pump is controlled at once, better
energy efficiency is possible if all parallel-connected pumps are speed regulated. In addition to saved
energy, using speed control in multiple parallel pumps gives a chance to avoid situations where
parallel pumps are operating in shut-off or in a region, where pump service life may be affected by the
flow recirculation, high flow cavitation and shaft deflection.
Installing variable speed drives to parallel-connected pumping systems can be a major step towards
energy-savings from pumping processes. However, energy efficient control with lower risk of
mechanical failure in parallel pumping requires that non-traditional possibilities to execute speed
control are evaluated. In this paper, the possible drawbacks of traditional speed control of parallelconnected pumps are discussed and alternative solutions using simultaneous speed control of
parallel pumps are studied.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The increased number of variable speed drives in pumping applications has generated the potential to
improve the energy efficiency in pumping processes. The energy saving benefits of using rotational
speed control using variable speed drives (VSDs) has been widely recognized and utilized in various
pumping facilities [1],[2],[3]. Implementing rotational speed control of a single centrifugal pump can be
a simple procedure, but controlling multiple parallel-connected pumps is often a more complex case.
Installing VSDs to parallel pumping systems means that different options to execute rotational speed
control of the parallel-connected pumps are possible. The improved energy efficiency of rotational
speed control compared with throttling has been widely studied [4],[5],[6]. So far, less effort has been
put to optimize the rotational speed control of parallel pumping. The differences in energy efficiency
between different control schemes for parallel pumps have been recognized [7], [8], but so far it
seems that the trend still is to execute the speed control in the simplest way, without estimating if
feasible energy savings are available. It is also important to take into account that there are risks in
speed control of pumps, e.g. if the pumps are operating near shut-off or area with cavitation risk.
These situations are harmful in both pumping efficiency and pump reliability point of view [9].
Choosing the most suitable controlling scheme can improve both reliability and the overall energy
efficiency of the parallel pumping process.
In this paper, the rotational speed control of parallel-connected pumps is being studied. The aim of
this study was to demonstrate that choosing suitable rotational speed control scheme for parallelconnected pumps can reduce the risk of harmful operation that can increase the probability of
mechanical failure in pump. This study also aimed to show that implementing the introduced rotational
speed control scheme can be justified in terms of energy efficiency.

2 PARALLEL-CONNECTED CENTRIFUGAL-PUMPING SYSTEMS
Connecting centrifugal pumps in parallel allows a wider range of flow rates than would be possible
with a single pump. In other words, parallel connection of centrifugal pumps increases the ability to
meet flow rate variability of a pumping system [10]. Parallel-connected pumps are commonly used in
municipal water supply and wastewater pumping applications, in process applications having a
variable flow demand, and in the condensate and feed-water pumping systems found in power plants
[10] [11]. An example of two parallel-connected centrifugal pumps installed in a pumping system is
given in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Two parallel-connected centrifugal pumps in a pumping system.
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This illustrated open system consists of two parallel pumps, inlet and outlet tanks and piping, in which
the static head of the pumps Hst is the elevation difference of tank water surfaces. The operation of
parallel-connected pumps is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2.

Parallel operation of pumps 1 and 2 (points A and B) and the resulting operating point
location C with the total flow rate Q1+Q2

The parallel pump curve is the sum flow rate of individual pump curves. The individual operating point
locations (A and B) of pumps 1 and 2 can be determined with the flow rates Q1 and Q2. In this case,
the parallel-connected pumping system provides the sum of flow rates Q1 and Q2 of pumps 1 and 2
respectively with a common amount of head. The operating point location of this parallel-connected
pumping system (marked C in Figure 2) is the intersection point of system curve and parallel
operation curve [10]. Different sized pumps, as in this illustrated case, can operate parallel only below
the shut-off head of the smaller pump (H02)

2.1 Evaluating the energy efficiency of parallel pumps
Since the delivered flow rate is often the control variable in parallel pumping, a justified way to
evaluate the energy efficiency of pumping is the specific energy, which describes the energy used in
relation to pumped volume [4]. Specific energy is given by:

Es =
where

Es
Pin
t
V

Pin ⋅ t Pin
=
,
V
Q

(1)

3

specific energy [kWh/m ]
input power to pump drives [kW]
time [h]
pumped volume [m3].

An example of specific energy consumption in speed regulated parallel pumping is illustrated in figure
3. The figure plots the specific energy consumption of two parallel-connected pumps in on-off control
and rotational speed control Es curves for single pump and two parallel-connected pumps.
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Figure 3. An example of specific energy consumption rates in a parallel pumping case of two pumps.
The example (Figure 3) shows a case, where using speed control of pumps can be seen as more
energy efficient alternative, since the specific energy use is lower in most flow rates compared with
on-off control method. The benefits of the rotational speed control depend on pumping system
characteristics; the performance of the pumps, motors and drives as well as the system conditions.
2.2 Different control schemes for parallel pumps
Parallel-connected centrifugal pumps can be controlled, for example, with ON-OFF, throttle, or speed
control methods. The use of the ON-OFF method is usually justified for applications having a tank or a
reservoir and no need for accurate control of the flow rate. Correspondingly, the throttle control
method can be used to regulate the flow rate produced by the pump, but because of its poor energy
efficiency, it is rarely justified. Speed control, on the other hand, can allow the flow rate control with a
lower energy use compared with the throttling method. Examples of using different control methods in
parallel pumping systems are illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4.

Different control methods for parallel-connected pumps. The Qref shows the direction of
increasing flow demand. Scheme A illustrates the use of ON-OFF control; more flow is
acquired only by starting and stopping pumps. Scheme B illustrates the throttling
control, in which the flow rate can be set using throttling valves. Schemes C and D are
examples of options for rotational speed control.
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As can be seen from Figure 4, the on-off control (scheme A) can’t enable accurate flow regulation,
since the flow rate is adjusted by starting and stopping parallel pumps. In general, the throttling
control (scheme B) differs from on-off solution only because the flow rate can be set more accurately
using control valves.
Speed control, however, can allow the flow rate control with a lower energy use compared with the
throttling method [4]. The basic version of speed control for parallel-connected pumps, the traditional
rotational speed control method, is based on the adjustment of the rotational speed of only a single
pump at a time (scheme C in Figure 4). At low flow rates, only the primary pump is used, and the
secondary pump is started when the Pump 1 reaches its nominal speed and still more flow rate is
required [8]. In scheme D the rotational speed of the primary pump is not increased to nominal flow,
but instead, secondary pump is started and the speed of Pump 1 is balanced to meet similar flow
circumstances with Pump 2 [12].

3 RISKS OF TRADITIONAL SPEED CONTROL
Several studies suggest that centrifugal pumps should be driven close to their best efficiency point
(BEP) [9][13]. Based on [14], at BEP, the hydraulic, mechanical, and thermal losses of the pump
attain their minimum values. If pumps are driven outside their recommended operating region, their
service life may be seriously affected by the flow recirculation, high flow cavitation, and shaft
deflection. However, running pumps on reduced rotational speed instead of nominal value can widen
the reliable pump operating range [15]. These observations suggest that running pumps near BEPcurve, which can be approximated for different pump speeds using affinity rules, is beneficial for pump
service life.
In parallel pumping, the most hazardous events can be operating at near shut off or in an area with
cavitation risk, both of which also affect not only pump wear but also the energy efficiency of pumping
[16]. Extra care has to be taken especially when different sized parallel pumps are operated using
traditional speed control [17]. Figure 5 illustrates these avoidable areas in pump QH curve, where
operating close to shut off or exposed to cavitation are possible [13][14].

Figure 5.

Traditional speed regulated parallel pumping can increase the risk of individual
pumps operating inside potentially damaging operating ranges.

The figure also plots a flat system curve, which can be presumed in parallel pumping systems. The
figure illustrates the operation of individual pumps in a speed regulated parallel pumping system on
rotational speeds n1, n2 and n3. The BEP-curve determined using affinity laws can also be seen in the
figure. When the object of individual pump is to increase the flow by only a small amount; speed (n1)
may be used which can cause the operation point P1 to be located near shut off. This can expose the
pump to e.g. reduced bearing and seal life and very often to poor energy efficiency. Better operating
conditions can be expected at point P2, where the location of the operating point is also closer to BEPcurve. If the system is dimensioned so that high pumping efficiency is reached when all parallel
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pumps are running at nominal speed, using only a single pump at nominal speed can again cause
cavitation and a higher risk of mechanical failure at point P3 [14].
A more practical example of a preferable option compared with the traditional speed control can be
demonstrated, if the operation of two identical raw water pumps is observed in a system with a 15 m
static head. In this example, the system curve is chosen so that both pumps (Ahlström P-X80X-1) will
have a high pumping efficiency when they are operated at the nominal speed [8]. The adjustment of
the process to a lower flow rate using either the traditional rotational speed control or reducing the
rotational speeds of both pumps is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6.

Speed-regulated parallel pumping using the traditional rotational speed control (graph
A) and when both pumps are running at a reduced speed (graph B). Adjusting the flow
rate by using traditional speed control delivers the desired flow rate (Q1+ 2), but the
operation points are located far from the BEP curve. Adjusting the flow rate by reducing
the speed of both pumps results in the same flow rate, and the operation points can be
located in a region of better energy efficiency and mechanical reliability.

Graph A in Figure 6 plots the QH curves of the parallel pumps: the first pump operating at the nominal
740 rpm speed and the second pump at a 540 rpm speed, the system curve, and the combined
parallel pump curve. Graph B shows the QH curves when both pumps are operating at the same
reduced speed (605 rpm) delivering the same total flow Q1+ 2. In the traditional speed control, it is
quite common that parallel pumps are not operating (points B and C) near the pump BEP curve,
which in this figure represents the justified operating region at different pump speeds rather than just
the location of the best pump efficiency [9][14]. If the same flow rate is delivered using a decreased
rotational speed for both pumps, the operation points of the pumps (point D) are closer to the BEP
curve, which in this case suggests a higher energy efficiency and mechanical reliability.

4 ENERGY SAVING POSSIBILITIES
The energy saving benefits of using multiple simultaneously speed controlled parallel pumps
compared with traditional rotational speed control can be studied by evaluating the specific energy
use of observed control schemes.
Figure 7 plots the operation of three similar parallel-connected pumps in QH axes. The figure shows
the nominal QH performance curve of a single pump and operation curves when either two or three
pumps are operated in parallel. The system curve is also illustrated, and it can be seen that if three
parallel pumps are running at nominal speed, the operation point of each pump would be at BEP.
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Figure 7. QH curves of three parallel pumps and a system curve.
The points A and B show the operation point location if the desired flow rate is delivered; using only
one parallel pump at nominal rotational speed (point A) or using two parallel pumps at nominal speed
(point B). In point C all parallel pumps are operating at nominal speed and system delivers the
maximum flow rate. An example of the specific energy use of the illustrated system in traditional
speed control is shown in Figure 8. In this study, the traditional speed control means that the speed of
only one pump is controlled at a time. The specific energy use includes, besides pump power, also
the estimated energy use of the motors and VSDs of the pump drive trains.

Figure 8. The specific energy consumption in traditional rotational speed control in parallel pumping.
At point A (Figure 8), the first pump has reached its nominal speed. To generate more flow, the
second parallel pump is started, which increases the specific energy to a higher level. After reaching a
rotational speed that overcomes the required head, more flow is delivered as the rotating speed of the
second parallel pump is increased. Usually after this, if pumps are dimensioned as shown in Figure 7,
the specific energy of pumping starts to decrease slightly, but starts to increase again as the second
pump is nearing its nominal speed at point B. Starting another parallel pump at point B again
increases the specific energy to a new level. At point C all three parallel pumps are operating at
nominal speed.
If the rotational speed of multiple parallel pumps is being controlled at the same time, the specific
energy use of the system is different as illustrated in Figure 9. The figure shows the same specific
energy curves as in traditional rotating speed control scheme and also alternative curves if the speed
of two or three parallel pumps is being controlled simultaneously.
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Figure 9.

Specific energy use of parallel pump control schemes where two or three pumps are
controlled simultaneously.

Two parallel pumps, having the same rotational speed will end up with the specific energy use
illustrated in Figure 9. As can be seen, running two pumps instead of one will result a higher specific
energy use at low flow rates. However, when the speed of the pumps is further increased, using two
pumps with lowered rotational speed becomes more energy efficient than delivering the same flow
using only one speed regulated pump. In this case, using two parallel pumps with simultaneous speed
control is clearly advantageous compared with traditional speed control just after point A, where the
first pump is running at nominal speed but the second pump is operating at lower speed.
Correspondingly, at higher flow rates, using three parallel pumps at the same lowered rotational
speed results in lower specific energy consumption compared with traditional speed control that uses
two parallel pumps at nominal speed and a third pump with reduced speed to deliver the same flow
rate. The energy savings are achieved after point B. At point C all pumps are running at the same,
nominal speed, which results in equal specific energy consumption using both traditional speed
control and multiple rotational speed control of parallel pumps.
The main point of this example is that it is not always justified to increase the speed of the first pump
to nominal at low flow rates. Instead, secondary pumps should be added to process, and both pumps
should be operated at lowered rotational speed to deliver the same flow. As can be seen from Figure
9, the specific energy curves of alternative control schemes cross at point X, which in this case
determines the flow rate (Qx) after which two simultaneously speed controlled parallel pumps should
be operated.

5 HOW TO TAKE SHUT-OFF OR CAVITATION INTO ACCOUNT WHEN OPERATING
PUMPS WITH VSDS
Figure 9 showed that energy savings can be achieved compared with traditional speed control if
additional parallel pumps are started and operated at lowered speed to deliver the same flow as using
less pumps. The point, when to start using more parallel pumps can be determined with specific
energy curves, as illustrated in the previous section. On the other hand, running parallel pumps in a
situation where one or several pumps are running at a higher speed, there can be a risk that pumps
are operating in an undesirable region that can accelerate pump wear, as explained in section 3.
To prevent unwanted operation, the rotational speed of the parallel pumps should be balanced after
new pumps are added to the system. Balancing the rotational speed up towards higher speed shifts
the additional pump’s operation point to an area with lower risk of shut-off. Consequently, balancing
the speed of already ongoing pump(s) to lesser speed can reduce the risk of harmful events at the
right hand side (high flow region) of the QH-curve. After speed balancing, all ongoing pumps can be
controlled simultaneously to higher speed if more flow is required. An example of this procedure is
illustrated in Figure 10.
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Figure 10.

Using rotational speed balancing of parallel pumps to avoid unwanted pump operation
area. Pump 2 should be started when there is a risk that Pump 1 is entering an
undesirable operating region. After Pump 2 has started to deliver flow at point B2, the
speed of both pumps can be balanced to meet the same head at points C1 and C2.

To ensure that rotational speed controlled parallel pumps do not operate in undesirable operation
regions, the speed of the pumps can be balanced as illustrated in Figure 10. The speed of the primary
pump (Pump1) is not increased further if there is risk of entering avoidable region (A1). Thus, the
speed is kept stable at n1. Consequently, the secondary pump (Pump 2) is started (A2), and when
Pump 2 starts to deliver flow at speed n2 at point B2, the speeds of both are balanced to meet the
same head level. This procedure causes the operating point of Pump 1 to shift from A1 to C1 and the
operation point of Pump 2 from B2 to C2. Adding pumps and performing the balancing procedure on
the right moment can also result a lowered specific energy compared with traditional speed control,
where the rotational speed of individual pumps are increased to nominal before adding more parallel
pumps to the process.
The preferred point when to use several speed regulated parallel pumps instead of only one pump
can be determined if the individual operating point of each parallel-connected pump is being
observed. VSDs can be utilized to pump monitoring as well as control [18] and flow metering using
e.g. pressure sensors and pump characteristics can be used for control purposes. In that case, the
undesirable operating regions, such as areas near shut-off or increased cavitation risk should be
selected based on pump characteristics. This data could be implemented to VSD-control procedure
and based on flow metering information, parallel pumps could operated with lesser risk of shut-off and
cavitation in addition to reduced energy consumption.

6 CONCLUSION
Installing variable speed drives to parallel pumping system enables the use of rotational speed control
to adjust the pumping process flow rate with better energy efficiency compared with many other
control methods. The rotational speed control of parallel pumps can be seen most beneficial if the
control scheme is fitted for parallel pumping and existing system characteristics. This can be done
using rotational speed balancing of ongoing parallel pumps and adding and cutting parallel pumps at
the right moment. It is possible to determine the justified point by calculating the specific energy use
of different pump control alternatives but also by defining the unwanted operating regions of each
parallel pump, where there is a risk of reduced service life and poor energy efficiency.
Improving the speed control of parallel pumps does not necessary mean investments in new process
components; more advantageous operation can be achieved in any parallel pumping systems where
pumps are already equipped with VSDs. Utilizing the VSDs for process monitoring can open the
possibility to perform justified control schemes with very little initial data. This can reduce the pressure
to select alternative control schemes to execute speed control of parallel pumps instead of the
traditional way, which can be simple but far from optimal. The result of improving the speed control of
parallel pumps can be energy efficient operation of pumping process with lower risk of mechanical
failure in pumps.
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The Inseparable Twins of Pump Systems:
Energy Efficiency and Reliability
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Abstract
This paper highlights the importance of energy efficiency in pump systems, emphasizing the link
between energy efficiency and reliability. Using data derived from several international studies it
illustrates how costs associated with operating pumping systems can be reduced, not only by
improving energy efficiency but also through concomitant lower maintenance costs and improved
reliability.
Assessing the energy efficiency of pumps has hitherto been the preserve of experienced specialists,
but a simple method has been developed that allows plant operators to assess and monitor the
energy efficiency of pumps within their plants. Although there are several tools already available that
assess the efficiency of pumps, this methodology is different in that it is targeted at assessing the
effect of wear of internal pump components on energy efficiency, but without the need to remove and
disassemble the pump being evaluated. In concept, it is very similar to a condition monitoring
program, and the two can be integrated to provide a total picture of the health of a pump. Together
these programs will predict when it is economically viable to rebuild a pump to restore energy
efficiency, as well as when mechanical maintenance will be necessary. Data captured can be
analyzed and recorded in different ways, ranging from a simple spread sheet though the use of a
hand held data recorder to on line monitoring.
The paper summarizes the results of an application of this program to pumping systems within an
SKF factory. This uses three separate pumping systems to accomplish the same task at many
machines within the factory. Also described are some of the problems encountered in applying the
monitoring program, with emphasis on those that are likely to be experienced by others when
applying the methodology to pumps within their own factories.

Benefits Arising From Better Energy Efficiency in Pump Systems
Estimates of Potential for Energy Use Reduction in Pump Systems
Several studies have shown that improvements in the energy efficiency of pump systems would
provide significant reductions in electrical energy use. In the USA, the potential reduction in electrical
energy use through better energy efficiency of pump systems in industrial plants was estimated to
range from 15 to 38 billion KWh per annum with a midrange estimate of 28.7 billion KWh per annum,
equivalent to a saving of 20.1% of electrical energy consumed by industrial pump systems1. This
estimate did not include improvements such as replacing motors in pump systems with high efficiency
motors, or installing higher efficiency pumps. Separate estimates for replacing motors in pump
systems was not available, but the mid range estimate was for a reduction of 24.6 billion KWh per
annum by replacing standard efficiency motors with high efficiency motors in all industrial motor driven
systems, equivalent to a reduction in power use of 4.3%, when motor rewind improvements were
included. This shows that benefits from system analysis can be substantially more than improving the
efficiency of individual components in a pump system, and the estimate in this report was that about
two thirds of total benefits would be realized by system improvements.

2

A different approach was adopted in an EU study , which estimated that total electrical energy use by
pumps in the EU was about 160 billion kWh per annum. This study looked at the potential
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improvement in the energy efficiency of pump systems through the purchase of more efficient pumps,
and concluded an improvement of about 3% was feasible. In the EU this would provide a reduction in
energy use (when all pumps had been replaced by high efficiency equivalents) of about 4.8 billion
kWh per annum.

Thus these two studies found very different energy savings potential in pump systems - in percentage
terms of the total electrical energy used by pump systems it was 20.1% in the US study vs 3% in the
EU study. Although the scope and terms of reference of the two studies were different, this difference
equates to a massive difference in terms of billions of kWh per annum. A key difference is that the EU
study did not include potential savings from system improvements. It is important that this be
recognized as there appears to be less emphasis within the EU than in the USA on system
improvements – it is noticeable that software developed to examine pump system improvements has
been developed in the USA (PSAT3 and PSIM4 software) with no equivalent tools developed in
Europe. These tools are very useful when evaluating energy saving opportunities within individual
pump systems.

With regard to energy savings, it appears that both studies have somewhat underestimated the
potential for energy savings in pump systems. Neither study included the savings made possible by
the replacement of standard efficiency motors with high efficiency motors, and the US study did not
include savings made possible by choosing high efficiency pumps, whereas the EU study did not
include savings made possible through system changes, so to provide an estimate of the total
possible savings in pump systems these can be combined, using mid range estimates where
appropriate.

From the US study, system improvements and speed controls would reduce electrical energy use by
20.1% and motor upgrades a further 4.3% (including the contribution from better rewind practices).
From the EU study, selecting more efficient pumps could provide another 3% - so combining these
the total energy saving potential in existing pump systems is about 27.4%. In the USA this would
equate to mid range saving estimate of 39.1 billion kWh per annum in industrial plants, and in the EU
43.8 billion kWh per annum. As these studies are both somewhat dated their estimates for energy
use in pump systems is probably low, and the estimate for savings from the use of high efficiency
motors probably a little high. A more recent study5 estimates that pumps use 19% of global energy
used in electric motor driven systems, equivalent to 1330 billion kWh per annum. Saving 27.4% of
this would provide a reduction of 364 billion kWh per annum. With any of these study results it is clear
that there is enormous potential for a reduction in energy use in pump systems. Potential benefits are
very significant, both in terms of reducing the need for new power generation plants and in the
reduction of associated emissions of carbon dioxide. Given this potential, it is surprising that energy
efficiency does not attract the same level of government support as, for example, renewable energy.

Benefits from improving the energy efficiency of pump systems are not limited to lower energy costs,
but include lower maintenance costs as well as better reliability. There has not been a
comprehensive study that estimates the total cost benefit arising from improving pump system energy
efficiency, so estimates of the cost impact of these benefits must be made from a variety of sources.

Reductions in Maintenance Costs
There have been several studies that show that pump life and maintenance costs are strongly linked
to the operating point of the pump, relative to its Best Efficiency Point (BEP).
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This relationship between reliability and energy efficiency has been demonstrated by field experience,
using techniques common in reliability engineering. A classic form of this relationship was developed
in the late 90s, illustrated in Figure 1, showing the relationship between the Mean Time Between
Failure (MTBF) and flow6. At BEP, reliability (expected life) is a maximum, but falls rapidly as flow
moves away from BEP, either up or down the pump curve. At BEP, energy efficiency is optimized,
and as flow moves away from BEP, energy efficiency falls. Some of the hydraulic issues encountered
at flows away from BEP are also given along the pump curve.

Figure 1 Relationship Between Flow and Mean Time Before Failure (MTBF)6

This is a complex relationship and it varies according to the type of pump, but in general the
association is similar to that shown in Figure 1. The reliability curve is an example of a Weibull
probability distribution, and it is skewed, in that MTBF falls more sharply at flows greater than BEP
than flows lower than BEP flow.

Another way to relate reliability to flow rate and hence to energy efficiency is through the use of
“Reliability Factors”, a concept developed from field experience, guidelines and laboratory tests.
Factors include flow rate, pump speed, suction energy and NPSH margin ratio7. Reliability factors are
non-dimensional numbers used to provide a relative index ranging from 0 – 1 of one attribute as
compared to the ideal for that given attribute. A rating of 1.0 indicates this is the best selection
possible in terms of that attribute. Similarly, a rating of 0 suggests that this would not be a good
selection, but does not indicate zero reliability.

Reliability Factor as a function of flow rate (a percentage of BEP flow) is given in
Figure 2
, showing a maximum reliability factor at
BEP. There is a slight difference between field data and lab data in that field data indicates a
maximum at a flow rate slightly below BEP flow.
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Field data was based on 48 split case pumps in two process plants. It has been shown that reliability
factors vary with pump type and capacity, but in general the shape remains similar to that illustrated in
Figure 2.

Reliability Factors vs Flow
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Whichever concept is used - Reliability Factors or Weibull distribution – the relationship is clear.
Reliability is at a maximum at or close to BEP, and by definition, this is where energy efficiency is
highest, so reliability and energy efficiency are inextricably linked. An inefficient pump system is an
unreliable pump system.
Estimates of average maintenance costs for pumps can be developed using the details from Figure 1
– for example, at BEP flow, the expected pump MTBF, • (Eta) is 1.0, that is, it is a maximum. If it is
assumed that all other aspects of the pump installation are good, that it provided with the correct
lubrication at required intervals, etc a typical life would be about 35,000 hours. A further assumption
would be the average cost of repairs, which of course depends on the pump, but using $4,500 as an
average the impact of operating this pump away from its BEP can be estimated, and these details are
given in Table 1, with the cost per year plotted against flow in Figure 3.

Table 1

Impact of Operating Pump at Specified Flow on Maintenance Costs

% BEP

70

80

90

100

105

110

115

Eta

0.1

0.53

0.92

1

0.92

0.53

0.1

Life, hours

3500

18550

32200

35,000

32200

18550

3500
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Rebuilds/yr

2.50

0.47

0.27

0.25

0.27

0.47

2.50

$ cost/yr

11,263

2,125

1,224

1,126

1,224

2,125

11,263

Although these costs are for a theoretical pump results clearly show the impact on maintenance costs
of operating a pump away from its BEP. This varies according to the type of pump, as the higher the
specification of the pump, the less this impact will be – but it will still apply.

Figure 3

Impact off Pump Operating Point on Annual Maintenance Costs
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Although this is a theoretical curve, it shows clearly the advantage to be gained from operating a
pump – any centrifugal pump, operating at its nominal speed – at or very close to its best efficiency
point. Energy efficiency and reliability cannot be separated.

As well as maintenance costs, a further cost is the cost of failure, as this probably results in
unscheduled downtime - with the associated high costs of emergency repairs. This is very difficult to
quantify, and will vary according to industry and situation. Nevertheless, these costs can be very
high. In many cases they are difficult to quantify as losses can be notional, arising from unplanned
non productive downtime. During a one year survey by International Paper in some of their mills, it
was found that in these mills they had 101 pump reliability incidents, costing a total of $5 million in
direct costs. Although the value of each of these varied, the average cost per breakdown was almost
$50,0008. International Paper did not relate failure with off BEP operation but this was likely to have
been a factor in at least some of the failures experienced. Their experience reveals that the cost of
unscheduled downtime can be higher than the energy penalty from operating a pump inefficiently, or
higher than additional maintenance costs incurred due to operating a pump away from its best
efficiency. Yet this benefit is often ignored. Associated with the high failure cost is the loss of
productivity. As specific energy use is strongly related to production volume in may process industries
indirect costs can be high – energy costs per unit can increase sharply with reduced production.
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Pump System Analysis
Pump System Complexity
Reductions in cost through better energy efficiency are easy to understand, but more difficult to
achieve in practice. These benefits can come from several basic sources, including
•

ensuring a pump operates close to its Best Efficiency Point (BEP),

•

ensuring that internal wetted parts of pumps are not worn, or friction losses increased by
scaling in piping or fittings,

•

eliminating wasteful system practices such as recirculation or excessive head losses at
valves,

•

replacement of energy inefficient motors with high efficiency motors,

•

replacement of low efficiency pumps with high efficiency pumps.

As an example, consider a pump system that includes a partially closed discharge valve – either
manual or automatic. If the valve never opens completely, the head loss across the valve when flow
is at a maximum is wasted energy. This becomes destructive energy – sooner or later it will damage
the valve. Even if the pump was operating close to its best efficiency point the system has an
avoidable energy loss. If the pump is operating away from its BEP (most common situation) there is
an efficiency loss in the pump. Additionally, if the pump has worn wetted parts, a further inefficiency is
introduced. In this theoretical case, efficiency gains may be possible by changing the system so that
the pump operates closer to its BEP; eliminating or minimizing the head loss across the valve;
renewing worn wetted parts (for example, a wear ring); by replacing the pump; by replacing the motor;
or any combination of these. However, if the pump is rebuilt to an “as new” condition, with no other
system changes, improvements in energy efficiency can be lower than anticipated. The pump will be
more efficient, but the system efficiency will have changed. Because the pump curve has changed,
the system curve will respond, in that the valve will close to maintain a set flow (a flow controlled
situation) or it will open to maintain a set pressure (pressure control). Although pump efficiency will
have increased, the gains made by this would be offset by increased head loss at the valve in the flow
control situation, whereas in the pressure controlled situation, system efficiency will have improved
due to an increase in flow as well as an increase in pump efficiency. However, if the system is
changed so that the head loss across the control valve is eliminated (by using a variable speed drive)
or minimized (by trimming the pump impeller) the full benefit of the improvement in pump efficiency
can be realized. A further improvement can be achieved if the pump was operating away from its
BEP though changes to bring the pump close to its BEP. More efficiency savings may be possible,
for instance, if the pump has low efficiency it may not be worth rebuilding and a better option would be
to fit a new, higher efficiency pump to operate close to its BEP, with a high efficiency motor.

This example is to show the complexity of pump system analysis. Rarely there is a simple answer in
the search for the best system efficiency. Options need to be weighed against benefits and different
companies will have different evaluation methods – simple pay back, Internal Rate of Return (IRR) or
Net Present Value (NPV). When performing these evaluations to assess the payback of proposed
changes, it is essential to take account of all electrical losses, from the incoming power supply to the
point of use. Estimating potential energy savings is complex, but even more complex is the
estimation of the reduction in maintenance costs or failure costs avoided by improving the energy
efficiency of the system. This tends to result in an underestimate of benefits with the result that
changes are not made to systems that if all the information were available would meet payback
criteria. This is one area where government support could make a real difference.
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Traditional Pump System Analysis
Partly because the analysis is so complex, many facilities do not possess the in house expertise for
detailed pump system analysis. Consequently, a frequent approach to pump system analysis is to
use pump suppliers or specialist consultants. In order to do this well it is essential that external
resources are integrated with in house expertise that can specify what a specific pump system must
be able to deliver as this should be the first step in any analysis. By taking appropriate
measurements, specialists are then able to estimate the efficiency of the system and recommend
where improvements can be made. Software tools can be used as part of this analysis and two are
available as free downloads – Pumping System Assessment Tool (PSAT) and Pump System
Improvement Modeling Tool (PSIM). There are regular training courses, primarily in the USA, to
provide a thorough introduction to the use of PSAT, and details of these are available on line9.
After the analysis of a number of pump systems, efficiency improvement recommendations are made
to the plant operators who will choose which of these will be implemented, usually prioritized
according to calculated payback. Sometimes the specialists oversee these changes and ideally
evaluate the pump system in which changes have been made, to verify that projected savings are
made. If the analysis has been successful, more systems can be selected for similar analysis. After
the project is completed, the specialists disengage, and the plant operator continues to operate all of
the pump systems. Over time, even the systems that have been modified can be altered, so that
efficiency is reduced. Pumps and fittings degrade with time, so that efficiency is lost - it is unlikely that
these efficiency losses will be detected until pump specialists are again engaged to examine the
efficiency of a number of selected pump systems.

A Maintenance Approach to Pump Energy Efficiency
Normally, reliability is considered to be the absence of unplanned downtime, with little attention given
to energy efficiency. Yet the two are very strongly linked – wasted energy often becomes destructive
energy and it is this that helps to cause unplanned downtime. Effects of wasted energy can be
monitored by programs such as condition monitoring. In pumps, one manifestation of wasted energy
is increased axial and rotational loads, possibly leading to premature seal or bearing failure. Although
condition monitoring is likely to pick up impending failures this type of program will not discern that the
root cause of failure was because of low energy efficiency in the system. Hence energy monitoring
could be another tool to be used as part of a total condition monitoring program.

In this approach measurements are taken at pumps – in its simplest form these measurements are
the suction and discharge pressures at the pump, power absorbed by the motor, and flow. If possible,
the efficiency of the motor should be measured too. Collected data is entered into a data collection
device, so that a history is developed over time for each pump being monitored. These
measurements enable the hydraulic efficiency of the pump to be calculated, and this can be
compared with the OEM efficiency curve at that flow. SKF’s proprietary analytical software @ptitude
Analyst then calculates the “normalized” efficiency which is simply the ratio between the pump curve
efficiency at the measured flow and the calculated efficiency at that flow. The lower this ratio the
greater the wear of internal components and the greater the potential for energy savings from a pump
rebuild. Provided energy costs are available, software can also calculate the cost savings that would
be achieved by rebuilding the pump. Each entry is compared with alarm values set when the data
collection route has been developed and set up, and a traffic light approach adopted – green
represents no problems, amber a warning, and red an alarm. Also calculated is the ratio of the actual
flow or efficiency to BEP flow or efficiency, providing an indication of where the pump is operating in
terms of its BEP. Finally, a simple system assessment for inefficiency markers can be made – is
there a partially closed valve in the system, is there a recirculation loop in the system?

This simple analysis provides much of the information that is needed to assess the efficiency of a
pump system. If the system is operating away from its BEP, then an assessment can be made
(possibly involving external pump specialists) of how to change the system to ensure the pump
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operates closer to its BEP. When the pump’s hydraulic efficiency is lower than expected and the local
energy cost and the degree of wear will determine if it is cost effective to rebuild the pump to restore
energy efficiency – but the system must be assessed to ensure the improvement in efficiency can be
realized. A comparison of the efficiency of the pump at BEP can be made with new pumps, to assess
if it is economically viable to replace the pump with a more efficient pump – and similarly the motor.

Whilst this is complex for the first pass as it is at this stage that changes should be made to ensure
pumps operate close to their BEP, after this it becomes much more like routine monitoring – an
assessment of the affects of any system changes and the monitoring internal pump wear – or
changes such as scaling within piping. A condition monitoring program that included energy
efficiency monitoring would extend the operating life of pumps, improve their energy efficiency, and
reduce associated maintenance costs. This approach can be integrated into a traditional condition
monitoring program, ideally carried out by plant operators.

Pump Systems Survey
In order to verify that a simple approach to pump system analysis can highlight energy savings a
survey was undertaken in some of the pump systems in an SKF factory. This was one of the systems
that supply water to grinding machines – for lubrication and cooling at the grinding point.

Pump Survey Observations
A summary of the most important observations is given below.

1. Pressure Control Valve
In the system providing clean grinding water to grinding machines, the system is under pressure
control, so that when the pressure falls below a set point another pump starts. Similarly, when the
pressure increases above a set point a pump is stopped. This is fairly typical of a multiple pump
system with pressure control. However, in this case, the pressure control valve (PCV) was absorbing
a substantial portion of the pump energy, in that it was never completely open. At the inlet to the
PCV, the pressure was 6.2 bar (90 psi) but after the valve the pressure was 4.4 bar (64 psi), a loss of
1.8 bar (26 psi) across the valve. Apart from the obvious impact on energy efficiency, this means that
the valve is the component in the system that has to dissipate energy and so it becomes unreliable.
In fact the PCV (a 20 inch PCV) is a maintenance problem and has been replaced several times.

The cost of the energy loss caused by this pressure drop can be calculated, and PSAT is an excellent
tool for this type of calculation. In this case, the annual operating cost of the pressure loss at the
control valve is about €5500 ($7650) per annum, assuming it is always the same as when
measurements were taken. To eliminate this pressure drop it would be necessary to modify the
system, for example, with the installation of variable speed drives on the pumps.

2. The initial installation date was 1995, but only 1 original pump remained. Replacements were due
to excessive wear on the pump shaft and possible reasons for this are being explored.

3. As the bearing production rate has fallen from peak production experienced during 2007, it was
observed that only 1 or 2 pumps were normally in operation, as the demand from grinding machines
was significantly below the design maximum. As there are 3 grinding water systems within the factory
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this suggests that there may be potential to reduce this number and this is currently under further
investigation.

4. A replacement pump, installed in 2008, had a slightly different specification from the other 3
pumps, and this pump has a slightly larger impeller than the other 3 pumps. Reasons for this are
unclear, but it seems that at some point in the specification process a “safety margin” was added to
the pump. It is not good practice to have pumps with different specifications in multiple pump
installations and in this case the extra power absorbed by the greater capacity pump is simply
dissipated across the PCV. It can also create control problems, especially if it is operating with a
pump that has worn internal components.

Pump Survey Procedure
Portable instruments were used to measure flow, pressure, motor load and motor efficiency. Tapping
points had previously been installed in the suction and discharge of each pump, so that pressure
gauges could be attached. Each pump was operated individually, pumping against the system PCV
and readings taken under stable conditions.

Survey Results & Discussion
Pump efficiencies were calculated using these measured parameters and these compared with the
pump curve efficiency at the measured flow, and these are given in Table 2.

Table 2: Comparison of Pump Efficiencies

m

Calculated
Efficiency
%

Curve
Efficiency
%

100.8

61.3

77.2

78.2

P3

102.2

61.4

78.5

78.6

P4

80.9

61.5

67.1

73.5

P5

77.7

61.0

57.0

70.5

Flow

Head

m3/h
P2

It is clear that the amount of internal wear varies with the age of the pump and that the oldest pump
(P5) exhibits appreciable wear. A second pump (P4), installed in 2004 also shows appears to have
substantial wear. Nevertheless, as the residual solids in this fluid are rather abrasive more wear was
anticipated and it was concluded that the presence of 4% oil in the emulsion provides considerable
protection to the wetted surfaces of the pumps.

At BEP, the efficiency of these pumps is 80.0%. For pumps P2 and P3, it seems that these pumps
are operating close to BEP – but in fact energy is being wasted at the PCV. The function of the PCV
is to control the pressure in the header feeding the grinding machines and this should be quite close
to the pump specification, but in fact the grinding machines do not need the pressure currently being
generated by the pumps. This suggests that the original specification for the pumps was not correct,
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and that the pumps were over specified relative to the actual needs of the system.
consequence, this system has been wasting energy since it started up in 1995.

As a

Wear within the pumps is now adding to the wasted energy and the costs of this can be calculated,
assuming that the worn pumps can be restored to their “as new” efficiency through a rebuild. In fact, it
is likely that the energy efficiency can be improved, for instance, through the installation more energy
efficient bearings, by the use of a polymeric wear ring or by coating or polishing the wetted parts to
provide better surface smoothness than provided by the unfinished metal casting. In the cost
calculations it has been assumed that the efficiency is restored to an “as new” condition, so that the
annual operating cost in a new condition is given in Table 3, as well as the energy cost saving that
could be achieved if the pumps were operated at BEP.

Table 3: Estimated Savings from Pump Rebuilds

Cost

Rebuilt

Saving

At BEP

€ p.a.

€ p.a.

€ p.a.

€ p.a.

P2

12584

12419

165

445

P3

12376

12355

21

237

P4

11596

10580

1016

1876

P5

12792

10343

2450

3674

In the case of pump P5, it is clear that it is cost effective to rebuild this pump, even if it is only to an as
new condition, though the cost saving has to be adjusted to reflect the hours run for this pump.
Based on the design with 3 pumps in continuous operation the pump should operate about 75% of
total operating hours. Under these conditions the simple payback from a P5 rebuild would be
approximately 12 months. P4 is close to the point where a rebuild is warranted with a simple payback
of about 29 months, and so the efficiency of this pump should be checked on a regular basis (say
every 6 months) to establish when it becomes cost effective to rebuild this pump.

However, rebuilding and replacing these pumps simply means replacing inefficient pumps with
efficient pumps, but in an inefficient system. The system will remain inefficient as long as the higher
pressure drop across the PCV remains, and so to eliminate the system inefficiency the impellers in all
the pumps could be trimmed to provide a specification closer to that needed by the grinding
machines. Trimming all 4 impellers to minimize the pressure drop at the PCV would have a simple
payback of less than 12 months. Variable speed drives on the pumps would provide even greater
savings but are not under consideration at this stage due to probable changes to production.

Pump curves to illustrate the effect of reducing the impeller size to 185 mm are given in Figure 4, as
well as the efficiency curve for the original 214 mm impeller. In the interest of clarity the equivalent
efficiency curve has not been given for the smaller impeller, but reducing the impeller size does
reduce pump efficiency – from 80.0% to 77.4% at BEP. However the BEP head developed also
changes, to 46 m, so the pump specification will be closer to that needed for the application. It should
also be possible to further improve the efficiency, for instance, by improving the smoothness of the
impeller and other wetted parts, or by installing energy efficiency bearings in the pump or motor.
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Pump Curve
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Figure 4: Grinding Water System Pump Curves

During the survey, the measured flow was 144.4 m3/h and with trimmed impellers at this flow two
pumps will deliver a pressure of about 4.7 bar, so the pressure drop at the PCV would be 0.3 bar and
the pumps would consume 24.4 kW instead of 37 kW. Energy savings would be about €7,250
($10,100) per annum; and replacement of the PCV on a regular basis would be eliminated. Assuming
this could be replicated in the other 2 grinding water savings energy cost savings alone would be
more than €20,000 ($30,000) per annum.

Installing this impeller size in all 4 pumps at the same time would be necessary but it would
dramatically reduce maintenance issues with the PCV and probably the pumps, even without the
installation of variable speed drives. Savings in these areas would improve the simple payback to
less than the 7 months calculated on energy cost savings alone.

System reliability would also improve – there is an implicit reliability cost in this system, due to the
installation of a “spare” pump. However, this is a sunk cost and unless only 3 pumps had their
impeller trimmed there would be no way to take advantage of improved reliability. Given that
changing the impeller and other rebuild costs are relatively low the safety in having a spare pump
should not be compromised.

Conclusions
Several surveys have shown that energy savings can be achieved in pump systems. As the scope of
these has varied, they report different values for potential savings. To get a true indication of the
energy saving potential the reported savings in these reports can be summed, and this gives an
estimated savings potential of about 27.4% of current energy use. Since global energy use in pump
systems has been estimated to be 1330 billion kWh per annum, a reduction of about 364 billion kWh
per annum would contribute enormously to reducing green house gas emissions, so achieving high
pump system efficiency is a valuable goal.
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Although there are other benefits from improved energy efficiency these are difficult to quantify and so
it is likely that in many industrial plants pump system energy saving projects are not being
implemented. As it is very difficult to accurately quantify benefits the full return on investment is not
being calculated. Given this, and the large potential reduction in energy use more government
support may be warranted so that more pump system energy saving projects can be implemented
and the pace of implementation increased.

It is possible to simplify pump system energy efficiency analysis, and to incorporate this into a
condition monitoring program. As wasted energy usually assumes destructive forms this can be an
excellent indicator of where problems are likely to occur within a pump system and may help plant
operators understand why some pumps have high maintenance requirements. The implementation of
an energy efficiency monitoring program would help to reduce unplanned downtime. In itself, this
would be a contribution to improved energy efficiency, as in many process industries energy use per
unit of output is proportional to production.

A survey of some pump systems in an SKF factory indicated that this approach has merit and that it
can highlight many issues related to energy efficiency in pump systems. In itself, an energy
monitoring program will not necessarily provide the best solution to improve energy efficiency, and
again a parallel can be drawn with condition monitoring. A program that focuses on vibration analysis
merely highlights where problems are, it does not solve them.
One major advantage of having operators determine where issues lie in pump systems is that when
specialists are engaged to help resolve the issues, they can focus on identified problems. It would not
be necessary for them to examine systems which have been shown to have no energy related
problems and so this would help to improve the cost effectiveness when using external consultants.
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Cooling Tower Case Study – Induction versus PM synchronous motor
technology
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ABSTRACT
At a time when energy efficiency is of utmost importance, recent developments in motor technology have
changed the playing field within cooling tower HVAC systems. This new permanent magnet / laminated
frame motor technology allows for the removal of all the mechanical components such as gearboxes,
drive shafts, disc couplings and existing motors and replaced them with one direct drive CTPM motor.
With the removal of these mechanical components you also remove their mechanical energy losses
decreasing your overall system energy demands, in addition to the higher motor efficiency gains with PM
technology compared to standard induction motor efficiencies. A case study will be presented where an
existing tower was refurbished utilizing this newly developed motor technology with a focus on energy
savings and efficiency gains.

INTRODUCTION
To more fully understand the benefits of this technology it is important to have a basic understanding of
cooling towers and how they operate. There are typically two types of cooling towers found in service,
cross flow towers and counter flow towers. These are defined by the direction of air passed over the
heated waste water. A cooling tower is defined as a structure which extracts waste heat from a process
and distributes it into the atmosphere. The most common method is to let heated water fall through a
moving air stream created by a fan located at the top of the tower. This is an evaporative cooling process
which takes a large amount of heat from the system. The heated water is distributed over a "fill" material
which increases surface area that the water contacts and increases the cycle time within the tower. The
water is cooled as it descends through the fill. The cooled water is then collected in a cold water basin
below the fill from which it is pumped back through the system to absorb more heat. A typical tower
arrangement is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Typical Field Erect Cooling Tower
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Commonly, the size of a tower is identified by the diameter of the fan. Fan sizes range from 6 to 40 feet,
with the most common applications in the 10 to 26 foot range. The speed of the fan is typically limited by
industry stress standards which typically rated as a max fan tip speed of 12,000 fpm. This max tip speed
typically generates a fan speed in the range of 147-382 rpm. As the fan diameters become smaller or
larger than the 10-26 ft sizes the fan speeds can differ. The most common solution for driving the fan in
current cooling tower designs utilizes an induction motor, driveshaft, disc couplings, and gearbox
arrangement, as shown in Figure 2. Few changes to this design have been made in the last thirty years.

Figure 2. Typical Fan Drive Arrangement

The motor most commonly used is a standard NEMA induction motor. Cooling tower applications follow
fan affinity laws which state that HP varies by the cube of the fan speed. To reduced energy
consumption, two speed motors have been applied for use when full fan speed is not required due to
decreased heat load. When the heat load decreases enough, the drive motor can be run at half speed.
This lowers the horsepower required to only 12.5% of the rated value. However, when any air flow even
slightly above that provided by half speed operation is required, a two speed motor must be run at rated
horsepower as there is no other speed available. Two speed motors do provide some energy savings,
but still must be cycled on and off to maintain the desired water temperature. This cycling involves many
“across the line” starts drawing high amps and placing unnecessary strain on the mechanical components
of the system.
The use of variable frequency drives (VFDs) has become much more commonplace in recent years within
the industry on new construction due to the energy savings associated with lower speed operation as
described by the fan affinity laws. Additionally, most towers being upgraded or refurbished are also being
equipped with VFDs. These drives have the advantage of a soft mechanical start, no large starting
current draw, and the ability to run the fan at any desired speed from zero to the maximum design speed
for the application. The energy savings realized by using a VFD are well recognized and documented. [1,
2, 3, 4]
Historically, the mechanical components of the fan drive system, specifically the right angle gearbox,
have been the largest maintenance issue for cooling tower installations. Gearbox failures, oil leaks, oil
contamination, failed drive shafts, misaligned drive shafts and excessive vibration are all significant
problems related to this type of fan drive system. [5, 7]
In this paper, recent developments in motor technology are presented. It is demonstrated how these
innovative designs can be used to improve the reliability and reduce maintenance associated with today’s
cooling tower installations. The design and installation of a 208 rpm, 50 horsepower PM motor for a
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retrofit application is discussed in detail. The possibility of improved efficiency and lower energy
consumption with the proposed solution is discussed.

IMPROVEMENTS IN MOTOR TECHNOLOGY
Increased efficiency and improved power density are being demanded in the motor industry. To achieve
these goals, along with lower noise and adjustable speed operating capability, other technologies beyond
simple induction motors should be considered. PM motors have long been recognized as providing
higher efficiencies than comparable induction motors. However, limitations in terms of motor control, as
well as magnet material performance and cost, have severely restricted their use. Due to dramatic
improvements in magnetic and thermal properties of PM materials over the past 20 years, synchronous
PM rotor motors now represent viable alternatives. Figure 3 shows an efficiency comparison for various
motor types. [10]
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Figure 3. Typical Partial Load Efficiencies of 75 HP, TEFC, 1800 RPM Motors
Another innovation which merits discussion is the laminated frame motor technology used in this design.
Laminated frame motors consist of a stack of laminations permanently riveted under controlled pressure.
The cast iron or steel outer frame normally associated with a NEMA motor is eliminated, allowing more
room for active (torque producing) magnetic material. Figure 4 below is a representation showing how
the stator frame is constructed.

Figure 4. Laminated Frame Construction
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Another advantage of this construction is that the air used to cool the motor is in direct contact with the
stator laminations. There is no thermal resistance path which exists in a traditional cast iron frame with
contact to the stator laminations. The heat transfer mechanism in a cast iron frame motor is highly
dependent upon the stator to frame fit. Laminated frame construction eliminates this issue. In recent
years, industry drivers have forced the development of an optimized, finned, laminated motor design. To
improve the cooling and increase power density, fins have been added to the exterior of the stator
laminations. The addition of the optimized cooling fins increases the surface area available for heat
dissipation. The result is improved heat transfer and a power increase of 20-25% is typical for a given
lamination diameter and core length. Figure 5 shows the increased surface area achieved by including
these cooling fins.

Figure 5. Finned vs. Non-Finned Lamination
It is this improved cooling method, along with the higher efficiency with the PM technology that allows for
increased power density in these motor designs. Power density is the key for being able to match the
height restriction of the existing gearbox.

CASE STUDY
The case study involves the retrofit of an existing cooling tower constructed in 1986 at a leading
technology university in South Carolina, USA. The tower information is as follows:

Fan Diameter:

18 foot

Flow Rates:

4,250 gallons per minute (GPM) per cell - 8,500 GPM total

Motor Information:

Frame – 326T
HP – 50/12.5
Speed – 1765/885 rpm
Standard efficient design

Gearbox:

Size – 155, Ratio – 8.5:1

As shown in the previous data, this tower is comprised of two identical cells. For this study, one cell was
retrofitted with the new slow speed PM motor and ASD while the other was left as originally configured.
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This allowed for a direct comparison of the two fan drive solutions. Figure 6 below shows Cell #1 in the
original configuration, while Figure 7 shows the PM motor installed in place of the gearbox in Cell #2.

Figure 6. Original Installation

Figure 7. PM Motor Installed

Prior to the installation, the current being drawn by the two original induction motors was measured with
the fans running at full speed. An ammeter was used and the current was measured to be forty seven
(47) amps, rms on both induction motors. As the induction motors are identical, this is a good indication
that both cells were operating under the same load conditions. After the PM motor and VSD installation
was complete, the current was again re-checked and found to be only forty one (41) amps for the PM
motor. The induction motor on the original, identical, tower was still drawing forty seven (47) amps.
A power meter was used to measure the input power to both solutions. The fans were both running at
208 rpm. Data was taken at both the input and output of the drive to allow for a direct comparison of the
induction motor / gearbox combination to the PM motor. The results of the measurements are shown in
Table 1.

TABLE 1. POWER CONSUMPTION COMPARISON
ORIGINAL (9°) BLADE PITCH, MANUFACTURERS DATA

Location

Volts, mean

Amps, rms

Input kW

Input to Induction (Cell #1)

477

46.7

31.5

Input to VSD, PM (Cell #2)

477

44.5

28.5

Input to PM (Cell #2)

459

40.9

28.0
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From this data, it was determined that both cells were running at less than full load and that the load
should be increased on each cell. To this end, the pitch of the blades on each fan was increased to 12°.
This change of pitch caused the fans to draw more air, thus increasing the load on each motor. Further,
the increased air flow improved the effectiveness of the overall tower performance. Again, power
measurements were made and a third party testing service was engaged to verify the manufacturer’s
results. The data is shown in Tables 2 & 3 below. [9]

TABLE 2. POWER CONSUMPTION COMPARISON
12° BLADE PITCH, MANUFACTURER’S DATA
Location

Volts, mean

Amps, rms

Input kW

Input to Induction (Cell #1)

477

54.8

38.1

Input to VSD, PM (Cell #2)

477

49.8

33.6

TABLE 3. POWER CONSUMPTION COMPARISON
12° BLADE PITCH, TESTING SERVICE DATA
Location

Volts, mean

Amps, rms

Input kW

Input to Induction (Cell #1)

478

54.3

37.9

Input to VSD, PM (Cell #2)

477

49.8

33.0

For the final blade pitch of 12°, 4.5 kW less power consumption was observed on Cell #2 with the PM
motor installed. In order to document the savings realized at various speeds on this application, input
power was recorded at intermediate speeds for the PM motor cell. Figure 8 below shows the actual
measured input power for the induction motor / gearbox solution and the PM motor solution at various
speeds. [9]
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PM Motor/Drive

Induction Motor (2-SPEED)/Gearbox

40.00
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35.00

33.6
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5.6
4.9
50.00%

60.00%

70.00%

80.00%

90.00%

100.00%

110.00%

Percent Speed

Figure 8. Input Power vs. Speed, 12° blade pitch

As shown in Tables 2-3, the PM motor solution requires less input power for the given blade pitch setting.
[8] Figure 8 shows the total input power in kilowatts for each solution over a range of operating speeds
from 50-100%. Again, the PM motor has an advantage over the induction motor / gearbox combination.
Using an average price of $.08/kWh, the annual cost savings for various applications and duty cycles are
shown in Table 4. This table does not account for the additional savings achieved by using a VSD and
having the ability to run at speeds between 50% and 100% of rated.

TABLE 4. ANNUAL ENERGY SAVINGS BASED ON VARIOUS DUTY CYCLES
Annual Savings
(%High Speed/%Low Speed)
Application

Daily
Use

100 / 0

75 / 25

50 / 50

Cooling Tower

24 hrs.

$3154

$2488

$1822

18 hrs.

$2365

$1866

$1367

12 hrs.

$1577

$1244

$911

ELECTRICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In addition to the PM motor design features already detailed, another challenge of this application was
that the PM motor had to be run sensorless. There was no room to install a speed feedback device, such
as an encoder or resolver, and still meet the height restriction of the existing gearbox. In this harsh
environment, a feedback device would be a liability as far as reliability is concerned. Therefore, a
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sensorless PM control scheme was developed to satisfy the requirements of this application. Several
things had to be considered when forming this algorithm. One challenge was the inertia of the fan. This
was taken into account to prevent the motor from falling out of synchronism when starting and changing
speeds. Figure 9 is a portion of a typical start from rest. Note the smooth acceleration and low starting
current required. A typical 480 volt induction motor started across the line would draw 347 amps,
compared to 12 amps for this PM design started on the VFD.

Motor Voltage (Volts)

Motor Speed (RPM)

Motor Current (Amps)
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50
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Voltage (volts) / Current (amps)
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20

20
10
10
0
0

5000

10000

15000

20000

25000

0
30000

Time (ms)

Figure 9. Motor Starting Performance

Braking and Condensation Control
The use of a VFD also provides the opportunity to offer some additional features that across the line
systems do not. The drive may be configured to apply a trickle current to the motor windings to act as a
brake during down time. This prevents the fan from free wheeling due to winds or adjacent cooling tower
turbulence. However, a mechanical locking mechanism should be using during any maintenance
procedures. This trickle current also acts as an internal space heater by raising the winding temperature,
preventing condensation when the motor is not running.

Insulation System
Inside the fan stack is an extremely humid environment. Therefore, the insulation system on the stator
windings must be robust and highly moisture resistant. To this end, an insulation system derived from a
system originally developed for use by the US Navy was employed. This system utilizes an epoxy
compound applied via a vacuum pressure impregnation (VPI) system. The VPI system is widely
recognized as a superior insulation system for harsh applications such as this. This particular system has
been successfully employed on “open” motors in tough applications such as oil platforms operating in the
North Sea.
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Mechanical Considerations
Shaft Seal
Due to the harsh environment inherent with a cooling tower application, the motor’s drive end is protected
by a metallic, non-contacting, non-wearing, permanent compound labyrinth shaft seal that incorporates a
vapor blocking ring prevent an ingress of moisture. This seal has been proven to exclude all types of
bearing contamination and meets the requirements of the IEEE-841 motor specification for severe duty
applications. This type of seal has been successfully used in cooling tower gearboxes for many years.
[11]
Maintenance
Another consideration is overall system maintenance. For motor / gearbox combination drives, the
lubrication interval is determined by the high speed gear set. The recommended lubrication interval for
this type of gear is typically 2500 operational hours or six months, whichever comes first. In addition,
gear manufacturers recommend a daily visual inspection for oil leaks, unusual noises, or vibrations. As
these units are installed in areas which are not readily accessible or frequented, this is an unreasonable
expectation and burden on maintenance personnel. When a gear is to be idle for more than a week, it
should be run periodically to keep the internal components lubricated because they are highly susceptible
to attacks by rust and corrosion. When being stored for an extended period, it is recommended that the
gearboxes be completely filled with oil and then drained to the proper level prior to resuming operation.
Because the high speed input has been eliminated with the slow speed PM motor design, the lubrication
cycle is extended up to 17,500 hours of operation. For an HVAC building application running 12 hours
per day, 5 days a week every week of the year this equates to a 5.6 year grease lubrication interval. The
PM motor need not be inspected daily for oil leaks, as the motor contains no oil. As mentioned
previously, the VFD can provide a trickle current to heat the stator windings to a temperature slightly
above ambient to prevent moisture from forming inside the motor.
Vibration
With the elimination of the high speed input to the gearbox, the system dynamics from a vibration
standpoint have been simplified. There are no longer any resonance issues with the driveshaft. The
maximum rotational excitation is now limited to the rotational speed of the fan. The number of bearings in
the drive system has been reduced from six to two for a single reduction gearbox and from eight to two
for a double reduction gearbox. This reduces the number of forcing frequencies present in the system.
[6, 12]
Noise Level
Many cooling towers are in locations where airborne noise can be an issue, such as hospitals and
universities. To this end, a third party testing company was engaged to conduct comparative sound tests
between the two cells. Data was taken at both high speed and low speed for both cells. The induction
motor cell was designated as Cell #1 while the PM motor cell was designated as Cell #2. Sound level
measurements were taken on Cell #1 while Cell #2 was turned off. There were twelve 30-second
readings taken at high speed and twelve 30-second readings taken at low speed around the perimeter of
the tower and the fan motor. As there was no motor outside of the fan stack on Cell #2, only nine
readings were taken on Cell #2 with Cell #1 turned off. A single point measurement was taken where the
old induction motor was mounted on Cell #2 in order to have some reference to Cell #1. It was not
possible to turn off the water flow for either cell at any time so there was a significant amount of
background noise, but as this condition was the same for both cells, it should not affect the comparative
data. Average A-weighted sound pressure results are shown in Table 6 for both high speed and low
speed operation. [6, 9]
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Table 6 – Sound Pressure Data
A-weighted Average
Cell

High Speed

Low Speed

Induction

82.3 dBA

74.4 dBA

PM

77.7 dBA

69.0 dBA

At high speed, the PM motor cell was 4.6 dBA lower than the induction motor cell. For low speed
operation, the PM motor cell was 5.4 dBA lower. Although there may be some slight differences in the
background noise for each cell, these likely do not account for all of the noise level reduction realized with
the PM motor solution. The removal of the high speed induction motor from the outside of the fan stack
appears to have the biggest influence on the noise level of the tower itself.

Conclusions
Cooling tower fan drives have changed very little over the past two decades. Failures of the gearbox,
driveshaft, or disc couplings have been the biggest reliability issue facing tower manufacturers and end
users. Increasing energy costs have placed a premium on power consumption for all motors and
applications.
Many of the problems associated with cooling tower maintenance and reliability are solved with the PM
motor design. The relatively high speed (typically 1750 rpm) induction motor has been eliminated. The
motor itself has not historically been a problem, but the associated resonances and potential vibration
concerns have been an issue. The driveshaft and associated disc couplings have been removed, thus
eliminating problems associated with misalignment, improper lubrication, natural frequencies, or
delaminating of the driveshaft itself. The right angle spiral-beveled gearbox has been removed. Difficult
maintenance associated with changing the oil, proper oil fill levels, contamination of the oil, oil leaks, and
gearbox failures is no longer a concern.
New motor technology now provides an alternative solution, the direct drive of cooling tower fans. PM
motor technology combined with the finned, laminated frame design now allows the construction of low
speed, compact motors for use in place of the existing gearbox. Data obtained to date indicates this
solution will eliminate the problems associated with the right angle gearbox and drive shaft design. By
eliminating the gearbox, which is a significant source of loss in the system, improved system efficiencies
can be realized.
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IMPACT OF ENERGY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM ON INDUSTRIAL
DEMAND SIDE MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
Angela May, EIT, Program Manager, BC Hydro Power Smart

Abstract
BC Hydro Power Smart’s Industrial program has included an Energy Manager program since 2003.
Currently there are 49 Energy Managers at industrial facilities who are supported by Power Smart.
The purpose of this paper is to determine the impact that the Energy Manager Program has had on
implementation rates of energy efficiency measures since the program’s inception. This will be
achieved by analyzing data from the past seven years of the program. Activity and project
implementation rates will be compared between sites with BC Hydro-supported Energy Managers and
those without energy managers.
This report will present a data-based analysis of an energy manager program that has been in place
for over 7 years. Advantages, disadvantages and the future implications of a robust and long-running
energy manager program will be discussed. To date, the impact of BC Hydro’s energy managers on
BC Hydro’s goal of market transformation has not been thoroughly explored.
The report will assess whether energy managers have been successfully generating energy efficiency
opportunities at customer facilities, and whether implementation rates are higher at facilities with
energy managers. Challenges, such as observed gaps in energy manager skill-sets and barriers that
still exist to implementing energy conservation projects will also be discussed. The cost-effectiveness
threshold for the energy manager program will be determined.

INTRODUCTION
BC Hydro is a crown corporation that operates 30 hydroelectric facilities and three natural gas-fueled
thermal power plants in British Columbia, Canada.1 Power Smart is the Demand Side Management
division of BC Hydro that is dedicated to helping customers discover and implement energy efficiency
measures. The industrial division of Power Smart serves large industrial facilities.
Participation in the Power Smart program is entirely voluntary. Industries in British Columbia are not
required by legislation to perform any demand-side-management activities. Energy rates in British
Columbia have historically been and continue to be very low when compared to other regions and
countries around the world. As a result of the low rates, energy efficiency projects have very long
payback times and are not considered financially attractive. The Power Smart program provides direct
financial incentives for energy efficiency projects in order to make them more financially viable for
industry.
As global energy costs continue to increase over time, however, many industrial facilities are
beginning to recognize how managing energy consumption can directly affect productivity and the
overall profitability of an organization. BC Hydro Power Smart supports this concept with our Energy
Manager program, where industrial customers can apply to receive partial or full funding to hire an
employee who will be dedicated to managing energy at the customer’s facility.

BACKGROUND
BC Hydro Power Smart’s Energy Manager Program began in 2003. Only customers who spend more
than $200,000 annually on electrical energy are eligible to participate in the program. Energy
Managers are hired for one or two year terms and, depending on the particular program they apply to,
customers can receive funding for 60-100% of the Energy Manager’s salary. Energy Managers may
be hired for multiple and/or consecutive terms.
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The program was designed to address two specific gaps at industrial facilities. First, customers who
do not have a resource dedicated to managing energy have difficulty implementing energy
conservation measures, even when the process of identifying those measures and the funding to
implement is heavily supported by Power Smart. Second, many industrial facilities are capital
constrained and unable to provide the funding to hire a resource dedicated to energy management on
their own.
The Energy Manager’s role is to focus on reducing the facility’s overall energy use. An Energy
Manager’s activities can include helping the facility’s executive team to develop and implement a
Sustainable Energy Management Plan, to assemble and lead an Energy Management Team, to
increase awareness of energy efficiency among the facility’s staff, and most to identify and implement
energy conservation measures (whether the measures are behavioural, maintenance-related or
technology improvements).
Since the program’s inception in 2003, there has been a consistent increase in the number of
currently-active BC Hydro funded energy managers.

Industrial Energy Managers By Date
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Figure 1: Industrial Energy Managers by Date
This report only considers BC Hydro-funded energy managers. Other facilities have self-funded
energy managers, some of whom are known to BC Hydro, but these energy managers are not
reported to BC Hydro nor tracked.
ABOUT THE ANALYSIS PERFORMED FOR THIS REPORT
BC Hydro tracks electrical energy consumption data and rates of participation in all Power Smart
programs. This is the data that will be analyzed for the purposes of this report. It is important to note
that many of our facilities use other sources of energy in addition to electrical energy (gas, steam or
bio-fuel). Only activities that were completed with the aid of Power Smart funding are included in the
analysis (ie: electrical energy activities). Energy Managers may complete other activities that are not
included in this analysis.
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ANALYSIS
ACTIVITY RATES OVER TIME
The Power Smart program includes funding for a variety of energy conservation measures. When a
customer participates in a Power Smart program it is considered to be an ‘activity’. The three activities
that will be considered for this analysis are Studies, Incentives and Program Enabled Measures.
“Studies” indicates the number of End Use Assessments and Energy Efficiency Feasibility Studies
that were completed by the customer. These activities are used to identify and quantify energy
conservation opportunities.
“Incentives” indicates the number of projects that received a financial incentive from Power Smart to
be implemented.
“Program Enabled Measures” indicates a project that did not receive a direct financial incentive, but
was reported to BC Hydro in order to claim savings under BC Hydro’s two-tiered transmission service
rate (which was designed to encourage conservation).

Impact of Energy Manager on Energy Efficiency Activity Rates
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Figure 2: Impact of Energy Manager on Energy Efficiency Activity Rates
•

Figure 2 examines the level of activity (files submitted) for the same sites before and after an
energy manager contract was in place

•

Every industrial customer who has or has had an energy manager was included in this
analysis (59 total).

Figure 2 is the result of an analysis on all activities completed between 2003 and current day.
Activities are “Before EM” if they were submitted before the customer had an energy manager
contract in place. Activities submitted while an energy manager contract was in place are counted as
“During EM”. As illustrated by Figure 2, the presence of an Energy Manager translates into a
significant increase in Power Smart program participation rates.
Rates of study completion are significantly impacted. This can be attributed to the fact that many of
our energy managers have been recently hired (over 60% of the customers that have ever
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participated in the program hired their energy managers in 2009 or later) and completing an Energy
Efficiency Feasibility Study is often a necessary prerequisite to completing energy efficiency projects.
A drop in Program Enabled projects can also be noted in Figure 2. On average over the past 5 years,
customers submitted an average 0.964 Program Enabled projects before an energy manager contract
was in place and 1.250 Program Enabled files while the energy manager was active. Two customers
submitted significantly more Program Enabled files before their energy manager contract was in
place. The imbalance is attributed to these two customers and is considered an anomaly.
It can also be noted that while Program Enabled activities decreased, the number of Incentive
activities more than doubled for energy managed sites.

Impact of Energy Manager on Average Activity Rates
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Figure 3: Impact of Energy Manager on Average Activity Rates
A significant portion of the increase in activity rates may be attributed to the simple fact that the
number of customers participating in the program has increased. Therefore, Figure 3 assesses the
average participation rate across all energy managed sites. A significant increase in activity rates is
still demonstrated.
COMPARISON SITE ANALYSIS
Due to the inherent variability across different industries, ‘base case’ sites were selected as a basis
for comparison between sites with and without industrial energy managers. Unfortunately, not every
energy managed site had a suitable comparison available. For example, all 3 of the cement
manufacturing facilities in British Columbia now have BC Hydro funded energy managers.
Comparison sites were selected that had the same NAICS code (same industry) and similar
consumption levels as the energy managed sites in the industries noted below. 5 comparison sites
were selected per industry and the results from these sites were averaged to create the ‘base case’.
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Comparison of Activity Rates of Sites With or Without Energy Managers

Industry

Average Activity Rate for
an
Energy
Managed
Facility

Average Activity Rate for the
Non-Energy Managed Base
Case

Food and Beverage

3.7

1.6

Wood Products

1.4

3.4

Manufacturing

1.3

1.4

Pulp and Paper

10.1

17.3

2.8

3.0

Mining

Based on this comparison, the presence of an energy manager does not correlate with an increase in
activity. This is instructive, because the with-or-without energy manager comparison demonstrates the
opposite result to the before-and-after comparison (Figures 2 and 3). Facilities with enough resources
to pursue energy management without the support of a Power Smart-funded energy manager are
active participants in our overall incentive program. The only exception is Food and Beverage which,
as a sector with smaller facilities, may not be as aware of the programs as the other industrial sectors.
ANALYSIS OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION TRENDLINES
The overall goal of the Power Smart program is to enable customers to reduce their total energy
consumption. As mentioned in the introduction, several of our customers use multiple sources of
energy to fuel their production, and there are many other variables that affect total consumption
including, but not limited to, production (product) variation and global effects on market growth or
contraction.
It is not expected that an energy manager will be able to impact a customer’s total energy
consumption during their first or second year on site. Therefore, only sites that have had an energy
manager for more than 3 years prior to 2010 were included in the analysis of energy consumption
trendlines.
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Consumption Over Time of Sites with Mature Energy Managers
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Figure 4: Consumption Over Time of Sites with Mature Energy Managers
As illustrated by Figure 4, there is a wide variation in overall consumption and trends. A green square
indicates periods of time when an energy manager was on site at the facility. Of the ten sites
assessed, five trendlines are flat and three are declining. Only three of the ten sites included in the
analysis demonstrate an upward trend in consumption. These results are not attributed to the
success of the Energy Manager program alone. Sites with Energy Managers are much more involved
with the overall Power Smart program, however, so the results may indicate that the broader Power
Smart program has had an impact on consumption. The results may also simply reflect the impact of
the global economic downturn of 2008.
OTHER IMPACTS OF THE ENERGY MANAGER PROGRAM
Activity rates are a critical component of measuring the success of the Energy Manager program;
however, there is a significant body of anecdotal evidence that suggests that the Energy Manager
program delivers positive benefits beyond energy savings.
The salary for the energy manager is partially funded by BC Hydro (usually 60%, but up to 100% for
the first three months while the energy manager is learning about the organization). Even so, the act
of hiring an energy manager still demonstrates a significant commitment on the part of senior staff at
industrial customer facilities to focus on energy efficiency and integrate energy management into the
overall business practice. The energy manager must submit quarterly reports demonstrating the
energy efficiency projects he or she has undertaken, and often the company is required to develop a
Sustainable Energy Management Plan as part of the offer. This commitment is visible to any
employee who encounters the energy manager.
The energy manager strengthens the partnership between the utility and industrial customer.
Communication between BC Hydro and the customer improves, and Power Smart is able to learn
more about our customers’ unique challenges. This expedites program refinements.
COST EFFECTIVENESS OF THE ENERGY MANAGER PROGRAMS
The Energy Manager Program is considered by Power Smart to be an “enabling activity”. The
presence of the energy manager enables other activities to occur and thus cost effectiveness is not
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normally calculated directly. The following analysis presents a number of different ways of examining
the financial success of the energy manager program.
59 different facilities have participated in the Energy Management program since it was launched. Of
these sites, to date 28 sites have yet to deliver any GWh/yr savings. 23 of these 28 sites have energy
managers that are “new” – the energy manager was hired in 2009 or later. It is understood that there
is a lag period between the time that an energy manager is hired and when they are able to deliver
GWh/yr savings.
The total cost of acquiring an “energy managed” GWh/yr includes the funding provided by BC Hydro
Power Smart for:
•

hiring the energy manager

•

completing a Sustainable Energy Management Plan workshop

•

completing an Energy Management Assessment

•

completing End Use Assessments and Energy Efficiency Feasibility Studies

•

implementing capital projects (financial Incentives)

This total cost was compared against the total GWh/yr delivered by incentive and program-enabled
projects.

The same calculation was performed for all of the sites before they had an energy manager, and the
same comparison sites used in the activity-rate analysis.

Based on the initial analysis of this data, the program is considered by BC Hydro Power Smart metrics
to be within the cost-effectiveness thresholds of the industrial Power Smart business cases that fund
the energy manager program.

CONCLUSION
The Energy Manager program has been shown to be cost effective, however it is unclear whether is
has had a positive impact on the participation rates of industrial customers in the Power Smart
program. Customers who have participated in the energy manager program have submitted more
than double the number of studies and incentives than they did before the energy manager contract
was in place. Comparing activity levels with similar sites, however, seems to indicate that energy
managers may not be necessary for all customers.
The Future of the Energy Manager Program
The concept of having a dedicated energy manager is still relatively new in the field of industrial
energy efficiency. While the Power Smart Energy Manager program has demonstrated significant
successes, the program is not without its challenges.
One of the main challenges encountered by Power Smart has been the difficulty in attracting qualified
and talented industrial energy managers. An energy manager must be technically competent, skilled
at writing business proposals, and also talented in the interpersonal realm. Currently, it is difficult to
locate energy manager candidates with the necessary technical or industry experience. It is also
difficult to locate qualified candidates who are willing to relocate to the remote northern locations.
While several skilled energy managers have been identified throughout the life of the program, often
the skill gaps between what is required and what the market can provide are great.
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BC Hydro has partnered with other organizations such as the University of British Columbia’s Clean
Energy Masters program to develop a curriculum that will produce graduates who will be best
qualified to apply to energy management positions such as the ones supported by the Power Smart
Energy Manager program.
The energy manager program is key to Power Smart’s goal of market transformation. By assisting our
industrial customers to hire a dedicated energy manager, we aim to demonstrate the value that such
a person can bring to an organization. A fully successful Power Smart program will result in an energy
manager becoming a necessary and automatic member of any large industrial operation. It may be
several years, however, before the marketplace can provide enough qualified energy managers to
accommodate such a scenario.
In the interim, it is believed that the energy manager program is fundamental to Power Smart’s overall
goals, and sites with energy managers are the best candidates for more ambitious Power Smart
programs, such as our Monitoring, Targeting and Reporting program. The forthcoming international
standard for energy management, ISO 50001, is currently being examined by BC Hydro Power Smart.
While the examination is still underway and the timelines are uncertain, it is likely that the standard will
be adopted by Power Smart and integrated with the energy manager offer.
Energy managers address significant barriers beyond what our financial incentives can overcome,
foster deeper partnerships between utility and industry, and increase the knowledge pool on industrial
energy efficiency opportunities and how to best address them.
Figure source and notes
1.

Industrial Energy Managers By Date – Greg Lehoux
Data Source: OTS (Power Smart Internal Tracking System)

2.

Impact of Energy Manager on Energy Efficiency Activity Rates – Angela May
Data Source: OTS (Power Smart Internal Tracking System)

3.

Impact of Energy Manager on Average Energy Efficiency Activity Rate – Angela May
Data Source: OTS (Power Smart Internal Tracking System)

4.

Consumption Over Time of Sites with Mature Energy Managers – Angela May
Data Source: Converge (Power Smart Internal Tracking System)
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Energy management - a key to success in the Swedish LTA
programme for energy efficiency
Johanna Moberg and Thomas Björkman
Swedish Energy Agency

Abstract
The Swedish LTA programme for energy efficiency for energy intensive industries (PFE) finalised its
first five year period in 2009-2010. The programme gives energy-intensive companies the opportunity
to obtain tax exemption on electricity, in line with the EU Tax Directive. In return the companies
commit themselves to several actions in order to improve their energy management and energy
efficiency. More than 100 companies from e.g. pulp and paper industry, wood product, chemical, food
and beverages, steel, iron and metallurgy, ore and mining joined the programme in 2004-2005.
During 2009-2010, these companies presented their final reports on their improvements in the energy
efficiency field. The reported results and figures were above all expectations. The companies have
during the five year programme increased their energy efficiency with 1.45 TWh - and this on
electricity alone! Furthermore the participants have:
•

Invested 708 MSEK (appr. Euro 70 Million) in more than 1200 electricity efficiency measures,

•

carried out more than 350 other measures in order to increase their energy performance, e.g.
converted energy use from fossils to renewables, increased production of electricity (appr. 1 TWh)
and increased delivery of surplus heat to external parties,

•

Implemented and certified standardised energy management systems (SS627750 and/or
EN16001).

One major success factor has been the systematic work outlined by the energy management system,
starting from the thorough energy review.
This paper includes a description of the programme; requirements and elements. The paper will also
present interesting results from the PFE-programme, e.g. type of energy saving measures as well as
other lessons learned from the use of this mechanism.
The focus of this paper is the experiences from implementing energy management systems and why
energy management is a key to success in the work with energy efficiency. According to the Swedish
Energy Agency, the most important achievement in the energy management area is that all the
companies now have raised their energy awareness and created a structure and on-going system for
continuous improvement of energy performance.
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Introduction
More than 100 of Sweden’s most energy intensive industries, with 240 separate production sites,
have participated in the first five year programme period of the Programme for energy for energy
efficiency (PFE). 1The overall objective of the programme is that participating companies increase
their knowledge of energy use and improve energy efficiency. Participating companies get a tax
reduction on electricity (0.5€/MWh) if they in return improve their energy efficiency and use a number
of energy management tools as required in the programme. The construction of the programme
therefore offers two possible ways for companies to save money: the tax reduction and reduced
energy costs.
Participating industries are pulp and paper, wood product, chemical, food and beverages, steel, iron
and metallurgy, ore and mining and some other manufacturing industries. In total the participating
companies use approximately 30 TWh electricity annually, which is about 20 % of the total electricity
use in Sweden and more than half of the consumption in the industry sector. In addition, the
companies use approximately 80 TWh of other types of energy (fuels and heat).
All efforts are coordinated through the PFE-programme launched by the Swedish government in
January 2005 and implemented and operated by the Swedish Energy Agency. The first programme
period ended in June 2009.
Industries have a possibility to join the programme for two consecutive periods. The majority of the
100 companies have chosen to. There are also a number of companies that entered the first
programme after 2005. This paper deals with the first 100 companies and their achievements in the
first programme period.

About the PFE programme – requirements and elements
In January 2005 the Swedish Energy Agency introduced the programme for energy efficiency in
energy intensive industries (PFE). PFE is a voluntary economic policy instrument directed to energyintensive industrial companies in Sweden. Programmes such as PFE are often denominated VA
(Voluntary Agreement) or LTA (Long Term Agreement). The background of the programme is the EU
directive leading to a new tax on electric power beginning on 1 July 2004 [1]. The new energy tax of
0.5 euro/MWh affected Swedish industrial companies, with the exception of certain manufacturing
processes. Companies who join the program are eligible for a tax reduction during the five year
programme, provided that they adopt energy management in a systematic way and carry out energy
saving measures in their companies. The regulation that has to be applied by participating companies
in order to get the tax exemption are stated in detail in tables [2] and [3] and also described below.
Energy review
All the participating companies shall, according to the PFE regulations, perform energy reviews
(energy review is sometimes called energy audit or energy mapping). The energy review forms the
basis for the measures the company will take and is also an important prerequisite for the introduction
of a standardised energy management system (EnMS)2. The reviews are based on energy mappings
and energy balances and should also contain information about essential variations in the energy use,
connections between production processes and supporting systems, assessment related to
considerable changes in the use of energy over the short- and long term as a consequence of
1

This paper is based on the experiences the Swedish Energy Agency has gained through managing
the PFE-programme since 2004. These experiences are gathered through different evaluations of the
programme including the periodical reports to the SEA, dialogue with the participating companies etc.
Parts of the results and other experiences from the PFE have been presented in different ways
examples are [4] and [9].
2

An Energy Management System (EnMS) can be compared to and Environmental Management
System (e.g. ISO 14001), but is focusing on energy instead of environmental issues. An EnMS can
also be described as a set of interrelated and interacting elements of an organisation to establish an
energy policy and energy objectives and to achieve those objectives.
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planned or expected changes in the production process. Electricity, fuels and heat should be
considered. Data and results from the energy review shall be reported to the Swedish Energy Agency.
Energy Management Systems, EnMS
The participating companies shall also implement a standardized energy management system,
EnMS. The system must, within the first two years of the programme, be certified by an independent
certification body. From the very beginning of the programme, the standard SS 627750 was available
for the companies. In 2009, the European standard EN16001 replaced the Swedish standard and in
2011 the ISO 50001 most probably will replace EN16001.
Within the remaining three years of the programme period, the company must continuously improve
its energy management system. Documentation from the third party EnMS certification shall be
submitted to the Swedish Energy Agency. The Agency also cooperates with the certification bodies
and SWEDAC (the Swedish Board for Accreditation and Conformity Assessment) in order to verify
that the certifications and re-certifications continue according to plans.
Procedures for purchasing and planning
In addition to the energy management system, the companies must implement and follow specific
procedures (routines) for planning, modifications and renovations and for purchasing highconsumption electrical equipment, based on LCC-methodology (Life Cycle Cost). When purchasing
high-consumption electrical motors, the highest efficiency class must be chosen. The certifying bodies
check that the procedures for purchasing and planning are implemented and used in the energy
management system. The companies must also report the effect (in MWh-savings) of the use of these
specific procedures.
Energy measures
Due to PFE being a programme leading to tax reduction on electricity, the companies must focus on
electricity reduction when reviewing and reporting energy measures. However, as a result of the
energy review and the energy management system focusing on all energy use, possible measures for
fuels and heat will also be identified by the companies. It is not a requirement within the PFE to
implement measures on fuels and heat, but it can be reported to the Swedish Energy Agency on a
voluntary basis.
Programme life cycle
The PFE programme can be summarized as in the illustration below. PFE will run for two five year
periods for each participating company. The periods are identical but the companies have to take
measures to ensure that continual improvement of their energy performance is achieved in both
periods. The founding idea of PFE is that the programme shall provide tools to establish a structure
for ongoing energy management within participating companies. The expectation is that this structure
will remain in each company after the programme has ended and continue to facilitate and improve
the energy efficiency work.
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The results from the first period exceed all expectations!
In 2009, the PFE-companies sent their final reports to the Swedish Energy Agency. Only when the
final report had been submitted, reviewed and accepted by the Agency, the companies could know for
certain that their five year tax exemption was approved. In this chapter, summarized facts from the
final reports are presented.
In addition, a number of interesting side-effects and spin-off activities have taken place during the
period, due to the programme.
It total, 117 companies have chosen to join the PFE. Of these 117, 103 have fulfilled the whole
programme period so far. Two companies have been expelled from the programme because they
didn’t meet the requirement of having certified EnMS during the whole five year period. Some
companies have closed down or emerged and some have withdrawn their applications. One reason
for withdrawal has been, according to the companies in question, that the requirement of a certified
energy management system had proven to be too hard. This applies mainly to small companies or
companies that did not have any management system in place prior to the PFE. The companies that
do not fulfil all the requirements during the whole programme period have had to pay energy tax
concerning the period in question.
Electrical efficiency improvement measures
Concerning measures and actual savings, the companies well exceeded the expectations. The
Swedish Energy Agency and the Swedish Government expected electricity savings around 0.5 TWh
(which is equivalent with the tax reduction). When summing up, 1.45 TWh of electricity savings were
reported! Results from the companies´ final reports are summarized in the table below.

Results

Reported by 100
after five years

Total annual reduction in use of electricity

1.45 TWh

Total number of measures (electricity)

1247 measures

Total investment cost at companies

708 M SEK (euro 70 million)

Average pay-off time for electricity measures

1.5 years

Total number of other energy-related measures

357

companies

As seen in the table above, the companies have invested 708 MSEK (around euro 70 million) in the
measures increasing the electricity efficiency. This should be compared to the savings due to the tax
exemption, which is about euro 15 million. The companies will also save around 700 MSEK (euro 70
million) in decreased energy costs calculating with an average electricity price. Hence, the measures
found from the energy reviews and via the energy management system have shown to largely exceed
the tax exemption in savings for the companies. The investment cost is 0.49 SEK per kWh on
company level.
The figure 1.45 TWh of electricity reduction includes both electrical efficiency improvement measures
and also the effect of the improved procedures for planning, modifications and renovations and
purchasing of high-consumption electrical equipment.
The diagram to the left shows the type of improvement measures concerned. About 25 % of the total
number of electricity efficiency measures has been identified in the production processes, with the
remainder in what are known as auxiliary systems. In MWhs saved, production processes account for
50%.
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Among auxiliary systems, pumps and other motor drives
account for the greatest electricity savings. The fact that
much of the electrical efficiency improvements is in pumps
can be partly explained by the fact that the majority of the
participating companies are in the pulp and paper industry
and thus have a lot of pumps installed.
In general, it can be said that many of the improvement
measures concern load control (such as speed control),
proper adjustment of processes, or optimization. Changing
to more energy efficient equipment is also a common
measure, as is also the realization that some equipment is
unnecessary, and can simply be shut down. The
improvement measures generally have a short payback
time, and some require no investment at all.

Figure 1: Number of electricity efficiency measures per
area (per cent)
Improvements or changes to compressors and compressed
air systems provide a substantial element of energy
savings. Savings can be found in areas such as repairing
leaks, making better use of waste heat from the
compressors or replacing equipment by more energy
efficient equipment.
In certain cases, the electrical efficiency improvement
measures carried out by the companies also result in a
reduction in the use of some other form of energy. However, measures that involve a direct
conversion from electricity to some other form of energy carrier, such as oil, are not accepted within
the programme.
In addition to the measures that have been described above, the programme’s requirements for better
procedures and routines when purchasing equipment with a high electrical energy demand, as well as
those for planning, modifications and renovations have resulted in further efficiency improvements.
Savings from more energy focused planning procedures account for 174 GWh of the total result.
Savings from more energy focused purchasing account for 36 GWh of the total result. The
programme requires these procedures to be implemented and the result of this to be documented and
reported. The documentation part has however shown to be difficult for many companies. Therefore
the figures 174 GWh and 36 GWh are not completely reliable – the savings due to the procedures are
probably much larger.
Other energy-related measures
By carrying out the energy review and implementing the energy management system, the majority of
the companies have also found measures for improved energy performance in areas beyond
improved electrical efficiency. Common types of measures identified are for example increased
efficiency of fuels, steam and heat use, conversion of fossil energy use to renewables, increased
production of electricity (appr. 1 TWh) and increased delivery of surplus heat to external parties. 357
such measures have been reported to the Agency. It is voluntary for the companies to report this type
of measures. The 357 measures derive from about 1/3 of the participating companies, which can lead
to believe that even more measures exist at companies that have chosen not to report additional
information to the Swedish Energy Agency.
Supplemental activities, side-effects and spin-offs
Thanks to the programme, a number of interesting spin-off activities and side-effects have taken
place, as a more voluntary part of the programme, or due to the programme.
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During the first five year period of the PFE, the Swedish Energy Agency has arranged a number of
conferences and seminars for the participating companies. Topics that have been discussed are for
example best practice in the energy efficiency area, implementation of energy management systems,
life cycle cost methodology (LCC), etc. Most of the PFE-companies have participated in these
activities. This has strengthened the cooperation and created better understanding between different
companies, and between industry and authorities.
Informal and formal networks between companies have also been created thanks to the PFE, both
regionally and within certain industry sectors.
There have been academic studies of the programme and its effect on organisations and energy use.
Examples are [6] and [7]. Ongoing research programmes, focusing on industry, have via the PFE
network found new companies for possible collaboration in research projects.
Sweden also took the lead when developing the European standard for energy management systems,
EN16001, and has also taken an active part when developing the international standard ISO50001. In
addition to the Swedish Standard Institute, the Swedish Energy Agency and a number of PFE
companies have participated in the international work.
The programme has gotten a lot of attention from Swedish media, industry organisations, industrial
networks etc. This has led to an increased interest in energy efficiency in industries also outside the
PFE companies, e.g. in small and medium sized companies. The Swedish Energy Agency has
therefore arranged seminars and published tools and manuals also for industries outside the PFE
network.

Discussion - Energy management as foundation of success
The PFE has a quite flexible approach and design unlike more “command and control” based
regulations. One of the basic ideas in the design of PFE is that the programme shall provide the
companies with tools that can support them in their work towards improved energy performance. In
this way the companies will adopt a systematic way of managing their energy use which is adjusted to
their specific conditions. This makes them more likely to keep up the work even after the PFE has
ended. The participating companies therefore perform their own energy review (within certain general
requirements) and are free to choose the measures that are most suitable for their unique type of
production (again, within certain limits). This approach has been very appreciated by participating
companies.
The methodology of the PFE programme has shown to be useful for many companies and has also
been adopted by companies outside the PFE programme, e.g. non-energy-intensive companies. By
beginning with an energy review and analysis, the companies have a good basis to identify measures.
The energy management system is a starting point to create the structure needed for planning,
implementing, realizing, following-up and reviewing the progress, as well as securing continuous
improvements in the energy field. The procedures for purchasing high-consumption electrical
equipment and project planning ensure that energy efficiency is also considered when the companies
continuously upgrade their equipment and make new investments in the plant.
For companies, PFE has increased awareness and expertise on effective and sustainable energy
use. The required energy reviews and EnMS provide companies with tools for structured energy
efficiency improvement efforts. At the same time, the EnMS requires companies to identify measures
leading to improved energy efficiency, decreased use of fossil fuels and increased energy exchange
with surrounding society. The requirements on procedures for purchasing high-consumption electrical
equipment and planning, in turn, lead to a greater demand for energy efficient equipment. Therefore,
PFE decreases environmental impact as participating companies use energy more efficiently and also
with less negative impact on the climate.
The energy reviews forms the basis for improved energy performance
The energy reviews have formed the basis for the companies’ energy management systems and also
helped identify important measures for improved energy performance. Some companies have hired
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external expertise to perform the reviews, i.e. consultants or ESCOs and some have used only
internal resources. The Swedish Energy Agency has not collected or checked the reviews in detail,
but focused on the result of the reviews (i.e. the measures and the identified energy performance
indicators) instead. Since half of the measures were found when performing the energy review, and
the review is a strict requirement of the PFE, one could conclude that these measures would not have
been known to the companies if it was not for the PFE.
Energy management systems proved to be more important than expected
The PFE companies have successfully implemented certified energy management systems. The
experiences of the companies with regard to energy management systems are mostly very good.
Besides the final reports, the Swedish Energy Agency has made additional studies on the
experiences of Energy Management Systems, which is summarised in [4].
The fact that most of the companies already had certified Environmental Management Systems or
other management systems simplified the implementation considerably, but it also made many
companies believe, when the programme started, that no extensive profit could come out of the new
and expanded management system focusing on energy alone. When the first period of the PFEprogramme is evaluated this however proved to be wrong. Even if a majority of the companies have
previously had certified environmental management systems and have identified energy as an
important environmental aspect in these systems, the energy management systems have,
nevertheless, provided added value in several ways. As a result, the implementation of an EnMS at
the companies has turned out to be even more valuable than most of the companies expected. The
most important difference from previous environmental and energy management is probably the way
the EnMS makes the companies take a comprehensive view of their energy use instead of handling
the energy aspect as an environmental aspect among others in the EMS.
Through energy reviews, energy aspects and energy-efficiency measures have been identified at a
significantly more detailed level than what had been done before within the framework of the
companies’ environmental management systems.
Some companies, which have previously conducted energy reviews, have also experienced the
combination of an energy review and an energy management system to be very valuable, since the
management system addresses ideas from the energy review and ensures that measures for energyefficiency improvements are actually implemented. Moreover, many companies believe that the work
on the energy management system has involved competencies and personnel categories that were
not actively involved in the environmental management work before, such as, for example, electrical
engineers, energy specialists (incl. consultants), process engineers, buyers of production equipment,
equipment suppliers etc. This resulted in a lot of new ideas in the energy efficiency area.
Another added value of the energy management system is improved measuring, calibration,
monitoring of and follow-up on energy use which, according to most companies, is also very valuable
for exercising better control and making energy use more efficient. The certification bodies also
conclude that all certified companies have found new efficiency opportunities that they have not found
when energy was only a part of the environmental management system.
The fact that many companies have had their staff trained in energy issues has also led to the
emergence of suggestions which can lead to improved energy performance, e.g. reduced energy use.
Several companies have, moreover, appointed separate energy coordinators with overall
responsibility for energy use within the company, which has made energy work more focused and
continuous. Management commitment and one or several persons officially dedicated to the energy
area are crucial for success. Several PFE companies have now educated all employees in energy
issues, due to the energy management system. This has raised the awareness and technical skills of
the personnel. With many people involved in energy management, new ideas for savings will come up
in the organizations.
Introducing an energy management system and carrying out energy analyses can help companies
achieve the level of knowledge that they must have according to the Swedish Environmental Code [5],
which states that ”Persons who are engaged in an enterprise or who take a measure or intend to do
so must possess the knowledge that is necessary in view of the nature and scope of the activity or
measure to protect human health and the environment against damage or detriment” and “Persons
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who are engaged in an enterprise or who take a measure shall conserve raw materials and energy...
Preference shall be given to renewable energy sources.”
Among the companies that have fulfilled the first programme period successfully, an important
achievement in the energy management area is that all the companies now have raised their energy
awareness and created a structure and on-going system for continuous improvement of energy
performance. This will continue after the PFE has ended. Also from a society perspective, energy and
climate awareness in the industry sector is crucial.

Other observations and lessons learned
In addition to the benefits of an energy review and an EnMS discussed above, several benefits of
having a formalized programme like the PFE have been discussed over the last years. One general
observation is that voluntary agreements between governments and companies (such as the PFE)
can provide the extra incentive that makes companies starting to realize the potential.
Another observation is that the energy issue has received a higher attention in the companies, this is
according to many participants. This is most probably due to the fact that PFE involves a tax
exemption which makes the energy issue a management task. The tax exemption provides an
external incentive for the companies to start a structured and strategic way of working toward energy
efficiency. Energy-related issues now have a higher priority, both regarding access to capital and
personnel.
Working with the participants as a network and bringing forward good practices has substantially
lowered the perceived risk to introduce new solutions. Investment risk is claimed an important barrier
for energy efficiency improvements.
The timeframe of the programme sets the agenda for the energy efficiency measures. The deadlines
involved in the programme ensure that “things are being done”. Specified requirements and clear
deadlines are important to ensure that energy efficiency is not put aside for other strategic or more
acute issues.
Another lesson learned is that there is still a large potential for cost-effective energy efficiency
measures in industries, even in energy-intensive industries. For example have auxiliary systems often
been neglected in previous energy efficiency projects, but have proven to provide a good opportunity
for energy efficiency. In addition, many energy efficient measures can be implemented using existing
technology, i.e. without R&D.
For the authorities responsible for this type of programmes, there are also lessons to be learned.
When implementing programmes focusing mostly on one energy product, in this case electricity, it is
important to keep the system perspective in mind. To convert from electricity to oil for example would
decrease the use of electricity for sure. It would also increase the CO2 emissions, which is of course
undesirable. However, no such measures have been approved within the PFE programme.
Mechanisms such as the PFE can also strengthen cooperation between companies and
authorities/the Government.
PFE has also shown to have several positive effects in addition to energy savings. Joining PFE was a
strategic decision that companies’ managers have made. More persons in companies have become
involved with energy issues as a result of implementing an EnMS, including operational and
maintenance staff, purchase, co-ordinators for environmental and quality matters, project leaders and
managers. In addition to increased energy competence, most companies have also learned a lot
about their production processes and their organisations as a whole when doing an energy review
and implementing the energy management system. This has sometimes led to better production
capability and quality, improved environmental work and other positive side-effects.
Being a participant in PFE has given companies increased knowledge of improving energy efficiency
and using non-fossil energy forms. PFE’s requirement of energy management system improves
companies’ capacity to mitigate CO2 emissions. This means that companies participating in PFE are
able to operate more efficiently within the framework of the Emissions Trading System, EU-ETS. The
EnMS requirement also improves companies’ chances of defining responsibility, authority and
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procedures for dealing with energy issues. One example is monitoring and documenting of emissions,
which makes it easier for companies to comply with the rules of the Emissions Trading System.
Besides the PFE-companies, another group has been benefitted from the programme: the suppliers
of energy efficient equipment and related energy services. The PFE-companies now ask for energy
efficient equipment based on LCC. The energy intensive industries in the PFE constitute a great
market for suppliers of this type of equipment, since they consume more than 50 % of total electricity
use in Swedish industry. With this increase in demand for energy efficient equipment, the suppliers
can put more efforts into this market segment, e.g. more product development, marketing and in the
end possible reductions of production costs. This in turn can lead to more companies, outside the
PFE, starting to take an interest in energy efficient products. Consequently, the market shares of
energy efficient products can increase substantially. This can be described as a multiplier effect of the
programme.

Conclusions
The energy efficiency measures that have been carried out by the companies are economically viable
with a relatively short pay-off time (in average 1.5 years). One question at issue is therefore: Why is it
necessary to have a governmental programme, would the companies not carry out all these
measures by themselves anyway? Obviously not, since these things had not been done at the time
when the PFE started. Barriers for energy efficiency in industry have been studied in e.g. [8]. When
studying these barriers in relation to PFE, it is obvious that PFE has helped overcoming some of
them.
The energy management systems have provided added value in several ways and the
implementation of an EnMS at the companies has turned out to be even more valuable than most of
the companies expected.
One of the ways PFE has helped the companies to overcome the barriers for increased energy
efficiency is to provide them with tools that support them in their work towards improved energy
performance. Energy review and Energy management systems have formed the starting point to
create the structure needed for planning, implementing, realizing, following-up and reviewing the
progress, as well as securing continuous improvements in the energy field.
According to the Swedish Energy Agency, the most important achievement in the energy
management area is that all the companies now have raised their energy awareness and created a
structure and on-going system for continuous improvement of energy performance. This will continue
beyond the PFE’s lifespan.
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Abstract
In energy audits and other pump-related analyses, it is important to be aware of pumping system
characteristics, pumping tasks and other process related factors, as they lead to a certain kind of
centrifugal pump operation. Operation of a centrifugal pump is dictated by the system in which it is
located, and the process function set for the pump. For this reason, different centrifugal pumps may
actually have similar operational characteristics as they are located in a similar kind of process. These
pump- and process-related factors also determine the minimum energy consumption required for a
certain pumping task.
In this paper, a simplified classification for pumping tasks is determined. Typically occurring
characteristics and pumping tasks can be identified for pumping systems, such as transfer of fluid into
a higher reservoir or fluid circulation in a closed-loop system. Also certain control variables can be
identified for each process function, such as volume flow rate and pressure. With this information,
energy efficiency of a pumping process can be identified by comparing the minimum expectable
energy consumption with the actual consumption of the process. As shown in the remainder of the
paper, the minimum possible energy consumption can be determined according to the specific energy
consumption curves defined for the pumping system.

Introduction
Pumps are widely used in industrial and municipal applications, and pumping systems account for 15
% of the total electrical consumption in the European industry [1]. In many cases, pumping systems
operate with poor energy efficiency, resulting in unnecessary energy consumption. Typical reasons for
inefficient pumping system operation are incorrect dimensioning of the pumping system components,
inefficient control of the pump operation and poor design of the system in which the pump is located
[2]–[4]. Because of these factors, existing pumping systems may hold significant potential for energy
savings, which can be for instance revealed by energy audits [5].
In practice, however, energy auditing may only determine the current energy consumption and hence
the efficiency of the pumping system operation. Although this allows the improvement of the pumping
system components for instance with the change of the flow control method, energy auditing may not
indicate how efficiently the process task is fulfilled and what could be the minimum energy
consumption required by the process task. As an example, a change of the flow control method may
significantly reduce the energy consumption of the pumping system if it can be driven at a lower
rotational speed. However, the pump may still be located in a poorly designed system, which causes
unnecessary system losses increasing the head requirement set for the pump. Correspondingly, the
pump may be driven at a larger speed than it would be necessary for the process task, leading to
increased energy consumption. Consequently, there should be a more holistic approach and tools
available for analyzing the energy efficiency of an entire process.
In practice, operation of a centrifugal pump is dictated by the system where it is located, and the
process function set for the pump. For this reason, an analysis of the pumping system operation
requires also information on the process function of the pumping system. For instance, characteristics
of a closed-loop circulation system and an open-loop reservoir system have clear differences affecting
the minimum expectable energy consumption of the pumping task.
In this paper, a simplified classification for pumping tasks is determined. Firstly, the basic
characteristics of a pumping process are introduced with the criteria used in the pumping task
classification. Secondly, characteristics of typical pumping tasks are presented. Then, factors affecting
the minimum energy consumption of each pumping task are discussed with a proposal how to use
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specific energy consumption curves in the determination of this minimum level. Finally, two identified
pumping tasks are studied more closely, and topics for the future work are discussed.

Basic parameters describing the process characteristics
A pumping system comprises a centrifugal pump, an electric motor and possibly a soft starter or a
frequency converter controlling the motor operation. The basic function of a pumping system, and
especially of a centrifugal pump, is the fluid transfer according to the process requirements. Pumping
systems are typically a part of larger process, which dictates how the pump should be driven. As an
example, a pumping system can be a part of large water supply network or the main device lifting
water from the well to a reservoir [6]–[7]. Fig. 1 introduces basic components of a pumping system
and the related process.
Frequency Electric
converter motor

~

Tank

M

~

Valve
Centrifugal
pump

Tank

Fig. 1. Basic components of a pumping system that is a part of a process.
In practice, centrifugal pump operation is described with the flow rate Q, head H (i.e., the total
pressure difference), shaft power consumption P, and efficiency •p of the pump. These values yield
the efficiency of the pump operation, and allow the calculation of total electrical power consumption of
a pumping system:
Ptot =

ρ ⋅ g ⋅Q ⋅ H
,
η dt ⋅ ηp

(1)

where • is the fluid density, g is the acceleration due gravity, •dt is the combined efficiency of the
electric motor and the optional soft starter or frequency converter (i.e., drive train efficiency).
Although (1) gives information on the pumping system operation, it does not directly indicate how
energy efficiently the pumping system operates. It does not either indicate the characteristics of the
process in which the pump is located. These factors can be partially addressed by determining the
specific energy consumption Es of a pumping system, which describes the amount of consumed
energy per transported volume of fluid (e.g. kWh/m3). Conveniently, Es can be calculated with the
previously introduced variables:
Es =

Ptot ρ ⋅ g ⋅ H
=
.
Q
η dt ⋅ ηp

(2)

The process characteristics, in which the pump is located, can be basically described with the system
characteristics curve consisting of the static and dynamic part (see Fig. 2). The static head Hst of the
system curve comprises the vertical distance and pressure difference between the start and end
points of the fluid flow, setting the basic requirement for the pump head. The dynamic head Hdyn
describes the effect of flow losses caused by pipelines, valves etc. on the resulting total head
requirement Hreq set for the pump:
H req = H st + H dyn

(3)

H dyn = k ⋅ Q 2 ,

(4)
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where k is the friction loss factor describing the hydraulic characteristics of the previously mentioned
components.
The process characteristics, in which the pump is located, can basically be described with the system
characteristics curve consisting of the static and dynamic part. The static head Hst of the system curve
comprises the geodetic and pressure difference between the start and end point of the fluid flow,
setting the basic requirement for the pump head. The dynamic head Hdyn describes the effect of flow
losses caused by pipelines valves etc. on the resulting total head requirement set for the pump.
H
Hreq
Hdyn
Hst
Q
Fig. 2. Description of the process characteristics with the system head requirement curve.
As the operating point location of a centrifugal pump is always located in the intersection of the pump
QH and the system head requirement curves (i.e., H = Hreq), the operating points are actually dictated
by the system head requirement. Therefore, also the total power consumption Ptot and specific energy
consumption of a pumping system are affected by the amount of system head requirement.
Consequently, it is essential to know the basic type and characteristics of the process function set for
the pump, as they affect the expected pumping system energy consumption. As the pump is just a
single part of an interdependent system, optimization of the pump operation may not be the only or
the most feasible approach to decrease the process energy consumption. Related to this, optimization
of the process operation typically requires a more holistic approach than just the determination of the
pump operation and its energy efficiency. For instance, a fluid transfer process may comprise
excessive reservoirs, which increase the total energy consumption of the process compared with the
expected optimum energy consumption level. To allow identification of these issues, there should be
means to determine the expected energy consumption of a pumping process, which can actually
consist of several pumping systems. The goal of this paper is to identify some typical unit process
functions (i.e., pumping tasks) set for pumping systems, determine their characteristics, and also try to
discuss the applicability of this information to energy audits for processes. It is possible that this
information could be further used in the process-wide analyses and audits.

Typical process function classes
Although pumps are used in numerous applications, they share some typical properties allowing a
simple classification of pump operation into a certain pumping task or process function class. Based
on [4] and [6], the first typical identifying factor is whether the system is an open loop or a closed loop
one. One example of an open-loop system is presented in Fig. 1, where the system has a static head.
In closed-loop systems, the fluid returns to the same pump after circulation thus eliminating the static
head leaving the system to be dominated by the dynamic head (see Fig. 3).
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Open loop system

Closed loop system
Process
Heat
exchanger

Fig. 3. Layouts of an open-loop and a closed-loop system.
The terms “process function” and “pumping task” imply that a centrifugal pump has typically certain
quantities to be fulfilled when it is regarded as part of a larger process. These quantities practically
determine how the pump is driven. Typical control quantities are the pressure, flow rate and resulting
fluid volume transferred by the pump. The flow rate and fluid volume have also derivate quantities,
such as the fluid temperature or the fluid level in a reservoir. Consequently, a quantity controlled by
the pump operation forms another identifying factor for the process. Related to this, also the nature of
the reference value for the controlled quantity affects the operation of a pumping system: a pump with
a constant flow rate or fluid volume requirement may not require such controllability as a pumping
system having a constantly changing reference value or process. According to [8]–[9], pumping
systems can be for instance classified into following four general types:
1) Constant-flow constant-pressure systems;
2) Variable-flow variable-pressure systems;
3) Constant-flow variable-pressure systems;
4) Variable-flow constant-pressure systems.
Besides the controlled quantity, the time that a pump needs to be driven to fulfill the pumping task
identifies some characteristics of the process. Certain tasks require constant operation of the pumping
system, whereas others are used in a sequential fashion. In the case of energy audits, an analysis of
the operating points of repeated sequential tasks is easier to carry out just for a single sequential
cycle instead of studying an operating point group comprising several repeated cycles.
In addition to the criteria introduced above, a pumping task can be classified according to its control
characteristics. From the control point of view, pump operation can be regarded as cyclical and
repeatable or continuous. Related to this, pump operation can be controlled either by the on/off,
throttle or speed control method. As an example, filling a reservoir by a centrifugal pump is an
example of a cyclical and repeatable operation that can be realized with the on/off control method for
the pump. On the other hand, control of the pump flow rate in a closed loop system is an example of
the continuously operating system.
According to the literature reviews and these control characteristics [7]–[12], pumping tasks can be for
instance divided into the following process function classes:
1) On/off-controlled repeated pumping task;
2) Controlled pumping in an open loop system;
3) Pressure-controlled pumping in an open loop network;
4) Process/volume flow-controlled pumping in a closed loop network.
Next, the basic characteristics of these classes and typical examples of pumping tasks belonging to
each process function class are given.
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On/off-controlled repeated pumping task
This class comprises pumping tasks in which the fluid is repetitively transferred from a location to
another one, which can be realized for instance with the on/off control method. A regular emptying or
filling of a reservoir according to the fluid level in the reservoir is a prime example of a pumping task
belonging to this class [11]. The control of the fluid level succeeds with the on/off control method,
making this the simplest process function class.
Typically, pumping tasks belonging to this class have an open-loop system, and there is a height
difference between the reservoir fluid levels, resulting in a static-head-dominated system
characteristics curve. Although there can be case-specific variations, it can also said that pumping
systems belonging to this class have the fluid volume or the fluid level as the controlled parameter
and their operation can be described to be sequential and repeated. According to the classification
given in [8], this pumping task can be described as a variable-pressure system with a constant or
variable flow.
Fig. 4 introduces a generic example of a two reservoir system, in which the fluid is transferred by the
pump from the lower reservoir into the higher one. The flow rate of the pump is generally between the
limits Q1 and Q2. In this case, the exemplary pumping task is the filling of the higher reservoir from the
fluid level H3 to the fluid level H4.

H4
H3
H2
H1

Q1...Q2
Fig. 4. Exemplary process figure of the fluid transfer to a higher level.

Controlled pumping in an open-loop system
This class comprises pumping tasks in which the fluid is continuously transferred from a location to
another one, requiring a more accurate control of the pump operation than in the case of a repeated
reservoir emptying or filling application. Pressure booster pumps in the water distribution systems and
pipeline transportation of fluids are examples of pumping tasks belonging to this class [7], [10]. Also
continuously controlled pumping between reservoirs to keep for instance a constant fluid level can be
considered to belong to this class.
As in the case of the reservoir filling application, this process function class comprises open loop
systems. As a difference to the previously introduced process function type, pumping systems
belonging to this process function class may vary considerably from each other depending on the
amount of the required pressure boost, required fluid elevation, and other characteristics of the
process. For instance, a pressure booster pump may be installed to transport the fluid upstream,
resulting in a static-head-dominated system curve that is similar to the process function of fluid
transfer to a higher level described in the previous section. Depending on the pumping task, the
controlled parameter can be for instance the fluid output pressure, fluid flow rate, or fluid level.
Usually, the operation of pumping systems in this class is continuous. Fig. 5 shows an example of a
pumping system setup of this process function type.
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Fig. 5. Exemplary process figure of the pumps realizing the fluid transfer in a long pipe line.

Pressure-controlled pumping in an open loop network
This class could also represent a specific example of the previously introduced process function class.
The pressure-controlled pumping can be found from water distribution networks. These pumping
systems provide water with a certain pressure regardless of the instantaneous water consumption,
which can be considered a typical pumping task set for centrifugal pumps. In this pumping task, water
is pumped to the open-loop network consisting of water consumers such as households, offices, and
industrial plants. Operation of pumping systems belonging to this class is typically continuous, and the
controlled quantity is primarily the fluid pressure [8]–[10]. Often there are several pressure
measurements in the distribution network to ensure sufficient pressure everywhere in the system,
which results in a static-head-dominated system curve shape. In practice, the dynamic part of the
system curve continuously changes according to the water consumption. However, Fig. 6 introduces a
simplified example comprising only one pressure measurement (pout) in the pipe line.

pout

Q1...Q2
Fig. 6. Exemplary process figure of the water distribution pumping task.

Flow-rate or process-quantity-controlled pumping in a closed loop
As a difference to the previous classes, here the system is considered to be a closed-loop one, in
which the fluid flow rate or related variable, such as the heat exchanger temperature is controlled.
Depending on the application, the process can be either repeated or continuous, and hence, also the
on/off control method may be used with pumping systems belonging to this class. In closed-loop
systems, the system curve mainly consists of dynamical losses making the use of speed control
method especially advisable [4], [9]. An example of a closed-loop system is the heat exchanger
application illustrated in Fig. 7.
Process
Heat
exchanger

Fig. 7. Exemplary process figure of a closed-loop pumping task.
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Characteristics of four generic process function classes
Naturally, the previously introduced process function classes may contain pumping tasks with
controversial characteristics, making their classification difficult. However, some typical characteristics
have been identified for the previously introduced process function classes. These identifying factors
are summarized in Table 1. Depending on the actual pumping task, it can be further described with
the classification scheme given in [8].
Table 1. Characteristics of typical process functions
Process function

Typical
pumping task

Openor
closed-loop
system

Controlled
parameter

On/off-controlled
repeated pumping
task

Fluid transfer
to a higher
level

Typically
open-loop
system

an

Typically
level (i.e.
rate)

Controlled pumping
in an open loop

Fluid transfer
in
a
long
pipeline

Typically
open-loop
system

an

Pressure-controlled
pumping in an
open loop network
consumption

Fluid transfer
to the water
distribution
network

Flow
rate
or
process-quantitycontrolled pumping
in a closed loop
network

Fluid transfer
in a closedloop
system
comprising a
heat
exchanger

fluid
flow

Nature of the
pumping
task

Static
head
dominates
the
system curve

Repeated
cyclical

Typically yes

or

Typically
fluid
pressure,
also
flow rate possible

Typically
continuous

Depends on the
amount
of
pressure boost

Open-loop
system

Fluid pressure in
the network

Continuous

Yes

Closed-loop
system

Fluid flow rate
based on the
process
requirements

Typically
continuous

No

Minimum energy consumption of different process functions
The previously introduced process functions have their characteristic minimum energy consumption
levels, which can be generally reached by
• driving the pumping system as energy efficiently as possible and only when it is needed;
• minimizing the amount of hydraulic losses, which tend to increase the pumping system
energy consumption;
• by using high-efficiency pumping system components [3], [4].
It can be stated that the absolute minimum instantaneous power consumption of all process functions
and the related pumping tasks are primarily determined by the amount of the static head Hst and flow
rate Q of the pump, as seen from the combination of equations (1) and (3):
Ptot =

(

ρ ⋅ g ⋅ Q ⋅ H st + H dyn
η dt ⋅ ηp

).

(5)

For this reason, open-loop systems and especially water distribution pumping systems have typically
a larger minimum power, specific energy, and energy consumption than the pumps in closed-loop
systems. Equation (5) also shows the benefits of loss minimizations and efficiency improvements on
the resulting power consumption of a pumping system. Based on (5), the expected level for the
instantaneous power consumption of a pumping system can be determined with the case-specific
values of the pump flow rate Q, head requirement Hreq, and efficiencies of the pump •p and drive train
•dt, respectively.
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For the determination of the minimum energy consumption of a process function, also the annual
number of operating hours (i.e., duty ratio) and typical control scheme of the pumping system should
be considered. In general, the resulting energy consumption of a pumping system can be calculated
with:

∫

E tot = P dt .

(6)

By inserting (1), the energy consumption equation has the following form:
E tot = ρ ⋅ g ⋅

Q ⋅ Hreq

∫η

p

⋅ η dt

dt .

(7)

In practice, (7) shows that the minimization of the pumping system energy consumption generally
requires the pumping system operation with the combination of a small flow rate (resulting in also
lower Hdyn) and a high efficiency. In the case of a variable-speed-driven (VSD) pumping system, this
minimization can be realized by driving the pump at a rotational speed that optimizes the pumping
system specific energy consumption [13]. An example of the pumping system specific energy
consumption as a function of pump rotational speed and system static head is given in Fig. 8 for a set
of rotational speeds ranging from 815 to 1155 rpm.
H =5-10 m, k =0.0149
st

Specific energy consumption (Wh/m 3)
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20
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Fig. 8. Family of Es curves for a pumping system as a function of system static head and pump
rotational speed.
Hovstadius has illustrated in [14] how the specific energy consumption curves can be determined for
a pumping system, when the system head requirement Hreq and efficiency magnitudes are known
(see Fig. 9). Compared with (7) and Fig. 8, this representation of Es concept provides easier, but also
more inaccurate, method to estimate the energy consumption of a pumping system: when the
3
transported volume of fluid (m ) is known, expectable range of the energy consumption can be solved
by multiplication of the fluid volume with the typical Es magnitude.
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Fig. 9. Examplary specific energy consumption curve of a VSD pumping system in the case of
static-head-dominated system [12].

Model for the on/off-controlled repeated pumping task
Operation of a pumping system in the two-reservoir system was studied to determine an exemplary
model for the on/off controlled repeated pumping task class. The studied reservoir system is
illustrated in Fig. 10. In this case the pumping task is to fill the higher reservoir from the fluid level H3
to the fluid level H4. Inlet pipe of the higher reservoir is located at height H5. The level of the fluid in
the lower reservoir (i.e., in the start point) is assumed to be typically between the levels H1 and H2. As
there are no control valves between the pump and higher reservoir, the friction loss factor k is
assumed to remain constant during the pump operation. It is also presumed that the pump is driven
with the on/off control method, or otherwise nearly at a constant rotational speed although driven by a
variable speed drive.

H4

H5

H3
H2
H1

Q1...Q2
Fig. 10. Studied two-reservoir system in which the pump transfers the fluid to the higher
reservoir.
As stated above, the static head between the fluid levels together with the flow rate results in the
absolute minimum value for the power consumption of the pump. In this case, the range of static head
can be determined by the following equations:
H st,max = H5 − min{H1, H 2 }

(8)

H st,min = H 5 − max{H1, H 2 } ,

(9)

where the subscript max denotes maximum value, and min the minimum value.
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Based on these Hst magnitudes and other given characteristics, system curves have been determined
for the pumping system having this process function. These curves are illustrated in Fig. 11 together
with the expected shape of the operating point group determined by the pump operation in a reservoir
filling application, where the higher reservoir is filled from the fluid level H3 to the level H4, and the fluid
level in the lower reservoir is assumed to be lowered by this action. Consequently, the operating
points are located between the system curves dictated by the Hst,min and Hst,max, and most typically at
the flow rates between Q1 and Q2 when the pump is driven at a constant rotational speed.
In this case, the reservoir filling moves the pump operating point location according to the arrow a)
when the pump is driven at a constant speed, resulting in an operating group going along the arrow
because of the constant pump QH curve shape. If the pump is driven by a variable speed drive (VSD),
the resulting operating group shape is affected by the control scheme of VSD. Then, the shape of the
operating point group can have several alternatives, since also the pump QH curve can vary during
the reservoir filling. For instance, the operating points may move as shown by the arrow b), since the
pump rotational speed is decreased by the variable speed drive, when the pumping task is nearly
fulfilled.

Hst,max

a)
b)

Hst,min
n2
Q1

nnom

Q2

Fig. 11. Resulting Hst range and expected shape of the operating point group in the fluid
transfer process function. The arrow a) represents the operating point locations during the
reservoir filling with a constant speed pump, and arrow b) reservoir filling with a VSD pump.
The energy consumption of this exemplary pumping task can be calculated by (7), if the power
consumption of the pumping system, or the pump operating point locations and efficiency values are
known for several moments of the pumping task. As this pumping task is characterized by a certain
Hst range (i.e., Hst,min and Hst,max) and amount of fluid that is transferred to the higher reservoir,
calculation of the minimum energy consumption for the pumping task can also be carried out by
determining Es curve for the pumping system, and by calculating the resulting energy consumption for
the pumping task when a certain fluid volume to be transferred. Besides the determination of the
pumping task energy consumption at different rotational speeds, this approach can reveal how
feasible the speed control method could be instead of the on/off control [15].
Model for the flow rate or process-quantity-controlled pumping in a closed-loop network
As another example, Fig. 12 shows the possible shape of the operating point group determined by the
pump operation in a closed-loop application, when the pump operation is controlled by adjusting its
rotational speed. In this case, the system characteristics may remain constant and the pump
operation and resulting operating points are dictated by the system curve shape. Thus, the resulting
shape of the operating point group should follow the system curve shape, which is dominated by the
dynamic head Hdyn, allowing the process identification based on the shape of the operating point
group.
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Hreq

Q1

Q2

Fig. 12. Expected shape of operating point group in the flow-rate-controlled closed-loop
application, when the pump rotational speed is adjusted by a variable speed drive.

Summary
A centrifugal pump is just a part of a process system, which practically dictates how the pump
operates. Therefore, it is important to understand the characteristics of the process in which the pump
is located, since they determine the minimum possible energy consumption of a pumping system. For
instance, a small closed-loop pumping task typically requires less energy than the distribution of water
with a constant pressure reference. By identifying typical (and ideal) process functions and tasks set
for pumping systems, models can be formed for each process function concerning the locations of
pump operating points and the energy consumption of the pumping system. These models may
provide new tools for energy audits, and also move the prime focus of energy audits from a single
pumping system to the complete process.
In this paper, a simplified classification for pumping tasks was determined. Four generic classes of
process functions were introduced with examples of pumping tasks belonging to each class. Factors
affecting the minimum energy consumption of each process function were also discussed with a
proposal how to determine the expectable magnitude of energy consumption. Finally, exemplary
models for the repeated on/off-controlled pumping task and closed-loop pump operation were
introduced.
In the future, further work will be carried out on the determination of the minimum energy consumption
magnitudes of different pumping tasks and on their comparison with the actual operation of respective
pumping systems in mills and water stations. Pumping task models will also be developed using this
data. Also the applicability of specific energy consumption curves in the determination of the pumping
system energy consumption will be studied with those cases.
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Pumping System Energy Efficiency / Performance
“You cannot manage or justify what you cannot measure”
William C. Livoti
Baldor Electric Company

Abstract:
There has been a great deal of focus on energy efficiency as applied to pumping systems. Many utilities offer
attractive incentive programs for upgrading motors and adding variable frequency drives. In some cases the utility
requires the end user to document the savings in order to receive the incentive credit. From the End User
perspective management requires documented ROI (Return on Investment).
This Paper will discuss an innovative software “tool” that when integrated into the VFD will provide the necessary
data to justify not only energy savings / consumption but system efficiency, pump efficiency and motor efficiency.

Introduction
The centrifugal pump is the second most widely used type of mechanical equipment in the world; only the electric
motor outnumbers it. There are literally millions of them in service in every conceivable application. Fortunately,
they are prime candidates for major energy savings, since the power required varies as the cube of the speed
ratio; (i.e., cut the speed in half and reduce the power to one-eighth of the original value). The use of variable
speed drives when properly applied has a tremendous potential for cost and energy savings by reducing friction in
the system.
In relative terms, pumps are efficient machines, most are typically operating near 75% efficiency (BEP). Because
of this relatively high efficiency, it is easy to dismiss the potential energy savings that exists by optimizing pumping
systems.
A pump is very sensitive to how it is operated and it is the pumping system that has the greatest influence on
pump energy use. Energy can account for as much as 75% of a pump's total cost of ownership.
A pump converts mechanical energy into pressure energy, which is imparted into a fluid, which creates flow. A
pump can be very efficiently designed yet it can be operated in an inefficient manner. As a result many pumping
systems operate at efficiencies far below their Best Efficiency Point (BEP).
Cost Justification
Some utilities will provide Industrial customers financial incentives paying up to 70% of efficiency project costs
(based on annual kWh savings) including, variable speed drives, controls, premium efficiency motors and most
other measures that can save electricity. However, there is a catch the utility expects to see verification of energy
savings. Like any well managed business they (utilities) want to see the energy reduction before they “cut” a
check. The end user on the other hand is looking at the “bottom line”, (show me the money). While the concern is
primarily energy savings management is looking at the “Big Picture” look beyond energy savings taking into
consideration:
• Increased productivity
• Reduced costs of environmental compliance
• Reduced production costs
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• Reduced waste disposal costs
• Improved product quality
• Improved capacity utilization
• Improved reliability
• Improved worker safety

Speak the Language of Management

There is a benefit to this “Big Picture” methodology. In many cases energy savings alone may not be sufficient to
justify a project. It should be understood that the primary objective is energy savings however, management must
look at the “Bottom Line” what am I getting for the money? The utility may be happy with the energy savings but
management owns the equipment and must approve the project. Many projects are denied by management
because the “energy specialist” failed to look beyond energy savings. There are many cases where the cost of
down time far outweighs the energy savings. The chart below (Figure 1) provides a breakdown of the Life Cycle
Costing of a typical pumping system

Installation
9%
Pump
14%

Environmental
7%
Downtime
9%

Energy
32%
Operating
9%
Maintenance
20%

Figure 1
Life Cycle Cost of Pumping System
You will note that energy and maintenance comprise 52% of the total life cycle cost of a typical pumping system.
If the system is installed, operated or sized incorrectly the maintenance and down time costs can be much higher.
Centrifugal pumps should be selected and normally operated at or near the manufacturer’s design rated
conditions of head and flow. This is usually at the best efficiency point (BEP).
Pump impeller vane angles and the size and shape of the internal liquid flow passages are fixed and can only be
designed for one point of optimum operation. For any other flow conditions, these angles and liquid channels are
either too large or too small.
Any pump operated at excess capacity, i.e. at a flow significantly greater than BEP and at a lower head, will surge
and vibrate, creating potential bearing and shaft seal problems as well as requiring excessive power.
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When operation is at reduced capacity, i.e. at a flow significantly less than BEP and at a higher head, the fixed
vane angles will now cause eddy flows within the impeller, casing, and between the wear rings. The radial thrust
on the rotor will increase, causing higher shaft stresses, increased shaft deflection, and potential bearing and
mechanical seal problems while radial vibration and shaft axial movement will also increase. Continued operation
in this mode will result in the accelerated deterioration of the mechanical and hydraulic performance and may
ultimately result in the failure of the pump.
The chart below (figure 2) provides a graphical representation of the impact on reliability when a pump is operating
away from the pump’s Best Efficiency Point (BEP).
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Figure 2
Efficiency and reliability are complimentary, the closer the pump operates to BEP the more reliable the unit. As
the pump operating point moves away from BEP (right or left of BEP) the efficiency and reliability drop off as noted
in the chart. While this sounds like a “no brainer” approach it is often bypassed for a simple energy savings
analysis. The typical response for not using the more detailed analysis:

•

Poor historical documentation

•

Lack of expertise / manpower

•

Lack of monitoring equipment or funds to incorporate same

The most common reasons for management denying funding for energy projects:

•

Energy assessment lacks sufficient detail to obtain management approval

•

Inaccurate estimate of potential cost savings

•

Failure to evaluate the entire system
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The “Catch 22” before one can apply for incentives / funding from the utility, state and or local government it is
necessary to obtain management approval that is develop a solid business case.

Application / Case Study: Well Water System
The following case study is an excellent example where the “Big Picture” methodology was used to justify an
“energy” project.
The well system was installed in May 1975, there are two (2) separate installations designated 1B and 1A. Said
units are critical to plant operation, if the end user lost a pump the plant operation is reduced, if both units failed
the plant must cease production. Subject units are vertical six stage turbine style pumps coupled to 250hp hollow
shaft motors. Pump speed is controlled by an Eddy Current Drive (Figure 3).

Motor

Eddy Current Drive

Original Configuration
Figure 3
The pumps develop 310 ft head @ approximately 1700gpm when operating at base speed of 1717rpm. The
system generally operates in the 1200 to 1700 rpm range, however, under extreme conditions the pumps can run
at a higher RPM. The well pumps feed water into several areas of the plant.
System Configuration
According to the plant P&ID’s the well pumps send water into the water treatment facility. Upon entering the
facility the pressure is reduced to 25psi by the two pressure reducing valves, flow is then directed to the clear well,
flush water and chlorination systems. It was verified the treatment plant only requires a maximum of 25psi through
the 8” line feeding the plant.
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Maintenance History
A review of the maintenance history on both well systems indicated the pumping system was considered a “bad
actor”. The pumps experienced high vibration and frequent failures along with the eddy current drive and motor.
MTBR data for components was as follows:

•

Frequent drive failures MTBR 1 year

•

Pump MTBR 2.5 years

•

Motor repair 2.5 years

Energy Consumption / Savings Calculations
The following (3) pump curves display operating conditions Vs BEP at the three speed ranges defined by
customer.

1717 RPM Set 1

Head in feet

1717 rpm
500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

BEP

Ope r ating
Point

0

500

1,000

1,500
Flow in GPM
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2,000

2,500

3,000

1500 RPM Set 2
1550 rpm
400
350

Head in Feet

300

BEP

250
Operating
Point

200
150
100
50
0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

Flow in GPM

1200 RPM Set 3
1200 rpm
250

Head in Feet

200

BEP

150
Operating
Point

100
50
0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

1600

1800

Flow in GPM

The spread sheets below display break down the energy consumption and savings by component, the vertical
columns indicate savings based on reduced friction, drive efficiency and motor efficiency respectively. All savings
calculations were based on operating at specified points 33% of the time @ 10 cents per kW/hr.
Flow re quired
Head required
Additional syste m friction loss
Motor e ff
VFD efficie ncy factor
Mechanica l drive e ff
Pump eff
Ene rgy cost per kWh
Operating hours per year
Factor
System efficiency
System input powe r required for process
Power required for a dditional friction
Total power required
Total cost per year
Cost Sa vings

1500 gpm
375 feet
64 ft
90%
88%
100%
72%
$0.10
2651
Base
49%
249.1 bhp
42.5 bhp
291.6 bhp
$57,670

1500 gpm
311 feet
0 ft
90%
88%
100%
82%
$0.10
2651
Reduce friction
by 50 feet
65%
181.4 bhp
0.0 bhp
181.4 bhp
$35,873
$21,797
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1500 gpm
375 fe et
64 ft
90%
98%
100%
72%
$0.10
2651
Increase drive
efficiency by 10
points.
54%
223.7 bhp
38.2 bhp
261.9 bhp
$51,785
$5,885

1500 gpm
375 feet
64 ft
96%
88%
100%
72%
$0.10
2651
Increase motor
efficiency by 5
points.
52%
234.0 bhp
39.9 bhp
274.0 bhp
$54,179
$3,492

1717 rpm

Flow required
Head required
Additional system friction loss
Motor eff
VFD efficiency factor
Mechanical drive eff
Pump eff
Energy cost per kWh
Operating hours per year
Factor
System efficiency
System input power required for process
Power required for additional friction
Total power required
Total cost per year
Cost Savings

1100 gpm
275 feet
50 ft
90%
88%
100%
72%
$0.10
2651

1100 gpm
225 feet
0 ft
90%
88%
100%
82%
$0.10
2651
Reduce friction
by 50 feet

Base
48%
134.0 bhp
24.4 bhp
158.3 bhp
$31,309

65%
96.2 bhp
0.0 bhp
96.2 bhp
$19,032
$12,277

1100 gpm
275 feet
50 ft
90%
98%
100%
72%
$0.10
2651
Increase drive
efficiency by 10
points.
54%
120.3 bhp
21.9 bhp
142.2 bhp
$28,114
$3,195

1100 gpm
275 feet
50 ft
96%
88%
100%
72%
$0.10
2651
Increase motor
efficiency by 5
points.
51%
125.8 bhp
22.9 bhp
148.7 bhp
$29,414
$1,896

1100 gpm
165 feet
15 ft
90%
98%
100%
72%
$0.10
2651
Increase drive
efficiency by 10
points.
58%
72.2 bhp
6.6 bhp
78.7 bhp
$15,571
$1,769

1100 gpm
165 feet
15 ft
96%
88%
100%
72%
$0.10
2651
Increase motor
efficiency by 5
points.
56%
75.5 bhp
6.9 bhp
82.4 bhp
$16,291
$1,050

1500 rpm

Flow required
Head required
Additional system friction loss
Motor eff
VFD efficiency factor
Mechanical drive eff
Pump eff
Energy cost per kWh
Operating hours per year
Factor
System efficiency
System input power required for process
Power required for additional friction
Total power required
Total cost per year
Cost Savings

1100 gpm
165 feet
15 ft
90%
88%
100%
72%
$0.10
2651

1100 gpm
150 feet
0 ft
90%
88%
100%
82%
$0.10
2651
Reduce friction
by 15 feet

Base
52%
80.4 bhp
7.3 bhp
87.7 bhp
$17,340

65%
64.2 bhp
0.0 bhp
64.2 bhp
$12,688
$4,652

1200 rpm
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Operating Cost Analysis

Operating Cost Analysis Per Pump
Operating Cost $ / per year
RPM
Original
Proposed

Savings

1717 rpm

$57,670.00

$26,496.00 $31,174.00

1500 rpm

$31,309.00

$13,941.00

$17,368.00

1200 rpm

$17,340.00

$9,869.00

$7,471.00

Maintenance

$16,244.00

$0.00

$16,244.00

Total Savings

$72,257.00

The customer chose not to share to cost of down time when the pump system is out of service however they did
indicate it was a substantial impact on their bottom line and the primary reason for evaluating the system. When
looking at the total cost of maintenance for one pump system from installation (1975) to date the company spent
approximately $295,040. This is a staggering number when you consider the fact that the pump should operate
reliably for 15 plus years between repair cycles.
Solution

•

Replace existing hollow motor with solid shaft premium efficient design.

•

Modify pump shaft to accept solid shaft motor/coupling, provide detailed instructions for implementation

•

Level sole plate to insure pump is plumb and level, eliminate pipe stress on pump discharge per Hydraulic
Institute Standards

•

Replace existing cutlass rubber pump line shaft bearings with Polymer (low coefficient of friction) type
material

•

Replace eddy current drive with PWM VFD with bypass and Energy Dashboard Tool
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•

Install feedback control to automatically modulate system on demand (reduce friction, improve process
control).

As part of the total solution a QA/QC Check List was supplied for the project.

Note significant
reduction in
overall height and mass
of unit.

Solid Shaft Retrofit
Documenting Results / Savings
As stated earlier in this paper documentation of savings is critical to obtain management approval, obtain
incentives and to obtain funding for future projects. On this particular project a variable frequency drive was used
to modulate the pump flow. It is generally taken for granted that the drive will provide energy savings. How do
you document the savings, are you getting the estimated / calculated savings? How long will it take to see results
of corrective action? Is there more savings than just energy?
The Energy Dashboard “tool” provides this information and more bringing the application of knowledge, skills,
tools, and techniques to tracking and controlling energy consumption while improving, monitoring and validating
system reliability.
How it Works
•

Data is acquired from the Baldor SP Drive

•

(3) transducers utilized to monitor suction pressure, discharge pressure and flow

•

Data is processed and delivered to PC, Laptop or DCS, PLC via Ethernet
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Information Supplied:
•

Pump Performance Curve

•

System Curve

•

Pump Efficiency

•

Flow

•

Head

•

Calculated BHP

•

Real time Volts

•

Real Time Amperage

•

Energy Usage annual, Month, Trend

•

Cost per kW/hr
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Programming and Setup Requirements
• Transducers (supplied by End User)
• Suction
• Discharge
• Flow
• Data Entry
• Pump Data
• Enter a minimum of 6 operating points (flow Vs head) from OEM pump curve
• Enter Transducer multiplier data (suction /discharge)
• Cost / Time Data
• Enter operating hours
• Enter cost per kW/hr
• All remaining data (hp, kW, speed, amps, volts) is captured within the VFD.
• Energy Dashboard will make the following calculations based on input data
• System efficiency
• Pump efficiency
• Calculated head
• Calculated BHP
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Pump Data

Cost and Time
Data

Drop Down Menu
Pump, Cost and Time Data

Conclusion

While the concern is primarily energy savings management is looking at the “Big Picture”, sustainable growth.
Look beyond energy savings taking into consideration:

• Increased productivity
• Reduced costs of environmental compliance
• Reduced production costs
• Reduced waste disposal costs
• Improved product quality
• Improved capacity utilization
• Improved reliability
• Improved worker safety

The Well Water System case study has demonstrated the value of the methodology outlined in this paper. Not
only has the energy assessment team identified energy savings they identified and documented additional savings
by reduced maintenance, down time, improved reliability and increase productivity to name a few.
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The Energy Dashboard provides key information allowing the facility to continually monitor system performance
and energy savings.
Energy Dashboard Screen Well Water System

As a result the plant energy team received funding to implement upgrades to the second well water system as well
as authorization to investigate other systems for potential optimization.
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Abstract:
Electric pumps are the workhorses behind several industrial processes that help in transferring liquids,
gases and slurries from one location to another. From simple water pumping systems to sophisticated
oil refineries, electric pumps find their application in many different areas. From hot water circulation
systems to pool pumps, electric pumps are also used in various capacities in commercial and
residential sectors. The objective of this technical paper is to investigate a new circulator pump
technology that is introduced into the market, understand its working principle and assess its power
consumption against traditional circulator pump technology. Experimental results are provided to
demonstrate the difference in power consumption between this new pump technology and traditional
pump technologies. The new circulator pump uses permanent magnet brushless DC (BLDC) motor
and a micro-processor based feedback controller. With the help of these features it can adjust the
speed of the pump, similar to an adjustable speed drive, there by finding an optimal efficient point to
run the pump. The conventional circulator pumps, however, have no speed control, which is why they
run at a single rotational speed set by the induction motor. The test results show that there is
significant energy savings with the new technology, greater than 69% per installation compared to a
conventional circulator pump, under similar operating conditions.

Introduction
This research paper focuses on the circulator pumps which are typically used in domestic hot-water
circulation systems as well as hydronic heating systems. The paper tries to answer the following
questions that the reader might have:
1.

What are circulator pumps?

2.

Why are they worth studying?

3.

Is there a new energy-saving technology available in the market?

4.

What is the energy savings potential of this new technology used in the circulator pumps?

5.

Are there any laboratory test results available to validate the energy savings?

The paper is divided into three sections; the first section covers the operating principles of the
circulator pumps both the traditional and new technology, the second section covers the laboratory
testing objectives and the test results and the last section provides the potential energy savings due
to the new technology.

Operation of Circulator Pump
Traditional Circulator Pumps
A circulator pump consists of an electric motor (induction motor is the common motor used in
traditional circulators) coupled to an impeller by a shaft, supported by bearings. The impeller turns in a
chamber, called the volute, where it adds mechanical energy to the water. Figure – 1 shows the
cross-sectional view of the wet-rotor circulator pump. Head is the term used to describe the
mechanical energy in foot pounds per pound of water or joules per kilogram (ft-lb/lb or feet of head or
J/kg). Most hydronic circulators are in-line circulators, designed to be installed in a straight piece of
pipe. For the discussions in this paper the wet-rotor circulators will be considered. Wet-rotor
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circulators are smaller, quieter, and work well for piping circuits with low flow and head requirements.
Wet-rotor circulators are cooled and lubricated by the systems water and have no external pump
seals to leak. Newer types of wet-rotor circulators have variable-speed drives and offer improved
pumping efficiency and room temperature control when used to inject heat from the boiler loop into a
zone circuit. [1]

Figure - 1 Cross-sectional View of Wet-rotor Circulator Pump [1]
Energy-Efficient Circulator Pumps
There is a new class of circulator pumps that are introduced in the market that have energy efficient
design than the traditional circulator pumps. The pump is the same in both the new and the traditional
designs however in the newer design circulator pumps the induction motor is replaced with permanent
magnet (PM) based brushless dc motors or synchronous motors. The advantage of the PM motors is
that they can operate at variable speeds as opposed to single speed induction motors. The newer
design circulator pumps have microprocessor based motor controllers to constantly monitor the pump
flow and adjust the speed to match the flow thereby saving energy. The controller constantly monitors
the flow rate and the speed of the pump and adapts to the changing system conditions. In some new
pump designs, the microprocessor also has the ability to keep track of the usage pattern every day
and adopts itself to the flow requirements, which optimizes the speed of the water flow for the best
possible efficiency. It also uses integrated electronics and software algorithms to fine tune the speed
control. Figure – 2 shows the cross- sectional view of one such pump from Grundfos [2].
However, this design concept has been embraced by other circulator pump manufacturers as well.
Many of the European pump manufacturers have made this design commercially available in the
market that even exceeds the upcoming efficiency class IE4 (according. to IEC TS 60034-31 Ed.1)
[7][8]. For example, the German pump manufacturer WILO has two product lines called Stratos ECO
[3] (residential) and Stratos (Commercial) that are high-efficiency circulator pumps. Both these
product lines use electronically commutated motor (ECM) technology which essentially comprises of
synchronous motor with a permanent magnet rotor. US manufacturer TACO is also developing a
highly efficient circulator pump. This pump which will be having a model name called “Bumble Bee” is
not commercially available in the market yet. It is expected to be available in the US market in 2011
[4].
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Figure - 2 Cross-sectional View of New Circulator Pump Technology [2]
Pump Performance Curves
The system curve is the relationship between the head loss to the flow rate in the system. The head
loss in the system is directly proportional to the square of the volumetric flow rate which is typically in
the shape of a parabola. The pump curve is the performance characteristics of the pump which is
produced by a pump manufacturer from actual tests performed and shows the relationship between
volumetric flow and total head. The peak efficiency occurs when the system curve intersects the pump
curve near the “knee” or midpoint of the pump curve. This operating point is also known as best
efficiency point (BEP). Figure – 3 defines the region where the system curve should ideally intersect
the pump curve to achieve maximum efficiency. [1]

Figure - 2 Circulator Pump and System Curve [1] [6]
Application of the Circulator Pump
The main focus of this paper is in the hot water circulator pump, which is primarily used to circulate
hot water in a closed loop pipe system. These hot water circulator pumps provide hot water-ondemand at the faucets and sinks in some larger residential homes and commercial buildings. They
are also used in industrial process systems for heat exchange applications. A visual depiction of the
closed loop hot water circulation system setup is shown in Figure – 3.
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Figure- 3 Visual Depiction of a Hot Water Circulation Pump in a Building

Laboratory Testing of Circulator Pumps
The 2010 EPRI research involved testing of a traditional and high efficiency circulator pump to
determine the possible efficiency improvements and to understand the performance characteristics of
the new design of the circulator pump [5]. Two pumps having similar output specifications were
chosen for the test.
The objective of the laboratory tests are listed below:
•

To understand the operation of the new high efficiency pump design

•

To compare the power consumption of new pump and a traditional hot water circulator pump

•

To determine the power consumption of the new pump under various operating modes

•

To understand if there are any power quality related concerns associated with the pump

In order to evaluate the new pump, a simple test setup was constructed. The test setup is capable of
testing two pumps at the same time. Figure – 4 shows the layout of the test setup. In order to operate
normally, the circulator pumps require a pump head, which is the force developed by the circulator to
overcome the pressure drop in the system. Pump head is not the same as static head which is
dependent on the height of the column of water. To create the pump head in the lab environment, a
sump pump was used. The circulator pump then re-circulates the water in the closed loop system. A
digital power meter was installed to monitor the voltage, current, power factor, harmonic content and
power consumed by the motor during normal operation. Also a hand held power quality analyzer was
used to analyze the input voltage and current waveforms of the pump. A throttle valve was used to
control the flow and adjust the head and gallons per minute (GPM) of the system. When the valve is
completely closed, no water can flow through the closed loop water system. The valve was kept in an
optimal position so as to meet the inlet pressure requirements set by the pump manufacturer. There is
a water flow meter in line with the pump to monitor the water flow through the pump.

Figure - 4 Schematics of Laboratory Test Setup
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The laboratory test setup required various meters to collect and to analyze the data. A summary of the
devices used and their specifications are provided in Table – 1 below
Table – 1 Specifications of Meters Used
S. No.

Meter
Make

Model

Description

Accuracy

1

SATEC

PM110E

Measure
single
phase
voltage, current and power.

0.3% Reading and 0.02% Full
Scale for power measurement

2

Fluke

41B

Hand held power quality
analyzer.

±
(0.5%+3digits)
for
harmonics measurement

3

GPI

TM075-N

Water flow (GPM) meter.

± 3.0% of reading

4

AEMC

MN306

AC Current Probe

• 2.5% Reading ± 0.1mV for
(<0.5A)

current

• 2.5% Reading for (0.5A - 1A)
• 1% Reading for (1A - 12A)
5

Watts
Up

Watts
up? PRO
ES

Data logger.

± 1.5% + 3 counts of the displayed
value.
For loads less than 60 watts, the
current and power factor displays
will have lower accuracy. However,
the wattage and other displays will
still be within 1.5%.

6

Yokogawa

WT230

Digital Power Meter

Basic power accuracy: 0.1%
(Harmonic measurement available)

Pumps Selected for Testing
Two pumps with similar flow rate were selected for the laboratory testing. The models of the pumps
are given below:
1.

Grundfos UP26-99F (induction motor based pump technology)

2.

Grundfos ALPHA™ (permanent magnet based variable speed pump technology)
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Figure - 5 Circulator Pumps Chosen for Laboratory Testing
In the interest of time, only one set of pumps from Grundfos were chosen for the testing. It should be
noted that results obtained here is reflective of other pump manufacturers with equivalent pump
design.
Laboratory Test Results
This section provides the results of the various tests performed at the EPRI laboratories [5]. The
results of the laboratory test were analysed and interesting differences were observed between the
traditional and the new design circulator pump. The laboratory test results are summarized below
under the following areas:
1.

Voltage and Current Characteristics of the new pump

2.

Comparison of power consumption of a traditional pump and the new pump

3.

Power consumption of the new pump at various operating modes

4.

Power quality related issues

Voltage and Current Characteristics
The testing of the new circulator pump showed that the pump has a rectifier front-end and has
adjustable speed control. The pump behaves and operates like an adjustable speed drive. The pump
has a micro-processor that can adjust the pump characteristics by sensing the flow requirements of
the system. Because of this features the current waveform was non-sinusoidal and has odd-harmonic
content. The voltage and current waveforms of both the pumps are shown in Figure – 6. The
harmonic content (frequencies that are integral multiples of fundamental frequency) present in the
current waveforms of both the pumps are shown in Figure – 7. While the traditional pump (induction
motor) does not have significant higher order harmonics, the new pump shows significant odd
harmonic contents.
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Figure - 6 Voltage and Current Waveforms of a) New Circulator Pump (left) and b) Traditional
Circulator Pump (right)
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Figure - 7 Current Harmonic Content of a) New Circulator Pump (left) and b) Traditional
Circulator Pump (right)
Comparison of Power Consumption of Traditional Pump and the New Pump
The actual test setup is shown in Figure – 8. It can be seen from the figure that two pumps are
mounted side by side and they can be turned ON or OFF by the switch provided in the bottom.

Figure - 8 Actual Pump Test Setup
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During the first test, the traditional pump is turned ON while the new pump under test was turned
OFF. Once the measurements are recorded from the first test, the traditional pump is turned OFF. For
the second set of tests, the new pump under test is turned ON, and the traditional pump is turned
OFF. The data acquisition system was able to record the power consumption of both the pumps on a
same time scale, which helps to visualize the difference in power consumption with better clarity.
Figure – 9 shows the power consumption of both the pumps on the same timescale. It should be
noted that the traditional pump has only one operating speed. For this reason, the flow was controlled
by adjusting the throttle valve. From no flow (0 GPM1) to 4 GPM the pump was drawing 120 Watts to
146 Watts. The new pump design consumes nearly a third (1/3) of the power consumption than that
of a traditional pump.
180
160
Traditional Pump: No Flow (0 gpm) to Full Flow
(4 gpm) (Throttle Control)

Power (Watts)

140

Power Consumption varies from 120 Watts to
146 Watts

120
100

Both Pumps OFF

80

Alpha Pump ON

Traditional Pump ON
60
40

Alpha Pump: No Flow (0 gpm) to
Full Flow (4 gpm) (Auto Adapt)

20

Power Consumption varies from
7 Watts to 45 Watts

0
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Figure - 9 Power Consumption of a New Circulator Pump (left) and b) Traditional Circulator
Pump (right)
Power Consumption of the New Pump at Various Operating Modes
The new pump has a built-in microprocessor called ALPHA processor that can control the speed of
the pump, thereby adapting to the flow requirement through a closed-loop feedback mechanism.
There are three (3) constant speed modes and three (3) constant pressure modes available in this
pump. The power consumed in these six operating modes is shown in the Figure – 9. There is
another feature in this pump called the AUTOADAPT™ (some of the newer pumps have similar
feature). In this mode, the micro-processor in the pump, learns the system operating characteristics
and optimizes the performance of the pump. In this mode the power consumption varies anywhere
from 6 Watts to 25 Watts depending on the variations in the flow. During this operating mode the
motor continuously varies the speed of the motor unlike the three fixed speed modes.

1

GPM stands for Gallons Per Minute
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Figure 10 Power Consumption of the New Pump under Various Operating Modes
Power Quality Related Issues
The current waveform and the harmonic contents of the new circulator pump show that there is
significant odd-harmonic presence in the waveform. However, the power consumption savings for the
new pump is great enough that any harmonic concerns would be completely negated. The odd
harmonic content is typical of any ac-dc rectifier power supply current characteristics. A power factor
correction circuit in the front end of this pump would easily alleviate the harmonics.

Potential Energy Savings due to PM Circulator Pumps
From the test results it could be seen that there is a significant savings in energy and power
consumption of the new circulator pump design compared to the traditional pumps. With some
assumptions, the possible energy savings obtained by replacing the existing circulator pumps with
new technology can be calculated and is shown in Table – 2. It can be seen that approximately 69%
energy savings is possible by the application of the new circulator pumps.
Table – 2 Energy Savings Potential Calculation
Description

Quantity

Units

10,000,000

Units

Average power consumed by a conventional circulator pump:

146

Watts

Hours of operation: (24 hr x 365 days):

8760

Hours

Utilization Factor: (assumption)

40%

Total annual energy consumption of existing conventional
circulator pumps population in US (=Power consumption of a
conventional circulator pump x Operating hours x Utilization
factor x Number of Units):

5.12

TWh2

Average power consumption of one energy efficient circulator

45

Watts

Number of Circulator Pumps in US market: (estimates)

2

TWh stands for Tera Watt Hour
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ϕ

Description

Quantity

Units

pump:
Percentage of old pumps replaced: (assumption)

100%

Utilization Factor:

40%

Total annual energy consumption of new circulator pumps in
US (=Power consumption of new circulator pump x Operating
hours x Percentage of old pumps replaced x Utilization factor x
Number of Units):

1.58

TWh

Potential Energy Savings:

3.54

TWh

Potential Energy Savings as a % of total annual energy
usage of existing pumps:

69%

Notes:
ϕ

The total US pump population is assumed to be 10 million (based on Frost and Sullivan research in
2005)
The utilization factor, the percentage of time the circulator pump runs in a year is assumed to be 40%
The percentage of old circulator pumps replaced by the new circulator pumps is assumed to be100%
According to Energy Information Agency (EIA), the annual net electric power generation is 4,119 TWh
in 2008

Summary
This paper explains the operation of traditional and newer design circulator pumps that are coming
into the market. It also provides the motivation behind testing the two types of pumps and summarizes
the findings from the test results. From the above discussions it can be seen that energy efficient
pump technologies are available in the market and they offer significant energy reduction potential in
the residential, commercial and other industrial applications. The use of this pump technology to other
applications such as Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) technologies needs to be explored. Some of the
additional benefits of using the new circulator pump technology are:
1.

Lower energy consumption than traditional circulator pumps.

2.

May have less maintenance because of lower power consumption and lower heat dissipation.

3.

Lower noise compared to traditional pumps because of adjustable speed control.

4.

It has potential for “demand response” or “demand management” controllability.
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Pumping Systems – Low Hanging Fruit in Saving Energy
Brent Ross
Armstrong Ltd.

Abstract
Pumping systems absorb in the neighbourhood of 20% of all motor driven electrical energy usage in
the United States. However, established efficiency incentive programs only contribute a small
proportion of incentive dollars to save energy in pumping systems. The programs today are mostly
centred around the use of high efficiency motors, which only result in small energy savings. The
addition of variable speed often saves far less than envisioned. The programs centre on component
efficiency as opposed to a complete system approach which has the opportunity to save substantially
more energy. Custom incentive programs for pumping energy savings are cumbersome, under
resourced, and their usage is small.
This paper highlights a number of case studies where substantial pumping energy savings were
obtained. The projects were eligible for incentives from subsidy programs. However, the major driver
of the upgrades was not an energy incentive program or even energy efficiency itself. The projects
proceeded for other reasons. An environment is needed where energy upgrades of pumping systems
are the norm in the industry and not just a by-product of the few pumping system upgrade projects
which proceed for other reasons. Revamped national or regional energy incentive programs could
mean that the majority of these opportunities could progress and a huge amount of energy could be
saved.
The paper outlines suggested prescriptive incentives, measures, validation programs, and tools,
which would propel the majority of these process upgrades to proceed. The resulting savings from
these programs have the potential to reduce the electrical energy consumption in North America by
5% or even more.
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Introduction
Pumping systems account for nearly 20% of the world’s energy used by electric motors and 25%
to50% of the total electrical usage in certain industrial facilities.1 Clearly, pumping systems consume
a significant amount of the total electrical energy. The combined total of United States and Canadian
energy efficiency program budgets for ratepayer funded electric and gas programs reached nearly
$6.2 billion in 2009.
Electric Programs (Commercial and Industrial
unless
indicated
as
Residential)
Lamps
Ballasts
Motors
Residential: Compact Fluorescent Lamps
Packaged Units
Unitary Heat Pumps
Drives
Unitary A/C
Residential: Heat Pumps
Solid State Lighting
Residential: A/C
New Building
Residential: New Home
Residential: Refrigerators
Existing Building
Heat Pump Water Heaters

92%
91
82
82
80
78
76
73
67
66
66
59
57
56
51
45

Residential: Clothes Washers
Residential: Existing Home
Residential: Quality Installation
Any Data/IT
Residential: Room A/C's
Residential: Dishwashers

42%
42
41
38
36
33

Quality Installation
Residential: Solar Thermal Water Heaters
Residential: Heat Pump Water Heaters
Residential: Solid State Lighting
Any Agriculture
Residential: Computers
Residential: TVs
Residential: Set-Top Boxes

31
24
23
23
22
10
7
6

Table 1. The product categories listed above are by percentage of respondents that responded
“yes” to the question, “Is this product included in your program?” The results are for U.S. and
Canadian programs combined, and are listed in descending order of percent coverage by
programs. Note that heat pumps refer to a refrigeration technology and not fluid pumping
systems.

Table 1 above lists the percentage of times that energy incentive program administrators indicated a
product is included in the program.2 Not once in the list are pumping systems referenced even though
pumps account for 20% of energy in electric motor systems. One could argue that mentioning the
word motor or variable speed drive (VSD) is sufficient, as motors and variable speed drives (VSDs)
indicate the greatest energy saving opportunity in a pumping system. Figure 1 illustrates some of the
opportunity in pumping systems by looking at the system as a whole instead of just its component
parts. A typical component part look may say the motor is 89.5% efficient, and there is an opportunity
to gain 4.7% by switching to a high efficiency motor. 89.5% is the average efficiency and 4.7
percentage points is the average efficiency increase between DOE 1998 pre-Epact motor efficiency
and the current NEMA standard [12-12] known as NEMA Premium today.3 Correspondingly, addition
of a VSD may save 20%, based solely on the author’s observation in the field, and a more efficient
pump could save energy by improving the pump operation from the efficiency figure of 74% to the
efficiency of 78% (i.e., a fairly aggressive pump end efficiency gain of 4 percentage points). This
approach yields an efficiency gain of 4.7 percentage points on the motor, plus 20% overall savings%
for the VSD, plus 4 percentage points for the pump resulting in a power savings of 28.4% for the
pumping system.
In this scenario, the industry considers changing the motor very easy as the higher and lower
efficiency motors are interchangeable physically, the difference in apparent energy efficiency is readily
readable from the nameplate and any millwright and electrician can take one motor out and put the
other motor in. Adding a VSD is a little more difficult but still relatively easy. The VSD must be
checked for compatibility with motor, and often this reinforces that the motor be changed as well. Most
motors supplied today are generally compatible with variable speed VSDs whereas even 5 years ago
this was not the case. Also it must be determined how the VSD is to be controlled. How will the VSD
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know what reduced speed and power level to run at? The easy mode of reducing speed is simply
manually setting a lower speed by determining the system still operates successfully or ideally
opening a throttling valve and setting the lower speed to maintain the same flow after the valve is
opened. The next level up would be decreasing the speed in relation to an easy control that can be
installed. An example of an easy control is having the pumping unit maintain a set pressure. This
means the control components are all set close to the pump in the mechanical room and installation
costs and required system control thought is minimal. Finally, installing the VSD is relatively easy and
any electrician can place the VSD on the wall and run the motor power through the VSD before going
to the motor. The relatively easy installation described saves 28% of energy costs on average. The
utility and the owner can feel quite happy that their work has saved 28% of energy with only a little
effort.
In this description usually the owner would not change out the pump as there is only 4 percentage
points of additional energy to be saved, and changing the pump can be quite involved. Usually the
pump is not interchangeable physically, and changing the pump can mean necessary foundation and
pipe modification work, which is not considered worth the effort. The real savings, however, is in the
rest of the system, pipe design, valves and control type in conjunction with the pump, VSD and motor.

Figure 1. Energy use in a typical system. Source: www.worldpumps.com

Figure 1 illustrates the energy use in a typical pumping system. From the energy use, the opportunity
to save energy is illustrated by the size of the percentage. The figure says that only 8% of the energy
produces valuable work. The remaining 92% is wasted energy and available for more efficient
operation. The motor accounts for only 8% of the energy loss, and yet that is the main target for
energy reduction in systems today through a history of both utility incentives as well as legislation.
The second target is VSDs in pumping systems, which however can only contribute limited reduction
in the energy consumption of a pumping system on their own. The true opportunity of 92 % can only
be seen by finding an optimum pumping system with minimum hydraulic pipe losses combined with
the proper size and energy efficient control of the pumping system.
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Opportunity Potential

Figure 2. Four opportunity steps in a typical cooling secondary pumping system in a heating or
cooling loop in a commercial building.

Figure 2 illustrates four opportunity steps in a typical cooling secondary pumping system in a heating
or cooling loop in a commercial building. It starts with a 3-way constant flow pumping system which
any system installed prior to 1995 (perhaps 50% of the installed base today) probably employed. The
first step in the energy saving opportunity is the installation of a VSD, opening the throttling valve in
the system where a typical system would have a throttling valve dissipating a percentage of pressure
estimated at 15% of the pumping power of the system. Many systems operate today with the variable
speed set at a constant reduced speed. It definitely saves energy. However, only 15%. The second
step of the energy reduction is changing the system from constant flow system to a variable flow
system in a simpler situation. This can be done by closing the bypass line of each three way control
valve.4 In this mode, the pump “rides” its performance curve to provide the flow needed by the system
and an additional 29% energy is saved.
The next step of opportunity is to change the variable speed VSD control from constant speed setting
to a variable speed and control it by maintaining a constant pressure across the pump. This is
considered by the heating and cooling industry as the easiest method to control a variable speed VSD
in a pumping system as the control sensors and wiring are all contained in the mechanical room. It is
an easy system to install and troubleshoot. It saves an additional 26% in energy.
A final opportunity is to have the system controlled to the true pumping demand of the system. This
can be done by either placing the control sensor out into the system itself which raises the cost of the
control system and makes trouble shooting more difficult. Or, by using integrated pump controls
available in the marketplace in the last decade only, which sense the true system requirement through
electronics present in the pump itself. This final step of improvement increases the energy savings by
an incremental 49% to a total system savings in energy of 77%. It should also be noted that a number
of other energy saving opportunities have not even been included in the above example such as the
opportunity to change the motor to a higher efficiency motor available today, the opportunity to right
size the pump and optimize the selection against load profile to optimize energy use, in a retrofit
installation an upgrade of the pump for wear can increase pump efficiency an additional 1 to 5%.
Offsetting these additional opportunities not mentioned could be other factor which discount the above
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energy savings referenced. The above description does not allow for the power loss through the
variable speed VSD control as these devices are not 100% efficient even at full load and are less
efficient at part load and reduced speed. The same statement applies to motors as the motor
efficiency is reduced as it runs at reduced load and reduced speed.
There are two major points in the above description. The first is by looking at the whole pumping
system as opposed to one component, the savings in efficiency can be increased from 15% or less, to
77% or more! The second point is that most programs today, as referenced from Figure 2 above, look
only at the change out of the motor for an average energy savings in the neighbourhood of less than
5% or the addition of the variable speed VSD for a savings of perhaps 20%, missing the overall 77%
or more opportunity available!
The above speaks to the circumstance where any component in a pumping system is even
considered. The number one referenced product in Table 1 was lighting. The author has attempted to
quantify what percentage of the $6.2 billion in energy incentive programs has gone to pumping
systems and has been unable to dimension the number as it is so small and generally therefore not
recorded. When the author asked a utility representative this question the answer was “We give away
a lot of light bulbs”. Figure 3 below illustrates the potential savings between pumping systems and
lighting. To convert from a T12 to T8 lighting system saves in the neighbourhood of 30% and with a
payback of 1 to 3 years after utility rebates.5 Lighting was the number one referenced product in the
programs and probably the area where most of the utility incentive dollars have been directed. If we
compare this to a pumping system opportunities where saving can be in the neighbour of 75% and
payback less than a year, it does make one ask why pumping does not receive more attention and
incentive.
Need for Incentives
From here we should move to the question whether incentives are needed to ensure the upgrade of
pumping systems.
A report by the US Department of Energy recorded the success of a motor challenge program. The
program documented over a dozen major upgrade programs that had an average energy savings of
33% with some as high as 60 per cent. They found, however, that despite the success of a few
companies and the relative maturity of the technologies used to achieve motor system efficiency, the
level of knowledge and adoption of system efficiency measures among facility managers is very low.
They found that only the largest plants had implemented the most common kinds of system
improvements in the past two years to any great extent, and the pattern of knowledge and
implementation, even among the largest companies was inconsistent. Among all manufacturing
facilities, 24 per cent reported that they had not implemented any of the long lists of potential system
efficiency measures over the past 2 years.
It was found that industrial facility managers face significant barriers to capturing the financial and
operating benefits of motor system energy improvements. The most important were:
•

Low priority of energy efficiency improvements among objectives. Motor systems were less
than 1% of operating costs.

•

Lack of awareness of energy saving opportunities— was this a function of the importance of
the objective? Why take the time to learn if it is not important>

•

Low staffing – Staff is rationed, and there are no resources to implement efficiency programs.

•

Conflicting incentives among suppliers. Do salesmen spend time on an efficiency
improvement project for $20,000 or a new construction project for $250,000?

Data Centres are a major user of pumping systems due to their need for large cooling systems. They
are also heavy user of electrical power. A recent conversation with a major player in the data centre
industry indicated key factors in priority in the design and construction of a data centre were:
1. Performance reliability (does what it says on the tin)
2. Uptime / availability (always working)
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3. Speed to availability (shortest time between project launch and revenue coming in)
4. Service support (it will be fixed quickly if something goes wrong)
5. Quality / longevity (will continue working in the way that it was commissioned)
6. Impact on PUE (life cost, including energy consumption)
Note that energy consumption is part of the sixth and last priority only. This was not a US based
observation but actually an observation from a European industry leader where energy costs are even
higher than in the United States.

Figure 3. Payback and energy savings estimates of a lighting retrofit vs. variable speed pump
retrofit

Unfortunately much of the equipment we ship today and systems we install are energy obsolete as it
does not include the best practices and technologies available. Certainly most of the equipment
shipped and systems installed before 2005 are energy obsolete. There exists a great opportunity to
upgrade these plants and save substantial energy!
Case Studies
Three case studies that illustrate the opportunity and perhaps reinforce some the themes introduced
above follow.
Case Study 1: Domestic Booster System
This is a case study of a domestic water pressure booster system. It is a system which pressurizes
water in the basement of a building from a city main water supply so that it reaches the top of a
building. These systems typically include pumps, valves, pipe and controls all mounted on a skid and
delivered as a pumping system from the supplier. In this installation the project was initiated as the
existing system needed repair.
The municipal offices of a city of 149,000 people are located in a nine-story commercial building in the
downtown area. When the city first began investigating opportunities for an upgrade, the building was
using an old pressure booster system that was not functioning properly.
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The existing constant speed booster system was energy obsolete. It produced 140 psi of pressure
regardless of the changing needs of the system. It also included pressure reducing valves, which
throttled and wasted pressure within the system. When the system overheated from low flow or
excess pressure, a valve opened to dump the water either to a drain or back through the pump.
The new booster system operates using a demand-based control methodology. The system monitors
pressure and operates the pump to boost system pressure only as needed. The system does not rely
on pressure reducing valves, but instead maintains pressure through integrated controls. In low flow
situations, the pressure setback feature reduces system pressure, further reducing energy usage.
When no flow is required, the unit switches into "sleep mode" instead of wasting water through a
valve.
A booster system that optimizes energy usage and operates at reduced speeds was installed. The
combination of low-speed operation, no flow shutdown and soft fill startup features also reduce wear.
Reduced wear leads to reduced maintenance and extended system life.
Commenting on the performance of the new booster system, the Manager, Operations and
Maintenance, said “The new pumps are working great. We’ve dropped our system pressure from
140psi to 85psi with no complaints. The operating pump runs at 50% speed, so electrical savings will
be noticeable.” The reduction in system pressure means that the energy savings would exceed
40%.”6
The new system consumes about 35 per cent of the energy of the installed system due to the demand
based controls utilized. The project went ahead as the old system was in desperate need of repair. It
did not proceed on the basis of the energy savings. It was only considered an advantage. Although
readily available, to the author’s knowledge, the installation never applied for the rebate available for
variable speed VSD installation or a custom program installation as the paperwork was considered
too time consuming!

Case Study 2: Sewage Pumping System
The next case study has been highlighted as a US Department of Energy – Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy Technology program best practices.7

A Town of in North Eastern USA was looking for a way to increase the energy and operating
efficiency of its Reservoir Avenue sewage pump station.
Located in southwestern Connecticut, the town has a population of 32,000, with ten sewage pumping
stations, a total raw sewage handling capacity of 3.3 million gallons per day. Each of the stations
pump sewage to a main lift station where it is then pumped to a sewage treatment plant.
Built in 1971, the Pump Station consisted of twin sewage handling pumps vertically mounted
approximately 17 feet below the ground. The pumps were each equipped with a 40-hp direct drive,
wound-rotor motor. Running at reduced speed, the pumps operated at a system duty point of
approximately 850 gallons per minute (GPM) at 50.3 feet of total dynamic head (TDH). A control
system using a wound rotor and variable resistance circuit technology was used to reduce pump
speed to a constant 1320 rpm. To turn the pumps on and off based on the level of liquid in the sump,
a bubbler-type level control system was used. The system used two continuously running
compressors which supplied a small amount of air through a dip tube into the wet well. A pressure
transducer mounted on the air supply line measured the pressure needed to overcome the wet well
level.
The pump station handles approximately 0.34 million gallons of raw sewage per day. The original
pumping processes consumed approximately 72,500 kWh of electricity annually, costing the Town
$5,495.
To identify potential energy saving opportunities at the pump station, a test plan was undertaken by
team engineers. A systems approach was used to determine how to increase the efficiency of the
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entire sewage pumping station. Rather than focusing on the individual elements and functions of the
pumping system, total system performance was the focal point of the analysis. Following a thorough
investigation of the pumping system, engineers decided to add a smaller pump that could handle the
same volume as the original pumps during non-peak periods. The lower outflow rate reduces friction
in the piping system, lowering the required head and energy consumption.
The sizing of the pumps in the original system was designed to allow one pump to handle the entire
peak inflow to the station under normal operation, which is usually less than 800 GPM. Both pumps
were inactive until the level meter reached 57 inches. At that time, the primary pump would begin
operating and would pump until the water level fell to 32 inches. The second pump was designed only
to be used during extreme flood conditions. If the water level reached 60 inches on the level meter,
the second pump would begin to operate. In flood conditions, both pumps would remain running until
the water level fell to 32 inches, at which time both pumps would simultaneously shut down. Each
pump rarely operated for more than five minutes at a time.

Test data for the original system indicated a normal operating point of 850 GPM at 50.3 TDH for the
single operating pump. With an overall pump efficiency level of 74 percent, the pump's efficiency was
not a problem. Years of use, however, had begun to take its toll on the system, resulting in frequent
breakdowns, occasional flooding, and sewage spills.
Engineers categorized four energy use sources in the original system: the bubbler level control
system, lights, circulating pumps for the motor control system cooling water, and miscellaneous
station energy use. Analysis of the pump system determined that much of the overall energy use
consisted of auxiliary electrical system loads and miscellaneous point loads. Engineers found that the
existing speed control system did not vary the pumps' flow handling capacity. As a result, the pumps
were operating at a reduced constant speed. In addition to reducing the efficiency of the pumps'
electric motors, the inefficient control system also required the constant operation of two circulating
cooling water pumps. The level control system was also equipped with two continuously running
compressors, further increasing electricity consumption. Finally, because of a broken automatic light
switch, the three 200-watt light fixtures were constantly on.
To increase energy efficiency of the pump station, engineers installed an additional 10-hp pump with
direct on-line motor starters and a level control system with float switches. The new pump handles the
same volume as the original pumps during non-peak periods, but runs for longer periods of time. The
lower outflow rate reduces friction and shock losses in the piping system, which lowers the required
head and energy consumption.
In addition, the ineffective existing pump speed control was eliminated and the motors were wired for
direct on-line start. Because the speed control was eliminated, the motors powering the existing
pumps ran at 1750 RPM instead of 1320 RPM, so their impellers were trimmed from 11.25 inches in
diameter to 10 inches. The existing pumps are still used for the infrequent peak flows that the new
smaller pump can't handle. The two compressors for the bubbler level control system and the two
circulating pumps for the old motor control system were also eliminated.
Under normal conditions, the operating point for the new pump is 450 GPM at 40.7 TDH, compared to
850 GPM at 50.3 TDH for the pumps in the original system. The specific energy of the optimized
system was measured at 325 kWh/MG, a 255 kWh/MG decrease from the original system. In addition
to the 17,643 kWh of energy savings achieved by modifying the pump unit, significant energy savings
also resulted from changes made to other energy use sources in the station. Annual energy
consumption by the lighting system was reduced by 5148 kWh, while energy consumption of the
bubbler level control (7,300 kWh/yr) and the cooling water pumps (1,752 kWh) was entirely
eliminated. In all, 31,875 kWh was saved, a reduction of almost 44 percent, resulting in $2,614 in
annual energy savings.
In summary, the town altered the existing pump system by adding a smaller pump and modifying the
system control scheme. The changes reduced annual electricity consumption by almost 44 percent, or
nearly 31,900 kWh, saving more than $2,600 per year. This Motor Challenge Showcase
Demonstration project, which cost $12,000, has a simple payback of 4.6 years. The project
demonstrates that an innovative pump selection and operating scheme can significantly reduce the
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operational costs of a sewage pumping station. The lessons learned from this successful project can
be applied to the city's other sewage pumping stations, further reducing the town's electricity
consumption and costs, and to similar pumping stations throughout the United States.
Several lessons were learned from this Showcase Demonstration project which can be applied to
other similar energy efficiency projects in the future: (1) rethinking the pump selection and operating
methodology for pumping equipment can result in significant savings; (2) in systems with static head,
stepping of pump sizes for variable flow rate applications can decrease energy consumption; (3) a
"systems approach" can identify sources of energy consumption other than pumps that can be
modified to save energy.1
What is interesting about this case study is that the existing installation incorporated speed reduction
whereas the improved installation removed the variable speed controls and instead operated the
pumps at full speed! So the initial installation would probably have easily qualified for a utility rebate
for the installation of VSDs however the new installation which removed the VSDs would have
perhaps qualified only after an intensive engineering study application and a verification audit. Second
interesting point is a lighting upgrade was also done at the site and the lighting reduced power by
5,148 kWh compared to the pumping system reduction of 17,643 kWh.
Case Study 3: High Lift Pumping System
A third case study involved a High Lift Pumping Station Upgrade. This is the largest water pumping
station servicing a city of over 500,000 people. The connected load was over 10,000 HP and a mix of
13.8kV and 2.4kV. The city needed to replace the motors and switchgear, which were at the end of
their asset life. They didn't have quantitative data, but felt that the station was operating at low energy
efficiency. An assessment determined that the City was paying significantly more money per year on
energy than necessary. This project was also given priority status, as the City has determined it was a
project that would qualify for infrastructure stimulus funding.
The team proposed completing an energy analysis model, considering all variables, to determine how
to design a station that operated with high energy efficiency over a broad range of discharge flows
and pressures.
The following data tools were developed and used:
A station system discharge curve which indicated the discharge flow versus pressure for the normal
and abnormal operating ranges. There were actually multiple curves depending upon what
downstream pumps were running. This was also taken into consideration. Five years of SCADA
operational data were utilized to create a “real life” curve versus theory.
•

Real, actual pump curves for all 6 existing pumps, of difference sizes, but utilizing the 5 years
of SCADA data. This provided quantitative data that showed the pump impellers had been
trimmed many years ago, which no one knew for sure, and defined that the pump efficiency
was less than 65%.

•

A review of water plant flows to determine what low, medium, and high flows allow the entire
plant to operate at high efficiency. These three values were then used to select new pumps
that operated at high efficiency at the same target flows.

The potential solutions had to address the following areas for optimization:
•

How to run the water plant, and the downstream pump station at optimum efficiency

•

How to select the best combination of pumps to meet the pumping needs

•

What new voltage and motors are most efficient

•

How many and what size VFDs could reduce energy costs

For each an analysis of the problem was reviewed and the cost/benefit for each area was established.
Regarding the plant operation, it was identified that three key flows could provide a high plant
operating performance and energy efficiency.
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This established the pumping target values of 160 Million Liters per Day (MLD), 220 MLD, and 360
MLD. For the pump options, a computer model was developed for a six pump station model. This
included the target flow, forecasted discharge pressure, pump efficiency for each pump under those
conditions, cost of energy during different times of day, total energy used for a year, and the
forecasted annual total cost of pumping. Using the pump curves for various pump sizes, in
combination with various VFD configurations, it was determined that the optimum solution was to
replace the various sized pumps with six identical size pumps and four VFDs, constructed in a split
electrical bus that enables half the station to stay in operation while the other half is down for
maintenance. The new mechanical arrangement is forecasted to reduce the energy costs by 30% per
year, for an annual energy cost savings of over $500,000. 2
It is interesting that the driver for the above pump retrofit was that the motors and switch gear
equipment were near the end of their operating life and what made it a priority project, which was
completed, was the availability of Stimulus money for this infrastructure project.
Conclusions from the Case Studies
The three case studies above highlight savings to pumping systems of 65%, 44% and 30%
respectively. The first installation was undertaken because the old pumping system was in need of
repair; the second was was undertaken to demonstrate that improvements could be made by using a
systems approach under the Motor Challenge Showcase Demonstration. There were no incentives
involved; the third installation was undertaken because the motors and switch gear equipment were
near the end of their operating life, and one time Stimulus money was available. How can we
encourage proceeding with projects where energy reductions are available?
The search by the author for pumping system energy saving case studies has not been easy and in
the end the author only had 20 or so from throughout North America to choose to highlight in this
paper. This paper also wishes to request more pumping system case studies so that information can
be amalgamated and communicated to help promote energy savings through pumping systems. The
author would request that any organizations or individuals with pumping system case studies they are
willing to share to forward them to kdoran@pumps.org.
General Conclusions
•

Utility programs total $6.2b in North America. Very little of this is allocated towards pumping
systems;

•

Pumping systems make up 20% of the energy consumed by electrical motor systems;

•

Pumping system upgrades can have higher energy savings than lighting. Lighting is the main
subsidized area in utility rebates;

•

The private sector has many priorities ahead of saving energy in pumping systems.

Pumping system upgrades are an excellent way for the utilities and society to achieve their energy
reduction goals and yet so few pumping systems are upgraded. What is the solution?
Very few prescriptive utility energy incentive programs exist for the upgrade of pumping systems.
Previously, utility rebate programs have existed for motor efficiency level improvements and today
legal minimums ensure higher motor efficiency levels. However this, although a highly publicized and
traditionally funded opportunity, only contributes a small percentage to energy reduction. Prescriptive
rebates exist in many locations for the installation of VSDs. However, their installation —because the
whole system is the important issue—also produce only a percentage of the energy savings possible.
The author, after having been part of a North American wide search for pumping system rebate
programs, is aware of only a few prescriptive pump system initiatives. 3 The few prescriptive
programs found include:
•

A flat dollar amount rebate varying by pump horsepower for the installation of pumps
4
which incorporate integrated controls.

•

A flat dollar amount for installation of variable speed or 2 speed pool pumps5
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•

A flat dollar amount per HP for booster pump systems HP reduction6

These are the type of easy to understand and apply for energy incentive rebates which are needed to
ensure low hanging energy saving opportunities in pumping systems progress.
A summary of ideas for prescriptive incentives are:
•

A utility rebate system based on pumping system application upgrades and calculators. There
are relatively standardized pumping systems. For example, in cooling plant systems for
buildings, the following pumping system options exist. These are listed from the highest
energy consumption to the lowest with an estimate for illustration purposes on comparative
pumping energy consumption.
o

Constant speed, constant flow primary and secondary cooling pumping systems (the
norm for systems over 30 years old) Energy = 100

o

constant speed variable flow primary and secondary cooling systems (the norm for
systems over 20 years old) Energy = 80

o

variable flow and variable speed secondary cooling systems controlled by maintaining
pump pressure (the norm for systems over 10 years old) Energy = 70

o

variable flow and variable speed secondary cooling systems controlled based on the
demand of the system (the norm for system over 3 years old) Energy = 55

o

Variable primary pumping (present in 25% of new systems installed today) Energy =
40

The above energy estimates are strictly for illustrative purposes. It is suggested that prescriptive
incentives could be developed to incentivise upgrades of systems either strictly based on a factor of
system type and installed horsepower before and after or calculators could be developed where
system type and quite basic information is inputted for the before and after systems with incentives
defined from the output from the calculator. The calculators could be developed in conjunction with
trade organizations and then published and used by utilities for prescriptive incentives. Of course the
utility would wish to audit a sample of the installations to confirm the energy savings generated from
the calculators. The above example is for different standard types of cooling pumping systems used in
buildings. Standard types of pumping systems with defined energy consumption levels can be
developed for each industry such as irrigation, pulp and paper, municipal fresh and sewage water,
petrochemical etc. and prescriptive rebate programs developed.
•

More conservative programs could require power meters recording consumed power before
and after the retrofits. The problem with this type of arrangement is often system load and
therefore consumed power could vary seasonally or are process load based and
measurements can vary widely. Quite sophisticated factors must be defined to calculate this
variation which moves a prescriptive program to one with risk and complexity.

•

Rebates paid based on the invoice value for pumping units incorporating integrated controls,
rebated at a set dollar amount based on the unit’s power. If an owner of an installation buys
such a unit it is an easy application procedure to obtain the corresponding rebate. These units
are available today from various manufacturers in sizes from 30 watts to 325-hp.

•

Rebate system based on installed rated horse power. Prescriptive schemes based simply on
installed nominal horsepower before and after are possible. Although they carry risk in that
actual consumed horsepower can vary from that nominally installed overall energy savings
will be achieved on the average installation. Prescriptive rebates based on this would be
simple and straightforward to apply.

•

Energy savings result from trimming impellers, upgrading pump clearances, sealing and
bearing systems. These could be rebated in a prescriptive manner based on the type of
upgrade and the total horsepower installed.
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•

A prescriptive rebate based on a reduced discharge at constant suction pressure or
differential pressure requirement at a set flow. Any pumping system change which reduces
the pressure requirement at a given flow reduces the energy requirement.

Clearly there is a large opportunity to save energy in pumping systems. Today’s custom programs just
are not incentivizing systems owners and operators to reduce this energy. What is needed is a
combination of an increase in the amount of incentive but probably more importantly a simplification of
the incentive programs to make them prescriptive, easy to understand and access and the removal of
risk that the incentive may not be paid after an owner has made upfront investments in money and
time. A quotation cited in this paper was “Our utility gives away a lot of light bulbs”. It is time that the
industry opens the doors on the tremendous savings and low hanging fruit available by upgrading
pumping systems.
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Abstract
Centrifugal pumps are traditionally advised to be driven near their best efficiency point (BEP), which
should result in the maximum efficiency and reliability for the pump. These guidelines generally hold
true for fixed-speed centrifugal pumps, but unfortunately they do not consider positive effects of
driving the pump at a lower rotational speed. For instance, Hydraulic Institute has published the
generic guideline for centrifugal pumps that they should be driven at the 70–120 % of the BEP flow
rate QBEP, but there is no mention concerning the effect of rotational speed on these limits.
The speed control method can significantly reduce the energy consumption of a pumping system
compared with other flow control methods, which can be quantified by specific energy consumption Es
(kWh/m3). For this reason, energy-wise it is often more feasible to drive the pump at a lower rotational
speed and away from the pump BEP than at a higher rotational speed with the BEP efficiency. This
seems true also in the reliability sense: it is studied that a lower rotational speed improves the pump
mechanical reliability, resulting in wider ranges where the pump operation can be considered
recommendable or at least allowable. Consequently, there should be rather a best efficiency area
(BEA) informed for a variable-speed-driven pump than just a single BEP.
This paper proposes energy-efficiency-based determination of the pump recommendable operating
region. It is based on the calculation of the specific energy consumption at different operating point
locations. Besides the energy-efficiency-based BEA region determination, the proposed method could
be utilized in the frequency converters for analysis and monitoring purposes. As the proposed method
does not directly consider the effect of static head and other limitations, they should be separately
considered in the determination of the recommendable operating region limits.

Introduction
Pumps are widely used in industrial and municipal applications, and pumping systems account for 15
% of the total electrical energy consumption in the European industry [1]. Often still, pumping systems
operate with poor energy efficiency, resulting in unnecessary energy consumption and increased
energy costs during their life time. A typical reason for inefficient pumping system operation is the use
of throttle control method to adjust the pump output flow rate and pressure [2]–[3]. The throttle control
method is a traditionally used and simple, but often the least recommendable method to control the
pump operation, as the same pump output could often be attained by driving the pump at a lower
rotational speed. In the case of a pumping system consisting of a centrifugal pump and an induction
motor, variable speed operation is nowadays typically realized by a frequency converter (later simply
referred as a variable speed drive or VSD). Benefits and also possible pitfalls of variable speed
operation of centrifugal pumps have been studied in several references, see for instance [4]–[6].
Although VSDs have been available for some time, the tradition of driving a centrifugal pump at a
constant speed is still affecting the standards and recommendations given for centrifugal pumps. An
example of this is the concept of recommendable pump operating region, for which guidelines have
been determined with no consideration for the pump variable speed operation. Namely, ANSI/HI
9.6.3-1997 standard defines the preferred and allowable operating regions of a centrifugal pump, and
also lists the factors affecting the limits of these two operating regions [7]. However, the standard
contains no mention on the variable speed operation of a centrifugal pump and its effect on the
preferred operating region limits. Nearly a corresponding situation is also with the ISO 13709:2009
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standard, which however states that the pump should be able to be driven over its rated speed and
within its specified speed range without exceeding the given vibration limits [8].
As the severity of pump vibration, cavitation, and flow recirculation phenomena are greatly affected by
the pump rotational speed [9], guidelines given for centrifugal pumps should more clearly recognize
the effects of variable speed operation on the pumping system energy efficiency and reliability. For
variable-speed-driven (VSD) pumps the recommendation of driving the pump at its best efficiency
point (BEP) may not be the most feasible approach, if the pump can alternatively be driven at a lower
rotational speed. Hence, the concept of best efficiency area (BEA) is proposed to be used with VSD
pumping systems.
This paper studies the BEA determination for a VSD centrifugal pump. Primary focus of this paper is
in the energy-efficiency-based limits of the BEA, although the effect of rotational speed on the pump
reliability is also discussed. Firstly, known guidelines for the recommendable pump operating region
are introduced. The use of relative specific energy consumption as an indicator of the pump BEA is
then evaluated with a laboratory pumping system. Also the analysis of the pumping system operation
according to its specific energy consumption by a variable speed drive is introduced.

Concept of recommendable operating region
It is traditionally advised to drive a centrifugal pump at its best efficiency point in order to optimize the
pump energy consumption based on its efficiency. In addition, the risk of cavitation and the amount of
hydraulic excitation forces caused by the pressure distribution on the impeller are typically minimized
near the BEP, meaning maximized pump reliability in this operating region [10]–[13]. Hence, the
range around the pump BEP is often called the recommendable or preferred operating region of a
centrifugal pump [2], [7]. If the pump is driven outside this operating region, the pump efficiency
decreases, and it may be susceptible to harmful phenomena as shown in Fig. 1. This figure also
shows the reliability curve given in [10] for an ANSI centrifugal pump.
Reduced bearing
and sealing life

Flow recirculation
at the suction side

Flow recirculation
at the discharge side
Reduced bearing
and sealing life

Head, reliability

Temperature
increase of the
pumped fluid

100 % of the
BEP flow rate
90–105 % of the
BEP flow rate

h

80–110 % of the
BEP flow rate

0.53* h

0.92* h

Cavitation
70–115 % of the
BEP flow rate

0.1*h

Characteristic
life h (i.e., MTBF)

Flow rate

Fig. 1. Pump head and reliability curves as a function of flow rate for an ANSI pump [10].
The concept of recommendable operating region is discussed in the ANSI/HI 9.6.3-1997 and ISO
13709:2009 standards, and by J.F. Gülich [7], [8], [12]. According to [7], the pump curve can be
divided into the preferred and allowable operating regions. In the preferred operating region (POR),
the service life of a centrifugal pump is not significantly reduced by hydraulic forces, vibration or flow
separation. The general guideline for the POR of a typical radial flow and fixed-speed centrifugal
pump is 70–120 percent of the BEP flow rate QBEP. Based on the reliability curve shown in Fig. 1, this
can be considered an optimistic recommendation, as the characteristic life • of an ANSI centrifugal
pump may decrease to one tenth of its ideal value within this flow rate region. A better guideline could
be for instance 80–110 percent of the BEP, which should be used as the range of rated flow rate
according to the ISO 13709:2009 standard for petroleum industry pumps [8].
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J.F. Gülich has introduced a similar classification with ranges for the continuous and short-term
operation [12]. The range of continuous operation allows the use of a centrifugal pump for many
thousand hours without damages or excessive wear. This region can be defined for instance by
utilizing limits for the decrease in the pump efficiency. As the risk of cavitation and the amount of
hydraulic excitation forces increase in the operating region with a lower pump efficiency, this
approach can exclude those operating points that decrease the pump service life from the allowable
range of continuous pump operation. In the range of short-term operation, a centrifugal pump is
susceptible to abnormal operating conditions, which may result in premature wear of the pump.
However, a centrifugal pump may be driven in this region for a short period of time without a pump
failure.
These two guidelines only provide a general view on the operating regions, in which a centrifugal
pump should be driven. For this reason, these guidelines may not correctly determine
recommendable and allowable operating regions of the pump. In addition, these references and
reliability data given in [10] do not consider the effect of a variable rotational speed on the energy
efficiency and reliability of the pump operation, which is why their applicability to VSD centrifugal
pumps is doubtful: it is apparent that a variable rotational speed affects the pump mechanical
reliability and energy consumption, and therefore, it may be more feasible to drive the pump at a
lower rotational speed and slightly off the pump BEP than at a higher rotational speed and exactly in
the pump’s best efficiency point. This is addressed in the following section with the concept of best
efficiency area of a centrifugal pump.

Determination of the pump best efficiency area
Adjustment of the pump rotational speed is often the most energy efficient method to control the pump
output flow [4]. However, this cannot be directly seen from the pump efficiency that may remain
unaffected by the rotational speed change. Depending on the pump and system characteristic curves,
the pump efficiency may decrease, although the speed decrease would be feasible in the terms of
pumping life cycle costs. For this reason, the energy efficiency of the pump operation should be
quantified by calculating its specific energy consumption Es with
Es =

Ptot ρ ⋅ g ⋅ H
=
,
Q
ηdt ⋅ ηp

(1)

where Ptot is the power consumption of the pumping system, Q the flow rate, • the fluid density, g the
acceleration due gravity, H the pump head, •dt the drive train efficiency, and •p the pump efficiency,
respectively. In practice, Es shows the pumping system energy consumption per pumped volume (e.g.
kWh/m3) [5].
Compared with the sole use of the pump efficiency •, specific energy consumption Es considers also
the effects of rotational speed, drive train efficiency, and system losses on the pumping energy
efficiency. This makes the Es a feasible indicator for the pumping system energy efficiency, and thus
for the pump best efficiency area BEA, if limits for the allowable Es can be determined.
In practice, the attainable level of Es is affected by the process function set for the pumping system as
discussed in [14]. If the system characteristics are known, base value for Es can be solved with
Es =

(

ρ ⋅ g ⋅ H st + H dyn
η dt ⋅ η p

)

,

(2)

where Hst is the static head and Hdyn the dynamic head of the process.
Equation (2) allows determination of the minimum Es that is required to transfer the fluid from one
place to another based on the system static head and maximum efficiencies of the pump and drive
train [15]. By comparing the actual specific energy consumption with this or some other base value of
Es, the energy efficiency of pump operation can be expressed as a relative value for the specific
energy consumption, which is proposed to be used as the main variable in the BEA determination.
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Best efficiency area of a variable-speed-driven centrifugal pump
As an example, an Es value graph has been formed for a Sulzer APP22-80 centrifugal pump shown in
Fig. 2. Calculation of Es values was conducted by using Equation (1) for the pump specific energy
consumption (i.e., •dt was set to 1) and published characteristic curves of the pump. BEP values for
the Sulzer pump are 28 l/s for the flow rate and 16 m for the head at the rotational speed of 1450 rpm.

Fig. 2. Sulzer laboratory pumping system that comprises a Sulzer APP22-80 centrifugal pump,
an 11 kW ABB induction motor, and an ABB ACS 800 variable speed drive.
The resulting Es of the pump in different operating point locations is illustrated as relative values in
Fig. 3. The chosen base value and also a possible criterion for Es is 61.1 Wh/m3, which is consumed
at the pump BEP, when the Sulzer pump is driven at the rotational speed of 1450 rpm. The resulting
figure shows the operating regions in which the pump Es exceeds the chosen base value having an
increasing effect on the pump energy consumption. For instance, at the 70 % relative flow rate and at
1450 rpm, the relative pump Es is 1.23, and so at this rotational speed the HI guideline for the POR
seems reasonable. At the rotational speed of 1595 rpm, the corresponding scaled Es is 1.48,
indicating a clearly higher energy consumption.
The figure also shows the operating regions where the pump usage can be considered energy
efficient based on the chosen Es threshold. Compared with the previously introduced guidelines for
fixed-speed centrifugal pumps, these results clearly demonstrate how the decrease of the rotational
speed extends the recommendable operating region of the pump based on the pump Es.
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Fig. 3. Relative Es of the Sulzer pump at different operating point locations. The chosen base
value for Es is 61.1 Wh/m3.
It is worth noting that Es tends to decrease at a fixed rotational speed, when the flow rate increases
and the head decreases on the known part of the pump QH characteristic curve. For this reason, the
Es criterion primarily results in a minimum recommendable flow rate and maximum recommendable
rotational speed limits for this VSD pump. As the cavitation phenomenon may occur in the pump with
a sufficiently high relative flow rate, Es-based BEA determination should be accompanied by the
determination of pump reliability at different operating point locations.
Best efficiency area of a VSD pumping system
Also the possible effect of the drive train efficiency on the pumping energy efficiency has been
determined with the efficiency data available for the 11 kW ABB induction motor and the ABB ACS
800 frequency converter, which have been used as the drive train of the Sulzer laboratory pumping
system. The resulting Es figure for the Sulzer pumping system is illustrated in Fig. 4. For the sake of
clarity, 61.1 Wh/m3 is again applied as the base value for Es. In addition, an exemplary limit for the
BEA is shown in the figure based on the relative Es threshold of 1.25.
Comparison of Figs. 3 and 4 shows that the effect of drive train efficiency is most notable at low
rotational speeds and relative flow rates, in which the lower drive train efficiency increases the relative
Es. For instance, at the rotational speed of 870 rpm and at the 30 % relative flow rate, the relative Es
of the pumping system is 1.18, while the relative Es of the pump is only 0.83. Otherwise the figures
are similar, meaning that a decrease in the rotational speed extends the best efficiency area of the
pump on the basis of the pumping system Es. More generally, the proposed method seems applicable
to the determination of the energy-efficiency-based recommendable operating region for a VSD
centrifugal pump or a pumping system.
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Fig. 4. Relative Es of the Sulzer pumping system including the drive train efficiency at different
operating point locations. Exemplary limit for the BEA is also given in the figure.

Effect of rotational speed on the pump reliability
As shown in Fig. 1, the relative flow rate of a centrifugal pump has an effect on its mechanical
reliability that can be quantified for instance with the mean time between the failures (MTBF) value.
However, only a few papers have been published focusing on the reliability of a centrifugal pump at
different rotational speeds and flow rates, although the possible benefits and pitfalls of pump variable
speed operation have otherwise been discussed for instance in [4]–[6]. As practical examples,
variable speed operation may lead to the cavitation occurrence in the pump, or to the overloading of
the motor, if no limits have been determined for the pump rotational speed range.
The pioneering work has been carried out by H.P. Bloch and F.K. Geitner, who have proposed a
quantitative method to determine the effect of rotational speed, relative flow rate and impeller
diameter tip clearance on the pump reliability [16]. In their model, pump reliability is assumed to be
inversely affected by the pump rotational speed via the reliability factor Rn (reliability vs. speed). A.E.
Stavale has published vibration-velocity-based Rq (reliability vs. flow) curves for an ANSI centrifugal
pump at four different rotational speeds [9], which show the extending and increasing effect of a lower
rotational speed on the Rq factor (see Fig. 5). Based on these results, lower rotational speed should
widen the recommendable and allowable operating regions of the pump. Naturally, increase in the
rotational speed has an opposite effect on the pump reliability, as it increases the magnitude of pump
vibration and the pump suction energy, which describes the severity of cavitation and flow
recirculation phenomena [11].
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Fig. 5. Rq curves as a function of relative flow rate at four different rotational speeds according
to [9].

Analysis of the pump operation by a variable speed drive
As studied in [17]–[20], centrifugal pump operation can be effectively monitored by a variable speed
drive. The sensorless flow rate calculation found in modern frequency converters allows also the
calculation of the pump specific energy consumption: if the QP-curve-based estimation method is
used by the variable speed drive (see Fig. 6), then the VSD readily estimates the pump flow rate for
certain pump power consumption. With the estimated pump shaft power and flow rate, specific energy
consumption of the pump can be calculated according to Equation (1).

Fig. 6. Estimation of the pump operational state by the QP-curve-based method [19]. Shaft
power and rotational speed estimates provided by the variable speed drive are used to
determine the pump flow rate and head, respectively.
Monitoring and analysis of the pumping energy efficiency could be implemented into the variable
speed drives by utilizing the previously introduced BEA concept. Besides the generic information
whether the pump is within or outside the BEA, a variable speed drive could also inform the
instantaneous relative Es of the pumping system. Just like the gas mileage and fuel consumption
quantities used with vehicles, relative Es provides easily understandable information on the pumping
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energy efficiency. As a non-dimensional variable it could also be applied to the quantitative analysis of
the pump operation together with the reliability factors discussed in [9], [11], and [16].

Summary
Variable speed drives can provide additional benefits and also pitfalls to the operation of centrifugal
pumps. For this reason, guidelines given for centrifugal pumps should more clearly recognize the
effects of variable speed operation on the pump energy efficiency and reliability. As a lower rotational
speed can widen the pump recommendable operating region, there should be rather the best
efficiency area (BEA) informed for a variable-speed-driven pump than just a single best efficiency
point.
This paper studied the BEA determination for a VSD centrifugal pump. The use of relative specific
energy consumption as an indicator of the pump BEA was successfully evaluated with a laboratory
pumping system. Also the analysis of the pumping system operation according to its specific energy
consumption by a variable speed drive was discussed in the paper.
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Brushless Permanent Magnet Swimming Pool Motors
James Ellis, Nidec Motor Corporation

Abstract
There are approximately five million swimming pools in the United States of America, over two million in
Europe and 400,000 in Canada. The rest of the world has over 2.5 million swimming pools [1]. This
equates to approximately ten million swimming pools world wide. Each swimming pool utilizes a filtration
pump which has a primary purpose of keeping the pool clean and the chemicals properly mixed. Each of
these pumps is powered by an electric motor and often these filtration pumps are powered by very
inefficient motors. These are most commonly the largest residential powered products with the IEC
classification, Medium size motors, IEC60034-30 standard, with KW ranges of 0.75-375KW. The most
common residential swimming pool filtration pump product KW range is 0.75 to 3KW or 1.0 to 4.0
horsepower. These power ranges are typically found in commercial or industrial applications and are
significantly higher than what most other residential appliances utilize. Global residential electricity
demand is 4.3kW including 0.9kW for motors. The average swimming pool filtration pump and motor
adds 1.8kW, thus doubling the average worldwide power usage to power motors. Brushless permanent
magnet motors with integrated variable frequency drives can reduce energy consumption by 50 to 90%
and save 137 to 1,359 MW. [2]

Introduction
Types of Filtration Pump Motors
Permanent Split Capacitor (PSC) Motors:
PSC motors are the most prevalently swimming pool filtration pump motors used worldwide.
They run at one speed, 2800 – 3450 RPMs and utilize a run capacitor to aid with the running
efficiency of the product. These products in the most commonly used power ranges run at an
average efficiency rating of 70%.
Capacitor Start Motors:
Capacitor start motors are prevalently used in the all parts of the world excluding Europe. These
products run at one speed, 2800-3450 and are generally sold at a lower cost point to consumers
than are PSC motors. These products in the most commonly used power ranges run at an
average efficiency rating of 57%.
Two-Speed Motors:
Two-speed motor products are gaining market share in the United States as California’s energy
saving Title 20 & Title 24 Legislations have theoretically eliminated single speed motors from
being a product option for pool filtration pump motors. These products run at two speeds ranging
from 1,400-1,750 RPMs on low speed to 2,850-3450 RPMs on high speed. These products in
the most commonly used power ranges run at an average low speed efficiency rating of 55% and
an average high speed efficiency rating of 75%.
Caged Induction Motors (CIM) driven Variable Speed Motors:
California’s Title 20 & 24 legislations have increased demand for CIM driven Variable Speed motors as
these are an option to meet this legislation. Alternating Current (AC) cage induction motors are a low
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cost motor technology often used for continuous operation but when adding a Variable Frequency Drive
(VFD) the costs are significantly higher than the induction motors described above. As of September
2007, IEC 60034-2-1 offers a clearly stated international energy efficiency testing standard for induction
motors and allows minimum energy performance standards (MEPS) to compare energy efficiency of
different brands and styles of motors. IEC 60034-30 classifies induction motors into three commercially
available energy efficient classes:
•

IE3 Premium Efficiency (equivalent to NEMA Premium)

•

IE2 High Efficiency (equivalent to EPAct)

•

IE1 Standard Efficiency

IEC is currently working on a higher standard of motor efficiency than Premium Efficiency referred to as
Super Premium that would have 15% lower losses than Premium Efficiency. In order to reach “Super
Premium,” the technology requires the caged induction motor (CIM) be replaced by an electronic
communicating Brushless Permanent Magnet (BPM) motor.
Brushless Permanent Magnet (BPM) driven Variable Speed Motors:
This new technology type BPM motor utilizes a magnetic rotor instead of the squirrel cage rotor.
Typically higher end magnets are also required, such as Neodymium. BPM technology has seen rapid
development in the past few years. These motors with an integrated VFD drive can convert standard
single phase AC into a DC sine wave and vary the frequency of the motor. The brushless design
eliminates the complication of transferring power to the spinning rotor and offer long life spans, minimal
maintenance, small size and most importantly, higher efficiency than CIM. The efficiency of the BPM is
higher than a Caged Induction Motor because a BPM motor does not require current in the stator to
produce flux in the air gap which creates current to flow in the rotor bars. Current is required in the rotor
bars to generate a back EMF (Electro Magnetic Force) creating torque. There are copper losses
associated with the extra stator current, as well as losses in the rotor bars themselves. These losses
create heat and reduce efficiency. As speed is reduced in a CIM, the losses associated with creating flux
in the air gap becomes a higher percentage of the input watts, resulting in a lower efficiency at lower
speeds. Using a permanent magnet in the rotor of a BPM motor results in very minor rotor losses and
therefore very little heat. Reduced heat in the rotor means less heat in the shaft and bearings, resulting in
longer bearing and motor life. Below is an efficiency comparison chart comparing a CIM variable speed
motor vs. a BPM variable speed motor being run on the same pump using the same drive. The only
difference in this test is the motor type. As you can see the BPM efficiency is significantly higher across
the speed range.
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VFD drive
An AC induction motor is normally a fixed speed device because the power from the utility is a fixed
frequency supply. AC VFD’s eliminate this restriction because they are able to change the supply
frequency to the motor. The AC power at the output of the AC controller is different from the AC power
that is supplied by the utility. AC adjustable speed power is a synthesized DC square wave power. Utility
power is a sine wave type of power. When the BPM motor is integrated with an open or closed loop
vector drive, either speed or torque can be controlled. In the case of the pool pump industry, not only is
the pump more efficient, but the energy input can be reduced during periods of low usage while still
maintaining a clean pool.

Effect of more prevalent use of BPM technologies
The focus of this analysis will be on the state of California in the United States of America due to the fact
that the state of California has 1.1M in-ground swimming pools or over 10% of the number of worldwide
swimming pools. As mentioned previously, California has passed legislation so that all swimming pools
must, if properly enforced, use either two-speed or variable speed pool filtration pump motors. Many
members of the NEMA™ Motor Section have developed and introduced new technologies that
substantially reduce the electric power required for pool pumps that circulate and filter the water. The
addition of programmable electronics with timers and/or grid-actuated controls can control peak power
requirements. The swimming pool owner does not care when during the day the water is filtered, rather
this person cares that the swimming pool water is properly filtered.
These new technologies are currently being specified for new and retrofit swimming pools under
California Titles 20 & 24. Given the expected five year service life of these pool pumps and motors, the
natural replacement cycle will be very slow to yield even a fraction of the savings from deployment of the
new technologies. The application of BPM motor driven variable speed technology to new pumps and as
retrofit motors on existing pumps has significant energy savings potential, which reduces the pool owner’s
costs, and reduces the environmental impact too. The system efficiency gains by applying BPM driven
variable speed motors provides similar savings as replacing an entire pump, but with lower replacement
costs to the consumer. NEMA motor manufacturers have developed on-line calculators for this market
that detail savings at the consumer level. Please see Table 1 as an example with High, Mid-Range, and
Low macro level energy savings opportunities for the California Market [3].
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Table 1. Estimated Savings in California for BPM Motors with VFD compared to Two-Speed Motors
Averag
e KW

# of
Pools

Months
of
Service/
Yr

Hours of
Service/
Day

Current
BPM Pool
Pumps

Savings
% BPM
Driven
VS

Savings
MWHR
BPM VS/Yr

Avg.
MW
Reduct
ion
BPM
VS

HIGH

1.32

1.3M

12

14

12%

90%

6,849,723

1,359

MidRange

1.11

1.1M

11

11

10%

70%

2,792,305

470

Low

0.99

0.9M

10

8

8%

50%

983,664

137

Based on these calculations, the mid-range data indicates that upon maturation of the use of these new
motor technologies in the pool filtration market, 470 MW of generating capacity could be taken off line for
the California market alone. Based upon the fact that the energy savings for the retrofit motor is the same
as a variable speed pump, a rebate schedule the same as the current rebate schedule for pumps is
appropriate for the state of California and for other locations offering such rebates. Introducing an
aftermarket motor rebate will drive a much higher percentage of compliance to Title 20 & 24 and offer the
kinds of energy savings outlined in Table 1 above.

Laws of Affinity: The Basis of Savings.
The affinity laws are used in hydraulics to express the mathematical relationship between the several
variables such as head (pressure), volumetric flow rate, speed, and power involved in pump performance.
The affinity laws state:
•

Flow is proportional to shaft speed. Q1/Q2 = (N1/N 2)

•

Head (pressure) is proportional to the square of shaft speed.

•

Power is proportional to the cube of shaft speed.

Case Study from the Homeowner’s Viewpoint
There are essentially three ways to lower your utility bills paid for your swimming pool filtration pump. It is
also important to note they are not all created equally.
For the analysis, assume we have a 20,000 gallon pool, the water turns over twice per day, thus pumping
40,000 gallons per day and the average cost of electricity in the United States is $0.15 per KWH.
1) Change out the pump-end to a more efficient design leaving all else equal. By changing out the
pump end from an average pump to a high efficient pump, we can expect to save approximately
$3.00 per month on the homeowner’s utility bill. This change will allow for approximately 20,000
fewer watts used per month.
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2) Another option to decrease the homeowner’s power bill is to change the motor to an energy
efficient PSC electrical design. Common North American name brands of these products are
“Extreme E” and “E-Plus” motors. Assuming a motor efficiency increase of 5%, which is
common, by changing out the motor to an energy efficient design and keeping all else equal,
homeowners will save $3-$4 per month on their utility bill. This change will allow for
approximately 24,000 fewer watts used per month.
3) The third option is to change out the motor to a programmable BPM motor driven variable speed
option keeping all else equal. These motors do operate at higher efficiency levels than do
standard motors but an even greater savings occurs when they operate at lower speeds due to
the Laws of Affinity mentioned above – specifically the power used is proportional to the cube of
the shaft speed. Here are the associated costs to run a popular high-end pump using different
motor types:

Vendor
Supplied
PSC Motor

Variable
Speed
Motor running at
50% Speed or Flow

Variable
Speed
Motor running at
70% Speed or Flow

Watts per day

765,258

169,302

309,278

Filtration Pump Cost per Month

$57.39

$12.70

$23.20

If the speed of the motor is reduced to 50% Flow (0.5*0.5*0.5=Approximately 1/8th the Power due to the
Affinity Law), the homeowner saves $44.69 per month on their utility bill and the same amount of water is
being pumped! This is a 78% reduction in the homeowner’s utility costs! Many BPM driven Variable
Speed pool pump motors and controllers allow for further speed and flow reductions which allow
additional wattage and utility bill charge reductions.
There are multiple ways to lower the homeowner’s monthly utility costs attributed to the filtration pump
and they are not created equally. The most energy conscious option is to change out the motors to BPM
driven variable speed motors as this change will significantly impact utility bills.

Risks to Implementing BPM Technology Motor driven Pool Filtration Pumps
A BPM driven pool filtration pump motor generally fits into the exact same location as the motor it is
replacing. NEMA manufacturers have developed these products to be easy drop-in replacements with no
complex wiring or programming. Many products have the motor drive and user interface mounted on top
of the motor so all this wiring is self contained. The only issue with this type of design is the physical
height of the product is larger than that of the product the user is replacing. Generally, this is not an issue
on a typical swimming pool equipment pad; however, the possibility does exist where the motor/drive &
user interface combination will not properly fit. In this case, NEMA manufacturers would recommend the
user purchase a BPM motor with a drive not mounted on top of the motor.
Several other barriers exist to implementing energy-efficiency programs. These include a reluctance to
change an existing process, shortage of funds, and the perception that the payback period is too long.
Also, unless all parties in the supply chain (pool distributor, contractor, end-user and utility company) are
motivated and supportive, success can be elusive. Informing the public with success stories can help
overcome these obstacles. In addition, government incentives, utility rebates, and savings-based
financing can help translate to a low upfront investment and ROI in as few as three to six months.
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Conclusion
Improvements in energy efficient motors in the residential sector represent a significant untapped reserve
of potential energy savings. Brushless permanent magnet motors on pool pumps can reduce energy
consumption by 50 to 90% and save 137 to 1,359 MW. Not only is less energy used, but reducing output
or flow control can cause less stress and lower operating temperatures on system components, resulting
in longer equipment life. Replacing the motor and not the pump lowers the cost of installation and
payback is usually within 7 months of continuous pump operation. NEMA members and ACEEE would
like to work with any interested utility companies on rebate programs to expedite the natural replacement
cycle of inefficient swimming pool motor products. By developing a framework for a rebate program that
accelerates the adoption rate of this advanced BPM motor and drive technology, we will generate the
type of savings shown in Table 1.
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Internal Pump Coatings – When They Save Money and When
They Don’t
Eugene Vogel, Pump & Vibration Specialist
Electrical Apparatus Service Association, Inc.

Abstract
Rotodynamic pumps consume a large percentage of the electrical power in industrial, commercial
and municipal plant operations. Moreover, the operating efficiency of most pump installations is
under 60%. That represents a huge opportunity for energy use reduction and therefore cost
savings for stakeholders. A readily available means of improving the efficiency of rotodynamic
pumps is the application of custom surface coatings to the inside of the pump impeller housing,
(volute), and to the pump impeller. Pump efficiency improvements of 10-15% have been realized
on some installations. Yet with significant saving available, few operators take advantage of this
opportunity to reduce operating costs by upgrading pumps on a routine basis during pump
overhauls. Often these upgrades yield additional significant savings by reducing the need for
further pump maintenance and repair – which translates into less downtime and reduced
environmental risk. When evaluating coating upgrades, however, it is critical to understand pump
basics, as well as the pump’s operating environment and system requirements.

Life Cycle Costing (LCC)
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) promotes Life Cycle Costing for pumping systems, citing
efficiencies of less than 50% [1], with the potential for improvement of 20-30% through various
upgrades and system changes. To create awareness of these facts, the agency is promoting “life
cycle costing.” As Figure 1 shows, the acquisition price of a 30 hp pump that runs 6000 hrs/yr for 8
years is a fraction of its life cycle cost. Energy is by far the most significant cost, but maintenance
and repairs total more than twice the purchase price.

Figure 1. Life cycle costing.
Pump systems, consisting of the pump, functional components and vessels, flow and pressure
control devices and the piping which connects all of these, have many opportunities for improved
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energy efficiency. Those opportunities are most accessible when repairs or overhauls are to be
made. The pump(s) is a primary focus for energy saving upgrades during the repair and overhaul
processes. The simplest and most straightforward energy efficient upgrade is to coat the inside of
the pump impeller housing and the pump impeller with custom low friction coatings, which reduce
the friction losses within the pump. However, it is easy to overlook these opportunities when
attention is directed to minimizing repair and overhaul direct costs. In lean times, it may be difficult
to allocate scarce funding to upgrading rather than just repairing a pump. But, as the example
illustrates, the payback can be very quick. The resultant savings will then free up funds that
otherwise would go for wasted energy and more expensive repairs later. If a pump is already
scheduled for service or requires emergency repair, the incremental cost of upgrades may be
minimal.
In addition to efficiency improvement, pump upgrades usually address recurrent maintenance and
repair issues as well as efficiency, so they can extend pump life and reliability. In many cases, the
reduced downtime afforded by the upgrade outweighs all other benefits. Plant expansions and new
installations are also good opportunities to specify pumps with upgraded efficiency and reliability
features. Most pump manufacturers can accommodate such specifications, and qualified service
centers can usually upgrade off-the-shelf pumps as required. For most common pump applications,
coating upgrades are among the best ways to improve performance and increase the mean time
between failure (MTBF).

Internal Surface Coatings
Though they may look like paint, the purpose of custom surface coatings has little to do with
appearance. Instead, they are designed to reduce friction (thus increasing efficiency) or to resist
erosion and corrosion (thereby improving reliability and extending pump life). In some applications,
they accomplish both objectives.
Typically, coating upgrades are applied to the rough surfaces of the volute and the impeller to
improve efficiency while protecting these relatively soft brass or cast iron parts from erosion and
corrosion. The main intent here is energy efficiency improvement, however, the benefits from
reduced corrosion and erosion should not be overlooked. Abrasive wear is easy to spot when a
pump is disassembled for repair or overhaul but is often regarded as “normal for the application.” In
fact, some managers believe short pump life is so “normal” that they routinely replace pumps at
regular intervals. Most of the time, however, erosion-resistant coatings for the wet end could extend
pump life with a significant reduction in operating costs. For those applications with inherent
abrasive wear, the coating can be reapplied periodically for much less than it would cost to replace
the pump.
Choosing the right coating
There are a number of coatings designed for pump wet-end applications with the primary objective
of protecting against wear and corrosion. Many of these will also provide a smoother surface that
reduces friction. Some, including a number of polymer coatings from such suppliers as shown in
Figure 2, are specially designed to cure to a very hard, durable and slick surface that further
reduces friction losses. The result is a pump that operates more efficiently and resists corrosion
and erosion.
Often the primary purpose of the coating is to mitigate erosion and corrosion damage, and energy
savings is a secondary benefit. The perception that the benefits of internal pump coatings apply
only to such applications belies the much broader scope of pump applications that justify internal
coatings based on energy efficiency improvements alone. With an emphasis on life cycle cost and
using conservative values for efficiency improvements, an example illustrates this justification for
coatings.

2
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Figure 2. Polymer coating suppliers.
For example, consider a 50 horsepower (37 kW) cooling water pump that moves 750 gpm (1273
m 3/h) at 175 feet (53 m) of head and is 70% efficient. Assume 5000 hr/yr operation:

Annual energy costs = 35.32 kW x 5000 hrs x $0.10 per kWhr = $17,660
Considering that coating the inside of the pump volute could increase the efficiency to 75% and
reduce the energy costs to $16,483, saving $1,177 per year. This example based on an efficiency
improvement of 5 percentage points is conservative, as coating manufacturers have conducted
independent tests that documented improvement of 6 percentage points on a new pump [2], and
informal studies conducted on field applications have indicated improvements of 7 – 10 percentage
points improvement attributed to the internal coating on rebuilt pumps.
The custom polymer coating similar to those from manufacturers in fig 2 have properties that
minimize surface friction. For many clear water and some waste-water applications, a good enamel
may be adequate, whereas specific epoxies may be required for potable water applications.
Epoxies or other polymer coatings may also be necessary for harsher environments involving acids,
caustics, salt and petroleum byproducts.

Choosing the Right Pumps to Upgrade
Not all pumps will benefit from reduced-friction or corrosion-resistant coatings. Appropriate upgrade
decisions require both detailed knowledge of the application and a basic understanding of pumps
and pump curves. Even experienced plant personnel may find the professional advice of the pump
manufacturer or a qualified service center helpful when considering pump coating upgrades.
Pump curves
Pump curves relate the head and flow that a centrifugal pump will produce to its efficiency and
required input power. As pump head increases, flow decreases–until at maximum head (shutoff
head) flow is zero. If a pump is operating correctly, head and flow will intersect at some point along
the curve. Efficiency dictates the shape and location of the curve, so any improvement in efficiency
will tip the curve up, effectively providing increased head and flow (see Figure 3). This will save
energy on pumps that operate at full flow and those that cycle as needed.

3
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Figure 3. Effect of reduced-friction coatings on pump efficiency.
Coatings that reduce friction work on the flow side of the head-flow relationship in centrifugal
pumps. Therefore a high-flow, low-head pump would benefit significantly from a reduced-friction
coating, whereas a pump with very high head and low flow would benefit less. This comparison of
head to flow is best characterized by the “specific speed” of the pump. As Figure 4 illustrates, this
relationship is also reflected in the relative dimensions of the impeller suction eye and discharge
diameters. As the suction eye diameter is increased, more flow is allowed through the pump, but at
lower head–a high specific speed impeller. Such a high specific speed impeller will benefit most
from reduced friction from internal coatings. Another factor that favors efficiency improvement from
coating on high specific speed pumps is the affect of the coating thickness on the discharge area of
the impeller. Recommended coating thickness is 0.010”-0.015” (250 – 400 micron). The reduction
in impeller discharge area from a coating of this thickness is negligible for the large relative area of
a high specific speed impeller. However, it may begin to impinge on the discharge of a low specific
speed impeller.

Figure 4. Head-flow relationship of centrifugal pumps.
The relationship between specific speed and friction losses is supported by the data from the
Wislicenus chart [3] of efficiency vs. specific speed (Figure 5). Also evident from that data is that
smaller pumps are more likely to realize greater efficiency gains than larger capacity pumps. An
analysis of friction in pipes [4] suggests this occurs due to the lower surface area to volume ratio for
larger pipes, when flow velocity is held constant. Pipe losses are calculated on relative roughness,
which is absolute roughness divided by pipe diameter. So as pipe diameter increases, the impact
of surface roughness diminishes. A similar relationship exists inside the pump. So while large, high
specific speed pumps have great potential for energy savings from reduced friction coating, smaller
pumps are also good candidates.
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Figure 5. Wislicenus chart of efficiency vs. specific speed, where • = efficiency and Ns =
Specific Speed.
An additional consideration is the absolute roughness of the existing internal pump surfaces. The
most common materials for pump housings and impellers are cast iron and cast bronze. These
materials also have high absolute roughness (see Figure 6). Pumps constructed of stainless steel
or plastic, or which have fully machined internal surfaces, will have much lower absolute roughness.
While such pumps would benefit less from reduced friction coatings, saving may still be significant.

Figure 6. Absolute roughness of various internal pump surface materials.

Pump System Considerations
Reduced-friction coatings can save energy in systems that regulate flow with variable-speed drives.
In these cases, more efficient pumps can run slower and still produce the same head and flow,
thus saving energy. Likewise, systems that cycle operation of the pump to maintain line pressure or
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tank levels will also benefit, since improved efficiency produces increased flow resulting in reduced
running time. But reduced-friction coatings will provide no energy savings on systems that use a
modulating discharge valve to achieve a specific flow–e.g., heating and cooling loads. In such
systems, the valve increases (or decreases) friction in the discharge line, which increases (or
decreases) head to control flow. If pump efficiency were to improve (providing more flow), the
discharge valve would close to compensate, recreating the friction loss that the coating eliminated.
Of course, pumps in these systems may still benefit from coating upgrades that extend pump life
and improve reliability by resisting corrosion and erosion.
More significantly, systems which use discharge throttling to control flow are prime candidates for
control upgrades which regulate pump speed. By replacing discharge throttle control with pump
speed control, energy savings can be great. For example, if a circulating pump on an HVAC
system is sized to handle maximum flow for extreme winter/summer conditions, it will be throttled
back to less than 50% flow for mild weather in spring and fall. In the throttled condition, the pump
will be operating far below its best efficiency point (BEP), perhaps as low as 30% efficient. Further,
much of the load it is working against will be wasted across the throttle valve. The pump is working
harder and doing less useful work. If a bypass system is used to regulate flow through system load,
the pump may continue to operate close the BEP, but the bypass flow represents unnecessary
energy usage.
The energy efficient solution for these systems is to control flow by varying pump speed, so the
throttle or bypass valve remains fully open. When demand for flow is low, the pump operates at
lower speed, at lower head and at optimal efficiency near the BEP. Not only is the pump operating
at 75% or 80% efficiency, but it has less work to do since the throttle valve is not restricting flow.
Upgrading such a system with a variable-speed pump control could realize a 50% saving in energy
usage during mild weather.
Good candidates for reduced-friction coatings include pumps used in municipal water and wastewater industries, refineries and petrochemical plants, and HVAC circulating applications. The
coatings are less likely to be beneficial in terms of energy savings for pumps classified as high
energy pumps (Hydraulic Institute classification) [5]. While the large power input of high energy
pumps make them attractive, they are often low specific speed, large pumps with stainless steel
construction and fully machined internal surfaces. An analysis of absolute roughness and relative
roughness of the internal surfaces will be important in evaluating potential saving for this class of
pumps.
Industries with high abrasive wear applications that would benefit from corrosion-resistant or
erosion-resistant coatings include: waste-water treatment and power generation that typically
handle slurries; power generation that uses river or lake water for cooling; and mining operations
that have numerous dewatering and production pumps that are subject to sand and gravel in the
pumpage.
Depending upon the application and type of upgrade being considered, it is often best to first
perform a cost-benefit analysis based on known energy costs, the projected efficiency gain,
expected pump life, and upgrade costs.

How Much Energy Savings?
The independent study citied above documented efficiency improvement of 6% on a new pump.
Vendors for polymer coatings have documented energy savings of 10-15% for some applications.
While these findings have not been independently verified, some efforts are underway to study
actual electrical usage before and after application of internal coatings. In the absence of such
further independent studies, analysis of surface finish and friction parameters suggests significant
reductions in friction losses are very likely. The absolute roughness values (fig 6) applied to bare
metal surfaces are not available for coatings. However, given that copper, lead, brass and
aluminum have absolute roughness values about 100 times better than new cast iron or cast
bronze, and with the reasonable assumption that coatings would be rated lower than copper or
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similar metals, more than 100:1 reduction in friction losses can be projected. How this very
significant potential reduction in friction losses translates to improvements in overall pump
efficiency depends on the relationship of friction losses to volumetric and mechanical losses for a
specific pump.
Real world applications include other surface conditions which are not easily quantifiable. The
periodic accumulation of surface corrosion on pumps which may be idle for extended periods is
one such factor. Any accumulation of organic matter on internal pump surfaces will also contribute
to increase surface roughness and friction losses. It is unlikely that the actual surface condition of
pumps in general service would be less rough than those in the controlled and informal tests
conducted by coating manufacturers. Thus, the projected efficiency improvement of 5 – 10
percentage points is reasonable and the 5% value used in the example above is conservative.

Applying Coatings
Surface preparation. Whether the bond is structural (mechanical) or chemical (valence), the
coating must adhere to the pump to be beneficial. That means the surface must be prepared
properly.
A strong mechanical bond requires a microscopically rough finish, which usually is obtained by grit
blasting to achieve a 3 mil (0.08 mm) anchor profile. Chemical bonding depends on sharing of
electrons at the molecular level, so the surface must be free of contamination and blasting residue.
In either case, the coating should be applied as soon as possible after the surface has been
prepared to assure the best bond.
Application. Most hard-finish coatings for pump impellers and volutes are paste-grade products
that are spread or troweled on thickly enough to cover surface irregularities and resist abrasion,
(0.010”-0.015”, 250-400 micron). Many of them are available in thinner grades that can be brushed
on. A few spray-on coatings are also available, most of which are epoxy paints.
Polymer coatings are two-part systems that require accurate and thorough mixing. Most of these
will cure at room temperature, although moderate heat can accelerate the process. Some polymer
coatings contain catalysts that cure at lower temperatures for use on site in cold weather; others
are specially designed for application on wet surfaces. Always follow the manufacturer’s
recommendations, or have a qualified service center apply the coatings.
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Figure 7. A microscopically rough finish is required for the coatings to achieve a strong
mechanical bond.

Conclusion
Price is always a significant factor in pump selection and may rule out any “extras” that could
extend pump life or improve its efficiency or reliability. When facing the reality of high operating
costs for energy and repairs caused by erosion and corrosion, however, it is easy to see the value
of properly designed and applied surface coating upgrades. Coatings that reduce friction and
thereby improve efficiency can be justified by reduced energy usage when operating conditions
meet the criteria discussed above.
Whenever a pump is removed for service, the opportunity exists for upgrading the pump by coating
the interior components to reduce surface friction and improve efficiency. Within the repair or
overhaul process, the application of internal coating is an incremental cost which will be offset by
energy savings when the pump is operated, so long as the system conditions are conducive to
yielding those savings. The life cycle costing proposed by the DOE exemplifies the justification
process for the cost of applying internal coatings.
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The significant costs of maintenance and repairs represent additional opportunities for savings.
Pump upgrades that improve reliability provide benefits in reduced downtime and reduced
environmental risk. The critical factor in evaluating most upgrade options is to understand the
operating environment and the system requirements. When a pump upgrade is a good fit, the
investment is easy to justify and will continue to pay dividends for the long run.
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Energy Efficient HVAC Motor Technologies
Robert Mowris, Verified, Inc.
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Abstract
Field and laboratory measurements are provided for the following HVAC motor technologies and
quality installation and maintenance measures: efficient motors and compressors, aerodynamic fans,
condenser-diffuser foam, equipment located in hot attic conditions, duct leakage, improper refrigerant
charge and airflow, condenser coil blockage, refrigerant restrictions, and non condensables. Energy
efficient motors can reduce energy use by 7 to 14%. Aerodynamic condenser fans can improve the
application EER* by 1 to 2.3% and reduce sound levels by 2.2 to 7.9 dB. Open-cell foam installed on
the condenser diffuser improves efficiency and reduces sound pressure. Efficient blower fans can
improve efficiency by 45%. Energy-efficient properly-sized compressors reduce air conditioning
energy use by 25 to 35%. Hot attic conditions can reduce energy efficiency performance by 11 to
23%. Duct leakage of 6 to 30% reduces energy efficiency by 7 to 42%. Improper refrigerant charge
reduces energy efficiency by 6% to 66%. Low airflow reduces efficiency by 5 to 12%. Condenser coil
blockage reduces efficiency by 0.3 to 30%. Non condensables and restrictions can reduce efficiency
by 30% to 55%. Residential and commercial air conditioning electricity consumption in the US
accounts for 33% of average summer peak-day loads and 13% of total electricity usage. Potential
savings from efficient HVAC motor technologies and quality installation are estimated to be 71.8 +/3.5 GW and 81.1 +/- 3.9 TWh per year, and 54.3 +/- 5.4 million metric tonnes of carbon dioxide per
year. The economic savings are estimated to be $10.5 billion USD per year.

Introduction
Air conditioning uses the largest share of peak electricity in the United States with approximately 33%
or 267 GW of total residential and commercial consumption [1]. Space heating uses the largest share
of gas in the US with approximately 59.1% or 6.96 EJ (exajoules or 1018 joules) per year of total site
residential and commercial gas consumption. Annual air conditioning electricity consumption is
approximately 211 TWh for residential and 136 TWh for commercial. Annual site space heating
consumption is approximately 4.46 EJ for residential and 2.5 EJ for commercial. There are
approximately 93 million air conditioners and 35 million furnaces in the United States and
approximately 6 million new air conditioners and 3.5 million new furnaces are installed annually [2].
The potential savings from efficient heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) motor
technologies is estimated to be approximately 27.4% +/- 1.3%. These savings can be achieved with
electronically commutated (EC) or brushless permanent magnet (BPM) motors, new permanent splitcapacitance (PSC) motors, aerodynamic fans, condenser-diffuser open-cell foam, efficient
compressors, ducts in conditioned space, duct sealing, and quality HVAC installation and
maintenance [3, 4]. This paper provides laboratory and field measurements of HVAC systems
equipped with energy efficient motor technologies including: efficient EC or BPM motors, new PSC
motors, aerodynamic fans, condenser-diffuser open-cell foam, efficient compressors, reduced duct
leakage, improved airflow, and proper refrigerant charge.

Laboratory Measurements of Energy Efficient HVAC Motor Systems
The following motor technologies and installation faults were tested at Intertek Testing Services, North
America: 1) electronically commutated (EC) blower motors from three manufacturers, 2) EC
condenser motor from one manufacturer, 3) aerodynamic condenser fan blades from three
manufacturers, 4) HVAC equipment located in a hot attic, 5) duct leakage, 6) improper refrigerant
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charge, 7) improper airflow, 8) condenser coil blockage, 9) refrigerant restrictions, and 10) non
condensables. Laboratory tests were conducted according to ARI Standard 210/240-2006 with
modifications to obtain “application” EER* or SEER* values [4].1 Test modifications include locating
ducts, forced air unit (FAU), and evaporator in hot attic conditions, duct leakage on supply and return
ducts, and longer ducts with bends typical of in situ installations. The application EER* or SEER*
values should not be compared to efficiency ratings of equipment per the ARI standard 210/240-2006.
The application Energy Efficiency Ratio A (EER*A) test is performed with condenser entering air
temperature of 95°F dry bulb (35 C) and evaporator entering air temperatures of 80°F (26.7 C) dry
bulb and 67°F (19.4 C) wet bulb. The application EER*B is performed with condenser entering air
temperature of 82°F (27.8 C) and evaporator entering air temperatures of 80°F (26.7 C) drybulb and
67°F (19.4 C) wetbulb. The application Seasonal Energy Efficiency Rating (SEER*) cycling test is
performed with condenser entering air temperature of 82°F dry bulb (27.8 C) and evaporator entering
air temperatures of 80°F (26.7 C) dry bulb and 56°F (13.3 C) wet bulb.

EC Blower Motors
Table 1 provides laboratory test results for the standard PSC blower motor and energy efficient EC
blower motors with constant airflow per the current USDOE test procedure [5].2 Test results for the EC
motor show a 5.1 to 10.3% EER* improvement compared to the standard PSC motor. The cooling
capacity for each of the EC motors is 4.8 to 5.4% greater than the standard PSC motor due to lower
power use and fan heat. The application SEER* is 14.2% greater with the best performing EC motor
A compared to the standard PSC motor. The standard unit was tested with the “Code Tester” (which
draws air through the evaporator), and this test yielded a SEER* value of 12.65 which is within 3% of
13 SEER rating. Table 2 shows laboratory test results for standard PSC and EC motor A where both
tests have duct external static pressure of 0.7 inches of water.3 Table 2 test results indicate 13.7%
greater airflow, 6.9% greater application EER*, and 3% lower total power for the EC motor compared
to the standard PSC motor.
Table 1. Laboratory Tests for PSC and EC Blower Motors with Constant Evaporator Airflow
EER*A
Cooling
Capacity
(kJ/hr)

Seasonal
Energy
Efficiency
Rating
(SEER*)

Description

Blower
Motor
(W)

Blower
airflow
(cfm)

Condenser
Motor (W)

Condenser
airflow
(cfm)

Total
Power
(W)

Energy
Efficiency
Ratio
(EER*A)

PSC Motor

524.7

1175.6

232.9

3349.0

3,218

9.87

33,508

11.27

EC Motor A

293.2

1175.6

233.3

3349.0

2,987

10.89

35,384

12.88

EC Motor B

392.8

1175.2

233.0

3349.0

3,082

10.45

35,066

EC Motor C

335.8

1175.6

233.0

3349.0

3,021

10.76

35,166

Table 2. Laboratory Tests for PSC and EC Blower Motor A with Constant Static Pressure

1

Modified ARI 210/240 tests are performed according to the USDOE test procedure specified in the
Central Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps Energy Conservation Standards. EER is the cooling
capacity in thousand British Thermal Units per hour (kBtuh) divided by total air conditioner electric
power (kW) including indoor fan, outdoor condensing fan, compressor, and controls. The Btu is the
energy required to raise one pound of water one degree Fahrenheit.
2
Constant airflow tests use Code Tester to maintain constant airflow for each blower motor.
3
Constant external static pressure is maintained at 0.7 inches of water typical of in-situ duct systems.
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Condenser
airflow (cfm)

Total
Power
(W)

Energy
Efficiency
Ratio
(EER*A)

EER*A
Cooling
Capacity
(kJ/hr)

232.1

3349.0

3,080

9.44

30,665

230.3

3349.0

2,988

10.09

31,813

Description

Blower
Motor
(W)

Blower
airflow
(cfm)

Condenser
Motor (W)

PSC Motor

442.1

809.0

EC Motor A

341.6

920.0

EC Condenser Motors
Table 3 provides laboratory test results for the standard PSC condenser motor and energy efficient
EC condenser motor with constant airflow per the current USDOE test procedure. Test results for the
EC condenser motor show a 2% application EER* improvement compared to the standard PSC
condenser motor. The cooling capacity for the EC condenser motor is 0.5% lower than the standard
PSC condenser motor. The EC condenser fan motor reduces power by 30% compared to the PSC
condenser fan motor (i.e., from 232.9 W to 162.9W).
Table 3. Laboratory Tests for PSC and EC Condenser Motor with Constant Evaporator Airflow

Condenser
airflow (cfm)

Total
Power
(W)

Energy
Efficiency
Ratio
(EER*A)

EER*A
Cooling
Capacity
(kJ/hr)

232.9

3349.0

3,218

9.87

33,508

162.9

3349.0

3,137

10.07

33,333

Description

Blower
Motor
(W)

Blower
airflow
(cfm)

Condenser
Motor (W)

PSC Cond. Motor

524.7

1175.6

EC Cond. Motor

539.2

1175.3

Aerodynamic Condenser Fan Blades
Table 4 provides laboratory test results for the standard condenser fan blade (24 inch diameter, 2blade, and 18-degree pitch) and aerodynamic condenser fan blades (24 inch diameter, 2-blade, 3blade, and 18-degree pitch) operating at 1100 revolutions per minute (RPM). Test results for these
specific condenser fan blades show 0 to 3% EER* reduction compared to the standard condenser fan
blade. The efficiency can be improved with more efficient blades. The aerodynamic fan blades have
similar cooling capacity and total power as the standard 2-blade fan. The aerodynamic 2-blade A fan
produced the same EER* as the standard 2-blade fan with 28 Watts less total power and 0.4% less
cooling capacity. The aerodynamic 2-blade fan A might outperform the standard 2-blade fan with
slightly greater pitch (i.e., 24-degree versus 18-degree). Additional tests will be performed with other
blade designs and fan speeds to evaluate these issues. Field tests showed considerable energy
efficiency and sound level improvements from aerodynamic fan blades where the standard fan had
more than three blades and greater pitch which are common of older designs. Installing open-cell
foam on the condenser diffuser (in line with the fan blade) improves EER*A by 0.8% and reduces total
power by 0.7%. The open-cell diffuser foam improves condenser airflow and reduces noise.
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Table 4. Laboratory Tests for Condenser Fan Blades Operating at 1100 RPM

Condenser
Motor (W)

Condenser
airflow
(cfm)

Total
Power
(W)

Energy
Efficiency
Ratio
(EER*A)

EER*A
Cooling
Capacity
(kJ/hr)

1175.6

232.9

3349.0

3,218

9.87

33,508

535.0

1175.9

192.9

2849.6

3,190

9.87

33,211

Aerodynamic 3 Blade B

532.6

1174.2

245.9

3160.0

3,248

9.67

33,148

Aerodynamic 3 Blade C

533.8

1174.3

361.0

3343.0

3,328

9.56

33,586

Standard 2-Blade fan
open-cell diffuser foam

534.1

1175.4

232.6

3516.0

3,195

9.95

33,531

Description

Blower
Motor
(W)

Blower
airflow
(cfm)

Standard 2-Blade Fan

524.7

Aerodynamic 2-Blade A

Hot Attic Impact on Energy Efficiency
Many homes in the United States have air conditioning equipment (i.e., ducts, evaporator, and forcedair unit) located in unconditioned attics. Summer air conditioning use contributes approximately 33%
to peak electricity demand which is exacerbated by having air conditioning equipment located in hot
attics where temperatures range from 110 to 140°F [6]. Table 5 and Table 6 provide laboratory test
results for air conditioning equipment located in conditioned space maintained at 80°F dry bulb and
67°F wet bulb temperatures and the same equipment located in hot attic conditions of 118°F which is
the lower end of in situ hot attic temperatures. The test results show the hot attic impacts energy
efficiency from -10 to -11.7% for EER*A, -11.4 to -13% for EER*B, and -17.8 to -22.5% the SEER* for
non-TXV or TXV expansion devices. The USDOE test procedure requires equipment to be located in
conditioned space maintained at 80°F dry bulb and 67°F wet bulb temperature.
Table 5. Laboratory Tests of non-TXV HVAC Equipment in Conditioned Space and Hot Attic

EER*A

Impact
on
EER*A
%

EER*B

Impact on
EER*B %

SEER*

Impact on
SEER* %

36,444

10.47

NA

12.00

NA

10.79

NA

32,759

9.42

-10%

10.63

-11.4%

8.86

-17.8%

Description

EER*A
Cooling
Capacity
(kJ/hr)

Equipment in 80F space
Equipment in hot attic 118F

Table 6. Laboratory Tests of TXV HVAC Equipment in Conditioned Space and Hot Attic

Description

EER*A
Cooling
Capacity
(kJ/hr)

EER*A

Impact
on
EER*A
%

EER*B

Impact on
EER*B %

SEER*

Impact on
SEER* %

Equipment in 80F space

36,959

10.73

NA

12.80

NA

11.88

NA

Equipment in hot attic 118F

32,764

9.48

-11.7%

11.14

-13%

9.21

-22.5%
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Duct Leakage and Hot Attic Impacts on Energy Efficiency
Many homes the United States have leaky ducts located in unconditioned attics and this reduces
cooling and heating capacity and efficiency. Figure 1 illustrates Intertek test results for ducts located
in hot attic conditions of 118°F with 2% duct leakage per the modified USDOE ARI test procedure (at
300 cfm/ton and hot attic) and test points of 6% duct leakage per the California Energy Commission
building energy efficiency standards, 15% duct leakage per the USEPA Energy Star specification, and
30% duct leakage which is common in many US homes [7, 8, and 9].
110%

Duct Leakage Tests

Percent of Application EER* or SEER* (%)

2% ARI Baseline Duct Leakage

INTERTEK TESTING SERVICES NA

100%
6% Title 24 Duct Leakage
90%

Percent of ARI 210/240 EER*A Test
Percent of ARI 210/240 EER*B Test
Percent of ARI 210/240 SEER* Test

15% Energy Star Duct Leakage
80%

70%
30% Duct Leakage
60%

50%

40%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

Nominal Duct Leakage Percent of Total System Airflow (%)

Figure 1. Percent of Application EER*A, EER*B, and SEER* Tests versus Nominal Duct Leakage

The tests were set up with half the duct leakage on return and half on supply. Duct leakage is
measured at 25 Pascal and is the percentage of the measured total system airflow. Actual duct
leakage will differ from 25 Pascal based on duct pressurization. Modified ARI 210/240 tests were
conducted for each duct leakage value to obtain the application EER*A, EER*B, and SEER*. The
impacts on EER* or SEER* are referenced to the base 2% duct leakage. Duct leakage impacts
efficiency by -6.7 to -35.7% for EER*A, -7.6 to -38.8% for EER*B, and -13.5 to -41.8% for SEER*.

Improper Refrigerant Charge Impact on Energy Efficiency
Intertek refrigerant charge test data for the thermostatic expansion valve (TXV) for the modified ARI
210/240 tests with hot attic conditions of 118°F dry bulb and 78°F wet bulb temperatures are shown in
4
Figure 2. The baseline application EER*A is 9.59 for refrigerant charge of 6 pounds 6 ounces. The
4

The thermal expansion valve (TEV or TXV) is metering device used to control refrigerant flow into
the evaporator at varying pressures resulting from varying evaporator outlet suction line temperatures.
The TXV sensing bulb is filled with refrigerant and is attached to the suction line. Changes in suction
line temperature change the sensing bulb pressure which opens or closes the valve to maintain
consistent evaporator superheat.
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TXV sensing bulb is installed with one stainless steel strap and one wrap of insulation tape with 50%
overlap. The uninsulated TXV sensing bulb causes TXV failure at over-charged conditions making it
impossible for technicians to properly diagnose refrigerant sub cooling. The TXV test data indicates a
one-to-one relationship between under-charge and EER* and 0.4-to-one relationship between overcharge and EER*.
10%
Percent of Application EER* and SEER* (%)

TXV
INTERTEK TESTING SERVICES
NA

0%

-10%

-20%

-30%

-40%

EER*A 95°F OAT
EER*B 82°F OAT
SEER*

-50%

-60%
-50%

Note 1. TXV stainless steel sensing bulb
with one stainless steel strap and one wrap
of insulation tape with 50% overlap.

-40%

-30%

-20%

-10%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Percent Factory Charge (%)

Figure 2. TXV Percent of Application EER* and SEER* versus Factory Charge

Intertek refrigerant charge test data for the non-TXV piston for the modified ARI 210/240 “A” and “B”
5
test are shown in Figure 3. The baseline application EER*A is 9.50 for charge of 6 pounds 12.2
ounces. The non-TXV data indicates two-to-one relationship between under-charge and EER*. The
non-TXV test data indicate 0.2-to-1.0 relationship between over-charge and EER*. Non-TXV EER*
performance is severely impacted by under charge similar to TXV.

5

The non-TXV is either a fixed-orifice capillary tube or piston metering device requires careful
selection to match the system in which it is installed, requires accurate system charging procedures,
and allows refrigerant migration into the evaporator and the compressor crankcase during the off
cycle. For heat pumps the fixed orifice is built into a check valve that allows reverse flow with less
piping and parts than required for capillary tubes.
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10%

non-TXV
INTERTEK TESTING SERVICES NA

Percent of Application EER* (%)

0%
-10%
-20%
-30%
-40%
-50%
-60%

EER*A 95°F OAT
EER*B 82°F OAT

-70%
-50%

-40%

-30%

-20%

-10%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Percent Factory Charge (%)

Figure 3. Non-TXV Percent of Application EER versus Factory Charge

Table 7 provides Intertek test data for TXV expansion device with +/-15% refrigerant charge (-15%
refrigerant charge is equivalent to 85% of the manufacturer recommended refrigerant charge). With
+/-15% refrigerant charge the impact is -8.6% to -9.4% for the EER*A tests, -6.7% to -13.5% for the
EER*B tests, and -13% to -13.3% for SEER* tests. Table 8 provides Intertek test data for non-TXV
expansion device with +/-15% refrigerant charge. With +/-15% refrigerant charge the impact is -6.1%
to -20.7% for the EER*A tests, -1% to -28% for the EER*B tests, and +1% to -31% for SEER* tests.
For the TXV expansion device over or under-charge have similar negative impacts on efficiency. For
the non-TXV expansion device +15% over-charging has less impact than under-charging which has
more impact on energy efficiency at lower outdoor temperatures and part-load cycling.

Table 7. Refrigerant Charge Impacts on EER* and SEER* for TXV and Hot Attic Conditions

Description

EER*A
Cooling
Capacity
(kJ/hr)

EER*A

Impact
on
EER*A
%

EER*B

Impact on
EER*B %

SEER*

Impact on
SEER* %

Base Correct Charge TXV

32,764

9.48

NA

11.14

NA

9.21

NA

+15% Refrigerant Charge TXV

30,760

8.67

-8.6%

10.39

-6.7%

8.02

-13%

-15% Refrigerant Charge TXV

27,179

8.59

-9.4%

9.64

-13.5%

7.98

-13.3%
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Table 8. Refrigerant Charge Impacts on EER* and SEER* for non-TXV and Hot Attic Conditions

Description

EER*A
Cooling
Capacity
(kJ/hr)

Base Correct Charge non-TXV

EER*A

Impact
on
EER*A
%

EER*B

Impact on
EER*B %

SEER*

Impact on
SEER* %

32,759

9.42

NA

10.64

NA

8.86

NA

+15% Charge non-TXV

31,013

8.85

-6.1%

10.53

-1%

8.92

1%

-15% Charge non-TXV

23,764

7.47

-20.7%

7.66

-28%

6.12

-31%

Low Airflow Impact on Energy Efficiency
Intertek airflow test results are shown in Table 9. Typical in situ airflow is 310 to 256 cfm/ton and this
impacts EER*A by -4.7% to -11.6%.

Table 9. Low Airflow Impact on EER*

Description

EER*A Cooling
Capacity
(kJ/hr)

Airflow
cfm/ton

EER*A

Impact
on
EER*A %

Base Correct Airflow and Charge non-TXV

33,025

409

9.49

NA

11% Low Airflow non-TXV

31,125

364

9.19

-3.2%

24% Low Airflow

30,109

310

9.04

-4.7%

37% Low Airflow

27,615

256

8.39

-11.6%

Condenser Coil Blockage Impact on Energy Efficiency
Intertek condenser coil blockage test results are shown in Table 10. Condenser coil blockage impacts
EER*A by -0.3% to -29.7% and increases total air conditioner power by 3.2% to 26.6%.

Table 10. Condenser Coil Blockage Impact on EER*

Description

EER*A
Cooling
Capacity
(kJ/hr)

Base Clean Condenser Coil non-TXV

EER*A

Impact on
EER*A %

Total
Air
Conditioner
Power kW

Impact on Air
Conditioner
Power kW

34,115

9.82

NA

3.292

NA

30% Condenser Coil Block

33,905

9.46

-0.3%

3.397

3.2%

50% Condenser Coil Block

33,170

8.94

-5.8%

3.52

6.9%

80% Condenser Coil Block

29,337

6.67

-29.7%

4.168

26.6%
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Multiple Defects Impact on Energy Efficiency
Table 11 summarizes the Intertek test results for the impact of multiple defects on EER* and SEER*.
The base is non-TXV, evaporator, ducts, and FAU located in conditioned space maintained at 80°F
dry bulb and 67°F wetbulb temperature with base 2% duct leakage, 25 feet-line set, manufacturer
recommended refrigerant charge, and 1227 cfm airflow (409 cfm/ton). Multiple defects are tested with
the same non-TXV air conditioner with ducts, evaporator, and FAU located in hot attic at 117°F with
30% duct leakage, 30% condenser coil blockage, -10% under charge, and -23% airflow (940 cfm or
313 cfm/ton). The combined impact is -58.2% for EER*A, -66.2% for EER*B, and -72.7% for the
SEER*.

Table 11. Laboratory Tests of Impact of Multiple Defects on EER* and SEER*

Description

EER*A
Cooling
Capacity
(kJ/hr)

Base non-TXV space 80F, 2%
duct leakage, 25 ft line set,
correct charge, 409 cfm/ton
Non-TXV 30% duct leakage,
50 ft line set, hot attic 117°F, 10% charge, 30% condenser
blockage, and 23% low airflow
313 cfm/ton

EER*A

Impact
on
EER*A
%

EER*B

Impact on
EER*B %

SEER*

Impact on
SEER* %

36,444

10.47

NA

12

NA

10.79

NA

14,487

4.38

-58.2%

4.06

-66.2%

2.9435

-72.7%

Refrigerant Restriction Impact on Energy Efficiency
Refrigerant restrictions can be caused by partial orifice freeze-up from moisture (non condensables),
TXV adjusted too far closed, expansion valve defect, metering device restrictions (non-TXV or TXV),
plugged inlet screen, foreign material in orifice, filter dryer restrictions, kinked or restricted liquid or
suction lines, oil logged refrigerant flooding the compressor, wax buildup in valve from wrong oil in
system, or sludge from byproducts of compressor burnout. If the restriction is at the metering device,
then frost or ice will develop at this location. If the restriction is at the liquid line or filter drier, then the
liquid line temperature will be colder than ambient or there will be frost or ice developing at this
location. If the restriction is in the suction line, then there will be frost or ice developing at the pipe
temperature at this location will be colder than the pipe temperature upstream of the restriction.
Correcting restrictions requires recovery of refrigerant, removal of restriction, installation of filter dryer,
nitrogen purge and leak test, and proper evacuation to 500 microns vacuum. A new dryer must be
installed on all new systems and anytime the system is opened. Filter dryers remove moisture, acid,
contaminants (scale, solder particles, dirt), hydrochloric, hydrofluoric, and various organic acids,
varnish, and sludge. If pressure slowly rises to 1500 microns system has air or moisture. If pressure
rapidly rises to atmospheric pressure system has leaks. If the vacuum holds at or slightly above 500
microns after 5 to 20 minutes, then the vacuum is complete, and the system can be recharged with
clean refrigerant. Restrictions can be avoided with proper installation, evacuation, and maintenance,
procedures.
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Table 12 provides laboratory tests for refrigerant restrictions on the TXV unit. The impact is -36.1% for
the EER*A test, -54.9% for the EER*B test, and -59% for the SEER* test.
Table 12 Laboratory Tests for Refrigerant Restrictions on TXV Unit

Description

EER*A
Cooling
Capacity
(kJ/hr)

Base no restriction TXV
Refrig. restriction TXV

EER*A

Impact
on
EER*A
%

32,764

9.48

19,812

6.06

EER*B

Impact
on
EER*B %

SEER
*

Impact
on
SEER* %

NA

11.14

NA

9.21

NA

-36.1%

5.02

-54.9%

3.78

-59%

Table 13 provides laboratory test results for refrigerant restrictions on the non-TXV unit. The
efficiency impact is -29.7% for the EER*A test, -45.4% for the EER*B test, and -35.4% for the SEER*
test.

Table 13 Laboratory Tests for Refrigerant Restrictions on non-TXV Unit

EER*A

Impact
on
EER*A
%

EER*B

Impact on
EER*B %

SEER*

Impact on
SEER* %

32,759

9.42

NA

10.64

NA

8.86

NA

22,385

6.62

-29.7%

5.81

-45.4%

5.72

-35.4%

Description

EER*A
Cooling
Capacity
(kJ/hr)

Base no restriction non-TXV
Refrig. restriction non-TXV

Non Condensable Air and Water Vapor Impact on Energy Efficiency
Non condensables can enter the refrigerant system by improperly connecting or disconnecting
refrigerant hoses, leaks, or improper evacuation at the factory or in the field during installation or
service. Air can enter the system due a leak causing a severe undercharge and slight vacuum on the
suction line. Non condensables can be caused by not changing oil on the vacuum pump regularly
causing the pump to not achieve 500 micron deep vacuum. The vacuum pump must be in good
working order with regular oil changes (with proper oil) to achieve moisture-free evacuation. Oil must
be changed after every evacuation. Moisture can be entrained in the vacuum pump oil and cause the
vacuum pump to not achieve the deep vacuum. A micron gauge must be installed on service valves
to verify the deep vacuum is achieved. Improperly maintained pumps will not achieve deep vacuum. If
the air conditioning system is contaminated with non condensables such as nitrogen, air, or water
vapor, then the condenser pressure and condenser saturation temperature will be significantly greater
then without non condensables in the system. Non condensables will cause increased power
consumption, reduced cooling capacity, and reduced energy efficiency. Non condensable air and
nitrogen occupy space in the refrigerant system, reduce heat transfer and cooling capacity, and cause
erratic behavior. Moisture combines with oil and refrigerant to form corrosive acid and sludge. Non
condensables will cause damage to the compressor and premature compressor failure.
Table 14 provides laboratory test results for 0.3% by weight of non condensable nitrogen on the TXV
unit. The impact is -12.2% for the EER*A, -13.4% for EER*B, and -13.4% for SEER*. The 0.3% non
condensables increases EER*A electric power by 201 Watts or 6.1%.
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Table 14. Laboratory Tests for Non Condensables on TXV Unit

Description

EER*A
Cooling
Capacity
(kJ/hr)

Base TXV
0.3% non condensable

EER*A

Impact
on
EER*A
%

EER*B

Impact on
EER*B %

SEER*

Impact on
SEER* %

32,764

9.48

NA

11.14

NA

9.21

NA

30,357

8.27

-12.2%

9.65

-13.4%

7.98

-13.4%

Table 15 provides laboratory test results for 0.3% of non condensable nitrogen on the TXV unit. The
impact is -18.2% for the EER*A, -22.5% for the EER*B, and -18.5% for SEER*. The 0.3% non
condensables increases EER*A electric power by 252 Watts or 7.6%. The impact of 1% non
condensables is 37.7% for the EER*A test and electric power increases by 0.71 kW or 22% due to
higher discharge pressure caused by non condensable air in the condenser. Non condensables are
caused by improper evacuation procedures or improper refrigerant maintenance procedures. The ARI
700 Specification for Fluorocarbon Refrigerant states that maximum allowable levels of contaminants
for R22 and R410A are 10 parts per million (ppm) by weight for water, and 1.5% by volume at 75°F
(29.3C) for air and other non condensables which is 200 times less than 0.3% by weight.

Table 15. Laboratory Tests for Non Condensables on non-TXV Unit

EER*A

Impact
on
EER*A
%

EER*B

Impact on
EER*B %

SEER*

Impact on
SEER* %

32,759

9.42

NA

10.64

NA

8.86

NA

0.3% non condensable TXV

28,880

7.71

-18.2%

8.25

-22.5%

7.22

-18.5%

1% non condensable non-TXV

21,614

5.87

-37.7%

Description

EER*A
Cooling
Capacity
(kJ/hr)

Base TXV

Restoring an Old Inefficient Air Conditioner with Energy Efficient Motors
The following field measurements are provided to illustrate the potential savings from restoring a 25year-old air conditioner and installing EC motors, efficient compressors, and aerodynamic fan blades
and reducing duct leakage, improving airflow, and correcting refrigerant charge faults. If the air
conditioning system is failing and inefficient, and the customer cannot afford to buy a new system, it
can be more cost effective to recover refrigerant and install an efficient scroll compressor which will
cost less than $800 including installation. This is approximately 5 to 10 times less than installing a
new air conditioning system. Approximately 30% of compressor sales in the US are replacements and
most of these are kind-for-kind rather than high-efficiency scroll compressors which are 25 to 30%
more efficient than standard compressors [10].
The estimated air conditioner vintage is 1985 and the rated efficiency is 8.5 SEER based on the serial
number. The restoration included chemically cleaning condenser and evaporator coils, installing new
capacitors and contactors, measuring duct leakage and airflow, and diagnosing refrigerant system
superheat, subcooling, non-condensables, and restrictions per the Air Conditioning Contractors of
America (ACCA) Standard 4 [12]. An evaluation of the HVAC system indicated refrigerant overcharge, low airflow (667 cfm), noisy condenser (69.5 dB), high condenser power draw (0.237 kW/ton),
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and high system power draw (1.528 kW/ton). Based on condenser pressure, condenser entering air
temperature, refrigerant P-T chart, and an acid test the refrigerant system did not contain non
condensable air or water vapor. The compressor power draw of 1.17 kW per ton is 40-54% higher
than a new 3-ton scroll compressor. The preliminary duct leakage test indicated 122 cfm @ 25 Pascal
(10.1% based on 400 cfm/ton). The forced air unit (FAU), evaporator, and ducts are in conditioned
space and the supply ducts are in a chase inside the building envelope. ACCA Manual J building load
calculations indicate 48% of the cooling load and 31% of the heating load are from single pane
windows and 28% are from uninsulated walls [13]. The well-insulated roof only contributes 12% to the
cooling load and 6% to the heating load. Duct loads are only 3% due to being inside the building
envelope. The uninsulated walls and single pane windows are good candidates for whole house
energy efficiency improvements (i.e., upgrade to R13 walls and low-e windows).

Prior to installing energy efficiency measures a real-time internet-based data logger was installed for
the customer to view end-use electricity consumption online. Separate electric power data loggers
were installed on the air conditioner and temperature data loggers were installed inside and outside
the home. The following comprehensive energy efficiency measures were evaluated and installed: 1)
electronically commutated (EC) blower motor, 2) new PSC 1/3 hp motor for condenser with new
capacitor, 3) scroll compressor (ZR32K5-PFV) with filter dryer and capacitor, 4) TXV
(KSATX0601HSO), 5) efficient blower wheel (1 inch wide blade, 10.625 inch diameter), 6) 4-blade
aerodynamic condenser fan (ZS1804-34), 7) condenser-diffuser open-cell foam, 8) duct sealing, and
9) optimizing refrigerant charge and airflow. Several condenser fan blades (number and pitch) and
speeds (rpm) were tested to evaluate condenser efficiency, airflow, and noise.

After installing the new efficient compressor total power went from 4584 Watts to 3362 Watts and
compressor power went from 3482 Watts to 2260 Watts with savings of 1222 Watts. The old
inefficient compressor weighed 83 pounds and the new efficient compressor weighed 51 pounds.
Efficient compressors can typically reduce electric power consumption by 500 to 1200 Watts (for a 3ton system). The new blower wheel with 1-inch blades replaced an old blower with 0.75 inch blades.
The new electronically commutated (EC) blower motor replaced the old PSC motor. With the new
blower wheel and EC motor the airflow improved from 667 cfm to 989 cfm and blower power went
down from 405 Watts to 331 Watts with savings of 74 Watts. Blower fan efficiency improved from 0.61
W/cfm to 0.33 W/cfm – a 45% improvement. The new aerodynamic condenser fan blade and new
condenser fan motor and reduced condenser fan power from 710 Watts to 251 Watts saving 451
Watts. The old condenser fan has five inefficient shovel-type blades. The new aerodynamic 4-blade
fan produces 50% more airflow (1306 cfm to 1959 cfm) with fewer blades and 21% less electric power
(saving 68 Watts). This indicates that aerodynamic fan blades are more efficient when replacing nonaerodynamic fans having more blades and greater pitch. Condenser fan efficiency improved from
0.54 W/cfm to 0.13 W/cfm – a 76% improvement with 6.1 times less noise (69.5 decibels (dB) to 61.6
dB). Field tests conducted on a 10-year old air conditioner with a conventional 3-blade fan versus an
aerodynamic 3-blade fan (24 inch diameter and 18 degree pitch) found measured fan electricity
savings of 18.2% (27.4 W), overall EER improvement of 1% (11.72 to 11.84 EER*) and sound level
reduction of 2.2 dB. Consumer surveys indicate noise from air conditioners is a primary complaint.

Duct sealing reduced total system leakage from 122 cfm to 100 cfm @ 25 Pascal. This represents an
estimated 2% efficiency improvement. A new TXV was installed prior to optimizing refrigerant charge.
The new TXV improved efficiency by 2% (9.87 to 10.04 EER). The final refrigerant charge adjustment
added 5 ounces to go from 88 to 93 ounces and this increased efficiency by 7.6% from 10.04 EER* to
10.8 EER*. Optimal refrigerant charge maximizes cooling capacity and improves EER* which reduces
run time (as does TXV, duct sealing, and improved blower wheel). The motor, compressor, and
aerodynamic fan measures reduce power usage. A new filter dryer, capacitors, and contactors were
installed. With efficient compressor, motors, fans, duct sealing, TXV, and optimal refrigerant charge
the overall efficiency improved by 90% from 5.85 EER* to 10.8 EER* and the power went down by
38% from 4584 Watts to 2835 Watts for total savings of 1749 Watts. The measured cooling capacity
(equivalent outdoor and indoor conditions) increased from 26,811 Btu/hr (28,287 kJ/h) to 30,628
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Btu/hr (32,314 kJ/h) for an improvement of 14%. Time and labor savings occur during system
evacuation where other energy efficiency measures can be installed such as motors and fans.

The total cost to install the energy efficiency measures including labor and overhead is approximately
$1,500. The estimated savings are 1352 kWh/yr, 1.749 kW, and 59.4 therms per year and the societal
total resource cost (TRC) test is 1.91 +/-0.5 [14]. The diversified kW savings will be 1/3 of the site
savings or 0.6 kW. Part of the electric energy savings are from reduced blower Watts during heating.
The total installed cost is 4 to 5 times less than installing a new HVAC system. The cost savings can
be invested into infiltration reduction, low-e windows, insulation or a cool attic to increase savings.

Discussion
Improving HVAC motor efficiency and reducing or eliminating duct leakage, airflow, and refrigerant
system faults can improve energy efficiency by more than 50%. Diagnosing and removing noncondensable air and water vapor or refrigerant restrictions from air conditioning systems is an
important issue for new and old units. Intertek test data indicates that non-condensables increase
power by 10 to 25% and reduce efficiency by 10 to 30%. Conventional refrigerant charge protocols
diagnose non-condensables as an over charge condition and remove refrigerant without removing
non-condensables. Advanced refrigerant system diagnostic procedures evaluate condenser
saturation and ambient temperatures to differentiate over charge faults from non condensable faults.
The Intertek laboratory tests provided information to diagnose non-condensable and refrigerant
restriction faults and quantify the savings. Some systems with non-condensables and/or restrictions
need a new compressor because non-condensables cause acid to form in the refrigerant which can
damage the compressor and reduce efficiency. At the same time other cost effective efficiency
measures can be installed such as motors, compressors, fans, and controls. Proper refrigerant
charging procedures and checking and correcting for non-condensables and refrigerant restrictions
should be considered within the definition of “refrigerant charge” diagnostic procedures [9].

Laboratory tests of aerodynamic condenser fans compared to a conventional 2-blade fan showed no
efficiency improvement. Field tests of an aerodynamic 4-blade condenser fan compared to a
conventional 5-blade fan showed a 2.4% EER* improvement and sound level reduction of 7.9 dB.
Field tests for an aerodynamic 3-blade fan compared to a conventional 3-blade fan showed a 1%
EER* improvement and sound level reduction of 2.2 dB. This indicates that aerodynamic fan blades
can improve efficiency if conventional fans have more than two blades.

Reducing duct leakage, improving airflow and correcting refrigerant system faults generally increases
cooling capacity and improves the application EER* and SEER*. Heating, Ventilation and Air
Conditioning consists of a system of controls and motor technologies moving air and compressing
refrigerant to cool or heat conditioned space. Efficient motor technologies provide reliable energy and
peak demand savings that are measureable whenever the unit is operating. Technicians need
training, accurate tools, and protocols to evaluate and install efficient HVAC motor technologies.
Efficient electronic commutated motors are applicable to single-phase air conditioning systems
including small commercial roof-top units (RTUs) up to 65,000 Btu per hour cooling capacity. New
PSC motors are also an efficient option to replace a worn-out PSC motor that can use three times
more power as per the example shown above.

Upgrading an old inefficient air conditioner to an energy efficient air conditioner provides cost effective
energy efficiency savings. Cost savings can be invested in other energy efficiency upgrades such as
low-e windows, insulation, cool attic or solar electric and solar water heating. Upgrading an old air
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conditioner to an efficient air conditioner saves copper tubing, aluminum heat exchanger fin material,
steel sheet metal, and plastic that would other wise end up in a land fill or be recycled.

Conclusions
Upgrading an old inefficient air conditioner to an energy efficient air conditioner provides cost effective
energy efficiency savings to customers. Cost savings can be invested in other energy efficiency
upgrades such as insulation, low-e windows, cool attic or solar electric and solar water heating.
Transforming an old air conditioner into an efficient air conditioner saves copper tubing, aluminum
heat exchanger fin material, steel sheet metal, and plastic that would other wise end up in a land fill.
The example provided in this report improved energy efficiency by more than 50% at a cost that is 8
to 10 times less than buying a new system. Laboratory and field measurements of new and old HVAC
systems indicate that inefficient motors, compressors, and installation/maintenance faults can reduce
energy efficiency by 10 to 80%. The efficiency improvement from EC motors is 7 to 14%. Field tests of
aerodynamic condenser fan blades compared to conventional fan blades showed an EER*
improvement of 1 to 2.3% and sound level reduction of 2.2 to 7.9 dB. Aerodynamic fan blades can
improve efficiency if the conventional fans have more than two blades and greater pitch which are
common of older designs. The measured efficiency of conventional fans powered by PSC motors
ranges from 0.077 to 0.222 Watts per cubic feet per minute (W/cfm) and the sound pressure is 58 to
69 dB. The efficiency of aerodynamic fans is 0.062 to 0.128 W/cfm and the sound pressure is 55.6 to
61.6 dB. Open-cell foam installed on the condenser diffuser improves condenser efficiency and
reduces sound pressure. Wider blades on ventilation fans improve efficiency by 45% from 0.69 W/cfm
to 0.33 W/cfm. Energy-efficient properly-sized compressors reduce air conditioning energy use by 25
to 35% and save 500 to 1200 Watts for a 3-ton system. When compressors are replaced the
refrigerant must be evacuated to a vacuum and held at or slightly above 500 microns for 5 to 20
minutes to remove non condensable air and water vapor and/or refrigerant restrictions. This can
improve efficiency by 8 to 36% and reduce power consumption by 10 to 28%. Residential and
commercial air conditioning electricity consumption in the US accounts for 33% of average summer
peak-day loads and 13% of total electricity usage. Potential savings from efficient HVAC motor
technologies and energy efficiency maintenance improvements are estimated to be 71.8 +/- 3.5 GW
and 81.1 +/- 3.9 TWh per year, and 54.3 +/- 5.4 million metric tonnes of carbon dioxide per year. The
economic savings are estimated to be $10.5 billion USD per year.
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A Method for Evaluating Fan System Efficiency
Ronald G. Wroblewski, PE
Productive Energy Solutions, LLC

Abstract
A method for analyzing the efficiency of centrifugal fan systems is presented. Often, the efficiency of
the fan itself is held up as the single criteria for judgment and policy-making, when in practice it is
much more useful to also consider the other losses in the system, and how the losses interact with
each other. The method breaks down and categorizes the various losses in the fan system, and
makes the case that the overall system efficiency is composed of various components, which should
each be addressed in order to maximize overall system efficiency. This paper describes and gives a
method for identifying and quantifying the various components of the losses so that informed
decisions can be made with regard to upgrading specific fan systems, as well as setting rational
policies to judge fan systems and their efficiency. The underlying components of the overall system
efficiency are described as the motor efficiency, the fan efficiency, and the control efficiency, which is
associated with devices such as variable frequency drives (VFD), variable inlet vanes (VIV), inlet box
dampers (IBD), outlet louver dampers (OLD) and system dampers. Also addressed are the installation
efficiency, which is associated with losses due to poor installation practices (known as system effect),
and the drive efficiency which addresses drive losses due to the use of V-belts, which are quite
common in fan systems. With a few minor modifications, the underlying methodology also lends itself
to the evaluation of axial fans and even centrifugal pump systems.

Factors Affecting Overall Fan System Efficiency
The efficiency • of any mechanical system is the ratio of the useful work performed and the initial
energy provided to the system:

η=

output
Useful Output
or η =
input
Energy Input

(1)

Some portion of the energy provided to a system is always lost as heat, vibration, or noise. Minimizing
this loss is the primary goal of any approach to fan system optimization. Overall fan system efficiency
takes into account the individual efficiencies of the fan, the drive, and the motor, as well as control
efficiency and installation efficiency. The product of these efficiencies (expressed as decimal
percentages) is the system efficiency [1]:

η system = η fan × η drive × η motor × η control × ηinstall

(2)

Below we elaborate on the nature of each of these efficiencies, discuss methods of calculating their
values, and outline how to determine the best choice for total system efficiency. Other factors not
considered in this paper that could affect the overall system efficiency might include the electrical
distribution system within the plant, and potentially the efficiency of the electric utility (distribution,
generation, and fuel source). For purposes of this paper we define the boundary at the terminal
blocks of the motor control center and assume that a clean waveform (minimized harmonics), and
stable, adequate and balanced voltage are supplied to the motor.

Fan Efficiency
When analyzing a fan’s performance, there are two conventions that are commonly used by fan
manufacturers; the total efficiency •t and the fan static efficiency •s. These are a direct result of two
standard pressure measurement conventions; the total pressure Pt and the fan static pressure Ps,
respectively. According to fluid dynamics, the pressure in a fluid delivery system consists of two
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components, the static pressure, (which confusingly is also designated as Ps) which is the pressure
exerted by the fluid on the walls of the duct, and the velocity pressure, Pv which is associated with the
movement of the fluid. The reader may have experienced velocity pressure if they have ever
endeavored to stick their arm out the window of an automobile while travelling at high speed. The
force pushing one’s hand backward is the velocity pressure of the air movement relative to the
vehicle. According to the well known Bernoulli’s relationship, the sum of the static pressure and the
velocity pressure is known as the total pressure, Pt:

Pt = Ps + Pv

(3)

According to the fan laws, the efficiency of the fan is determined by the flow, pressure and power of
the fan according to the following relationship for imperial units:

ηt =

Q × Pt × K p
6362 × H

(4)

Where Q is the flow rate in cubic feet per minute (cfm), P is the pressure rise across the fan in inches
of water gauge (in. w.g.), Kp is the compressibility factor (Kp=1.0 for pressures under 12 in w.g.), and
H is the shaft power required by the fan in horsepower (hp). In metric units:

ηt =

Q × Pt × K p
H

(5)

Where Q is the flow rate in Meters cubed per second (M3/sec), P is the pressure in Pascals (Pa), and
power H is the shaft power in Watts (W). The total pressure rise across a fan is calculated as:

Pt = Pt ,o − Pt ,i

(6)

Where Pt,i and Pt,o are the total pressure at the inlet and outlet of the fan, respectively.
Many North American fan manufacturers follow the convention put forth by AMCA of using the fan
static pressure, which is slightly different from the static pressure rise across the fan. The static
pressure rise across the fan would simply be the static pressure at the outlet minus the static pressure
at the inlet of the fan, while the Fan Static is defined as:

Ps = ( Ps , o − Ps ,i ) − Pv ,i

(7)

So in addition to taking the difference in the static pressure at the outlet and inlet of the fan, a
correction is included to subtract off the velocity pressure at the inlet of the fan Pv,i.
Figure 1 from AMCA graphically presents the total efficiency and the fan static efficiency vs. airflow
for a representative fan. Also illustrated are typical fan performance curves showing total pressure
and fan static pressure versus airflow. The efficiency by either method varies as a function of airflow,
and for any choice of fan there is a specific peak efficiency, or best efficiency point (BEP). Total
efficiency is always somewhat greater than fan static efficiency. Ideally the fan system designer
should pick the fan to operate at or near the BEP in order to minimize operating costs and avoid
operational problems such as vibration. At fan shut off (on the left side of the graph) where the airflow
is zero, the efficiency is zero because the efficiency is the product of the pressure times the flow rate,
which is zero. Likewise, at wide open delivery (on the right side of the graph), the fan static efficiency
is zero because the fan static pressure is zero, so zero times the flow rate equals zero. However, at
wide open delivery, the total pressure is not zero due to the contribution of the velocity pressure, so
the total efficiency does not drop off to zero at wide open delivery. Because of this characteristic, the
total efficiency may be slightly more useful for rating fans that have high airflow delivery but little static
pressure generation.
The fan efficiency as applied can vary considerably depending on how close the point of operation is
to the BEP. In order to apply the method for rating the overall system efficiency one must examine
the system to determine the point of operation, and then calculate the fan efficiency to be used in
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equation 2. The efficiency convention (total efficiency or fan static efficiency) has some impact, but if
one is consistent in the manner of application, then either is equally valid.
Each individual fan type has an inherent efficiency rating (Figure 2). It is important that a fan type be
selected based on suitability to the load. Efficiency is of little importance if the fan cannot reliably
serve the load. For example, airfoil fans boast the highest efficiency rating, but are only suited for
clean-air applications. If a process involves dirty, abrasive, or sticky material, the better choice –
despite its lower peak efficiency – would be a more durable radial tip or radial fan. The savings from
reduced wear and repairs exceed the penalty from the lower efficiency rating.

Figure 1. Fan Performance

Figure 2. Peak Static Efficiencies fan types

Source: AMCA. Fans and Systems. AMCA Publication 201-02. (2002).

Differences between peak efficiency ratings of various fan types can be equivalent to the efficiency
penalty from a fan that is poorly applied. Also, the efficiency gain resulting from legislating or
mandating peak efficiency levels for particular fan types can easily be lost through poor application of
the fan to the load. Over sizing of fans is all too common, especially in industrial systems.

Drive Efficiency
There are a limited number of methods for driving fans and each has its advantages and
disadvantages. Some are more efficient than others, but paradoxically, the most efficient drive is also
the least flexible, and offers the least opportunity to boost the total system efficiency. Since overall
system efficiency is so important, one should select a drive type based on the needs of the process,
and not on the efficiency of the drive itself. The main varieties of drive types are outlined below.
•

•

Direct Drive: The direct drive offers the highest efficiency (~100%), but limits flexibility in
system design. On older fans, the way the flow and pressure of the fan is balanced to meet
process needs usually involves using a throttling damper. Unfortunately, this is the least
efficient way to control a fan. On the plus side, if a Variable Frequency Drive will be used to
control the speed of the fan, then the direct drive may be advantageous, since the reliability
and maintenance issues with the belt drive are avoided. Most fans over 100 hp (75 kW) are
direct driven.
Belt Drive: Although belt drives offer a reasonable efficiency (94% - 97%) and medium
flexibility, there are limitations on the size (hp) and speed that they can handle. For motors
over 100 hp, belt drives become cumbersome due to the number and size of belts required.
Newer cogged belt types that feature notches and toothed sprockets offer slightly lower loses
and longer life, but these must be tensioned tighter and put additional stress on the bearings
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•

•

[2]. Although loses and maintenance costs are higher than direct-drive fans, belt drives can
slow down an oversized fan to meet process needs. This enables opening of the throttling
damper which can result in large savings at a minimal cost.
Variable Frequency Drive: Not a drive type as generally defined (which is normally between
the fan and the motor, see Control Efficiency and Damper Types below), variable frequency
drives (VFD) can be used to vary the speed of a fan motor. They offer a highly flexible
solution to system design by constantly adjusting the speed of the motor (and hence the fan
capacity) to meet changing process flow requirements. The cost of VFDs have dropped in
recent years, while reliability has markedly increased.
Fluid Coupling Drive: These drive types consist of two turbines – one connected to the input
shaft and one to the output – which transfer rotational energy through a hydraulic fluid. Fluid
coupling drives can achieve varying fan speeds, acting much like the automatic transmission
in a car.

The drive efficiency •drive is defined as:
(8)
For V-belt driven systems, the driveloss is a decimal value that takes into account the effects of overdesigned drives, worn belts, and mismatched belt sizes [3]. It is directly related to the horsepower of
the motor (Figure 3), and tends to increase for larger belt speeds. It is usually manifested as heat,
and so depletes the energy available to do work and the efficiency of the drive.

Figure 3. Drive loss in belt-drive motors
Source: AMCA. Field Performance Measurement of Fan Systems. AMCA Publication 203-90. (1990).

Motor Efficiency
Although motor efficiency contributes a small part to the overall fan system efficiency, it is still
important to ensure that your fan motors are up to standard and running properly. It is important to
keep in mind that - regardless of design class - large motors tend to be more efficient than smaller
motors. Most motors fall into one of three design categories: Standard, Energy-Efficient (EE), and
Premium [4]. Although these classes of motors exhibit typical efficiency ranges amongst themselves,
one should always consult the motor’s nameplate for the catalog-stated motor efficiency, and then
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adjust accordingly for any partial loading that may occur to determine a more accurate value of the
actual motor efficiency, •motor.
Motor efficiency drops off dramatically at low loads. A motor with 95% full load efficiency may be less
than 85% efficient at 20% load. For more information about motor part load efficiency, please refer to
MotorMaster software. Other factors (well documented elsewhere) which can adversely affect motor
efficiency include factors external to the motor, such as voltage unbalance and harmonics.

Control Efficiency and Damper Types
Dampers are devices that slow down or partially block airflow. Though historically useful for many
processes where a varying flow is required, dampers are often misapplied to match oversized fans to
process requirements. Poorly applied dampers in conjunction with oversized fans are a leading cause
of inefficiency in fan systems. Dampers can be characterized by their location in the system as well as
their physical shape and specific design. We outline the most prevalent damper types below.
•

Outlet Louver/Opposed Blade Damper (OLD): Outlet louvers are typically bolted to the fan
outlet. From an efficiency perspective, this is the worst place in the entire fan system for a
damper. The air coming off the fan discharge has a one-sided flow distribution. As a result, all
the flow is trying to pass through a small fraction of the damper. The impact of this highvelocity air creates losses that are much higher than typical catalog listings (as these assume
a uniform airflow). In an opposed blade damper, each blade rotates in the opposite direction
of the blade adjacent to it. This type of damper produces a uniform airflow downstream, and is
slightly easier to control than parallel blade dampers.

Figure 4a. OLD performance curve

Figure 4b. OLD power curve

Source: Jorgensen, R. (Ed). Fan Engineering. (1999).
This method is sometimes known as “riding the fan curve” since as the damper is gradually closed,
the point of operation shifts to the left, resulting in lower airflow. While the power may go down
slightly, a penalty in the form of additional pressure drop is imposed. From examination of the fan
power law (equation 4 or 5), we see that the power is the product of the flow times the pressure, so
we conclude there is also an energy penalty compared to other more efficient control methods. Also,
as the damper is closed and we shift to the left, we may be moving further away from the BEP, which
has an impact on fan efficiency.
Using a damper elsewhere in the system (known as a “system damper”) results in a performance
characteristic similar to the OLD, though without the system effect loses associated with placing a
device immediately at the outlet of the fan.
• Inlet Box/Parallel Blade Damper (IBD): These dampers are located at the fan inlet.
Sometimes called inlet Louver Dampers (ILDs), these are often parallel bladed and commonly
used in conjunction with an inlet box (also commonly referred to as Inlet Box Dampers (IBD).
When the damper starts to close, the airflow is thrown to one side and sets up an inlet preswirl. This unloads the fan slightly more efficiently than an outlet damper. The pre-swirl
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actually shifts the fan to a new power curve slightly below the original as shown in figure 5
below. Since the OLD or system damper would follow the 100% open power curve, we can
see the difference in power usage between the two methods is the vertical distance between
for example the 75% power curve and the 100% power curve, and is relatively small
When used elsewhere in the system (other than in association with an inlet box) the parallel
blade damper tends to throw the flow to one side of the ductwork and can create inefficient,
non-uniform airflow. Other than duty as an IBD, parallel blade dampers are best used as a
shut off damper, only operating in the fully open or closed position.

Figure 5a. IBD performance curve

•

Variable Inlet Vane (VIV): These consist of pie-shaped blades arranged at the fan inlet, like a
propeller; the blades can be turned to increase or decrease the airflow. VIV’s are slightly more
efficient than parallel or opposed blade dampers, but they should only be used to trim the
airflow in the range of 100% down to 85% of full flow. When they are less than 75% open,
they tend to act as a throttle to choke and obstruct the airflow.

Figure 6a. VIV performance curve

•

Figure 5b. IBD power curve.

Figure 6b. VIV power curve

Variable Frequency Drives (VFD): Normally the most efficient way to control a fan is to vary
(reduce) the rotational speed such that the performance of the fan is matched to the needs of
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the process. As shown in figure 7 below, the reduction in power at the fan shaft can be quite
dramatic compared to the other control methods, particularly at low flow conditions. Although
VFDs have improved in reliability and have come down in price over the past two decades, in
some applications (typically at motor voltages over 460V) they are still cost prohibitive, and
some designs are still not as reliable as desired. The key to successful variable frequency
drive applications is the word “variable”. If the fan is oversized, but there is little variation in
the flow required, then it may be more advantageous to modify the configuration of the fan via
some other method, such as fan replacement, rather than purchasing a potentially expensive
VFD.
Also, the VFD has losses associated with it. Typically the VFD losses are approximately 3-5%
of full load power, and these losses seem to be relatively constant over the entire load range.
Historically, problems with older VFDs include poor power quality associated with harmonics,
and bearing damage due to electrical arcing from the motor rotor to ground through the
bearings. Now these problems would be an issue mainly when the drive is not carefully
applied, or a low quality drive is used.

Figure 7a. VFD performance curve

Figure 7b. VFD power curve

To quantify the losses across a system damper or an OLD, the damper control efficiency (•control) is
used to quantify the degradation of efficiency due to avoidable losses across dampers.
(9)
Where: Puseful = the useful pressure for the process
Pfan

= the pressure developed by the fan

This definition of the damper control efficiency assumes that the airflow being produced by the fan in
the throttled condition is what the process actually needs, which is a common situation.
In fans controlled with VIVs (and to a lesser extent IBDs), equation 9 should be used with extra
caution. When the VIVs start to close, there are two mechanisms at work, one is the loss across the
damper, and the other is the performance reduction due to pre-swirl. Unfortunately it is usually not
possible to take a pressure measurement downstream of the VIV to determine the loss across it, and
likewise it is quite difficult to measure the loss across the IBD. In these cases, the best that can be
done is to use the approximate performance curve supplied by the manufacturer for operation with
partially closed VIV or IBD. In such cases field performance measurements of the flow, pressure, and
power are indispensable.
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Installation Efficiency (System Effect)
It is a well known fact that poor installation practices can severely degrade fan system efficiency, but
because of their complex nature the exact numerical effect can be difficult to calculate or in some
cases to even estimate. This inherent system effect is defined as “a decrease in fan performance
capability, observed as a pressure loss that results from the effect of fan inlet restrictions/obstructions,
fan outlet restrictions or other conditions influencing the performance of the fan when it is installed in a
system.” [5]
Attempts to systematize the calculation of a system effect factor (SEF) take into account the type and
configuration of ductwork used in the fan system, the inlet and outlet air velocity, and the pressure
and power required for the process [5]. The SEF as determined in AMCA publication 201 is in the
form of an “equivalent pressure loss”, that should be added to the original system’s pressure
requirements when selecting the fan. After a given fan system’s SEF factor has been estimated using
a method such as the one laid out in AMCA publication 201, the installation efficiency can be
calculated as follows:
(7)
Where: P
SEF

= the actual pressure required by the process (in. w.g.)
= the system effect factor (in. w.g.)

(P + SEF) = the total design pressure with the system effect included

Although a reasonable estimate of the system effect can be determined, it should be stressed that this
is a highly inexact science, and many assumptions are made when quantifying the SEF. In fact there
are some in the fan industry who question the validity of the method for quantifying system effect.

Overall Fan System Efficiency - Example
As a result of the definition of the various efficiency terms, the overall fan system efficiency is simply
the product of all the above efficiency factors (Eq. 2). As an example, we apply the above analysis to
a typical oversized backward inclined, belt-driven fan system, controlled by an outlet louver damper
that is mostly closed:
•

•
•
•

•

•fan: the peak efficiency for a given fan can be read from Fig. 1, or derived from the
performance and power curves (Fig. 4 a & b, respectively). Although the fan is a backward
inclined fan with a peak efficiency of 70%, we are operating well to the left of the BEP
resulting in a fan efficiency of 0.55 (55%).
•drive: a drive efficiency of 0.96 is typical according to AMCA guidelines.
•motor: an efficiency of 0.90 was calculated after adjusting the motor nameplate value for part
loading.
•control: The pressure developed by the fan (Pfan) was measured as 42.7 in. w.g., and the
pressure lost across the damper was 30.7 in. w.g. The difference of 12.0 in. w.g is the
pressure available for the process (Puseful). Using Eq. 6:

•install: The pressure required by the process is 12.0 in. w.g., and we use a typical SEF of 1.5
in. w.g. [5]. Using Eq. 7:
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Finally, from Eq. 1:
•system = (0.55) x (0.96) x (0.90) x (0.28) x (0.89) • 0.12 or 12%

Specific Energy
A methodology has been put forth by Gunnar Hovstadius et. al. to look at the efficiency of pumping
systems using a metric referred to as Specific Energy. The specific energy as applied to pumping
systems is the energy used per volume of fluid delivered [6]. The method specifically provides a lot of
good insight into the situation where a VFD is used when driving a pump serving a system with a
large static head, or static lift, such as might be encountered in a deep well pump or a pump serving a
municipal water tower for instance.
In the vast majority of fan systems, normally we would say that there is no such thing as static lift, due
to the fact that the atmosphere provides the circuit to “close” the system, and balance the gravitational
component. For example if a fan is on the first floor blowing air to the tenth floor of the building,
somewhere else, that same volume of air is falling back to the first floor, thus effectively balancing out
the gravitational component. There are certain cases however, where controls in the fan system
create a situation resembling the static lift phenomena found in some pump systems. Consider a
Variable Air Volume (VAV) supply air fan system providing air conditioning. In such a system, the
controls will typically be set to maintain a certain set point in the supply ductwork of perhaps 250 Pa
(approximately 1 in. w.g.). Since this 250 pa is a relatively small portion of the overall pressure
requirements in the system (perhaps 15-25% in a typical HVAC VAV supply air system), and because
in many HVAC supply air systems the flow rate would normally be at least 30-40% or more of full flow
we would not observe a dramatic spike in specific energy at low flow rates. Another fan system with a
fixed minimum pressure might be the induced draft fan in a large boiler, where the fan is modulating
to try and achieve a set point of negative 125 Pa (-0.5 in. w.g.) in the firing chamber.
The one situation that comes closest to static lift in fan systems is the situation where a high pressure
fan (usually referred to as a blower) is bubbling air up from the bottom of a tank of water. This
situation occurs in activated sludge systems found in waste water treatment plants, where the blower
may be trying to bubble air up from the bottom of a tank 2-3 meters in depth. In this case looking at
the system using the specific energy metric would confirm that a VFD will not yield energy savings.

Conclusion
Sometimes the efficiency of the fan itself is the only factor considered in system design changes or
policy-making. This example clearly shows that there are in fact many factors involved in the total
efficiency of a fan system, and that much more care is required to determine the true efficiency of a
system’s design. In order to achieve a desired level of high performance the system designer must
look beyond the catalog peak efficiency rating of the fan.
The example above clearly illustrates that poor fan application technique can completely negate any
benefit from regulations or legislation mandating that the fan should achieve a high peak efficiency
rating. Even the most efficient fan can waste significant amounts of energy if it is poorly applied, or
operates with an inefficient part-load control system.
For most fans, the best way to assure high part-load efficiency is to drive the fan with a VFD, but care
must still be taken in the original selection, since even a VFD may not be able to compensate for a
poor match.
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Abstract
The goal of Task B of the 4E EMSA project is the creation of an online Technical Guide for the
proper design of Motor-Driven Systems.
A newly developed Motor Systems Tool will be created and used to analyze such Task B topics
as motor selection (size and type), control system design, transmission system losses and primary machinery (fan, compressor & pump) operating characteristics. Various equipment configurations will be analyzed with the tool’s capabilities demonstrated through consideration of
practical examples.. This tool is designed to assist users to develop a proper and energy efficient design of complete motor systems. An optimal design would meet process requirements
while not oversizing components which is a tendency often seen with excess energy use as a
direct consequence.
This paper will show why the tool is useful for motor system design, how it is constructed and
how it works.
The Motor Systems Tool
Task B has, in corporation with Danish public means, produced a new, impartial calculation tool
in which the efficiency of complete motor systems is calculated. The aim was to create a tool
which is easy to use, available for a broad audience, and that gives good technical support for
choosing components and designing an optimal motor system.
The tool takes all four main parts of a motor system into account including primary load, transmission, motor and controls. The complete system efficiency is determined by calculating the
load and efficiency for each system component. The Motor Systems Tool is unique because it
dynamically calculates the impact in the complete chain when changing system speed, duty
point or any system component.
The “engine room” of the tool contains standardized models for pumps, fans, compressors etc.
as well as belt drives, gearboxes, motors, variable speed drives and combinations of these.
This paper shows and describes the Motor Systems Tool with a few calculation examples combined with illustrations of the standard models used.

The Motor Systems Tool is available for download for free
– registration required – at the EMSA website: http://motorsystems.org
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Introduction
Optimizing motor driven systems is about choosing the right components and getting them to
work well together - thereby achieving maximum energy efficiency of the entire system.
A motor driven system is defined as the entire system from the wall outlet to the power delivered
by the application (pumps deliver hydraulic power). This definition doesn’t take into consideration whether, for example, the airflow and pressure drop in ducts are optimal for a ventilation
system, or whether the insulation of a cold storage room is suitable; neither does it provide information as to whether the pressure levels of an air compressed system are optimized and
leakage is minimal, or whether the rate of flow in a pump system is optimal.
In other words, conditions which are related to a process separated from the motor driven unit
are not included in the definition of a motor driven system.
A motor driven system consists of the following four components:

• The driven machine – load (pump, fan, compressors, conveyor belts etc.)
• The transmission – if any (belts, gears, gear motor etc.)
• The motor
• The drive (soft starter, frequency converter or other VSD)

Figure 1 Components of a motor driven system

There has been a long tradition in Denmark of looking at entire motor driven systems as a hole,
trying to optimize, when taking the respective influences of all parts into account.
Several papers have also been published on the subject – including a paper at the most recent
EEMODS ´09 where Mr. Claus Hvenegaard presented “Small Changes – Big Savings!” [1]
This Danish work supplements Task B in the EMSA work perfectly as the headline is Technical
Guide for Motor Systems, which again was the major reason for Denmark to take the task leadership of task B within EMSA.
The next logical step within systems optimization was to find/create a PC tool as a “playing
ground” for all interested, where the user has the ability to change components and component
efficiencies on the fly and see the result immediately – and make this tool easy to access.
Having screened the market for existing tools on the subject the decision was made to make
our own solution as it proved very difficult to find anything complying with the wishes of the
workgroup of task B.
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The Motor systems Tool
The keywords when trying to build a software package for calculating complex motor systems
included words like: user friendly, easy access, keep it as simple as possible (kiss) which turned
out to be a rather difficult task. Therefore the compromise inside the ”engine room“ is simplified
models of standard components based on real life measurements during the last decade in
former energy projects, carried out at the laboratories of the Danish Technological Institute.
A simple flow chart was carried out to define the program structure:

Figure 2 MST flowchart

When selecting load and motor – suggestions are provided by the tool if you’re in doubt regarding your system. Quite often in real life the available information is limited.
In this way you can get a very good estimation of your system performance – even with very
little knowledge about your actual system.
Stage 1 – Input the key components
The intro screen of The Motor Systems Tool (MST) lets you pick your components in random
order. Below is the screen for load selection where the input is one of four possible torque profiles – there’s help text next to selections for guidance:

Figure 3 Load selection screen of MST
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Motor and drive
When selecting the motor on an existing system, it’s not always the case that the motor nameplate information is available. When possible the user can input the actual motor nameplate
data but when such information is not available, the user has the possibility of choosing a standard motor model (from the IEC 60034-30 table definition, IE1, IE2 and IE3 can be selected).
This is of course only a good guess, but it ensures that the user can continue the program and
proceed to the system evaluation.

Figure 4 Motor nameplate input - alternatively selection of a standard motor
“Nominal values” are equivalent to “full-load values”

After the motor selection screen the user must input the method by which the motor is connected. The possibilities right now are: direct on-line (D.O.L.), soft starter and frequency converter with both constant flux and automatic energy optimization.

Transmission
Selecting transmission can be a bit more complicated. There are many rules of thumb, good
suggestions, good practice (experience!) when it comes to - belt drives. Therefore, the MST
project group decided that on belts the user needs to have some knowledge. The user has to
decide on quite specific information on the belt drive, otherwise the assumptions inside the MST
calculations would be too extreme – and perhaps impossible.
Pop ups are provided with suggestions, good advice and so forth but the user has to take a
stand in terms of making some specific choices on the belt drive machines.
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Figure 5 Belt transmission selection

Stage 2 – Input the duty point
When calculating overall efficiency for a complete motor driven system the general idea of The
Motor Systems Tool, right from the start, has been to base all calculations on one and only one
known duty point. The tool user is free to choose this duty point, based upon equipment design
and operating criteria, but all calculations originate from this point. Therefore stage 2 of the Motor Systems Tool is to define a known duty point in the initial phase of the program.

Figure 6 Input the initially known duty point of the system

In the above example the known duty point is the wall outlet where a power consumption of
7,2kW has been measured and the user takes “a good guess” on the speed of the system
(speed measurement on a running machine can be complicated)
Having overcome these few steps the user is now presented with the main screen of the Motor
Systems Tool:
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Figure 7 Main screen of The Motor Systems Tool

Stage 3 – The Main Screen
At first glance, a lot of information and numbers are provided, but looking closer, the upper half of the screen is simply a repetition of the user input data with
only the lower half giving new information. In the above example the known
duty point was P1 input power/wall outlet and for this reason the power field
here is in a different color combined with an illustration above.

Figure 8
Going left from this point the user encounters a column of the calculated
motor conditions at the actual duty point.
From the top the user see’s the calculated efficiency as a precise number. Below this there’s a slide for illustration. Background color of the
slide changes dynamically if efficiency drops. This slide can be used for
manual input of motor efficiency if selected below on the “motor choice“
button.
Below this button the calculated nominal torque of the selected motor
and the actual load of the motor at the actual duty point are stated.
The load here is calculated as: TP2/Tmot-nom·100%, where TP2 = PP2/•
Figure 9
Left of the ”motor column“, P2 (motor shaft) power, speed and torque are calculated and stated.
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The next column is about the selected transmission. If no transmission is
selected this section will be “grayed out“.
In this case the calculated efficiency is stated as an exact number and shown
on a dynamic slide. Below these, the nominal power, actual load and C-factor
for the belt drive are visible. C-factor for belt drives is a type of load factor
that is directly linked to the motor connection, number of running hours per
day and the kind of machine being run by the belt. (For instance, D.O.L. motors have higher C-factor than motors started by soft starters as they treat the
belt tougher).
The C-factor is calculated automatically within the Motor Systems Tool.
Pbelt nominal and Loadbelt are calculated using the same method as with motors.
Figure 10

At the left of the main screen, P4 (output of the driven machine), machine efficiency and P3
(input to the driven machine) conditions are stated.
P3 is the output from the transmission calculation and at
this point speed is known so torque is easily deducted
from this information.

Figure 11

The efficiency of the load – the driven equipment – is at
this point impossible to calculate. The current version of
the Motor Systems Tool does not contain an algorithm for
the driven equipment. For this reason, when the user selects “automatic”, the program assumes an efficiency value
of 65%. If the user knows better (from experience, real life
measurements or maybe even curves or diagrams) it’s
possible to enter the true constant efficiency of the driven
equipment.

In the example case 65% is chosen and the final output power from the driven machine is
3,13kW. (Which would be hydraulic power had it been a pump driven)
Compared to the input power which in this case was 7,2kW, the 3,13kW corresponds to a total
calculated system efficiency of 43,4%. This number is calculated by The Motor Systems Tool
dynamically and is shown at the lower left corner of the main screen:

Figure 12

Whether this number is considered high is very individual and depends on the driven equipment
type and size, system design and operating characteristics and surrounding conditions. As a
rule of thumb, system efficiency’s below 50% should be revisited as cost-effective efficiency
improvements are most likely available.
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Room for improvement?
One of the features in the Motor Systems Tool is an “on the fly” drive analysis.
Pushing this button launches a pop-up screen which shows the current duty point (calculated
from current shaft conditions, speed & power) but with drive variants. The Motor Systems Tool
automatically selects three standard motors nearest in kW size for comparison. The user even
select frequency converter included for comparison. This gives the user an idea of drive variants
in this one duty point. If more duty points are desirable the user has to use “energy analysis”
including curve of duration etc. elsewhere in the program.

Figure 13

In the above example – selecting an IE2 7,5kW standard motor instead of the current motor
would bring annual energy costs down by approximately 1.243,- €
The currency calculus for this is input by pushing the “money stack” icon at the right side of the
main screen which brings up the following screen:

Figure 14

In this screen it is possible to define your own custom assumptions regarding annual running
hours, price per kWh and currency.
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Other features of The Motor Systems Tool
Another feature of The Motor Systems Tool is the possibility to
vary the speed at P4 based on the load curve input at the beginning of the program.
Current example:
According to general theory on pumps and fans (the laws of
affinity) torque variation is equal to speed variation squared. This
basically means that reducing speed to one half requires only
one eighth of the power consumption.
In the example to the right speed is reduced to 1080 rpm from
1704 rpm which leads to a power reduction from 3,13kW to
0,8kW given by the following formulae:

Figure 15

At any given time it’s possible to save a “snapshot” of the current duty point. When doing so all
of the relevant data (P4 à eta load à P3 à eta trans. à etc.) are put into a table. This table
can later on be used as the basis for an energy analysis (with another motor for instance).
The table can be saved and loaded as a normal tab separated file which can be handled by any
external program as well.
The user can, when using this table, build up a collection of duty point’s describing a system in
different situations during a day, a month or even a whole year and from this deduce a curve of
duration that very quickly will reveal unnecessary stand-by power, excessively long periods of
running at specific duty points and other problems.
This is a quite efficient tool for analyzing existing systems.
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Figure 16 Energy analysis screen – same duty points, better motor

Conclusion
The above mentioned features along with many more are only a part of the Motor Systems Tool
– One of the outcomes of the EMSA work in task B: Technical Guide for Motor Systems.
The Motor Systems Tool is maybe the first tool ever to analyze entire motor systems as a whole,
dynamically calculating efficiency changes in a user friendly windows-based environment.
The Motor Systems Tool allows “on the fly” changes and shows results, good or bad, instantly,
and it handles both new and retrofit systems and even accepts partial inputs.
The Motor Systems Tool is impartial using “self – made” standardized models for all implemented components, thereby helping to ensure that no specific products or manufactures are
being favored over others. This also means that results are general rather than exact.
The Motor Systems Tool is the obvious choice to use to inform and train not only engineers
working in industrial plants but also energy consultants, original equipment manufacturers,
trainers and teachers at schools and university’s as well as government officials responsible for
creating policy instruments.
Finally – best of all – The Motor Systems Tool is free of charge and it can be downloaded from
the EMSA web-page http://motorsystems.org
The software comes in a self-extracting zip file and installs itself with a just a few clicks.
The only thing required is a registration on the EMSA page – for statistical purposes only
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Summary of calculation models:
The present version of The Motor Systems Tool includes the following calculation models below. The tool can handle any combinations of these.
Load:
4 variations of torque vs. speed: T(n) ~ n-1, T(n) ~ n0, T(n) ~ n1 and T(n) ~ n2
Transmission:
Direct coupled, belt drives and gear motors.
Motor & Drive:
AC squirrel cage asynchronous motors 50 Hz models, D.O.L., connected through soft starters,
VSD constant flux and VSD with automatic flux optimization.
For more detailed information regarding algorithms within the calculation models of the Motor
Systems Tool please consult the manual of the program.
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